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Photograph of Venus by Research Center, New Mexico State University.
Taken by A. S. Murrell on June 20, 1964 at 17 hrs., 18 mins., U.T.,
18 hours after inferior conjunction with the sun. Venus 2.33 degrees
from center of sun. Seeing 6, transparency 6 or better. North at top and
west in earth's sky at right. Photograph in red light, IV-E Eastman
spectroscopic plate, OG-2 filter. Exposure 0.2 secs. 12-inch Cassegrain
reflector, f: 66. See also text on pages 42 and 43.
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remely elusive as magnification increases.
Sketching, therefore, remains
only means of recording the majority of Saturn's features.
During 1963,
- of the photographs of the planet which were submitted to the ALPO showed
-ts other than the NEB.
Lat.
edge
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Reference
aoodman, J.W., Str. A , 17, pg. 77 (1963).
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STATUS OF THE LUNAR SECTION SELECTED AREAS
MAPPING PROGRAM, MARCH, 1964
By: Patrick S. McIntosh, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder
At the date of this writing, a total of 38 visual observations of the
-istarchus-Herodotus region has been submitted.
A list of the contributors appears below.
An examination of these observations has resulted in
- -e following remarks and suggestions for making the mapping program more
ffective.
1. The volume of observations is still inadequate for compiling a
There is insufficient overlapping of observations
reliable master chart.
f small detail.
2. Most of the observations are made during sunrise on the region.
There is a definite need for observations at sunset as well.
Observers
should also try to observe the fine detail in bright and dark structure in
Seldom does anyone study an object far
t':e region when the sun is high.
from the terminator.
3. There is need for many more observers, especially for observers
More than half the obserwith telescopes 8 inches in aperture and larger.
vations so far have been submitted by two observers! An increase in the
number of observers would not only increase the volume of observations but
would also provide better checks on the personal, subjective factors in each
Each observer sees different detail because of differences
observation.
in the size and quality of the telescopes, the differences in observing conditions,and the differences in eyesight.
Added to this are the differences
in ability to interpret what is seen and the immense differences in artistic
style in representing the interpreted observation.
By combining observations made by many observers one would hope that most of the variables would
cancel each other and that something of the true nature of the lunar feature
would remain.
Few amateur astronomers realize how few other amateurs are
doing serious observing.
It is easy to make an important contribution
simply because there are so few contributors.
Every owner of a telescope
inches in aperture or larger should be aware that he has the potential to
add some valuable information to man's store of knowledge about the moon.

Iota-

4. The accuracy in the placing of details on the outline chart could
better.
It had been hoped that an outline chart prepared from photographs would assure reasonable uniformity in the observed positions.
The
most obvious errors occur in the placing of the dark bands on the interior
walls of Aristarchus.
This may indicate that there are serious errors in
positions of other features as well.
Perhaps the outline chart is not so
helpful as anticipated.
All observers are encouraged to criticize the outline form.
Is it a convenient size? Is it difficult to match with the observed appearance of the region? Should the observing form be made more
pictorial and less of an outline?
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5. The most frequent criticism made of the submitted observations is
that they do not include enough detail that is new.
This situation appears
to be a result of the observer's attempting to map the entire selected area
during a single observing session.
It would be better if the observer instead concentrated on a single mountain peak, or a portion of a crater rim,
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or the arrangement of bright features in one small portion of the mapping
region.
It is far better to spend an hour determining the true nature of
an object a few kilometers in diameter and to do it with good accuracy than
to spend that hour on an area hundreds of kilometers across and hence end
up with a sketch which shows less than an average photograph.
6. A few observers have made their observations outstanding by including detailed notes of explanation and interpretation.
The observing form
asks that these notes be added to the back of the form, but this Recorder
would recommend that they be put on a separate sheet.
So few people can
draw what they see that such notes invariably add a great deal of information to the observation.
Each feature worthy of comment should be labelled
with a number, letter, or Greek symbol and this label then used in the notes.
The notes should give an indication of how sure the observer is of what he
has recorded as well as a verbal description of the feature.
In the next issue of The Strolling Astronomer I will present a provisional master chart of the Aristarchus-Herodotus region based on the limited number of observations on hand.
Some of the outstanding individual
observations will be included.
Contributors to the Lunar Mapping Program
Name

City

Larry Anthenien
Orville Brettman
Rev.Kenneth J.Delano
Harry D. Jamieson
Patrick S. McIntosh
George W. Rippen
Ken Schneller
William Snyder
John E. Westfall
Jose
'
s Olivarez

Telescope

San Jose, California
Elgin, Illinois
New Bedford, Mass.
Muncie, Indiana
Sunspot, New Mexico
Madison, Wisconsin
Cleveland, Ohio
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mount Rainier, Md.
Mission, Texas

No.Observations

6"
5"
8"
10"

refl.
refr.
refl.
refl.
4" refr.
6", 12" refls.
8" refl.
4" refl.
4" refr.
17" refl.

1
1
4
11
2
2
1
1
13
2

LUNAR METEOR SEARCH PROJECT, FEBRUARY,1962-DECEMBER,1963
By: K. Chalk, A.L.P.O. Lunar Meteor Search Recorder
During the past two years the response of ALPO members to this project
A total of 16 members have written to me expresshas been most encouraging.
Some of
ing interest, and of these 12 have continued to submit reports.
these were participating in the program while it was co-ordinated by Mr.
Among the newer observers is a
Adams; others have begun only recently.
group headed by W. Cable of the Edmonton Centre of the Royal Astronomical
The Montreal Centre has continued to lend its support
Society of Canada.
The hoped-for expansion of the observations into other time zones
as well.
has taken place to some extent, and the writer hopes that this trend will
continue.
A. The following is a list of observers, their apertures,and the amount
of time contributed to the search by each person or group:
1. Eastern Time Zone
K.
C.
E.
K.
G.
C.
C.
K.
G.

Brasch, Montreal
"
Bridgen,
ft
Bridgen,
Chalk,
II
Gaherty,
t:
Good,
PapacOsmas,"
McNamara, "
Wedge,

8"

1

4"
2
4"
o
6",8" 3
6"?,8"3
3
3"
6"
1
4"
1
6",8" 1
4

0410
05
51
29
09
39
06
00
32
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Eastern Time Zone (continued)
g
of
han
d
cludrm
r
n
ailed
otes.
he

Montreal

6"
3"n
8
5,,
3r

10h 12m

K.
M.
W.
R.

Mass.

kn
2k" 8"

Pa.

4,,

12 46
2 35
2 42
4 20

Delano,
Payne,
Snyder,
Yajko,

311

8 06
2 39
0 5o
5 52 (entire team; see
below).

2. Central Time Zone

3.

im1

V. Williams,
I. Williamson,
D. Zackon,
K. Zorgo,
Mme.J-P. Jean,

3",6",10" 20h 55m

Missouri
R. Adams,
Mountain Time Zone
W. Cable,
E. Stong,
G. Solberg,

4"

Alberta
It
New Mexico

6"

6"

11

h

m
10 (team:see below.)

0 50
2 32

4. Pacific Time Zone
tions

R. Bales,

lo"

Oregon

1

h

m
32

Total time of observations: 107 hours, 41 mins.
Positive reports: 9
Nights observed: 62 out of 71 scheduled.
Additional observation: December 30, 1963 lunar eclipse:
122" telescope, 45 minutes.

W. Haas,

Note:l. The team of the Centre Francais de Montreal is listed here as
a group since its observations were for the most part carried out at a single
Participating were: Jean, Lebrun, Mailloux, Rousseau, Buist,
station.
O'Keefe, LeMay, Laforest, Damas, Gabroil, Lehire, and Grignon.
2. The Edmonton, Alberta team consisted of Cable, Tack ,erry,
Salmon, and Rhodes.

ject
aressr
1
rt
ones
1
amount

3. The following have written to me expressing interest but have
not reported observations: Jones, (Va.); Nelson, (Calif.); Dalton, (N.J.);
Sitler, (Pa.); and Werner, (Ohio).
It has not been possible for me to spend the necessary time to determine the number of hours of observing time with each size of telescope ( a
relevant factor since the looked-for phenomena would be faint and thus less
Therefore, in this report telelikely to be seen with small telescopes.)
scope size is only considered when positive reports are evaluated.
B. Positive Reports Received:
1. May 8, 1962. Mr. A. Rousseau, observing with a 3i" refractor,
noted a bright point in the center of the dark area of the moon at 1:35 U.T.
At this time the writer and K. Brasch were both observing with 8" telescopes,
and G. Caherty with a 6" refractor; none reported seeing anything at the
As the phenomenon seen in the three-inch should have been visible in
time.
the larger telescopes, it must have been a flash of terrestrial origin, or
a spurious effect within the telescope.
2. May 8, 1962. Mr. R. Adams reported seeing a trail of magnitude
No other reports
about 6' in length, with a duration of about i sec.
were received covering this time interval, but the trail seems unexpectedly
The object was probably, but not definitely,
long for a lunar meteor.
terrestrial in origin.
3. June 9, 1962. Damas, with a 3i", saw a magnitude 8 trail, last-
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ing 1 second, on the equator near the dark limb of the moon (or else a trail
along the equator; it is not clear which) at 3:54 U.T.
No one else was observing at the time, and it is difficult to evaluate the report.
4. Sept. 5, 1962.
The writer observed a very faint point of light
in the region of the crater Walter.
This appeared at 0:48, 0:50, and 0:55
and was considered possibly evidence of vulcanism, or perhaps light on a
high mountain peak, since it was not far from the terminator.
The only
other observer at the time was I. Williamson, using a 3" refractor, which
could not have shown the phenomenon.
5. Oct. 8, 1962. R. M. Adams suspected activity in Aristarchus or
Copernicus in the hour of 1:00-2:00 U.T., but was uncertain about this. No
other observations covered this period; however, this area has shown evidence of activity of some sort in the past.
Adams was using a 10" reflector
at 57X.
6. Nov. 15, 1962. Adams, working with a 10" reflector, reported a
bright point near Delisle at 1:30 U.T., of magnitude 4-5, lasting i second.
Again there were no other observations made at the time.
The object appears
rather brighter than would be expected of a lunar meteor.
7. Dec. 2, 1962. K. J. Delano observed at 23:43 U.T. a magnitude 7
trail 2 minutes long in Mare Vaporum.
He was using a 3i" Questar at 80X.
In Montreal at the time Brasch, with an 8", Williams with a 6", and Williamson with a 3" saw nothing so that we may assume a terrestrial meteor.
8. April 29, 1963. Michael Payne observed a fast meteor crossing the
moon at 1:40 U.T.
This was obviously earthbound.
9. June 28, 1963.
Adams reported a magnitude 3-4 flash of duration
1-2 secs. near the Spitzbergen Mountains, at 2:35 U.T.
No other observations were being made at the time, but a terrestrial origin seems probable
for a flash of this brightness.
Adams was using a 10" reflector.
Of the nine reports listed above, it seems probable that 6 were terrestrial in origin, 2 probably lunar (but not meteoritic), and one (no. 6)
is questionable.
The Lunar Meteor Search depends on the existence of simultaneous observations of a flash or trail to establish its lunar origin, for a terrestrial meteor will appear to be in line with the moon only to one observing
station.
For this reason the Recorder would like to hear from interested
readers, especially in the Central Time Zone.
They will receive upon request a supply of report forms and a copy of the year's observing schedulet
Those who can are urged to make lunar meteor searches during the total phase
of the lunar eclipse on December 19, 1964.
Totality will find the moon
well placed on a dark sky in Europe and over most of the United States and
Canada.

VENUS SECTION REPORT: EASTERN APPARITION, 1962, SECOND PORTION
By: William K. Hartmann, 1962 A.L.P.O. Venus Recorder
(concluded from November-December, 1963 issue)
Part 7: Phase and Dichotomy
The terminator was described as straight or very nearly straight in
These observations were analysed by the
29 observations by 20 observers.
method described in an earlier paperll.
Dichotomy was found to have occurThis was 6.9 t 3.3 days earlier
red on Aug. 25.4, 1962, U.T.dt 3.3 days.
than the predicted date, corresponding to a discrepancy in phase angle i of
The measures of accuracy here are the very familiar standabout 3'.'9 j=2'f0.
ard deviations.
* This schedule for August-December, 1964 appears on page 40 of this issue.
6
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markings only 1/5 of the time.
The writer still supports the statement that
detail can be occasionally seen on Venus; but given a set of observations,it
is nearly impossible to identify the valid ones without photographs.
Still,
it must be remembered that everything said thus far here in Part 8 refers
only to markings in the central portions of the image.
Photographic effects,
especially at the cusps and along the extreme terminator, limit the reliability of the photographs in those regions.
Therefore, the results of this section are applicable only to Part 2 of this paper, which discussed "Markings
on the Disk, Exclusive of Cusp Areas". The conclusion is that in the visual
parts of Table 1 the "signal to noise" ratio is very low.
Because cusp bands
and caps often present the greatest contrasts on Venus, visual observations
of them may be more reliable.
In Figs. 3-6 are given examples comparing visual observations with
photographs.
Most were chosen to show examples of good cases of agreement
and are thus not represgntative.
For a more random choice of observations
see the 1960-61 report1°. Because reproduction of the UV photographs has
always been difficult, pencil copies have been used instead.
These were
prepared by D. P. Cruikshank without knowledge of the accompanying observations.
In summary, the seven ideas listed at the end of the 1960-61 report
(ref. 16, pp. 174-175) remain valid.
In particular, visual detail can
occasionally be detected.
But from this 1962 report it appears that not much
can be learned from detailed drawings because the valid ones are scarce and
difficult to identify. I suggest that observations of Venus under average
conditions proceed according to the following plan: Draw the phase with the
greatest possible accuracy.
Write down whether you think the accuracy is
good enough for phase measures to be made from the drawing.
Draw carefully
but only in broad detail any suspected markings.
Record relative intensity
and conspicuousness estimates for all markings, including caps and bands.
Cusp cap data will be useful in statistical studies.
Don't concentrate on
fine details,which probably aren't real anyway.
Instead, use the remaining
time to record relative sizes and brightnesses of markings, especially cusp
caps, and to write down notes on the appearance of the dark side and the
terminator.
The Editor is not in full agreement with Mr. Hartmann's argument in
The criterion applied to test the validity of the visual observaPart 8.
tions is that the perfect visual observer would duplicate a simultaneous
Is such true, even if ultraviolet detail
ultraviolet photograph of Venus.
can occasionally be recorded in visual wavelengths?
An analogous procedure
would be to to test the reliability of visual observers of Mars by comparing
their drawings to ultraviolet photographs of that planet.
It would be concluded that absolutely perfect visual data was of very poor quality since the
ultraviolet photographs normally show chiefly cloud systems over Mars, while
the visual observer primarily records surface markings.
(There would be,
of course, no need to try to apply this test to visual data on Mars.)

E

It may still be, of course, that Mr. Hartmann is absolutely correct in
his opinion that drawings of Venus are usually inaccurate and unreliable.
It may even be that other methods of study will fully confirm hisconclusions]
The references for this paper have already been published on pages 254
and 255 of the previous (Nov.-Dec., 1963) issue.

THE INTERPRETATION OF LUNAR CRATER MORPHOLOGY: POLYGONAL CRATERS
By: F.

J.

Manasek

ABSTRACT: Several theories of polygonal lunar crater formation are critiThe possible role of the grid system and compressive forces
cally analysed.
are discussed, and the conclusion is reached that no one theory can satisfactorily account for the development of polygonal craters.
The work of
Jaggar on terrestrial caldera is believed, by the author, to have great
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importance in the question of lunar crater development in that it suggests
that polygonality may be characteristic of engulfment and need not be the
result of modifying influences.
In recent years a great deal of the lunar literature has been involved
with the grid system and its relation to other aspects of lunar topography.
The morphology of lunar craters, especially their polygonal outlines, has
also been discussed at great length.
Emphasis has been placed on the polygonal shapes of craters, and much speculation has evolved concerning the
cause of this characteristic.
Most current literature on lunar dynamics places a great emphasis on
the role of crustal stress in determining the final shape of lunar features.
Spurr'sl concepts of appression and oppression, in modified forms, have
found increasing support as observational confirmation of the grid system
appears to relate it to the shape of craters.
Essentially, it has been
postulated2 that the polygonal aspects of many lunar craters are the result of deformation by surface stress and that the non-circular shape represents a distorted crater which is a measure of the force and direction of
the stress (primarily compressive).
These concepts have been used in
efforts to assign relative ages (pre-and post-stress era) to different craters.
For this to be a valid approach the following requirements must hold:
1. Crater formation must be a symmetrical process, forming
circular craters in a stress-free surface.
2. Stress is the only major factor determining noncircularity.
3. All craters in existence before the period of stress must
be deformed (i.e., polygonal), and all craters formed
after this era are circular.
4. Either the mechanism of formation of all craters was
the same, or different mechanisms produced similar
(circular) craters.
Another approach to the problem posed by polygonal craters regards the
grid system as an interlacing of geological boundaries which tended to inThus, a crater could expand more or less symmetrichibit crater growth.
ally until it encountered a portion of the grid complex where its progress
would be stopped or slowed, or the direction of local growth modified.
This would cause the crater to assume an angular outline at the intersection with the grid, and a straight wall would result if a straight componThis approach requires fewer assumptions
ent of the grid was encountered.
than the first and explains certain observations ( such as the fact that
the degree of deformation is relative to crater diameter and not an absolute value) that the author feels are not satisfactorily explained by the
It still has the basic weakness of relating the grid
deformation theory.
system to polygonal craters, a causal relationship which, as it is important to remember, has been merely assumed.
Still another approach to the problem can be based upon a series of
observations made by the American geologist Jaggar3 of the Hawaiian calThese caldera bear a very close relationdera Halemaumau and Kilauea.
Their growth is
ship to lunar objects and develop by means of engulfment.
irregular and has frequently led to polygonal outlines in the absence of
Growth of a crater neec
any structures analogous to the lunar grid system.
not be circular, as has been tacitly assumed by compression proponents.
Lastly, the-physical role of surrounding terrain may be considered.
A mountain or other raised area of land adjacent to a growing crater appears
to influence the direction of growth in such a manner as to cause the caldera to enlarge in a direction away from the mountainous mass.
This woulc
also result in a crater with angular components in its wall.

I
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polyFIGURE 7. Print from a
photograph in the Kuiper
Photographic Lunar Atlas.
Contributed by F. J.
Manasek. Ptolemaeus-Alphonsus region of moon.
Lunar south at top, lunar
west (IAU sense) at right.
The letters B,C,D, and E
are explained in the text
of Mr. Manasek's article.
Ptolemaeus is the very
large, gray plain a little
left of center. Alphonsus
is directly above Ptolemaeus and has a bright central peak. Late afternoon
solar lighting.
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It is the purpose of this paper to compare these mechanisms on as
many points as possible and to relate observational evidence on as quantitative a basis as possible.
The currently popular compression-distortion theory suffers from sev11 it is to be assumed that, in a given lunar region,
eral inconsistences.
a compressive (shrinkage) force altered a population of predominantly round
craters with a wide range of diameters to a population of predominantly
polygonal craters by shifting their walls, then the walls of every crater
present during the compressive phase should be displaced by the same amount.
This absolute distortion is not observed; quite to the contrary the distortion is relative to the crater diameter.
The Ptolemaeus region (Figure
7) is used to illustrate these points since it offers striking examples of
the type of crater under discussion.
The degree to which a crater deviates
from a circle was determined by superimposing a circle on the crater so that
the floor becomes, as closely as possible, an inscribed polygon.
The amount
of wall distortion B-C can then be measured and amounts, in the case of PtoleIf this were truly to represent a wall displacement
maeus, to about 8 kms.
caused by crustal shrinkage, then one would expect to find no polygonal craters with diameters less than 8 kms., these having been obliterated by the
However, craters of this size are present; they are
crustal shrinkage.
polygonal and their "deformation" is less than 8 kms.
It appears unlikely
that a general crustal shrinkage could produce deformations differing so
greatly in magnitude as those of craters D and E (Figure 7).
It is
equally difficult to postulate different forces acting on these adjacent
A similar situation is seen in Ptolemaeus and Alphonsus.
craters.
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Ptolemaeus is clearly polygonal; yet Aiphonsus deviates much less from a
circle than does Ptolemaeus.
Is this to be interpreted as evidence placing
Allphonsus in the post compression era?
The apparent absence of polygonal craters of small size (less than
15 kms. diameter) has been utilized in an attempt to assign relative ages
to the different sized craters.
A recent study' has shown that the regular
outlines of the smaller sized craters is not absolute; close examination of
a large population of small craters reveals a great number of polygonal objects.
The percentage of polygonal craters found in a given size grouping appears to be related very closely to regional topography.
When this
is considered along with the fact that the deviation of the walls is not an
absolute value, it appears that attempting to assign ages to craters on the
basis of their shapes is a groundless procedure.
The observed correlation of straight portions of crater walls with the
lunar grid system may be too close to be fortuitous.
The same holds true
for the approximate alignment of polygonal craters in a specific field. The
latter has been cited as evidence in favor of the compression-distortion
theory, but while strongly suggestive of a common controlling mechanism, is
not specific evidence for this mechanism.
If the grid system can be postulated as having exerted an effect (possibly retaining) on the developing craters, then many of the observed situations can, in the writer's opinion, be better explained than by the mechanism just described.
A crater's polygonal aspects would not then be necessarily indicative of its age, but would rather strictly be a function of
size and position within the grid system.
If the crater was large enough
to intersect a section of the grid, it would conform to the grid outline at
the region of contact.
If the crater had enough energy to expand and fill
the entire grid-enclosed area, it would assume a polygonal aspect, the precise shape depending upon the nature of the grid system in that particular
region.
A crater with enough energy to bridge the grid system would expand to the next boundary, once again assuming the outlines of that region.
A crater small enough to be located entirely within a grid unit may grow uniformly and not be polygonal but rather round or oval.
If the grid system
can be considered as having exerted a directive influence in modifying the
direction of engulfment, the completeness and continuity of the system would
be an important aspect in determining the shapes of craters.
A fault in
the surface would permit the energy of the caldera (present in the form of
molten rock) to be dissipated along the line of fracture, causing the crater
to grow along the fault rather than across it.
The lunar surface contains many non-circular craters which are asymmetrical in one region only.
It is apparent that crustal shrinkage is not
involved in the formation of these outlines.
Craters in this group have in
common one particular feature: most of the crater lies in the lunabase regions, and one side of it borders a mountainous region of lunarite.
The
side bordering the lunarite is usually less convex, and the crater looks as
though it failed to enlarge in that direction.
It may be concluded from objects such as these that enlargement (probably by the mechanism of engulfment) occurred in the direction where the
least material was to be removed and the melting point of the rock was lower.
The latter speculation is based upon the supposition that the lunabase is a
lave type rock and the lunarite is a higher melting' point substance, such as
The implications of this observation are important; namely that
granite.
the interaction of a landform and a growing crater becomes very complex when
small craters in mountainous regions are considered.
It is important to realize that relatively new craters formed in an area
already strewn with rubble and upheavals would not be round, but irregularly
They might also be younger than craters formed in a relatively
polygonal.
flat area and which might be more nearly circular.
The geologist Jaggar studied the Hawaiian caldera for many years and
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- :girded, among other things, their shapes.
These caldera enlarge by the
--cess of engulfment, and it is obvious that polygonal outlines can be
-ted without any external forces acting either to deform the mature crater
t alter it during growth.
The various processes occurring during the
—ation of a calderon are adequate to account for many features of lunar
ters.
Jaggar observed the formation of central mountains, concentric
ters, and internal terracing.
He specifically noted with regard to the
--_ lava filled lakes with raised edges that: " . . . . perfect circul_ty is rarely achieved . . . frequently [they] tend to hexagonal or penta'1 outline . . . "
The series of Jaggar's observations, which are too detailed and lengto review completely here, point to an interesting fact.
The process
engulfment is not a uniform mechanism acting equally in all directions.
very pronounced morphological similarities of these craters with numerlunar features make it difficult to disregard the possibility that the
_ygonal aspects of lunar craters may be nothing more than the normal reof the crater-building process.
It is essential to consider other morphological data also, especially

-- e it is unlikely that similarly appearing characteristics of lunar
(positua:esIgh
a at
rill
)reLar
(Lon.
✓ uni;em
;he
fould
.n
of
'ater

- ers are the result of a single mechanism acting on all craters in a like
-er and since more than one mechanism was probably acting at the same
An observational approach to the problem presented by a consideration
7- t.J1tiple mechanisms would be a very tedious procedure since it requires
each crater be analyzed separately, not only with regard to its own
mc -=hology but in relation to the surrounding terrain which in turn must be
ezLined for features which might have influenced crater development. The
1:7-:=Iem is compounded when the consideration is made that the "normal"
snate of the crater may be polygonal rather than round.
Summary
An attempt has been made in this paper to present evidence relevant
- :he various mechanisms of polygonal crater formation that have been
_stulated.
The merits of each hypothesis have been discussed in the light
45servational evidence.
The complexity of the origins of the polygonal
:ers has been discussed.
The fact that it is somewhat ingenous to conr only a single mechanism such as crustal compression has been mentioned.
-ent dating techniques based on the polygonal nature of craters have been
- .:ssed, and flaws in the method have been enumerated.
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A GENERIC CLASSIFICATION OF LUNAR DOMES
By: John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder
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Introduction
With the inauguration of an ALPO program of lunar dome studies, it
tes imperative, firstly to agree upon a working definition for a lunar
, and secondly, to establish a procedure for the systematic classifica- of these features.
This paper is intended as a suggestion toward
se ends; it is to be expected that, as more lunar dome data become avail-
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able, this classification scheme will be revised.
Mr. L.J. Robinson, in his article on the classification of lunar
features, has laid the foundations for this studyl.
Some of his recommendations are here accepted; others are modified, while the system has been
made more detailed in order to make it more useful for the study of a single
type of feature.
Lunar students interested in dome classification should
also refer to Leonard Abbey's and Ernst Both's thought-provoking article
on the subject2. In addition, the writer expresses his appreciation to the
Lunar Dome Recorders, Harry Jamieson and Jose Olivarez, for their invaluable
comments and suggestions given during the preparation of this paper.
Definitions
Dome: A discrete, regular swelling whose ratio of major axis:
minor axis, when corrected for foreshortening, does not
exceed 2:1, and whose maximum slope, not including secondary features, does not exceed 5°.
Under high illumination, domes are indistinguishable from their surroundings.
Domes may exhibit secondary features, such as pits,
clefts, ridges, and hills, as long as any single such feature does not occupy more than a quarter of the area of the
dome.
Dome
Complex: Any object similar to a dome but which has two or more
contiguous swellings or an irregularly vertical profile.
The definitions above differ somewhat from Mr. Robinson's.
differences are, in order:

These

(i)"Discrete" vice "single": The new term includes the meaning
of the previous term and, in addition, prevents portions of
other features (for example,swellings on a ridge) from being
identified as domes.
(ii) The maximum elongation for a dome has been increased from
1.5:1 to 2:1 as it is felt that the higher ratio will still
make it unlikely that a ridge will be interpreted as a dome
and yet makes it less likely that exceptional domes will be
ignored.
(iii) The additional stipulation that dome slopes may not exceed
is provided to prevent confusion between domes and hills,
cones, or peaks.
(iv) The phrase, "The surface of a dome shall appear dark under a
low sun", is deleted because: (a) this characteristic is
debatable for some domes, and (b), under low lighting, the
darkening for a dome as a whole is difficult to determine
because different portions of a dome are illuminated by
light striking the surface at different angles.
(v) The additional stipulation that any single secondary feature will not cover more than one quarter of the dome's surface should not result in the rejection of any true dome,
but should help to differentiate between domes and such features as cratercones.
Classification
This proposed system of classification is generic and empirical,rather
than genetic and interpretative.
This classification is intended partly as
a useful tool for cataloguing domes, and partly as a first step towards the
statistical analysis of dome characteristics, in order to answer such questions as: Are central pits more common on isolated domes than on domes in
dome complexes? Such questions must be answered if we are to arrive at a
valid theory for the orogeny of domes.
16
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Domes are here described by six criteria: broad category, surroundings, position, plan, profile, and surface detail (secondary features).
These categories are further subdivided and are given letters and numbers as
shown below:
Broad Category
Dome
Dome Complex

D:
DC:

Surroundings
U: Uplands
W: Maria
Uncertain or intermediate between Uplands and Maria.
UW:
Position
Orthogonal absolute Xi and Eta coordinates of the center of the
object are given in parentheses, in units of thousandths of the
lunar radius, preceded by the Roman numeral number of the quadrant
of the moon.
Plan
Major Axis
1:
2:
3:
4:

Less than 5 kms.
5 kms. to 20 kms.
20 kms. to 35 kms.
Over 35 kms.

Border
a: Circular (Major Axis:Minor Axis = 1.00 - 1.25)
b: Elliptical (Major Axis:Minor Axis - 1.26 - 2.00)
c: Polygonal
d: Irregular
e: Too ill-defined to classify, or variable (i.e., dependent on
aperture, etc.)
Profile
Maximum Slope
5: Gentle (under 2°)
6: Moderate (2° - 5°)
Cross Section
f: Hemispherical
g: Flat summit (platykurtic)
h: Sharp summit (leptokurtic)
is Multiple summit (more than one summit, but of a single type; for
example, three hemispherical summits)
f':Hemispherical - Asymmetric __/
g':Flat summit - Asymmetric
h':Sharp summit - Asymmetric
i':Complex summit (more than one summit, of more than one type; for
example, one flat and one sharp summit)
Lther

y as
the
Lesin
a

Surface Detail
Type
7: Depression (pit, craterlet, or saucer)
8: Elevation (hill, ridge, or peak)
9: Cleft or valley
0: No observable surface detail
17
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Position
j: Central
k: .Off-center
m: On margin
n: Transversal (linear feature crossing entire dome)
p: More than one such feature
Application
Although it is an easy matter to devise schemes for classifying lunar
features, the actual use of such schemes at the telescope, or with lunar
photographs, is more difficult.
Of the categories listed above, probably
those concerning plan and profile are the most difficult to decide by observation.
The horizontal dimensions of a circular dome can be determined by comparison with a circular crater of known diameter.
Away from the center of
the disc, however, foreshortening makes it difficult to determine the true
ellipticity of a dome since even a circular dome will appear elliptical.
In such a case, it is sufficient for cataloguing purposes to estimate the
ellipticity of a dome by comparing its outline with that of a craterlet as
close to the dome as possible.
The maximum slope of a dome may be found by noting the colongitude at
which a black shadow is first or last observed, from which the approximate
maximum slope may be computed by the formula:
sin Slope = sin A = cos B sin (L+ C),
where A is the altitude of the sun at the dome, B is the selenographic latitude of the dome, L is its selenographic longitude, and C is the solar colongitude.
Near the lunar limb, relief displacement of apparent position makes a
symmetric dome appear asymmetric by displacing the summit of the dome.
Any
This apparent
elevations or depressions on the dome are also displaced.
displacement is expressed by the formula:
d

h tan r
1,000

where d is the apparent displacement limbwards in kilometers, h the altitude
above the dome's base in meters, and r is the dome's distance, in selenocenthe moon's apparent center. For example, a dome 500 meters
tric arc, from
c
high and 80 from the moon's apparent center (i.e., 10 ° from the limb) would
have its summit displaced 2.8 kilometers towards the limb.
As an aid to dome interpretation, the sketches in Figure 8 illustrate
the telescopic appearance of the several plan and profile categories.
In classifying domes, it is particularly important to distinguish
between domes and other types of lunar features.
The transition between a
dome and another type of formation can be said to occur when one or more of
the dome's plan or profile characteristics becomes excessive, as shown in
the table below:
Plan
—TEOrder) • b - Ratio of Major Axis: Minor Axis exceeds 2:1 (A Ridge)
d - Extremely irregular (A Mound)
e - Too ill-defined to classify
Profile
!Maximum
Slope):

6 - Exceeds 5 ° (A Hill or Peak)
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Plan
TBorder) a: Circular

d:irregular

b: Elliptical

e:Ill-Defined
or Variable

c: Polygonal
Profile
Cross Section)

Asymmetric or Complex

Symmetric

nar

Hemispherical - f:

ly

Flat Summit - g:

(.1
g

Sharp Summit - h:
comof
ue
e
as
at
to

tti-

Multiple or
Complex Summit- i:

c.

FIGURE 8. Sketches of telescopic appearance of lunar dome plan and
profile categories in classification scheme proposed by John E.
Westfall. No foreshortening, lighting by low sun to left. See also
text.
(Cross
Section): g - Extremely platykurtic (flat summit, steep sides;
(a Plateau)
h - Extremely leptokurtic (unformly steep sides,little
variation or curvature in slope; (a Cone, Peak,
or Hill)

a
Any

Examples
Below are eight examples of the application of the proposed dome
:lassification system to selected lunar domes. (East and west are used in
:he IAU sense):

ude
n-

Written Description

Same or Location

Classification

S of Wallace D

DW(11094318)2d/5f/7k

Dome in mare. Medium-sized, with
an irregular outline. Gentle,
hemispherical profile, with a
depression located off-center.

W of Milichius

DW(I1151177)2a/6g/7k

Dome in mare. Medium-sized,with
a circular outline. Moderately
steep sides, with a relatively
level summit, containing a depression off center.

DW(11472125)2a/6g/7j

Dome in mare. Medium-sized, with
a circular outline. Moderately
steep sides, with a relatively
level summit, containing a central
depression.

uld
to

a
,f

of Hortensius

d of Arago

DCW(1339109)3d/5i/7p8p

19

Dome Complex in mare. Fairly large,
with an irregular outline. Gentle,
with a multiple summit. Contains
several depressions and several
elevations.
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DW(I1.53511)4c/6g/8p

NW of Linng

Dome in mare. Large with a polygonal outline
Moderately steep
sides, with a relatively level
summit containing several elevations.

DCW(II643649)4d/6i77k8p Dome Complex in mare. Large with
an irragular outline. Moderately
steep sides and a complex summit.
Contains an off-center depression
and several elevations.

RUmker

NW of Petavius B DW(IV776318)2d/5e/7p

Dome in mare
Medium-sized,with
an irregular outline. Gentle
slopes, with an asymmetric hemispherical profile. Contains several
depressions

NW of Piccolomini DU(IV450389)2a/6h/9k

Dome in uplands. Medium-sized,
with a circular outline. Moderately steep slopes with a sharp
summit. Contains an off-center
cleft or valley.

1 L.J. Robinson. "A Suggested Classification for Lunar Topography"
Str. A., 22,3-4 (Mar-Apr. 1963), pp. 49-55
2Leonard B. Abbey, Jr. and Ernst E. Both. "An Atlas of Lunar Domes".
Str. A., 12, 7-9 (Jul-Sep., 1958), PP. 96-101.
3Joseph Ashbrook. "Steep Places on the Moon"
(Jul.-Aug., 1963), pp. 136-137.
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Schriiter Effect 173-178
Section Report 99-107, 248-255
Simulated observations 89-91
Simultaneous Observations 33
Terminator 106, 254
Acknowledgment LE Editor. We express our considerable thanks to
"essrs. Cruikshank and Hartmann for their very useful contribution in preWe would prefer to publish it other than as text tn a
l- aring this index.
later volume, though costs in time and money are thus reduced.
If demand
should be large enough, the index could be furnished as a reprint.

A FURTHER NOTE ON LINNE
By: Patrick Moore
(Paper read at the Eleventh A.L.P.O. Convention
at San Diego, California, August 22-24,1963)
Of all the features of the Moon, Linne on the Mare Serenitatis, is
Since I have been paying a good deal of attention
one of the most famous.
to it, I am going to return to the old topic
but, I hope, with a difference.
I do not propose to go over the well-worn history of Linne; suffice
it to recall that this object has been suspected of having altered drastically from a deepish crater (as recorded by Beer and Maedler and by Schmidt
in 1843 and earlier) to something more in the nature of a pit on a white
spot (as recorded by numerous observers since 1866, when Schmidt announced
the disappearance of the old crater.) Arguments have raged ever since, and
each observer will have personal views about the matter.
Some astronomers
consider that no change has taken place; others are sure that something
really did occur between 1843 and 1866.
The latter is the view, for instance,
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of Nikolai Kozirev, as he told me when I was talking to him about it in
1960.
My own ideas have been somewhat modified in the light of recent
onts, and I want to say a little about Linne in its present form.
In 1952, F. H. Thornton, using his fine 18-inch Calver reflector, described Linng as a pit standing on a dome, and surrounded by a white nimbus.
In the following April (1953) I was over at Meudon Observatory, using the
33-inch refractor there, and confirmed Thornton's description; I showed the
small pit slightly westward* of the exact center of the dome, but H. P.
Wilkins - who was with me - placed it symmetrically.
And that, I thought,
was a definite observation so that no problems as to the modern form of Linne
Nothing could be less like the deep crater described by Needier.
remained.
About that time, I wrote a book called Guide to the Moon. In it I dealt
with Linng, and gave my view that the evidence in favor of change was"absolutely conclusive".
In 1954 W. H. Steavenson examined Linne with the 25-inch refractor
at Cambridge University (England) and described it, in a letter to me dated
April 18, as "a small deep crater, a little over 1 mile in diameter, having
a west wall considerably higher than the east, giving the appearance of a
hemispherical dome when seen under a very low light.
This small crater is
at the center of a low mound or swelling, some 4 miles in diameter, and
vanishing soon after the terminator has passed it".
I made a habit of looking at Linne on every possible occasion, but
without any thought of seeing any change there; I am not even quite sure why
I kept up the observations except that I am naturally inquisitive.
Then,
on 1961 !larch 23, had
I
a decided shock.
I was using my 8.5-inch reflector
at 300X, and at 19 20 ,U.T. conditions were fairly good; the terminator
lay near Calippus. I looked casually at a crater in the Mare Serenitatis,
and took it for Bessel.
Then, suddenly, I realized that it was not Bessel
In my observation book I noted that it was "a distinct
at all, but Linne.
crater, with interior shadow and strong outer shadow cast by the east wall".
The diameter was abouj one-quarter of that of Bessel.
Clouds then came up,
but cleared at 20h 15 , and I had a similar view with my 12.5-inch reflector,
which could not be used earlier because of inconvenient trees.
Meanwhile I
had telephoned my colleague Peter Cattermole, who immediately observed with
his 6.5-inch reflector and confirmed the appearance; his surpriEe was fully
The next night was cloudy, but on March 25, 23 , with the
equal to mine.
12.5-inch reflector, Linne was completely normal.
It was only after this observation that I found thMt Gilbert Fielder,
using an 18-inch reflector on 1955 September 8, at 1 30 , had seen Linng
in a sunset view "almost like a normal craterlet, with a bright part to the
east (which might be interpreted as an eastern ringwall) and a shadowed
(slightly smaller, perhaps) part to the west of this"
The next development came from E.E. Hill in Devon, on 1961 December
15, who was using a 12.5-inch reflector.
He too saw Linng as a deep normal
The same thing was seen on the following night,though
crater, with shadow.
not so clearly, and again in 1962, January 12.
Since then, I have seen
nothing of the sort; and Linne has always assumed its regular aspect.
Let me say immediately that I have no doubt whatsoever that the apparent changes are purely optical, and I do not for one moment suppose that
Linne has undergone any radical alteration since 1866.
There must be something very unusual in the slope of the surface in this area, and I suspect
that the familiar Linne structure lies at an angle, so that the inclination
is not normally measurable and yet can produce these odd effects when the
lighting and libration conditions are exactly right for them.
I do not
claim to be a good observer, but my observation of 1961, March 23 was really
so definite that I would be reluctant to discard it; fortunately there are
independent confirmations from Cattermole (at the same time) and Fielder and
*In this paper Mr. Moore uses lunar east and west in the classic astronomical sense, where Mare Crisium is in the west hemisphere.
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_1 (at different times,though it should be added that Hill made the crater
smaller than I did).
It seems incontestable that Linn can occasion_y give the appearance of a perfectly normal crater, similar to Bessel
ugh somewhat smaller - which is how Maedler described it, as well as
-lidt before 1843.
To me, these observations cast doubt on the evidence in favor of change
- -een 1843 and 1866, and it seems that my phrase "absolutely conclusive"
ill-advised; I was guilty of the all-too-common fault of jumping to con_sions without having checked the observations sufficiently carefully.
course, I do not suggest that a radical change at that period is ruled out,
I do now feel that we must be somewhat cautious about it.
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It may be added that there are a few other features on the Moon very
w.-- like Linng; and in particular I have been looking at the white spot
sely west of Picard, in the Mare Crisium - numbered 7 on a chart I pubced many years ago.
It seems to be a slightly smaller edition of Linng,
like Linn it has a white nimbus which has been suspected of variation
size; there are suggestions, for instance, that in each case the nimbus
--es slightly brighter and larger after a lunar eclipse, though I have
:ed for this effect at several eclipses and have failed to see it.
•
sre is a project for observers of the December 19, 1964 total lunar
eclipse - Editor]
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I suggest that it is well worth while keeping Linn under very frequent
- _servation so that when it assumes its crater-like form the exact conditions
illumination and libration may be noted; only in this way can we find out
precise cause of this peculiar behaviour.
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MERCURY IN 1961 AND 1962

PART I

By: Geoffrey Gaherty, Jr., A.L.P.O. Mercury Recorder
I. Introduction
This report covers A.L.P.O. observations for the period from 5 January
Observations were received for all but two of the
. to 25 November 1962
Table I lists
. :ve apparitions of Mercury occurring between these dates
observers,and Tables II and III give the distribution of drawings and
_ censity estimates (indicated respectively in the pairs of figures in the
In addition, Klaus Brasch and William K. Hartmann contributed
:es).
cposite drawings which are indicated in the tables by the letter "C"
Table I. Observers
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jserver
"-seph A Anderer
_arry Anthenien
_ Bartha
-lan Binder
"taus R Brasch
:lark R Chapman
Doug Cooke
Dale P. Cruikshank
De King
Geoffrey Gaherty,Jr
Palter H. Haas
iilliam K. Hartmann
Craig L. Johnson
George Lovi
Tod 7qarkin
George W. Rippen

Instrument

Station

6" refl.
Chicago, Ill.
6" refl.
San Jose, Calif.
8" refr.
Budapest, Hungary (Urania Obs.)
4.3" refr.
Tucson, Ariz. (Steward Obs.)
8" refl.,4.3" refr.
Rosemere, Que , Canada
10"
refl.
Buffalo, N.Y.
6" refl.
San Diego, Calif
4.3" refr.
Tucson, Ariz. (Steward Obs.)
2.4" refr
Liverpool N.Y.
6", 4.3" refr.
Montreal, Que. Canada
12.5" refl
Edinburg, Texas
12.5"refl. 4.3"refr.
Tucson, Ariz., (Steward Obs )
Boulder, Colo.(Sommers-Bausch 017410.5" refr.
Brooklyn, N.Y.
7" refr.
(Brooklyn College Obs.)
6" refl
Lakeland, Fla.
6" refl.
Madison, Wisc.
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ssibility of "neutrino organisms".
In Part 2, "Life on Earth", the origin of terrestrial life, and extra-restrial life by inference, is discussed.
Those aspects of earthly life
47-_-:.:11 are most remote from human experience are mentioned, suggesting the
-1:-:.ety of such forms that may exist in other parts of the universe.
In
latter respect, sub-sections of chapter two dealing with the various
..:AS of sensory "perception" and the "Mind" are extremely interesting.
The limitations placed on life with respect to temperature, pressure,
,
need for a liquid solvent, and the degree of atmospheric transparency
tz various radiations are considered in "Life Beyond Earth", Part 3.
Alter•1-es for carbon as a life-building chain and the possible chemical aspects
ilfe at contrasting environmental extremes are also discussed thoroughly.
Imts again the individual with some knowledge of chemistry, other than that
:-:Tided by the author in the first chapter, will profit.
Hints to the
ma:_re of extra-terrestrial life as indicated by traces of suspected organ. s--as on meteorites are also reviewed.
In many respects the last two chapters will be appreciated most by
era:eur astronomers.
Mr. Firsoff's exhaustive analysis of the surface and
t:mcspheric conditions of the various bodies of our Solar System assembles
--• most recent research findings and certain conjectured theories;"Planetary
Amv-Ironments of the Solar System" is a most absorbing fourth chapter.
In the final chapter the author discusses how planetary systems arise,
w:a: evidence there is to the existence of other planetary systems, what can
• :onjectured about them, and the influence of stellar environments on
Mr. Firsoff's lucid explanations of opposing cosmological theories
carets.
the proposal of his own ideas will be welcomed by the amateur.
A book
worth reading!
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MORE ACTIVITY SUSPECTED NEAR ARISTARCHUS
By: Patrick S. McIntosh, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder
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Two reports of activity near Aristarchus have been received by Lunar
,corder Patrick S. McIntosh.
It is noteworthy that the two events occurred
:•_:_ring a new crescent moon while Aristarchus was shrouded in night.
The re:arts were within the same 25-hour period.
At 23:58 U.T. on March 16, 1964 Adolfo Lecuona observed a "sudden red
_am" near the SW (IAU) rim of Aristarchus while observing the crescent moon
He had been observing the crescent moon with
-ox Madison, New Jersey.
=25X magnification, and the apparent drift of the moon across the sky had
::aught the faintly illuminated dark portion of the moon into view.
When
2.-e "glow" occurred, Mr. Lecuona changed to 90X and observed for another
-a:f hour, but without seeing any more activity.
The phenomenon was des: =bed as "relatively bright; quite unlike anything I have ever seen before".
72--e seeing was rated as 6 (good to excellent), and the colongitude of the
mein was 310 .
Mr. Lecuona is 15 and has been observing for over three
,
f3r5.

On the night of March 17-18 in St. Perersburg, Florida David J. Earl
1::_ his younger brother were timing an occultation of a star by the dark
-:.mb of the moon when at 00:59:20 U.T. on March 18 a flash was suspected in
• Aristarchus region.
They were using a 2.4-inch Tasco refractor with
•35X ocular.
They could not say more precisely where the flash occurred
:,cause of the small image size with the low power.
Mr. Earl emphasized
possibility of error in this observation because of the brevity of the
:Tent.
The recorded time is considered accurate toL20 seconds since their
:
_repiece had been calibrated to the local time standard just half an hour
.arlier.
The seeing at this time was very good, and the earthshine on the
:.rk side of the moon was bright.
Colongitude was 323°, with terminator
_Ting between the craters Atlas and Hercules.
David Earl is 18 and has
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been observing about seven years.
His brother is 15 and has two years of
The flash was seen by the younger Earl.
observing experience.
These reports differ from Lowell Observatory and Japanese reports of
some months earlier in that the March reports indicate very short, flashThe Lowell and Japanese reports were of sustained emission
like activity.
lasting from 20 minutes in one case to li hour in another.
The brevity of these events makes it difficult to interpret them in
terms of degassing or volcanic activity.
Perhaps both observers saw the
impact of a meteorite on the moon or a telescopic meteor in the earth's
atmosphere.
These last two possibilities are also hard to accept in view
of the slim chance that the meteors would both appear to be in the vicinity
of, or in the line of sight to, the very same lunar crater. [ Observations
of this kind should be very encouraging to participants in the A.L.P.O. Lunar
Meteor Search program, whose studies involve close and prolonged watches of
the earthlit moon for anything unusual.
Persons wishing to join this effort
should write to the Recorder, Mr. Kenneth Chalk, at the address given on the
back inside cover.
Improved qualitative and quantitative observational
coverage of the earthshine can hardly fail to help explain such reports as
those which Mr. McIntosh describes. - Editor]

OBSERVATIONS OF LUNAR RILLES NEAR HASE, IN PETAVIUS,
AND BESIDE THE CAUCHY FAULT
By: C. A. Wood
In this paper lunar east and west are used in the old, non-IAU sense,
where Mare Crisium is in the west hemisphere of the moon and Oceanus Procellarum is in the east hemisphere.
The two rilles shown here (Figure 12) were seen
Rilles near Hase.
at the telescope; and later a photograph, Yerkes 482, was found which conFor
greatest positional accuracy the chart was
firmed their existence.
traced from the photo, with the sketch and notes made at the telescope used
The rille which strikes S-SW from Hase D is
to interpret uncertainties.
about 3.9 kms. wide, shallow and suspected of having a convex floor. Near
Marinus C there is a slightly narrower en echelon segment, which terminates
The end-of-the-rille-crater on the
in craters as does the main rille.
inner slope of Hase D seems to be elongated at an angle of about 60 ° to the
Since there is a similarly placed
other foreshortened craters in the area.
crater on the rim of Adams which is not so elongated, the shape of the rillecrater in Hase D must be intimately dependent on the rille.
The second rille (Figure 12),which tends N-S, varies in width from
about 1.7 kms. at an elongated bulge near the south end to about 1.2 kms.
This rille
where, surprisingly, the older-looking rille interrupts it.
It is not known whether the rille breaks
also has a crater at each end.
The rille is"new" looking and very
the crater wall in any of these cases.
seep, being almost completely enshadowed at the time of observation while
the larger rille was shadow-free.
Another interesting linear structure in the area is the graben-like
Like the Rheita
depression trending S 70 W called the Snellius Valley.
It is well shown in Plates 6
Valley, it is radial to the Mare Nectaris.
and 7 of Miyamoto and Matsui's Photographic Atlas of the Moon. There
appears to be an en echelon fragment (the strange crater N of Marinus E)
about 64 kms. from the west end.

1•!

For other drawings of this area see Ford's artistically excellent one
(The Moon, Vol. 7, No. 1) and Cattermole's modernistic but questionable
effoiE-rThe Moon, Vol. 6, No. 2).
Rilles in Petavius.
The telescopic view was so different from Wilkins'
drawing The Moon - Wilkins and Moore, p. 174) that a sketch was made on
sheet A6a of the Kuiper Photographic Lunar Atlas (Figure 13). D. W. G. Arthur
and E.A. Whitaker have unpublished drawings which confirm these rilles.
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Rilles near Hase. C. A. Wood. December 2,
FIGURE 12 (above).
1963. 7h 30m - 8h 30m, U.T.
D. P. Cruikshank's 12-inch refl.
305X. Seeing 6 - 8 (variable). Transparency 4 (limiting magniOutlines traced from Yerkes photoColongitude 105 °.
tude).
See also text of
Libration in longitude + 3.8.
graph 482.
Mr. Wood's article.
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Rilles in Petavius.
FIGURE 13 (left).
Stetch by C. A. Wood. December 2, 1963.
6" 30m - 7h Om, U.T. D. P. Cruikshank's
12-inch refl. 305X. Seeing 5 - 7.
Transparency 4 (Limiting magnitude). Colon gitude 104°. Libration in longitude
+ 3.8.
See also text of Mr. Wood's
article. Lunar south at top, lunar west
(old sense) at left.
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The rille Petavius II starts on the E side of a small hill and then
The S end is wider than the rest of the rille.
zigzags N.
Rille III is
thinner and goes from within the central mountain mass to and slightly beyond the S side of a small crater, not the N side as Wilkins says.
No. V
parallels III for a short distance.
According to Whitaker, IV is continuous; therefore, even though the two parts were seen separated, both have
been labeled IV. (Refer to Figure 13 for the aspects discussed.)
The central mountain mass is very complicated, and only the general
It is made up of many individual peaks tightly clumped,
outline is shown.
with a smooth flat floor separating each.
A very bright spot, suggestive
of a small pit, was seen on the southernmost large peak.
Wilkins' map is amazingly poor; every rille except I is misplaced or
It is significant that although a 30" reflector was used,
nonexistent.
Obviously bad seeing, in the writer's opinion.
only 320X was employed.
Rille beside Cauchy Fault. Observation on September 7, 1963 near 12h
m
Seeing 7. Transparency 5
0 , U.T. lb-inch Kitt Peak reflector at 800X.
Colongitude 139°. A brief but revealing look at
(limiting magnitude).
the Cauchy Fault showed that there is a thin sinuous rille running about 2
kms. distant from the down-throw (S) side of the fault.
The extent of the
rille was not noted carefully, but it does not run the entire length of the
D.W.G. Arthur (JBAA, 70, P. 301) has drawn it as a step fault, and
fault.
the Air Force LAC chart Tr—Is ambiguous.
Postscript tx Editor. We thank Mr. Wood for his description of these
A.L.P.O. Lunar Section workers could very well imilunar observations.
tate some of the techniques described above in order to improve the quality
Readers are invited to study the three lunar areas
of our lunar studies.
described by Mr. Wood; large apertures and good seeing may be needed to improve on his report.

NATIONAL AMATEUR ASTRONOMERS 1964 CONVENTION
THEME: "NEW ADVANCES IN ASTRONOMY"
Denver, Colorado

August 27 - 31

Special Bulletin and Registration Information
Lodging and meal arrangements for the convention are based upon the
Please note the excellent package accommodation plan
time table enclosed.
available, which includes eleven meals in the Residence Hall Dining Room and
the two banquets in addition to the five nights' lodging
The dormitory rooms accommodate two persons, and the rate quoted is
Only a very limited number of single accommodations will be
per person.
available.
Families desiring motel accommodations may indicate details as to price
range, number of persons, arrival times, etc. on the back of the Registration
These accommodations at one of the many excellent motels in the
Form.
vicinity of the University will be arranged.
The registration fee must be paid in advance, but fees for accommodations and field trips may be paid at the registration desk at convention
Of course, much waiting time will be saved during registration if
time.
all the fees are paid in advance.
If you pre-register for any of the field trips, please note that the
first High Altitude Observatory trip on Friday conflicts with the National
Bureau of Standards trip and that the second High Altitude trip on Saturday
conflicts with the Air Force Academy tour and Chuck Wagon Dinner.
This
arrangement is made necessary because of the limited number of persons (60)
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Monday
0900
August 31 *1200
(coned.) 1330
*1830

Tuesday
Sept. 1

Convention meeting in Student Union - technical papers.
Lunch served in residence hall dining room.
Wind-up of technical papers and general meeting of
convention in Student Union.
Banquet in Student Union with noted guest speaker, presentation of awards, and concluding remarks.

*0700 Breakfast served in residence hall dining room followed
by check out of rooms.

*Meals included in package plan in addition to five nights' lodging.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Sustaining Members and Sponsors. As of July 5, 1964 there are in the:,
classes of membership:
Sponsors - W.O. Roberts,Jr.; David P. Barcroft; Philip and Virginia
Glaser; Charles H. Giffen; John E. Westfall; Joel W. Goodman; the National
Amateur Astronomers, Inc.; James Q. Gant,Jr.; David and Carolyn Meisel;
Clark R. Chapman.
Sustaining Members - Grace E. Fox; Ken Thomson; Sky Publishing Corporati:
Joseph Ashbrook; Charles F. Capen; Kenneth J. Delano; Craig L. Johnson;
Geoffrey Gaherty, Jr.; Dale P. Cruikshank; Charles L. Ricker; James W. Your-7
Charles M. Cyrus; Alan McClure; Elmer J. Reese; George E. Wedge.
Sustaining members pay $10 per year; sponsors, $25.
Of these amount:
$4 pays for a subscription to this magazine; and the remainder is a gift to
help support the work and activities of the A.L.P.O.
We have learned with sorrow from Ruth M. Burke, the
In Memoriam.
Corresponding Secretary of the Eastbay Astronomical Society, of the death c:
Chester J. Smith, long an active observing amateur in Oakland, California.
He built a superb mounting for his 9.5-inch refractor and presented the instrument to the Eastbay Society.
It is to be housed in a Smith Observator'
on the grounds of Chabot Science Center.
Mr. Smith generously assisted in
carrying out several major projects with the telescopes of Chabot Observato.7
In 1957 and 1958 he served as Assistant Jupiter Recorder of the A.L.P.O.
His frequent and valued observational contributions were repeatedly mention'
in this periodical in the 50's.
Offer of Aid with Architectural Problems. Writing on June 9, 1964,
Mr. Dicran Levon Gedickian, one of our newer members, said in part: "Since
professionally I am an Architect, I would like to make my services available
for advice concerning any architectural problems other members may have in
reference to mountings, structures, etc."
We thank Mr. Gedickian for this
kind offer.
His professional address is 80 East Palisade Avenue, Englewoo
New Jersey.
Lunar Meteor Search Schedule for Remainder of 1964.
Mr. Kenneth Chal_
has communicated the following schedule of search dates and times in 1964:
August 12, 13, and 14
September 11, 12, and 13
October 11, 12, and 13
November 9, 10, and 11
December 8, 9, and 10

8:00
7:30
6:30
6:00
6:00

-

9:00
8:30
7:30
7:00
7:00

P.N.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.

The above are all ordinary surveys of the earthshine, and the times are loca_
In addition, searching is scheduled for 2h 0m to 3 0m77.:,:
standard times.
on Decemb7F-rg, 1964, during the approximate total phase of the lunar eclipse
Strict adherence to this schedule is necessary if the lunar
on that date.
meteor search data are to attain their greatest value.
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Mr. Chalk's current report on this program is on pp. 4 - 6 of this
and Mr. McIntosh's note on pp. 35 - 36 would suggest that attentive
-ers of the earthshine may occasionally sight yet other phenomena about
- we want to learn more.
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Appeal for Material for A.L.P.O. Exhibit at Denver.
_creed again to take charge of our Convention Exhibit.
to members:

Mr. Clark Chapman
He sends this

'Once again we are trying to gather material for an exhibit.of the work
L.P.O. members.
This year the convention is being held in conjunction
:he other amateur groups in Denver, and we should try especially hard
erelop a picturesque and interesting exhibit.
In the past, exhibits have
_ded drawings of the moon and planets, photographs, maps and charts, and
diagrams or set-ups of instruments found to be especially useful to lunar
Practically anything representing your own work on the
lanetary work.
planets, or comets could be interesting to others if thoughtfully preWe would like to be able to exhibit something from every active memand we especially look forward to seeing the series of drawings or photofrom our more prolific observers.
Most important would be comprehencontributions from each and every observing Section of the A.L.P.O.
'Time is growing short, but it is hoped that members will work especihard and carefully during the next couple weeks to prepare neat exhibits
zeir work.
It would save a considerable amount of effort for me and
_ helping if neat labels could be lettered by the individual exhibitors.
-- have any preferences for the arrangement of your drawings and photoIf there are any members attending the con- , please make it clear.
who would be interested in helping to set up the exhibit, volunteers
be especially welcome.
"Please try to send exhibit material by August 15th, if possible, to:
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Mr. Clark R. Chapman
Lunar and Planetary Lab. , University of Arizona,
TUcson, Arizona.
_se note that this is a summer address only, and in October my address
All exhibit material will be
_ revert to 94 Harper, Buffalo 26, N.Y.
-zed to the exhibitors during the month following the convention, if so
We look forward to seeing a large and well-organized A.L.P.O.
_-sted.
With the help of every one of you, we
.-It in late August in Denver.
_rely make an excellent impression on the many amateurs attending this
-d National Amateur Astronomers Convention".
A.L.P.O. Twelfth Convention at Denver. We shall hold this year's meets part of the National Amateur Astronomers Convention on August 28-31.
rticle on pp. 38-40 carries many details of this large meeting.
We are
. _s to have a good A.L.P.O. Exhibit and would hence underscore Clark
-an's appeal in the paragraphs above.
About a dozen A.L.P.O. papers
- so far been accepted for the program; authors represented include Meisel,
- -an, Rippen, Milon, Chapman, Moore, and Cruikshank - surely indicating
:d cross-section of the better work of the A.L.P.O.
Curiously, several
- s will discuss the Schroeter Effect on the observed phases of Venus and
- _ry from different points of view.
The Editor personally invites all members who can to attend this coming
:ing at Denver - the program, the fellowship with other amateurs, and the
:ing in the majestic Rocky Mountains will provide a truly memorable ex- _ence.

! local
P7-1.77.
!clipse
lunar

New Addresses for Staff Members. Several A.L.P.O. Recorders have
ntly changed addresses,as follows:
1. David D. Meisel
5633 Selby Court
Worthington, Ohio

43085
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2. Charles H. Giffen
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
3. Clark R. Chapman
94 Harper
Buffalo 26, New York
Request for Observations of June 24-25, 1964 Total Lunar Eclipse.
A number of reports on this eclipse have arrived, and a descriptive article
is planned for our next issue.
Readers are requested to send in quickly
any unreported observations.
These are the more needed because of poor
sky conditions at several stations.
They may also help us to plan programs
better for the more favorable total lunar eclipse on December 18-19, 1964.

COMET TOMITA-GERBER-HONDA
Mr. Dennis Milon has forwarded an ephemeris of this newly discovered
comet computed by Mr. Michael McCants.
Several times in the past ephemerides communicated by Mr. McCants have arrived, to our regret, a few days
too late for publication.
Elements adopted for Comet Tomita-Gerber-Honda
were, relative to 1950.0 coordinates: epoch June 30.604, 1964; ascending
node 309?240; argument of perihelion 58.471; inclination 161?779; and perihelion distance 0.4998 astronomical units.
In the table below r is the
distance from the sun in astronomical units, delta the distance from the
earth, and CES ang. the comet-earth-sun angle.
Date
Trgb4)
July 20
22
24
26
28
30
August
1
11
21
31

R A

Dec

9h 54''67
56.60
58.18
59.50
10 0.63
10 1.62
10 2.49
10 5.92
10 8.62
10 10.92

R

Delta

.677
.708
.740
.773
.806
.839

1.389
1.459
1.527
1.592
1.655
1.715

27°5
26.2
24.8
23.3
21.8
20.2

7.4
7.7
8.0
8.3
8.6
8.8

18 2.9 .873
16 29.5 1.045
15 15.1 1.216
14 12.4 1.383

1.772
2.025
2.223
2.374

18.6
10.5
3.6
8.2

9.1
10.1
11.0
11.7

+ 20°46:4
20 12.7
19 42.2
19 14.4
18 48.8
18 25.0

CES An/...

Magn.

There is, of course, little hope of finding a faint comet less than
20 degrees from the sun in the sky.
These visual observations may be of interest:
Observer
Milon
Milon
Milon
McCants

Date
1964,June 14
June 16
June 18
July 1

Total
Magnitude

U.T.
10h 30m
11
0
11
0
3
0

5.4
5.3
4.8
4.5

Comments

bluish,tail 3/4 degrees.
2-degree tail.

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
Venus as a Ring of Light. The illustrations on the front cover and in
this article will show the curious aspect of Venus as a complete ring of
The cause of this appearance is the diffuse reflection of sunlight
light.
in the atmosphere of the planet.If Venus is a thin crescent, the horns are
regularly obviously prolonged much beyond a semicircle by this twilight arc;
and when Venus is nearly enough between the earth and the sun (but not at
most inferior conjunctions), the two horns join to form a complete ring.
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FIGUAE 14. Photograph of Venus
on June 19, 1964 at 17h0m,U.T.
by B.A. Smith. Red light, IVE Eastman spectroscopic plate,
OG-2 filter. Exposure 0.2
seconds. 12-inch Cassegrain,
f:66, 14X enlargement on original print here used. Seeing
5. Venus 1°83 from center of
sun only six hours before inferior conjunction. North at
top, west (in earth's sky) at
right. Photograph made available by Research Center, New
Mexico State University.

cle
y
rams

4.

ed
da
g
rile

FIGURE 15.
Drawing of Ganymede
(Jupiter III) by Elmer J. Reese
with Clyde W. Tombaugh's 16-inch
reflectpr Mt 524X. January 7,
1964, 025 , U.T. Conditions
very favorable. Satellite in
transit and projected on South
South Temperate Belt of Jupiter.

achievement of the Research Center astronomers in photographing Venus so
the brilliant sky very near the sun will be appreciated by those who
observed visually at inferior conjunction: it is a common experience
to see the planet at all for some time, even when it is well centered
Variations in brightness on these photographs along the
eyepiece.
_light arc (roughly the lower half of the ring) result from irregularities
planet's atmosphere.
The graininess of the background results, of
from the emulsion selected to show the high contrasts here required.

s.

in
It
^C;

Drawing of Ganymede. Figure 15 will interest students of detail on the
discs of the satellites of Jupiter.
It must be appreciated that the
_ aperture of 16 inches and the excellent seeing here allowed Mr. Reese
excellent view.
Meaningful confirmation of the detail with smaller inmm4r-rsents and mediocre seeing cannot be expected.
We understand that much
xe" :he detail drawn was confirmed by Dr. Clyde Tombaugh.
Unusual Appearances in Theophilus? A substantial number of reports of
-normal appearances on the moon have arrived in recent months.
One may
rDect that the lunar activity recorded by Kozyrev in Alphonsus in 1958 and
-eenacre and others in the Aristarchus region in 1963 has here played a
.
Of many examples that could be cited, we here present two reports
the large lunar crater Theophilus.
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On December 21, 1963 near 23h , U.T. Mr. William Snyder found the
shadow cast by the central peak ill-defined at its edge.
The colongitude
He observed for 15 minutes with a 4-inch reflector at 110X,
was 343'7.
Clouds then interfered.
seeing fair and transparency variable.
When the)
departed two hours later, the shadow was dark and sharp.
Mr. Snyder had
never before witnessed an ill-defined shadow in 4 years of lunar observing.
It is difficult to evaluate this observation.
Simultaneous observations by others, either visual or photographic, might confirm or refute it.
One could wish that a larger aperture had been employed.
Careful comparisons of the affected Theophilus shadow to other shadows of similar size miehave strengthened the evidence.
The second report was forwarded to us by Joseph Ashbrook; the observer
was Professor Sap.), H. Dieke of Goucher College in Baltimore.
Between
about 1h5m and 1"15m, U.T. on May 17, 1964 Professor Dieke and others during
a public night with the Goucher College 6-inch refractor at 125X saw "a crescent of crimson color" between the illuminated west rim (IAU sense) of Theophilus and the still shadowed floor.
The colongitude was 335°1.
The
effect did not reappear during the next hour and one-half.
It had not been
present at Oh50m, U.T.
Lacking known other observations of the color on May 17,one may tend
to suspect the chromatic aberration of a refractor, particularly in an area
adjacent to the brilliant inner wall.

ASTROLA NEWTONIAN
REFLECTING TELESCOPES
These fine Astrola reflectors
are well known to nearly all
serious telescopic observers.
Already a number of America's
leading lunar and planetary
observers are using complete
Astrola telescopes or optical
components manufactured by us.
We also sell Brandon and other
make Orthoscopic oculars mirror cells - tubes - spiders
- diagonals - mountings, etc.
Custom Newtonian and Cassegranian telescopes from 6 ins.
to 20 ins.aperture made to
Used reflectors and
order.
refractors are always in
stock.
Write for FREE Catalogue
CAVE OPTICAL COMPANY
4137 E. Anaheim
Long Beach 4,

California

Phone: GEneva 4-2613

NEW: THE PLANET MERCURY,by W.Sandner $ 3.95
NEW: THE SYSTEM OF MINOR PLANETS,
by Roth
4.50
NEW: A SURVEY OF THE MOON, by P.Moore
6.9,
!!':
PICTORIAL
GUIDE
TO
THE
MOON,
_
by D. Alter
6.95
NEW: EARTH,MOON AND PLANETS,new revised edition,1963 by F.L.Whipple 6.5,
THE PLANET JUPITER, by B.M. Peek, now
8.2
THE PLANET SATURN, by Alexander --- 1 2.0.
MOON,COMETS AND METEORS, ed.by G.Kuiper 15.00
THE MOON, by Wilkins and Moore, with
the 300" Moon-Map
1 2.7
STAR GAZING WITH TELESCOPE AND CAMERA,
by G.T. Keene
1.9
OUTER-SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY FOR THE AMATEUR,
by H. Paul, revised edition, 1963
2.5
THE PLANET VENUS, by P. Moore
3.9
WEBB'S CELESTIAL OBJECTS FOR COMMON
TELESCOPES, Vol. 1. The Solar System 2.2
Vol. 2. The Stars
2.2
AMATEUR ASTRONOMERS HANDBOOK, by
J. B Sidgwick
12.7
OBSERVATIONAL ASTRONOMY FOR AMATEURS,
by J.B. Sidgwick
10.7
NORTON'S STAR ATLAS
5.2
BEYER-GRAFF STAR ATLAS
15.0
BONNER DURCHMUSTERUNG
100.00
PLANETS AND SATELLITES, ed.by G.Kuiper 12.
50
GUIDE TO THE PLANETS, by P. Moore
6.
50
Write for free list of astronomical
literature
HERBERT A. LUFT
P.O. Box 91 - 69-11
229th St.
Oakland Gardens 64, New York 11364
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SOME NOTES ON LUNAR COLOR PHENOMENA
By:

Kenneth Schneller

s nh%lia-etMltain-tcliteiln%%titlilnr:1;tiocleropnhePrMennTSajd recalling Dr.
l t) ”riF
Bartle :

pp. 3 - 12), the writer would like to comment on his observations of Piton
during November and December, 1960 and January,1961, near colongitude 37

and would like to suggest construction of a simple, inexpensive spectroscope
to be used in a search for possible lunar color phenomena.
Only on three occasions during the past four years (i.e., on the above
implied dates) has the writer seen some type of definitely peculiar lunar
On these occasions, observing with an 8" Newtonian, using
color phenomenon.
a 53X Plossl eyepiece when the Moon was near the zenith, the writer saw red
At maximum
"obscurations" that concealed some or all of Piton's peaks.
size the November obscuration covered a 10 sq. mi. area, rapidly changed
shape (despite steady seeing), reached a maximum red enhancement in only five
minutes, faded slowly during the next fifteen or twenty minutes, and finally
completely disappeared, leaving no trace of its previous existence as Piton
The December and January obscurations were
resumed its normal appearance!
correspondingly much less intense, did not reveal so bright a red color, and
Each obscuration was slightly
did not reach such a large size at maximum.
different; but all were observed under good seeing with no signs of chromatic
aberration (optical or atmospheric) at the cusps, terminator, limb, or lunar
Since then, despite
Moreover, the transparency was constant.
"interior".
visual observations of the same region (three times during the same lighting
conditions) using color filters and a visual spectroscope, the writer has
never again observed anything on Piton to suggest a similar phenomenon.
The writer has, however, noted a very temporary red enhancement of a
- .299, as plotted
bright spot on the wall of Gassendi (xi = - .634, eta
in the Orthographic Lunar Atlas) at colongitude 40!12 lasting for about 45
minutes; but he strongly believes that the color (not noted in integrated
light, but observed with color filters and also with a spectroscope) may be
no peculiarity but probably merely an aspect at normal morning illumination.
On one other occasion, a color phenomenon was suspected (in Burg); but again
it was not seen in integrated light and was noted only weakly with color
filters and a visual spectroscope.
Except for the Piton observations (in
which the red color was very strong, even without filters), the writer is
very skeptical of his other observations (a larger instrument would help to
reduce the uncertainty) but nevertheless feels that, should a real phenomenon
occur, the spectroscope would be the best means of observation.
Color filters have proved very unreliable.
Because a red filter is a
-ood contrast filter for lunar observation, all bright areas look like emisIn the writer's opinion a spectroscope, when properly used,
sion patches!
is needed to untangle the observations.
When examining the moon for possible color phenomena, the writer carefully compares the spectrum of suspected
objects with that of nearby features.
If the enhanced region covers too
large a region of the visual spectrum, the enhanced color is considered to be
due only to the object's own reflective properties.
If the enhanced portion
covers only a small section of the red, and if during the decrease of the
red enhancement, a simultaneous increased enhancement of a narrow region (30
to 40 . or slightly more - comparable to the effective resolution of the
spectroscope) in the blue is noted, then the writer suspects a possible color
phenomenon.
The spectroscope is used regularly with the telescope for lunar
observation.
Except for the Piton observations, the other rare suspected
cases were dubious,recorded when using only color filters.
Lunar colors
should be accepted as good possibilities only after very careful spectroscopic scrutiny.
For these reasons it is urged that interested observers use a spectroscope to carry out a similar search.
For those who believe that a spectroscope is too expensive an accessory, the writer might describe his inexpensive
spectroscope.
A Plossl eyepiece (incidentally, the same one used visually
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for the Piton observations) is employed with a razor-blade slit mounted at
its focus and a very inexpensive (Edmund Scientific Co.'s stock number 40,
272, price 25?) replica grating capped over the eye-lens.
For an 8",f/8.5
reflector, the spectroscope works best visually when the slit is adjusted
to give an effective resolution of about 40 X.
A clock-drive is almost a
necessity, and an amplifier-oscillator to regulate the driving rate is most
helpful.
The writer hopes that this paper has stimulated interest in this type
of observing and welcomes any criticisms and suggestions concerning this
paper.
Readers may properly be skeptical of the comments made here; but it
they will carry out a similar search, the paper will have well served its
The writer will welcome correspondence at his address, 17826 Hil
purpose.
grove Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44119

MEASUREMENTS OF THE VENUS TERMINATOR CUSP-CAPS
By: Klaus R Brasch
The terminator cusp-caps appear to be the only features visible on
Venus which are at least of a semipermanent nature, all other markings bein
distinctly temporary both in shape and in duration.
"Semipermanent" means
that, while they are not obvious concrete surface markings (as, for example
the Martian polar caps), they remain nevertheless the only Venusian feature
to retain a basic identity and to be reported with some degree of regularity
In view of this fact, an attempt has been made to measure the size of these
caps from drawings in an effort to find any possible significant trends
therein.
Any study of Venusian surface detail is immediately confronted with
the major difficulty that neither the planet's period of rotation nor the
position of its polar axis is accurately known.
Concerning the latter, if
it is assumed that the cusp-caps represent the true poles of Venus, the axis
near dichotomy would then lie approximately along the position of the termic
ator; and at the same time the period of rotation would presumably have
little effect on the size of the caps over a prolonged period of observatio7
With the above assumption in mind, the angle 4 at the center of the
planet's disk, subtended by the extremity of a cusp-cap (or by the region
contained by a cusp-band) and the line joining the two cusps was measured
(see Figure 1).
A total of 61 suitable drawings, made during three success-.
ive evening apparitions by observers of the Montreal Centre of the R.A.S.C.
was used for this purpose.
The advantage here is that a sizeable sample of
observations, made over an extended period of time, by more than one observe
provides a fairly good control for the results obtained.
Only drawings ma:
between k = 0.80 and k = 0.30 were utilized, all others beind deemed unreliable for positional measurements.
As usual, k denotes the illuminated porThe values of 4 thus secured are tabulated below:
tion of Venus.
Evening Apparition:
North Cap
Mean Angle
No. of Observations
South Cap
1177—Angle
No. of Observations

1960-61

1962

1964

340 ± 6 00
13

38° f 40 o
18

33° ± 2°6
5

26°
20

26°:E 3.8
28

4°
.6

After we inspect the data, the following three points may be noted:
(1) There appears to be no significant change in the size of a cap dui.
a given period of observation (at least none is detectable within
the limits of accuracy of the above data).
(2) No appreciable change in the size of a given cap from one appariti:
to the next is evident.
(3) The northern cap appears to be consistently the larger of the two.
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SOME OBSERVATIONS OF THE LUNAR FEATURES HERACLITUS AND LICETUS
By: George E. Wedge
(Paper read at the 1962 A.L.P.O. Convention at Montreal.)
Lying just south of Stoefler is a curious group of features known as
Heraclitus and Licetus, whose general appearance is that of a large, irregular enclosure, with curved walls to the north and south and straight walls
This region is shown in Figure 3.
along the eastern and western sides.
However, further investigation reveals that it consists of two large circular
The followwalled plains, joined by what appear to be two very large faults.
ing brief description of these features is based on 21 observations made durLunar
ing 1960-1961 by five members of the Montreal Centre of the R.A.S.C.
east and west are used in the old sense where west is the hemisphere of the
Crisit117.
It is roughly circular in
Licetus lies to the north of the faults.
Most of its westshape and has a diameter of approximately 73 kilometers.
ern rim has been ruined by the intrusion of several large craters, and much
of the southern rim has disappeared, due presumably to the collapse of the
The remainder of the wall, except for a few isolated
region to the south.
disturbances, appears to be intact.
The southern feature is somewhat smaller than Licetus,being approximate-

FIGURE 3. The Heraclitus - Licetus area
on the moon discussed
by Mr. George E. Wedge
in his article in this
issue. Plate C 7-a
in the Kuiper Photographic Lunar 1TT;,
a Pic du Midi photograph taken on May 30,
1944. Lunar south at
top, lunar west (nonIAU sense) at left.
The photograph shows
many of the features
discussed in the text.
ly 54 kilometers in diameter.
It is circular in shape and has broad walls
to the south and east.
The western and northwestern sections are very narrow
and appear to drop steeply to the crater floor.
The north-eastern section
of the rim appears to be non-existent; however, a very narrow rim was observed
on May 4, 1960, and again on October 29, 1960, at colongitude 3°61 and 18°3
respectively.
The two large faults between these two formations appear to slope downwards from the east and west, each terminating at the foot of a long irregular ridge at the center.
This ridge is about 36 kilometers in length and
has been ruined along most of its eastern edge by five large craters.
Detail within the western fault consists of several small ridges and
numerous craters, many of which are grouped in chains.
A very fine chain of
seven small craters is located about one-third of the distance from the western edge of the fault to the central ridge.
The eastern fault is similarly abundant in small craters, many of them
occurring in pairs.
The most notable feature within this region is a long
rille; this feature begins as a chain of four small craters, near, and almost
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at right angles to, the central ridge; it then becomes a broad rille curving
northeast, and then east again, becoming narrower as it nears the eastern
This feature was observed on April 24, 1961, at colongiedge of the fault.
tude 14:2, and was subsequently seen on three other occasions at colongitudes
the latter value being very near local sunrise.
357°9,
14.3, 7.4 and
From the above description, it appears evident that this particular
region of the moon suffered some rare catastrophe.
Perhaps whatever caused
the formation of the two circular plains weakened the region between them,
Rectified photographs of this region
causing the whole area to collapse.
might show this aspect more clearly.

SOME COMMENTS ON COMET OBSERVING - PAST AND FUTURE
By: David D. Meisel, A.L.P.O. Comets Recorder
Some time ago, I received a print of a photograph taken of Halley's
Comet by Mr. Clive Chapman of Woollahra, Sydney, Australia.
I had fully
intended to add this to the material on a number of comets submitted by Mr.
Frank Kelly of St. Petersburg, Florida and to write an article on some of
the comets that appeared earlier in this century.
However, time has gone
by, and there is still no inspiration for this article.
Mr. Kelly's observations have found their way to a number of A.L.P.O. Conventions for exhibit and perhaps have been seen by many of you.
Upon reading lately of
some of the trials of amateur astrophotography, I was reminded of Mr. ChapI would like to share them with you, now.
man's comments.
Perhaps time
in the future will permit some reflections on both Mr. Chapman's and Mr.
Kelly's interesting comments on previous comets.
Mr. Chapman wrote:
". . . . but of course my photographic means were of the slightest;
an old camera, bellows type; which cost me only 7/6 at that time.
Also we had to use dry plates which demanded long exposures; I gave
the comet a little over 30 seconds (I); holding the camera (tied to
the tube of a small le telescope) on the back of a chair, while I
held the telescope as a finder, as I sat astride the chair for those
30 seconds (without even breathing?).
I often laugh now when I
think of it; as one little shake would have ruined the picture".
I present the photograph not as an example of exquisite photography,
but rather as a "think-you-have-had problems" picture of what can be done
with the crudest of equipment.
Some of us who own some fancy pieces of
equipment should be so lucky.
Of course, Mr. Chapman had the advantage of
a very bright comet to help him out.
The question is, will you be ready
if a bright comet appears?
Many amateurs are concerned about how to get news of comet discoveries.
There are a number of possible solutions.
Telegraphic communication with
the Harvard College Observatory (the official I.A.U. distribution center for
the western hemisphere) or with the I.A.U. center in Copenhagen is very expensive, and very few people can afford this type of service.
Somewhat
cheap, though somewhat slower, are the mail circulars.
Among these are the
Harvard Announcement Cards, the B.A.A. Circulars, and the I.A.U. Circulars.
The B.A.A. Circulars are available to B.A.A. members on an annual subscripThe other two are also available to the amateur observer on
tion basis.
a subscription basis.
The H.A.C. are available by prepaid subscription.
(Write to the Librarian, Harvard College Observatory for a rate schedule.)
The I.A.U. Circulars are available to responsible amateurs on a deposit basis.
At the beginning of the year a deposit (say 10 dollars) is made.
The account
is kept for a year.
If the deposit is not sufficient to cover the number of
cards you received, you are billed for the balance.
(Inquire from the Bureau Central des telegrammes astronomiques, Observatory, Ost.ervold 3, Copenhagen K, Denmark.)
Observers in the western hemisphere (N. and S. America)
would probably receive the Harvard Cards before the I.A.U. Circulars.
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A.L.P.O. LUNAR PHOTOGRAPH LIBRARY
By: John E. Westfall,
A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder
Recently Mr. C. F. Capon, of the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory's Table Mountain Observatory, has generously furnished the A.L.P.O. with a number of
lunar photographs taken with the Table
Mountain's Observatory's 16-inch Cassegrain reflector.
These photographs
are of excellent quality, and (for
earthbound telescopes!) show lunar
detail only exceeded by photographs
taken with the largest professional instruments.
The photographs furnished
are in the form of 5 X 7 and 8 X 10-inc:enlargements. The Table Mountain lunar
photographs are entirely suitable for
selenographic and selenologic research.
A
Two examples of the Table Mountain
photographs are published in this issue,
in order to show the high quality of
the series.
These are number 1689, of
the Wargentin area, and number 1418, of
the Eastern (IAU) Mare Nubium (Figures
16 and 17).
Enlargements of these photographs
are available, on loan, to interested
A.L.P.O. members for use on specific
research programs.
In order to distribute the photographs, the following procedure is to be followed (which may be
modified in the future, depending on the
number of requests received):
1. Requests are to be mailed to:
John E. Westfall
A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder
3104 Varnum Street
Mount Rainier, Md. 20822
2. The request letter should include:
a. Either a list of the photographs wished or a description
of the area for which coverage
is wished.
Also list the colongitude range preferred, if
any.
b. A brief description of the use
to which the photographs are to
be put.
c. Fifteen cents in stamps to
cover postage.

3
Infrared tracings of
FIGURE 15.
1962c on April 17
g
Comet Sek-Lines
Perkins
1962 at 1 30 , O.T.
Observatory 32-inch reflector. E3
detector and no filter. See also
text on page 61.
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The date the photographs should
be mailed back to the author wil
be the last date on the back of
the photograph (normally six week!
from the date the photographs are
mailed to the user). All photographs are to be returned on or
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A six-week renewal is allowed, if requested in
before this date.
advance of the return date and if no other requests for the same
photographs are outstanding.

t-

4.

All photographs are to be returned to the author unfolded and unmarked, in manila envelopes reinforced by cardboard.

5.

If 8 X 10 enlargements are available, they will be sent in preference to 5 X 7's.
The following photographs are available at present:

Code
Number

,n

Date & Time (U.T.)

Area Covered*

1416 North Mare Imbrium - North Limb
1417 Copernicus - SE Mare Imbrium
Southeast Mare Nubium
1418
Pitatus - South Limb
1419
1505a Mare Nectaris - Altai Mountains
1505b M. Tranquillitatis - M. Serenitatis
1505c East !fare Serenitatis
1505d Aristoteles Area
1594a Regiomontanus - South Limb
1594b Sinus Medii - Arzachel
1594c Southeast Mare Imbrium
1594d NE Mare Imbrium - North Limb
1689a Phocylides-Wargentin-Schickard

14
14
14
14
9
9
9
9
10
10
10
10
1

Jul.1963,
Jul.1963,
Jul.1963,
Jul.1963,
Aug.1963,
Aug.1963
Aug.1963
Aug.1963
Sep.1963,
Sep.1963,
Sep.1963,
Sep.1963
Oct.1963,

10:54
10:58
11:03
11:08
11:18
11:18
11:18
11:18
10:28
10:28
10:28
10:28
06:58

Approx.
Colong.Scale**
186°7
186.7
186.8
186.8
144.6
144.6
144.6
144.6
175.0
175.0
175.0
175.0
069.6

6M
6M
6M(3.3M)
5.5M
(4M)
(4M)

(424)
(4M)
6M(4M)
6M(4M)
6M(4M)
6M(4M)
2M(1.214

*Directions follow I.A.U. Convention
**Ex.: 6M = 1:6,000,000 scale, 5 X 7 enlargement.
(4M).. 1:4,000,000 scale, 8 X 10 enlargement.
As future lunar photographs are received, additions to the above list
will be published in The Strolling Astronomer.
A.L.P.O. members who possess, or have access to, unpublished lunar photographs of good quality are requested to forward enlargements of them to the
writer, along with the following information: instrument used, seeing, transSuch enlargements will
parency, and date and time (U.T.) of the photograph.
be included in the A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library so that they will be
available to other A.L.P.O. members.

THE RANGER VII PHOTOGRAPHS: A PRELIMINARY REPORT
By: John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder
Preface
On July 31, 1964, at 13:25:49 U.T., the NASA lunar probe, Ranger VII,
crashed on the moon.
The photographs this missile telemetered back to earth
signalled a new era in selenography; the final photographs showed details
three orders of magnitude smaller than those observable from the earth. It
Is too early to assess the full effect of these photographs on lunar study,
but it will certainly be profound.
In spite of well-justified optimism,
however, it is necessary to outline the characteristics and limitations of
the Ranger photographs.
Characteristics of Spatial Photographs

cs
a

Ranger VII furnished the first example of what may be called "spatial
photographs" - - close-up photographs of an astronomical body from space.
Spatial photographs have many characteristics in common with everyday aerial
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FIGURE 16. Photograph of the Wargentin area of the moon by C.F. Capen
with the Table Mountain Observatory 16-inch Cassegrain reflector, EFL
1260 in., 1/5 sec. exposure, Panatomic-X film. Taken October 1, 1963,
06:58 U.T. Colong.: 069.6. South on top.

For example, the negative scale of both is equal to the ratio
photographs.
of lens focal length to the altitude above the surface when the photograph
was exposed.
Unfortunately, both forms of photograph possess inherent errors. First.
if the optical axis of the camera is not exactly vertical to the surface of
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Photograph of the Eastern (I,Vi)Nare Nubiurl by C.F.Capen
FIGURE 17.
with the Table :fountain Observatory 16-inch Cassegrain reflector,
EFL 315 in., * sec. exposure, Plus-X film.
Taken July 14, 1963,
Colong.: 18653.
11:03 U.T.
Note Straight Mall in upper left, and
the Fra Mauro-Guericke group of ruined craters in lower right. South
at top.

the body photographed, some degree of distortion (i.e., foreshortening or
scale variation) will exist.
Second, the curvature of the body photographed causes some distortion.
In the case of aerial photographs, this
effect is slight; an aircraft flying at 20,000 feet is only about 0.001
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The first Ranger photographs, on the
terrestrial radii from the ground.
other hand, were taken at an altitude of about one-half of the lunar radius;
in these photographs the effect of curvature is significant.
This problem
is exactly similar to that faced by cartographers in reproducing a round
body on flat paper.
A further difficulty arises when one attempts to measure positions from
Although relative positions can be measured to meters
spatial photographs.
or better on the final Ranger photographs, it is at present impossible to
"tie in" such positions to an absolute coordinate system of comparable accuracy. At present, and for some time to come, the lunar coordinate system is
based on photographs taken on earth and is accurate, at best, to several
In the future, however, sequential photographs from a lunar
hundred meters.
orbital vehicle should yield a lunar reference system several orders of magnitude better than the present one.
Furthermore, the Ranger photographs were practically instantaneous;
they show the lunar surface under only one lighting.
Just as it is impossible to produce an accurate lunar topographic map from a single observatory
photograph, it is impossible to interpret lunar topography without ambiguity
Once again, sequential lunar orbital photofrom the Ranger photographs.
graphs will eventually remove this difficulty.
Finally, it is necessary to remember that the Ranger"photographs"were
not actual photographs, but televised images.
Although both the resolution
and the contrast of the cameras employed were superior to commercial television, they were inferior to the resolution and contrast of a good photograph taken under similar conditions.
For example, the scan lines of any
television system tend to "quantize" the positions of features, producing
sharp contrasts and edges where none may exist in reality.
The above limitations do not, of course make the Ranger photographs
valueless; on the contrary, their value is unique.
Nonetheless, it is necessary not to expect information from the photographs which they cannot contain.
The Trajectory and Impact Point of Manger VII
Using lunar features whose positions are known, it is possible to triangulate the approximate flight path and impact point of Ranger VII.
The
writer did this by means of plotting on the USAF LAC 76, which shows the Mare
Nubium on a Mercator projection at a scale of 1:1,000,000.
The altitudes
of the photographs, when compared with the positions of their center points
as projected on the lunar surface, indicate that the lunar probe approached
the surface at a steep angle - - approximately 85°from the horizontal,moving
in a generally northeast direction'.
The point of impact was determined from the final Ranger photograph,
then transferred to photographs of successively smaller scales, until the
impact point could be identified in relation to charted craterlets on LAC 76.
The charted craterlets used were Bonpland P, Bonpland H, and the unnamed
craterlet about 12 kms. west of Bonpland H.
Radials drawn from these
three points indicated the impact point to an estimated accuracy of one kilometer: 10°,37' S, 20° 27' W; or, in Mare Nubium, about 27 kms. northeast of
This polsnt is approximately 20.1 kms. northeast of the aiming
Bonpland r.
point (11.0 S, 21.0 w)' and about 3.8 kms. south-southeast of the calculated
impact point (10.5 S, 20?5
At the instant of impact, the colongitude was 177°57, and the solar
selenographic latitude was +0?94. At the goint of impact, the solar altitude
was 22 17', and the solar azimuth was 275 27' (measured north through east).
Figure 18 is a tracing from LAC 76, showing the approximate flight path
and impact point.
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List of Photographs
Shortly after the Ranger impact, NASA generously supplied the writer
with ten 8 X 10-inch enlargements of the Ranger photographs so far released.
These prints show more detail and display better contrast than the nowfamiliar newspaper and national magazine reproductions of them.
In addition,
the backs of the photographs give information as to the camera used, the altiThese
ten
Ranger
photographs
tude, and the size of the area photographed.
have been added to the A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library (see:"A.L.P.O. Lunar
Photograph Library" on pp. 62-63 of this issue) and are available to interested A.L.P.O. members on the same basis as are the other photographs in the
One of these photographs (64-Ranger 8-28) is reproduced as the
library.
The ten photographs were taken 31
front cover photograph on this issue.
July, 1964, 13:09 - 13:26 U.T., Colong. 177.4 - 177?6.
Table I gives further information.
Table I: Hanger VII Photographs*
Code Number;
64-Ranger
B-22
B-23
B-24
DI-25
B-26
B-27
B-28
B-29
B-30
B- 31

Altitude/
Lens F.L.

Area Photographed
Mare Nubium, N of Lubiniezky
Impact Point
Area of Impact Point
Guericke and area to west
Mare Nubium NE of Darney
Bonpland H - Bonpland P
Crater cluster ca. 30kms.
east of Bonland P
Area of Impact Point
Ca. 15kms. NE of Bonland H
Ca. 2kms. SE of Impact Point

Approx. Scale
of Enlargement

770km/25mm
300m/25mm***
5km/25mm
760km/75mm
380km/25mm
140km/25mm
55km/25mm

1:2,000,000
1:350
1:15,000
1:650,000**
1:980,000
1:400,000
1:140,000

19km/25mm
40km/25mm
13km/75mm

1:40,000
1:35,000**
1:11,000**

*The photographs are not listed in sequence of exposure
**Photographed with side camera, causing foreshortening. The
maximum scale is given.
***And also 900m/75mm.
Determination of Scale
The writer found the scales of photographs B-22,-25,-26, and -27 by
measuring the distances between craters on the Ranger VII photographs and coz.paring them with thesame distances on LAC 76 (scale 1:1,000,000) and on plates
from the Photographic Lunar Atlas (scale approximately 1:1,370,000).
With
the scales of the above four photographs determined, it was possible to find
the scales of B-28 and B-30, which showed several features also found on the
smaller-scale photographs.
Likewise, using the scales of B-28 and B-30, the
scales of the remaining four photographs (B-23, -24,-29, and -31)were found.
A defect of the above method is that the scales of the large-scale photogaphs
are dependent on the scales of the smaller-scale photographs and are correspondingly less accurate.
All the scales found, of course, are approximate.
NASA furnished information on the altitudes of the photographs, the
focal lengths of the lenses used, and the sizes of the areas photographed.
From such data it is theoretically possible to compute the scales.
The
scales so derived, however, are not always equal to the writer's and, worse,
are not even internally consistent.
It is hoped that more satisfactoty scat
data will be available in the near future.
In brief, the scales of B-26 and B-28 appear well determined; B-22, -2-27, and B-29, fairly well determined; the scales of B-23,-25,-30, and B-31,
dubious.
Measurement of Crater Diameters and Depths
Because the depth:diameter ratio for lunar craters is of considerable
significance in selenology, and because the Ranger VII photographs allowed
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n,
i-

the depth vs. diameter curve to be extended to craters about three orders of
magnitude smaller than any lunar craters previously measured, the writer
measured the depths and diameters of some 42 craters and the altitudes of
four other objects, using six photographs (B-23,-24,-26,-27,-28, and B-31).
Due to scale uncertainty, and other factors, the values found should be considered as tentative only; but it is hoped that they will be of interest.
A six-power magnifier with a recticle graduated to 0.lmms.was used to
Considering the shortness of
measure crater diameters and shadow lengths.
the shadows measured, the effect of the curvature of the lunar surface is
far smaller than the observational error, allowing a simplified formula for
relative altitudes to be used:
height . shadow length X tangent of solar altitude.
An overlay for LAC 76 was prepared, showing curves of equal tangent
solar altitude for the areas photographed at the time of impact The tangent
of the solar altitude could then be determined (to:EC:11'01) at a glance for any
Table 2 gives the diameters and depths
6
feature shown in the photographs.
measured, expressed in feet in order to conform to the figures used by Baldwin.
Table 2: Crater Diameters and Depths in Feet

res

Pho.
No

Ctr.
No.

8-23
8-23
B-23
B-23
8-23
B-23
B-23
B-23

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
7a

23
1.8
3.8
6.9
4.0
2.3
1.8
---

8-23

8

1.5

B-24
B-24
B-24
B-24
8-24
B-24

1
2
2a
3
4

190
810
--300
60

4a

---

B-24
B-24
B-24
8-24

5
6
7
8

150
100
70
960

B-26
B-26
B-26

1
2
3

49600
22800
22600

e
s

to

4,

Diam.

Pho. Ctr.
No. No. Diam. al.

Notes

Notes

B-27
1 6600
1020 H. Bonland P
0.9 H
B-27 2 3500
580
H
0.3 H
B-27
3
8500
1030
HQ. W of Bon.H
0.4 H
8-27 4 3400
480
H
0.6 F
8-27
86o
H
0.4 H
5 5600
B-27 6 12200
1730 H.Bonland H
0.3 H
ii
840
0.2 H.On mound. B-27 7 5900
0.2 Hgt.of
1 5200
H
580
mound contng. B-28
B-28
2 2400
HQ
290
Ctr. 7
8-28
3
3400
580
P
0.3 H
B-28 4 2800
150
F
3..28
5 2800
H
22 H
360
8-28
6 1200
210 H
91 TE
80
F
14 Hgt. of E in 2 B-28 7 2300
B-28
8 1900
220 H
55 CT
7 H
H
90
12
14 Hgt. of rock B-31 1
2
600
'13
S
shelf at west B-31
3 270
27
edge of irreg. B-31
HE
3a --B-31
depression
6 Hgt.of E in 3
B-31
4 70
18 H
9 H
B-31
5
200 21 CF
18 H
B-31
6 110
15 H
8 H
8-31
7 140 30 C
32 S
8-31 8 830 37 S
8600 FE. Darney
4200 H.Bonpland E
2800 H.Darney J

Explanation of Notes: F Flat-floored crater
S . Shallow crater, shadow ill-defined
C . Conical profile crater
P = Parabolical profile crater
H . Hemispherical profile crater
T
Terraced walls
Q = Square Outline crater
E . Interior elevation
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+4

Log
Diameter
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4-1

Lop., Depth (in feet)

Legend:

Hemispherical or Parabolical Craters
III Conical Craters
0 Flat-floored Craters
o Shalo/ Craters
11- Terrestrial Meteor Craters
—. Predicted Curve (after Baldwin)

FIGURE 19. Diameter-Depth Relationship for lunar craters studied on
Ranger VII photographs by John E. Westfall.
See also discussion in
text of Mr. Westfall f s article in this issue.

It is difficult to compare the results of Table 2 with previous measures.
In only three cases do accurate previous diameter measures exist for comparison:
Ranger Photo.
Previous Meas.
Meas. (feet)
Difference
10- 3R feet
Crater
Darney
Bonpland E
Darney J

8.8
3.9
3.7

49,600
22,800
22,600

50,200
22,200
21,100

70

1.2%
2.7%
7.1%
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LAC gives the depths of Darney and Bonpland B as 900 meters and 500
meters, respectively (2950 ft. and 1640 ft.), both values markedly less than
those derived from the Ranger VII photographs.
This discrepancy is surprising since the rim shadows of both craters were well-defined and easy to measIt is conceivable, of course, that the local contrast was distorted in
ure.
However, Plate E6f
the television picture and an erroneous shadow measured.
of the Photographic Lunar Atlas (Colong. 172°3) gives the impression that
Darney and Bonpland E are considerably deeper than LAC 76 indicates.
It is
the writer's opinion that LAC relative altitudes are often underestimated
and that the altitudes taken from the Ranger photographs better represent the
actual terrain.
It would be premature to attempt much in the way of interpretation of
It is of interest, though, to plot the logarithms
the above rough measures.
Figure 19 shows the
of the craters against the logarithms of their depths.
It
must be remembered that the craters studied do
resulting distribution.
not constitute a random sample. Only fairly well-defined features were measNoneured; and many vague, shallow, or irregular depressions were ignored.
theless, it is clear that, for the range of craer sizes studied, the crater
It is also evident that
diameters are nearly proportional to the depths.
the observed distribution does not exactly match the predicted curve of Baldwin?
The flat-floored and shallow craters evidently form a separate class of
feature; they differ from the norm both on Figure 19 and in appearance.
It
is surprising to note that flat-floored craters as small as seven feet in
It is tempting, but premature, to hypothesize that
diameter were found.
these craters are due to secondary impacts.
The author was also surprised to find several craters that had a definThese craters have few or no large-scale analoitely conical cross-section.
gies, and their manner of origin is uncertain.
In conclusion, the author wishes to reiterate that this report is a preIt is hoped that A.L.P.O. members will use the Lunar
liminary study only.
Photograph Library to obtain the Ranger photographs and study them in greater
detail. [ Mr. Westfall submitted this report on August 14, 1964 and naturally
had no access to a substantial number of Ranger VII reports published since
then. - Editor.]
References
'Directions given in this paper conform with the I.A.U. convention
(1961).
2The preliminary position of the impact point, as determined by NASA,
was 10°7 S, 20°7 W; this value will probably be refined later.
3NASA Photo No. 64-Ranger B-19, released 30 July 1964.
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D.W.G. Consolidated Catalog of Selenographic Positions
(Comm. No. ii, Lunar and Planetary Laboratory; Tucson: University
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(Depth) 0.97.
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LUNAR CHANGES AND THE MODERN AMATEUR OBSERVER
By: Walter H. Haas, Director A.L.P.O.
( Paper read at the Twelfth A.L.P.O. Convention at
Denver, Colorado, August 28-31, 1964.)
In recent months I have received a substantial number of reports on
An incomplete, but perhaps typical, listabnormal aspects of lunar regions.
ing follows:
On December 28 1963 (U.T. here and later) a group of nine amateur
1
Japanese observers with a 10-inch reflector at the Rakurakuen Planetarium in
Hiroshima recorded a large and variable pink or red patch in the AristarchusHerodotus region.
The patch was under observation for about 30 minutes and
was an easy object only because of its distinctive color.'
2. On June 6, 1964 four members of the Amateur Astronomers Association
in New York remarked a small pale red spot just outside the southeast rim of
Herodotus (east by I.A.U. usage, where Mare Crisium is near the east lunar
limb).
An-7=1:nch reflector was employed, and the spot was visible for 50
minutes from the time when observation started.
3. A photograph of Mare Imbrium by an Eastern amateur with a 4-inch
refractor, the sunrise terminator being just past Sinus Iridum, shows a round
and very dark spot not far from Archimedes
This spot is faint or absent on
other photographs on the same evening, nor did the observer notice it in concurrent visual observations.
The spot is very similar in appearance to a
type of blemish familiar to lunar and planetary photographers.
James C Bartlett, Jr. on May 20, 1964 near 1h 15m, U.T. remarked
4
a strong orange-red illumination of part of the west wall of Plato
He was
The area was kept in view for 10 minutes and
using a 2.4-inch refractor.
did not change during this period.
No similar color could be found in other
formations closely adjacent to the terminator, as Plato then was.
Dr. Bartlett has occasionally recorded bright lunar colors for a number of years.
5. On May 17, 1964 Professor Sally H. Dieke and others at Goucher
College in 3altimore with a 6-inch refractor at 125X saw "a crescent of crimson color"be::ween the illuminated west rim of Theophilus and the still shadowThis aspect was remarked between lh 5m and lh 15m,
ed floor of that crater.
U.T.; it had not been present at 0 50m and it did not reappear during the
90 minutes subsequent to lh 15m
Secondary spectrum? 2
6
Mr. Eugene W. Cross of La Mirada, California calls attention to a
delicate companion crater of Ross D, near the north edge of the Mare Tranquilitatis, and suggests that it may he a new lunar feature
According to Clark
Chapman, however, the companion is shown on a few excellent lunar photographs.
Mr. Cross and others on April 22, 1964 with the Whittier College Observatory
19-inch reflector recorded "gas clouds" over Ross D and its companion; the
seeing was good, and powers of 800X to 1200X were applied.
Elsewhere near
Ross D very fine detail was simultaneously observed.
On May 18, 1964,again
with the "shittier College 19-inch reflector, six observers recorded "gas
clouds movements along the rim of Ross D "
Now what are we to make of these reports, and others like them?
Can
we accept all of them at face value as evidence of some kind of largely unexplained activity on the moon?
Against these reports we have the awkward
fact that such experienced lunar observers as Alika Herring, Clark Chapman,
Clyde Tombaugh, and Elmer Reese in years of watching the moon have quite
failed to observe anything obviously out of the ordinary.
I think that we
must suspect a very strong psychological effect on modern amateur observers
of the degassing observed in Alphonsus by Kozyrev in 1958' and of the red
colors recorded in Aristarchus and vicinity by Greenacre and others in 19637/5
Dr. Kozyrev's spectrograms simply leave no doubt that something did happen on
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the moon - presumably a degassing phenomenon.
The Greenacre lunar color
observations, unlike many similar records of the last century that have been
published and then quickly forgot, have apparently been accepted as genuine
by the astronomical community.
It may not be amiss to review a little of the history of observations
The names of lunar "seas" still show the
of reported changes on the moon.
eagerness of the early telescopists to find in the moon a world like the
J. H. Schroeter wrote of an extensive lunar atmosphere and of many
earth.
changes in lunar features; Gruithuisen recorded lunar "cities" and other
The publication of Der Mond in
evidence of the moon's being inhabited.
1837 by Beer and Maedler buried many of these fancies; in the most careful
Yet
study of the lunar surface up to that time, no changes were detected.
when interest in the moon revived in the late nineteenth century, from time
Linn is the best known example.7
to time minor changes were reported.
These reports usually involved rather small lunar markings, small enough
that the observational evidence was regularly marginal and inconclusive.
Also, of course, the feature suspected of change had never been observed with
sufficient care before the time of the supposed change.
W. H. Pickering studied another kind of lunar change, apparent variations repeated regularly (at least in their general outlines) each lunation?
A good example is the dark areas on the floor and inner and outer walls of
Pickering invoked vegetation, snow, clouds, hoarfrost, and
Eratosthenes.
eventually even lunar insects to account for these apparent changes. Others
who studied them, e.g., G. H. Hamilton, were satisfied that the ever-changing solar lighting of the lunar surface was sufficient explanation.
A little thought will show that recognizing physical changes on the
moon, as distinct from effects caused by this changing solar lighting, is a
The great influence of lighting must be appreciated very ticklish matter.
it is very instructive to compare the similar aspects of Copernicus and
Eratosthenes near the terminator and their extremely different aspects under
high lighting.
If we measure accurately enough the sun's position as seen
from the moon, say to 0.001 degrees in both selenocentric latitude and colongitude, we shall obviously never have two lunar observations made under
Are, then, comparisons between two observations never
the same lighting.
permissible as regards differences in lunar detail observed?
This point of
view appears extreme, but it is hard to specify a rational quantitative
The librations of the moon must further complicate the study of
criterion.
lunar changes, especially for features far from the center of the disc. The
lunar librations will differ when the solar lighting is very similar.
Finally, we have all the usual effects upon the precise appearance of the telescopic image-aperture, telescope quality, seeing, magnification, transparency,
etc.
We should in visual work certainly not forget that embarrassingly subjective and greatly variable parameter, the observer's ability to interpret
the telescopic image.
Are there, then,any guiding principles or policies for a modern amateur observer of lunar changes?
I suggest that there are and that he may
profit from the mistakes of the past.
The visual observer - and presumably many amateurs will still be visual observers for a while - might begin by learning causes of false appearances to lunar regions.
Secondary spectrum can be produced by the dispersion of light in the atmosphere or in the eyepiece, even with a reflector.
Colors at the boundaries of much brighter or darker lunar features especially
should be examined very critically.
In fact, it is best to observe colors
only with a reflector and with an adequate aperture, perhaps at least 8
inches.
Confirmation by others is important in visual work and is most convincing when truly independent.
One may wonder whether some of the recent
group lunar observations of unusual effects cited above were truly independent; one must fear that the different observers at the same place had too
much opportunity to learn what the others were seeing.
The moral is simply
not to tell your astronomical colleague in detail what you see.
Tell him
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in general terms only; let him then look for himself and confirm or contraOf course, the visual observer should always docudict your observation.
ment his report fully as regards time, aperture, seeing conditions, etc.
Finally, we would certainly desire that the observer be very familiar with
the region in which he reports a change.
It is not very convincing when,
as has already occurred, the observer with "years of experience" in looking
at the moon needs a lunar map to find the name of the lunar crater in which
he is reporting something extraordinary.
The photographic observer will similarly do well to study at some
If he is concerned chiefly with delength spurious effects in his art.
tecting lunar changes, he might do well always to take two exposures in
quick succession since blemishes would be less likely to affect both photoProbably such an observer should adopt a highly
graphs in the same way.
standardized procedure in order to reduce the number of variables needing to
Photographs in different wavelengths are an obvious method
be considered.
of confirming the reality of lunar colors.
New instrumentation and new twchniques should also be carefully conThey may well supply new and meaningful data about lunar changes,
sidered.
the study of which has been so controversial and so inconclusive in the past.
Elsewhere on this program there is described an image converter tube for
use by amateurs with a color plink technique as a method of surveying the
moon for transient phenomena:
We also have a recommendation by a user of
a very inexpensive Edmund spectroscope for the more certain identification
Other techniques may well occur to the alert
of temporary red areas.10
amateur.
In conclusion, I would recommend to the interested amateur that he
select for frequent and detailed study a small number of lunar features .
The areas where positive results appear most likely are probably Aristarchus
and vicinity and Alphonsus.
Other features where changes have been reported
in the past may also be good choices (Plato, Eratosthenes, Linng, etc.). The
observer should not be discouraged by negative results, for acquiring sound
statistical data on suspected lunar changes is a definite need.
It will,
moreover, take time to become fully familiar with the normal appearance of a
lunar area - a necessary prerequisite to the correct recognition of the abnormal.
Lunar activity sensitive to temperature effects, or more generally to
major changes in solar radiation, might well be affected by eclipses of the
moon.
Hence, changing lunar areas should be carefully studied before immersion in the umbra, after exit from it, and even within the umbra if the
moon's brightness so allows.
For best results, this stvOy is neither
casual, quick, nor confined to the night of the eclipse." Considerable
care should be given to ascertaining the normal full-moon appearance of the
feature being studied; one must also be wary of false changes in aspect
when the object is dimly illuminated close to the edge of the umbra.
Such
studies for physical effects of lunar eclipses are not new.12
Minor effects
have been reported on the Atlas main dark areas, the Linn white spot, the
Riccioli dark area, and a few other places.
Aristarchus and Alphonsus have
sometimes been watched during lunar eclipses, but so far with no hint of the
abnormal phenomena noted by Greenacre and Kozyrev respectively.
Perhaps a modern coordinated attack on the old problem of lunar
changes will not merely show that something does happen on the moon but what,
where. and how often.
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THE A.L.P.O. OBSERVING MANUAL
By: Clark R. Chapman and Dale P. Cruikshank
(Paper read at the Twelfth A.L.P.O. Convention at Denver,
Colorado, August 28-31, 1964.)
There has been a growing need for a publication describing amateur
In spite of the large number of
lunar, planetary, and cometary studies.
popular books and other "guides to observing" which are on the market, there
is no single volume giving the amateur detailed information on making, ana,
lysing, and understanding visual and photographic studies of the moon and
Furthermore, the Recorders in the A.L.P.O. receive many inquiries
planets.
from beginners, and an observing manual discussing the routine questions
Lastly, there is a
would lessen considerably the letter-answering load.
need for an observing manual to direct and to unify the observing programs
of A.L.P.O. members so that the Section Reports can be based on more rigor_
ous and uniform observations.
A number of years ago a project was started in the A.L.P.O. to assemble
The project
and to publish an observing manual that would meet the need.
passed from hand to hand, and eventually interest was lost.
The problems
of publication of such a volume seemed too large to surmount, and several of
the A.L.P.O. Sections began issuing their own small handbooks and mimeoIn the summer of 1963 the authors of
graphed sheets to help fill the need.
this paper undertook to renew the project by soliciting articles from Section
Recorders and other advanced A.L.P.O. members.
It has been our belief that an observing manual should serve two prinFirst, the manual should provide the rank beginner with
cipal functions.
a detailed, easy-to-read description of the basics of lunar and planetary
Not only should the beginner be given
drawing, observing, and photography.
simple definitions and descriptions of basic procedures, but we feel _that he
should be given some perspective on the role of the amateur in astronomy and
some appreciation of the use of scientific method in solving problems.
Secondly, an observing manual should contain all the detailed information
and suggestions for useful projects that can serve as a constructive guide
for the advanced amateur who has mastered the basics and is ready to begin
studying special problems.
In order to provide the chapter authors with an idea of what was
wanted (in terms of style, format, complexity, etc.), we prepared a chapter
on Mercury from material originally written for the manual several years ago,
and distributed mimeographed copies to the chapter authors.
Several months
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later, first-draft manuscripts for some of the chapters were sent to us for
The edited versions of many of the chapters have been mimeoediting.
graphed and distributed to about 25 persons interested in the project and
in a position to provide helpful criticisms and suggestions.
It has been
our hope that a considerable amount of interest will be generated which
will eventually lead to an accurate and comprehensive manual, concisely and
clearly written.
The chapters which have been edited and distributed are: the original
Mercury chapter by Dale Cruikshank, a chapter on planetary colorimetry and
the use of color filters by Charles Capen, a chapter on Saturn by Joel Goodman, a Venus chapter by William Hartmann and Cruikshank, and a brief chapter
on matters common to Mercury and Venus by Cruikshank.
The introductory
section of the lunar chapter by John Westfall has been edited but has not yet
been distributed.
A section on color photography by Capen and a lengthy
chapter on comets by David Meisel have also been received.
Chapters still
in preparation are: Mars (Ernst Both), Jupiter (Philip Glaser), the moon
(Joseph Ashbrook, John Westfall, Patrick McIntosh), and photography (Dennis
Milon).
Charles Giffen is working on a chapter about the theory of observing (seeing, transparency, and intensity scales; physiology and psychology
of observing; etc.).
Clark Chapman is working on a chapter dealing with
observing and drawing techniques, methods of reduction, and the role of the
amateur astronomer in general.
Walter Haas will contribute an introduction;
and brief sections on other A.L.P.O. activities, such as lunar meteor search,
book review department, and the Uranus-Neptune Section are being prepared.
Throughout the project we have been relying on many other persons who have
been offering suggestions and contributing small sections for some of the
chapters.
While several modes of publication and distribution are currently
under consideration with several attractive prospects, we believe that the
matter of first importance is preparation of a suitable manuscript.
Once
the manual is in final form, we believe that the problems of publication and
We have tried not to impose deadlines on the
distribution can be solved.
chapter authors, but we hope that all the preliminary drafts can be finished
as soon as possible so that the manual can be published within a year.
We hope that the observing manual will be of interest and use to a
larger audience than just the A.L.P.O. membership.
Persons with an active
interest in the moon, planets, or comets are invited to contribute suggestions and criticisms in these, the formative, stages of the manual. Please
write to us at the following address:
Messrs. C. R. Chapman and D. P. Cruikshank
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory
University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona

A NOTE ON THE COBRA HEAD OF SCHROETER'S VALLEY AND VICINITY
By: Harry D. Jamieson, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder
Figure 20 shows a recent good view of one of the Aristarchus - Herodotus "eruption points". A few notes follow.
ALPHACX: (Xi: -.6930, Eta: +.4130)
This is a very minute pit nestled between the (IAU) SW rim of the
Cobra Head and the (IAU) NW base of the nearby mountain mass - right in the
center of the spot where the "red glow" was reported at Lowell on October
Its diameter (which could be only roughly measured) appears to
30, 1963.
Lunar east and west are in this article according to
be about 2.3 kms.
the 1961 I.A.U. resolution.
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FIGURE 20. The Cobra Head and vicinity in Schroeter's
Valley on the moon.
Drawing by Harry D. Jamieson on July
22, 1964 at 2h 18m - 2h 58m, U.T. 10-inch reflector. 300X
with Zoom and Barlow Lenses. Seeing 5-6 (0 to 10 scale).
Transparency 4 (limiting magnitude). Colongitude 62.3
degrees. Sun's altitude 12 degrees.

BETA /3 : (Xi: -.6985, Eta: +.4160)
A rather shallow "Y" shaped depression having an enlarged segment at
its N end, while its SE branch may be connected to the N wall of Alpha.
Some dark shadow could be seen along the E rim of the SE branch, though the
W branch held only grayish shadow, indicating a lesser depth there.
(Xi: -.6895, Eta: +.4225)

GAMMA y

This feature seems to be a very small, but brilliant peak situated
on the inner W rim of Schroeter's Valley, though the ACIC shows a craterA very short shadow could be seen to its W, limiting its height
pit here.
to 200 meters at the very most - and probably much less.
DELTA b : (Xi: -.6855, Eta: +.4195)
A very tiny bright spot which seems to be the location of a small
peak on or near the E rim of the Valley.
On 19b3, October 29 .993055 UT
I measured the height of this peak as being 1100 meters above the floor of
the Valley, though this value is a tentative one only.
EPSILON

e

(Xi: -.b905, Eta: +.4175)

An apparent landslide.
This feature is seen as a dull discontinuation of an otherwise brilliant inner W wall of the Valley; while on photographs taken under a setting sun, it can be seen that no shadow is cast
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here.
Observations made under a setting sun could yield a slope angle for
this slide.
ZETA
floor.

(Xi: -.6885, Eta: +.4185)

This is the low hill located near the center of the Cobra Head's
Its height cannot exceed 300 meters.

AIMS OF THE A.L.P.O. COMETS SECTION
By: Dennis Milan, A.L.P.O. Comets Recorder
It is regrettable that David Meisel, the founder of the A.L.P.O.
Comets Section, is unable to continue his leadership because of the press
However, it is this writer's opinion that the Comets
of academic work.
Section should continue to disseminate and evaluate comet information with
the A.L.P.O. group that has shown its enthusiasm for observation under
Dave's direction.
For the past several years Michael McCants and I have forwarded news
of comet discoveries to a small group of comet observers.
In return, we
have asked for observations that would enable Mike to compute a finding
ephemeris.
These activities have placed us in contact with an interested
group of A.L.P.O. observers, and I now welcome the opportunity to correspond with a larger number of A.L.P.O. members.
In order to receive news of comet discoveries announced by Harvard
College Observatory telegrams, ALPO members should send a supply of selfaddressed air-mail postcards to the new Comets Recorder.
For those observers wishing faster notification, I can also telephone or telegraph collect.
Observers should state how faint a comet they wish to be called about.
About a week after discovery Michael McCants may have a first orbit,
telling observers where to look for a comet, its distance, and how bright
it may get.
Tlo receive a copy of this ephemeris, ALPO members should send
a supply of stamped, self-addressed legal-size envelopes to the Recorder.
After ALPO observers have data on where to locate a comet, it is
hoped they will forward a description to the Recorder.
The collecting of
observations will be the chief activity of the Section.
Total magnitude estimates, using out-of-focus images, and measures of
coma, nucleus, and tail dimensions may be made by the visual observer.
Total magnitude estimates should be made with the smallest optical aid
possible, beginning of course with the naked eye.
The method of observation is first to put the image out of focus, then estimate the brightness
in terms of tenths between two stars, one slightly fainter than, and one
slightly brighter than the comet.
If the name, position, or a sketch of
the comparison stars is sent to the Recorder, he will then secure the magnitudes from a star catalogue.
The angular dimensions of comets are most
easily obtained by drawing on a star atlas.
The Recorder uses Norton's,
Skalnate Pleso, Atlas Eclipticalis, and Atlas Borealis. Photographs should
also be plotted to find coma and tail sizes.
Both magnitude and tail length estimates will be more accurate if
made away from city lights.
Amateurs with long focal length cameras may obtain fairly accurate
positions by placing a comet negative in an enlarger and projecting an
image on a large scale star atlas.
The comet position is then measured
on the atlas.
In order that other observers may be notified quickly of unusual
appearances, observations should be sent to the Recorder shortly after they
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sion of the differences between the various proposed mechanisms for comet
In the reviewer's opinion it is a
tail formation is especially good.
shame that the good features of the book do not seem to overcome the bad
It is felt that the format would be greatly improved if the materones.
ial could be rearranged so that the observational data could be distinctly
While it is likewise felt
separated from the theories or speculations.
that the volume does not quite live up to its price or the claims on its
paper cover, if your local library acquires a copy, by all means read it
Your time will not be completely wasted by the
for sheer entertainment.
exposure to some radically different interpretations of current research
topics as presented in the book, Cosmic Dust.

A Handbook of Practical Amateur Astronomy, edited by Patrick Moore.
W. W. Norton & Co., Inc., 1964. Price $5.95, 254 pages.
Reviewed by Rodger W. Gordon
Twenty different authors combine their talents into a highly readable,
non-technical review of the capabilities of amateur-sized telescopes.
Every contributor is a well known specialist in his field.
Chapter topics
range from the selection of telescopes to earth satellite observations. The
major part of the book is devoted to lunar and planetary observations.

1

This volume contains a wealth of information for amateurs who are
ready to decide on their particular field of specialization; and it makes
a handy reference volume for those who are more advanced.
The book is presented in the same manner as Sidgwick's Observational Astronomy for Amateurs,
This is no detriment, however, as the
but less information is covered.
price is less than half that of Sidgwick's volume; and it make a handy companion to Observational Astronomy for Amateurs.
There is an excellent selection of photographs in the middle of the
book, showing amateur telescopes and observatories of noted British amateurs.
plus excellent planetary photographs and drawings made with modest equipment.
Photos of meteors and aurorae are also included.
There are a few places in the book where some amateurs may disagree
with the opinions presented regarding the use of small telescopes and limitThis situation may come from
ing apertures for various planetary studies.
the fact that the British Isles are in a high northerly latitude, ana some
of the planets (Mercury for example) are not too favorably placed for obserHere in America conditions are less extreme
vation with small telescopes.
so that good planetary observations may be made with apertures considerably
less than those given in parts of this book - on pages 82, 83, and 84, for
example.
To sum up: Patrick Moore has done an excellent job of presenting a
low-cost book intended primarily for an amateur beginning to specialize.
I recommend it enthusiastically.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Lunar Training Program Forms Available. Mr. Clark Chapman, 94 Harper,
27, New York, the Lunar Training Program Recorder, wishes readers tc
Buffa13know of the availability of a number of standard crater outline forms. Luna:
regions represented are Thebit, Hesiodus-Pitatus, Cassini, Posidonius, the
Ranger VII impact area, and the Guericke-Bonpland-Parry-Fra Mauro region.
The forms include instructions for their proper use; positions of features
Persons interested in this
are based on photographs tp insure accuracy.
Lunar Training Program and wishing to participate should write to Mr. Chapman at the address above.
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a very worthy standard in his reports on comets observations contribu ted
At present, however, he finds the pressure of graduate
to the A.L.P.O.
studies in astronomy too great to allow much else.
Mr. Milon has to ng
been an active worker in the Comets Section.
His plans and goals fo r the
Section are outlined in his article on pp. 78-79.
Coming Lunar Eclipse. Readers are invited to start making plans for
the systematic observation of the total Xunar ecllpse on December 19, 1964
Totality will last from 2" 8m to 3" 8m,U.T. (by E.S.T. from
(U.T. date).
9:08 P.M. to 10:08 P.M. on December 18); the moon will thus be well placed
Material now scheduled for our
over most of the United States and Canada.
next issue will describe several eclipse projects for observers, will report on the total lunar eclipse of June 24-25, 1964, and will include
a comprehensive report-form designed by Lunar Recorder John Westfall. Careful estimates of the brightness of the moon in eclipse are especially desired
because of the very extreme darkness of the lunar eclipse on December 30,
1963 and the great, if perhaps lesser, darkness of the eclipse on June 24-23,
1964.
N.A.S.A. Survey for Transient Lunar Phenomena. We had hoped for
greater reader response to Dr. Urner LiddeTT717TI:7r quoted on pp. 259-260
In fact, only one person wrote
of our November-December, 1963 issue.
specifically about the project outlined, leaving the extent of likely A.L.P.O.
participation in such a program in considerable doubt.
The Editor and
staff always find constructive comments and discussions by readers helpful.
A.L.P.O. members who observe Aristarchus and vicinity for color with
either positive or negative results are invited to continue to send reports to
Lunar Recorder Clark Chapman.
In recent months more sophisticated instrumental approaches to a patrol for unusual lunar phenomena have been proposed.
While the Editor would still welcome an adequate A.L.P.O. effort on such a
patrol, he would not be able personally to direct it properly in addition to
present commitments.

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
Historical Note on Colors in Aristarchus Region. Mr. R. M. Baum of
Chester, England directs attention to the following extract from the Selenegraphical Journal, December 2, 1880, Vol. III, No. 34, pg. 95:
"The. group of Aristarchus and Herodotus.
On several occasions the
lofty peak to the north of Herodotus has been seen surrounded by a
bluish glare, and this in both refractors and reflectors . . . .
Near Wollaston, Neison has suspected two or three distinctly red
hillocks in the midst of a number of white ones.
These hills are
near g ['whose map?] It will be remembered that Maedler found a
peculiar reddish tinge on a portion of the surface near Lichtenberg,
a neighbouring formation, though this red tinge has since disappeared".
Neison does not refer to this reddish area near Wollaston in his classic The Moon, published in 1876.
It is known that he was very active observationally between 1876 and 1880.
Mr. Baum remarks: "The fact that r eddish
hues are reported near Aristarchus, Wollaston, and Lichtenberg, all neighboring formations, relatively speaking, may or may not be significant.
At any
rate one feels the whole area should be closely watched on a large scale
just in case it is peculiarly tinged".
Venus at Inferior Conjunction in June, 1964. Figures 21 and 22 are
drawings of Venus at this inferior conjunction.
Both may be compared to a
near-simultaneous photograph taken by the Research Center of New Mexic o
State University and published in our January-February, 1964 issue. Ffigure
21 is thus distant only 10 minutes in time from Mr. Smith's photograph
appearing as Figure 14 on pg. 43 of the Jan.-Feb. issue; and Figure 22 is
only 32 minutes later than the front cover photograph by Mr. Murrell o n the
issue mentioned.
The agreement between photographs and drawings is pleasing.
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Mr. Chapman's June 19 drawing is confirmed very well by a concurrent drawing by Mr. Reese with the same telescope and conditions and is also compatible with another concurrent, but rather poorer, drawing by Walter H. Haas,
also with the same telescope and conditions.
The ring of light is produced primarily by the diffuse reflection of
At most inferior conjunctions the
sunlight in the atmosphere of Venus.
planet does not come nearly enough exactly between the earth and the sun to
give a complete ring, but a considerable extension of the cusps far beyond
It will be noted on the
their geometrical positions is regularly present.
drawings and photographs referred to above that the geometrically dark limb
is by no means uniformly lit, a consequence of the non-homogeneous nature
The brighter knots on Figure 22 are preof the atmosphere of the planet.
sumably higher-lying clouds.

5,
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FIGURE 21. Venus. Clark R.Chapman.
8-inch refl. at 4-inch aperture
60X. June 19, 1964. 17 10m, U.T.
Seeing 3-4 (0 to 10, with 10 best).
Transparency 6 (limiting magnitude).
North at top, west in earth's sky
at right.
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g

•

8-inch
FIGURE 22. Elmer J Reese
refl. at 4-infih agerture. 60X. June
20, 1964. 17 50 , U.T. Seeing 5
(0 to 10 scale, with 10 best). Transparency 6i (limiting magnitude).
Same orientation as Figure 21.

Guerick6. Figure 23 presents a not very recent drawing by Mr. Herring.
It is shown here chiefly in the thought that readers may enjoy comparing an
earth-based drawing by a skilled and experienced observer with the aspect of
Guericke on one of the most-published Ranger VII photographs.
In seeing as
poor as 3 - 4 Mr. Herring was naturally not able to record anywhere near all
the fine detail within the reach of his telescope.
Current Phenomena of Saturn's Satellites.
When the rings are sufficiently nearly edgewise Then the earth and the sun are close enough to the
plane of the equator of Saturn), there occur phenomena of the satellites
exactly like the more famous ones of the Galilean satellites of Jupiter. The
satellites and their shadows transit in front of the face of their primary;
they are also occulted by its disc and eclipsed in its shadow.
These Saturnian satellite and shadow transits are rather difficult to observe in small
telescopes except for those involving Titan.
Phenomena for Tethys and Dione
began in May,1964; the satellites farther out still escape, just as Jupiter IV
often avoids transit, eclipse, or occultation.
Predictions for Tethys and
Dione are given on pp. 41 - 45 of the 1964 Handbook of the British Astronomical Association. For example, Tethys on November 15, 1934 will offer a
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FIGURE 23. Lunar Crater
Guericke. Alika K. Herring. 12.5-inch refl.
2E8X -310X. May 28,1958.
4" 15m, U.T. Seeing 3 4 (0 to 10 scale). Transparency about 5 (limiting magnitude). Colongitude = 28°9. Lunar south
at top, lunar west (IAU)
at right.

h
m
transit ingress on the disc of Saturn at 3 35
U.T., followed by its shadow
ingress at 3h 41
transit egress is at 4h 40m; shadew eEress, at 5h 52m.
On November 16 Tethys diseppemrs in occultation at 2" 14m, U.T. and reappears from eclipse at 4" 31 , being in the shadow of Saturn at occultation
reappearance.

ASTROLA NEWTONIAN
REFLECTING TELESCOPES
These five Astrola reflectors
are well known to nearly all
serious telescopic observers.
Already a number of America's
leading lunar and planetary
observers are using complete
Astrola telescopes or optical
components manufactured by us.
We also sell Brandon and other
make Orthoscopic oculars mirror cells - tubes - spiders
- diagonals - mountings, etc.
Custom Newtonian and Cassegrainian telescopes from 6 ins.
to 20 ins. aperture made to
Used reflectors and
order.
refractors are always in stock.
Write for FREE Catalogue
CAVE OPTICAL COMPANY

NEW: PRACTICAL AMATEUR ASTRONOMY,
ed. by P. Moore
$ 5.95
NEW: A SURVEY OF THE MOON,
6.95
by P. Moore
NEW: PICTORIAL GUIDE TO THE MOON,
6.95
by D. Alter
NEW: LOHRMANN'S MOON MAP, 2nd. ed. 11.00
TH2 PLANET JUPITER, by B.Peek, now 8.25
THE PLANET SATURN, by D'Alexander 12.75
THE MOON, by Wilkins and Moore
12.75
AMATEUR ASTRONOMER'S HANDBOOK,
by J.B. Sidgwick
12.75
OBSERVATIONAL ASTRONOMY FOR
AMATEURS, by J.B. Sidgwick
10.75
AMATEUR TELESCOPE MAKING
Book 1, $5.00, Book 2
6.00
Book 3
7.00
NORTON'S STAR-ATLAS:
New edition in preparation
BEYER-GRAFF STAR-ATLAS
15.00
BONNER DURCHMUSTERUNG
100.00
AMERICAN EPHEMERIS & NAUTICAL
ALMANAC for 1965
3.75
Write for free list of astronomical
literature.

4137 E. Anaheim
HERBERT A. LUFT
Long Beach 4,

California

P.O. Box 91
Oakland Gardens, N.Y., 11364

Phone: GEneva 4-2613
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FIGURE 9. Jupiter. Alika K.
Herring. 12.5-inch reflectgr.
275X. August 2, 1963.
5m,
252. CM2 - 19. SeeU.T. CM,
Note
ing 7-8.' Transparency 6.
oval BC, Red Spot, and Jupiter II
as bright spot in transit above
STB.

FIGURE 8. Jupiter. Alika K.
Herring. 12.5-inch reflector.
275X. August 14, 1963. 13h 53m,
U.T. CM]. - 20° CM2 - 231. SeeTransparency 6. Note
ing 8.
STeZ oval FA and shadow of J.I.

ADDITIONS TO THE A.L.P.O. LUNAR PHOTOGRAPH LIBRARY - I
By: John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder
The A.L.P.O. Lunar Section has recently received a number of additional Table Mountain Observatory lunar photographs, which have been added to
the A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library (see "A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library", Str.A., Vol. 18, pg. 62, 1964). The new photographs are available
to A.L.P.O. members on the same basis as the photographs listed previously.
Unless otherwise stated, all photographs were taken with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory's Table Mountain Observatory 16-inch Cassegrain reflector.
Listed below are the new photographs received, which are all in the form of
8 X 10 enlargements.
Code
Number Area Covered (I.A.U. Directions) Date & Time (U.T.) Colong.
712
1419a
1751
2073a
2073b
2073c
2153a
2153b
2174
2175a
2175b
2201
2202a
2202b
2202c
2203a
2203b
2208a
2208b

2
West Mare Tranquillitatis
14
N.M. Imbrium-Plato-N. Limb
Copernicus to West Limb
9
Aristarchus-Kepler
30
Aristarchus-Kepler-Copernicus
30
North Oceanus Procellarum
30
West Mare Tranquillitatis
19
Mare Nectaris-Altai Mountains
19
22
Tycho-Sasserides
22
Pitatus-Tycho-Clavius
22
Ptolemaeus-East Mare Nubium
Whole disc (4-in. Refr.,60-in.F.L.)28
28
Aristarchus-Kepler
28
Mare Tranquillitatis
28
Mare Crisium region
28
West Mare Imbrium-West Limb
28
Tycho region
West Mare Crisium
1
Stevinus-Snellius
1
95

1

Mar
Jul
Nov
Jan
Jan
Jan
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Mar
Mar

1963,
1963,
1963,
1964,
1964,
1964,
1964,
1964,
1964,
1964,
1964,
1964,
1964,
1964,
1964,
1964,
1964,
1964,
1964,

02:32
11:08
13:05
11:01
11:01
11:01
02:16
02:16
06:22
06:44
06:44
G7:19
07:40
07:40
07:40
08:16
08:16
10:50
10:50

347?3
186.8
187.6
103.9
103.9
103.9
342.9
342.9

021.5
021.6
021.6
094.8
095.0
095.0
095.0
095.3
095.3

120.9
120.9

Approx.*
Scale

4m
4M
4.5M

4m
4M
4M
4M

4m
1M
4M
4M
22M
4.5M
4M
3.5M
4.5m

4m
1m
1m
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Code
Number Area Covered (I.A.U. Directions)
2277a
2277b
2277c
2277d
2305a
2305b
2305c
2305d
2305e
2317
2444
2445a
2445b

Altai Mountains-Janssen
Theophilus Chain-Altai Mountains
S.M.Nectaris-N. M.Tranquillitatis
Posidonius-Atlas
W. Mare Imbrium-AristarchusKepler (yellow filter)
W.M. Imbrium-Aristarchus-Kepler
(light yel. filter -dark print)
W.M. Imbrium-Aristarchus-Kepler
(light yel.filter -light print)
W.M. Imbrium-Aristarchus-Kepler
(light blue filter)
W.M. Imbrium-Aristarchus-Kepler
(dark blue filter)
Whole disc (4-in Refr.)
M. Vaporum-S. Aestuum-Copernicus
S.M. Serenitatis-N.M.Tranquillitatis (2 copies)
Aristoteles-Aristillus-Plato-N.
Limb

Colong.

Approx.*
Scale

03:49
03:49
03:49

336°7
336.7
336.7
336.7

4m
4M
4m
4M

26 Mar 1964, 04:34

062.3

4m

26 Mar 1964, 04:34

062.3

4m

26 Mar 1964, 04:34

062.3

4m

26 Mar 1964, 04:34

062.3

414

26 Mar 1964, 04:34
28 Mar 1964, 10:22
21 Apr 1964, 05:36

062.3
089.6
019.9

4m
24m
4m

21 Apr 1964, 06:09

020.2

4m

21 Apr 1964, 06:09

020.2

4m

Date & Time (U.T.)
19
19
19
19

Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar

1964,
1964,
1964,
1964,

03:49

* 4M is a scale of 1:4,000,000, etc.

ADDITIONS TO THE A.L.P.O. LUNAR PHOTOGRAPH LIBRARY II
By: John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder
NASA has recently furnished the writer with twenty additional 8 1: 10
inch enlargements selected from the 4316 total of Ranger VII photographs.
These new photographs have been added to the A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library and are available to interested members on the same basis as previous
photographs in the library.
The backs of the photographs furnish information as to time, coverage,
In general, this information is much more complete than that given
etc.
on the earlier ten Ranger photographs released.
The latest twenty photographs, therefore, are entirely suitable for research purposes, such as the
determination of the depth: diameter relationship for gmall craters.
The
colongitudes of the photographs range from 177.4 to 177.6.
The new photographs are listed below.
Code
Number Universal Time:
64-H- 1964 31 Jul, 13h +
2126
2127
2128
2129

21m: 208
23 : 38.32
23 : 53.68

2130
2131
2132

24
24
25
25

: 09.4
: 55.12
: 05.36
: 10.48

2133
2134
2135
2136
2137
2138
2139
2140 LL
UL

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Width of Area
Photographed
182.7 miles
91.2
80.7
66.4

37.48
30.35
26.79
23.23
19.64
16.1
12.51
8.95
5.47
1.84

15.60
20.72
25.84
30.96
36.08
41.20
46.32
45.08 (3.74 bi) 1147.3 feet

45.28 (3.54 bi) 3370.5
LR 25 : 45.48 (3.34 bi) 1052.5
UR 25 : 45.68 (3.14 bi) 2965.5

96

Slant Range
401 miles
202
179

148
84.9
68.9
60.9
53.5
44.8

36.7
28.6
20.4
12.2
4.01

6.09
5.75
5.43
5.1

Scale
1/1,520,000

1/758,000
1/671,000
1/552,000
1/312,000
1/252,000
1/223,000
1/193,000
1/163,000

1/134,000
1/104,000
1/74,400
1/45,500
1/16,200
1/3800
1/11,200
1/3700
1/10,800
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Code
Number
64-H-

Width of Area
Photographed

Universal Times u
1964 31 Jul,13h+
l+
(2.9
(2.7
(2.5
(2.3

23:45.9
25:46.1
23:46.3
23:46.3

2142 LL
UL
LR
UR

23:46.76
25:46.96
23:47.16
25:47.36

(2.06
(1.86
(1.66
(1.46

2143 LL
UL
LR
UR

25:47.60
23:47.80
23,48.00
25:48.20

(1.22
(1.02
(0.82
(0.62

2145

10:43

Scale

914.7 feet
2550.8
790.1
2167.3

4.71 mis.
4.38
4.07
3.73

1/3200
1/9300
1/2600
1/7200

bi)
bi)
bi)
bi)

649.2
1760.7
537
1390

3.35
3.03
2.7
2.4

1/2400
1/6200
1/1800
1/4600

bi)
bi)
bi)
bi)

364
967
277
583

bi)
bi)
bi)
bi)

2141 LL
UL
LR
UR

Slant Range

260 miles
1.84

2148

10502 ft. 1/1300
8796
1/3300
1/950
7056
5317
1/2000
1163 mis.
alt. approx.
1/2,200,000
1/15,200

Notes: 1. 64-H-2126 through 64-H-2139 form a sequence of Fa camera photographs all of which show the impact point to the north-east
The coordinates of the impact point, as cal(IAU) of center.
culated by JPL, are 10°68 S, 20.68 W (IAU),
2. 64-H-2140 through 64-H-2143 each contain four partial-scan photographs: LL - Lower Left (P-1 camera); UL - Upper Left (P-3
camera); LR - Lower Right (P-2 camera); UR - Upper Right (P-4
caTeratil; bi - seconds before impact, which was at 1964 31 July,
13 25 48.82s U.T.
3. 64-H-2145, taken with Fb camera, is an oblique view of the eastern (IAU) Mare Nubium including the craters Arzachel, Alphonsus,
and part of Ptolemaeus.
This photograph accompanies this article as an illustration (Figure 10).
4. 64-H-2148 is a mosaic prepared from the final Fa photograph
(64-H-2139) and the last five partial-scan photographs.
The complete set of Ranger VII photographs will be available in early
December, 1964, from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D.C. as NASA Special Report (SP-61).
Three
volumes will be issued at approximately $8.00 each.

A PLEA FOR POSTAL SANITY AMONG AMATEUR ASTRONOMERS
By: David D. Meisel
It is a favorite line of politicians to promise a chicken for every
pot and a car for every garage.
They have tried to bring about some measure
One area, however, in which they have failed
of success in certain areas.
For those of us who can remember the old penny
is that of postal service.
postcard, the 300% increase in its price borders on gross inflation. People
like the A.L.P.O. staff members, who have to pay for their Section correspondence out of their own pockets, find that it takes approximately four
times as much money for postage as it used to do.
For mailing The Strolling
Astronomer to its readers, the drain on the budget became so great that a
subscription increase was necessary.
In addition, there is the large amount
of correspondence and inquiries for "free" literature received every day.
One can envision a time when the cost of mailing the magazine will be more
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FIGURE 10. Ranger VII lunar photograph, code number 64-H-2145.
Eastern .
Mare Nubium from an altitude of 1163 miles (1872 kms.), July 31, 1964, 13h
43s, U.T., colongitude 177f4.
Taken with the Fb camera, appro imate scale
1/2,200,000, showing an area 260 miles (420 kms.) wide.
North at top, eas(IAU) at right.
An oblique view of lunar surface, foreshortening features
Guerick4 in upper left, part of Ptolemaeus at upper right corner, with
Alphonsus below it and Arzachel in lower right.
Note elongated valleys le::
of Ptolemaeus.

Now the question is, what can the average
than the cost of production.
member of the A,L.P.0, and his non-member friends do to help out?
I do not advocate writing to your Congressman about this unless you
What I am suggesting is a rather simple plan which has been use:
want to.
by the people in radio communications for years: INCLUDING RETURN POSTAGE.
or better yet, enclosing a self-addressed envelope with the postage. When
writing to Section Recorders or to the Director on matters where a direct
reply is expected, would it not be a gesture of courtesy to include the
In fact, if you are making a request for informaI think so.
postage?
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tion from anyone whom you do not know personally, it would be proper to
In this way you can usually be sure that your request
include postage.
will be answered.
However, if you can honestly say to yourself, "I cannot
really afford to prepay the return postage", then I am sure that the person
who receives your letter will be considerate.
This plan does not help the subscription rate.
In this connection,
I would like to suggest to those who are able and have not as yet done so
that they take out one of the sustaining or sponsor memberships in our
The revenue from these memberships helps to defray some of
organization.
the added expenses, Of which postage is one.
One point should be mentioned. Some of your correspondents may well
reside in a foreign country, where your own stamps are not of any value for
In this case the International Reply Coupon is recommended.
return mail.
The I.R.C. (not Internal Revenue Commission!) is available at any post
office in the International Postal Union and is good for single letter return postage from anywhere in the world.
Therefore, the next time you write a letter requesting a reply or
information, I suggest that you ask yourself if you would appreciate return
If so, remember
postage from people who write to you asking questions.
:hat somebody has to start,and it might as well be you.

A.L.P.O. COMETS SECTION 1963 FINAL REPORT, PART II
By: David D. Meise1,1963 A.L.P.O. Comets Recorder
Comet Ikeya 1963a
One of the best observed comets of 1963 was Comet Ikeya.
In spite of
its unfavorable location for northern observers, a number of observations
Among the visual observations, the work of Mr. Gordon
were obtained.
Solberg should be mentioned.
Mr. Solberg made a long series of consistent
Even though the number of magnimagnitude and coma diameter estimates.
tude estimates received was smaller than for Comet Seki-Lines, the mean
error of magnitude estimates for the entire set of A.L.P.O. observations
These nine normal points were based on
was ± O'9 2 for nine normal points.
thirty-five estimates.
Date

(IAU)
m
10
e
st
s.
eft

1963 Feb. 21
27
Mar. 02
03
06
10
12
13
14
23

Aperture reduced, heliocentric
visual magnitude

Number of
estimates
2

6.6 ± 0.2
5.46 0.04
5.4 O.
4.45 0.05
3.85 0.05
4.5
0.2
4.2
0.3
0.1
4.7
4.45 0.05
4.1
0.3

4
3
6
5
3
2
4
5
.3

Ity.

A number of other estimates were contributed by
and' Telescope
from their files of unused material on the comet.
However, since some of
this material was already included in the A.L.P.O. work and since the mean
deviation of the non-A.L.P.O. material was much higher than the mean dispersion quoted above, it was decided not to use the S and T material in this
report. The Comets Recorder would like to thank the staff of
and Telescope, many of whom are A.L.P.O. members, for the loan of this material.

az

d

Late in June of 1963, after Comet Ikeya was again visible, Mr.Solberg
picked it up again.
Many observers were surprised at its post-perihelion
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FIGURE 19. Dale Cruikshank
addressing the 1964 Nationwide
Amateur Astronomers Convention
on phase anomalies of the interior planets.
Photograph
by Craig L. Johnson, also
Figure 20.

FIGURE 20. David Dunham speaking to the Convention on grazing lunar occultations of stars.
A number of the attending amateurs observed early morning grazing occultations in the Denver
area during the meeting.

FIGURE 21. A portion of the A.L.P.O. Exhibit
at the Denver Convention.
Exhibit assembled
and arranged by Clark R. Chapman.
Figures
21 to 25, inclusive, are photographs by Jack
Eastman.
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2. "The Phase of the Inferior Planets: A Study of the Moon's Phase
with the Naked Eye", by Geoffrey Gaherty, Jr. (read by Robert
Shayler).
3. "The Schroeter Dichotomy Effect on Mercury", by Charles H. Giffen
(read by Charles Wood).
4. "The Determination of the Dichotomy of Venus", by Dale P.Cruikshadk.
5. "Estimation of the Cytherean Dichotomy by Least Squares",by John
E. Westfall (read by Harry Jamieson).
6. "Nitrogen Dioxide on Mars?", by Rodger W. Gordon (read by Tom Cave).
7. "The Surface of Saturn", by Patrick Moore (read by Richard Wend).
8. "Rotation Periods of Latitude Zones on Saturn", by Joel W. Goodman.
9. "Interpretation of Short-Wave Reception on 7.33 Megacycles during
the July 20, 1963 Total Solar Eclipse", by David D. Meisel (read
by Craig Johnson).
10. "Lunar Eclipse Projects", by Ken Thomson.
11. "Lunar Changes and the Modern Amateur Observer", by Walter H. Haas.
12. "Operation Moon-Blink", by John J. Gilheany.
13. "Lunar and Planetary Photography with an 8-inbh Reflector", by
Dennis Milon.
These papers, as well as equally interesting ones by members of other
groups, will be published in the Convention Proceedings; however, a delay of
up to 90 days from convention time may elapse before these are in the hands
of the registrants.
Everyone present will long remember this convention as one of the
most successful in the histories of all societies attending.
Special thanks
are due to Mr. Ken Steinmetz, the Chairman, and all who worked with him to
produce an enjoyable, smooth-running event.

LUNAR ECLIPSE PROJECTS *
By: Ken Thomson
Lunar eclipses offer unique opportunities for a great variety of observinr—projects.
Many of these (crater timings, coloration, brightness
of the eclipsed moon, occultations, etc.) have been extensively described
in the literature'.
This paper is restricted to a discussion of certain
devices and procedures found helpful in increasing the yield of useful data,
and to a few suggestions for possible future projects.
Recording Methods. Some automatic method of recording times and observers' comments is desirable.
Many observers have used a tape recorder
with a communications receiver for time signals with good results.
However, one often encounters difficulty in producing intelligible recording
of speech.
Therefore, some discussion of microphone type and placement
is warranted.
Several types of microphones were tested for convenience and reproduction quality.
It was found that microphones mounted on fixed supports
were especially troublesome to the observer, who continually had to exercise care in maintaining a suitable mouth-to-microphone distance. Lavalier
types have a bad tendency to swing free or to rub against the clothing,
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FIGURE 22. Tom Johnson explaining his
22-inch Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope,
the largest telescope exhibited at Denver during the 1964 Nationwide Amateur
Astronomers Convention.

FIGURE 23. Head table at the Final Banquet on
August 31. Left to right: Mrs. Wilma Cherup,
Walter Houston (G. Bruce Blair awardee), Mrs.
Houston, Mrs. Phyllis Steinmetz, Walter Haas,
Dennis Milon, Robert Cox, Mrs. Rita Treleven,
and John Treleven.
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FIGURE 24. A necessary and beloved feature of any W. A. A. Convention: Tom Cragg
(left) and the"plumber's nightmare" at
Also known as the Cragg A-i-A
Denver.
Super-Efficiency 6-Inch Telescope.

FIGURE 25. Chapel at U.S. Air Force Academy in
Colorado.
There are Catholic, Protestant, and
Jewish sanctuaries under the one roof.
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A military surplus throat microphone was also tried,but
producing noise.
.as capable of reproducing only the gutturals.
One obtains better results with a
used by telephone operators; in fact, a
monitoring of the recording through the
devices are ordinarily quite costly (in

boom microphone similar to that
standard operator's headset allows
earpiece.
Unfortunately, such
the vicinity of $20).

A surplus mask type carbon microphone has several advantages. Although ungainly in appearance and slightly uncomfortable, the intelligibility is very good and the cost nominal4.
Both an operator's headset and a mask microphone were available for
the June 24-25, 1964 eclipse, and a powering/mixing box was constructed.
diagram of this box with its connections to microphones, receiver, and
recorder is shown on pg. 111.
It should be realized that this design represents a hurried effort to meet the eclipse deadline and was made to suit
the available equipment from components at hand.
Since both microphones
have carbon elements, a battery must be provided.
Their impedances were
low enough to permit the use of unshielded lamp cord without undue hum pickup.
Hum was negligible with 25-foot cords on each microphone.
It should
be noted on pg. 111 that the microphones are wired in series.
Provision
was made to feed the recorder's monitor output through a suitable attenuator to the earpiece of the operator's headset.
However, it was found
possible to leave the monitor speaker on without causing feedback, enabling
the entire group to hear the recording.
This was desirable, since the
mask microphone muffles speech transmitted through the air.
Accurate timings were facilitated by the transistorized event marker.
Several of these
may be provided, each operating on a different frequency3.
The frequency
of oscillation is somewhat dependent on transistor parameters and consequently on temperature, and oscillation may stop under conditions of extreme
cold if R1 is too large.
No difficulty resulted in inserting the event
marker in series with the microphone circuit.
Independent level controls
were found unnecessary.
Certain telescopes employing brush-type motors in their drives generate considerable radio-frequency interference, and may require the installation of simple filters.
A recording system such as described will operate unattended once the
initial levels are set, thus relieving the group of the necessity of providing a person to record times and comments.
It may be desirable,however,
to have such a person in case of system failure.
Photography. Much interest in the color photography of lunar eclipses
The results have been largely disappointing due to
has arisen of late.
poor color balance in the resultant pictures.
Nevertheless, if the limitations are realized and if proper precautions are taken, one can obtain useful records.
Unequal reciprocity failure of the three color-sensitive layers is
the probable leading cause of color imbalance.
Table I later in this paper
gives a listing of color-compensating filters and exposure adjustments for
some common films.
Mr. Dennis Milon has used the inexpensive 2" X 2"
gelatin Wratten filters with good result.
Gelatin filters, properly cared
for, possess excellent optical qualities'''.
A holder may be easily contrived for the filters; the filters themselves may be mounted in 2" X 2"
Superslide cardboard "readymounts" with only a small loss in area.
One
should provide some easy method for inserting and changing filters between
exposures.
In the case of a Newtonian reflector, a simple cardboard or
sheet metal holder can be mounted inside the tube; and filters are then
changed by reaching into the tube from the top.
(Care should be taken
that the eyepiece drawtube will not protrude into the main tube if this
Slight bending of the gelatin is ordinarily of no optimethod is used.)
cal consequence.
Color films are easily affected by temperature and humidity; this is
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Film should be purchased only from
especially true of the latent image.
dealers who refrigerate their stock; the expiration date must also be
After
exposure,
the
film
should
be processed without delay.
checked.
Processing, in the experience of the author, is best done by the
Many independent processors have inademanufacturer whenever possible.
The observer may process some types of film himquate quality control.
self with good results, provided that the solutions are fresh and the inAll solutions should be prepared with
structions are carefully followed.
distilled water; in areas where the local water supply is heavily mineralized or is heavily treated chemically, the rinsing and washing steps should
also be done with distilled water.
There are many suggested exposure tables in print-5.
These should
be regarded merely as guides, and the exposure times given should be brackOne should also not expect good color balance to be preserved over
eted.
a great range of brightness; for example, during the partial phases, the
film cannot render both the eclipsed and the uneclipsed portions of the
moon accurately.
It is strongly recommended that the observer take notes on the visual
appearance of colors while photographs are being made, as a check on film
Often one can correct moderate imbalances by binding a gelatin
rendering.
Those having access to an enlarger which has
filter with a transparency.
selectable filters built into the illumination system can determine easily
what filter or filters will be needed.
One may expect less satisfactory results from color negative films
Color balance and saturation may also be
than from transparency types.
affected in prints and duplicates.
Infrared Observations. Observation of the umbra in the near infrared
(0.7 to 1.0 micron region) may possibly dsclose some interesting phenomena.
There exist surplus image converter tubes which, when used with suitable
Preliminary experiments
filters, will permit viewing within this region.
with a British "snooperscope" tube operated at 4 kilovolts have been made.
Projection of a magnified image on the photocathode is required to offset
the relatively poor (approximately 10 lines/mm.) resolution of the tube.
There are several infrared sensitive films and plates available for this
spectral region7.
Crater timings. Observers timing immersion and reappearance of
craters for determining umbral enlargement may find a recording method sugA lunar chart, or preferably a fullgested by Mr. Dennis Milon helpful.
moon photograph, is covered by a plastic film or sheet.
As each feature
is timed, it is assigned a number which is marked on the plastic with a
Thus a knowledge of the names of the craters is not regrease pencil.
quired.
This practice does not remove the need,•however, for some practice in
Recognizing craters as
advance of the eclipse in identifying featureS.
they reappear is difficult without some familiarity with their positions.
It would be well to increase the number of craters timed in order more completely to specify umbral shape.
Other Projects. A complete discussion of lunar eclipse studies is
The reader should consult
Strolling
beyond the scope of this paper.
Astronomer and aky and Telescope, both of which publish suggested programs
well in advance of an eclipse.

MI

Studies of possible eclipse-induced changes are especially timely and
are adaptable to individuals and groups familiar with specific features or
areas.
Searches for lunar meteors and for the 1.4 and L cloud satellites will
appeal to many observers.
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FIGURE 26. Diagram of automatic recording system for times and voice comments developed by Mr. Ken Thomson and others.
Powering/mixing box and
connections to microphones, receiver, and recorder,
See also discussion
by Mr. Thomson in text of article "Lunar Eclipse Projects".
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TABLE I
EXPOSURE AND FILTER COMPENSATION FOR RECIPROCITY CHARACTERISTICS
KODAK Film
Name & Type
EKTACOLOR
Professional S
(Short Exposure)
EKTACOLOR L
(Long Exposure)

1/100 I

Expo lure Time (se_c,)
10
1
1/10

I
I

100

None
None
No Filter No Filter

Not Recommended

Not Recommended

No Filter from 1/5
to 1/60 sec.

KODACOLOR

None
None
None
No Filter No Filter No Filter

Not
Recommended

KODACOLOR-X

None
None
+ 1 Stop +2 Stops
None
No Filter No Filter No Filter No Filter No Filter

EKTACHROME
Daylight (E-3)

None
+1/2 Stop + 1 Stop
CC3OB
No Filter CC1OB

+2 Stops
CC4OB +
CC1OM

High Speed
EKTACHROME
Daylight

None
+1/3 Stop + 1 Stop
CC1OB
No Filter CC1OB

+1-2/3 St.+2-2/3 Stp.
CCO5G
CCO5M

EKTACHROME-X

None
+2/3 Stop +1-1/3 St. +2 Stops
None
CC40Y
No Filter No Filter CCO5Y
ICC20Y

KODACHROME II
Daylight

None
None
No Filter CCO5R

KODACHROME-X

None
None
+1/3 Stop +2/3 Stop +1-2/3 Stp.
No Filter No Filter CCO5M
CCO5M
CC1OR

+3-1/3 Stp.
CC5OB +
CC1OM

+2/3 Stop +1-1/3 St.+2-1/3 Stp.
CC25R
CC1OR
0C2OR

The exposure increase, given in lens stops, includes the adjustment
required by any filter or filters suggested.
Data for this table obtained from Kodak Handbook News, issue 63-2 .

Communications of ,..esults. As Mr. Westfall pointed out in his recent
article8,Sky and Telescope is in a better position to analyze certain data
than is the ALPO; and observations of crater timings, coloration, and fulldisk photographs should be sent without delay to them.
In the A.L.P.O.
send results to Walter H. Haas, Box 26, University Park, New Mexico. It is
well to supply a detailed, prompt report to as many interested persons and
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organizations as practical.
Results of the eclipse of December 30, 1963. This eclipse was observed by the author in collaboration with Mr. Dewey 8urkes, who provided
16" f/6 Newtonian, and Messrs. Dennis Milon, Michael McCants, Paul Knauth,
An 8" Newtonian was also available for
Robert Souther, and Terry Russell.
The observations took place at Pasadena, Texas.
crater timings.
Mr. Milon photographed the event through the larger instrument, using
Using compensating filters
a single lens reflex camera at the prime focus.
as previously described, he obtained very good color photographs of the
His difficulties in having his exposure times and data
disappearing moon.
recorded (he was on the periphery of our group) stimulated the construction
The author performed crater timings,
of the recording system described.
and the other observers timed occultations and made notes of colorations.
Approximately ten minutes after the onset of totality dense clouds obscured the moon, ending all observations.
Observations of this eclipse are well documented9, the outstanding
feature being, of course, the extreme dimness of the eclipsed moon.
Results of the eclipse of June 24-25, 1964. Unfavorable weather
Nevertheless, Messrs.
conditions prevailed at the time of this eclipse.
Burkes, Knauth, and the author set up a 16" telescope and a 12.5" telescope
The moon appeared briefly through a rift in the
near Friendswood, Texas.
clouds, permitting five emergence crater timings, made extremely difficult
The newly constructed recording system
by the darkness of the umbra.
received a valuable field test, and was found perfectly satisfactory.
The coming eclipse of December 19, 1964. Circumstances of this lunar
eclipse are as follows:
Moon enters penumbra
Moon enters umbra
Totality begins
.
Middle of eclipse
Totality ends
Moon leaves umbra
Moon leaves penumbra

.

• OOh
• OOh
. 02h
02h
▪ 03h
. 04h
. 05h

00.7m
59.2m
07.2m
37.3m
07.3m
15.4m
13.8m

Times given are Universal Time; please note that the phenomenon occurs on
the evening of December 18 by local standard times in this country.
The
northerly declination of the moon will place it favorably for most of the
:nited States, despite the earliness in the evening.
It is urged that this eclipse be widely observed, considering the
unusally dark nature of the preceding two eclipses.
-,

Conclusions. It is hoped that the contents of this paper may stimulate increased efforts in observing lunar eclipses.
Some of the suggested
apparatus and techniques may also find application in other types of observations.
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USING THE A.L.P.O. LUNAR ECLIPSE OBSERVATION FORM AND ECLIPSE STAR MAP
By: John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O, Lunar Recorder
Introduction
In the recent Lunar Section Report (Str. A., LZ., Nov.-Dec., 1 963,
221 - 227), a prototype "Lunar Eclipse Observation Form"was mentioned and
illustrated.
This trial form was distributed on a limited basis, and a
number of suggestions were subsequently received.
A final form has been
prepared and is now available to interested A.L.P.O. members who should
immediately write to the author in order to obtain copies for the forthcoming total lunar eclipse on December 19, lr'64. This final form is illustrated in Figure 27.
Use of the Form
General. The A.L.P.O. Lunar Section Lunar Eclipse Observation Form is
not intended to restrict its users to the types of observations indicated
on the form; a much greater variety of eclipse observations is possible than
ever could be summarized on a single sheet of paper.
Rather, the form
exists solety for the convenience of the observer and the Lunar Recorder in
providing a standard format for the more routine or quantified types of
For example, sketches and detailed written accounts of lunar
eclipse data.
eclipses are greatly desired and should be submitted in addition to any
material given on the form itself.
The lunar eclipse form can be divided into six sections, which are
The purpose of this article is only to exindividually discussed below.
plain the use of the form, and not how to make the observations themselves.
For information on observing methods, the reader should consult one or more
of the sources listed at the end of this paper.
The lunar eclipse form is intended for use at any lunar eclipse, with
the exception of the section on "Eclipse Luminosity", which is for total
eclipses only.
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Heading. All blanks in the heading (upper left) must be filled in;
in general, their contents should be obvious.
"SITE" refers to the place
where the observations were made; if at the address given, merely write
"Address"; if elsewhere, indicate either the city or town, and state, or
the latitude and longitude to one minute of arc.
Here "S" stands for"seeing" which should be expressed on the standard scale running from 0 (worst)
Symbol "T" represents "transparency" expressed in terms
to 10 (perfect).
of the revised scale which, for all practical purposes, will be the limiting stellar magnitude during totality.
It should be explicitly indicated
if "S" or "T" varies during the course of observation.
Eclipse Luminosity. Simply check the most appropriate description of
the total phase of the eclipse. This is the only portion of the form that
is restricted to total lunar eclipses.
once Map. The observer need do nothing to this' map; it is merely
-rence, being a schematic diagram of the full moon.
for h -1.
The fifteen
ed are the only craters for which umbral contact times are
crate
acceptable
Written Description of Eclipse. Written accounts of lunar eclipses
are highly desired, particularly if accompanied by sketches.
Do not hesitate to use the back of the form for such notes, and staple an additional
sheet to the form if necessary.
A.L.P.O. Crater Timings. The bottom of the form is reserved for umbral
contact timings of the fifteen craters labeled on the Reference Map.
Each
observation should include the name (not number) of thecrater, the umbral
contact time to 0.1 minute, and whether the crater entered (E) or left (L)
This portion of the form is detachthe umbra (Ex.: Aristarchus 01:23.4 L).
able and, if used, should be mailed directly to Sky and Telescope magazine
for reduction, which will not be done by the A.L.P.O. itself.
Obviously,
the back of this portion of the form should not be written upon.
Returning Forms. Completed forms, excepting any crater timings, should
be immediately mailed to:
Walter H. Haas
Box 26, University Park, New Mexico.
Lunar Eclipse Star Map
Figure 28 illustrates a "Star Map of the Vicinity of the Eclipsed
Moon: December 19, 1964" which is intended for use during that eclipse only.
The published copy of this map that appears with this article is suitable
for use during the eclipse.
If, for any reason, additional copies are
desired, they can be obtained by writing to the author.
The eclipse star map depicts the magnitudes of the stars near the
moon in the sky at the time of eclipse.
The magnitude of the moon may then
be estimated by comparison with these stars.
Stellar magnitudes here are
expressed in units of hundredths of a magnitude; for example: 258 - + 2.58,
- 142 - - 1.42.
The letter "v" indicates a variable star, which should not
Underlined magnitudes indicate class M stars
be used for comparison.
which, normally, are the most desirable for comparison with the reddened
moon during totality.
Unfortunately for the December 19th eclipse, all
these reference stars are also variable and should not be used.
It is not the purpose of this article to discuss the several methods
for estimating the magnitude of an object by comparison with objects of known
magnitude (for a general discussion see Sections 17.2 -17.4 of J.B.Sidgwick's
Observational Astronomy for Amateurs). One simple and useful method is outlined below:
1. Select two comparison stars which are both as close to the moonin brightness as possible.
One should be slightly brighter
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A,L.P.O. LUNAR SECTION LUNAR ECLIPSE 011SMIVATION FORM
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a-i0

LUNAR MAGNITUDE ESTIMATES WRITTEN DESCRIPTION OF ECLIPSE:
Tlethod used
U.T. MAG, U.T. IitO.

—
• -- •(Please continue on top of back)
- - - - - - - - - - —
AiPO CRATER. TI aNGS - DETATCH. AND MAIL TO: Sky and Telescope, 49-50-51 Tay State Rd.
"E" for entering umbra; "T_'' for leav-in,1.u.iori.) Cambrian:02., Naas.
(Alter time all:
1.T.T.(ara ) Crater
0.T,(,11f) Crater
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FIGURE 27. Lunar eclipse observing form designed and supplied by John E.
Westfall, A.L. P.O. Lunar Recorder.
The use of the form is explained on
pages 114 and 115.
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FIGURE 28. Chart of stars near totally eclipsea moon on December 19,
1964.
The stellar magnitudes are for estimating the brightness of the
moon in eclipse.
The chart and its use are further described on pages
115 and 118.
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than the moon; call this star a. The other should be slightly
dimmer than the moon; call this star b.
2. Divide the brightness interval between a and b into ten
imaginary units. Estimate how many such units the moon
is dimmer than a.
3. After the eclipse, compute the magnitude of the moon from step
1 and 2as illustrated in the example below:
I

Example:
Magnitude of a
+ 3.07
Magnitude of b = + 3.38
b - a
+ 0.31

10 units

The moon is estimated to be 3 units fainter than a.Thus:
Magnitude of moon . a + 0.3 (b - a) = 3.07 + 0.3 (+ 0.31)
3.07 + 0.09
•+ 3.16, which would usually be rounded
off to + 3.2.
00

The observer should practice with the above method before applying it
to the moon during the coming eclipse.
The observer will experience some difficulty in estimating the moon's
magnitude for two reasons.
First, the moon is an extended source of light,
difficult to compare with a star.
If very near-sighted observers remove
their glasses, the images of the moon and the stars will appear more comparable.
Otherwise, the moon may be viewed through reversed binoculars or
a small telescope (i.e., point the eyepiece at the moon and look through the
objective) or as reflected in a ball-bearing or Christmas-tree ball. Such
methods will reduce the apparent size of the moon almost to a point, but
will also reduce the brightness of the moon.
Hence, such devices should be
calibrated to the full moon just before or just after the eclipse, when its
magnitude will be about -12.7.
Second, for most of the eclipse, the moon will be brighter than the
brightest comparison object (Jupiter, magnitude - 2.3).
Reversed optics
or specular reflection (as described above) or a neutral density filter can
be used to reduce the brightness of the moon to an acceptable level.
If so,
the dimming of the moon, in magnitudes, must be known.
Again, this dimming
can best be determined by observing the uneclipsed full moon.
If the observer makes only one magnitude estimate, this should be during totality.
It is much better, however, to make a series of such estimates throughout the course of the eclipse; the more the better.
The Universal Time should be noted with each magnitude estimate.
Lunar Eclipse Observation References
"Moon Eclipse December 30thP allx and Telescope, 26
Ashbrook, Joseph.
(Dec., 1963), 324 - 327.
Haas, Walter H. "The Coming Total Lunar Eclipse on November 18, 1956".
Str. A., 10 (May-June, 1956), 50 - 53.
. "Some Suggested Observations of the Total Lunar Eclipse
on March 13, 1960". Str. A., 14 (Jan.-Feb., 1960), 28 - 32.
Sidgwick, J.B. Observational Astronomy for Amateurs. London: Faber and
Faber, Ltd., 1955. pp. 84 - 85.
Editor: We express our thanks to Messrs. Thomson and
Postseript
Westfall for their informative articles presented above.
We further cordially invite our readers to observe the imminent total lunar eclipse on
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December 19, 1964.
Careful brightness estimates are the more wanted because of the extreme dimness of the total lunar eclipses on December 30,
1963 and June 24 - 25, 1964.
Possible physical changes as a result of
the eclipse have also acquired an unforeseen timeliness.
It is asked that
the central peak of Alphonsus and the Aristarchus-Herodotus region be carefully watched because of recent recorded changes in these two regions.
It has appeared best to postpone the publication of A.L.P.0, work on
the June 24 - 25, 1964 total lunar eclipse until the next issue.

BOOK REVIEW
A Photographic Study of the Brighter Planets, by Dr. Earl C. Slipher.
Published by Lowell Observatory and the National Geographical Society, 1964.
Available from Sky Publishing Co., Cambridge, Mass. Price $10. 125 pages,
with many plates of planetary photographs.
Reviewed by Rodger W. Gordon

s
t,

50,

Once again E. C. Slipher has produced a volume of planetary photographs comparable to his earlier work Mars, The Photographic Story. In
fact, many of the Martian plates found in the earlier work are reproduced
The newer volume, however, contains many photographs
in his newest book.
of all the other bright planets, many never before published. Outstanding photos of Venus, Jupiter, and Saturn dominate the major portion of the
Essentially, the
book; and the latest 1963 photos of Mars are included.
material is presented in the same manner as in his earlier work Mars.
A page of explanation precedes each page of photographs to help the reader
to identify prominent features contained in the photos.
The Jupiter
photographs are truly outstanding examples of what a refractor of moderate
aperture can accomplish under excellent seeing conditions
The extremely
minute detail in the Jovian section photographs probably represents the
truest rendition of Jupiter's complex features that has ever been recorded
A comparison of a drawing made by T.E.R. Phillips
by photographic means.
and a photo made one Jovian revolution later, on page 86 of the book,shows
that, given the right conditions, the photograph can equal or exceed a
visual observer's drawing in regard to minute, delicate detail.
A comparison of photographs and drawings of the planet Mars is included on pages 62 63 and 68 - 69 for the reader to judge for himself the reality of the linear
Certainly the photos 2, 3, and 4 on page
markings on Mars called "canals".
69 show many of the more prominent canals and traces of the fainter ones.
A significant sign of the importance of this work in planetary research is
the fact that this book is produced in two versions.
The second version,
known as the "limited" version, contains actual photographic reproductions
in order to preserve virtually all the original detail present in the
This version is available to those engaged in important
photographs.
planetary research.
The price of this book is $10.00, which is rather high for 125 pages.
The earlier work on Mars cost $8.50 for a book of 168 pages.
However,
the unexcelled photographs plus the easy-to-follow writing of Dr. Slipher
The cost of the limited version has not
more than make up for the cost.
been announced, but will undoubtedly be higher due to the methods involved
in reproduction of the photographs.

3
nd

di-

To sum up, one might say that the importance of this work will probably grow as time and astronomy march on, for newer facts will be disToo, Dr. Slipher's tremendous
covered concerning our planetary neighbors.
volume of photographs will undoubtedly be of major importance in interpreting the past changes and possible future phenomena on these bodies. Every
This book
A.L.P.O. member should add this work to his book collection.
and Mars, The Photographic Story probably represent the finest pieces of
planetary literature available today.
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21 125 112
13 -176 111
26 145 106
18 -142 -67
23 -122 -67 Dec. 1 170 97
6 -162 -95
28 -102 -71
11 -137 -104
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16 -118 -111
7 -72 -90
21 -100 -113
12 -60 -101
26 -86 -113
17 -48 -109
31 -72 -110
22 -37 -113
36 -57 -104
27 -28 -114
Oct. 2 -12 69
7 -1 73
12 11 78
17 23 84
22 37 92

Jan. 0 -125 -112 Apr.10 167 -111 Jul.19

W

5 -108 -114
15 -170 -105
20 -149 -101
10 -92 -112
25 -128 -94
15 -77 -108
30 -109 -87
20 -64 -103
25 -51 -97 May 5 -93 -81
10 -77 -75
30 -37 -90
15 -63 -70
Feb. 4 -24 -83
20 -50 -67
9 -12 -77
25 -38 -67
14
0 -72
30 -27 -69
191 11 -68
24' 19 -66 Jun. 4 -17 -76
Mar. 1 35 112
9 -7 -85
6 45 107
14
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19 13 74
11 56 99
24 23 68
16 68 88
21 8177
29 34 64
26 98 70 Jul. 4 47 68
311 1181 67
9 60 71
14 74 76
Apr. 5 140 67
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-,ridian tables for Jupiter.
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Comments by Editor. We thank Mr. Gaherty for this very conveniently
tipressed information about Mercury in 1965 and hope that our readers will
In fact, we hope that the table will motivate our members
:se his table.
more regular and more systematic studies of Mercury.
Readers will re.:42nize in the table that the central meridian of Mercury is unilluminated
✓t,en the planet is crescentic.
The plus signs in the table denote west4-n Mercurial longitudes, where east and west are defined so that the
planet rotates from west to east.
At evening (eastern) apparitions the
zerminator occupies western longitudes; it occupies eastern Mercurial longiOerdes at morning (western) apparitions.
It may be worthwhile to compare Mr. Gaherty's table with results from
1963 issue. For ex.:pie, the table gives us for January 0, 1965 C.M. = -125°and T = -112°
-.rcury is then 14 days past perihelion (on December 17, 1964).
Cruik,- ank's graph gives us a libration of
22°in longitude.
The planet is in
:-e morning sky so that eastern longitudes are on the terminator.
The
:sitive libration exposes the east limb (see Mr. Cruikshank's paper) and
The value of the phase-angle i on January
T = -90° - 22° = -112°.
1965 can be found to be 103° so that the C.M. lies 13° toward the dark
17, from the terminator.
(The reader may find it helpful to odraw a rough
retch to verify this assertion.)
Finally, C.M. = - 112°- 13
- 125°.
.7. Cruikshank's graph on pg. 73 of our March-April,

r
ce
r-

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS

in
he
7

tu-

An Excellent Lunar Photograph.
Mr. Philip R. Glaser has called to
:7r attention the outstanding amateur lunar photograph here published as
The photographers are Thomas Osypowski, 8808 W. Lincoln Ave.,
TIqure 30.
cast Allis, Wisc. and Thomas Pope, 3824 N. 20th St., Milwaukee, Wisc. Mr.
Elmer J. Reese has pointed out that the detail on the print contributed by
14:-. Glaser compares favorably with Plate I c facing page 58 in The Moon
77 Wilkins and Moore, a Pic-du-Midi photograph.
Of course, some detail on
-figure 30 has necessarily been lost in the process of reproduction.
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FIGURE 30. Photograph of Triesnecker, Hyginus Cleft, and vicinity on the
Taken with Milwaukee Astronomical Soqetym12.5-inch F: 9 reflector
moon.
at New Berlin, Wisc. on August 29, 1964 at 10" 20 , U.T.
Original Kodachrome color transparency by Tom Osypowski.
Exposure i sec. at Ft 64.
Black and white print hire published a 14X enlargement of original by Tom
See also text,
Colongitude 170.3.
Pope.
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FIGURE 31. Photograph
of Jupiter by Dennis
Milon with a 4-inch refractor at F: 262 on
October 30, 1964 at
7h 6m U.T. C.M. =
228. C.M
30001
.2

FIGURE 32. Photograph
of Jupiter by Dennis
Milon with a 4-inch refractor at F: 262 on
OR tobMr 23, 19b4 at
8 17 , U.T. C.M.10
226°. C.M.2 352
1 sec. exposure. Tri-X
film developed in DK60a.
Note Red Spot and Hallow.
FIGURE 33 (left). Photograph of
Jupiter by J. Russell Smith with a
16-inch reflector at Fa 150 on
November 27, 1964 at 2h ilm, U.T.
1 . 1 sec.
C.M.1 = 140 ° C.M
2
exposure, developed for 8 minutes
in DK60a.
Note Red Spot, Hollow,
and North Temperate Belt.

Writing on October 28, 1964, Mr. Osypowski further reports that the
smallest craters shown on the original photograph were slightly less than
one second of arc in diameter.
The seeing was 8 on a scale of 0 to 10,
with 10 best.
A vast amount of minute detail was seen visually that escaped the camera.
The sky was fairly bright at the time, the photograph
being made about 40 minutes before sunrise.
Mr. Osypowski notes:
original Kodachrome - X transparency was made with a Pentax singlelens-reflex camera.
An adapter tube which slid into the focusing mount
of the telescope accommodated the 16-mm. projection eyepiece at one end and
the lens-less camera at the other.
A black card flicked across a slot in
this adapter tube served as a convenient, vibrationless shutter".
Lunar and Planetary Photographs with a 4-Inch Refractor. The front
cover photograph by Dennis Milon should also encourage the lunar photographers among our members.
Mr. Milon writes that the smallest craters
resolved on it are about 2 miles in diameter.
He used Tri-X roll film and
developed for 9 minutes in DK60a.
The Jupiter photographs by Mr. Milon on this page must be regarded as
extremely good for an aperture of 4-inches.
Again, some loss of the finer
detail in publication cannot be avoided.
Figure 33, a photograph kindly contributed by Mr. J. Russell Smith,
will further show much of the current aspect of Jupiter.
Very Swift North Temperate Belt South Current on Jupiter. We have
learned with great interest from Bradford A. Smith and Elmer J. Reese of
the Research Center of New Mexico State University of the present activity
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A.L.P.O. LUNAR MAPPING PROJECT PROGRESS REPORT
By: Patrick S. McIntosh, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder
After almost two years the Selected Areas Mapping Program can produce
a provisional chart of the Aristarchus-Herodotus region.
During this time
14 observers have submitted 75 observations of this region.
Figure 20
presents a compilation of the best of these observations, aided by photographs from the Kuiper Photographic Lunar Atlas and photographs taken by C.
F. Capen and Patrick S. McIntosh.
This chart should be interpreted as
only a provisional chart in view of the small number of observers who have
contributed to the mapping program.
The chart could be improved somewhat
by more careful measurements of the photographs at hand, and so it is provisional in the sense that most positions are still subject to improvement.
The major outlines are accurate, but fine detail may still be in error.
This chart is intended to present only the positions of features and makes
only a crude indication of the three-dimensional character of these features.
Careful comparison of this chart to a good photograph or a direct
view of the region will help in the interpretation of the outlines.
program of mapping this area will continue in the hope that this
report will stimulate more participation.
There is a need, first of all,
for more observations and, secondly, for more observers.
It is unwise to
include observed detail in a master chart if only one person has reported
this detail.
There is a need for much more overlap of observations of the
same object by different observers.
There is also a need for observations spread over a wider range of
solar illumination.
Figure 22 gives the distribution of the observations
in colongitude.
The clustering of observations near sunrise on the region
is rather striking.
There is still a vast amount of detail visible at
other colongitudes.
There should be observations by at least four observers for each five degrees of colongitude.
This requirement is satisfied
for only the colongitudes from 50 degrees to 65 degrees (morning lighting).
Figure 21 is a copy of the outline chart which shows certain areas in
serious need of further observation.
The areas of greatest controversy
are numbered.
Area 1 is the region of the most frequently reported red
colorations in 1963 and 1964.
Jamieson and McIntosh have observed this
area in some detail, and both have reported unusual detail.
This area is
at times one of the brightest spots in Aristarchus.
The principal feature
has been described as a craterlet with crevasses and terraces extending out
on either side of it, but McIntosh believes that this is not an ordinary
craterlet.
It gives the impression of being asymmetric.
There appears
to be some minor band structure associated with this feature as well.
(Refer to Str. A., Vol. 17, Nos. 11-12, pp. 241-2, 1963 for an observation
of Area 1 by Jamieson.)
Area 2 contains some dusky patches on the dark floor of Herodotus.
number of individual patches and their shape have varied markedly from
one observer to the next.
Some observers have reported a minute craterpit
in the midst of the largest patch.
Brettman has reported a delicate rille
crossing this same patch when the seeing was extraordinary and the solar
illumination very low.
Often these patches are seen as very low mounds.
Area 3 contains a faint band on the wall of Aristarchus which has not
been reported as looking the same by all observers.
At the base of this
band there may be a landslip onto the floor of the crater and some darker
coloration under a high sun.
Area 4 near the "Cobra Head" contains two low hills and a possible
craterlet nestled near the west (IAU sense) side of the larger of the two
hills.
It is this bright, crater-like feature that is of principal interest
Area 5 contains part of the rim of Aristarchus, a portion of the
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FIGURE 20. A.L.P.O. provisional master chart of Aristarchus-Herodotus region.
Prepared by Patrick S. McIntosh from 75 observations by 14-observers during
1963-5 in Selected Areas Mapping Program, and also from photographs.
See
text of article by Mr. McIntosh.
Lunar south at top, lunar west (IAU) at
right.
western outer slope of Aristarchus, and a hill.
On the rim of the crater a
very bright object has been seen, appearing at times as a tiny craterlet with
a bit of shadow in it and at other times containing no shadow and then looking like an abutment where the rim suddenly drops to a lower level.
Schneller
has reported a rille near the hill.
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Certain areas requiring further study indicated on an outli-r
FIGURE 21.
The numbers are explained
chart of the Aristarchus-Herodotus region.
accompanying text by Mr. McIntosh.
South at top, west (IAU) at right.

The other areas marked by dashed circles really contain much detail
interest, but they either have not been observed at all or else have beeThese areas are by no means the :
observed by only one or two observers.
areas needing additional study.
They are just intended for a guide in
As one becomes accustomed to observing a particular rcz_
immediate future.
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FIGURE 22.
observations of Aristarchus-Herodotus region by interChart prepared by Patrick Mcvals of colongitude.
See also text.
The great majority of the
Intosh.
observations are under early morning lighting.

of the moon, one finds that in order to record new detail one must concenEach of these areas marked on the
trate on very small regions at a time.
outline chart (Figure 21) represents areas typical of what the eye can examine carefully at one time.
Updated outline charts are available from Patrick S. McIntosh at the
In the future it
Sacramento Peak Observatory, Sunspot, New Mexico, 88349.
is suggested that all observers make pencil tracings of the outline chart to
In this way even the major outlines can be changed
take to the telescope.
Good seeing conditions should
to match the observed appearance of the moon.
allow most observers to improve this outline chart by a substantial amount.
Let us hope that this report will bring more observers to our ranks and more
observations of definite value.
Participating Observers
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Larry C. Anthenien
Orville Brettman
C. F. Capen
Rev.Kenneth J. Delano

San Jose, California
Elgin. Illinois
Table Mountain Obser.
New Bedford, Mass.

Jean Dragesco
Frederico L. Funari
Harry D. Jamieson
Adolfo Lecuona
Patrick S. McIntosh

Le Vesinet, France
S;le Paulo, Brazil
Muncie, Indiana
East Orange, N.Jersey
Sunspot, N. Mex.

Jost; Olivarez

Edinburg, Texas
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George W. Rippen
Kenneth Schneller
William A. Snyder
John E. Westfall

Madison, Wisconsin
Cleveland, Ohio
Pittsburgh, Penn.
Mount Rainier, Md.

6-in. reflec. 2 observatior..
8-in. reflec. 4
4-in. reflec. 3
4-in. refrac. 16

LUNAR TRAINING PROGRAM INSTRUCTION SHEETS
By: Clark R. Chapman, A.L.P.O. Lunar Training Program Recorder
Some instruction sheets have been prepared which describe the Lunar
Training Program.
Such subjects are covered as: training the eye, initial
training, how to draw a crater, and answers to frequently-asked questions.
The instruction sheets are available on request; write to: Clark R. Chapman
94 Harper Rd., Buffalo, N.Y. 14226, and include a stamped self-addressed
envelope.
Standard crater outline forms are available for several regions:
(1) Cassini, (2) Posidonius (improved version of this form became available
in the Fall of 1964), (3) Aristarchus-Herodotus region, (4) Hesiodus and the
IAU-western part of Pitatus, Thebit, (5) the area of impact of Ranger VII,
and (6) the Guerickg-Parry-Bonpland-Fra Mauro region (improved version of
this form became available in the Fall of 1964).
Please specify which forrs
are desired, and enclose an additional stamp (two stamps for more than 5
forms) to cover mailing.
For 25 cents (coin or stamps) the Recorder will
furnish a photograph illustrating four steps in the process of drawing a
crater (this originally appeared as an illustration to the article,"The Art
of Lunar Drawing", Str. A., March-April, 1963.)
Walter Haas has noted an error on page 5 of the L.T.P. instruction
The selenographic colongitude minus the selenographic longitude•
sheets.
of a lunar feature, as there mentioned, gives very nearly the angle of the
sun above the horizon from the lunar point in question only near the lunar
equator. A better formula for the altitude angle H of the sun as seen from
a point with longitude and latitude coordinates (A,B) when the colongitude
It should be noted that the process
is C is: sin H - cos B sin (C - A).
of computing lunar altitudes involves corrections for librations and for
shadow-foreshortenings and requires a good knowledge of trigonometry. Bel:::
attempting projects such as this, beginners ought to spend some time followThe intention, in the training sheets
ing the suggested training program.
was merely to indicate that the selenographical colongitude of the sun is
more useful than just to give an estimate of the moon's phase.
Postscript 21E Editor. The new Lunar Training Program sheets are ye:
strongly recommended to all beginning lunar observers among our readers.
Indeed, more experienced lunar observers may also learn much from these
The Editor has even given some thought to their possible
instructions.
publication in full in this journal; however, they more properly belong
the future A.L.P.O. Observing Manual and should not be duplicated here.
If you are watching the moon now, you will scarcely want to wait for the
Manual - write Mr. Chapman for this truly helpful material at once.

ALPHONSUS AGAIN!
By: E. D. Hall and Lyle T. Johnson
1
On the morning of October 27, 1964, Lyle T. Johnson , Professor E. _
Hall, and Joseph Weresiuk observed an ephemeral color phenomenon at the The phenomenon was .. s
of the central peak of the lunar crater Alphonsus.
detected with the aid of the "Moon Blink" detection equipment developed
This equipment and the prcNASA by Trident Enpineerinp Associates, Inc.
gram being formulated for its utilization were announced at the National

*Evidently intended to be positive toward the I.A.U. lunar west.
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Johnson, Hall, and Weresiuk were observing with the Johnsonian 16-inch
reflector)at Port Tobacco, Maryland, and were utilizing the Arident Moon
Alphonsus was first observed between 5 10 and 5h 15m
Blink apparatus.
T., and appeared completely normal (E.S.T. 12:10 - 12:15 A.M.). Returning to Alphonsus at 5h 18m, U.T., Mr. Johnson detected a definite "blink"
Professor Hall and Mr. Weresthuk immediately
on the Alphonsus central peak.
During the period from 5h 18m to 5h 30 the blink was
confirmed the blink.
The entire Ptolemaic region was surobserved with the Trident equipment.
The rotatveyed for other signs of unusual activity, but none were noted.
ing filter wheel was stopped, and Alphonsus was viewed briefly through alterSince it was difficult to determine the nature
nate red and blue filters.
of the small spot by this method, it was decided to make a direct visual
observation as quickly as possible.
h
m
By 5 38 the filter wheel, image converter tube, and Barlow Lens had
When viewed with
been removed and a 400X eyepiece put on the telescope.
this eyepiece, a small pinkish-red spot at the base of the sunlit portion
This op rxation was confirmed independof the central peak was observed.
Since the active area
U.T.
ently by all present and continued until 5" 45
was so small, it most probably would have been overlooked had not the "Moon
Blink" apparatus been used.
The sunlit wall of the small crater Lyot, on the floor of Ptolemaeus,
which was brighter than the sunlit slope of the Alphonsus central peak,
showed very narrow blue and red chromatic bands at opposite edges due to
These were later computed to be no more than oneatmospheric dispersion.
Both the red Lyot band and the Alphonsus pink region were
half mile wide.
on the side of their respective bright areas, away from the terminator.
Because of this differThe Alphonsus patch, however, was definitely wider.
ence in the size and nature of thest colored regions, and because a blink was
not observed in Alphonsus between 5" 10 and 5h 15m when the moon was lower
in the sky, atmospheric dispersion as the cause of the Alphonsus blink was
The moon had also been observed on the previous night; and alruled out.
though it was lower in the sky at that time, no blink activity was noted.
There was a frequent brief doubling of the image due to seeing, but
this effect was in no way confused with the blink.
The sky was clear and the seeing was 5-6
The moon rose
10 best) with periods up to 7.
time of
up for two hours and 13 minutes atm
The colongitude was 167.1 at 5h 18 , when the

(on a scale of 0 to 10, with
at 3h 5', U.T. and had been
the first blink observation.
blink was first recorded.

By 6h 10m , U.T. the image converter tube and filter wheel had been put
back on the telescope since no traces of color in the Alphonsus region had
been visible for nearly 25 minutes. Alphonsus appeared quite normal, none of
the three observers detecting any fuEther blink.
Professor Hall and Mr.
Weresiuk continued observing until 8" 30m without noting anything unusual.
The Alphonsus region was kept under surveillance the following evening; no
unusual activity was observed.
The following is quoted from a letter to J. J. Gilheany, Moon Blink
Project Director, by James C. Greenacre, ACIC, Lowell Observatory, Flagstaff,
Arizona:
"You may be interested in an observation I made on the ridge that
runs south and connects with the central peak of Alphonsus.
With
optimum seeing I could see that the ridge at the base of the peak was
fissured or cracked open.
Also, there was at least one small crater
As far as
within the breach and very close to the base of the peak.
I can determine this is the spot where Johnson observed the blink.
"If these red spots are the result of gaseous emissions then this
spot has everything in its favor as far as topography is concerned".
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the United States
E. . Hall is an Associate Professor of Physics
Naval Academy, and Mr. Weresiuk is a science and mathematics teacher at
Annapolis High School
References
1. Lyle T Johnson, "Improving Image Contrast in Reflecting Telescopes" The Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 18, pp. 142-146 1964.
2 A revised text of Mr. J. J. Gilheany's Denver paper is scheduled
for publication in our next issue.
It is worth noting that the observation here reNote LE Editor.
ported is at almost the same solar lighting (167°1) as the first of Mr. N.
A. Kozyrev' famous spectrograms of Alphonsus on November 3, 1958 (168°1).
In that spectrogram the central peak of Alphonsus was deficient in violet
this peak visually looked dim and reddish. Perlight, and at the same
haps the best popular account of the Kozyrev observations is on pp 184-186
of Sky and Telescope for February. 1959. The activity on October 27 1964
was surely of shorter duration (30 minutes or less) and lesser conspicuousNevertheless, a systematic patrol of the
ness than on November 3, 1958.
central peak of Alphonsus near colongitudes 167'1168 might well be rewarding
Such searches could be made in 1965
(perhaps at other lightings also).
near the following Universal Times: April 22 at 18h, May 22 at 5h, June 20
at 16", and July 20 at 3h.

1965 CONVENTION OF ASTRONOMICAL LEAGUE AND ASSOCIATION OF LUNAR AND PLANETARY OBSERVERS
The Milwaukee (Wis.) Astronomical Society and the Racine (Wis.) Astronomical Society will be hosts to the nationwide amateur astronomers' con, 1965.
vention which will be held in Milwaukee on July 2, 3,
Participating organizations are the Astronomical League and the Association
of Lunar and Planetary Observers
program

follows:

Friday, July 2: Early registration
Evening: Buffet dinner
trip to Milwaukee
Evening:
Racine Observatories
Saturday, July 3:

7:30
9:00
10:00
12:30
2:00
4:30

Sunday, July 4:

9:00
12:30
12.30
2:30

Monday, July 5:

Registration
to 9:00 a.m.
Meeting begins
a.m.
to 12:00 a.m.- Presentation of papers
to 1:30 p.m.- Luncheon
to 4:00 p.m.- Presentation of papers
Bus trip to Yerkes Observatory
p.m.
at Williams Bay, Wis. Cook-out and
an opportunity to see and, if sky
is clear, to look through this famous
and world's largest, refractor.

Presentation of papers
a.m. to 12 noon
p.m.
uipotograph
p.m.to 2:30 p.m.- Group
to 4:30 p.m.
- See the nationally renowned "In Old Milwaukee" Schlitz
Circus Parade.
6:30 p.m.
Convention Banquet

9:00 a.m.
Final Meeting
12:00 noon
Luncheon
Evening
- Star parties at the Milwaukee and
Racine Observatories
170
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Advance registration will facilitate getting into the early meetings.
Advance registrations, as well as inquiries on reservations and vacation
information, should be sent to Mr. William B. Albrecht, 200 W. Hampton Ave.,
Milwaukee, Wis. 53225. Hotel reservations, including payment when enclosed
with registrations, will be forwarded to the Hotel Schroeder.
All meetings
will be held at the Hotel Schroeder, one of Milwaukee's finest.
Accommodations will be available to satisfy the needs of everyone.
Room reservations
should be made as early as possible and directly with the hotel.
Rate and
reservation cards have been mailed to all Societies.
Members are urged to submit papers of interest, with the time limit set
at ten minutes.
Abstracts or papers must be submitted in advance with the
final date set at June 1.
Because papers accepted for presentation will be
printed, it will be necessary to provide a duplicate copy for our editors,
after the presentation.
Papers should be sent to Mr. Phil R. Glaser, 200
Albert St., Waukesha, Wis.
Display space for homemade instruments will be available at the Milwaukee Astronomical Society's Observatory.
Exhibit awards will be made at
the banquet.
This will be a wonderful opportunity to visit Milwaukee and its
environs on the beautiful shore of cool Lake Michigan.
The famous annual
'In Old \'ilwaukee" Schlitz Circus Parade on the 4th of July has been and
will again be a great and unusual attraction.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
New A.L.P.O. Address: This Association and its publication now have
The complete address, with zip code is:
a new post office box number.
Box AZ
University Park
hew Mexico 88070
Me new box number is the result of the erection of a new Post Office Building at New Mexico State University; the reassigned Box 26 would have been
While helpful mnemonics like ALPO and MOON were not
inconveniently small.
available for the new box, the Editor hopes that the choice of the first and
The new address
last letters of the English alphabet may assist memory.
should be used in all future correspondence.
In Memoriam. We have learned with regret of the .passing of Mr.Chalmers
Better known as "Chief" to his many
B. Myers of Romoland, California.
friends among West Coast amateurs, he had been a leader in the Western AmaHe had
teur Astronomers and had served on its Board of Representatives.
extend our sympathies to his imbelonged to the A.L.P.O. since 1953.
mediate family and friends.

Is.

Mr. J. Russell Smith
New Address for A.L.P.O. Staff Members.
should now be addressed at: 146 George St., Eagle Pass, Texas 78852.
Lunar Recorder Harry D. Jamieson is now at:
He is our book review Editor.
923 W. Main St., Muncie, Indiana 47305.

"Ranger VII Photographs of the Moon. Part I: Camera A Series". Many
of our readers will certainly wish to acquire the unique and excellent book
It is available from the Superintendent of Documents,
with this title.
The price is $6.50 per
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.20402.
The text includes material on the Ranger VII mission, the television
copy.
Of chief intersystem, the trajectory, and film recording and processing.
est, however, are the 199 photographs secured by the A camera, the widest
Every
angle camera, during the last 17 minutes of the Ranger VII flight.
lunar student will want a copy for his personal library.
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Sustaining Members and Sponsors. As of March 6, 1965, we have these
persons in the special classes of membership:
Sponsors - William Roberts, David P. Barcroft, Philip and Virginia
Glaser, Charles H. Giffen, John E. Westfall, Joel W. Goodman, The National
Amateur Astronomers, Inc., James Q. Gant, Jr., David and Carolyn Meisel,
Clark R. Chapman, Ken Thomson, Kenneth J. Delano.
Sustaining Members - Grace E. Foz, Sky Publishing Corporation, Joseph
Ashbrook, Charles F. Capen, Craig L. Johnson, Geoffrey Gaherty Jr., Dale
P. Cruikshank, Charles L. Ricker, James W. Young, Charles M. Cyrus, Alan
McClure, Elmer J. Reese, George E. Wedge, Carl A. Anderson, Richard E.Wend,
Gordon D. Hall, Michael McCants, Ernst E. Both, Harry D. Jamieson, William
K. Hartmann, Ralph Scott, A. W. Mount, Jeffrey B. Lynn.
Sponsors pay $25 per year; Sustaining Members, $10.
The balance
above the regular rate is used to support the work and activities of the
A.L.P.O.
Study of Overlapping Lunar Craters. Mr. Jeffrey B. Lynn, 1655 Pacific
Highway, San Diego, California 92101 requests correspondence from lunar observers who would like to assist in discovering and detecting cases where a
The study can be carried on
larger lunar crater overlaps a smaller one.
either with a telescope (preferably not too small) or with the photographs
in such a set as Kuiper's Photographic Lunar Atlas. Mr. Lynn is mimeographHe thinks that most of the work
ing some forms for use in this project.
could be accomplished by half a dozen devoted observers in three or four
The results of a study of this kind may have some bearing on
lunations.
theories of the origin of lunar craters.
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Drawing showing three lunar domes in
Arago-Manners region. Made by John E.
Westfall on October 26, 1964 at 5 hrs., 30
mins. - 5 hrs., 55 mins., Universal Time.
31'S

4-inch refractor, 180X, 220X, and 500X.
Seeing 4, transparency 4 on usual scales.
Colongitude 155.2 degrees. Lunar south at
top, lunar west (IAU sense) to right. Note
the irregular shapes and complex summits
of the two large domes north and west of
Arago. The very low dome bordering Manners requires more study, especially with
large apertures. See also pages 179 - 182 of
this issue.
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FIRST REPORT OF THE LUNAR

IUD= =UK

By: Clark R. Chapman, L.T.P. Recorder
Visual observations of the moon and planets constitute the major portion of A.L.P.O.
work. The arrival of the Space Age, however, has brought with it not only increased interest for amateurs in lunar and planetary observing but also some degree of pessimism
about the scientific value of such observations. Within a few years there will be satellites orbiting about the moon, and the first Mars-orbiter is scheduled for 1971 (1973 at
the latest). The first successful Ranger missions have already provided us with excellent detailed coverage of small regions on the moon that no earth-based observer can ever
come close to rivaling. If successful, the Mariner flight to Mars now in progress will
take photographs of a small strip on Mars with a resolution similar to Tiros photographs
of the earth. Moreover, photographic work done recently at some professional observatories provides occasional pictures of the moon and planets considerably better than moat
amateur visual work.
There is no reason to despair, however. For several more years, earth-based observations of the moon and of Mars will be as valuable as ever. Even following the launching of the orbiters, a number of types of observation can be conducted as easily with
backyard telescopes as with the orbiters (transitory lunar color phenomena, blue clearings on Mars, etc.). And it will be a long time before there will be artificial satellites around Jupiter and Saturn. There will be, however, a greater need than ever for
systematic and careful visual observation. The improved photographic techniques and the
organization of several photographic patrols of the planets have already put out-of-business the amateur observer who makes several careless random sketches of a planet during
an apparition. But there is a great need for observers to maintain a watch for interesting features ao that the photographers may be alerted. In addition, such systematic studies as daily observation of the Venus cusp caps, timing of central meridian transits on
Jupiter and Saturn, and periodic color observations will be useful for many more years.
The visual observer will still have for same time the advantage of brief moments of fine
seeing when he can record carefully the fine detail which will elude the camera until more
sophisticated balloon or satellite observations are made of the surfaces of the planets.
In training to became an experienced and reliable observer, there is no substitute
for many hours spent at the telescope carefully studying the moon and the planets.
order to develop powers of observation, it is necessary to spend this time scrutinizing
the detail as carefully as possible. One of the best ways to do this is to attempt to
draw lunar features under telescopic observation. In the same way that a thought is not
regarded as complete until it can be put into words, an observer is not trained until he
can depict what he sees accurately with a pencil. Drawings of lunar craters may be compared with high resolution photographs such as those recently taken at Lick Observatory
or with the recent Ranger probes. (Another method of training is to make simulated observations of high-resolution photographs of the moon or planets placed across the room, or
placed at a yet greater distance and observed through a low-power telescope. This method
enables one to compare his drawings with the originals.)
The Lunar Training Program of the A.L.P.O. is designed not only to train beginners
to make reliable observations of the moon, but also to develop critical powers of observation valuable in other branches of observational astronomy and other sciences. As announced in the July-August, 1964 issue of this Journal on pg. 168 some instruction sheets
have been prepared as well as several standard outline forms which will be sent to you
upon request (with ten cents postage) to the author, whose address is listed on the inside
back cover.
As an example of the rapid progress made by one talented beginner enrolled in the
Lunar Training Program, attention is called to the four sketches by Mr. Alan Kiplinger of
the crater Cassini (Figure 1). These are several of a series of Mr. Kiplinger's first
lunar drawings. Although not perfect, the drawings approach the care and artistic quality
of the drawings of the best lunar artists. They are a fine example of what patience and
devotion to accuracy of details can produce. Although the drawings of Mr. Kiplinger are
already better than all but the best sketches submitted to the Lunar Section, they do exhibit one minor flaw: there is a slight tendency for the hills and small mountain peaks
to be shown somewhat smaller in proportion to the rest of the crater than they really are.
For instance, the two hills between craters A and B (the largest craters within Cassini)
are shown considerably smaller on most of Mr. Kiplinger's sketches than the outlines of
the hills on the standard outline form (which was traced from an excellent photograph).
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FIGURE 1. Outstanding sample lunar drawings by a contributor to the
Lunar Training Program. See also text.
This is a common error which can be corrected rather easily. One of the author's major
duties as Lunar Training Program Recorder is to look over sample drawings made by trainees and to comment on some of the difficulties of which the observer may be unaware. It
is the author's hope that this article, along with Mr. Kiplinger's fine example, will
point out the continuing value of visual observations and the need for careful training
such as is carried out in the Lunar Training Program.

la

Witor. We would like to express our full agreement with the generNote
U-Toint of view developed in Mr. Chapman's article. Many appear to wish to
question the value of continued amateur lunar and planetary observations.
While casual work of mediocre quality must be worth even less than in the
past, we suspect that the trained and persevering amateur observer will remain very needed in properly selected projects. It is well to remember that
the German amateur Schwabe discovered the periodicity of sunspots when all
professional astronomers knew them to occur with complete randomness.
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THE JOINT A.L.P.O. - B.A.A. LUNAR DOME PROJECT
Harry D. Jamieson, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder
and W. L. Rae, Editor, B.A.A. Lunar Section
Just over a year ago, it was agreed between the A.L.P.O. Lunar Dome Section and the
Lunar Section that both bodies co-operate in an intensive study of lunar domes,
their distribution, form, and nature. Both Sections had for some time been studying these
difficult objects independently, and it was felt that much more might be achieved if a cooperative project was arranged. The aim of the project was to produce as a first result
a joint catalogue of domes to be published both in Britian and America. Details of the
inauguration of the scheme were reported in The Moon, journal of the B.A.A. Lunar Sect.1,2
The stage has now been reached when a First Edition of the Joint Catalogue can be
produced, and the Catalogue containing 113 domes follows this introduction. A strict control was maintained on the inclusion of objects in the Catalogue, and objects found a
place only if they satisfied the following requirements:
1 No doubt existed as to whether the object was a dome within the limits of instruments and photographs available.
2 Agreement was reached on the most accurate position of the object. This presented many difficulties because many dome observations showed a wide variation of position.
3 The object had to be confirmed as a dome by several observers before final acceptance, and preferably confirmation was accompanied by incontrovertible photographic
evidence.
It is felt that even with such controls, some of the objects included as domes may
not be in fact true domes; and also, with the ill-defined boundaries of domes, some of
the positions may not be completely accurate. However, the collaborators feel reasonably
happy about the majority of objects in the Catalogue. The intention of both Sections is
to continue this project and to increase the number of included domes. To this end, observers throughout both Associations are requested to observe dames, dome areas, and suspected domes whenever possible and to submit their observations.
Observations of domes appear in many places, particularly in issues of J.B.A.A.,
The Strolling Astronomer, and the B.A.A. Lunar Section publication, The Moon. Objects
t is given to the folhave been considered for inclusion from such observations, and credi
lowing observers and sources:

A.L.P.O. Contributors
Capen, C. F.
Delano, K. J.
Jamieson, H. D.
McIntosh, P. S.

24" Ref r., 16" Refl.
12.5" Refl 8" Refl.
10" Refl.
A.C.I.C. Charts

Olivarez, J.
Ricker, C. L.
Schneller, K.
Westfall, J. E.

17" Refl., 8" Refl., 2.4" Refr.
8" Refl.
8" Refl.
4" Refr.

B.A.A. Contributors
Abineri, K. W.
Barnes, C. G.
Bestwick, J. D.
Chalmers, J.
Cooke, S. R. B.
Doherty, B. T.

Ellis, R. E.
Elger, T. G.
Ford, A.
Heath, A. W.
Herring, A. K.
Howie, F. G.
Lamech, F

Marsh, J. C.
Moore, P. M.
Pither, C. M.
Rae, W. LWarner, B
Weekes, J H

A few notes on the Catalogue itself may be in order. The designation given each
dome is in actuality its position in Xi and Eta coordinates, Xi first. For instance:
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Dome JC + 777-318 lies at Xi: + .777, Eta: -.318
Dome JC + 745+265 lies at Xi: + .745, Eta: +.265
For those observers who have no chart with Xi and Eta co-ordinates, but who do have
one with lunar longitude and latitude, Xi and Eta may be converted into longitude and latitude by the following formulae:
Lunar latitude: sin lat. =Eta
Lunar longitude: sin long. =Xi sec lat.
Latitude and Eta are positive to the lunar north; longitude and Xi, to the I.A.U.
east..
This First Edition of the Joint Catalogue takes the form of positions only. Subsequent editions will additionally include classified and written descriptions of the objects.
Joint Catalogue
JC +777-318
+745+265
+615+126
+613-344
+609-381
+608-376
+603-380
+593+131
+568+244
+536+183
+534+288
+524+187
+519+186
+510+200
+430+280
+424-462
+363+130
+358+149
+353+155
+349+161
+339+107
+325+733
+269+300
+255+304
+183+348
+153/160+510/1
3+651
-888+055
-931-071

JC -343+582
-362-556
-362-871
-365-561
-366-453
-370-563
-375-554
-378-560
-385-555
-427+053
-431-197
-435+042
-438-102
-449+132
-450+207
-455+136
-458+130
-458+137
-462+132
-466+124
-47 +1 *
-472+125
-474+242
-476+238
-478+242
=483A-152
-884-326
-897+144

JC +061+068
+004+041
+002+088
-001+080
-019+730
-057-047
-060-056
-061-051
-066-057
-067-050
-077-060
-078-054
-108+317
-121+675
-138+447
-155-347
-156-353
-212+049
-232-467
-247+013
-250+021
-257+030
-301+019
-301-233
-343+574
-343+580
-717+345
-895+059

JC -486+219
-492+235
-496-062
-497+218
-502-071
-502+227
-503+245
-506+439
-508+200
-510+175
-510+220
-510+229
-514-206
-566-131
-523+183
-523+441
-523+484
-528+220
-528+247
-530+200
-532+166
-536+136
-611+451
-620+452
-622+446

-4303s14.
-885+046
-900+005

References
1. The Moon, Journal of the B.A.A. Lunar Section, 12, 2, page 22.
2. ibid, 12, 3, pages 41-2.
plotQ hy Editor. It is intended that this paper should be only the first of a
series upon lunar domes in a cooperative study with our friends of the British
Astronomical Association. We want to know more than just the positions of domes;
diameters, heights, slopes, and surface details also need to be studied. A.L.P.O.
members are invited to join in this effort - indeed, it is a bit absurd that so
far only about 1% of our members have participated. Occasional or haphazard
work will again be of very limited worth, but equipped members wanting a stimulating lunar project are invited to write to Lunar Recorder Jamieson. Domes
are chiefly observed under very low solar lighting, both morning and evening.

* Several small confirmed domes south of Hortensius with their placement uncertain.
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Figure 2. A "Valentine Dome"
in the eastern part of Mare
Serenitatis near Xi = +.160,
Eta = +.510. Drawn by John E.
Westfall on October 27, 1964,
6'50m-7"10m, U.T. 4-inch refr.,
180X, 220X, 300X. Seeing 6,
transparency 4. All drawings
published on pages 181 & 182
were selected and submitted by
Harry D. Jamieson. All show
lunar south at the top and
lunar west (I.A.U. sense) at
the right. Colongitude of this
drawing 16820.

Figure 3. Lunar domes within the crater
Flammarion. Drawn by John E. Westfall on October 28, 1964 at 10h0m-10h16m, U.T. 4-inch refr.
180X-330X. Seeing 6, transparency 3. Colongitude 18128. All domes low, oval, and smooth.
Seven of the domes shown are in the B.A.A.A.L.P.O. Joint Catalogue.

Figure 4. Two domes near the
craters Beer and Feuil4e. Drawing by Harry D. Jamieson on
April 14, 1962 at 1h4lm -2h1m,
U.T. 10-inch refl., 270X-330X.
Seeing 4-5, transparency 3-2.
Colongitude 2112. Dome A is
the Joint Catalogue dome -137
+447 and is about 70-80 meters
high. Dome B is the unconfirmed
dome -147+451, of small size
and low height (note the gray
shadow). The positional designations are explained in the
text.
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Figure 5. Swelling south of crater Haas,
suggested by Wilkins. Drawn by Jose' Olivarez with an 8-inch reflector at 180X.
March 22, 1964, 3h20m, U.T. Seeing 7,
transparency 4. Colongitude 13%0. Note
how the ridge crosses the northern and
eastern (I.A.U.) edges of the dome, which
cast a lighter shadow than did the wider
portion of the ridge shown.

- .301

•
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Figure 6. Joint Catalogue Dome -301-233, near Guerickg. Drawing by Josg Olivarez on December 25, 1963 at 0h30m, U.T. 8-inch
refl., 180X. Seeing 5, transparency 5. Colongitude 2120.
This dome has a diameter of 57 kms. It is a fine example of a
class of "special" large domes. Note the peaks, clefts, and
craterlets over the dome's surface.
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OPERATION "MOON-BLINK"

By: John J. Gilheany,
TRIDENT ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES, INC. and UNITED STATES NAVAL ACADEMY
(Revision of a paper read at the Twelfth A.L.P.O.
Convention at Denver, Colorado, August 28-31, 1964.)
A number of observations of lunar "volcanic" activity have been reported over the
last 100 years. Until about 10 years ago, however, the evidence for such activity on the
moon has not been conclusive. Yet one cannot completely dismiss the observations of such
able nineteenth century astronomers as Lohrmann, Maedler, Schmidt, Secchi, and Huggins.
On October 26, 1956, Dr. Dinsmore Alter was able to photograph, in the blue-violet
portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, an obscuration of a portion of the floor of the
crater Alphonsus. He attributed the obscuration or veiling to the presence of a localized atmosphere, i.e., outgassing from the floor of the crater. Inspired by the work of
Alter, Dr. N. A. Kozyrev began a systematic spectrographic study of Alphonsus. On the
night of November 3, 1958, Kozyrev obtained spectrographic evidence of a gaseous discharge
from the summit of the central mountain in the crater Alphonsus. This observation is one
of the most significant lunar observations ever made since it is conclusive evidence of
activity of some type on the moon.
In October and November of 1963 James Greenacre and Edward Barr, at the Lowell Observatory, observed ephemeral color changes near the crater Aristarchus. These observations sparked the interest of amateur astronomers, and several have since then reported
viewing similar phenomena.
The present extent of our knowledge of these transient lunar phenomena is meager,
to say the least. We do not know the exact nature of these events, the composition of the
gases released, the energies involved, etc. Yet knowledge of these things is vital to our
national as well as scientific interests. Our nation is committed to landing an astronaut
on the surface of the moon and returning him safely to earth by the end of this decade.
These gaseous emissions might constitute a serious hazard. Within the red haze, intense
bright spots with a significant lateral motion have been observed. The effects of these
spots and of the gases themselves on man and materials must be investigated.
From a logistics standpoint, this phenomenon could be a significant help. Dr. A. A.
Kalinyak of the Pulkovo Observatory has identified Kozyrev's spectrum as containing the
Swan band of C . More recent work by Kozyrev in Aristarchus has indicated the presence
of hydrogen. 2 Therefore, the possibility exists that hydrogen, acetylene (C2H2), or some
other potential fuel may exist on the moon. If the exact composition of this gas and the
conditions under which it exists on the moon were known, then our scientists and engineers
could begin developing equipment for extracting and processing the gas. Power and propellant engines could be developed which would use this gas as a fuel. A usable fuel supply
on the moon would be invaluable in man's exploration of the moon and planets. The timetable for the exploration of our Solar System can be greatly influenced by the date on
which this information is obtained.
For these reasons, the Office of Advanced Research and Technology of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration has initiated "Operation Moon-Blink". The purpose
of this program is to determine the location, frequency, duration, and ultimately the nature of transient lunar phenomena. Trident Engineering Associates, Inc., of Annapolis,
Maryland has developed equipment and techniques which will increase the probability of
detecting these ephemeral color changes on the moon. The approach utilizes a color blink
technique. The telescopic image is intercepted by a rotating filter wheel which contains
two filters, one in the red and one in the blue. The purpose of the alternating filters
is successively to transmit and not to transmit a particular band of color in the image.
The image is then allowed to fall on the surface of some electro -optical device such as
an image converter or intensifier tube, or an orthicon tube, where it can be viewed.
The intensity of the light passing through the alternating filters must be balanced so as
to produce no substantial background flicker as the filters alternate. If, then, a portion of the lunar image being viewed begins to luminesce in the red (or blue), this portion of the image will blink in and out. The use of this technique will increase the
probability of detecting subtle color changes in the lunar image.
The simplest model of the "Moon-Blink" detector, which utilizes an image converter
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Figure 7. Diagram of "Moon-Blink" detector utilizing image converter tube.
Detector designed and built by Trident Ebgineering Associates, Inc. See also
text of article by John Gilheany in this issue.

tube, is shown in Figure 7. To date, the RCA 6914 and C -73428G image tubes have been used
in the laboratory, as well as with the fine 16-inch telescope owned and built by Mr. Lyle
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Figure 8. More advanced model of "Moon—Blink" detector employing an orthicon tube.
See also text.

T. Johnson of Port Tobacco, Maryland. The tubes utilized were made available by the En—
gineering Research and Development Laboratory, Fort Belvoir, Virginia, and the Lancaster
Tube Division of the Radio Corporation of America. The basic difference between these
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Figure 9. "Moon-Blink" simulator built to demonstrate color blink technique. Description in text of Mr. Gilheagy's article.

tubes is in their electromagnetic spectral response, but both tubes have a resolution of
better than 50 line pairs perm. Since the imaging quality of the tubes is so excellent,
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amatuers using this equipment on their telescopes can, in many cases, continue their normal viewing program.
A more sophisticated model of the "Moon-Blink" detector will utilize an orthicon
tube rather than an image converter tube. A sketch of this equipment is shown in Figure
8. The main advantages of the orthicon tube are that the contrast can be varied and that
very brief exposures are possible.
On June 5, 1964, color blink equipment was mounted on the 16-inch reflector of the
Optical Research Facility at Goddard Space Flight Center. A successful blink was observed when the 'scope was trained on a distant red light. Overcast prohibited observation
of the moon on the morning of June 6, when Gilbert Schmidling and his group in New 'York
reported an observation of a red glow near Aristarchus.
A 24-inch reflector with an image orthicon system is presently being installed west
of Las Cruces, New Mexico by the Dearborn Observatory, Northwestern University. This facility, which is under the direction of Dr. J. A. Hynek, was funded by NASA to carry out a
patrol for detecting unusual lunar phenemena. They are considering a continuous threecolor patrol using a rotating filter wheel. A similar capability is being developed with
a 16-inch telescope at the Table Mountain Observatory of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory of
the California Institute of Technology.
A "Moon-Blink" simulator has been fabricated for the purpose of demonstrating the
color blink technique (see Figure 9). In the simulator, a 35 mm. slide of the lunar surfaceis illuminated by fluorescent lights. The image of this slide is then projected onto
the face of an RCA C-73428G image converting tube. Before striking the face of the image
tube, the image is intercepted by a rotating filter wheel. The filters in the filter
wheel are Wratten No. 29 (red) and 44A (blue). Appropriate neutral density filters have
been inserted to eliminate flicker as the filter wheel rotates. A minute trace of transparent red food dye has been deposited in the 35 mm. slide. It is virtually impossible
to detect the red spot with the naked eye, yet the spot is readily observable with the
"Moon-Blink" simulator.
By the end of 1964, "Moon-Blink" equipment was installed at the following places:
Johnson Observatory, Port Tobacco, Maryland; Mount Sano Observatory, Rocket City Astronomical Association, Huntsville, Alabama; Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California;
Kansas City Astronomical Association, Kansas City, Missouri: In early 1965 installations
will be made in Arizona and Colorado.
A "hot-line" telephone network is presently being established by Mrs. Winifred Cameron of Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland. This network, which is being
sponsored by the Office of Manned Space Flight, will connect the East Coast "Moon-Blink"
stations with most of the major East Coast observatories. The purpose of this network
will be the rapid alerting of observatories (most of which are not actually involved in
lunar work) to the occurrence of transient lunar color phenomena. It is hoped that available instruments can then be utilized to record and to determine the nature of these transient color phenomena.
LUNAR TRANSIENT PHENOMENA: N.A.S.A. - A.L.P.O. COOPERATION
By: John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder
The N.A.S.A. Goddard Space Flight Center has recently established an office to investigate lunar transient phenomena, headed by Winifred S. Cameron, who feels, along with
the writer, that it would be to the mutual advantage of the A.L.P.O. and N.A.S.A. to cooperate in this investigation.
A lunar transient phenomenon is any temporary occurrence on the lunar surface, or
any lunar change not explicable solely by changing libration or varying illumination.
A.L.P.O. lunarians have often reported such phenomena, but the value of such reports has
been reduced because they have not promptly been made known to all interested parties, or
because data have been omitted.

rt.,

The "Lunar Transient Phenomenon: A.L.P.O. Report Form" ("LTP FORM") accompanying
this announcement has been designed for the prompt and complete reporting of any unusual
lunar occurrence observed by an A.L.P.O. member. LTP Forms are available, on request to
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Figure 10. frMoon-BlinkTM detector components. Image tube mounted inside incite cylinder,
power supply, and filter wheel. Photograph contributed by Mr. John Gilheany.

the writer, to any interested A.L.P.O. member. It is suggested that all A.L.P.O. members
who regularly observe the moon have a supply of these forms on hand at all times. If and
when an unusual phenomenon is observed, the LTP Form should be immediately filled out and
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mailed to the -writer, together with any pertinent notes, sketches, or photographs.
Anyone observing any unusual lunar phenomenon whould immediately attempt confirmation by notifying other observers. Any nearby observatories contacted should be furnished
with the moon's declination and local hour angle.
Given adequate response from A.L.P.O. observers, the LTP Form should be of value to
all parties concerned--the observer, the A.L.P.O., and NASA. Observations reported will
be used by both the A.L.P.O. and N.A.S.A.
The report - form follows:
LUNAR TRANSIENT PHENOMENON: A.L.P.O. REPORT FORM
Personal Data!
Address
Name
Site
Lunar Observing Experience (Check One): under 1 yr 1-5 yrs

over 5 yrs

!Observational Data
U.T. Date
U.T. Time
Telescope: Aperture
Magnif.
Type
Filters, etc.
Atmosphere: S
T (limiting visual magnitude)
Wind
!Lunar Data
Colongitude

Approximate Altitude of Moon

Confirmation of LTP Observation (Please Explain))
At Your Site

Elsewhere

ILTP Data
Selenographic Position (IAU): latitude
longitude
Name of Formation, and position within or around:
Duration of Phenomenon
Brightness Variations
Shape Variations
Color Variations
Description (Continue on back or on attached sheets if necessary):

PLEASE ADD SKETCH OR SKETCHES ON BACK OR ON ATTACHED 3EMM3(S)
THE VENUS PHASE ANOMALY
By: Alan Binder
During the eastern apparition of 1963-1964 I made an extended series of observations
of Venus. One of the objectives of this series was to determine how the observed phase
curve departed from the calculated curve. The observations began on October 6, 1963, 38
days after superior conjunction, and ended on June 16, 1964, 4 days before inferior conjunction. The computed value of K* on these two days was 0.985 and 0.024 respectively.
*Here K is the Ephemeris ratio of the illuminated part of the planet to the whole disc
regarded as circular. Its value is near 1 at superior conjunction, near 0.5 at dichotomy,
and near 0 at inferior conjunction.
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Figure 12.
12. Diagram to explain why the phase of the
narrow crescentic Venus is overestimated. The faint
cusps disappear, and one fails to see their true extent. The result is a false semi-diameter B, less
than the true semi-diameter C. One observes the ratio A/B instead of A/C and gets too large a value
for K. Contributed by Alan Binder.

SOME RECENT

A.L.P.O. LUNAR PHOTOGRAPHS

It has been most gratifying to note considerably enhanced interest in lunar photography among A.L.P.O. members during the last few years. It has been even more gratifying to see results of definitely better quality than amateurs were usually able to achieve with comparable apertures in the past. It may accordingly be in order to present here
some recent lunar photographs from our members which appear to us to possess unusual merit.
Figures 13 and 14 are samples of the work of Messrs. Thomas Osypowski and Thomas
Pope in Milwaukee. Their procedure has already been briefly described on pp. 125-127 of
our May-June, 1964 issue. Readers will remember in examining Figures 13 and 14 that the
finest details on the original prints cannot be preserved in publication. During the
Milwaukee Convention of the Astronomical League and the A.L.P.O. our colleagues Osypowski
and Pope will present a paper describing their photographic procedures and showing slides
of some of their best results.
Figure 15 on pg. 195 is a lunar photograph submitted by Mr. Kenneth Schneller, 17826
Hillgrove Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44119. Again we cannot hope to preserve in publication
all detail on the print supplied by Mr. Schneller. Our colleague is anxious to share his
interest in the techniques of lunar photography with our readers, and we accordingly quote
portions of a letter from Mr. Schneller dated April 8, 1965:
"The enclosed is a one second exposure with normal development in Acufine. A 6 mm.
Brandon eyepiece produced the large f -ratio while guiding was done accurately by adjusting the clock drive to the proper lunar rate with an amplifier oscillator. The camera
shutter was carefully rouge polished and lubricated with a thin oil. The shutter was
placed very near the eyepiece, between the film plane and the eyelens. Thus, there was
no detectable shutter recoil. Shutter motion was almost instantaneous over the restricted field induced by the eyepiece. As a further prevention for vibration, the normal,
short trigger cord for the camera was replaced with a long coed and an air bulb. As can
be seen from the photograph, the above precautions proved helpful.
"Written beside Figure 15 are pertinent data for height measurements by the shadowlength method. The picture might possibly be useful for cartographic work. Best resolution is obtained for linear features. Note, for example, rilles at the following positions:
Xi -465, Eta + 255
Xi -438, Eta + 250
Xi -418, Eta + 225.
(Here Xi and Eta are the usual rectangular coordinates.)
A word of caution: Because the Brandon eyepiece is corrected for visual use, distortion
over the field is not linear but polynomial. Thus, except for localized areas, positions
cannot be measured with a linear scale."
If quantitative work requiring an exact knowledge of solar lighting is to be carried
out on a lunar photograph, then it is imperative to record the time when the photograph is
taken. If the time is known to the minute, the colongitude will be known to about 0.01 degrees; and the angular height of the sun can also be determined to about 0.01 degrees
as far as the effect of errors in recorded times is concerned.
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Figure 13. Photograph of Ftolemaeus, Alphonsus, and vicinity by Thomas Osypowski and
Thomas Pope on August 29, 1964 at 10111911, U.T. 12.5-inch Newtonian reflector of focal
length 111 inches, eyepiece projection method. Seeing excellent, transparency good. Adox
Dokupan film, exposure 1 second at f:50. Colongitude 17012. The Ranger IX impact occurred near the central peak of Alphonsus. Lunar south at top, lunar west (I A U sense) at
right.
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1

Figure 14. Photograph of Clavius, Tycho, and vicinity by Thomas Osypowski and Thomas Pope
on September 28, 1964 near 10h0m, U.T. Pan —X film, exposure 1 second at f:60. Colongitude
176!1. Other data same as for Figure 13.
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Figure 15. Lunar photograph
of Copernicus and vicinity
by Ken Schneller on March
13, 1965 at 4h16m, U.T. 8inch reflector, f:160 with
eyepiece projection. Seeing
7, transparency 5. Plus —X
film. Exposure 1 second.
Print here reproduced a 4X
enlargement. Lunar south at
at top, lunar west (I.A.U.
sense) at right. Colongitude
33147. Sun's selenographic
latitude -1151. See also text
of article beginning on page
192.

A LUNAR CONVERSION TABLE
By: W. M. Swinburn, Nelson, New Zealand
(Paper read at the Ninth A.L.P.O. Convention at
Long Beach, California, August 24-26, 1961.)
With the introduction of the Kuiper Lunar Atlas Supplement new fields of interest
in slenography are possible. The measurement of true surface distances between specific
surface positions, finding the area of ring formations, and determining shadow length for
a great number of features are examples of practical work projects. Before extensive programming can be considered seriously, however, the tedium of conversion from the grid orthographic system to the realistic latitude and longitude reference system must be overcome. Extensive calculations of the true positions by means of the secant equation (sin
lambda equals Xi sec Beta) is impractical, tedious and restrictive. The Lunar Grid Conversion Table, then, is a simple tabulation prepared in order to give a direct transposition from this accepted orthographic grid system into latitude and longitude measures.
In its presented form it extends in accuracy beyond the limits of direct measurement from
the Kuiper Atlas photographs, although the evaluations are still inferior to the finest
positional determinations from the past.
Because the basic calculations were completed late in May of 1961 the table is presented with some hesitation since the substance of it has not yet been thoroughly checked.
However, if readers will regard the work as a preliminary draft, any errors in calculation
and transcription should not preclude the table's acceptance.
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The construction of the table is quite straightforward. A quadrant, being the basis
for lunar reference systems as well as for trigonometric values, is naturally fundamental
to this conversion. Along the Eta axis a parallel to the equator is taken for every 0.05
of a lunar radius, aid the lenhs of the twenty parallels derived in this way are found
from the simple formula c= it- h , where c is the length of the parallel, or half
chord as it also is, and h is the radius minus the value of Eta along that parallel.
These calculations hich take the radius of the moon as 1.00 must all be leas than unity.
As decimal values, then, their product with any Xi reading will give sine equivalents,
tude of a Xi value for any of the 20 Eta tabulations. Although
and consequently the longi
theoretically interpolation cannot be done in the usual manner without introducing measurable error, the discrepancy between a proportional method of determining intermediate values and the strictly correct procedure is seriously significant only when using the table
for extensively foreshortened lunar features. However, a future extension of the table
to include every 0.01 of a lunar radius in Eta in conformity with the Xi intervals will
make any alternative to simple proportional interpolations superfluous for anything but
the moat exacting work.
In use the procedure is to determine intermediate values in Xi and Eta by proportional differences from the body of the table, which is in degrees and decimals of a degree and denotes longitude. For finding latitude the Xi column is treated as being values
in Eta; and in the column for Eta = .00 the values of latitude are read, and proportional
corrections are applied.
An example may clarify the steps: We propose to find the distance between a craterlet near Etatosthenes at Xi = -0.2055, Eta = 0.2895 and one near Archimedes at Xi .-0.12135,
Eta = 0.5420.
Taking the column for Eta = 0.25, we find a (negative) longitude of 11:92056 for Xi
= 0.20 and one of 12:52612 for Xi = 0.21. Linear interpolation supplies 11:92056 + 0.551
(12:52612 - 11:92056) =12:25362. In the column for Eta = 0.30 and the same values of Xi
the same procedure gives 12210222 + 0.55(12171723 - 12:10222) =12:44048. We finally need
to interpolate on Eta; here 12:25362 +0.79(12:44048 - 12:25362) 12:40124 as the desired
longitude, where 0.79 is the ±atio (.2895 - .25) 1- (.30 - .25).
To find the latitude we take the column for Eta = 0.00 and note that the latitude
is 16:26111 for Xi = 0.28 and 16:85833 for Xi = 0.29. Since we want Xi = 0.2895, we take
16:26111 + 0.951(16:85833 - 16:26111). The desired latitude is 16:82847.
These steps are then repeated for the craterlet near Archimedes. The Eta = 0.50
column gives an interpolated longitude of 8:53379, and the Eta = 0.55 column gives an interpolated longitude of 8285150. Interpolation to Eta =0.5420 gives a longitude of
8:80066. Interpolation on Xi for latitude in the Eta = 0.00 column results in a value of

'2:82000.
The final calculation of distance is then a classical problem in spherical trignometry.

Comments hy: Editor. We must apologize to our readers and to Mr. Swinburn for the
great delay in the publication of this paper. Yet we hope that it may now be even more
useful to advanced amateur students of the moon than it would have been in 1961. The interpolations involved need to be done very carefully, as students using this process in
trigonometric tables will verify. Often available positional data would not be accurate
enough to justify as many decimal places as Mr. Swinburn carries. Our thanks to our contributor for some useful tables;
BOOK REVIMis

Telescopes, edited by Gerard P. !Wiper and Barbara M. Middlehnrst, University of
Chicago Press, 1960, 2nd printing 1962, 255 pages, $8.50.
Reviewed by William 0. Roberts
This is the first volume in a newer astronomical series, STABS AND STELLAR SYSTEMS,
following the scheme developed by the editors in THE SOLAR SYSTEM. Comments made in ear-
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lier reviews* of these volumes apply generally to this book as well. It may as well be
said right now that the present text is hardly one for the novice. Yet the fact remains
that this is the kind of reference which often proves to be the most useful and long-lived
on the amateur's bookshelf. His observatory reflects in a microcosm the design and practice of a large institutional establishment. It must follow that the better he understands instruments and their uses, the more effectively he will be able to plan and to operate his observatory for his own work. Let us see what this book has to offer.
There are twelve chapters and a supplemental listing of optical telescopes of greater than 20 inches aperture. The first article, naturally, is on the 200-inch Hale Telescope on Palomar Mountain by I. S. Bowen. The subject is treated concisely, yet adequately,
in 15 pages; and a generous bibliography is included. A substantial group of illustration!
comes with the text; among them are eleven of Russell Porter's amazing drawings which, for
once, have been reproduced with sufficient scale and clarity. This is followed by W.
Baustian's description of the Lick Observatory's 120-inch telescope. A. B. Meinel contributes a section on the design of reflecting telescopes. This is characterized by comparisons of designs and materials. Interesting was the discussion on Corning's new family of
materials, Pyroceram, which appears to hold promise as a low-expansion material for telescope mirrors. The information given suggests that mirrors of zero coefficient, great
hardness, and strength are a distinct possibility in the not too distant future.

Dr. Bowen has written a second article, this time on Schmidt cameras. The fifth
chapter, Telescope Driving Mechanisms, is by R. R. McMath and O. C. Mohler. Many people
are already familiar with some of the work done at McMath-Hulbert Observatory on precise
and sophisticated designs. Three chapters follow on instruments associated with the making of very accurate astronomical measurements, namely, the transit circle, photographic
zenith tube, dual-rate moon camera, and the impersonal astrolabe. Their use lies almost
exclusively within the province of the professional astronomer.

Astronomical Seeing by J. Stock and G. Keller and Astronomical Seeing and Site Selection by A. B. Meinel cover a field of great importance to the lunar and planetary observer; and the effort spent in grasping the explanations will be amply repaid in better
understanding of the A.L.P.O.'s efforts to establish a simple and effective seeing scale.
The book is brought to a close with two chapters on radio telescope antennae and circuitry.
Most of the articles are generously provided with illustrations and bibliographies.
While the plates add considerably to the cost of manufacture, they also add greatly to
the clarification of the text. This reviewer finds the clear, unburdened prose a welcome
change from the anecdote-laden style typical of so many works of a more popular nature.
The individual who will employ this book as a guide to method, rather than as a collection
of blueprints, is far more likely to realize the potential values that lie within its covers.
4HH141-X-11

The Dawn of Astronomy, by J. Norman Lockyer, The M.I.T. Press, 1964, (From Cassell
Edition of 189477 432 pp., $2.95 paper, $10.00 cloth.
Reviewed by William O. Roberts
In 1890 Sir Norman Lockyer on a visit to Greece was impelled to note the bearings of
the Parthenon and of the various foundations at Eleusis, having in maind that English churches were said to have their eastern windows facing to the place of sunrising on the festival day of the patron saint. Subsequent investigation showed that very little work had
been done on this subject; and Sir Norman, with characteristic directness, went to Egypt
to investigate further. The book was published in 1894 and, as Giorgio de Santillana says
in the preface of 1964, "Egyptologists dismissed it with good-natured laughter."
Yet the result was full of information on Egyptian temples and religious ideas, tied
into a discussion of the astronomical implications of these matters. Again, and again, the
author took problems which Egyptologists had considered insoluble and proceeded to offer
convincing explanations based on his keen knowledge of astronomy. From all this was de-

*Strolling Astronomer, Vol.16, Nos. 7-8, pp. 186-197.
n

Vol.18, Nos. 7-8, pp. 158-159.
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veloped a strong case for the notion that the Egyptian priesthood had an excellent understanding of astronomy, and a number of important uses for it. One of the more interesting
proposals was that many temples were oriented to the rising or setting of various stars,
or even of the sun itself, at specified times of the year. Observation of the sun's rising at the summer solistice, for example, would serve not only to regulate the calendar
but to predict the early rising of the Nile, a vital matter to the agrarian civilization
of the Nile Valley.
Lockyer, being dependent upon the information supplied by Egyptologists of his day
for information on history, language, and customs, was badly handicapped by the state-ofthe-art in 1890. The dating of the dynastic history was strongly influenced by Manetho's
list of kings, yielding a period some 2600 years longer than that favored by modern authorities. Had it been possible to consult more recent translations of the Pyramid texts, some
of the errors concerning the roles played by major deities, such as Set, Horus, and Osiris,
might have been avoided. By way of illustration, Lockyer not only confuses Set with Anubis,
which is understandable in view of the superficial similarities in their respective hieroglyphic symbols, but he also gives Ombos as an alternative name for Set when it is actually
part of a title, Set, Lord of 0Mbos.
Astronomers familiar with Sir Norman's engaging and practical textbook, Elements of
Astronomy, or with his researches into solar astronomy, will be inclined to regard this
excursion with more than usual interest. It is marked by a chatty, yet lucid, prose style
that recalls the literary graces of a bygone day. One regards it as a challenging study
that ought to lure more than one astronomical enthusiast into the fascinating entanglement of Egyptian history and culture, if only in order that we may find out just how well
the author's conclusions stand up in the light of mid-twentieth-century archaeology, philology, and astronomy. The M.I.T. Press is to be complimented for having restored this
book to print.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Error in May-June, 1964 Issue. We regret that on pg. 128 of the issue named the
Roman numerals Id an
II were interchanged in the formulas for the drift of the NTH, spot.
They should have read:
L = 18%5 - 9:36 (T-Nov. 6. 44,1964) in System II.
L = 0:1 - 1:73 (T-Nov. 6. 44,1964) in System I.
We regret any confusion caused for readers who may have attempted to observe this spot,
though we also understand that it became visually quite invisible in apertures up to 16
inches by the end of 1964.
Sustaining Members and Sponsors. As of May 3, 1965 we have in these special classes
of membership:

Li

s of
charestipt
says
tied
the
er

Sponsors - William O. Roberts, David P. Barcroft, Philip and Virginia Glaser,
Charles H. Giffen, John E. Westfall, Joel W. Goodman, The National Amateur Astronomers,
Inc., James Q. Gant, Jr., David and Carolyn Meisel, Clark R. Chapman, Ken Thomson, Kenneth
J. Delano.
Sustaining Members - Grace E. Fox, Sky Publishing Corporation, Charles F. Capen,
Craig L. Johnson, Geoffrey Gaherty, Jr., Dale P. Cruikshank, Charles L. Ricker, James W.
Young, Charles M. Cyrus, Alan McClure, Elmer J. Reese, George E. Wedge, Carl A. Anderson,
Richard E. Wend, Gordon D. Hall, Michael McCants, Ernst E. Both, Harry D. Jamieson, William K. Hartmann, Ralph Scott, A. W Mount, Jeffrey B. Lynn, Charles B. Owens, Joseph P.
Vitous.
We express our thanks to all these colleagues for their loyalty and very helpful
financial support. Sponsors pay $25.00 per year; Sustaining Members, $10.00 per year.
The balance above the regular rate is used to support the work and activities of the
A.L.P.O.
Status of A.L.P.O. Observing Manual. The following brief progress report on our Observing Manual was communicated by Mr. Clark Chapman on April 15, 1965. The Editor of
this Journal can only underscore this appeal for full cooperation on this important project. Messrs. Chapman and Cruikshank and others have invested heavily of time, thought,
and effort and merit our full support. Perhaps some discussion of the Manual can be included in our Convention with the Astronomical League at Milwaukee in early July. Clark
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Mare Sirenum until it meets the terminator near the southern limb in Aonius Sinus.
A number of observers have been carefully observing Mars within recent months (especially the regions between longitudes 100°and 180°) in the hopes of visually mapping the region to be photographed.
"It has been reported that Ernst Both has observed extensive clouds in the vicinity of the forthcoming photographs. The writer, using the fifteen-inch refractor at Harvard, has also observed several clouds in the region, although in general
most of the planet appears to have a clear atmosphere, as expected during an aphelic
apparition. It would be very valuable to have observations of the region during the
coming periods of visibility in the United States (mid-June and late July) and especially during the days around the July 14 fly-by date (which is possible from Japan).
"By this time the diameter of Mars will be only about seven seconds of arc so
that it will be impossible to make high resolution maps of surface features. However, valuable observations of clouds and possible blue clearings can be made with
telescopes of ten inches or greater in aperture."
It may be worthwhile to look at certain physical data on Mars during the next few
months:
Date
1965, June
June
July
July
Aug.
k-

Angular Diameter
1
15
1
15
1

Tilt of Axis

874
7.6
7.0
6.5
6.0

Heliocentric Longitude it

201 N.
24.8
25.0
24.8
23.7

206°
213
221
228
235

The large northern tilt of the axis will favor the visibility of Propontis and other features in the northern hemisphere of Mars but will greatly hamper observing Mare Sirenum
far south of the equator of Mars. The summer solstice of the northern hemisphere of the
Red Planet falls at heliocentric longitude 178°; the autumnal equinox, at 268°. Thus we
shall have summer in the northern hemisphere and winter in the southern hemisphere during
the coming months.
Clouds and blue clearings are far more likely to be found on photographs in different colors of light than in visual observations. Large telescopes will have an important
advantage, increasing even more as Mars recedes. It is scarcely necessary to say that
good seeing will also be of critical importance. The Editor would also recommend that
Mars be observed visually chiefly in the twilight when the reduced irradiation will allow
a better view of detail than with more glare on a darker sky.
Whgre is University Park? Occasionally the Editor receives letters from correspondents saying that they hoped for a quick visit with him while passing through Albuquerque,
New Mexico but that no one there had heard of University Park. The University Park of our
A.L.P.O. address is actually the location of New Mexico State University, just outside of
Las Cruces; the University of New Mexico at Albuquerque bears a confusing similarity in
name but is a different school. It may help to note on the front cover that our telephone
number there given is in Las Cruces, New Mexico.
THE PLANETS AND THE MOON IN JUNE AND JULY, 1965
By: Walter H. Haas, Editor
Many popular astronomical journals carry as a regular feature descriptions of current planetary positions and astronomical phenomena. I have long hesitated to include
such a feature in this periodical, feeling that its readers would probably get such elementary information elsewhere and that the space needed can be used to better advantage.
Yet perhaps there is a need for some such service for our readers. The present article
thus represents an experiment. It is my wish to make its point of view that of the serious amateur observer of the moon and the planets.
Mercury. The innermost planet is at superior conjunction on June 11, at greatest
elongation east on July 18, and at inferior conjunction on August 15. (As usual, we give
dates by Universal Time.) The tilt of the ecliptic to the horizon will make this evening
apparition of Mercury harder to observe in middle northern latitudes than those which oc203
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eighth magnitude star BD -14°4102. The angular diameter of Neptune is 2'.'46 on July 1.
Moon. There is a partial eclipse of small magnitude, only 18% of the moon's diameter, on June 13-14, 1965. Circumstances are as follows, in Universal Time:
Moon enters penumbra
Moon enters umbra
Middle of eclipse
Moon leaves umbra
Moon leaves penumbra

June 13, 23h15m.4
June 14, 0 58.0
1 48.8
2 39.6
4 22.2

In the United States the eclipse will be seen to best advantage along the East Coast.
Possible amateur observational programs include umbral contact timings of selected craters,
penumbra visibility studies, and searches for possible physical effects of the eclipse on
lunar features.
It is scarcely practical to give dates and times for all possible lunar projects
which have been discussed in this periodical. Interested lunar observers should have available a table of colongitudes and should learn how to use it. For those who wish to look
for unusual colors in the Aristarchus area, this crater will be in sunlight from June 10
to June 25'and from July 10 to July 25 (U.T. dates, as usual). Alphonsus will be illuminated from June 7 to June 21 and from July 6 to July 21. The lighting under which Lyle T.
Johnson and E. D. Hall saw the activity near the central peak of Alphonsus described in
our July-August, 1964 issue exists near 16h on June 20 and near 3h on July 20 (U.T. once
more). Some readers, we hope, would like to check upon John Westfall's front cover drawing of three domes near Arago. The prevailing colongitude exists again at 16h on June 19
and at 3h on July 19.
We shall be very glad to receive from our members constructive criticisms of the
textual material above. Is the information presented useful? Should the level of discussion be more technical? Less technical? We would also like our remarks on coming lunar
and planetary events to be helpful not only to members in the United States but to those
in foreign countries. To do so, however, we need to know how long this journal requires
to reach them; and such readers can assist by writing us on what date they received this
issue.
Another thought is that if an article of this kind is to become a regular feature,
then Section Recorders can use such a feature to call to the attention of our readers
special projects during the future months covered. These might include such matters as
simultaneous observations of Uranus, planned coordinated studies of the Red Spot of Jupiter, phase-estimates of Venus on selected dates, etc. Information on comets can also be
presented when it is known sufficiently in advance. Staff members might like to comment
on the usefulness and practicality of such a plan.
NITROGEN DIOXIDE ON MARS?
By

Rodger

W. Gordon

(Abstract by Klaus R. Brasch of a paper read at the Twelfth A.L.P.O.
Convention at Denver, Colorado, August 28-31, 1964.)
In 1960 a theory was put forth by C. Kiess and his co-workers, attempting to explain the polar cap behavior and seasonal surface changes of Mars in terms of certain oxides of nitrogen. The polar caps, accordingly, are postulated to be composed of solid
dinitrogen pentoxide (N205), and the dark markings of liquid dinitrogentetroxide (N20).
Spectroscopic evidence for the presence of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) in the atmosphere of
Mars was cited in support of this hypothesis.
Spectroscopic studies by Sinton and others, however, indicate that NO2 can be present only in quantities less than 1-2 parts per million, insufficient, it is maintained,
to account for the observed phenomena: In addition, temperature conditions on Mars are
believed to be such that variations from +30°C to -70°C are possible at the same location
during one Martian day. In view of this great range, if the dark markings are composed
of liquid N204, they should freeze during the Martian night; and upon reappearing into
view in the morning, they would reflect sunlight brilliantly. Observational evidence of
this kind is not prevalent, however. Moreover, gradual topographic changes (e.g., in
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Figure 16. Ranger IX photograph of Alphonsus and Alpetragius. Lunar south at the top,
lunar west (I.A.U. sense) at right. Photograph given to the A.L.P.O. by Mr. Dennis Milon
of the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory of the University of Arizona.

Thoth-Nepenthes) noted over many years of observation, as well as regular seasonal variations (e.g.,polar cap shrinkage and growth), tend to support a "water vapor - vegetative"
hypothesis rather than a purely chemical theory as an explanation of the probable state
of affairs on the surface of Mars.
OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
Possible Occultation of a Star hy Pluto. The diameter of Pluto has been a debated
question in recent years. The measured value of 01123 by G. P. Kuiper with the Palomar
200-inch in the 1950's leads to a very great density for the planet, and D. Alter and
others have proposed that what was measured was not the true disc. The problem can be resolved by observing occultations of stars by Pluto. The April, 1965 issue of Sky and
Telescope carried a prediction of a possible occultation of a star of visual magnitude
207
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15.3 by Pluto near 5h, U.T. on April 29, 1965. If an occultation occurred, then the int,grated image of Pluto and the star would suddenly fade from magnitude 13.8 to magnitude
14.1, the reverse change occurring at occultation reappearance. Two A.L.P.O. members :a reported efforts to observe this occultation.
At Boulder, Colorado Craig L. Johnson observed with a 17-inch reflector at 67X,
seeing, and transparency (limiting magnitude) 6.5. Continuous observation began at 41- 5-:
U.T. a slight dimming was suspected near 5h1m. "The problem was that while Pluto was
ly easy to see in the sense of being able to locate it in the field, it had to be viewe:
by averted vision, and because of this its apparent brightness was constantly changing =to small movements of the eye muscles, as is always the case when averted vision is use:.
Mr. Johnson attributes a seeming gradual brightening during the next few minutes to
dark adaption and ceased observations at 5h25m, U.T.
At Houston, Texas, Michael McCants and three others observed with a 16-inch refle:tor and an 8-inch reflector. They are reasonably certain that no occultation occurrea
tween 4h20m and 4h45m or between 5h20m and 5h35m, U.T. Clouds covered Pluto from 5h3=
5h20m. There is some evidence of a fading of the blended images near 4h49415 and a ret.L7-.
to full brightness near 4h52m. Observers on both telescopes thought that a temporary riduction in brightness occurred. The two sets of observations do not, unfortunately,
lap helpfully.
"Moon Look." We invite interested A.L.P.O. members to participate in a systemati:
lunar patrol of Alphonus and the Aristarchus-Herodotus region for "lunar transient phet:mena". Observations, positive and negative, should be reported to Walter H. Haas, Box
University Park, New Mexico. Forms for reports will be provided. Suggestions are inyttt
Our goal is better information on lunar abnormalities than single unconfirmed reports az_:
provide.

ASTROLA NEWTONIAN
REFLECTING TELESCOPES
These fine Astrola reflectors are well
known to nearly all serious telescopic
observers. Already a number of America's leading lunar and planetary observers are using complete Astrola
telescopes or optical components manufactured by us. We also sell Brandon
and other Orthoscopic oculars - mirror
cells - tubes - spiders - diagonals mountings, etc.
Custom Newtonian and Cassegrainian
telescopes from 6 ins. to 20 ins.
aperture made to order. Used reflectors and refractors are always in
stock.
Write for FREE Catalogue
CAVE OPTICAL COMPANY

NEW: FLAMMARION'S ASTRONOMY,
new English edition, 1964
NEW: A HANDBOOK OF PRACTICAL AMATEUR ASTRONOMY, ed. by P. Moore
NEW: A SURVEY OF THE MOON, by P. Moore
NEW: LOHRMANN'S MOON MAP, 2nd. ed.
THE PLANET JUPITER, by B. Peek, now
THE PLANET SATURN, by D'Alexander
THE MOON, by Wilkins & Moore with the
300" Moon-Map
AMATEUR ASTRONOMER'S HANDBOOK, by
J. B. Sidgwick
OBSERVATIONAL ASTRONOMY FOR AMATEURS, by
J. B. Sidgwick
AMATEUR TELESCOPE MAKING
Book 1, $5.00; Book 2, $6.00; Book 3
STANDARD HANDBOOK FOR TFILF.SCOPE MAKING
by Howard
NORTON'S STAR-ATLAS, new 15th ed. 1964
BEYER-GRAFF STAR ATLAS
BONNER DURCHMUSTERUNG
Write for free list of astronomical litera:
HERBERT A. LUFT

4137 E. Anaheim
Long Beach 4,

P.O. Box 91

California

Oakland Gardens, N Y
Phone:

GEneva 4-2613
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A Study of the Moon's Phase with the Naked All
By: Geoffrey Gaherty, Jr.
In order to examine factors causing the considerable scatter in visual estimates of
the phases of the interior planets, it is useful to have control observations. There have
been many attempts to observe artificial planets with telescopes or binoculars. In the
work described below another approach was taken; the Moon as seen with the naked eye was
used to simulate an interior planet. In the second half of 1963, 321 phase estimates were
made by members of the Montreal Centre of the R.A.S.C., many of them by inexperienced observers. For this preliminary study, only the observations of the five most experienced observers (K. Breach, K. Chalk, G. Gaherty, I. Williamson, and G. Wedge) have been used.
These 65 estimates were plotted on a graph.
The following tentative conclusions can be drawn from a study of the observations:
1. The phase tends to be underestimated. The mean deviation between observed and predic(0 C) is - 5.4% (expressed in terms of the Moon's diameter). This difference is clearly due to the falling off of light along the terminator.
2. The deviation varies as a function of the Moon's phase. Similar effects are observed
on Mercury and, to a lesser extent, on Venus, and are probably mainly of psychological
origin. An exception to this is a large deviation in the range 70 - 79%; this feature
is undoubtedly caused by the presence of extensive maria along the terminator at this
phase (most observations were made of the waxing Moon 7:- This result suggests a possible technique for studying the gross characteristics of the surface of Mercury.
3. The observations exhibit a large scatter. The standard deviation is 6.0% (in terms of
the Moon's diameter), more than twice that found for Venus with the same observers (see
Klaus R. Brasch, "A Study of the Phase of Venus, 1960-62", Strolling Astronomer, Vol.
17, pp. 173-178). This appears to be due to the fact that the Moon, as seen with the
naked eye, subtends only about half the diameter of Venus when seen with a magnification of 150%.
Estimation of the Dichotomy of Venue hz Least Squares
By: John E. Westfall
The Schroeter Effect on Venus has been known for almost two centuries. More recently,
however, this effect has been recognized as a special case of an observed versus predicted
phase difference that exists for all phases of the planet (5). Most observers have satisfied themselves with estimating the date of apparent dichotomy, defining the phase discrepancy as the difference between this date and the date predicted. The value thus determined is based on a single observation and is correspondingly uncertain. The estimation
of the date of apparent dichotomy from several observations, in contrast, allows statistical techniques to be applied, giving a more precise value for the phase discrepancy.
The Method of Least Squares
The statistical method used by the author was the method of least squares (sometimes
called regression analysis), which consists of determining the linear equation which best
fits a series of observed values of two variables. Any single observation, indexed i in
the sequence, has the values xi and yi. The least squares line best fitting the sequence
of these values is described by the equation:
(1) y =a +bx,
where a and b are parameters to be found by the equations:
(2) b
(3) a

_ n( Exiy-1) -15x)1
E.y.; )
n( rxi4) - (
1E: yi - b Exi

where n is the total number of observations (i.e., paired x, y values) and all summations
are from i = 1 to n(6).
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The formula in the caption of Figure 23 would show that Mr. Binder did not
correct the computed size of the North Polar Cap for the tilt of the axis of 45r
Mars. 'Since the northern tilt of the axis was greater in 1964-5 than in 1962
the cap would have looked a little larger in 1964-65 from this cause,
though I have not determined by how much. Another physical effect on the
measured size of a polar cap comes from the phase of the planet.
In Table 1 it is evident that morning cloud phenomena were more common before opposition on March 9 and hence when the morning edge of the planet was
the limb. Likewise, evening clouds and haze were more common after opposition when the evening edge became the limb. One suspects some kind of optical effect in the detectability of clouds, which refined studies may need to
take into account.
We thank our contributor for an exemplary report of what can be accomplished
with a very modest aperture.
BOOK REVIRWS
Mondatlas, by Philipp Fauth. Olbera -Gesellschaft (Bremen, West Germany), 1964.
Price $12.50. 38 pp. illustrated text, 6-sheet nomenclature map, 22-sheet large scale map.
Reviewed by Charles A. Wood
After 55 years of observation and 25 years of delay, Philipp Fauthts large map of
the moon has been published. The Mondatlas is in three parts. A six-sheet nomenclature
chart (Uebersichtskarte) at a scale of 1:4,000,000 shows topographic features in black
with nomenclature overprinted in red, creating a not completely pleasing or readable effect.
This map contains mostly the designations of the Blagg, Mueller, and Wesley International
Astronomical Union map of 1935 but is more accurate and less ambiguous. Fauth added a few
names, such as Mare Horologii-the Sea of Clocks, which later selenographers have understandably neglected. This is an excellent map; and had it had a more catholic distribution in
the thirties, perhaps much of the useless mapping and tampering with nomenclature in later
years would not have occurred.
The second part of this publication is a 38-page booklet (in German) containing
a biography of Fauth by his son (a summary of which appeared in .
811E & Telescope, Nov. 1959,
PP. 20-24), an excerpt from Fauth's prodigious Uneer Mond, and a short description of the
principal features in each of the 25 map sections.
The most important part of this publication is the "grosse mondkarte" itself. Its
scale of 1:1,000,000 (the same scale as the Air Force ACIC charts) gives a lunar diameter
of 11 feet, and each of the 22 sheets (4 "corner" sections are on one sheet) is 32" by 33".
The sheets are too large to be used at the telescope so that comparison with the moon must
be made via a good memory or a sketch. The map relies on more than 4800 positions accurately determined mostly by Saunder and Franz and on many more points fixed by interpolation
on photographs. The map is thus based on more fiducial points than any other lunar map (except for the recent Lunar and Planetary Laboratory and ACIC charts); yet positional errors
occur. For example, an 8-mile crater between Tannerus and Tannerus C is out of position
by nearly its own diameter. Relief is indicated by contour lines which do not represent
absolute altitudes but rather arbitrary and variable elevation differences so that it is
difficult to distinguish between prominent and minor detail. For example, about 40 ridges
and hills are drawn equally prominent on the floor of Copernicus; yet in reality only a few
major masses compose the central peak complex, and the other hills are much less conspicuous. Similarly, the central peak of Alphonsus is lost in the intricate representation of
the low diametric ridge; and isolated peaks, such as Pico, disappear in the mare ridge system. Occasionally it is impossible to tell the difference between elevations and depressions. Fauth's observations were made with apertures up to 15i", but occasional detail is
nontheless miadrawn, as the following:
The rille in Plato is grossly exaggerated in width and length, and the craterlets
on Plato's floor are about 25% too large.
The conspicuous central peaks of Timaeus, Scoresby, Asclepi, and Helmholtz D are
omitted. The central peak of Baco A is greatly out of place.
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A 5-mile crater east (old directions) of Autolycus, and 2 large rings south of Mercurius do not exist.
Galvani is much too small, and the major detail between Repsold and Lavoisier is
generally out of drawing and frequently dissimilar to reality.
Linng is drawn as a 5 mile crater*
Numerous small well defined 1-3-mile craters are missing, and frequently the representation as far as 25° from the limb is very stylized and inaccurate.
A test of the thoroughness of a mapmaker is to compare overlapping areas of adjacent
sheets. A cursory check revealed an inconsistent overlap between sheets 22 and 23, and
differences in the area between Demonax and Boguslawsky on sheets 23 and 24.
The purpose of most lunar maps is twofold - to represent detail accurately and to
designate it unambiguously. Although Fauth's Uebersichtskarte generally indicates nomenclature clearly, the larger map does not. On sheet 15 the craters labeled Scoresby, Main,
Gioia (sic), Shackleton, and Challis are misidentified. The Uebersichtskarte gives the correct nomenclature. The rule for the placement of letters for craters designated after
named craters (e.g. Rosse C is a small crater near Rosse) is not followed so that in many
cases a letter is placed enigmatically between two named formations. Furthermore, the Mbn datlas contains at least one name introduced by Lamech (Vally on sheet 11), and many of the
Wilkins and Moore designations, none of which was given in accord with the sound nomenclatural principles expounded by Blagg and Saunder in the early part of this century. It has
long been realized that the IAU nomenclature of 1935 is frequently hopelessly confused; and
the name additions of Lamech, Wilkins, and Moore have not improved it. Work is now in progress to provide unambiguous, official designations (Sky and Telescope, Dec., 1964, P. 342).
Had this map appeared 50, or even 25, years ago, it would have aroused much interest;
and many amateurs would have published drawings confirming or questioning the existence of
a particular rille or crater. Today the exquisite Lick 120" photographs, ACIC charts, and
Ranger records lessen the value of any previous lunar map. The Fauth map is not esthetically pleasing. It is inconvenient to use and shares the inaccuracies of the maps it hoped
to transcend. It will make no impact on modern lunar science; however, historians of lunar
studies owe Hermann Fauth their thanks for making available this document.
Principles of Physical Geo ra h , by F. J. Monkhouse. Philosophical Library, New
York, 1964. 511 pp., Illustrated, 10.00.
Reviewed by J. Russell Smith
The author of this well-balanced textbook is professor of geography in the University
of Southampton, England. In 21 chapters all phases of physical geography are covered. A
clear and understandable account of each of the following topics is given: The Materials of
the Earth's Crust, The Structure of the Earth, Vulcanicity, The Sculpturing of the Earth's
Surface, Underground Water, Rivers and River Systems, Lakes, Glaciation, The Desert Lands,
Coastlines, A Classification of Land-Forms, The Configuration of the Oceans and Seas, The
Waters of the Oceans, Climate: General Features, Temperature, Pressure and Winds, Humidity
and Precipitation, Climatic Types, The Soil, Vegetation, and The Vegetation of the British
Isles.
The book is well illustrated with 171 maps and diagrams as well as with 98 excellent
plates. A complete index makes this a ready reference for anyone interested in the various
aspects of man's physical environment. Here's a book recommended to anyone interested in
this field.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Staff Changes. Our Lunar Dome Survey has reached the place where Harry Jamieson
has requested an assistant. We have hence added as a new Lunar Recorder with such an assignment:
Reverend Kenneth J. Delano
22 Ingell St.
Taunton, Massachusetts
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Figure 27. Sample lunar map section from the Philipp Fauth Mondatlas. See also review
by Charles Wood on pp. 237-238.

Reverend Delano's name and lunar and planetary work will already be familiar to many of our
readers. We appreciate his accepting new duties in guiding our lunar programs.
The Saturn Section has been reorganized as follows:
Recorder - Thomas A. Cragg
Mount Wilson Observatory
Mount Wilson, California
Assistant Recorder - Larry C. Bornhurst
165 Coral View
Monterey Park, California
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Mr. Cragg certainly needs no introduction to our readers and has served as Saturn Recorder
in the past. Mr. Bornhurst is well known to active West Coast amateurs. Both men are on
the staff of the new Ford Observatory on Mt. Peltier in southern California, in the same
general area as the Mount Wilson Observatory and J.P.L.'s Table Mountain Observatory. In
fact, Thomas Cragg is the Director of the Ford Observatory.
All current 1965-6 Saturn observations should be mailed to Mr. Bornhurst at the address given above. We urge members to do so promptly, at least once a month; the potential
value of observations is often greatly reduced by delays in reporting them. Any observations of Saturn, during its 1964-5 apparition which have not been reported should be sent in
at once to:
Dr. Joel W. Goodman
Dept. of Microbiology
University of California School of Medicine
San Francisco 22, California
We must regret that Dr. Joel Goodman has felt unable to continue as Saturn Recorder.
We express to him our thanks for his considerable services during his years on the Saturn
staff. His reports on the Ringed Planet were models of good writing and scientifically accurate reporting of amateur observational data. We hope that he will continue to participate in our Saturn programs as his time and professional duties permit.
New Address for Klaus R. Brasch. All correspondence with the A.L.P.O. Mars Recorder should now be directed to:
3105 Rue Germain
Fabreville, Quebec, Canada
Observers who have not yet sent Mr. Brasch all their work on the 1964-5 apparition of Mars
are asked to do so at once.
Sustaining Members and Sponsors. As of July 10, 1965, we have in these special
classes the following persons:
Sponsors - William 0. Roberts, David P. Barcroft, Grace A. Fox, Philip and Virginia
Glaser, Charles H. Giffen, John E. Westfall, Joel W. Goodman, the National Amateur Astronomers, Inc., James Q. Gant, Jr., David and Carolyn Meisel, Clark R. Chapman, Ken Thomson,
Kenneth J. Delano.
Sustaining Members - Sky Publishing Corporation, Charles F. Capen, Craig L. Johnson,
Geoffrey Gaherty, Jr., Dale P. Cruikshank, Charles L. Ricker, James W. Young, Charles M.
Cyrus, Alan McClure, Elmer J. Reese, George E. Wedge, Carl A. Anderson, Richard E. Wend,
Gordon D. Hall, Michael McCants, Ernst E. Both, Harry D. Jamieson, William K. Hartmann,
Ralph Scott, A. W. Mount, Jeffrey B. Lynn, Charles B. Owens, Joseph P. Vitous, Jimmy George
Snyder, John E. Wilder.
We are much obliged to all these colleagues for their loyalty and truly helpful financial aid. Sponsors pay $25.00 per year; Sustaining Members, $10.00 per year. The balance
above the regular rate is used to support the work and activities of the A.L.P.O.
Where Should the A.L.P.O. Meet in 1966? The site of our 1966 Convention was discussed at our recent Convention in Milwaukee, but no final decision was reached. We have received a gracious invitation from the Astronomical League to meet with them at Miami over
the July 4, 1966 holiday weekend. We have a standing invitation from the Western Amateur
Astronomers to meet with them any year. We understand that their 1966 Convention is expected to be near San Francisco in late August.
We must reach a decision soon. It will be helpful if interested readers will send
us a postcard or a brief letter to express their preferences on this subject,. The wishes
of those who would expect to attend at either place, Miami or near San Francisco, will be
especially useful, still more the wishes of those who can give papers for the program or
may contribute to the Exhibits display. May we hope to hear from you?
Lunar Transient Phenomena and Collect Telephone Calls. Readers of current astronomical writings will know of the considerable interest at the present time in "lunar transient phenomena." Some may know of the telephone network set up by NASA to achieve rapid
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communications, critical to the confirmation and better study of abnormal lunar events.
The Bradley Observatory at Atlanta is a member of this network. Mr. Leonard B. Abbey has
offered to relay to A.L.P.O. members such information. Interested persons should write to
Mr. Abbey at Box 22236, Emory University, Atlanta 22, Georgia and will have to agree to accept collect telephone calls from him whenever NASA uses the telephone network.
The Editor thinks that at the present time the A.L.P.O. has a valuable potential for
lunar surveys of this kind because of the experienced and reliable lunar observers among
our members. He would hence urge qualified persons to avail themselves of the service which
Abbey is offering. The Editor would also like to see the A.L.P.O. set up at least a
systematic visual patrol of a few selected areas. However, the response to the "Moon Look"
note on pg. 208 of our last issue was so slight as to leave doubts about the worth of further planning of this kind. One may also expect that within a few years professional astronomers will be conducting such patrols with new, sophisticated, and very costly instrumentation.
Attention is also invited to Mrs. Winifred Cameron's article on pp. 2-3 of The Elfpiece, the monthly bulletin of the A.A.A. Observing Group, for June, 1965.
W.A.A. Convention. Readers in the Western States are reminded that the W.A.A. mill
meet at Reno on August 19-21, 1965. Further information can be obtained from Dr. 0 Richard Norton, Desert Research Institute, University of Nevada, Reno, Nevada 89507. Plans
now definitely include a cookout and a star party at Pyramid Lake on the evening of Friday,
August 20. Convention headquarters will be the Fleischmann Atmospherium-Planetarium.
Availability of Plato Outline Charts. Mr. Clark Chapman reports that such lunar outlines are now available for Lunar Training Program trainees. The charts were contributed
by Mr. Patrick McIntosh. It has been gratifying that a large number of A.L.P.O. members
have enrolled in the Lunar Training Program. Members should realize, however, that close
attention to the precepts laid down by Mr. Chapman and many hours of careful observing at
the telescope are necessary if the program is to be as helpful as possible. Neither can
Mr. Chapman reasonably be expected to answer questions in such a project about such distantly related subjects as making telescope mirrors, advanced and specialized lunar studies,
and the philosophy of amateur of amateur observing. Learning is hard work; it also brings
its own rewards.
THE PLANETS AND THE MOON IN AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER, 1965
By: Walter H. Haas, Editor
Mercury. The innermost known planet is at inferior conjunction on August 15, at
greatest elongation west on September 2, and at superior conjunction on September 27. As
usual, these dates are given by Universal Time. The planet may be visible in the telescope
in the evening sky for a few days at the beginning of August. Otherwise, we have a favorable morning apparition in late August and early September, the most favorable morning one
of the year in northern latitudes. The planet will be at perihelion on September 7 and thus
near greatest elongation; the rapid motion in the orbit will make the period of possible
observation shorter, but Mercury will also be brighter because closer to the sun. On September 8 at 3h, U.T. Mercury will pass 0.7 degrees north of Regulus.
Observers are invited to make careful estimates of the phase for some days around
dichotomy; here they should carefully follow the precepts set forth in the article "Some
Studies of Phase Pertaining to Mercury and Venus" in this issue. It is strongly recommended that observers keep themselves unaware of the exact value of the phase while making
this study. Psychological bias is a subtle thing!
The 59-day rotation for Mercury recently proposed on the basis of radar studies raises the need to reexamine practically all visual work on the planet. Visual periods rest
upon the positions of features relative to the terminator; accordingly, we want drawings
showing markings as accurately placed as possible. If the rotation is indeed accomplished
in 59 days, then the features will move about six degrees of longitude per day relative to
the mean terminator, a drift which in my opinion ought to be detectable after three to five
days.
Venus. This planet will be its usual brilliant self in the evening sky throughout
August and September, though the rather low tilt of the ecliptic to the horizon will make
Venus lower in the sky at sunset than it usually is at the present phase. Some physical
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possess maximum contrast and are of computable sizes, reliable observations of them in sufficient amounts can give basic information about the limits of telescopic resolution of
planetary features. Other interesting observations of Saturn include drawings, photographs,
color and intensity estimates of the various features, central meridian transits of available detail, and latitude measurements with various methods.
Special interest must attach to the eclipses, transits, and occultations to which
the inner satellites are now subject. A detailed listing of these phenomena appears on pp.
42-45 of the 1965 Handbook of the British Astronomical Association, from which a few samples are given below. Others may be found by using the known periods of revolution of the
satellites around Saturn. Before opposition satellites will disappear in eclipse and will
reappear from occultation; after opposition they will disappear in occultation behind Saturn and will reappear from eclipse in its shadow. Attempted observations with various apertures of the transits of satellites and their shadows are much needed because of the lack
of reliable observations about the visibility of such phenomena.
Date
1965, Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

Phenomenon
10
13
14
14
18
18
20
25
25

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

9
12
13
13
16
16
21
23
23

Beginning

Approximate
Duration

Dione, eclipse-occultation
Tethys, eclipse-occultation
Dione, shadow transit
Dione, transit
Rhea, shadow transit
Rhea, transit
Rhea, eclipse-occultation
Tethys, shadow transit
Tethys, transit

8h13m, U.T.
10 54
10 44
11 0
3 27
3 44
9 38
8 25
8 33

202 mins.
176
167
184
179
167
201
166
162

Dione, occultation-eclipse
Tethys, occultation-eclipse
Tethys, transit
Tethys, shadow transit
Dione, transit
Dione, shadow transit
Rhea, occultation-eclipse
Rhea, transit
Rhea, shadow transit

10
6
5
5
7
7
0
6
6

200
175
157
166
164
181
210
119
195

37
52
30
33
0
4
41
51
58

Uranus. Being in conjunction with the sun on September 8, this planet can scarcely
be observed. The conjunction with Venus on August 5 has already been mentioned.
Neptune. This planet is visible in the evening sky during August and September.
Some physical data follow:
Local Time
Meridian Transit
Right Ascension
Declination
Date
1965, Aug. 15
Sept. 15

15h1m 24s
15 3 25

-15°19'
-15 29

5:26 P.M.
3:26

A very close geocentric conjunction of Neptune and the moon at ln on September 1, U.T. might
be an occultation at some stations (exact data not available). James Bartlett reports recently at least partially confirming Maxwell Hall's nineteenth century observation of a variation in the brightness of Neptune with a period of about 8 hours. Here is in truth an interesting project for possessors of very small telescopes, which may in fact be preferable
for such a study. The procedure requires intensive observations (when possible, for several hours on each date) with the techniques familiar to variable star observers.
Moon. Those concerned with "lunar transient phenomena" will find Aristarchus and
vicinity sunlight from August 8 to August 23 and again from September 7 to September 22,
U.T. dates. Intensive observations by a A.L.P.O. members near 3h on August 9, 3n on August
10, and 3h on September 8 (U.T., of course) are suggested. Alphonsus will be in sunlight
from August 5 to August 19 and from September 3 to September 18.
Double Saturnian Shadow Transits. Mr. Craig L. Johnson directs attention to two
occasions in August for United States observers when two shadows will be simultaneously on
the disc. On August 25 the shadow of Tethys will transit from 8h25m to 11h8m, U.T., and the
shadow of Dione will begin to transit at 9n30m. On August 27th shadow of ea will transit
from 4h31m to 7h21m, and the shadow of Tethys will transit from 5h44m to 8 27m. Let's all
be watching!
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U.T. 1964
Aug. 8
Aug. 9.10
Aug.28.04
Sept.2.03
Sept.3.06
Sept.6.06
Sept.8.02
Oct. 1.52
Oct. 2.48
Oct. 3.49
Oct. 4.07
Oct.11.04
Oct.12.00
Oct.13.00
Nov. 8.02

Walter
Houston
Bortle
Bortle
Bortle
Bortle
Bortle
Bortle
Boethin
Boethin
Boethin
Delano
Delano
Delano
Delano
Everhart

Instrument

Observed
Mag.

5"20X
7.4
10150
8.5
10X50
7.7
8.3
6"50X
8.3
6" 50X
Unable to find in 6"
Unable to find in 6"
20X60
9.5
20X60
9.5
20X60
9.5
12P96X
9.5
12t,"96X
10.5
121"96X
10.5
i
12e96X
10.5
12"
12.5

Corrected
Mag.

Heliocentric
Mag.

7.0
8.6
7.8
7.7
7.7

7.7
9.3
7.8
7.6
7.6

1.280A.U.
1.278
1.262
1.268
1.270

9.5
9.5
9.5
8.5
9.5
9.5
9.5
10.9

8.7
8.7
8.7
7.7
8.6
8.6
8.6
9.7

1.391
1.397
1.404
1.411
1.460
1.468
1.475
1.691

Discussion of photometric graph (Figure 2)
The general formula for the magnitude of a comet is
H Hp + 5 log6 + 2.5 n log r, where
H...oBserved corrected magnitude,
No wa constant termed absolute magnitude representing the magnitude
at 1 A.U. from the sun and from the earth,
6 'm distance from the earth,
r = distance from the sun, and
n a factor that varies among comets, averaging about 4.
Figure 2 shows the heliocentric magnitude (observed corrected magnitude minus 5 log ,6,)
plotted against r on a log scale. Only the observations after perihelion (on Aug. 23) have
been used to obtain a line best fitting the observations. The absolute magnitude H is
found graphically by extending the line to r 1. The factor n is found from the slope of
the line by the following method:
Slope = change in y a observed mags. 9.7 - 7.6
.228 - .103 = 16.8.
change in x log r values
The line is of the form y mx + b, where m is the slope. In Figure 2:
+ 2.5 n log r; or
H - 5 log6
m Ho + 2.5 n Iog r, where m is the heliocentric magnitude.
16.7 . 6.7.
Thus n = slope
2.5
'fence the equation representing Comet Everhart's heliocentric magnitude is:
m = 5.9 + 16.8 log r, n =6.7.
This value of n supports the idea that the more diffuse comets have larger values of
n. As noted previously, the degree of coma condensation for Comet Everhart was small.
It should be emphasized that the accuracy of the photometric graph is quite limited
1:y the small number of observations and by the difficulty of making accurate magnitude es .:iffates on a comet fainter than 8th magnitude.
FROM NEISON'S NOTEBOOKS
By: Patrick Moore, F.R.A.S.,
Director of the Lunar Section of the British Astronomical Association
(Paper read at the Thirteenth A.L.P.O. Convention
at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, July 4, 1965.)
Once again I have been honored with an invitation to present a paper to the A.L.P.O.
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Convention; once again I am delighted to accept, though I greatly regret that I cannot deliver it in person. I have chosen a somewhat unexpected subject, mainly because a few weeks
ago I had the opportunity to examine some unpublished lunar manuscripts. I should make it
clear at the outset that my paper is purely historical, but I hope that it will not be entirely devoid of interest to those who are interested in the story of selenography.
The first really great lunar student was, without a doubt, Schroeter, who has been
much maligned on the score of being an indifferent draughtsman, but who undertook work of
immense value. (In a paper published in the B.A.A. Journal, Vol. 70, pages 363 ff., I defended Schroeter vigorously, so I do not propose to discuss him further here.) There followed Lohrmann; Maedler, with Beer; and Schmidt, in that order, together with energetic observers such as Gruithuisen. But in the English-speaking world, pride of place must go to
Edmund Neison, whose great book on the Moon, a book familiar to us all, came out ninety
years ago.
Because Neison's book appeared in the 1870's, and I began an active interest in the
Moon in the 1930's (as soon as I became old enough), I rather naturally supposed that Neison
belonged to the far past. I assumed that he had been dead for many years. In fact, this
was not so. While I was beginning my modest lunar observation at East Grinstead, in Sussex,
Neison was living in retirement at Eastbourne, also in Sussex - less than thirty miles from
me. He died only in 1941, and I shall always regret that I never met him. His book, incidentally, was published when he was a young man in his late twenties.
Then, last spring, I had a letter from Miss Maud Nevill, who lives in London and who
had seen one of my television broadcasts in which I had referred to Nelson's work. Miss
Nevill is Neison's daughter; I must perhaps explain that Neison's real name was Edmund Neville Neison Nevill - he used the "Neison" for scientific purposes, at least for many years,
because he thought that the holder of a name so ancient as Nevill should not make a career
in science! Subsequently I met Miss Nevill, who was most kind in allowing me full access
to all the surviving manuscripts. There was only one faded photograph of Neison (I shall
continue to refer to him by the name with which we are all familiar) because he hated being
"taken". I borrowed the picture, and we are trying to obtain a satisfactory print from it,
though nothing can make it good.
I have written a biographical paper about Neison, and by now this may already have
appeared in the B.A.A. Journal so that I will merely give a brief summary. He had an eventful life. For a time he was in the French Army; he served under Marshal Ney during the
Franco-Prussian War, and then became a parliamentary reporter for a London daily paper, as
well as fashion correspondent (a somewhat odd mixture of duties). But his interest in the
Moon began early, and it was not long before he began contributing lunar material to the
Royal Astronomical Society, of which he became a Fellow at an early age. He also became
Secretary of the energetic but short-lived Selenographical Society; he investigated the
Moon's motion, showing himself to be no mean mathematician; he observed the planets, and he
was a first-class writer on scientific subjects, even producing one popular-astronomy book
which was a model for its period.
In 1882 he went to South Africa to take charge of one station for observing the transit of Venus, and he remained there for almost thirty years; but although he was a Government astronomer, his financial support was poor, and he was unable to publish as much material as he would have liked. Finally the observatory ceased to operate; and Neison returned
to live in retirement in Sussex, after which his active scientific career may be said to
have closed. As a sidelight, he was a first-class tennis player and introduced the game to
South Africa, while his wife, nge Mabel Grant, was South Africa's tennis champion for ten
years. Neison was also a keen student of Babylonian history; he painted well, and he wrote
several novels, but neither his novels nor his non-astronomical researches have been published, and in all probability they will never appear now since they survive only in the form
of fragmentary manuscripts. By nature Neison was retiring and modest. He refused the presidency of the Royal Chemical Institute, and twice refused to become a Fellow of the Royal
Society, though he was finally persuaded to accept a Fellowship. He enjoyed good health
and was ill for only a few hours before his death in 1941. Of his children, one son survives him, as well as his daughter, Miss Maud Nevill; his other son died as a result of wounds
sustained during the first World War.
Not many of Neison's lunar notebooks survive; but I
there is one point that I am anxious to make. It has been
Moon was little more than a copy of Maedler's, and that he
far as direct observations were concerned. I admit that I
6

have studied those which do, and
said that Neison's map of the
undertook little work himself so
tended to assume this myself.
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Having seen the notebooks, I must stress that such is emphatically not the case, for it is
clear that Neison examined the Moon closely at the eye-end of a telescope; in his early days
he used a 6-inch refractor and a 9.5-inch reflector, set up in the Hampstead area, and it
was these instruments which provided most of the groundwork for his lunar map.
Moreover, his observations were skillful, and his drawings were excellent. Checking
his sketches with those of modern selenographers, who are able to draw upon photographic
outlines as well as to use much bigger telescopes, shows how good an observer Neison was.
He missed very little; he made occasional mistakes (as in the Fontenelle region, where the
famous "square" now named after our member Dr. Bartlett is still drawn, though in fact it
does not exist and probably never did), but few men could have done so well. It is also an
interesting exercise to compare Neison's map with those of today. You will find that Neison
is remarkably accurate.
He was never afraid to speak his mind, and some of his views have not been confirmed;
for instance, he believed in an appreciable lunar atmosphere, but this was rational enough
since he based his opinions on occultation timings made by no less a person than Sir George
Airy. And so far as lunar changes were concerned, he believed that small alterations did
occur, and in particular that Linn had undergone an upheaval. In an article written in the
Quarterly Journal of Science for January, 1877, pp. 1/26, he said that: "The facts about
Linne may be summed up very briefly. According to three or more independent selenographers,
the most experienced and eminent that Science has seen, the object named Linne was a conspicuous crater of large diameter and depth. Now in its place all that exists is a tract of
uneven ground, containing a small, scarcely-visible, insignificant crater-like object. It
is impossible that the one could ever be systematically taken for the other. It is inconceivable how our three greatest selenographers* could have systematically and independently
made the same blunder, and that blunder only. For in no other case do we find any error of
this nature. Their description must therefore be held to truly describe the nature of the
formation at their epoch (1820-1845). The object is no longer of the same size and description. A real physical change on the Moon's surface must therefore have occurred at this
point." He felt that the walls of the old Linne had collapsed and had fallen into the interior, but referred to Sir John Herschel's view that the old crater of Linne had been filled to the brim with viscous lava.
Neison also thought that there had been a probable change in the Messier pair of
craters between 1838, when Beer and Maedler virtually ended their lunar work, and November,
1855, when the Rev. T. W. Webb saw that Messier and its companion were no longer alike.
Nelson's own explanation was "a slow squeezing of a crater plain out of shape", and a sliding of the north and south walls of Messier into the interior, so pushing down the entire
west wall, outwards and westwards, down an incline existing there (west presumably in the
older, non-IAU sense). He published a long paper about this and other supposed changes in
the Quarterly Journal of Science for 1877, and in Popular Science Review for April, 1879
discussed the enigmatical case of Klein's Hyginus N, though here he considered that "further information must be obtained before a decision can be arrived at whether this crater
of Dr. Klein's is or is not a new formation".
1r=
0
e

It is probably true to say that all material of value in Nelson's lunar notebooks
has been incorporated in his published work, but to me at least it was most satisfactory to
be able to examine the surviving originals, and to see that he was himself an observer of
the very first rank. It enhances the value of his book and map since we now know that he
was notprepared to take anything on trust. Then, too, Neison provides a link between the
past and the near-present; we have progressed far in lunar research since he was busy observing at Hampstead, but we have been able to use his pioneer work to guide us. In the history of selenographical research he will never be forgotten.
ARISTARCHUS: THE EAST WALL BRIGHT SPOT
By: James C. Bartlett, Jr.

ids
Id

The Lowell Observatory observations of the now famous Aristarchus red spots, announced in the fall of '63, doubtless brought a certain bemusement to those circles in which inc.cnvenient lunar reports are customarily referred to inadequacies in the observer and/or
'is equipment; but it cannot be said that the Lowell observations were surprising to any

;o
* Lohrmann, Maedler (with Beer), and Schmidt.
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close student of the crater. The fact is that Aristarchus has long been the site of many
curious appearances, for some singular examples of which the reader is referred to the literature. Some years ago it appeared to me that many of the observed phenomena could not be
exclusively related to the angle of solar lighting, roughly measured by colongitude, even
by the most liberal allowances. Thus convinced, I determined upon an extensive and systematic investigation of the crater before venturing any opinions, a work which now has occupied the better part of fifteen years. The first five years of this period were devoted to
getting acquainted with the crater's features, and the last ten to a rather intensive study
of them. The instruments employed were a 3.5-in. reflector, a 5-in. reflector, a 4.25-in.
reflector, and, lately, a new 3-in. refractor to serve as a check instrument on nights when
seeing was poor with the mirrors but much better with an objective. The overwhelming majority of the observations were made with the 5-in. and 4.25-in. reflectors. Naturally it
is not to be expected that such modest apertures can reveal the fine details recorded by
Mr. Elmer J. Reese and by Mr. Leif J. Robinson, among others; but they have been entirely
adequate to the class of phenomena investigated, which therefore are accessible to all observers with small instruments.
The voluminous data which have been accumulated make it necessary to choose representative selections and to confine discussion to one feature at a time, a plan which will be
followed in this and possible succeeding papers. Accordingly, we shall begin with one of
the most variable of all Aristarchean features, the East Wall Bright Spot (EWBS), using
21.21 and wept in the newer IAU sense where Mare Crisium is near the moon's east limb.
Shortly after sunrise a small craterlet is to be found on the eastern glacis, just
below the crest, together with a ravine which runs the length of the eastern glacis. Wilkins and Moore mention the ravine but not the craterlet which, however, is not a difficult
object. There is some reason to suppose that this feature is occasionally obscured, for I
have sometimes failed to find it with the same instrument which showed it clearly at other
times.
Associated with this craterlet is a surrounding high-sun white area, ordinarily not
visible at all at sunrise, when the eastern glacis appears dark gray and coarsely laminated.
As the altitude of the sun increases this white area begins to develop, ultimately becoming
many times larger than the little craterlet with which it is associated; and when fully formed the area presents the appearance of a brilliant white spot from which a winding streak,
the "tail", runs east and north down the glacis. This tail is one of its most characteristic, but not consistent, features. The tail itself presents many anomalies. I have observed it to disappear after initial formation; to be on occasion both shorter and longer than
average; to be sometimes very thin, at others very thick; occasionally to be wanting; and
once I observed the beginning of formation of the base of the tail before the EWBS itself
had appeared. Normally, to the apertures employed, it presents an amorphous aspect; but on
two recent occasions, August 22 and August 23, 1964 (U.T. dates), at 4h 54m and 4h 45m U.T.
respectively, it was seen to have a distinct filamentary structure, as if made up of interlacing rows of white streaks. The instrument used on both dates was the 5-in. reflector,
which had never before shown any fine detail in this feature. I might add that the general
aspect of the tail on these two dates was abnormal, being much longer than usual and being
apparently somewhat shifted in position. On the succeeding night, August 24, 1964, at 4h
22m 30s U.T., all appearances were normal once more; and the tail was reduced to its usual
length and position. The filamentary structure was no longer seen.
The EWBS itself is quite small shortly after its appearance, which is well shown in
the fine drawing by Mr. Robinson on the cover of Str.A., Vol. 16, Nos. 1-2, 1962. Development ordinarily is rapid, though there are many exceptions; and the spot increases slowly
in size. Around colongitude 70° it begins an extraordinary expansion, becoming quite brilliant, and making a large hump in the east wall. The outline of the wall is broken, and
the spot appears to project westward over the crest, appearing like a huge, more or less
oval to rounded blaze of light perched upon the very edge of the wall crest. The appearance
of a rounded blaze of light, centered on the crest of the wall and projected westward over
it, is, however, an illusion. The westward projection is really caused by a coincidental
brightening of a broad band of white material on the inner surface of the east wall, which
band continues upon the floor of the crater westward to the central peak. This band becomes
almost as brilliant as the central peak itself, and on passing up the east inner wall it
merges optically with the expanded white area on the glacis to create the appearance noted
above.
The foregoing aspect remains fairly constant until around lunar noon, by which time
the EWBS and the bright floor band have both enlarged and have optically merged so that to
8
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the eye the EWBS appears to be connected to the central peak by a broad and brilliant band,
usually, though not always, of the same intensity as the EWBS itself. Not infrequently the
central peak, the floor band, and the EWBS are all of the same intensity, in which case one
observes what seems to be a huge, oval bright area extending from the central peak eastward
over the crest and onto the eastern glacis. This appearance can be very confusing and a
trap for the unwary. For several days after noon on Aristarchus this expanded aspect may
continue, after which a slow reduction in size of the EWBS is to be expected. However and perhaps significantly - the afternoon decline appears to be much more gradual than the
morning development, so that the EWBS remains bright, conspicuous, and large almost to sunset. Thus I have seen it large and an estimated 925 bright (scale 0° to 10°, with 10° brightest) as late as col. 196:11 (July 24, 1954,at 7h19m U.T.) and as large, though only 6° bright, as late as col. 217201 (July 5,1964 at 7455a U.T.). The extreme range of its visibility
(as I have observed it) lies between col. 4725 and 221°, but this range is not consistent.
On the face of it, the development of the EWBS would appear to be a perfectly normal
case of high-sun brightening; but when we examine the phenomenon in some detail it becomes
obvious that something more than solar altitude is involved. Granting that colongitude is
not an exact measure of the lighting, it nevertheless remains true that greatly different
appearances should not be seen for closely comparable colongitudes; i.e., if the appearance
at any given time is solely and always the result of the angle of illumination. In particular it might be expected that the date of first appearance should bear a reasonably fixed
relation to colongitude; but this is emphatically not the case with the EWBS, which shows
such a wide range between dates of first appearance as quite to preclude the sun's altitude
alone as the determining factor.
This fact is brought out in Table 1, which includes the very earliest and the very
latest date on which the EWBS has developed, as observed by me up to the present time. Inspection will show that the range so far observed has been fully 27° of colongitude.
TABLE NO. 1
Colongitude of first appearance

Local time date
Aug. 20, 1964
July 20, 1964
June 22, 1964
June 27, 1958
May 29, 1958
March 12, 1958
Oct. 15, 1958
Sept. 29, 1955
Oct. 9, 1954
July 13, 1954

57:98
49:88
68246
47:50
52293
50272
50262
74231
65246
72273

Unless our understanding of the nature of high-sun bright areas is completely erroneous, we must suppose that the surface comprising the EWBS, like all other such surfaces,
composed of, or overlain by, some material which becomes highly reflective with given
altitudes of the sun; the difficulty here is to explain the lag.
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The recent Ranger VII photographs of one area of the lunar surface show that particular surface to be literally pitted with minute depressions. Assuming that the EWBS area
on the eastern glacis of Aristarchus may be of the same nature, we may further suppose that
the bright material represents the walls of these tiny pits. If so, it could well be that
he angle of incidence must be highly critical, in which case variations in the earth's selenographic longitude and latitude would appear to be more important than the altitude of
the sun. But when these data are compared, no apparent relation can be found. Thus on July
, 1964, col. 49:88, the earth's selenographic longitude was plus 225 and its selenographic
latitude was minus 2294, as of Oh U.T. Yet on August 20, col. 57298, when the EWBS made its
first appearance, the same quantities were minus 2219 and plus 2224 respectively. Again, in
September, 1955, when the EWBS did not appear until col. 74231, the earth's selenographic longitude was minus 5237 and its selenographic latitude minus 6:51 on September 30 by U.T corresponding to the local time date, September 29. The physical librations we may ignore, as
being always too minute to matter. Thus the date of first appearance of the EWBS would appear to have no more fixed relation to the earth's selenographic longitude and latitude than
to the colongitude. The cause of the time lag, therefore, must, for the present, remain
speculative.

9
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The presence of bluish, blue-violet, and violet glares in and around Aristarchus has
been reported in the literature both of the last century and this one. Because a convenient explanation was not at hand, the tendency has been to dismiss all such reports as being due to secondary spectrum, "contrast", or even delusion. The phenomenon, therefore, remains highly controversial; but for my part it is none-the-less a genuine and objective
phenomenon, however it is to be explained.
The EWBS is frequently involved in this glare, which sometimes occurs only around
the periphery of the spot while at other times it may overlay the whole spot. Sometimes
the tail is involved and sometimes not. Occassionally the glare may also embrace the EWBS,
the bright band which optically connects the spot to the central peak, and the central peak
itself. Its appearance on or around the EWBS may last from one to four days; and as with
the spot itself, its date of first appearance shows no discernible relation to the colongitude. The earliest I have recorded it in association with the EWBS is at col. 74:31, and
the latest date of its first appearance has been at col. 166:18- a range of over 91°.
Clearly, something more than lighting is also involved here.
Although it is true that very small changes of the angle of incidence of light may
have profound apparent effects on minute lunar features, the features we are considering
are not in this category. Hence an area the size of the EKES should show at least reasonably similar appearances for comparable lightings. This is decidedly not the case with the
EWBS. A slight, perhaps even fancied change in intensity, or a small change in shape, might
be dismissed as non-evidential of anything save miscalculation or bad drawing on the part of
the observer. But what are we to say to a large, 8° bright EMS which at a comparison colongitude is found to be completely absent? Or what explanation is to be offered for a conspicuous, bright white EWBS which on the succeeding evening is found to have vanished without trace? It is certainly clear that such appearances are not to be explained by any recourse to the theory of incident lighting. Nor, I think, would the following:
On July 12, 1954, at col. 59:02, the EKES had not yet developed; yet on July 13
(July 14 by U.T.) at col. 72473 it presented the extraordinary spectacle of a huge blaze
of light which not only broke the crater's rim but enveloped the entire eastern glacis,
from crest to foot and from S.E. to N.E. The intensity was estimated as being from 9° to
10°, and the affected area was tinged with violet light. Two days later the EWES was back
to normal dimensions, though still brilliant. This phenomenon, so far as my records are
concerned, is absolutely unique.
Thus, as with the inability to relate first development to a definite colongitude,
it is also found that the pattern of development is often inconsistent, and that very gross
differences in appearance and in size may frequently occur with closely comparable lighting.
In Table No. 2, which is a selection from 137 comparison colongitudes, some of these differences are brought out.
TABLE NO. 2
Appearance at comparison colongitudes
Col.

Local time date

Remarks

49:05
49:88

Nay 22, 1964
July 20, 1964

Absent.
Small area, S. side of craterlet already beginning to whiten.

49236
50:36

Mar. 24, 1964
June 19, 1956

Absent.
Absent.

50262
50272

Oct. 15, 1956
Mar. 12, 1957

Well formed, complete with tail.
Smaller and tail shorter than above.

65146

Oct. 9 1954

65:15

May 30, 1958

Very abnormal aspect; spot itself has not yet
appeared, but base of tail has developed at
foot of east wall glacis.
Large spot with tail.

72273
72:73

July 13, 1954
June 30, 1958

Enormously developed, 9° to 10° bright.
Normal size, dull 5° bright including tail.
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TABLE NO. 2 (cont.)
Remarks

Col.

Local time date

85283
85204

July 29, 1950
July 1, 1958

Very large, 10° bright. Tail missing.
Very large, 9°, 5° bright tail.

89283

Oct. 11, 1954

90246

Oct. 30, 1955

Abnormally small, 10° bright with 8° bright
tail, abnormally long.
Large, 9° bright with 5° tail.

208284
208295

Aug. 8, 1950
July 25, 1954

Very small but brilliant, tail absent.
Abnormal aspect. Spot is enormously developed,
merging with brilliant white band on east
glacis.

A few words of explanation in regard to the above table may be in order. Many com,..
parison groups have been omitted, as shown by the gap between 90° and 208°. This is because
the phenomena recorded are essentially represented by the selection given, and thus more examples would be repetitious. Whereever the word "normal" is used, it is to be understood
as referring to the average aspect at that particular colongitude. "Abnormal", of course,
implies that the aspect is fundamentally different from the average aspect at that particular colongitude.
The use of the intensity scale does not, of course, imply absolute values. One might
wonder, for instance, if a distinction between, say, 9° and 8° is even meaningful. In an
absolute sense, No; but it does accurately establish the essential fact that as compared to
a mark rated 9° bright, another mark is almost but not quite so bright.
",a may close this discussion by attempting to clarify the role played by the brilliant floor band in the EWBS phenomena, to which allusion has previously been made. Its relation was very clearly revealed in the observation of July 25, 1954. The floor was then
very bright (8°), while the central peak was rated 1° brighter. Running east from the central peak was a broad, fan-shaped band a little brighter than the floor average, not quite
so bright as the central peak. This band passed up the inner east mall, crossed the crest,
and fanned out down the eastern glacis to end at its foot. It is this area, which, when
fully developed, merges with the EWBS to enhance its size and brightness, the latter then
appearing to be of extraordinary dimensions. But why it does not always develop for similar
lighting is not understood.
The persistence of this feature is even more remarkable than its failures, for on occasion I have seen it extremely close to sunset. Thus on July 5, 1964, at 8h 28m U.T col.
21723, T 5, S6, it was easily visible to a 3-in. refractor at 300x. In this view on July 5,
1964 the band was seen to be curiously flattened and spread out on the floor at the foot of
e inner east wall, looking almost as if it had retreated across the floor in advance of
the evening shadow and was condensing, so to speak, at the foot of the wall. The east glacis ravine for some reason could not be seen north of the bright area. Finally, a projected
wall band still visible on the surface outside the crater is the one designated "A" in Mr.
Leif J. Robinson's nomenclature and known as Beta in my own.
References
Aristarchus from Sunrise to Sunset, E J Reese, Str. A Vol. 10, Nos. 3-4, 1956, p. 35.
Contributions to Selenologv. Part 1. Aristarchus, 1957-1960, L J Robinson, Str. A.,
Vol. 16, Nos. 1-2, 1962, p. 33.
Postscript hy Editor. Dr. Bartlett's article must derive a certain added interest because of the present considerable interest among professional astronomers in lunar transient
phenomena. It also derives added interest from the fact that many of the phenomena of this
kind reported during the last two years have occurred either in Aristarchus or near this
crater. Dr. Bartlett's active interest in lunar changes is long-standing, going back to before 1950; he is not simply imitating, however unconsciously and however sincerely, the recent professional reports from the Lowell Observatory and elsewhere.
It may be worth remembering that searching for lunar changes was long the domain of
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dedicated amateurs. Many examples have been published in The Strolling Astronomer during
the 19 years that it has existed. Among such reports that we have carried one might call
attention to a transient light in Plato reported by A. W. Mount (Vol. 1, No. 8, pg. 2 et
AN., 1947) and to Dr. Leon H. Stuart's photographic and visual observation of a very brilliant spot near Pallas (Vol. 10,ht's 3-4, pp. 42-43, 1956). The amateurs making such reports
were not carrying on research subsidized by government grants. Neither were they likely
thus to enhance their scientific reputations; for as Dr. Bartlett indicates in his article,
the invariable reaction among professional scientists was skepticism about the observation,
the observer, and the equipment employed. And in truth, it usually was possible to find
faults with the observation and its interpretation, as perhaps it always will be possible;
and the greatly needed independent confirmation by other observers was always lacking. Yet
we may now wonder whether these amateurs did not see more than their colleagues were willing to believe.
Since the apparent lunar changes described in the article above were found with apertures of 5 inches and less, it would appear that they should be capable of being studied on
excellent photographs of Aristarchus.
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Figure 4. Preliminary chart of Aristarchus by Elmer J. Reese, based on 20 drawings in 1947 with a
6-inch reflector at 240X. The "east wall bright
spot" of James Bartlett's article is feature "L"
on the crest of the east rim. Lunar south at top,
lunar east (IAU sense) at left.

Figure 5. Drawing of Aristarchus
by Charles M. Cyrus. March 15,
1941, 5h40m- 6h 5m, U.T. 10-inch
reflector at 120X. Seeing 2, transparency 5. Colongitude 114:4.
Same orientation as Figure 4. The
"east wall bright spot" is the
spot of intensity 8 on the east
rim.

THEORIES REGARDING THE CANALS OF MARS
By: Rev. Kenneth J. Delano
(Paper read at the Thirteenth A.L.P.O. Convention at
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, July 4, 1965.)
Hopefully, within a few days the camera of the Mariner spacecraft will provide at
least partial answers to a century-old problem, the question of the canals of Mars -- a
question which has been demanding an answer since 1877. It was in the apparition of 1877
that the Italian astronomer Giovanni Schiaparelli, using an 8.75-inch refractor, recorded
having seen about 40 channels, or "canals" as they were later called, crisscrossing the reddish deserts of Mars. Schiaparelli was not the very first to see canals, but it was the
great number of canals whichshe reported having seen that awoke curiosity and evoked numerous theories as to their nature and origin.
My purpose is to give a brief account of the various theories that have been proposed
12
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PLANETOLOGICAL FRAGMENTS-1
By: DPC
The Surface of Mars
In a recent publication Alan B. Binder and Dale P. Cruikshank have reported results
of a study of the surface of Mars and comparisons with weathered terrestrial rocks. The
observations were made in the near infrared (0.9-2.6 microns) and indicate that the surface of Mars (the desert regions) consists of a weathered surface of limonite (Fe20q.nH20).
This reddish stain appears on a wide variety of igneous rocks and may be either a Owdery
coating or a surface stain, both of which are formed and preserved in arid desert environments. A powdery surface would be suggested by the previous polarization measurements of
Dollfus. No other reddish rocks (sandstones, granites, siltstones, etc.) matched the Mars
observations, which had been made in 1961 with the Mc Donald 82-inch reflector. Geological
field observations indicate that in terrestrial deserts the stained surface is more common
than the powdery surface; and if an analogy can be drawn between Martian and terrestrial
deserts, it is tentatively assumed that the surface of Mars is composed partly of stained
outcrops, rock fragments, and finer material. A main point of this work was to demonstrate
that the exact rock type (rhyolite, granite, sandstone, etc.) constituting the surface of
Mars cannot be determined because the limonite stain or powdery coating occurs on a very
wide variety of rocks, and it is this coating that gives the optical properties observed
from the earth. (Reference: Binder, Alan B., and Cruikshank, Dale P., "Comparison of the
Infrared Spectrum of Mars with Spectra of Selected Terrestrial Rocks and Minerals , Comm.
Lunar and Planet. Lab., Vol. 2, No. 37, pp. 193-196, 1964.)
Search for Volcanic Material on the Moon
Soviet astronomers commonly use the methods of photometry and spectrophotometry to
fullest advantage for studies of the surfaces of the moon and planets. V. V. Sharonov (author of Priroda Planet, in English Nature of the Planets, Moscow, 1958) has recently studied volcanic sands, slags, and lapilli from the Kamchatka and Simushir Island volcanic fields. His photometric measurements of the indicatrix of reflection (direction and intensity
of the reflected light) from these various volcanic materials indicate that volcanic ash
does not match the lunar surface. Rough, lumpy lava flows covered by a crust of bubbly
slag have the same type of reflection indicatrix as the lunar surface. Areas of lapilli
(small, glassy, nut-size volcanic eject fragments) also have the lunar-type indicatrix.
In spite of the photometric similarity of these materials to the lunar surface, Sharonov notes that observations in radio, infrared, and radar wavelengths indicate that the
surface of the moon is extremely homogeneous. The current theory of the form of the lunar
surface held in the USSR is that the moon is covered by "meteoric slag", accumulated debris
from meteoritic impacts including portions of the lunar surface as well as the meteorite
fragments. Also in this theory it is assumed that a large portion of the evaporated meteorite and lunar surface material condenses and precipitates near the impact site and forms a
crust consisting of a vesicular mass with cavities separated by very thin walls. The layer
would appear spongy and cellular in structure.
In view of the findings of Ranger IX photographs of the crater Alphonsus, it would
be of interest to determine the reflection indicatrix of the dark halo craters on the floor
of that crater. They appear to consist of finely divided volcanic ash blown from the central craterlecs and cover the surrounding areas with a resonably thick layer of this debris.
(Reference: "A Photometric Investigation of the Presence of Outer Layers of Volcanic Origin
on the Moon", by V. V. Sharonov, Astronomicheskii Zhurnal, g, No. 1, pp. 136-144, Jan-Feb.,
1965, in Russian.)

*n211 bg Editor. We should welcome comments from our readers about this
article. If there appears to be sufficient interest in this kind of material, we shall request the author to furnish future similar articles as
a frequent or regular feature. Comments might include, for example, the
desired technical level of presentation here, the amount of space which
we are to give to such material, and the sources from which it may be taken. Let us know how we may better meet your wishes.
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SOME RECENT A.L.P.O. OBSERVATIONS OF LUNAR DOMES
This article is a selection and editing of material submitted by Mr. Harry Jamieson,
the Lunar Recorder in charge of the Lunar Dome Survey. Our intention is simply to give readers a picture of what is going on in this particular lunar project. Readers who would
Like to participate in such studies are invited to write to the proper Lunar Recorders, Mr.
Jamieson and Reverend Delano, whose addresses appear on the back inside cover. Persons with
no background at all in observing the moon, however, may first wish to participate in Mr.
Uhapman's Lunar Training Program.
A Dome and a Dome-Like Plateau South of Archimedes. Figure 6 is a drawing contributed by the Reverend Kenneth J. Delano of New Bedford, Massachusetts. The dome there shown
is located at longitude -4°33' and latitude +21057'. Its corresponding positional designation is -074+374. In other words,in lunar rectangular coordinates it lies at xi = -.074,
eta =. +.374. Latitude and eta are positive to the lunar north; longitude and xi, to the
IAU lunar east, where east is the hemisphere of the Mare Crisium. It might be instructive
to verify this relation between latitude and longitude on the one hand and xi and eta on
the other with the aid of Mr. W. M. Swinburn's lunar grid conversion scale (Str. A., Vol.
18, Nos. 9-10, pp. 195-199, 1964). The dome under discussion is shown on Fig7;77 at the
end of the shadow-line of a ridge or cleft which runs in a general north-south direction.
The dome was observed to be 12 kms. by 15 kms., having a longer and more gradual slope upward from the southeast (IAU east here and elsewhere in this article). The slope was otherwise moderate. The dome is shown on LAC 41 (First Edition, Sept., 1963), with a craterlet
dust north of its center; but Mr. Delano recorded no craterlet on the dome in this view.
Leading away from the dome's southwest base, LAC 41 vaguely depicts a low ridge running toward the eastern end of a row of hills which parallel the Apennine Mountains. The
observer in this view found the shadow more like a fault line since it was a fine, dark
Line (at least the half of its length nearest the dome.) Towards the south the shadow broadened, and very small hillocks brightly dotted the eastern edge of the shadow there (Fig.:re 6). Mr. Delano classifies the dome in the Westfall System (Str. A., Vol. 18, Nos. 1-2,
PP. 15-20, 1964) as DW/2b/6ft/O.
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A little to the northwest of the dome is a dome-like plateau, which is evidently composed of the very same surface material as the dome (Figure 6). Both showed a pebbly-grey
appearance and stood out well against the mare. Because of its flatness and its kite-like
shape, one may question whether this dome-like plateau should be classified as a dome, even
:hough it otherwise has the identical surface appearance of the neighboring dome and presumably much the same origin. A small craterlet was seen on the plateau near its northeast
edge. LAC 41 gives no indication of any dome or plateau here. The darker shadow on the
plateau's southwest slope suggests a steeper slope there. This dome-like plateau is located at longitude -5°81, latitude +22°56'; the positional designation is -082+390. Dome -074
+374 had previously been "discovered" by Olivarez, who made the diameter 13.5 kms.

Recently Discovered Dome Near Kies. Figure 7 is a drawing of a "new" dome between
Kies and Pitatus, positional designation -297 -475(xi " -.297, eta "= -.475). The existence
of this object has now been confirmed by Reverend Delano. Mr. Olivarez in the view shown
in Figure 7 recorded the object as looking nicely domical and rough in excellent seeing moxents. It resembled the very rugged Darwin dome. There was noted a peak or two on top,
and the dome appeared to be crossed by one of Tycho's bright rays.
Mr. Olivarez proposes as the Westfall designation DW( -297 -475)2e/5f/ "rugged all
over in good seeing."

Three PQmez East (IAU) of Gambart. Figure 9 is a drawing by A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder
John Westfall. The three domes shown are good examples of the rather common type of dome
characterized by a round shape and a hemispherical profile. All are of a moderate size and
are easily seen when near the terminator. These domes have been well confirmed and are listed in the BAA-ALPO Joint Catalogue as -247+013, -250+021, and -257+030.
Rima Between Lalande and Fra Mauro. Figure 8 is a sketch by Mr. Westfall of a dome
originally found on Table Mountain Obsrvatory Photograph #1418, taken by Mr. Charles Capen
with a 16-inch Cassegrain reflector of F.L. 315 inches on July 14, 1963, at 11h3m, U.T.,
colongitude 186:8. Good photographs of the moon with adequate apertures must certainly be
a fruitful source of newly known domes; perhaps some A.L.P.O. members with access to files
of such photographs could very profitably peruse them for this purpose. It should also en-
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Figure 6. Lunar dome and dome-like plateau south of Archimedes. Kenneth J. Delano. 12.5-inch
reflector. 3001. May 9, 1965. 2h0m-4n0m, U.T. (between clouds). Seeing 5. Transparency 2-4.
Colongitude 7:44-8:46. Lunar south at top, lunar east (IAU sense) at left.

Figure 7. Dome near Kies. Jos4
Olivarez. Pan American College
17-inch reflector. 2501 (about).
March 12, 1965. 1h30m, U.T. (about). Seeing good. Transparency
fair. Colongitude 19:9.
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Figure 8. Dome between
Lalande and Fra Mauro.
John E. Westfall. 4-inch
refractor. 230X. August 1,
1964. 9h50m, U.T. Seeing 6.
Transparency 5. Colongitude
188:0. South at top, east
at left. See also text.

Figure 9. Three domes east of
Gambart. John E. Westfall. 4-inch
refractor. 230X. August 1, 1964.
9h45m, U.T. Seeing 6. Transparency
5. Colongitude 187:9. South at top,
east at left.
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Figure 10. Domes within Flammarion.
Harry D. Jamieson. 10-inch reflector.
170X-190X. August 16, 1964. lhOm-lh10m,
U.T. Seeing 3-4. Transparency 6. Colongitude 7:1. South at top, IAU east at
left.

Figure 11. Dome east of Lubbock. Harry D.
Jamieson. 10-inch reflector. 185X. August 12,
1964. Oh57m-lhlm, U.T. Seeing 3-5. Transparency 5. Colongitude 318:12. Same orientation
as Figure 10.

Figure 12. Dome in Sinus Medii. Charles L. Ricker.
10-inch reflector. 291X. June 7, 1965. 2h10m, U.T.
Seeing 6. Colongitude 1:8. Transparency 5.5. Same
orientation as Figure 10.

JC,
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courage possessors of small telescopes of good quality that Mr. Westfall was able to effect
the visual confirmation of this dome with only a 4-inch refractor. Mr. Westfall directs
attention to the very complex summit, the oval-odd shape, and the extensions to the southwest and east. He proposes the Westfall Classification, including positional designation,
to be DW( -218 -090)3d/6i1/8p9p.
Domes Within Flammarion. The seven domes shown in Figure 10 were found by Mr. W. L.
Rae of the B.A.A. and have been confirmed by Mr. Harry Jamieson. To the latter observer
they appear to be 10 kms. or less in diameter, round or oval, and with hemispherical profiles. They thus range from DW-2a/5f to DW-2b/5f in the Westfall Classification. All these
domes are in the BAA-ALPO Joint Catalogue. A shaded drawing of them by John Westfall appeared in Str.A., Vol. 18, Nos. 9-10, Figure 3, pg. 181, 1964.
Dome east of Lubbock. This dome, ALPO +697-075C was first noted by Leif J. Robinson
in 1962 and has since then been confirmed by Jamieson. The dome itself appears to be a
large, irregular swelling about 45 kiss. in diameter situated between W. H. Pickering and
Lubbock. The Westfall Classification is DW(+697 -075)4e/5g/7p. Although the sun's altitude
above the dome was only 2°22' for Jamieson's drawing given here as Figure 11, the dome cast
very little shadow. This dome is indeed a very low object and is therefore best observed
when very near the terminator.
Dome in Sinus Medii. Mr. Ricker's drawing here published as Figure 12 shows the
Joint Catalogue Dome JC+004+041. The observer sought to determine height, diameter, and
slope angle by using Ashbrook's methods (Str.A., Vol. 15, Nos. 1-2, pp. 1-3, 1961). The
diameter was found in two ways. First, visual comparisons with the known diameters of the
craters Bruce, Blagg, and Chladni gave a diameter of 10.55 kms. Second, actual measurement
on Orthographic Lunar Atlas, sheet C4b gave 11.67 kms. as the diameter of this dome. Jamieson has found about 13 kms., in pleasing agreement. Mr. Ricker measured the slope angle to
be about 2:2; and if we take this slope angle and a diameter of 11.67 kms., the height of
the dome comes out to be 223 meters.
Domes in the Delisle Cluster. Figure 13 is a drawing by Charles L. Ricker of domes
near Delisle in the northern part of the Mare Imbrium. The observer remarks: "This observation was suggested to me by the 'Dome Observers Circular #1', in which it was stated that
the region needed much more study because of the tendency to mistake ridge-swellings for domes. My observations confirm this tendency; for out of the 11 objects studied on this occasion, evidently only 4 are domes. Of course, much more study will be needed before these objects may be considered as confirmed or otherwise. No attempt was made at this time to chart
delicate detail in the Delisle region, but instead merely to record domes and ridges. A detailed description of the domes and previously suspected domes follows [see Figure 13 for
numbers of objects):
"1. -508+439 (positional designation). Obviously a swelling in the ridge.
"2. -496+480. Undoubtably a dome with a rather sharp summit. Very large, taking up
almost the entire area between Delisle and Diophantus, as shown.
"3. -520+481. A beautiful dome. Circular, very low slope.
"4. -524+457.
"5. -525+460. Neither of these objects is shown on a recent BAA chart, but they were
quite evident. They are quite small, circular, and very low.
"6. -526+440. Evidently a swelling in the ridge.
"7. -535+447.
"8. -542+451. Both objects part of this very prominent ridge. Under this very low
light, this ridge appeared much as a low crater rim.
"9. -538+474.
"10. -535+485.
"11. -534+497. These three features also part of a low ridge, as shown."
Lansberg D Dome Complex. Figure 14 is a drawing by Mr. Josg Olivarez and shows all
ed into one system. Other observers except for Alika K. Herring have rethe domes connect
corded these domes as separate units. On this occasion Olivarez was impressed by the broad
connection of the triangular feature to one of the "pancake" domes. He thought that the neck
joining these features is not narrow as suggested by Herring (2Ia and Telescope, Vol. XXVII,
No. 1, pg. 60, 1964) but is instead notably broad. Do we here have the effect of a difference in aperture between Herring (12.5 inches) and Olivarez (17 inches)? However, Herring
had really excellent seeing. Olivarez notes that larger telescopes always give poorly defined domes, such as this one, larger apparent boundaries. Domes A and B on Figure 14 are
in the Joint Catalogue as -496-062 and -502-071 respectively.
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Figure 14. Lansberg D dome
complex. Josg Olivarez. Pan
American College 17-inch ref ector. 250X. March 13, 1965.
30'L1h25m, U.T. Seeing 4.
Transparency 4. Colongitude
31:8. South at top, IAU east
at left.

Figure 13. Domes in the Delisle cluster. Charles L.
Ricker. 10-inch reflector. 208X. June 10, 1965. lh
15m-2h40m, U.T. Seeing 4-6. Transparency 6. Colongi13 at mid-time. South at top, IAU east at
tude 38.
left.

THE 1965 ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE ALPO
By: Richard E. Wend
The Thirteenth Convention of the ALPO was held in Milwaukee, Wisconsin on July 2-5,
1965 in conjunction with the National Convention of the Astronomical League. Host societies
were the Milwaukee (Wisc.) Astronomical Society and the Racine (Wisc.) Astronomical Society.
After registering in the lobby, guests proceeded to the Lorraine Room of the downtown Schroeder Hotel, where the ALPO Exhibit was one of the main attractions. Tom Osypowski was in charge of the Exhibit, which included fine comet photographs, lunar and planetary
drawings and photographs, and oversized enlargements from 35 mm. negatives showing considerable lunar detail. A relief model of a portion of Mare Cognitum on a scale of 1:80 showed
a part of the area photographed by Ranger VII, with contour line intervals of 10 centimeters:
(Prepared by the U.S. Geological Survey.) The Exhibit was arranged by Tom Osypowski,
Philip Glaser, and Virginia Glaser.
A hearty buffet dinner was followed by speaker Robert E. Cox of McDonnell Aircraft
Corp., and editor of "Gleanings for ATM's" in ga and Telescope. "Optical Fabrication Support of a Company Space Program" explained special optical jobs and testing, such as creating the camera that photographed the Gemini space walk. The special lens was made with a
focal length of 0.2 inches! Buses then took the delegates to the observatories of the two
host societies the Milwaukee Astronomical Society Observatory and the Modine-Benstead Observatory of the Racine Astronomical Society. Racine featured a 16" Cassegrain, convertible
to a Newtonian but used that night at the Cassegrain focus. The Milwaukee Observatory showed two 12i" Newtonians, a 10" Newtonian, and a sky patrol camera of 12" f.l. and clock
drive. Skies were partly cloudy, but the moon and a close Venus-Mercury pair were observed
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between clouds. There was also a great deal of "shop talk" at both observatories, and visitors enjoying discussions with old and new friends were reluctant to board the buses back
to Milwaukee.
Saturday's luncheon at the hotel was highlighted by the ALPO's founder and Director,
Walter H. Haas, who spoke on "Faces and Phases of Current Amateur Astronomy. In his introductory comments Phil Glaser mentioned that Mr. Haas had observed in Jamaica at the age of
18 with the great astronomer W. H. Pickering. Then, as house lights dimmed, the Maitre d'
Rhel carried in a sparkling birthday cake, as Mr. Glaser announced that this was indeed the
birthday of Mr. Haas
In the afternoon general paper session, Commander A. H Rice of the U. S Naval Academy demonstrated with red and white flashlights the "Project Moonblink" apparatus described
in The Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 18, pg. 183, 1964. He explained that the purpose of the
ima
ge converter is to avoid the eyestrain and headaches caused by long viewing of alternating red and blue images.
After a dinner at Williams College, adjacent to Yerkes Observatory on Williams Bay,
Wisconsin, 230 conventioneers assembled at the doors of the world-famous Observatory, operated by the University of Chicago. Dr. Hiltner, Director of the Observatory, explained about the three telescopes that would be shown. The historic 40" refractor was trained on M13,
while in the two smaller domes an old and a new 24" reflector were exhibited. The new one
had automated controls, and the tube rotated on its optical axis for studies of polarized
starlight. The old 24", Ritchie's first for Yerkes, was used for many years by Dr. Van Hies broeck for comet work and will soon be retired to a museum, to be replaced by a modern 40"
reflector. Time ran out before everyone had a chance to see M13 thru the 40" refractor,
but those who were fortunate enough to see it were greatly impressed.
The evening was saddened by the tragic death of Mr. Floyd Shirey from Dallas, Texas
in a fall from the roof of the observatory. Mr. Shirey had been an officer of the Southwest
Region of the Astronomical League and was for some years a member of the ALPO. A scholarship fund at the University of Chicago is being started in his memory.
On Sunday, the ALPO paper session produced 15 papers. Since many of these will be
published or abstracted in future issues of The Strolling Astronomer, only very brief comment will be made here on the content of the papers.
1.) "The Doubling of Jovian Satellite Shadows", Richard E. Wend. Speculation about a series of three color photographs of Jupiter taken by P. R Glaser, in which the first and
third show a normal shadow of Io, and the second shows a doubled shadow without doubling of
other detail.
2.) "From Neison's Notebook", Patrick Moore. Read by Leonard Abbey. Of historic interest.
Comments were made on unpublished manuscripts and original drawings.
3.) "Some Observations of Mars - 1965", Kenneth Schneller. Seasonal and secular variations
of Martian features were scientifically measured, utilizing fine seeing and 856X-1056X on
an 8" Newtonian and a replica grating spectroscope.
4.) "Spiral Structure of Lunar Craters", Alan W. Heath. Read by Richard Fink. Craters
studied at full moon reveal 21 examples of spiral nature, classified as tight, open, loose,
or incomplete.
5.) "High Resolution Lunar and Planetary Photography", Tom Osypowski and Tom Pope. Read
by Tom Osypowski. Discussion and illustration of the techniques and requirements of this
fine art. The Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 18, pp. 193-194, 1964 contains examples of the
authors' work.
6.) "Some Advantages and Results with the Small Refractor , Phillip W. Budine. Read by
Jeff Lynn. Skilled observers can see a great amount of detail with the uncomplicated small
refractor.
7.) "The Distribution of Known Lunar Domes", Harry Jamieson. Domes tend to form not only
clusters, but chains, and even chains of chains. Definitely not a random distribution.
8.) "Latitude Deviations of the NEBn and NEB, of Jupiter", Paul K. Heckel. Read by Philip
R. Glaser. Studies of data from 1903-1947 on this very conspicuous belt reveal a range of
2:2 in latitude for the NEB, and 5:5 for the NEBn.
9.) "Lunar Terminator Deformations , John E. Westfall, ALPO Lunar Recorder. About 5X overexposed photographs of the entire moon are needed to detect the deformations and have so far
revealed 10 elevated and one depressed area on the moon.
10.) "Some Highlights of the 1964-1965 Jupiter Apparition." P R Glaser, ALPO Jupiter ReCorder. Great belt formation in the Northern Hemisphere, including a thin NTB redder than
the Red Spot, a yellow EZ, and a conspicuous SEB were illustrated by color photographs taken
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Figure 15. Yerkes Observatory of the University of Chicago and grounds. The
40-inch refractor is in the dome to the right; two 24-inch reflectors are in
the smaller domes to the left. Figures 15-20 were taken and contributed by Mr.
Frederick W. Jaeger; they were processed from colored slides for reproduction
here by the Central Photo Service, East Chicago.

Figure 16. Astronomical League - A.L.P.O. Convention delegates at the Yerkes
Observatory, July 3, 1965.
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Figure 17. Astronomical League - A.L.P.O. Convention delegates in dome of Yerkes
40-inch refractor. The barrel of this instrument is 63 feet long. This telescope is the world's largest refractor.

Figure 18. Frederick W. Jaeger at Yerkes Observatory during League - A.L.P.O.
Convention.
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Figure 19. David D. Meisel (left) and Walter H. Haas at Milwaukee Convention.
Mr. Meisel was the first A.L.P.O. Comets Recorder and is now with the Department of Astronomy of the University of Virginia.

Figure 20. After-luncheon talk during the Astronomical League - A.L.P.O. Convention in Milwaukee. Place is Lorraine Room of the Hotel Schroeder.
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hide activities, and the value of Newton's mechanics becomes very evident. Part IV, The
Hazards of Interplanetary Space, runs the gamut from asteroidal and cometary collision to
the intense radiations of the solar wind and the Van Allen Belt. Part V, Our Moon, A 2244
Satellite, homes in on a target of prime interest to the A.L.P.O. with erie
a s s of thirtyone extracts dealing with the behavior, structure, and probable origins of the Moon, and
with our efforts to learn more about these things through a wide variety of techniques.
Three appendices, a glossary, and a supplementary reading list round things off.
The book gains unity from the binding theme of Newtonian and Einsteinian physics,
which runs like a thread through the entire discussion. The editorial selection shows a
strong historical sense, along with good scientific grasp; and the essentially non-mathematical treatment, typical of pa and Telescope, will make it attractive to intelligent laymen, as well as to amateurs seeking an uncomplicated source of information about their avocation. The advanced amateur and the professional will continue to place their principal
reliance upon more complete references, such as the professional journals, specialized texts,
and the encyclopaedic series commenced by Kuiper and Middlehurst.
Withal, this is an up-to-date work that was able to report the success of Ranger VII's
mission, although it was not considered practicable to delay publication long enough to include a discussion of the results. A great many of the contributors are distinguished astronomers whose professional skill is often equalled by their ability to impart their knowledge
to others. One small mistake was caught in Pendray's article on page 180. Cyrano de Bergerac's Voyage to the Moon and the Sun is of unknown authorship, according to the Reader's
cyclopaedia, rather than by de Bergerac himself.
This reviewer is a strong foe of books prepared with scissors and paste-pot from a
file of old magazines, and it was with many misgivings that he undertook to read and to criticize the present book. It is possible to report that the misgivings, for once, have proven unfounded; and an enjoyable accession has been added to the amateur's library.
A NOTE CONCERNING THE OFFICIAL I.A.U. LUNAR NOMENCLATURE
By Clark R. Chapman
There has been some confusion recently concerning lunar nomenclature (Ref.5). In the
histroy of lunar observation over the last centuries many maps have been made, and each new
observer has supplied new names or has made mistakes in applying existing names to the intended objects. Hence, for some craters there are almost as many different names as maps. In
order to remedy the confusion, the International Astronomical Union attempted to standardize the nomenclature three decades ago (Ref.4). Unfortunately, the problems were only partially remedied because of numerous mistakes in the I.A.U. map. In some places Blagg and Mueller only added to the confusion themselves by mis-identifying features. Near Sinus Iridum
there is a reasonably large area actually missing from their I.A.U. map! Nevertheless, the
I.A.U. nomenclature was moderately helpful as a standard, particularly for the larger craters and for regions not near the limb.
The most recent hand-drawn map of importance is the so-called 300-inch map of H. P
Wilkins (Ref.6). Despite the length of time which was spent in construction of the map, the
style is poor and difficult to interpret, particularly near the limb. Wilkins liberally
chose the names of his friends and associates, particularly in England and Spain, and added
them to his map (often in place of I.A.U. designations already existing). He also appended
numerous other designations, disregarding entirely both the existing I.A.U. nomenclature and
the I.A.U. policies of appending new names. In short, the general confusion became chaotic
because of the widespread acceptance of his map as a standard in such countries as England
and Russia, despite its many obvious faults.
In order to remedy the problem, a complete overhaul has been carried out by D. W. G.
Arthur, ,presently of the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory in Tucson, in conjunction with the
diameter catalogs which the laboratory has been publishing (Ref.2). For the last several
years, all the nomenclature for the Air Force independent ACIC (LAC lunar charts) has been
coordinated with the L.P.L. work. The procedure of fixing the lunar nomenclature was rather complicated, and it will be explained briefly below; but first it is important to note
the I.A.U. (at the general
that Arthur's lunar nomenclature has been officially adopted
meeting in Hamburg in 1964). Patrick Moore seems not to have realized this point when he
wrote in a recent B.A.A. Journal (Ref.5) that "the present state of lunar nomenclature can
only be described as chaotic...a thorough overhaul is essential." The fact is that the
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"U.S.A.F. mappers" are not just adding to the confusion but are using Arthur's nomenclature
which was officially adopted by the I.A.U. For this reason, it is urged that A.L.P.O. members use the new nomenclature which is being given in its entirety in "The System of Lunar
Craters" catalogs and on the L.P.L. lunar quadrant maps (all purchasable from the University
of Arizona Press.) It is the same nomenclature which is given on all but the earliest of
the Air Force maps.
I do not know of a complete published description of Arthur's procedure of improving
the lunar nomenclature, although a partial account is given on pages 74 and 75 of the first
quadrant catalog (Ref.2). First, let me list some of the types of problems which Arthur
has attempted to remedy. In Blagg and Mueller's original official nomenclature alone there
are cases of craters which do not exist, craters with two designations, different craters
with the same designation, and illogical cases where craters were given letters associating
them with a named crater lying beyond another named crater. Another major problem which had
to be overcome was the fact that previous nomenclature schemes paid no attention to the foreshortening effects near the limb so that on conformal projections (such as used by the Air
Force) some craters were given designations associating them with named craters much farther
away than other named craters.
In the new nomenclature, the 1935 I.A.U. nomenclature was used as a base and was usually changed only in cases where mistakes had been made. The earlier basic maps of Ricci oli and Maedler were used in an attempt to provide historical accuracy for existing designations if otherwise appropriate. In addition, many new designations were added, especially
in the limb regions, to provide a more or less uniform distribution of named and designated
formations. Certain general precepts were followed: (1) In order to lessen confusion, designations of objects were applied to named formations in such a wav that a line drawn from
each object to the named crater with which it is associated would not intersect the lines
connecting the family of another named crater. (2) In general, it was felt inappropriate
to give names to craters lying within other named craters. (3) In accord with historical
conventions, the new names added to the nomenclature (mostly in the limb regions) were names of famous scientists, mathematicians, and explorers, not now living, of many different
nationalities. (Note that Wilkins departed considerably from this convention.) (4) Names
were generally applied to individual features only. For instance, the original designation
"Anaximander" was applied to a group of confluent craters; in the new nomenclature, only one
of them is given the name "Anaximander". (5) In accord with the I.A.U. recommendations of
1961, the generic terms and names have been latinized. Although in a few cases some of the
names will seem strange (e.g. the "Straight Range" is now "Montes Recti"), the nomenclature
is now much more uniform.
Once again, I strongly urge A.L.P.O. lunar observers to use the new nomenclature and
to avoid using Wilkins' map for nomenclature (or for positions). The new nomenclature is
much superior to any earlier scheme, although there still may be occasional problems. In
addition, the Orthographic Lunar Atlas (Ref.3), the L.P.L. catalog of standard positions
(Ref.l), the quandrant maps accompanying "The System of Lunar Craters" catalogs, and the
Air Force maps are much more reliable for positions than any earlier maps. Finally, it
should be realized that the Air Force maps are, by far, the best lunar maps ever produced
and clearly ought to be used in preference to the mistake-ridden and ambiguous Wilkins map.
Perhaps a word should also be mentioned about lunar directions: the I.A.U. definition of
lunar west as in the lunar hemisphere of Grimaldi, while opposite to the historical usage,
is being employed by many of the principal investigators in lunar astronomy; and it would
be better for A.L.P.O. members to get used to the new directions now since eventually they
will have to do so anyway.
References
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THOUGHTS ON LUNAR NOMENCLATURE
By: C. A. Wood

(Foreword la Editor. The following article by Mr. Wood, who has been in extremely
:lose touch with Mr. D. W. G. Arthur and the new system of lunar nomenclature now endorsed
:7 the I.A.U., was written primarily in response to a circular letter from Clark Chapman to
A Wood and a few others on June 26, 1965. We appreciate this opportunity to inform our
-eaders of some of the facets of the new system. Constructive comments from readers will
_e welcomed.)
(1)The "corrections" in spelling of lunar names, which occurred mostly in the Photographic Lunar Atlas, were made partly because the French wanted to spell the names of Frenchmen on the moon in the French fashion, and partly because Ewen Whitaker found that earlier selenographers made small errors in spelling. All but one of the FLA spellings (Tenarium for AEnarium) are close enough to the traditional spellings that little or no confusion
should arise. LPL publications, ACIC maps, and any IAU maps will use the new spellings;
anyone else is free to spell any of these altered lunar names in the traditional way. Anyone who wishes officially to "correct" a spelling should submit his arguments to D. W. G
Arthur (LPL, University of Arizona, Tucson), the IAU working committeeman in charge of lunar name additions and revisions. The confusion which has enveloped lunar nomenclature ever
since the second selenographer wrestled with the designations of his predecessor is now beginning to clear. It can only be hoped that the IAU revisions and additions will be universally accepted.
(2)In heavily cratered areas of the moon's surface the 26 letters of the English alphabet are insufficient to designate the needed landmarks, and double letters (CA, CB, etc.)
are then used. Double letters appear near Clavius in the 1935 IAU MR of the Moon and are
currently being given where needed. Triple-letter designations are given on the ACIC Ranger
charts as the logical extension of normal naming procedure. Incidentally, I worked out the
designations for the Ranger charts. (The people at ACIC worked out a system which applied
single letters to craters visible only on the later frames; that was unallowable, and so we
scrapped their system and started anew.) I personally do not believe that a large number
of lettered craters is necessary since any crater can be accurately described by coordinates
from the Orthographic Atlas.
(3)Letters are given to craters which are conspicuous landmarks at most lightings
(ideally) and to less conspicuous rings which merit designations only because of their size.
The letters used in the 1935 IAU map have been retained; and whenever that map is ambiguous,
the map of the authority (Maedler, Schmidt, etc.) for that letter is checked. When letters
e applied to different craters than they were originally given to in the IAU map, a note
appears in "The System of Lunar Craters" to that effect. The numbering of rimae follows
:he 1935 IAU map whenever possible. The longest and most prominent rime usu'lly receives
:he lowest Roman numeral.
(4)The latinized names of the mountain ranges, faults, etc. are awkward now, but

after

20 years of use they will be more familiar.

(5)A person who makes a thorough study of a certain limb region may feel that additional letters are needed in order to write conveniently about the area. He may assign new
letters to worthy craters (being careful to avoid duplication) and submit them to D. W. G.
Arthur, who will evaluate the need for them and transmit them to the IAU nomenclature committee, suggesting their inclusion in the official nomenclature if they are thought to be

necessary.
VISUAL LONGITUDE DETERMINATIONS ON JUPITER
By: Charles H. Giffen, A.L.P.O. Assistant Jupiter Recorder

Introduction. The visible detail of Jupiter belongs to its extensive, complex, and
always-changing atmosphere. Each of the many Jovian atmospheric currents, permanent or
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Table 1. (cont.)
UT
08
08
08
08
08

26:
28
33:
38:
45

Feature
Df
We
Wf
Wf
Dc

System 1

sect STBn
wh oval STeZn
wh oval EZs
wh oval STeZn
col-fest STeZ

System 2
107.3:
108.5

14.0:
114.6:
118.8

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Sustaining Members and Sponsors. As of October 4, 1965, we have in these special
classes of members:
Sponsors - William O. Roberts, David P. Barcroft, Grace A. Fox, Philip and Virginia
Glaser, Charles H. Giffen, John E. Westfall, Joel W. Goodman, the National Amateur Astronomers, Inc., James Q. Gant, Jr., David and Carolyn Meisel, Ken Thomson, Kenneth J. Delano.
Sustaining Members - Sky Publishing Corporation, Charles F Capen, Craig L. Johnson,
Geoffrey Gaherty, Jr., Dale P. Cruikshank, Charles L. Ricker, James W. Young, Charles M.
Cyrus, Alan McClure, Elmer J. Reese, George E. Wedge, Carl A. Anderson, Richard E. Wend,
Gordon D. Hall, Michael McCants, Ernst E. Both, Harry D. Jamieson, William K. Hartmann,
Ralph Scott, A W Mount, Jeffrey B. Lynn, Charles B. Owens, Joseph P. Vitous, Jimmy George
Snyder, John E. Wilder, Clark R. Chapman, Roger A. Cole, A. K. Parizek, B Traucki, Emil P.
Uhor.
Sponsors pay $25 per year; Sustaining Members, $10 per year. The surplus above the
regular rate is used to support the work and activities of the A.L.P.O.
Request for Amateur Lunar and Planetary Photographs. Mr. Dennis Milon, Lunar and
Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona issues the following appeal:
"I am gathering illustrations for the photography chapter of the A.L.P.O. Observing Manual
and would like to ask the members who have done lunar and planetary photography to contribute photos. Besides the best telescopic photos, illustrations of equipment would be useful. I am particularly interested in showing different camera systems attached to telescopes. Full details on the lunar and planetary photographs should be included, such as f/
number, exposure, camera system, film, developer, and paper grade. Details on individual
camera setups will be informative. Of course, I cannot promise that all the photos submitted will be published. The main purpose of the illustrations is to give examples of photographic techniques and telescopic equipment so that other amateurs can select the best methods in lunar and planetary photography." The Editor urges the readers thus addressed to
cooperate with Mr. Milon on this worthy project.
Staff Changes. The Lunar Meteor Search program is being terminated for several reasons: Recorder Kenneth Chalk's inability to continue, the consistently negative results
with the apertures and procedures employed, the lack of sufficient participation apart from
the considerable efforts of Montreal Centre members, and the weakening of a basic reason for
the program by the almost universal failure to detect impact-flashes when Ranger vehicles
struck the surface of the moon. Lunar Recorder Patrick McIntosh is relinquishing the Selected Areas Mapping Program because of the many duties involved in new employment. The future
of this project is at the moment uncertain.
We thank Mr. McIntosh and Mr. Chalk very much for their excellent help as staff members.
Corrections to Volume 18, Numbers 11-12. Figures 2 and 12 in our preceding issue
were drawn by Mr. Isamu Hirabayashi, information not available when the Jupiter Report was
received. On pg. 233 the next to the last sentence should have been: "To convert the diameter of the cap into areocentric degrees (ER), the equation, sin Q r D, may be used."
2
2
On Figure 24 on pg. 235 the latitude-circles are missing. The 75° N. latitude circle would
have a radius of 27.5 mms.; the 78° N. latitude circle, one of 22 mms. The editorial comment at the top of pg. 237 is also somewhat misleading. Although the approximate formula
applied in computing the size of the north cap ignored variations in the, tilt of the axis
of Mars, there is actually no effect on the apparent size of the north cap for all positive
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Great Comet of 1965". The blue-tailed Comet Ikeya-Seki (1965f), with a tail
than 20 degrees long, made a beautiful spectacle in the dawn sky and outshone
adjacent cone of the Zodiacal Light to its left. Photograph by Dennis Milon and
e Larson on October 30, 1965 at 12 hrs., 15 mins., Universal Time. Location at
..ide of 7000 feet near Tucson. Exposure 1 min., 45 secs. Used a 50 mm. lens on
lfiranda camera with Tri X film, developed for 12 mins. in DK 60 a.
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PLANETOLOGICAL FRAGMENTS-2
By: DPC
Luminescence of the Lunar Surface and Clouds on Mercury
There is a growing body of physical evidence that the moon fluctuThis fluctuation is in addition
ates in intensity by several percent.
to the usual photometric phase function and opposition effect familiar to
Since the discovery
those acquainted with lunar photometric studies.
several years ago of the brightness fluctuations it has been generally
concluded that the materials comprising portions of the lunar surface can
luminesce under the bombardment of solar corpuscles or the high-energy
ultraviolet solar radiation.
Lunar luminescence has been detected photographically, photometrically, polarimetrically, and now spectroscopically by H. Spinrad
Using
spectra obtained with the Dominion Astrophysical Observatory 48-inch reflector, Spinrad compared the intensity of the Frannhofer H and K lines of
singly ionized calcium and showed that these absorptions are less strong
in the lunar spectrum than those in the spectra of Jupiter and Mars. Since
all these bodies reflect the same sunlight, the fact that the lunar lines
are less dark or more "filled-in" than those in the spectra of the planets
indicates that there is a contribution in these wavelengths (near 3950X )
The luminescence mechanism explains this by
due to the moon itself.
assuming that the materials on the moon absorb energy from other parts of
the solar spectrum and re-radiate it in the wavelengths of the H and K
lines.
The actual physical mechanism by which luminescence on the moon occurs
It appears clear, however, that the magis by no means well understood.
nitude of the brightness fluctuations and their frequency are related to
For this reason and because the moon has no atmosphere,
solar activity.
it will be interesting to look to other similar bodies in the solar system
The obvious choice
to see if further luminescence effects may be detected.
is Mercury, which has a marginal atmosphere, if any, and which receives
almost an order of magnitude more solar radiation than does the moon.
Observations of Mercury are difficult, and it has been the vogue in
recent years to discount the numerous visual observations of apparent surface obscurations observed to occur on that planet by Antoniadi, the JarryDesloges observers, and a host of experienced B.A.A. and A.L.P.O. observers
In the light of the new physical evidence
during the last half century.
for luminescence of lunar regions, however, it is tempting to suggest that
ercury may also luminesce in such a way that certain dark regions would
appear and disappear as the above-mentioned observers have repeatedly reported.
There has been no satisfactory extended program of photometry of
ercury owing to the difficulties of the observations and also because
variations aside from those predicted by the phase function would not
A careful program carried out during periods of
normally be expected.
solar quiescence and activity might disclose some interesting results because luminescence effects of sufficient magnitude to "cloud" a dark area
(Reference to
on Mercury would strongly affect the photometric results.
:unar observations: Spinrad, Myron, 1964, "Lunar Luminescence in the Near
rltraviolet", Icarus, 4, 500.)

PETAVIUS RILLES
By: T. C. McCann, Lowell Observatory
C.A. Wood's paper on the rilles within Petavius (Strolling Astronomer,
. 18, Nos. 1-2) has prompted this writer to submit the following com-
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This work is the result of observations made in
ments and annotations.
connection with the future release of Air Force LAC 98.
Observations
were made with the Lowell 24" Refractor (490X) and the Lowell 20" Refractor
Figure 3 is a compilation
(410X) from September, 1963 thru April, 1965.
Lunar
of all observations, the best of which occurred on May 16, 1964.
Petavius is near the eastern
directions are in the new (IAU) sense; i.e
limb.
Rima Petavius II is not the simple linear feature it is generally
The major segment is jointed and runs from the central
shown to be
Midway in its
mountains to the base of the inner wall to the north.
length, it divides, the eastern-most component being more sinuous and
eventually branching.
Rima Petavius V begins near the small hill south of the central
Observations on May 16, 1964 gave evidence that this rille
mountains.

a
•
//-1NTIR
d

w

FIGURE 3. Compilation
of observations of
Petavius rilles by T.C.
McCann and others.
See
his adjoining article.
Note lunar directions
marked (IAU sense). Best
observation on May16,
1964, 3h O M - 4h 30m,
U.T., 20-inch refractor,
410X, seeing 5-7, transparency 8 (5 on A.L.P.O.
scale?), colongitude
324°2, libration in longitude +5°4, libration in
latitude -2°5.
No
attempt here to show all
detail other than rilles
on floor and walls of
Petavius.
Sketch here
shown by T. Dungan.

travels northward thru the central mountains and joins Rima Petavius II
In conversation with Patrick Moore (May 21, 1964) he admitted the likelihood of such a connection, but had never confirmed it.
Rima Petavius III parallels V and is peculiar in that it appears
to possess a raised eastern rim.
Rima Petavius IV extends from the base of the inner north rim and
winds its way in a long arc to the central mountains.
Another rille
(also labelled IV) joins it to the east of the mountains.
This latter
rille continues southward to the rim, and follows the contact of wall and
floor for
short distance and then continues up the southern flank of
the crater inner wall.
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Rilles numbered VI, VII, VIII, X, and XI in Figure 3 are the results
of visual observations.
Rille VI is a delicate, straight rille of little
extent.
Rille VII runs from the base of the rim in a slow arc toward
the central mountain.
Rille VIII joins two smaller crater pits.
Rille
X is a short segment and follows some low mounds on the floor of Petavius.
Rille XI parallels III for a short distance.
A second segment (also
labelled XI) runs from the crater floor into the inner south wall of the
crater.
Additional observations and/or high resolution photography may
yield a connection between these two segments of XI.
Rille IX is a strong crater chain-rille system, which begins near
the prominent crater on the southern rim of Petavius.
It runs obliquely
down the inner wall onto the floor and follows the floor and rim joint
as far as Rima Petavius I.
It continues north of I where it again travels
obliquely up the flank of the inner rim.

A COMET ORBIT MODEL
By: Steve Larson
After a comet is discovered and the orbital elements are known, it
is helpful to be able to visualize the comet's orbit in space.
It is
then easy to tell where the comet will be in relation to the earth on any
given date.
One way to achieve this would be to draw an orbit diagram.
Doing so is not easy, however, because the right perspective is difficult
to obtain.
Another way would be to draw two figures: (1) the comet's
orbit projected on the plane of the earth's orbit; and (2) the earth's
orbit projected on the plane of the comet's orbit.
A third way, the construction of a model, is the easiest and most useful.
In making a model one can immediately visualize the relationship
between the earth and the comet, and by photographing the model in the
right orientation the effect of the orbit diagram is achieved. when one makes
a model, the following elements of an orbit must be known:
T - time of perihelion passage.
GO - angle between the ascending node and
the point pf perihelion with the sun
at the vertex, measured in the plane of
the comet's orbit and in the direction
of the comet's motion.
the celestial longitude of the ascending
node, measured from the vernal equinox
and along the ecliptic.
i - inclination of the plane of the comet's
orbit to the ecliptic; it is always less
than 90 degrees unless the comet is in
retrograde motion.
e - eccentricity of the orbit.
q - the comet's distance from the sun at
perihelion.
In addition to these elements, the distance
from the earth, or the sun, at a given time
is also required.
This information can usually be found in the IAU Circulars and through
correspondence with the A.L.P.O. Comets Section.
Construction of the Model
To start the construction of the model,
circular piece of cardboard is used to represent the plane of the earth's orbit (Fig. 4).
The
position of the sun is at the center of the disc, and the earth's orbit
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Looking down on the disc,one has north '.p, while the
is along the edge.
earth travels to the right, or counter-clockwise, in its orbit.
The edge
is then divided into twelve equal parts representing the months.
The
vernal equinox is marked on the position of September 22, and the ascending
A slot is
node (gl)is measured in the direction of the earth's travel.
In the case of Comet Evercut from this point to the center of the disc.
hart where glis 279°43', the slot is a little more than 3/4 of the way
The plane of the comet's orbit will later slide into
around the circle.
this slot.
On another piece of cardboard representing the plane of the comet's
orbit (Fig. 5), a point is placed in a position to represent the sun.
A
second point is marked at the distance of the comet from the sun at perihelion (q) using the radius of the earth's orbit disc as one Astronomical
For example, q for Comet Everhart is 1.26 A.U. or 1.26 times the
Unit.
A line is drawn between the sun and
radius of the earth's orbit disc.
Using it as one side of the angle G.) with the sun at the verperihelion.
This other side is the intersection of the
tex, the other side is drawn.
The shape of the comet's orbit is then determined by its
two planes.
eccentricity (e).
If e<1 0 the orbit will be an ellipse with the sun at
one focus.
This kind of orbit is characteristic of periodical comets and
asteroids.
If e"..1, the orbit plane is almost parabolic, and the orbit is
Most newly discovered comets have
drawn with the sun as the focus.
assumed eccentricities of 1 so that for our purposes a parabola is drawn
A parabola is defined as the locus of
for the orbit of the new comet.
points equidistant from the focus (the sun) and a line called the directrix.
The directrix is twice the perihelion distance from the focus and is perpendicular to the line joining the sun and the point of perihelion, where
the distance of a perpendicular line from the directrix to a point on the
parabola is equal to the distance from that point to the focus (the sun).
However, this value is never encountWhen e> 1, the orbit is hyperbolic.
ered since comets with hyperbolic orbits are not permanent members of the
The orbit of Comet
solar system and have not been certainly observed.
Everhart, which has an eccentricity of 0.968, has e close enough to 1 to be
considered parabolic.
The cardboard with the comet's orbit is now inserted into the slot in
the cardboard for earth's orbit with the correct side of angleC° coinciding
Next a small piece of cardboard is cut with the
with the earth's orbit.
angle of inclination (i), which acts as a support to orient the two planes.
The actual posiThe addition of more supports will give better rigidity.
tion of the comet along its orbit can be found by knowing the direction of
travel and the distance from the sun, or from the earth, at a known date.
On a separate piece of paper measure the distance of the comet from the
Then, once we find that
earth, or the sun, using the scale of the model.
distance to the orbit on the model, the position of the comet on that date
Knowing the date and position of perihelion and the other posiis known.
tion just found, we can extrapolate the position at any other date.
A photograph of the completed model for Comet Everhart (1964h) has
already been published in The Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 19, Nos. 1-2,
Such models help the
Figure 3 on pg. 4, to which readers are referred.
Their
observer visualize the position and motion of the comet in space.
accuracy is limited only by the scale and the amount of data given.

ADDITIONS TO THE A.L.P.O. LUNAR PHOTOGRAPH LIBRARY--Ill
By: John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder
In recent months the A.L.P.O. Lunar Section has received numerous
additional lunar photographs from several sources (including some generous
These new photographs are now available
and competent A.L.P.O. members).
to A.L.P.O. members on the same basis as earlier photographs in the Lunar
Your Lunar Photograph Library now has a total of 153
Photograph Library.
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lunar photographs, many of excellent quality; and it has been surprising
It
how few members have taken advantage of the library's loan service.
is hoped that this supplementary list will help remind members that this
research source continues to be available to them.
The new Lunar Library Photographs are listed below, grouoed by their
Directions are in accordAll enlargements are 8 X 10 inches.
source.
ance with the I.A.U. system.
Photographs Taken by A.L.P.0 Members
Source: Patrick S. McIntosh (PSM-#) (6-in. Refl., #2-9 incl.; 12-in.
coelostat, #1, 10)
Approx.
Scale*

Code
Number

Area Covered

Date & Time(U.T.)

PSM-1
PSM-2
PSM-3
PSM-4
PSM-5
PSM-6
PSM-7
PSM-8
PSM-9
PSM-10

Pico-Piton-Cass.
M. Fecud.-Nect.
M. Cris. & vicin.
Eastern Maria
Quadrant IV
0. Procellarum
Tycho-Sirsalis
O. Procellarum
N.M. Imb.-N. limb
Aristarchus

28
21
21
21
11
17
17
17
17
5

Source:

Thomas Osypowski and Thomas Pope (OSY-#) (14-in. Refl.)

Code
Number

Area Covered

OSY-1
OSY-2
OSY-3
OSY-4
OSY-5
OSY-6

Ptol.-Alphonsus
Tycho-Hellplain
Clavius-Tycho
Hyg. Clft.-Tries.
Copernicus Reg.
Plato & Alps

Aug. 1964,
Nov. 1964,
Nov 1964,
Nov. 1964,
Dec 1964,
Dec. 1964,
Dec. 1964,
Dec. 1964,
Dec. 1964,
May 1963,

02:56
04:-04:-04:-01:39
03:25
03:35
03:43
03:45
05:38

Date & Time (U.T.)
29
29
28
29
29
29

Aug.
Aug.
Sep.
Aug.
Sep.
Aug.

1964,
1964,
1964,
1964,
1964,
1964,

10:15
10:10
10:00
10:20
10:00
10:20

012?7
111 111.
111.353.2
066.9
067.0
067.1
067.1
049.0

Colong.
o
170. 2
170.2
176.1
170.2
188.3
170.2

1/450,000
4M
4M
9M
10m
9M
10m
6M
6M
1.3M

Approx.
Scale*
2.7M
2.7M
2.3M
1.8M
2.1M
1.8M

Source: Kenneth Schneller (KS-#) 8-in. Refl.)
Code
Number

Area Covered

KS-1
KS-2
KS-3
KS-4

30
Sacrob -Jacobi
30
Theop.-Hipparch.
NE M. Imb.-M. Frig.14
13
Copern.-Carpath.

Date & Time (U.T.)
May 1963,
May 1963,
Nov.1964,
Mar.1965,

02:30
02:32
03:25
04:16

Colong.
35247.7
352.7
025.6
033.5

Approx.
Scale*
4M
4M
4iM
3.1M

Additional Table Mountain Observatory Photographs (16-in Refl )
Code
Number

Area Covered

714a**
7146**
714c
2455a
2455b
2455c
2455d
2455e
2455f

Mare Tranquill.
Mare Tranquill.
Mare Serenitatis
Mare Tranquill.
M.Humorum-Nubium
Mare Fecunditatis
Coper.-Kepl.-Arist
Mare Cognitum
Theop.-SW M.Tran.

Date & Time (U.T.) Colong.
2
2
2
27
27
27
27
27
27

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

1963,
1963,
1963,
1964,
1964,
1964,
1964,
1964,
1964,

50

02:47
02:47
02:47
07:30
07:30
07:30
07:30
07:30
07:30

347?4
347.4
347.4
094.094.094.094.094.094.-

Approx.
Scale*
5.5M
5.5M
5.5M
3.8M
3.8M
3.8M
3.8M
3.8M
3.8M
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Code
Number

Area Covered

Date & Time (U.T.)

2925a
2925b
2925c
2925d
2926a
2926b
2926c

Plato area
E. Mare Imbrium
S. Medii-M. Vap.
Ptol.-Alph.-Regio
Alpine Valley
Straight Wall
Albategnius

29
29
29
29
29
29
29

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

1964,
1964,
1964,
1964,
1964,
1964,
1964,

10:53
10:53
10:53
10:53
10:57
10:57
10:57

Colong.

Approx.
Scale*

170.5
170.5
170.5
170.5
170.6
170.6
170.6

3M
3M
3M
3M
1/650,000
1/650,000
1/650,000

NASA Ranger Series
Ranger VIII (Colong. 140,4 - 140,5)
:ode
.umber
65-R-

U.T.: 1965
20 Feb.
9h+

Approximate Scale

Area Photographed
Delambre Region
Rilles SE of Sab.
Sabine & Ritter
3 Elong. Depress.
Ireg. Clstr. Deprs.
Area of Impact Pt.
Area of Impact Pt.
Area of Impact Pt.

1/600,000 NS;1/730,000
1/360,000 NS;1/450,000
1/570,000 NS:1/610,000
1/72,000 NS:1/95,000
1/38,000 NS:1/51,000
NS;1/5900
1/4700
Approx. 1/8300
1/680 NS;1/800

188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195

51 m
54
55m
56
57
57
57
57

Code
Number
65=H-

U.T.: 1965
24 Afar.'

14

Area Photographed

5m iss
6 45
7 16
7 36

Alph.-Davy-Alpet.
Alphonsus
Alphonsus-Interior
Alph.-Cent. Inter.

2.4M
1.27M
1/870,000
1/595,000

7 46
7 57
8 12
8 17
(13h)59m
7
8
8
5

Alph.-N.Cent. Int.
Clefts in NE Alph.
Area of Impact Pt.
Area of Impact Pt.
Ptol.-Alph.-Albat.
Alph.-NE Interior
Area of Impact Pt.
Area of Impact Pt.
Alph.-Davy-Alpet.
Area of Impact Pt.
Area of Impact Pt.
Alph. C.P.-NE Int.
Area of Impact Pt.
Area of Impact Pt.
Ptol.-Alph.-Hippar.

1/450,000
1/320,000
1/110,000
1/40,000
1.04M NS; 1.11M EW
1/155,000
1/11,700
Approx. 1/500
1/940,000
1/16,500
1/46,000
1/216,000
Approx. 1/820
Approx. 1/800
2.0M NS; 2.3M EW

235
52
13
33
36
38

EW
EW
EW
EW
EW
EW
EW

Ranger IX (Colong. 172°1 - 172,2)

499p0.**
UL

f

4

UR
L1
LR
488B***
UL
UR

LL
LR
525
526
527
52g
52(1
530
531
532
534

535
536

7
8
(13h )50m

02s
03
15
20
30
17
12
41
20
20

Approximate Scale

▪ 4M is a scale of 1/4,000,000, etc.
" Color Photographs.
• 65-ii-488AB each contain four partial-scan photographs:
UL = Upper Left, UR = Upper Right, LL . Lower Left, LR= Lower Right.
Footnote la Editor. We can only underscore Mr. Westfall's implied
wishes for a considerably more intensive use of our Lunar Photograph LibAfter all, this facility serves a useful purpose only to the extent
rary.
Surely we have many members capable of carrying on
that it is used.
research projects in which these photographs can be extremely helpful
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Code
Number
65HU.T.: 1965
15 July
+
(frame no.) 00h +
1237
(12)

31m 21s

Area Coverage
Description
Lat./Long.
o
t*. Cimmerium
31A/199E

1238
(13)

32

57

39S/205E

1239
(14)

33

45

1240
(15)

35

1241
(16)

Approx.
Scale*

Filter

1.6M
1.9M

NS
EW

Orange

M. CimmeriumPhaethontis

1.5M
1.9M

NS
EW

Orange

41S/208E

SW Phaethontis

1.5M
1.7M

NS
EW

Green

21

45S/216E

Phaethontis

1.5M
2.0M

NS
EW

Green

36

09

47S/221E

Phaethontis

1.5M
2.0M

NS
EW

Orange

1242
(17)

37

45

50S/232E

Aonius Sinus

1.5M NW-SE
2.2M NE-SW

Orange

1243
(18)

38

33

51S/238E

Aonius Sinus

1.5M NW-SE
2.3M NE-SW

Green

1244
(19)

40

09

51S/253E

Aonius SinusTerminator

1.6M NW-SE
2.6M NE-SW

Green

1245**

(20)
1246**
(21)
:247**
(22)
eg., 1.6M NS = 1/1,600,000 North-South
1.9M EW = 1/1,900,000 East-West, etc.
** These three photographs show the night side of Mars.
is visible, no data are given.

Since no detail
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ALPO (Continued)
Conventions 38-40, 41, 104-107, 123, 170-171, 240
Corrections to Strolling Astronomer 201
Index to Vol. 17 of Strolling Astronomer 20-25
In Memoriam 40, 124, 171
Members 40, 81, 123, 201, 240
Staff 41-42, 81-82, 124, 171, 172, 203, 238-240
Astronomy (general)
Conventions of amateurs 38-40, 104-107, 123, 170-171, 202, 241
Book Reviews (reviewer's name in parentheses)
"A Handbook of Practical Amateur Astronomy" (R.W. Gordon) 80
"A Photographic Study of the Brighter Planets" (R.W. Gordon) 119-120
"Cosmic Dust" (D. Meisel) 79-80
"Leben auf anderen Sternen" (K.R. Brasch)31, 34
"Life Beyond the Earth" (D. A. Wentraub) 34-35
"Mondatlas" (C.A. Wood) 237-239
"Planets for Man" (K.J. Delano) 157
"Principles of Physical Geography" (J. R. Smith) 238
"Telescopes" (W.O. Roberts) 199-200
"The Dawn of Astronomy" (W.O. Roberts) 200-201
"The Moon, Meteorites, and Comets" (W.O. Roberts) 158-159
Comets
Alcock (1963b) 160-163
Halley (photo 51)
almason (1961e) 52-55
Ikeya (1963a) 99-103 (drawings 102-103)
Observing 50-52, 78-79
Pereyra (1963e) 159-160
Section aims 78-79
Section reports 52-55, 55-62, 159-163, 220-222
Seki-Lines (1962c) 55-62, (photo 59),(drawing 60)
Tomita-Gerber-Honda (1964c) 42, 220-222
Earth
Volcanic calderas 12, 14-15
Halemaumau 12
Kilauea 12
Jupiter
Belts 85-95, 127-128, 146-148, 209-220
Conjunction with stars 130, 204
Drawings 93-95, 213, 216-217, 219
Latitude measurements 131-132
Observations 85-95, 146-148, 209-220, 242
Occultations of stars 130
Photographs 127, 219
Positions 204, 242
Red Spot 85-95, 147-148, (drawing cover issue nos. 11-12), 209-220
Rotation periods 85-94, 127-128, 146-148, 209-220
Satellites 43, 218-220
Section reports 209-220
Zones 85-95, 146-148, 209-220
Lunar Meteors
Observations 4-6
Observing schedule

40-41
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Mars
Atmosphere 206-207
Clouds 149, 231-237
Conditions on 173-176
Conjunction with stars 130
Drawings 152,235
Filter observations 129-130, 148-153
Intensity estimates 129-130
Maps 150-151, 235
Mariner IV 202-203
Nitrogen dioxide on 206-207
Observations 129-130, 148-153, 204, 231-237, 242
Polar caps 148-153, 232-235
Positions 204, 242
Mercury
Dichotomy 222-231
Drawings 29
Intensity estimates 30
Observations 27-31, 203-204, 222-231, 241
Phase 30, 32-33, 222-231
Positions 203-204, 241
SchrOter Effect on 222-231
:erminator longitudes 124-125
Meteors (see also Lunar Meteors)
Observations 4-6
Moon
:olor phenomena 45-46, 72-75, 76-78, 82, 168-170, 183-187, 187-189,
208, 240-241
Crater depths 68-70
:rater diameters 68-70
Domes 15-20, 179-182 (listed below by position or name)
W. of Arago 19
near Beer (drawing 181)
inside Flammarion (drawing 181)
near Guericke (drawing 182)
near Haas (drawing 182)
NW of Hortensius 19
NW of Linn4 20
E Mare Serenitatis (drawing 181)
W of Milichius 19
NW of Petavius B 20
NW of Piccolomini 20
Rumker 20
N of Wallace D 19
Eclipses 42, 82, 106, 108-114, 114-119
Features (listed individually by name)
Adams 36
Alphonsus 13-14, (photo 98), 168-170, (photo 193), (Photo 207)
Alpetragius (photo 207)
Arago (drawing cover issue nos. 9-10)
Arago B (drawing cover issue nos. 9-10)
Aristarchus 3-4, 35-36, 72, (drawings 165, 166)
Bessel 26
Cassini 177-178, (drawing 178)
Cauchy Fault 36-38
Clavius area (photo 194)
Copernicus (photo 195)
Flammarion (drawing 181)
Gassendi 45
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Moon
Features(listed individually by name, continued)
Guerickg 83-84 (drawing 84)
Gutenberg (photo cover issue nos. 5-6)
Hase (rilles near) 36, (drawing 37)
Hase D 36
Heraclitus 49-50
Herodotus (drawings 165, 166)
Hyginus Cleft (photo 126)
Licetus 49-50
Linne 25-27
Manners (drawing cover issue nos. 9-10
Mare Crisium 26-27, 72
Mare Fecunditatis (photo cover issue nos. 5-6)
Mare Imbrium 72
Mare Nectaris 36
Mare Nubium (photo cover issue nos. 3-4), (photo 65)
Mare Serenitatis 26
Marinus C 36
Petavius 36, (drawing 37),38
Picard 27
Piton 45
Plato 72
Ptolemaeus 13-14, (photo 98), (photo 193)
Ross D 72
Rumker 20
Schroter's Valley 76-78, (drawing 77)
Snellius Valley 36
Theophilus 43-44, 72
Triesnecker (photo 126)
Wargentin (photo of area 64)
Lunar changes 72-75, 76-78, sg, 183-187, 187-189, 208, 240-241
Lunar Training Program 80, 168, 177, 241
Mapping 3-4, 164-168
"Moon Blink" (cover issue nos. 7-8), 183-187
Morphology of craters 10, 12-15
Observing 206, 243
Overlapping craters 172
Phases 222-231
Photograph Library 62-63, 95-97
Photographs 13, 64-65, 98, 207, (cover issue nos. 5-6), 126, 192-195
Positions of features on (tables for conversion) 195-199
Ranger VII (cover issue nos. 3-4), 63-71 (photo 98),124, 171
Ranger IX (photo 207)
Volcanic activity 35-36
Neptune
Conjunction with star 130
Observing 153-157, 204-205, 243
Positions 204-205, 243
Observing (misc.)
Micrometers 131-132
Phases of planets 222-231
Telescope image contrast 142-146
Pluto
Occultation of star by 207-208
Satellites
of Jupiter 43, 218-220
of Saturn 83-84, 138-139, 205, 243
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Saturn
Belts 1-3, 120-123, 133-134
Color filter observations 139
Drawings 137
Latitude measurements 1-3, 139
Photographs 135-136
Positions 204-205, 242-243
Rings 134-138, 139
Rotation periods 120-123
Satellites 138-139, 205, 243
Section reports 132-140
Sun
Eclipses of 140-142
:ranus
Observing 153-157, 205, 243
positions 205, 243
Venus
Atmosphere 42-43, 82-83
Cusp caps 46-48
Cusps (cover issue nos. 1-2), 42, (photo 43), 82-83 (drawings 83)
Dark markings 8-10
Dichotomy 6-7, 222-231
Drawings 9, 11, 83
Observations 6-11, 204, 222-231, 241-242
Phase 6-7, 189-192, 222-231
Photography 8-10
Positions 204, 241-242
SchrOter Effect 6-10, 222-231
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A.L.P.O. COMETS SECTION
PRELIMINARY REPORT ON COMET IKEYA-SEKI 1965f
By: Dennis Milon, A.L.P.O. Comets Recorder
The excitement of a daytime comet enthused amateur comet observers
as Comet Ikeya-Seki rounded the sun on Oct. 21, 1965 U.T.
For the Comets
Section members who had watched it faithfully at nearly every dawn since
its September 18th discovery, the thrill of observing a comet within 2
degrees of the sun seemed the climax.
However, within 5 days after perihelion passage a beautifully structured tail appeared in the dawn sky, and
eventually stretched to over 25 degrees.
In the week beginning on Oct
25th the yellow head was overshadowed by the immense tail - it was so large
that the naked eye view was perhaps the most impressive, with the curving
tail (of a decidedly blue tint visually) set next to the more familiar
Binoculars showed spiraling tail features which were
Zodiacal Light cone.
easy to photograph with ordinary hand cameras, even without a clock drive
We present in this report some of the sketches and photographs that
have been received by the Comets Recorder up to the middle of November,
1965
Detailed analysis will appear in subsequent reports after all
observers have sent in their records. Thanks go to the following A.L.P.O.
members for their correspondence with the Recorder about what Brian Marsden
has called "The Great Comet of 1965":
Gordon Solberg
R B Minton
Walter Haas
John Bortle
David Meisel
Rev. Kenneth Delano
Elmer Reese
Tom Pope
James Young
Craig Johnson

Chick Capen
Steve Larson
Rev Leo Boethin
Ken Thomson
Ken Steinmetz
Mike McCants
Alan McClure
Alika Herring
Russ Maag
J. Russell Smith

William Grady
Herb Roth
Raymond Rea
Bill Roberts
Bill Cahill
Bob Shayler
Karl Simmons
Leif Robinson
Carl Anderson

Beginning as a diffuse and tail-less object of 8th magnitude (Figure
8) by Sept 26th and later the comet had a faint tail that was naturally
better seen on long exposure photos (Figure 9)
By Oct. 2nd a le tail
was visible in a 6-inch from the mountains.
At this time the 5th magnitude comet was seen as strongly bluish by most observers.
have on
hand a fine series of magnitude estimates which agree quite well
attesting to the skill of observers such as Minton, Solberg, Reese, and Johnson.
Reports of the degree of coma condensation indicate that the appearance
varied from diffuse to stellar and back again.
At the end of the first week of October Comet Ikeya-Seki was visible
to the naked eye.
On Oct. 6th Craig L. Johnson, Boulder, Colorado, observed the following: "First identified at about 11:30 U.T. with 7X50 binoculars, this sharply condensed object had earlier been mistaken for a star.
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decided to hold the 1966 Convention of the A.L.P.O. at Tucson, Arizona.
The dates of
We thank all those who helped by expressing their opinion.
the meeting and other details will be announced in future issues as plans
Readers interested in pre-Convention information and pre-registdevelope.
ration should write to: C.A. Wood, 1304 East 7th, Tucson, Arizona 85719.
Thank-You Note. We were pleased to note the following sentences in
a letter from Mr. Carl Anderson of Manchester, New Hampshire: "Incidentally, I have found both Dale Cruikshank and Dennis Milon to be very prompt
It seems to me this
and helpful in responding to any request I have made.
is very important in such activity, and I wanted to pass along my appreciation."
Adult Study Course in Astronomy. Miss Grace A. Fox of Fort Dodge,
a7Teady well known to those who have attended A.L.P.O. Conventions
Iowa iiin recent years for her regular presence and contagious enthusiasm. Friends
of Miss Fox will be interested in knowing that she has taught a 12-week
adult evening course in astronomy at the Fort Dodge Community College. There
The course included
were nine students from several different professions.
A second course
sessions with a telescope and library reading assignments.
We congratulate Miss Fox upon providing a needed
will begin in January.
service, adult education in astronomy in our Space Age.
No Planetary Occultations in 1966. D4 Gordon E. Taylor of H.M. Nautical Almanac Office at Herstmonceux Castle tells us that we shall have no
occultations of stars by planets next year. Dr. Taylor has graciously been
sending us information on such phenomena for a number of years.
LUNAR, PLANETARY, AND COMETARY PROSPECTS JANUARY - FEBRUARY, 1966
By: Walter H. Haas
Comets Notes. Dennis Milon has given us these notes: "Comet IkeyaSeki is running about 0.8 magnitudes fainter than McCants' predictions on
pg. 36 of Str. A., vol. 19, Nos. 1-2,judging from early November observations.
"Comet Alcock 1965h has not been reported visually by A.L.P.O. members.
Searches with 12.5-inch reflectors by Alika Herring and Walter Haas were unsuccessful.
The comet was not found on photographs taken with a 7" F7
astrograph on October 23 and 24, 1965 by Dennis Milon".
Michael McCants has forwarded the following revised ephemeris based
on Dr. Cunningham's elements:
Right
Date 1965 Ascension Declination
Dec. 16
Dec. 26
1966
Jan. 5
Jan. 15
Jan. 25
Feb. 4
Feb. 14
Feb. 24

m
9h 1.20
8 6.15

-38 47:9
-38 32.1

7 17.17

-36
-32
-28
-23
-20
-17

6 40.86
6 15.85
6 0.22

5 50.69
5 46.54

Comet-EarthSun Angle

r
1.599 1.087

1.785 1.155

2.6
12.8
1.0
58.1
23.3

1.962
2.130
2.293
2.456
2.608

1.263
1.414
1.602
1.825
2.065

15.5

2.770 2.334

Stellar
Magnitude

100.9
112.9

9.0

121.1
124.3
123.0
118.7
112.5
105.6

9.6
10.2
10.7
11.3
11.9
12.4

8.3

As usual,r is the distance from the sun in astronomical units; and ,Q is the
distance from the earth in the same units.
Substantial variations from
the predicted stellar magnitudes may occur, and it is hoped that readers witn
large enough telescopes will keep watching this famous comet.
Mercury. The innermost planet will be at greatest elongation west
on December 21, 1965, at superior conjunction on February 6, and at greatest
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_ongation east on March 5.
It will hence be observable in the morning
in late December and early January, though not particularly well placed
_ative to the horizon for northern hemisphere observers.
For such obrvers the February-March evening apparition will be the most favorable
_ of the year.
Because the question of the rotation of Mercury is now
_de open after it had long been supposed to be synchronous with the revo:
ion around the sun and because reliable optical evidence on this matter
_;ld be valuable, we again urge interested members to make a close study
Mercury from this point of view.
The method must consist of carefully
ording day after day the positions of any features seen relative to the
-minator.
The Editor would opine that three to five days, granted good
ough viewing, should make very clear the distinction between 59-day and
-day rotations.

Venus
This planet is in inferior conjunction with the sun on January
after which it passes over to the morning sky.
It will pass more than
_ and one-half degrees north of the center of the sun, making the event
favorable one for northern hemisphere observers.
As usual when Venus
narrow crescent, observers can look for the curious very faint illunation of the dark hemisphere of the planet which is often then recorded
_ can report the amount of the extension of the horns of the crescent by
atmosphere of Venus
Color filters of known transmissions can be used
such observations, and also in more general studies of the aspect of the
anet; but caution must be exercised in distinguishing between effects due
the filter and effects due merely to the lessened brightness of the image.
Mars is so distant as to be effectively unobservable though conjunction with the sun does not occur until April 29 1966.

Jupiter. Being at opposition on December 18, 1965, the Giant Planet
be excellently placed in the evening sky during January and February.
- s declination of about +23 degrees will bring it high above the horizon
Amateur planetary observers can hardly
-r northern hemisphere observers.
_nd a better program than the systematic recording of central meridian tranDr. Charles H. Giffen's article on pages
_:s of Jovian surface features.
-34 of our last issue (Vol 19, Nos. 1-2) will provide excellent guidance
At last reports the famous Red Spot was still near
r this kind of study.
ngitude 25 degrees (System II)
Figure 18 ought to be of interest to many of our readers, and observers
-ored by both moderate apertures (say 12 inches and above) and good seeContrary to
- may enjoy drawing the discs of the four large satellites.
-t many have chosen to conclude, we have never encouraged such studies
_th very small apertures.

Saturn. The Ringed Planet will be in conjunction with the sun on March
It will hence be well placed in the early evening during January but
.
The rings will be but
_11 be rather hard to observe during February.
_ightly opened; in mid-January they are tilted only 4 degrees to the earth
Observers should begin to prepare for the
and only 2 degrees to the sun.
For doing so we retriple edgewise presentation of the rings in 1966
tommend a close study of Joel W. Goodman's article "The Edgewise Presentation of Saturn's Rings" in Sky and Telescope for September, 1965, pp.128 -31. (Dr Goodman was formerly the A.L.P.O. Saturn Recorder.)
Moon. Those interested in "lunar transient phenomena" might note that
-Iphonsus is illuminated from December 30 to January 14 and from January 29
The Aristarchus-Herodotus region is in sunlight from Jan.
February 13.
The moon is in perigee on January 8 and
to 18 and from Feb. 2 to 17
Searches might
Tebruary 5, in apogee on January 23 and February 19
more intense near these dates since good evidence exists that "lunar transient phenomena" are more frequent near perigee and apogee
Uranus will reach opposition on March 8 and will be well placed in
On February 1 its position
the morning sky during January and February.
-s right ascension 11 hrs., 21 mins , declination + 5 degrees. The diagram
of the satellite orbits on pg. 372 of the 1966 A.E.N.A. shows that these are
now nearly edgewise and that the Uranian satellites undergo during each
revolution occultations behind their primary while the satellites (and their
shadows?) also transit the face or Uranus.
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Tsutomu Seki of Kochi, Japan. The co-discoverer of Comet Ikeya-Seki 1965f is
-n with his comet-seeking telescope, a 3-inch 17X hand-made refractor which he
used since 1961 for sweeps of the morning and evening sky. Its field is 3.5 des. Star charts used are Norton's and Skalnate-Pleso.Mr. Seki is also a teacher
-if classical guitar.
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servable. That of Tethys has been reported once to us. Nearly all of Saturn's inner moons
are too small to cast an umbral shadow on Saturn, which makes such observations most difficult.
This should also present the best opportunity to acquire magnitudes of the satellites,
as their brightness correction would then be a simple function of their apparent distance
from Saturn. Otherwise, the asymmetric background light scatter of Saturn's rings has to
be corrected for when the rings are more open. Ordinarily, visual estimates of satellite
magnitudes are little better than useless unless the observed satellite is rather far from
the planet. Very sophisticated photometry is necessary to get any idea of a proper correction to apply for the scattered light correction due to Saturn and the ring.
Every effort should be made to obtain observations during the 1966-67 Saturn apparition due to the rarity of edgewise presentations. All observations should be forwarded
promptly to the Saturn Section for reduction.
Postscript la Editor. We invite a most hearty participation in the projects described above. We strongly recommend for further reading on this subject The Edgewise Presentation of Saturn's Rings by Joel W. Goodman in ay and Telescope, Vol. XXX, No. 3, pp. 128131 September 1965).
The B.A.A. Saturn Section continues to be interested in the visibility of transits
of satellites and their shadows. More intensive A.L.P.O. efforts in this direction would
be helpful. Our British friends are also using color filters to estimate the relative
brightnesses of the satellites in different wavelengths, a program probably requiring at
least 10 inches of aperture.
LUNAR TERMINATOR DEFORMATIONS
By: John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder
(Modified from a paper delivered by the author
to the 1965 A.L.P.O. Convention in Milwaukee)
The study of lunar terminator deformations described here is an exploratory one
only, but enough has been found to justify bringing this topic to the attention of other
observers.
A lunar terminator deformation is any deviation of the moon's terminator from its
theoretical elliptical shape. If the moon were a smooth, geometrically perfect sphere, the
terminator would always be an ellipse. Actually, of course, the elevations and depressions
on the moon's surface make the terminator irregular. Less obvious are the very gradual and
extended deformations due to the slight deviation of the moon from a spherical figure,
which deformations have been analyzed by Mainka (1901) and Ritter (1934), who derived formulae for computing the local lunar radius from terminator position measures. This paper is
concerned with those deformations caused by elevations and depressions intermediate in size
between local relief and the overall lunar figure; in particular, this study treats elevation differences in the maria, over distances, typically, of a few hundred kilometers.
All observations were photographic. During the period from October, 1964, to March,
1965, the writer took some eighty-one prime-focus lunar photographs with a four-inch, f/15
refractor. Four films were used--Tri-X, Kodachrome-X, High-Speed Ectachrome, and Anscochrome-200. These photographs were "overexposed" by a factor of from four to sixteen
times so that the dimly-lit terminator would be correctly exposed. This so-called overexposure was very important because it was essential that the terminator itself be clearly
identified, and not confused with local tonal variations or with shadows cast by elevated
relief. Gradual elevation variations in the maria were then clearly indicated by a positive or negative curvature of the terminator.
The three photographs that accompany this article show the appearance of terminator
deformations. A positive curvature ("bulge") indicates local relative elevation, as is illustrated by the Copernicus and Aristarchus uplifts (Figures 3 and 4, respectively). Negative curvature (a "dent") is caused by a local depressed area, such as Roris Trough (Figure 5). The photographs show how surprisingly obvious these deformations are, at least
when one knows what to look for; they are well within the capabilities of even the smaller
amateur instruments.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of photography by 10• colongitude intervals. Fairly
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Figure 3. (above). The moon, showing
the Copernicus uplift to which the arrow
points. The lunar terminator is deformed
by a bulge at this position. January 12,
1965, 1h10m, U.T. 4-inch refractor, f/15.
1/25 sec. on Tri-X. Seeing 5, transparency 3. Colongitude 2220, solar latitude
-027. "Overexposed" about 8 times.
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Figure 4 (above). The Aristarchus uplift
is well shown at this phase as a terminator bulge. January 14, 1965, 5h35m,
U.T. 4-inch refractor, f/15. 1/25 sec.
on Tri-X. Seeing 3, transparency 3. Colongitude 4825, solar latitude -028.
"Overexposed" about 16 times.
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Figure 2. (above).
Figure 5 (left). The arrow points to the Roris
Trough, evidenced as a terminator dent. December
16, 1964. 1h34P1, U.T. 4-inch refractor, f/15. 1/25
sec. on Tri -X. Seeing 3, transparency 3. Colongitude 5329, solar latitude 020. "Overexposed" about
16 times.
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with Post-Mare
Craters

OTHER UPLIFTS
7. N. Imbrium
S. S. Serenitatis
9. Fra Mauro
10. Central Tranq.

1. Aristarchus
2. Delisle
3. Seleucus
DEPRESSION
4. Kepler
5. Copernicus 11. Roris Trough
6. Bullialdus

Figure 6 : Schematic Lunar Map Showing Uplifted
and Depressed Areas Observed by
Terminator Deformations) October,
1964 - March, 1965. Positions and
Areas are Approximate. See also text
of Mr. Westfall's article.

complete coverage of all colongitudes was attempted, but chance factors - -such as cloudy
weather--caused some colongitude intervals (such as 70°-80° and 170°-180°) to be covered
less well than others.
When all eighty-one photographs in the series were examined, a total of ten elevated
areas ("uplifts") and one depression (the "Roris Trough") were definitely located. Figure
6 shows the approximate locations and extents of these eleven areas.
It is interesting that six uplifts are roughly centered in post-mare craters in the
western (by I.A.U. convention) maria - -Seleucus, Aristarchus, Delisle, Kepler, Copernicus,
and Bullialdus. Two other uplifts are on the margins of maria -Imbrium and Serenitatis
indicating that their interiors are depressed in relation to their outer portions. Finally, two uplifts are associated with ghost or ruined craters in gpiia interiors - -Nubium
(Fra Mauro) and Tranquillitatis.
It should be emphasized at this point that this study is a qualitative rather than a
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quantitative one. The purpose here is merely to locate elevated and depressed areas, and
not to determine how high or how low they are in relation to their surroundings. Moreover,
the observed elevations and depressions are relative, not absolute. For example, an area
not particularly elevated or depressed in terms of the moon's mean radius would appear as
an elevation if surrounded by a depressed area. It thus makes little difference if one
considers a given mare (for example, Serenitatis) to have an elevated margin or a depressed interior.
Quantitative, absolute, contour maps of the moon have been compiled, however; and it
is interesting to compare them with the findings of this study. There is little agreement
with contour maps compiled by stereoscopic means, examples of which are Franz's map, published in 1899 and based on 55 measured points, and Baldwin's, published in 1963 and using
696 points. The fact that such maps disagree with the present study's findings is not surprising because they are portrayals of absolute elevations, based on widely-scattered measures (with high individual probable errox;3:On the other hand, this study is concerned
only with elevation differences. Baldwin does, however, show depressed maria interiors, together with the Copernicus and Aristarchus uplifts, agreeing with this paper. Unfortunately, the maps of Franz and Baldwin do not agree well; and they do not agree with other lunar
contour maps.
One map that does not agree with Franz or Baldwin is that of Ritter (1934), who agrees
fairly well with this writer, perhaps because Ritter also based his altitudes on terminator
measurements. Furthermore, the present study agrees in general with the elevations and depressions indicated by the contour lines on the published Air Force LAC maps, which are derived by photointegration --a method of which terminator observations form a special case.
All six crater-centric uplifts found here are shown on published LACs, according to which
their altitudes range from about 600 to about 1500 meters above the surrounding mare, with
slopes extending from 100 to 200 kilometers. Thus, their average slopes are of the order
of e or e.
In summary, some points should be made clear. First, this study is qualitative and
preliminary. There is much left to be done, but this is a field well suited to amateur
astronomers and their instruments. The writer's equipment consisted of a four-inch refractor and a standard-make 35-millimeter single-lens reflex camera used with commercial film.
Those interested in the study of terminator deformations are advised to concentrate on a
single mare, photographing it at small intervals of colongitude. Among specific problems
to be investigated are the association of uplifts and depressions with other features--such
as post-mare, ghost, and ruined craters, ridges, and domes. Finally, some further experimentation with films and exposures would be wise. The writer favors High-Speed Ectachrome
exposed for ten to sixteen times longer than a "normal" lunar exposure--but others may prefer different combinations of film and exposure. What is clear is that the study of lunar
terminator deformations is a field to which the amateur can make a real contribution, and
be assured of getting interesting and rewarding results with modest equipment.
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STRANGE SIMILARITIES BETWEEN FRAME 11 OF THE MARINER IV
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MARS AND THE LUNAR REGION CLAVIUS
By: Antonio Ribera, Vice-President of the Centro de
Estudios Interplanetarios, Barcelona, Spain,
and Jose M. Oliver, Secretary of the Agrupaci6n
AstronSMica de Sabadell, Sabadell, Spain.
It was quite a shock for the scientific world at large to look at the photographs
of Mars sent back by the space probe Mariner IV and to note the great similarity they presented with the surface of the Moon. At first sight these photographs dealt quite a blow
to the old school of thought which conceived of Mars as a world of sandy deserts and barren
landscapes, more or less dead but far removed from any similarity with our satellite, the
Moon. It was, then, when studying these similarities, that we chanced upon a photograph
of the lunar region Clavius (Figure 9), which when compared with Frame 11 of the Mariner
IV photographs (Figure 10) had in store for us one of the biggest surprises in our lives:
at first sight, the similarities between both photographs were extraordinary. When they
were shown to a layman, he dubbed them as photographs of the same region unhesitatingly.
But the layman's evidence wasn't enough for us, of course; and we hence undertook the task
of making a scientific study of both photographs, comparing them after the most foolproof
methods, and then summing up our findings.
The Photographs. Frame 11 was taken in green light from a slant range of 7,800 miles.
The region is probably Atlantis, between Mare Sirenum and Mare Cimmerium (Lat. -31°, Long.
163°). The extent of this frame is E.-W. 170 miles, N.-S. 150 miles. The American magazine Sky and Telescope, in the September, 1965, issue, most surprisingly states (Page 160):
"Here the gigantic circular feature covering most of the left side resembles the lunar
crater Albategnius (sic)." We checked with Albategnius, and the similarity is remote compared with that to Clavius.
We noted the similarity at first sight of the above photograph with a standard photograph of Clavius (Figure 9); but noting also that the lunar photograph has a slanting perspective since it belongs to a southern region of the Moon (Lat. -59°, Long. -15°) with an
extent of 155 miles E.-W 380 miles N.-S., we proceeded then to make an orthographic projection of this photograph in order to be able to compare both photographs on the same perspective. To make our drawing we used the booklet Moon Maps by H. P. Wilkins (Map XXIII),
obtaining the chart of Figure 11. The dotted line corresponds to the area of Figure 9.
Cartographic method used. The first thing to do in order to compare successfully
the topography of the two photographs was evidently to draw a map from the Mars photograph;
and in the second place, to superimpose both maps; and in the third place, to note all the
similarities existing between both maps. The cartographic work with the Mars photograph
was not too easy, to begin with. The details in it are generally not clear; some of them,
however, are clear enough to be recognized as craters and mountains. According to several
scientists, the white areas of Figure 10 can be caused by snow or mist. Assuming that both
mist and/or snow are found near and in the summit of crater walls and mountains, we are
reasonably safe in using these white areas as topographical accidents, and recording them
accordingly in our map. The result of this cartographic work can be seen as Figure 12;
please compare it with Figure 10.
Since all the details in the Clavius photograph do not correspond with those in the
Mars photograph, but only the most important ones, we drew another map of the Clavius region, retaining only the largest details, namely those which might be expected to correspond with details in the Mars photograph, which necessarily shows only much coarser details
than we can resolve upon the moon.
It is necessary to note that the photograph taken from the Mariner IV was taken
from near the zenith of the region photographed. We can thus consider this photograph as
practically a vertical projection of the Mars surface since slanting would be negligible.
We now adjusted our orthographic projection of the Clavius region (Figure 11) to have the
same perspective as the Mars map (Figure 12). Making this correction and using only the
corresponding details and features, we secure Figure 13. We put numbers on the Mars features and letters on the Moon features in order to draw a list of corresponding features.
We also thought it proper to establish an arbitrary scale from 1 to 10, according to the
degree of similarity in the features compared, where 10 denotes the closest resemblance.
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ti

Figure 9. Photograph of lunar walled plain Clavius and vicinity taken with the
Palomar Mountain Hale 200-inch reflector. South at top, west (I.A.U. sense) at
right.
Table I
Mars Moon Score

Remarks

1

1-2

A

3

2
3
4

3
4
5

B
C
D

2
9
7

5
6

6
7

E
E

2
5

The two Mars craters correspond to the NW wall of
the Moon crater.
Similarity only by position.
Surprising similarity between Moon and Mars craters.
Confused Mars area similar in shape and position
to lunar crater.
Ibid.
Same features, same shape in both craters, but displaced.
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Figure 10. Number 11 frame of the Mariner IV photographs of Mars, taken
on July 15, 1965 at 0h30m33s, U.T. Shows area at latitude 31°S., longitude 163° (over Atlantis). Green filter. Readers can borrow Mariner IV
photographs of Mars from the A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library by writing to Lunar Recorder John E. Westfall.
Table I (cont.)
Mars

Moon Score

8

8
9

F
G

7
9

9
10
11

10
11
12

I
H
K

9
9
4

12
13
14
15
16

13
14
15
16
17

L
P
0
M
J

7
10
7
6
5

17
18
19
20

18
19
20
21

R
S
T
U

7
6
8
10

7

Remarks
On Mars it is a hill; on the Moon, a crater.
Two very similar craters; only the Mars crater has
a broken wall.
Two small craters on the wall of 9-G.
Ibid.
Great area in the N wall of the Mars cirque, corresponding to same in the S wall of Clavius.
Bright zone on Mars; crater on the Moon.
Two craters of the same shape.
Bright zone on Mars; crater on the Moon.
Crater-like feature on Mars similar to Moon crater.
West side of feature 17 on Mars corresponds to promontory J on the Moon.
Overlapping of two topographical profiles.
Ibid.
Great similarity in shape but not in size.
Both craters identical.
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Figure 11. Orthographic projection of the Clavius region of the moon constructed by A.
Ribera and J. Oliver from H. P. Wilkins/ Moon Maps. The dotted lines bound the area shown
in Figure 9. Lunar south at right, west I.A.U. sense) at bottom.
Table I (cont.)
Mars Moon Score
N

21
22
23
24

22
23
24
25

Y
W

25

26

Z

1

7

7
9
3

26
27
28

27
28
29

BB
V

6
7
5

29

30

EE

8

31
32

FF
DD
GG

8
8

30
31
32

33
34
35

33
34
35

x

6
9

CC

8

Clavius and
Great Martian
10
Cirque

Remarks
Great correspondence between walls of big cirques.
Ibid.
Ibid.
West area of the great Martian cirque resembles
vaguely East wall of Clavius.
Featureless zone on Mars corresponding to lunar
crater.
Fragment of walls of both cirques.
Open wall in both cirques.
Bright zone on Mars corresponding to rugged area
on the Moon.
Two similar craters; difficult to see the Mars
crater.
Ibid.
Fragments of the wall of both cirques.
Two craters (the Mars one very weak) very similar
but slightly displaced.
Curious similarity between a Mars depression and
a Moon depression.
Similarity between two curved sections of both
walls.
Note the extraordinary similarity between the twc
big features.

These 36 similarities score 6.5 on the average, applying the qualifications system
we have used. This result means that more than 50 per cent of similarity was found betweez
all the features examined. What is the probability that so many similarities occurred by
chance, corresponding to the same number of similarities on the above percentage?
developed logarithmically the result, with the help of Senor Don Feliu Comella, President
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Figure
togriar"3-c
map constructed from
Frame 11 of
the Mariner
IV photographs of
Mars
A.
by and
Ribera
J. Oliver.
See also
text of their
article •
ln
this issue.
The numbers
on the features are
those of
Table I.

Figure 13.
The Clavius
on of the
moon with -e
geometric
perspective
corrected to
that
o the
Mariner
Frame no.
IV]a
the
and
less r
tail: omitted

O

'Tat
easier comparison
Figure with
t3t-:;„a
:11.11ethe features are
those of
Table I.
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of the AAS, as follows:
_ log 1 - I log 2 + 36 log 36a -- -56.3278
1
log 1 ( 1 36= log2x3636

331

The ratio having this logarithm is 2.127 x 1056; i.e., among 2,127 followed by 53 zeroes
groupings of 36 features, there is only ONE possibility of concordance. This figure
amounts to infinity, for all practical purposes.
Conclusion. So far, we have only endeavored to underline some strange similarities
between the features of the Martian surface discovered on Frame 11 of the Mariner 4 photographic survey of the Red Planet and the lunar region which exhibits the gigantic Clavius
cirque. As noted by the probabilities calculation, this is not only curious but an extremely improbable occurrence. How can astronomers explain these surprising - to say the least
- similarities?
It's up to them to answer. But... does this answer lie in mere topographical similarities? We strongly suspect that this is not so.
BOOK REVIEWS
Satellites of the Solar System, by Werner Sandner. Translated by Alex Helm. London: Faber and Faber, 1965. Price 36 shillings, 151 pp.
Reviewed by Richard G. Hodgson
Advertised by the publisher as a book given "entirely" to the subject indicated by
its title, this book is a disappointment. It is quite elementary, largely rehashing data
found in most popular accounts of the Solar System.
Sandner's new book gets off to a slow start with four pages of Copernican theory,
followed by an elementary survey of the planets. After one-sixth of the text has been read,
one finally gets to the advertised subject. The discovery of the satellites of the other
planets is recounted, as are the fruitless searches with respect to Mercury and Venus.
There is also an interesting chapter on the appearance of satellites as seen from their
primaries and vice versa. Jupiter VIII is erroneously designated XIII in Figure 8b on p.
47. One regrets the prominent attention given to non-existent Themis of Saturn, in view
of the thorough satellite search by Kuiper, which passes unmentioned.
The closing "Summary" introduces new material, including, without any explanation
whatever, the two most peculiar scientific laws this reviewer has ever read, which Sandner
ascribes to Hesselbach of Mexico:
"I. The period of rotation of a planet depends on the sum of the masses of its
satellites.
II. The sum of the masses of the satellites of a given planet is proportional to
the mass of the primary." (p. 144)
At 36 shillings ($5.04) this book is over priced.
Kepler's Dream, by John Lear, with full text and notes of Somnium, Sive Astronomia
Lunaris, by Johann Kepler, translated by Patricia Frueh Kirkwood, University of California
fTe;,1965, 182 pages, $5.00.
Reviewed by William 0. Roberts
Around the year 1609, Johannes Kepler wrote Somnium, Sive Astronomia Lunaris (The
Dream, or Lunar Astronomy). Until the past few years, it had existed only in the original
Latin, and in a German translation. John Lear, science editor of the Saturday Review, discovered this fact several years ago when he had occasion to refer to the work. With proper
enthusiasm, he proceeded to have a translation made, and prepared an accompanying discussion
of his own under the title, Kepler's Dream. The subsequent discovery of two previous versions in English does not seem to have interfered with its publication.
Somnium commenced as a brief treatise on the moon, describing its dimensions and
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distance, the problems of travelling thereto, the apparent motions of the earth and other
celestial bodies as seen from its surface, and a discourse on the nature of the surface
itself, all in a rich blend of fantasy and logic, betraying the writer's Swabian antecedents. It was written to be read by educated persons capable of penetrating into the allusions and rejecting the trivial; and no account was taken of the fact that it could get
into the hands of ignorant, prejudiced people who would use it to evil purpose. Yet this
is exactly what happened. A "garbled version" of this work was responsible for Kepler's
mother's being seized and imprisoned for witchcraft. This experience led to the writing
of the footnotes which occupy the greater part of Somnium and were worked upon over a tenyear period.
Kepler, a contemporary of Galileo, emerges through his writing as a brilliant intellectual, and as a warmly human person. Those who have read The Sleepwalkers will have an
opportunity to compare Koestler's appraisal with the impressions drawn from the present
work. Lear takes the position that Kepler wrote his book with the idea in mind that if
men would strive to improve their understanding of the vastness and orderliness of Creation,
they would be less prone to waste their energies on warring among themselves.
Kepler's Dream provides historical and scientific discussion designed to assist in
the understanding of the meaning and purpose of Somnium. Lear writes from a position of
professional competence; his meanings are clear, his views are imaginative for the most
part, and they appear to fit the evidence well. A few mistakes occur in the writing that
do not appear particularly harmful. On page 50, one gets the impression that Saturn was
supposed to have appeared in Taurus on two occasions eleven years apart. Again, on pages
53-54, Lear gets into a discussion on the relationship between the old German mile and the
modern statute mile. After comparing various figures and showing that there should be 69
modern statute miles in one degree along a great circle on the earth, he states that we
now know 60 miles to be the correct figure. Referring to Davidson's Elements of Mathematical Astronomy, I find that there are 60 nautical miles to the degree, and that 38 statute
miles a 33 nautical miles.
The translator, Patricia Frueh Kirkwood, deserves mention for her clean, unassuming,
and readable prose, an achievement all too rare in historical texts.
Lunar and Planetary Surface, Conditions, by Nicholas Weil. 1965, 222 pages. Available from Academic Press, N. Y., $10.00.
Reviewed by Rodger W. Gordon
This is the sort of book that I wish would have been available about 10 years ago,
and unfortunately there are too few works like it available even today. One must read the
work several times to comprehend adequately the vast amount of information the author has
compiled from over 289 sources, many of which are technical journals, to which no one person usually has access.
The author begins by reviewing the various hypotheses about the origin of the Solar
System, and a comprehensive list of tables is included upon the physical constants for the
planets. He then describes the methods of acquiring data on the surface conditions of the
moon and planets in short, concise paragraphs. The author also points out the fact that
the two newest methods (radio and space probes) are likely to yield more significant information than classical methods employed in the past.
A detailed treatment of lunar conditions is given in Chapter II, and the question
of the lunar atmosphere is given its due consideration before being rejected. Weil is an
advocate of the meteoritic origin of the craters; and so most of the chapter dealing with
this hypothesis is of pertinent interest, in as much as space probes are likely to settle
the volcanic or meteoritic origin of the craters within the next few years.
Each planet is given a very intensive treatment. One of the most interesting areas
is the section on Venus where the author discusses all the theories to account for the very
high temperature readings obtained by radio results as well as by Mariner II. The author
is a bit prejudiced in this section, but each of us probably has his own pet theory or
theories when it comes to the enigma of Venus. The section on Mars is likewise fascinating because the author describes in detail the results of his own experiments upon earth
organisms in a simulated Martian environment. While the author did not succeed in these
experiments as well as other investigators have reported doing, the fact remains that lower
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type forms on earth can survive if transported to Mars either by purpose or by accident.
The remaining part of the book is devoted to the Jovian planets, and it is more theoretical
than observational. However, this treatment is to be expected.
There are a few minor errors in typing, and on page 191 in the tables for the albedos of the planets Mercury has been transposed for Mars in that column. However, the numerical data are correct.
This book belongs in the library of every amateur and professional. As much of the
material is still highly speculative, it will be interesting to see how the results of nowplanned space probes confirm or deny the most probable theories advocated in the book. We
have already had a few surprises; for Weil supported a smooth Mars with the dark areas as
former ocean basins, whereas Mariner IV has shown that both maria and deserts are crater pitted. We should be on the look out for more surprises when other probes are sent to the
nearer planets.
PREDICTED SHADQW TRANSITS OF THE SATELLITES OF URANUS IN 1966
By Craig L. Johnson
(all times plus or minus one hour)
2/15 (Feb. 15)
2/17
2/18
2/23
2/26

Transit
Transit
Transit
Transit
Transit

3/3
3/6
3/8

Transit of Ariel at 942.
Transit of Umbriel at 245.
Transit of Ariel at 346.
Uranus at opposition.
Transit of Umbriel at 549.
Transit of Ariel at 446.
Transit of Titania at 942.
Transit of Umbriel at 944.
Transit of Ariel at 546.
Transit of Titania at 242.
Transit of Oberon at 546.
Transit of Ariel at 646.
Transit of Ariel at 745.

3/10
3/13
3/14
3/18
3/22
3/23
3/28
4/2

of
of
of
of
of

Titania at 60, Universal Time in whole table.
Umbriel at 12.7.
Ariel at 1242.
Oberon at 742.
Ariel at 146.

Transit
Transit
Transit
Transit
Transit
Transit
Transit
Transit
Transit
Transit

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

Ariel at 845.
Umbriel at 247.
Ariel at 945.
Umbriel at 642.
Umbriel at 91 7.
Ariel at 1045. Possible double transit.
Titania at 541.
Ariel at 1145.
Oberon at 440.
Ariel at 240.

5/20
5/25
5/30

Transit
Transit
Transit
Transit
Transit
Transit
Transit
Transit
Transit
Transit
Transit

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

Umbriel at 340.
Ariel at 340.
Umbriel at 645.
Ariel at 440.
Umbriel at 1040.
Titania at 840.
Oberon at 243. Last transit of Oberon at this
Ariel at 449.
season.
Ariel at 549.
Ariel at 649.
Ariel at 749.

6/1
6/4

Transit of Umbriel at 343.
Transit of Ariel at 849.

4/4
4/7
4/8
4/12
4/17
4/18
4/30
5/3

5/5
5/7
5/10
5/11
5/13
5/15
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Figure 14. Steward Observatory 21-inch reflector of the University of Arizona. This telescope will be used for informal observing during the A.L.P.O. Convention at Tucson on August 26-28, 1966. Photo by E. D. Howell.
xx;:xxv,
a star-like nucleus with a faint 4' tail in a 6-inch telescope. The magnitude was about
10 in a 20X120 refractor.
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As late as Dec. 4 UT Milon and Lee McDonald photographed a 4-degree wide, 25-degree
long tail with a 50 mm. lens. About 7° of tail could be seen with the naked eye from an
altitude of 7,000 feet. Around this time the comet was reminiscent of Comet Wilson-Hubbard
in Aug. 1961, when Milon saw it from McDonald Observatory. In both comets a section of the
tail was visible to the naked eye, while the nucleus required binoculars. Very transparent
skies were a must to see the tail of Ikeya-Seki as it became more diffuse. In Mount Vernon,
New York, John Bortle could see only 20' of tail in a --inch on Nov. 29 UT, the same date
on which a 30-degree tail was photOgraphed from Tucson. However, several observers continued to make an excellent series of magnitude estimates of the coma.
•

John Bortle has published an analysis of visual observations after perihelion in the
January, 1966 issue of "The Eyepiece" of the New York City Amateur Astronomers Association.
Using observations by members of that group, Bortle investigated solar correlations and
presented a photometric graph, obtaining m = 6.5 + 9.5 log r, n = 3.9 for the period from
Oct. 20 UT to Nov. 29. Gordon Solberg and R. B. Minton, New Mexico State University Observatory, have written a paper on preperihelion visual observations of Ikeya-Seki in which
they found that the corrected heliocentric magnitude equals 5.8 + 6.3 log r, n v 6.3 4 2.5
or 2.5. They also studied the relation of the coma diameter to decreasing solar distance.
Comet Alcock 1965h was seen visually in October, 1965 by two members. (Unsuccessful
attempts were mentioned on page 70 of the last issue.) On Oct. 8 UT Karl Simmons, Jacksonville, Florida, saw Alcock at about 10th magnitude with a 12i-inch telescope, the comet
having a diameter of 5'. Observing on Oct. 18, Michael McCants, Houston, estimated the
magnitude at about 11, and described it as a featureless blob, 21-31 across. He compared
the comet's magnitude to that of galaxies.
David Meisel reports that he has a computer program for the reduction of physical observations of comets. At Leander McCormick Observatory, University of Virginia, Meisel
uses a Burroughs 5500B and a program written in ALGOL to program orbital elements, magnitudes, sizes, and position angles. This program should speed-up the analysis of the many
Ikeya-Seki reports that have been received.
Michael McCants, the computer of comet orbits for distribution to the ALPO, is now
working at the Manned Spacecraft Center, involved in the training of Apollo astronauts.
McCants will continue to work on comets in Houston with an IBM 1620 computer.
PLANETOLOGICAL FRAGMENTS -

2

The Lunar Surface Layer
Dr. Tom Gold of Cornell University recently remarked in a conference on lunar studies
that scientists who have long theorized about the nature of the moon's surface are now using the Ranger television photographs as a mirror in which they see their own theories reflected. He means, of course, that the dispute over the lunar surface as a solid or a pulverized (dusty) surface has not been settled even with the phenomenal results of the Ranger
project. See, for example, the report of a lunar studies conference in
and Telescope,
January, 1966.

az

L. D. Jaffe has used the Ranger 7 photographs and simulated craters in the laboratory
to derive a probable value for the thickness of pulverized "overlay", which he regards as
the probable cause of the smooth, soft appearance of many small lunar craters. Jaffe made
sharp crater impressions in sand and then slowly sifted very fine sand uniformly over them.
At several different stages during the covering process photographs were taken. This resulted in a series of views showing the same crater form becoming softer and softer until
it was nearly obliterated. At each stage in the series the ratio of the depth of sifted
covering material to the crater diameter (about 6 inches) was calculated. Selected craters
of known diameters on the last of the Ranger 7 photographs were then compared with the simulated crater under different stages of cover. When a good visual match was found, the
depth of cover or overlay on the lunar crater was calculated from the known ratio on the
model. In general, this process yielded depths of overlay between 5 and 27 meters.
Such a depth of unconsolidated material presents a picture of the lunar surface very
different from that suggested by Kuiper and others using some of the same Ranger data.
Jaffes results rest heavily on certain basic assumptions about the way in which craters
were formed on the moon and in what sort of materials. As Kuiper has pointed out, smallscale lunar craters consist of two distinct types: those with sharp and slightly raised
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rims, and those with no rim at all and a very smooth and shallow contour. There are also
variations on these types, and all varieties can be found in nearly any small area on the
lunar maria. The appearance of these distinct types in mutual proximity suggests either a
common origin and greatly different ages (the smooth ones presumably being older and more
covered with material) or different methods of formation for the two general types. Kuiper
views the smooth craters as collapse depressions in the lava-like material on the maria and
in the flooded major craters (such as Alphonsus), and the sharp craters with lips as primary and secondary impacts.
In view of the diversity of opinions on the true nature of the lunar surface and the
inherent difficulties of the problem, there is no reason to believe that we yet have the
true picture, in spite of published allegations to the contrary.
In another paper, Jaffe has estimated the strength of the lunar surface cover from
further studies of the simulated craters and thickness of overlay. He finds as a lower
limit that the surface will support a mass of 0.1 kilograms/cm. Kuiper, using the assumption that the surface is rigid, estimates approximately 100 times this bearing strength,
which value is sufficient to hold a small vehicle.
References:
Jaffe, L. D., "Depth of the Lunar Dust", Jour. Geophysical Research, 70, No. 24, 6129,
1965.
Jaffe, L. D., "Strength of the Lunar Dust", Jour. Geophysical Research, 70, No. 24 6139,

1965.
Kuiper, G. P., "Lunar Results from Rangers 7 to 9", L41 & Tel., May, 1965, 293.
Kuiper, G. P., "Interpretation of Ranger VII Records", Tech. Report 32-700, Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Feb. 10, 1965.
The Rotation of Mercury
The announcement by Pettengill and Dyce that Mercury rotates with a period of about
59 days instead of the previously accepted 88 days has resulted in a large number of papers
on this subject. These will be dealt with further in an article in The Strolling Astronomer or in another installment of "Planetological Fragments", but a few remarks appear to
oe in order at this time. The basic question that observers will ask, is: "How can the
visual records of the past century, which were made on the assumption of an 88-day period,
be reconciled with the newly determined shorter period?" At least two papers in the literature of 1965 deal with this problem. If one selects two drawings of Mercury with a similar phase made at different apparitions showing the same general pattern of markings, in
almost all cases the rotation period of 58.65 days (exactly two-thirds of the 87.9-day period) fits the interval between the drawings better than the 87.9-day period. There are
good reasons connected with the dynamics of the orbit of Mercury for the rotation period's
being exactly two-thirds of the orbital period of revolution. A careful look at the orbital geometry of the earth and Mercury shows that at the same phase at two successive evening (or morning) apparitions the same markings should not be visible, assuming a 59-day
rotation. Rather, in each successive morning (or evening) apparition the planet is rotated approximately 120° in hermographic longitude; and in three successive morning (or evening) apparitions the entire planet would be visible. This opinion is borne out by the fact
that inspection of a long and continuous series of Mercury drawings (the Jarry-Desloges observations) discloses three basic patterns of markings that appear in their many drawings
at evening apparitions during the period from 1909 to 1941. The lib rations in longitude
discussed in the past by Lowell, Heath, and Cruikshank are now known to have an effect different from that which was described, and this fact somewhat complicates computation of an
ephemeris of the positions of markings on the planet. The assembly of visual drawings of
Mercury into an accurate map requires such an ephemeris which, when calculated, may eventually be included in The American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac.
References:
Pettengill, G H , and Dyce, R. B., "A Radar Determination of the Rotation of the Planet
Mercury", Nature, 206, 1240, 1965.
McGovern, W E Gross, S. H., and Rasool, S I "Rotation Period of the Planet Mercury",
Nature, 208, 375, 1965.
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timing, it would be very worthwhile to make observations of such phenomena as a valuable
check on orbital residuals.
Conclusions
It is evident that estimated intensities of the belts and zones will yield good information as to changes in these details. Especially valuable are intensities of belts and
zones estimated with known transmission filters. Those should be Wratten 25 (red), 59
(green), and 47 (blue); then everyone is at least using the same band-passes. Certain inherent differences between individual observers are bound to come up -- especially as to
their color perception. With a number of estimates over a fairly long time interval, however, the Recorders can assign to an observer his proper color factor so that all estimates
can be reduced to a common scale.
Johnson's work on Tethys is an excellent example of what can be done with the currently occurring satellite phenomena. These will continue in 1966. A little extra effort
along this line would be most worthwhile.
Of course, we have our old problem of CM transits of aa feature seen in a belt or
zone. The increased activity in the northern zones (NTrZ & NTeZ) makes it worth looking
for spots there since these regions do not have good known rotation rates.
The most valuable contribution possible with smaller instruments would be intensity
measures of the belts and zones both with and without color filters. There appears to be
little of value which can be learned by straining vigorously to observe something with a 4"
telescope that is a hard test for a 12". Since most users of large telescopes don't use
them so often, a persevering observer with a small telescope can make a real contribution
in the manner described above.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Sustaining Members and Sponsors. As of February 10, 1966 we have in these special
classes of membership:
Sponsors - William O. Roberts, David P. Barcroft, Grace A. Fox, Philip and Virginia
Glaser, John E. Westfall, Joel W. Goodman, the National Amateur Astronomers, Inc., James Q.
Gant, Jr., David and Carolyn Meisel, Ken Thomson, Kenneth J. Delano, Richard E. Wend, and
Phillip W. Budine.
Sustaining Members - Sky Publishing Corporation, Charles F. Capen, Craig L. Johnson,
Geoffrey Gaherty, Jr., Dale P. Cruikshank, Charles L. Ricker, James W. Young, Charles M.
Cyrus, Alan McClure, Elmer J. Reese, George E. Wedge, Carl A. Anderson, Gordon D. Hall,
Michael McCants, Ernst E. Both, Harry D. Jamieson, William K. Hartmann, Ralph Scott, A. W.
Mount, Jeffrey B. Lynn, Charles B. Owens, Joseph P. Vitous, Jimmy George Snyder, John E.
Wilder, Clark R. Chapman, Roger A. Cole, A. K. Parizek, B. Traucki, Emil P. Uhor, and
Charles H. Giffen.
Sponsors pay $25 per year; Sustaining Members, $10 per year. The surplus above the
regular rate is used to support the work and activities of the A.L.P.O. We gladly express
our thanks to the colleagues listed above for their meaningful support and assistance.
Training Program. We receive frequent expressions of interest in lunar observing from beginning observers and young novices. The attention of such persons and any
others interested is directed to the following information recently communicated by Clark
R. Chapman, the Lunar Training Program Recorder: "The Lunar Training Program is designed
to assist beginning observers in learning the fundamentals of visual observations. A fivepage instruction pamphlet was prepared last year, and copies may be obtained by sending a
self-addressed stamped envelope to Clark R. Chapman, 2L Harper Rd., Buffalo, N. Y. 14226,
U.S.A. Also available are standard crater outline forms for Cassini, Posidonius, Aristarchus-Herodotus, Hesiodus, Thebit, Guerickg-Parry-Bonpland-Fra Mauro, Plato, and the Ranger
VII impact region. Please specify which forms are desired, and enclose an additional stain:
for each five ordered. Available again, for 25 cents, is a photograph illustrating the
four steps in making a drawing of a lunar crater. More detailed information on lunar observation will be appearing in the A.L.P.O. Observing Manual, which should be published toward
the end of the year."
It should perhaps be stated that the A.L.P.O. Lunar Training Program is designed to
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rive seriously interested observers the opportunity to train themselves in certain basic
techniques. Participating observers will make progress in proportion to how well they follow Mr. Chapman's guidlines. Casual attempts will be no more rewarding here than on other
Lunar and planetary projects. Neither can Mr. Chapman reasonably be expected to correspond
at length on such distantly related topics as telescope making, science fair projects, and
space travel.

A.L.P.O. Observing Manual. We hope soon to announce more of the status of this project. We are, however, very glad to say that the co-authors, Clark Chapman and Dale Cruikshank, now have at least initial drafts of all the chapters. Their success is largely a
result of considerable efforts which they made during the summer of 1965 in collecting,
criticizing, and rewriting the various manuscripts -- a task the magnitude of which will be
appreciated only by those who have done something similar.
Chart 2f the Planet Mars. The U. S. Air Force has prepared a map of the planet Mars
in natural colors. The detail and colors were determined through consultation with Dr. E.
Slipher, the famous observer and photographer of Mars. The map is on a Mercator projection from 60°S. to 60°N., with the polar regions on three northern and three southern hemisphere perspective drawings. The map is based on selected photography. This chart of Mars
may be ordered from the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington,
D. C. 20402. The price is 50 cents per copy. The chart of Mars measures 22 by 29 inches
and is not folded.
A Note on Lunar Nomenclature. Mr. Patrick Moore has submitted the following comment
on the articles about the new lunar nomenclature in Str. A., Vol. 19, Nos. 1-2, pp. 27-29,
1965.
"Perhaps a brief note concerning Clark Chapman's article will be in
order. First, nobody supposes that Wilkins' map is as accurate as modern
charts. How could it be? Wilkins was a pioneer; he was studying the Moon
long before many professionals bothered about it; he was working alone with
modest equipment; and let us remember that his map did not cost any Government a very large sum of money! Secondly, some of the names in his map
were added in the 1950's by Mr. D. W. G. Arthur, then Librarian of the BAA
Lunar Section of which Wilkins was Director.
"Mr. Chapman is very young, and I am sure he did not mean to be offensive. But rather than continue such comments - bearing in mind that Wilkins is no longer with us - let us respect the memory of a pioneer. I am
sure that in later years Clark Chapman will come to agree with this view."
If any comment on the comment be needed, the Editor would say, first, that he has
long admired that spirit of dedication in which Wilkins, Goodacre, W. H. Pickering. P.
Fauth, and others devoted countless hours to studying the moon quite without government subsidies, and, second, that he feels a responsibility to inform our readers of the lunar nomenclature adopted by the I.A.U. as explained by Clark Chapman and others.
The A.L.P.O. Library and Staff Changes. The services of Mr. E. Downey Funck as A.L.
P.O. Librarian have ended, and he has agreed to return the Library to the Editor in Las
Cruces, New Mexico. We are indebted to Mr. Funck for his help in making this service possible and for his aid in giving physical space to books and magazines. The future of the
Library is at present uncertain, and we shall be glad for constructive suggestions from our
readers. We would like to try to continue to provide a lending library if it is really
helpful to our members. Probably it is chiefly useful to our younger members; those at colleges or universities and those having contacts with professional institutions already possess excellent library facilities. Interest in the A.L.P.O. Library has lagged during the
last few years, although we certainly have books of interest and value to most or all of
our members. It has also been suggested that the Library should serve to store our older
observational records and that Recorders should perhaps have on hand no more than the last
five years of observational records on their particular planet or project. The risk of
loss of irreplaceable records might thus be reduced.
Mr. Harry Jamieson has asked to be relieved of his duties as an A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder for a few months, after which he hopes to resume them. In the meantime, the Reverend Kenneth J. Delano will be in charge of the Lunar Dome Survey. All current observations
of lunar domes should be mailed to Reverend Delano at 22 Ingell St., Taunton, Massachusetts.

Concerning "Prospects". For several issues we have run a section on lunar and plane-
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new infrared studies by Bruce Murray and his co-workers with the 200-inch Palomar telescope.
When in direct sunlight, solid bodies in the Solar System emit infrared radiation in
the form of heat. Sensitive detectors now available can record the amount of radiation in
a given wavelength region reaching the telescope from a particular body. Murray's group
recorded the infrared radiation in the 8-14 micron part of the spectrum of Ganymede as the
satellite went into eclipse by Jupiter. These eclipse events occur slowly, and Ganymede requires nearly 20 minutes to be fully extinguished after the partial phases of the eclipse
begin. During this time, the visual light curve is very steep since about 90% of the light
from Ganymede is extinguished in the first 10 minutes of the eclipse. The infrared heat
emission does not diminish so rapidly, however; and there is a time lag of a little less
than 5 minutes between the visible and infrared curves. This is quite a short time lag and
indicates that the rock materials covering the surface of Ganymede have a very low thermal
inertia, as is the case with the moon. That is to say, the upper few millimeters of surface cools so quickly that we know it cannot be solid rock. The similar rapid cooling of
the moon as it goes into eclipse is the root of the early concepts of dust, and to some extent, of our modern ideas of a fairy-castle structure. These initial results of Murray's
group point out the great need for detailed studies of Titan, the moon, and the satellites
of Jupiter in the infrared wavelengths.
Reference: Murray, B. C., Westphal, J. A., and Wildey, R. L., "The Eclipse Cooling
of Ganymede", Astrophysical Journal, to be published.
DPC

ARISTARCHUS: THE . OUTH

au

BRIGHT SPOT AND THE SOUTHERN 10AA

By: James C. Bartlett, Jr.
The southern portion of Aristarchus has long been the site of remarkable phenomena
which only now (Sept. 1964) are beginning to receive professional acknowledgement. Why only
now? Because until the Bolsheviks upset the Universe with their Sputnik I, thereby ushering
in the Space Age, the moon was regarded by the astrophysicists who largely adorn the profession mainly as an annoyance. Their great delight was the photography and spectroscopy of extra-galactic nebulae. Meanwhile, a little closer to home, some interesting events were escaping notice but events which are not likely to be noticed in any case by the casual observer,
requiring for their demonstration a reasonably long series of systematic observations to be
used as a frame of reference. This paper deals with a few such events as they have appeared
to this writer over the past ten years and more.
The nature of the events convinces me that the whole southern region of Aristarchus
constitutes a distinct Selenological province, differing fundamentally in some presently
unknown way from all other parts of the crater and its immediate environs. This is strongly
indicated by the uniqueness of some of the phenomena therein observed, of which the more conventional aspect is represented by the South Wall Bright Spot (SWBS). In some respects the
behavior of the SWBS is very similar to that of the EWBS, described in Str. A., Vol. 19, pp.
7-12; but it is not so consistently visible and occasionally fails altogether. Thus in August, 1964 it was not visible to this observer through colongitude 156°, after which time
clouds ended observation for that lunation.
The nature of the SWBS is not precisely known. The EWES, as we have seen, arises
from the high-sun expansion of a bright white area around a small craterlet close to the
crest of the East wall (IAU sense); and while it is probable that the same relation may obtain for the SWBS, the hypothetical associated craterlet must then be even more minute. At
any rate, no craterlet has been demonstrated by the same apertures (up to 5 ins.) which easily show the East wall craterlet. Therefore, either a SWBS craterlet is too small for their
powers, or the SWBS may be a mere surface deposit. In location, the SWBS also differs from
the EWBS. Unlike the latter, the SWBS appears to lie at the foot of the southern glacis;
but like the EWES, it is also subject to great variations in size which variations - again
like those of the EWBS - are quite independent of the colongitude. The SWBS is also much
more variable with regard to intensity.
Like the EWBS, the SWBS does not develop at a fixed colongitude; but whereas the former may begin development as early as col. 4715, the latter has so far not been observed before col. 6013. Indeed, this value may be regarded as abnormally early for the SWBS, which
does not become consistently visible until around colongitude 72° with a peak of consistent
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visibility between colongitudes 87° and 195°. There are, however, occasional breaks even
in this range when the SWBS is not visible.
As we have seen, on rare occasions the SWBS apparently does not develop at all; and
on other occasions it is abnormally late in developing, its latest date of first appearance
being 8729 as so far observed. Thus between the colongitudes of first appearance as observed to date there is a range of 2726. It is certainly suggestive that this value is also
the range so far found for the EWBS, notwithstanding that colongitude relationships are
themselves out of phase by about a day. The extreme range of visibility for the SWBS, as
so far determined, is from 60° to 217°. It is therefore a little less persistent than the
EWBS, which has been observed over the range from 47:5 to 221°, but here again the difference is only a little more than a day.
Like the EWBS also, the SWBS exhibits no reasonably fixed relation, either in visibility or appearance, to the colongitude, and that by such wide margins as to indicate that
something more than the angle of incidence of sunlight is involved. Table No. 1, which is
a selection from 126 comparison colongitudes, will make this point clear.
Table No. 1
Appearance at comparison colongitudes
Colongitude
60239

60.30
61.77
67.68
68.48
72.73
72.58
79.42
79.79
79.61
92.59
92.33
96.77
97.59
97.57
109.77
109.12
110.55
135.16
136.61
136.53
208.84
208.95

Local Time Date
April 4, 1955
November 26, 1955
March 25, 1964
September 28, 1955
January 6, 1955
November 15, 1956
June 30, 1958
March 26, 1964
October 11, 1954
July 3, 1955
July 30, 1958
October 30, 1955
July 31, 1958
May 4, 1958
July 16, 1954
July 2, 1958
July 30, 1950
November 12, 1954
July 17, 1954
October 4, 1955
May 30, 1964
July 27, 1964
August 8, 1950
July 25, 1954

Remarks
Small, 7° bright spot.*
Absent.
Large, 60 bright spot.
Absent.
Brilliant; 825 bright.
Absent.
Absent.
Large; 8° bright.
Small, 6° bright.
Very large; 9° bright.
Absent.
Large; 9° bright.
Absent.
Absent.
Absent.
Very small, brilliant; 92
Very large; 10° bright.
Large; 10° bright.
Absent.
Minute; 10° bright.
Large; 9° bright.
Small; 6° bright.
Absent.
Small; 8° bright.

It is clear, therefore, that both as to relative size and estimated intensity the
SWBS exhibits marked variations for closely comparable colongitudes, when indeed it is not
wanting altogether; but the table does not reflect the even more significant changes occasionally observed in a given lunation. These may be both spectacular and very rapid, as
the three examples below will demonstrate.
In 1954, at 2h U.T. on Oct. 13 by U.T. date, I observed the SWBS to be large and brilliant (10°) making a distinct hump in the southern outline of the crater. Transparency was
5; and seeing was variable, 3 to 5. At 5h 15m, the SWBS was found to have been reduced to
an abnormally small spot but still 10° bright. Transparency was then the same but seeing
had risen to 7. The same telescope, a 3.5-inch Newtonian, was used in both observations.
This particular observation was also notable for providing another example of the curious
parallelism between the behavior of the SWBS and its analogue, the EWBS; for at 2h the latter was both larger and brighter than at 5h 15m. However, the SWBS suffered a much greater
decrease in size (at least by a factor of 2) while retaining its intensity (referred to the
*These intensities are on an arbitrary scale of 0 (shadows) to 10 (most brilliant
features).
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central peak); the decrease in size of the EWBS, though perceptible, was slight and was accompanied by an estimated decline of 1° in intensity as referred to the central peak. The
point of it is that both spots nevertheless were affected more or less simultaneously.
A much more spectacular example of rapid change in the SWBS was observed by me in
1959. On March 24 (U.T. date) at 2 33m, T 5, S3, the SWBS was found to be absent, the
southern outline of the crater (which was actually the outline of the white area outside
the crater) showing a smooth and unbroken curve. At 4h 55m, a large, brilliant hump was observed to break the curve, which hump represented the SWBS. The general brightness of this
area at both times was great and estimated as 9°. The SWBS, when it appeared, was also estimated as 9° and was distinguishable from the background only by virtue of the distortion
caused in the latter's outline. The appearance of the SWBS, between 2h 33m and 4 55m,
therefore was not due to an increase in brightness but to an increase in area. A 4.25-inch
reflector was employed for both observations, with a 5-inch to check results of the second
observation as well. Again, as in 1954, sim4taneous changes were found to have affected
the EWBS, though of a different nature. At 2n 33m, the EWES was large and estimated as 10°
bright as referred to the central peak, but totally lacking its characteristic tail. At 4h
55m, the intensity of the EWBS had declined perceptibly but slightly, as referred to the
central peak, and was estimated at 9°, but without perceptible reduction in size. Meantime,
however, a large 9° bright tail had also put in an appearance. Thus, again, while the observed variations were not analogous, none the less both the SWBS and the EWES exhibited
more or less simultaneous variations with respect to time.
An analogous, but much less rapid, rise from invisibility to prominence had also been
observed in 1954. On July 24, 1954, at 7h 19m, T5, S5, col. 196%11, the SWBS was found to
be absent. Some 24 hours later, July 25, at 8n 18m, col. 208995, it was conspicuously present as a small, 80 bright spot, T5, as before, but S variable (4 to 1). A 5-inch reflector was employed in both observations. Again, variations were also observed in the EWES,
though the considerable advance in colongitude renders the coincidence much less significant.
The SWBS therefore appears to exhibit random increases and decreases in both size and
intensity which are unrelated to any specific colongitude, or range of colongitudes, and
which may continue into late lunar afternoon. In this respect its behavior is strictly analogous to that of the EWBS. A very marked specific difference, however, is exhibited with
respect to the violet glare phenomenon. While the EWBS is commonly involved, the SWBS is
only rarely so; but detailed discussion will be deferred to a paper dealing with this particular phenomenon.
The SWBS, however, is merely one of the many variable phenomena which characterize
the southern region of Aristarchus, and we must now give some attention to this area as a
whole.
Variation in the Southern Outline
Aristarchus is the center of a minor ray system, and on the south and west sides (IAU
sense) the crater is enveloped by a high-sun bright area which begins development shortly
after sunrise. The development of this bright area results in an apparent increase in the
size of the crater, and also in an apparent deformation such that the central peak and floor
area appear to shift position both north and east (IAU). This effect reaches a maximum after local noon for Aristarchus. The apparent northward and eastward shift of the central
peak and floor area is due to a corresponding southern and western extension of the white
area outside the crater. The eye being unable to distinguish between the true crater and
its expanded outline, the latter is taken for the former and the central peak therefore appears to be off center.
In The Moon, the late H. P. Wilkins speaks of certain curving ridges to the south of
Aristarchu
s which appear to be the remains of eroded rings. One such ring, marked by an X,
is shown in Section XVIII of the Wilkins map. On the S.S.E. (IAU) wall of object X is a
small craterlet, and a similar one is to be found just outside the S.S.W. (IAU) wall. The
low walls increase in height to the north, with the result that crater X appears as a pair
of curving arcs having the aforementioned craterlets at their southern extremities. This
gives a horned appearance to the southern outline of Aristarchus. See Figure 24. However,
this horned appearance may alternate with that of a large, rounded hump (Figure 25), while
at other times neither aspect is seen and the southern outline appears to be more or less
smoothly rounded (Figure 26). Like the SWBS phenomena, these appearances cannot be related
exclusively to any fixed colongitude or order of colongitudes. Table No. 2 gives some examples.
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Table No. 2
Colongitude of first appearance
Horned Aspect

Hump Aspect
Col.
68146
75.67
86.11
89.83
114.06
116.28

Local Time Date
June
July
Mar.
Oct.
Mar.
Aug.

22,
23,
24,
11,
18,
2

Local Time Date

Col.

Aug.
Apr.
July
June
July
Oct.

82:17
103.26
110.07
118.22
124.51
131.37

1964
1964
1964
1954
1957
1958

22,
5,
3,
27,
26,
11,

1964
1958
1958
1964
1964
1957

Thus in the samples given there is a range of over 47° of colongitude for the first
appearance of the hump aspect, and of over 39° for the first appearance of the horned aspect. As observed so far, col. 68:46 has been the earliest at which the hump aspect had
developed and col. 82:17 the earliest at which the horned aspect has been seen. The latest
colongitudes at which either has been seen are 195:73 for the hump and 178:75 for the horned aspect.
Not only are there pronounced differences between the colongitudes of first appearance, but in addition the aspects are not always the same for comparable colongitude but may
alternate. Table 3 gives a few examples taken from 104 comparison colongitudes.
Table No. 3
Aspect of South Outline at comparison colongitudes
Col.

Local Time Date

72473
72.73
79.42
79.79
96.83

July 13,
June 30,
Oct. 11,
July 3,
Nov. 10,

96.77

May

103.88
103.96
103.26
110.55
110.07
130.84
130.88
131.25
131.37
Nothing but the smooth
221:03. Of the 104 comparison
presented the hump aspect; 35
aspect therefore would appear

Oct.
Oct.
Apr.
July
July
Jan.
June
July
Oct.

1954
1958
1954
1955

1954
4, 1958

13,
31,
4,
17,
3,
11,
28,
26,
11,

1954
1955
1958
1954
1958
1955
1964
1956
1957

Aspect
Smooth
Hump
Smooth
Hump
Hump
Horned
Smooth
Hump
Horned
Smooth
Horned
Hump
Horned
Hump
Horned

curve
curve

curve
curve

curve aspect has so far been observed from col. 196211 through
colongitudes from which the above samples were taken, 48 rethe smooth aspect; and only 21 the horned aspect. The horned
to be the least common.

What is the cause of this variation in aspect ? Clearly because there has been variation in the shape and extent of the white area south of the crater. Whether this represents a variation in the white area as such, or whether it represents a variation in dark
areas is at present uncertain; but one or the other (and possibly both) unquestionably varies. The principal variation would appear to take place in the floor of the ring, X. When
this object is seen under the aspect of two curving bright ridges, the space they enclose
is always dark; but when this appearance is replaced by the always bright hump aspect, it is
clear that the floor of I has become as bright as its walls. The hump, of course, represents
the filled-in outline, as it were, of the ring X. Changes in both color and intensity of
the floor of crater X are responsible for the alternation between hump and horned aspect.
The difficulty is to explain the observed lack of relationship to colongitude. When either
aspect is replaced by the smooth curve effect, it must be because the white area has extended to embrace both X and its environs.
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Distortion of the S.W. Outline
Closely related to the phenomena described above is another which may actually be a
relatively new development. At least it does not appear in my records prior to October 11,
1957, though the colongitudes at which it now appears had been covered many times before
then.
On the S.W. (IAU) side of Aristarchus occur the two well-known white rays which connect the crater to Herodotus. Of these, the southern ray appears remarkably straight and
bright at sunrise, apparently a ridge which forms part of the completed high-sun ray. Between these two rays is a dark gray surface, which (until 1957) always appeared to me to be
bounded on the East (IAU sense) by the convex curve of the white area around the crater.
This is no longer true. At the present time, with approach to noon there is a sensible expansion eastward of the dark area inclosed between the bright rays, which has the effect of
deforming the hitherto smooth curve of the S.W. boundary (Figure 27). In this case there
can be no question of what has varied; definitely it is the extent of dark area.
While Figure 27 gives one aspect of this intrusion, it is by no means always of the
same extent or shape; and occasionally very abnormal appearances are seen. Like the other
phenomena considered above, it shows no fixed relation to colongitude but generally begins
to become evident around col. 130°. However, I have seen it as early as col. 124251, on
July 27, 1964. Its duration is brief, lasting about four days, after which the S.W. bright
area is restored to its original convex outline.
The Granular Aspect
The southern inner wall, part of the southern floor, and the southern glacis are all
subject to an appearance as of bright granulation. This too bears no fixed relation to colongitude; and while in general it may begin around col. 118°, I have twice seen its first
appearance as early as 75°, and once found its first appearance delayed until 148493, a
range of 73° in colongitude. The appearance of the granular aspect is always linked to a
marked decrease in the relative intensity of the southern areas; but when these areas remain
as bright as contiguous areas of the crater, e.g. the inner west wall (IAU sense), they always appear bright white and amorphous (at least to a small aperture).
The fading, which usually begins around col. 118°, may be uniform; or it may be greater on the west (IAU sense) than on the east. The general intensity falls to an estimated
6°, occasionally to 5° in the western part, while the other parts of the crater remain very
bright. As a result, the southern area then assumes a grayish aspect, and against this grayish background there now appears a sprinkling of small bright spots which give a granular
aspect to the whole. Their number is impossible to estimate, though it appears to vary; and
the general impression is that of a multitude of bright points scattered randomly over a
somewhat darker background. Occasionally, however, much larger and brighter isolated spots
are seen which may be as much as 9° bright.
We have seen that the date of first appearance of this phenomenon shows no fixed relation to colongitude, and may occasionally exhibit a very marked lag; but even more abnormal variations are occasionally recorded. Thus at the very early col. of 75267, July 23,
1964, at 4h 54m U.T., the granulated aspect was already well developed, the general intensity of the southern area being estimated at no more than 6° as compared to 8° for west wall
and floor on the east. But 24 hours later, July 24, at 5h Olm U.T., col. 87291, the southern area appeared as bright as the rest of the crater; and the granular aspect had vanished.
On July 27, however, at col. 124251, it had reappeared; and the southern area intensity was
again down to an estimated 6°. The same phenomenon was observed in 1956, when on June 22,
4h 26m, col. 75215, the extreme southern area of the inner wall was estimated as only 6°
bright (with 8° for the crater average) and was found to be sprinkled with minute bright
spots. Another observation was not obtained until June 26, at 7h 42m, col. 12526, when the
southern area was a brilliant 9°, amorphous, and equal in intensity to the rest of the crater. Two days later, at col. 148°, the granulated aspect was found to have returned; and
the intensity had again dropped to 6°. Finally I find two instances, some ten years apart,
in which the granulation apparently failed to develop at all. In October, 1954, I found no
trace of it from col. 77259 through col. 165246; and in May, 1964, it was not seen from col.
8645 through col. 136261.
Because of the variations in date of-first appearance, and the occasional abnormalities noted above, it is difficult to determine its true range of visibility. But it can
become visible as early as 75° and remain visible through 192°. Perhaps from col. 118° to
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col. 192* is the best guess. Elucidation of the cause depends upon finding an explanation
for the non-systematic fading of the background.

0

rt
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Figure 24. Drawing of lunar crater Aristarchus by James C. Bartlett, Jr. November 11, 1954, 4h 48m, U.T. 3.5-inch reflector, 60X-100X. Seeing 5, transparency 4. Colongitude = 9618. Lunar south
at top, lunar west (IAU sense) at right.
See also text of Dr. Bartlett's article.

Figure 25. Drawing of lunar crater Aristarchus by James C. Bartlett, Jr. May 4,
1958, 6h 28m, U.T. 5-inch reflector, 110X180X. Seeing 7, transparency 3. Colongitude = 9618, the same as on Figure 24.
See also text.

elr

Figure 26. Drawing of lunar crater Aristarchus by James C. Bartlett, Jr. October 13, 1954, 5h 15m, U.T. 3.5-inch reflector, 60X-100X. Seeing 7, transparency 5. Colongitude 10319.

Figure 27. Drawing of lunar crater Aristarchus by James C. Bartlett, Jr. August
27, 1964, 4h 37m, U.T. 4,i-inch reflector.
50X, 120X, 240X. Seeing 4-3, transparency
3. Colongitude = 14320. See also text of
Dr. Bartlett's article.

Recent Appearances of Color in the Southern Area
On the 28th of June, 1964, at 6h 44m U.T., col. 130288, T4, S5, with a 5-inch reflector at 110X-180X, I was very much surprised to find the dull background of the granulated
southern area to have a faint but unmistakable brownish tint, a sort of copper color and
therefore a little more red than brown. By col. 143239 this coppery hue had become stronger;
but by col. 15094 a strong yellow component had been introduced, and the resultant color
was now yellow-brown. Twenty-six hours later, col. 168209, the whole region had been restored to grayish-white and so continued until sunset.
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In the July lunation, as previously noted, the southern region was found dull and
granulated as early as col. 75467; and the background had a definite, though faint, yellowbrown tint. Both granulation and color had vanished by col. 87:91, and the region was then
bright white. By col. 124:51 the granulation, but not the color, had returned; and color
was not again seen until July 29, 1964, at 5h 50m U.T col. 149:3. The hue was yellow-brown
and so continued through August 1, col. 18519. It will be noted that in June it had vanished by colongitude 168°.
In the August, 1964 lunation, color first appeared on August 26, 1964, at 4h 16m, U
T , col. 130258, the same colongitude at which it had first appeared in June. The shade
was again a yellow-brown. On August 27, 1964, at 4h 37m, col. 142:95, color was found to
have vanished; but on August 28, at 4h 401, col. 155416, color was again strongly present
and was again yellowish-brown. Unfortunately weather clouded out the remainder of the lunation.
On September 15, 1964, the Baltimore Evening Sun and the Washington Evening Star both
carried accounts of a spectacular observation of color in Aristarchus. The two observers
were given as S. H. Genatt and Edwin Reid, both Space Agency scientists; and the observation
was said to have been made with the 16-inch reflector of the National Aeronautics and Space
Agency station in Prince Georges County, Maryland. I take it that there will be no question
here as to ample aperture. The observation was made on August 25 between 10:00 and 11:00
P.M. Two bands of color were noted, a pair of red ones across the southern region and a
blue band across the northern region of the crater. The blue band is said to have lasted
only 30 minutes, while the red bands across the southern area lasted for slightly more than
an hour. The red color is said to have been "very strong" at about 10:00 P.M., changing to
pink by 10:30 P.M. and fading to a lighter pink at about 11:00 P.M., shortly after which it
vanished completely. Unfortunately, the time system, whether EST or EDST, is not given; and
so I am uncertain as to the relation this observation bears to my own of August 26 (above),
which was August 25 by local time date. If the time systems are the same, then I would appear to have begun observation only minutes after the disappearance of the phenomenon, at
which time I found the southern region to be tinted yellow-brown.
Is the appearance of color in the southern region of Aristarchus a genuinely new development? Insofar as these red and brown tones are concerned, I believe that it is.
Though displays of the violet glare have been seen here in the past, it is at least certain
that not until the night of June 28, 1964, did I ever record copper or yellowish-brown tones
here.
At any rate it is no accidant that most of the strange events recently chronicled
for Aristarchus should have taken place in the southern area. It is, as the French would
say, mystrieux.
BOOK REVIEWS
Der Sternenhimmel 1966. Edited by Robert A. Naef, Aarau, Switerzerland. H. R. SauerAnder & Co., 166 pages. In German. Available in the United States from Albert J. Phiebig,
P 0 Box 352, White Plains, New York.
Reviewed by William E. Shawcross
The ideal skywatcher's handbook would tell you what to observe, when to see it, and
how to watch it. Of all the guidebooks for amateurs, Der Sternenhimmel undoubtedly comes
closer to this ideal than any of the others we have seen. Its only shortcoming for many
American readers is that it is written in German.
This 26th annual issue follows in general the plan of previous years. Descriptions
of planets and the like are given, together with a day-by-day calendar of celestial happenings. Many clever diagrams and attractive photographs help make clear what is happening
and what one may expect to see. May 20th's annular eclipse of the sun is generously treated,
and many maps are presented. Naturally, occultation predictions and similar events are predicted for Swiss observers, but most of the information in the book is of use to any lover
of the skies.
As in previous years, the binding is still too weak for rugged use outdoors; and many
owners will want to reinforce it with cloth tape. A special feature for telescope users is
the listing of 540 variable stars, nebulae, and other deep-sky objects.
Photographic Atlas of the Moon, by Zdengc Kopal. New York and London: Academic Press,
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1965. 277 pages. $16.00.
Reviewed by John E. Weatfall, A.L.P. 0. Lunar Recorder
Photographic Atlas of the Moon is the sort of work one would expect to carry the name
of Kopal; it is ambitious, but well conceived and impressively executed.
Although the bulk of the atlas is a collection of lunar photographs (taken at the
famous Pic-du-Midi Observatory), the first third of the book is a general textual treatment
of several aspects of lunar study--the moon's orbit and physical properties, surface features, radiation, and surface composition. This material is well illustrated but could be
skipped by the experienced selenographer because most of it is available elsewhere. The
tyro, however, will find this summary of lunar data helpful when he studies the photographs
that follow.
Immediately preceding the collection of photographs is a discussion of lunar photography which contains little-known information about the development of lunar photography
as well as a description of modern lunar photography as practiced at Pic-du-Midi. This section has some defects, though--the Moore-Chappell Lick Observatory series is not mentioned,
nor are the excellent Mount Wilson lunar photographs. Kuiper's Photographic Lunar Atlas is
given cursory treatment; for example, the need for precise times and dates for lunar photographs in a general-purpose atlas, with halftone illustrations, appears dubious.
The real heart of the atlas is naturally its collection of lunar photographs, which
is divided into five parts: a "phase series" (20 plates), a "terminator series" (133 plates), a full moon photograph with six sectional enlargements, a group of views of special
areas (36 plates), and finally, nine examples of Ranger VII close-up lunar photography. As
a whole, the photographs are well reproduced. The fine halftone screen that is used appears
to have brought out an impressive amount of detail from the original film negatives. Unfortunately, tones are often poorly reproduced, giving some photographs either a "washed out"
or "muddy" appearance, depending upon whether a high sun or low sun area is shown. Plates
XXIV, LXVI, and LXVIII are glaring examples of the latter problem.
Although the whole-disc ("phase") series will be interesting to the beginning selenographer, it is the terminator series and, to a lesser extent, the selected areas photographs
that are the core of this work. The terminator series is at a uniform scale of 1/2,000,000.
This scale is large enough to show considerable detail but small enough to keep the book to
a convenient size. It is this writer's opinion that the convenience (and lower price!) of
this work is its chief advantage over the Photographic Lunar Atlas. Quite often, the resolution of the Pic-du-Midi photographs is better than that of the majority of the plates in
the PLA.
The terminator series of photographs shows each region under morning and evening illumination. Because the terminator falls within each photograph, some areas (of limited
size) appear in only one photograph. Another disadvantage is that the morning and afternoon
views of each area are not placed on facing pages but instead at opposite ends of the section. The arrangement is by groups of increasing colongitude, running south to north in
each group. All photographs are oriented with south at the top.
The terminator series is followed by a set of enlarged views of the full moon, useful
mainly for their portrayal of the ray systems.
Plates CLXI through CXCVII deserve hours of careful study. This section consists
mainly of detailed views of special areas, with a few plates illustrating the effects of libration and illumination. Among the areas shown in detail are Sinus Iridum, Mare Crisium,
Petavius, Copernicus (an excellent series showing the effect of changing colongitude), Aristarchus, and several others. Plate CLXXVIII, of the Prinz-Krieger area, is the most detailed earth-based lunar photograph which this writer has ever seen (details one-half kilometer
across were visible on the original negative).
The Ranger VII photographs at the end of the book should be familiar. The selection
of nine photographs given here is well chosen and annotated.
Finally, the owner of the Photgraphic Atlas of the Moon should remember to look inside
the back cover, where he will find a copy of Antonin Riiials "Skeleton Map of the Moon," an
accurate and convenient 1/6,000,000 orthographic view of the visible hemisphere, with parallels and meridians printed in brown, and orthographic coordinates overprinted in red.
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The text is marred by only a few dubious statements and misprints. On page 11 (paragraph 3, line 6), read "62.267" vice "62 267." On page 14 (paragraph 3, line 2) "(28 per
cent)" refers to the portion of the entire moon, not just the "back side," photographed by
Lunik in October, 1959. On the same page (paragraph 4, lines 3-6), the statement that the
moon's mximunydeviation from a sphere is only "1-2 km" would seem an underestimate. Another underestimate is on page 35 (paragraph 4, lines 3-4), where it is stated that the
Leibnitz Mountains do not exceed 6,000 meters in height. Finally, on page 71 (paragraph 5,
line 5), read "scale of 1:3,567,000" instead of "scale of 713,547,000."
The above criticisms are minor and do not detract from the value and usefulness of a
book which, incidentally, is so attractively packaged that the price of sixteen dollars appears quite reasonable. Both text and illustrations are enthusiastically recommended to
the beginning lunar student, while the more experienced observer will find the photographs
alone worthy of many hours of study.
JAMES V. MARSHALL
By: Dale P. Cruikshank
James V. Marshall, a member of the A.L.P.O. since about 1961, died in an auto accident near Las Cruces, New Mexico on February 11, 1966. Marshall's interest in astronomy began in his high school days, and he contributed occasional reports to the various observing
sections of the ALPO. He graduated in 1965 from Texas Technological College with a major in
mathematics. During the summers as an undergraduate he held assistantships at the Lunar and
Planetary Laboratory of the University of Arizona, where he assisted with the programs of
planetary spectroscopy. During the summer of 1964 he wrote a paper, "Improved Test for NO2
on Mars"I, which summarized his laboratory comparison studies on this aspect of the problem
of the Martian atmosphere. In his last year at Texas Tech he participated in schlieren optics experiments and co-authored a paper, with his physics instructor, which was presented
at a meeting of the Optical Society of America. Marshall began graduate studies in astronomy at the University of Arizona in September, 1965, and held an assistantship in the Lunar
and Planetary Laboratory. At the time of his death he was working on a program of low-resolution spectroscopy of selected lunar regions for laboratory comparison studies of possible
sublimate chemical compounds. Marshall and the writer were also working together on protonbombardment experiments to simulate the solar wind on possible lunar surface constituents.
His associates and friends at the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory and in the ALPO are
deeply sorrowful at the loss of this enthusiastic and promising young scientist.
1. Communications of the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, 2 (35), 1964.
VEITS SECTION REPORT - -EVENING APPARITION, 1963-1964.

EAU

I

By: Dale P. Cruikshank, A.L.P.O. Venus Recorder
Introductory Notes
The appearance of this report of Venus observations during the evening apparition of
1963-1964 has been greatly delayed, and the Recorder wishes to express his apologies to
those observers who have waited patiently for this discussion of their efforts. The Recorder has found his ALPO allotment of spare time fully occupied with editorial work on the
forthcoming ALPO Observing Manual, which is now nearing completion. Many new and continuing
observers who have requested information on observing Venus have received a pre-publication
copy of the Venus chapter of the manual, which was prepared by W. K. Hartmann and the present Recorder. A few additional copies exist, and seriously interested persons can have
those remaining on request.
With only minor exceptions, Venus Section Reports prepared by the present Recorder
will follow the format used by our former Recorder, W. K. Hartmann. Mr. Hartmann's histograms1 of dichotomy date residuals (Schroeter's Effect) will be periodically augmented as
new data become available.
Observations Received
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A relatively small
number of observers reported their work for the apparition covered by this
report. The Recorder
feels that this is a direct and unfortunate result of an article he published upon his acceptance
of the duties of Venus
Section Recorder2. In
that article ALPO studies
of Venus were reviewed
critically in an effort
to help clarify certain
visual observations in
the light of physical
studies of Venus. The effect on the observers of
that discussion appears
to have been that they no
longer think that the Section Recorder has any interest or faith in visual
observations. This is a
misconception in general,
but in specific cases it
is true. Among the types
of observations in which
the Recorder feels one can
put little faith are the
random and unconfirmed observations of the Ashen
Light at large phases, the
bright limb band, and the
appearance of the dark
side of Venus as darker
than the background sky.
Intricate radial spoke systems also fall into this
category. The Recorder
does not intend to dictate
Figure 28. James V. Marshall observing with spectrograph
on Lunar and Planetary Laboratory 60-inch telescope. Early
1966. Photograph taken by Dennis Milon.
what observers should see and draw, but simply wishes for observers to look critically at
what they are reporting in the light of what is known about Venus as a planet. The guidelines along which the Recorder believes the ALPO visual observation programs can move most
effectively have been described in a published article, and he will be pleased to supply
copies of this article on request.
A total of 315 drawings and 66 written reports of observations of Venus were received
from 20 observers. Of the 315 drawings, Alan Binder made 141, which is 45%. Without Mr.
Binder's unusual quantity of observations, the number would have been only 43% of the number
reported at the 1962 evening apparition. Mr. Binder's observations taken alone constitute a
valuable collection for the study of certain problems, such as phase. Included with the
remainder reported by other observers, his drawings are valuable for comparison with others
made simultaneously, as will be discussed below. We are very grateful to Mr. Binder for his
extreme effort and for providing the Recorder with copies of all of his drawings.
The following list gives the names of the observers who contributed drawings, reports,
or photographs, and the size of the instruments that they used. The * indicates that the
observer contributed photographs.
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Sustaining Members - Sky Publishing Corporation, Charles F. Capen, Craig L. Johnson,
Geoffrey Gaherty, Jr., Dale P. Cruikshank, Charles L. Ricker, James W. Young, Charles M.
Cyrus, Alan McClure, Elmer J. Reese, George E. Wedge, Carl A. Anderson, Gordon D. Hall,
Michael McCants, Ernst E. Both, Harry D. Jamieson, William K. Hartmann, Ralph Scott, A. W.
Mount, Jeffrey B. Lynn, Charles B. Owens, Joseph P. Vitous, Jimmy George Snyder, John E.
Wilder, Clark R. Chapman, Roger A. Cole, A. K. Parizek, B. Traucki, Emil P. Uhor, Charles
H. Giffen, Frederick W. Jaeger, Klaus R. Brasch, P. K. Sartory, and Nicholas Waitkus.
Sponsors pay $25 per year in dues; Sustaining Members, $10 per year. The surplus
above the regular rate is used to support the work and activities of the A.L.P.O. We
greatly appreciate the loyalty and meaningful support of the colleagues listed above.
New Addresses for A.L.P.O. Staff Members. The name and address of our Uranus-Neptune Recorder are now:
Leonard B. Abbey
3204 La Vista Rd.
Decatur, Georgia 30033
After June 1, 1966 our Book Review Editor should be addressed as follows:
J. Russell Smith
8930 Raven Drive
Waco, Texas 76710
W.A.A. Convention at Millbrae, Calif. The Western Amateur Astronomers will hold
their meeting this year at the Sheraton Thunderbolt Hotel in Millbrae, Calif. (not far from
San Francisco). The dates are Wednesday, August 17 through Saturday, August 20. The daily
schedule is for breakfast at 7:30 A.M., then papers until 1:00 P.M., then lunch, and then
a field trip. The field trips will be to Tinsley Laboratories and Morrison Planetarium on
Thursday, to San Mateo College and Planetarium and the Lick Observatory on Friday, and to
the Stanford Linear Accelerator and the Stanford Radio Astronomy Institute on Saturday.
The customary Star Party will be at the Lick Observatory on Friday evening,and the Convention Banquet will be on Saturday evening. There will be booths for commercial exhibits,
and amateurs are invited to display their own telescopes and equipment. Amateur attendees
are also invited to present papers. The above information was furnished by the W.A.A. Chairman, Mr. Hollis De Vines, 333 Elliott St., San Francisco, Calif. 94134, to whom readers may
write for more information. The host for the meeting is the San Mateo Astronomical Society.
Astronomical League Convention at Miami. The 20th National Convention of the Astronomical League will be held at Miami, Florida, July 1-5, 1966. The hosts are the Southern
Cross Astronomical Society of Miami and the Indian River Astronomical Society of Eau Gallie.
The Convention Headquarters will be the famous McAllister Hotel, Biscayne Boulevard at Flagler St., Miami, Florida 33132. The General Convention Chairman, from whom information may
be requested, is Mr. Jerry Pardue, 641 Falcon Ave., Miami Springs, Florida 33166. A highlight of the meeting will be a tour of Cape Kennedy on July 5. There will be lectures at
Miami and Cape Kennedy by several professional scientists, among them Dr. S. Fred Singer,
the Dean of the School of Environmental and Planetary Sciences of the University of Miami.
Those wishing to register in advance or to be certain of space on the Cape Kennedy tour
should soon write to Southern Cross, Registration Committee, 3280 So. Miami Ave., Miami,
Florida 33129. Papers are solicited on any topic of interest to amateur astronomers.
For A.L.P.O. Vistors to England. Mr. P. K. Sartory, Mellow End, Seale, Farnham,
Surrey, England, heartily invites members of our Association visiting England to meet him.
He is on the technical committee of the Lunar Section of the British Astronomical Association and in February, 1966 was engaged in an evaluation of the "Moon Blink" apparatus. We
hope that some of our members travelling abroad this coming summer can make Mr. Sartory's
acquaintance.
New Director of McDonnell Planetarium in St. Louis. Mr. Ronald R. Sutherland has
been appointed Director of this Planetarium. He is a graduate of the University of Pittsburgh and was on the staff of the Puhl Planetarium before going to Mc Donnell as Assistant
Director.
Request for Observations of the Aristarchus-Herodotus Region. Readers may remember
that the principal project directed by former A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder Patrick McIntosh was
a special mapping study of Aristarchus, Herodotus, and vicinity. There is a fair amount of
material on hand, and Mr. McIntosh and Mr. Westfall would like soon to conclude this study.
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Lunar Recorder John E. Westfall, 3104 Varnum St., Mt. Rainier, Md. 20822 has asked us to
publish this note: "Observers of the Aristarchus-Herodotus region should now send their
observations to me. I also have a supply of observing forms to mail out. What is most
needed are detailed observations of limited portions of the region-particularly the inner
and outer walls of Aristarchus and Herodotus and the 'Cobra Head'-made with moderate or
large apertures under good conditions, and also high-quality amateur photographs of the
area. Morning lighting observations are particularly needed." We strongly underscore this
request-why not observe this lunar area daring the coming warm summer evenings?

A.L.P.O. Convention at Tucson. A brief description and tentative schedule for our
Fourteenth Convention at Tucson, Arizona on August 26-28, 1966 appeared on pp. 89-91 of our
preceding issue (Vol. 19, Nos. 5-6). For general information on the physical arrangements
for the meeting readers should write to Charles A. Wood at 1304 East 7th, Tucson, Arizona
85719. Those desiring to contribute to the A.L.P.O. Exhibit should write to Dennis Milon,
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona. Experience has
shown that drawings, photographs, and charts are the most successful display material. We
desire a wide variety of such items as a good cross-section of the current work of the A.L.
P.O. Papers for the meeting should be sent to Walter H. Haas, Box AZ, University Park, New
Mexico 88070. While one complete paper is on hand and several others have been promised,
we need and desire many more papers by qualified authors. We also need them soon—time is
passing.
A letter from Mr. Wood on April 2, 1966 conveyed the delightful news that Dr. Kuiper
has agreed to let the 61-inch reflector in the Catalina Mts. be used by the conventioneers!
Mr. Wood suggests that the professional papers by Lunar and Planetary Laboratory staff members now be moved to Sunday afternoon and that the A.L.P.O. business meeting and paper session be expanded to fill all of Saturday afternoon (August 27). The schedule for Sunday
would then be: 8:30--12:00 A.M., A.L.P.O. paper session; 2:00-4:00 P.M., L.P.L. paper
session; 6:00--11:00 P.M., trip up Mount Lemon and observing with 61-inch. Activities are
being planned for attending wives temporarily "widowed" by an astronomical meeting. E. A.
Whitaker of the L.P.L. staff is going to display his collection of old lunar maps.
The hosts are the Steward Observatory of the University of Arizona and the Tucson Astronomical and Astronautical Association. Plans are still flexible enough that all positive
ideas for improving the meeting will be warmly welcomed.
Many Thanks to Phillip W. Budine. Formerly our Jupiter Recorder and Assistant Saturn
Recorder, Mr. Budine has given the A.L.P.O. considerable help in recent months by answering
dozens of letters about lunar and planetary observing, careers in astronomy, high school
science fair projects, and "everything about space." We thank our colleague for his enthusiastic and needed assistance.

A.L.P.O. Library Again Available. The Editor's wife has very kindly agreed to assist
the A.L.P.O. by acting as Librarian. Requests for books and information should be addressed
(Mrs.) Beryl E. Haas, 2225 Thomas Drive, Las Cruces, New Mexico 88001.
to:
The Library is physically housed in the Editor's house. Fbr the present books will be supplied on request to A.L.P.O. members in the United States and Canada for the actual mailing
costs plus ten cents per book. Persons borrowing books will be expected to pay return postage and to take reasonable care of books borrowed. The period of loan on a book will be
thirty (30) days.
We have received several letters about the A.L.P.O. Library, with opinions varying
from wishes that this service be continued to advice that the books on hand be sold. It is
the desire of Mrs. Haas and the Editor that an honest effort be made to see whether a Library is a service which a sufficient number of A.L.P.O. members want. If such a desire exists, we are anxious to meet this need.
Mr. Elmer J. Reese has turned in to the A.L.P.O. Library his voluminous and valuable
original personal observing notes, a record of almost unique value to persons doing research on the objects observed by the methods employed.
LUNAR AND PLANETARY PROSPECTS, MAY-JULY, 1966
By: Walter H. Haas
Moon. Reverend Kenneth J. Delano has furnished the following list of favorable
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dates in May-July, 1966 for observing various lunar domes. These are identified by accurate positional designations, either latitude and longitude or the rectangular coordinates
xi and eta. The list is primarily for observers in the United States and Canada. The double dates refer to local civil times; the night of May 22-23, for example, extends from
the evening of May 22 to the morning of May 23, local civil time dates.
Dome
eta xi

Long.

Lat.

1966, May 22/23
25/26
27/28
29/30

+777-318
+269+300
-138+447
-492+235

+55°03'
+16033'
-08053?
-30°25'

-18°35'
+17°29'
+26°37'
+13°36?

29/30
29/30
30/31
May 31/June 1
June 5/6
8/9
13/14
24/25
26/27
27/28

-508+200
-510+175
-611+451
-643+651
+777-318
+339+107
-620+452
+183+348
-257+030
-458+130

-31013/
-31000?
-43°13?
-57°55'
+55°03►
+19056'
-44003'
+11011'
-14°54'
-27°32'

+11°32?
+10005?
+26°50'
+40°38'
-18°35'
+06009?
+26054'
+20°24'
+01045'
+07°29'

29/30
July 6/7
6/7
8/9
10/11
11/12
13/14

-717+345
+615+126
+593+131
+183+348
-218+047
-366-453
-717+345

-49049'
+38°19
+36044'
+11011'
-12034'
-24°14'
-49049?

+20013'
+07°14'
+07°32'
+20°24'
+02°43'
-26°57'
+20°13?

Night

Remarks

(numerous other domes in this
region)

(several other very prominent
members of the Hortensius
cluster of domes in this area)

Those concerned with "lunar transient phenomena" may wish to observe Alphonsus, especially the central peak and its neighborhood, and the Aristarchus-Herodotus region. Alphonsus will be in sunlight from May 27 to June 11, 1966, Universal Time dates, and again
from June 26 to July 10. Aristarchus will be illuminated from May 31 to June 15 and from
June 29 to July 14. It is possible, of course, that these phenomena might also be observed on the earthshine, where the brilliant Aristarchus is an easy formation to detect.
Since there is evidence that "lunar transient phenomena" may be more frequent when the moon
is near perigee and near apogee than at other times, it may be well to mention that perigee occurs on May 27, June 22 and July 20 and that apogee takes place on June 10 and July
8 (Universal Time dates again).
Mercury. This planet is at superior conjunction on May 27, at greatest elongation
east (26° from the sun) on June 30, and at inferior conjunction on July 28. It will accordingly be observable in the telescope in the evening sky during much of June and July.
Mercury will be at aphelion on July 12, when its orbital revolution is naturally slowest.
The tilt of the ecliptic to the horizon after sunset is only moderately favorable to northern hemisphere observers during June and July.A.L.P.O. members with suitable telescopes
are again invited to undertake an optical determination of the period of rotation of this
planet. The fact that the planet is not far from aphelion when at greatest elongation
will lengthen the interval of time over which this study can be pursued with some prospect
of success. Of course, success will demand observing Mercury carefully on as many dates
as possible.
Venus. This planet will be a brilliant Morning Star during the months considered.
The phase will be gibbous, the value of K increasing from 0.67 on May 15 to 0.85 on July
15. The angular diameter will decrease from 17V1 on May 15 to 12V1 on July 15. Suggestions and ideas for observing Venus may be found in Mr. Dale Cruikshank's Venus Report on
pp. 132-138 of this issue and in similar reports in earlier issues of this journal. Among
other things, estimates of the observed phase, estimates of the relative size, brightness,
and conspicuousness of the north and south cusp-caps, and estimates of the relative darkness and conspicuousness of the bordering north and south cusp-bands are desired.
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Jupiter. Dr. Charles H. Giffen has kindly sent along a number of current notes about
the Giant Planet. We regret very much that delays in the preparation and mailing of this
issue will reduce the value of such information for our observers. Jupiter will be in conjunction on July 5. Evening observations are hence not likely to extend much past early
June, and the planet by that time will be increasingly poorly placed at a low altitude on a
bright twilight sky.
A.L.P.O. longitudes of the Red Spot have chiefly varied between 21° and 26° (II) during the 1965-6 apparition. On March 24, 1966 the Spot was an easy object near longitude 28°
(II). It was not so intensly red as earlier in the apparition. The length of the Red Spot
has been about 23° of longitude.
A very dark elongated "rod" on the north edge of the North Equatorial Belt lay near
248° (II) on February 15 and near 230° on March 28. The drift has been about -14° per 30
days in System II.
On March 9 the longitudes (II) and-drifts (change in longitude by System II per 30
days) of the three long-enduring South Temperate Zone ovals were as follows: FA longitude
353° and drift -2026, BC longitude 125° and drift -1629, and DE longitude 260° and drift
-1611. The rotation periods of BC and DE were the longest that they have ever been, a
fact perhaps related to the break-up and subsequent revival of the South Temperate Belt
during the 1964-5 and 1965-6 apparitions. Dr. Giffen requests close observation of South
Tropical Zone features from about longitude (II) 80° to 250° and of projections or condensations on the south edge of the South Equatorial Belt South, which features may be drifting in increasing longitude (II).
OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
Partial Eclipse of Jupiter IV. C H Giffen was able to observe this rare event on
March 28, 1966. He remarks: "The maximum dimming of about 3.2 magnitudes fainter than
Jupiter II occurred at about 1h26m, U.T., March 28 - -at least this value gives the best reflected fit of the decreasing and increasing sides of the light curve. It was impossible
to determine first and last penumbral contacts, as right be expected."
Another Doubled Jovian Satellite Shadow. An observation by Reverend Kenneth J. Delano becomes extremely interesting in connection with Mr. Richard E. Wend's article "The
Doubling of Jovian Satellite Shadows", Str. A., Vol. 19, Nos. 5-6, pp. 79-80. On the night
before this issue reached him Mr. Delano witnessed the same phenomenon for the first time!
It was again the shadow of J. I which was involved. The telescope was a 12.5-inch reflector
at 300X, seeing 2 and transparency 5. The observer notes: "On three occasions between Oh
40m and Oh50m, U.T March 22, 1966, in a second or two of steadier seeing when Io's shadow
was most distinctly seen, Io's shadow appeared doubled. As I recall, Io's shadow was on the
SEB,either in the zone separating the SEBs from the SEBn or on the SEBs itself. Its companion shadow, which was so momentarily glimpsed, was at least one-half as dark or large. It
lay to the southeast and was contingent or nearly so. Really everything about the observation was brief and uncertain other than the simple fact that at three moments last night
Io's shadow gave the appearance of being double." See also Figure 35.
Mr. Delano further remarks. " .17m convinced that satellite shadow transits, and in
particular those of Io, merit more attentive observation. It has been suggested that what
is seen is the satellite's shadow on two different layers of the Jovian atmosphere, but
would it be any more difficult to assume that Io has its own huge cloud-like satellite going around it or has a magnetosoheric tail (as suggested in Science magazine, Vol. 148,
June 18, 1965, pg. 1588)? Perhaps such a cloud satellite or magnetospheric tail is so constituted as to absorb (thus able to cast a shadow) but not reflect (thus not visually detectable) the sun's light. The sun's absorbed light might be released at radio wavelengths instead, bearing in mind that a relationship has already been found between Io and radio noise
from Jupiter."
Doubling of Lunar Detail. Mr. P. K. Sartory at Mellow End, Seale, Farnham, Surrey,
England on April 1377
.96 wrote in part as follows: "Whilst observing the moon one night
during January 1966 with a very fine 5-inch Cooke refractor, doubling of the image was seen.
The night was clear and seeing very good. It was at first suspected that tube currents were
the cause of the effect, but on checking with a 4-inch Maksutov telescope the same effect
was noted. The images were ouite sharp and steady. Seven photographs were obtained, and
all showed the effect quite clearly. It seems, therefore, that the effect is produced outside the instrument since two different telescopes were tested. The doubling of the image
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persisted for about 1 hours. A colleague of mine observing about 50 miles away from my
station also observed the effect."
If we are to suppose that Wend, Sartory, and Delano have all observed the same effect, the differences in their descriptions then being regarded as ones of degree only, the
explanation cannot be sought in the physics of Jupiter or satellite Io but must presumably
be in the optical system, or perhaps in the atmosphere near the station of observation.
The great scarcity of known observations of image doubling would suggest some highly unusual condition. The existence of the effect at two stations 50 miles apart may be troublesome from this point of view. Perhaps other readers will have something worthwhile to add
to this discussion.
Predicted Possible Occultation of a Star la Pluto on April 29, 1965: a Postscript.
Since attempted observations of this event were described in Vol. 18, Nos. 9-10, pp. 207 208 of Str. A., it is proper to say that later evidence shows that the observers involved
could not have seen the star occulted. Their work may underscore the great difficulties of
such observations.

MAKSUTOV TELESCOPES.
6" f/15, 16" tube length. Equatorial Mount, motor drive
with manual slow motions.
Swiss made. Guaranteed resolving power 0.8". Also available in 8" & 12" apertures.

Figure 35. Rough sketch
of Jupiter from memory by
Kenneth J. Delano. Sketch
made to show doubling of
shadow of Jupiter I on
South Equatorial Belt.
March 2, 1966, Oh46m,
U.T. 12.5-inch refl., 3001.
C.M.1 = 234! C.M.2 = 332
See also text on page 143.
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SOME NINETEENTH CENTURY RECORDS OF LUNAR TRANSIENT PHENOMENA
By: R. M. Baum, Chester, England
Foreword la Editor. Mr. R. M. Baum, a longtime contributor to this journal and others,
directs attention to several records of "lunar transient phenomena" which he has found in
perusing old volumes of The English Mechanic. We take pleasure in passing these along to
our readers. The observations cited must be the more interesting because of current interest in unusual events on the moon, though evaluating the reports must necessarily be subjective. Our A.L.P.O. Secretary, Mr. David P. Barcroft, has a complete set of The English
Mechanic in his personal library. In the extracts here quoted lunar east and west are used
in the older, classical sense, where west is the hemisphere of the Mare Crisium.
M. CRISIUM: Cloud West of ,
Report from THE ENGLISH MECHANIC AND WORLD OF SCIENCE. Vol. XXXV. (1882).
(±)

No. 899 (Friday, June 16, 1882). Page 326. Extract from Letter 20152.
It
Jno. G. Jackson, of Hockessin, Del., writes that on the eve of the 19 inst.
while observing the moon with a six-inch reflector, he saw, just over the western edge
of the Mare Crisium, a peculiar cloud, not less than 100 miles long by 40 or 50 wide,
presenting a misty feathery appearance, unmistakably different from other portions of
the surface. The cloud was seen by several friends in the observatory. On the following evening the cloud seemed to have been dissipated...."
1018, Wood-st., Phila., Pa., May 26.
M. Herbert Bridle.

(ii) No. 899 (Friday, June 16, 1882). Page 326. Extract from Letter 20151.
"Last evening (May 19th) on observing the moon's slender crescent, about two days
old, I was struck with a very peculiar appearance on the westerly side of the Mare
Crisium, just on, or immediately within, the dark of the 'terminator'.
"It seemed a curved feathery mist or cloud lying just over the edge of the 'Mare',
and against the spur or range of mountains bounding the westerly side of the great
valley. It seemed to be divided longitudinally by a faint dark line, and looked not
unlike a feather. It must have been more than 100 miles long, by 40 or 50 miles wide.
"The definition was excellent, and I watched it for nearly an hour, showing it
to several friends. In colour and appearance it was so strikingly different from the
other illuminated parts, and so different from anything else I have ever seen on the
moon, that I scarcely think it possible to be mistaken in its vapoury character."
Sunset Cottage, Hockessin, Del., U.S.A., May 20.
J. G. Jackson.
"P.S. of May 21.- Last evening I had most excellent definition, but the mist
could not be seen, only the faint dark line at C. The question arises. Did the fog
come from out that long crevice, and have the advancing rays of the lunar morning sun
dispelled it?"
M. CRISIUM: Cloud West of , (I)
ENGLISH MECHANIC AND WORLD OF SCIENCE. Vol. X1XV (1882). Friday, August 4, 1882. Pp. 497498.
Letter 20334.- (Extracts)
"Last evening (July 17) I again saw 'feathery mist or cloud on the moon,' the
same as written of in letter 20151, of May 20th, as then seen on May 19th. It lay, as
then, on the terminator, just over the westerly edge of the Mare Crisium against the
Promontorium Agarum, and seemed to extend itself longitudinally, parallel with the Promontory, of height apparently equal or greater than the mountain range, partially obscuring the mountains from view.
"My notion now is that the cloud forms at that place during the lunar night of
every lunation, and can only be seen on one particular evening about 60 hours (more
or less) after conjunction (new Moon) just as the rays of the sun, rising over the
mountains of the Promontory, become sufficient to illuminate the mist, and yet the increasing warmth of the lunar mountain has not had time to dispel it.
"The fact that the moon is then but a slender crescent, necessarily low in the
haze of the horizon, and seen but an hour or so before setting, must be the only reason why it has not been more frequently observed.
"I missed it, on account of clouds in our own horizon, after the New Moon in June,
and only caught it through the rifts last evening, but quite sufficiently to be sure
of the presence of the phenomenon, as above described, and to be confirmed in the impression formerly had of the extent and importance of the appearance as indicative of
the present physical condition of the moon.
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"During the old age of last moon, I watched the same lunar region, with the terminator at the same place, as the sun was setting upon it; but no mist or cloud was
seen. The Mare Crisium, however, with the setting sun shining horizontally across
it, showed a different formation from what had previously appeared from the other
/498 side; for the/ bottom of the Mare did neither run in horizontally, abutting against
the base of the Promontory, nor rise against it by what might be called 'foothills';
but there seemed to be a roll of land in the Mare parallel with the Promontory, and
between the two a deep dark gulf; from which conjecture might indicate comes volcanically the 'misty cloud' under discussion.
"Allow me to add, in conclusion, that the moon's orbit was less inclined southward in May that at this time; and the moon consequently remained much longer above
et
the horizon than now
Hockessin, Delaware. July 18.
J G Jackson.
"P.S. of July 19th.- I caught view of the moon again last evening through rifts
of cloud; but the Terminator had moved rapidly forward. The sun was shining full
and clear over the 'Promontorium Agarum' and the plain of the 'Mare'. No vestige of
the mist remained.- J.G.J.
P.S. of July 21st.- Observations of the 'Promontorium Agarum' continued, seem to show
on the slope of the Promontory next the 'Mare' what looks like long, narrow openings,
not noticed a month ago, at which time it was carefully observed. I am much impressed with the idea that volcanic action is constantly going on in that vicinity. "
J. G. J
Mr. Baum further wrote in a letter dated April 24, 1966:
"Whilst scouting through this same volume of the ENGLISH MECHANIC, I have also
come upon a reference to observations upon the floor detail of Ptolemaeus by Stanley
Williams, which indicate that observers of the day suspected the presence of an obscuring medium in this area. No specific details are given, except for a reference
to an observation in 1866 when detail was seen, and then not seen.
"Incidentally, this preoccupation with lunar observation of the past has further brought to light another, and as I see it, overlooked report of the red glow about Lichtenberg; SELENOGRAPHICAL JOURNAL, Vol. V., No. 56, Sept., 1882, brief note
on page 70, and repeated on page 87. 'The region near Lichtenberg. Neison was unable to detect the reddish tint seen by Madler here, but in 1882 it is described by
Klein as conspicuous.' As the subject of these red glows has been enhanced through
the Lowell reports in respect of Aristarchus, this further reference may not be without interest, if only to document further th existing record.
"NNRAS, VIII, 3, January 14, 1848, page 55, there is to be found inscribed a
description of a self-luminous spot upon the dark side of the moon located about 5'
below the real north point and near the following limb. The date of the account was
1847, Dec. 11, at 6 p.m., the observer Hodgson, the instrument an achromatic of 5
foot f.1., x50 and 80. One fascinating point....'it varied in intensity like an intermittent light, was at all times visible.
OBSERVING LUNAR DOMES
(An Alternative to Lunar Birdwatching)
By

Kenneth J. Delano, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder

A professional astronomer is quoted in the British Astronomical Association's periodical "THE MOON" as saying: "The amateur should face the possibility that lunar observations from the surface of the earth will eventually be reduced to about the same category
and importance as terrestrial birdwatching." The unidentified professional goes on to say:
"The amateur should concentrate on areas where photographs either fail or leave off. I believe the study of domes will probably have the greatest long-range value."1
The lunar domes become recognizable only when the sun is just rising or setting on
them, and for that reason our best lunar photographs clearly show only a few. Furthermore,
even when the forthcoming lunar orbiters are put to use in making a photographic survey of
the moon, many domes will remain unrevealed because of unfavorable solar illumination at
the time the orbiter is overhead and able to photograph their locations.
On earth the astronomer can search for lunar domes along the entire terminator so
long as the moon remains well above his horizon. He need not confine himself only to times
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Figure 1. Three lunar
domes north of Orus. Kenneth
J. Delano. February 8, 1966.
3hom, U.T. 12.5-inch reflector. 300X. Seeing 3. Transparency 5. Colongitude 12026.
In Figures 1-4 lunar
south is at the top, and
lunar west (IAU sense) is
at the right. See also discussion by Mr. Delano in
text.

1

Figure 2. Lunar
domes near Crozier.
Kenneth J. Delano.
December 11, 1965.
5h15m, U.T. 12.5inch reflector.
300X. Seeing 7.
Transparency 3-4.
Colongitude 12424.
See also text.
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when seeing conditions are good enough for photographic purposes. Thus the visual observer
has a better chance of discovering a greater number of domes in a shorter length of time
than can either earth-based or lunar orbiter photography.
It may prove very desirable to have as complete a catalog of domes as possible from
the very outset of lunar exploration by astronauts. Although the origin of lunar domes is
not yet known, they are strictly of an interior origin, not exterior. As a result, the
very presence of a dome may indicate the nature of the surface and near-surface of the surrounding area once a few such domes have been visited by astronauts. It has also been suggested that lunar domes may be largely cavernous in their interiors and "would only require
an opening to be cut in their sides to make safe, ready-made, surface bases, superior to
the artificial plastic domes favored by many space-fiction writers."2 Others, noting a resemblance between lunar domes and "pingoes" (permafrost upheavals found in Alaska and Canada) suggest that astronauts may find in the domes a more readily available source of water than the proposed plan to derive water from ordinary lunar rock.
At the telescope, it is important to make a distinction between domes, hills, cones,
mounds, and ridges. John E. Westfall's definition of a dome is a good one to keep in mind:
"A discrete, regular swelling whose ratio of major axis: minor axis, when corrected for
foreshortening, does not exceed 2:10 and whose maximum slope, not including secondary features, does not exceed 5 degrees.")What is referred to as a dome complex is defined as
"any object similar to a dome but which has two or more contiguous swellings or an irregularly vertical profile."3 The accompanying drawings depict both domes and dome complexes.
They are identified by their rectangular coordinates, xi and then eta. The letters "JC"
before the numerals indicate a Joint Catalog dome, i.
a dome which the ALPO and the
British Astronomical Association agree upon.
More observers are needed to take part in the work of the A.L.P.O. lunar dome program of locating and classifying domes. Interested persons are referred to John Westfall's
article, "A Generic Classification of Lunar Domes", which appeared in the Jan.-Feb., 1964
issue of THE STROLLING ASTRONOMER and which gives a good idea of the type of information
the Lunar Dome Survey seeks.3
References
1. "THE MOON," Bulletin of the Lunar Section of the British Astronomical Association, Vol.
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Sample Observational Records by the Writer
Figure 1 is a drawing of three domes north of Orus. Dome A (+822 -309) is a hemispherical dome about 8 kms. in diameter. It has a very gradual slope of only 0°40 of arc
and a height of only 51 meters. Dome A is not drawn to scale on Figure 1 but is intentionally shown too large so as to be more apparent on the drawing. Westfall classification: DW/2a/5f/0.
Dome B (+811 -315) may or may not be a true dome; I could not decide because half of
it was concealed by the shadows of the mountain mass to its south and southwest. Besides,
it was somewhat flat, though still dome-like.
Dome C (+807 -310) was clearly distinct from Dome B; a strong narrow shadow separated them. Dome C is larger and more evident than B, but it resembles B in having a flat
top. However, C certainly looked like a dome. Dome C is about 17 kms. in diameter.
There appears to be a small craterlet to its northeast. Westfall classification: DW/2a/

5g/b.
Plate CLXVIIb of Kopal's Photographic Atlas of the Moon gives some indication of
Domes A and C. The colongitude of Kopal's photograph is 11815 so that it shows the region
much as I saw it in the view here described.
Figure 2 shows some domes near Crozier. Of the numerous unconfirmed domes reported
in this area I saw only three, but all three quite distinctly.
Dome +781 -243 is only 5 lens. in diameter, but it stood out very well. Westfall
classification: DW/2a/5f/0. It is certainly the catalogue dome UC +781 -241.
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Dome +777 -238 is 10 kms. in diameter, elongated north-south. It looked as if it
might be one double dome, i.e., two 5-km. domes on a north-south line. The "feature picture" in 2hz and Telescope's July, 1964 issue, which was taken by the 120-inch Lick telescope at colongitude 12125, shows a craterlet at the east (IAU sense) base of the dome(s).
This craterlet was not visible in this view since it was in shadow. Westfall classification: Dc?W/2d/6i/0. This dome is probably UC + 776 - 238.
Dome +768 -236 is a 14-km. dome which stood out very prominently. This dome is very
well shown on Plate C of Kopal's Photographic Atlas of the Moon, taken at colongitude 12125.
Thus the ay and Telescope "feature picture" mentioned above shows it very clearly, and it
also shows what look like five other domes between +768 -236 and +777 -238 and perhaps two
more north of +768 -236. I glimpsed much fine detail between +768 -236 and +777 -238,
either hills or craterlets but no recognizable domes. The Westfall classification of +768
-236 is: DW/2a/6f/0.
I took considerable care in plotting these three domes shown in Figure 2, using the
aid of Kuiper's Orthographic Atlas, Kopal's photograph, and the ay and Telescope photograph.
Figure 3 is a drawing of two domes near Gutenberg.' Neither dome is yet included in
the ALPO-BAA Joint Catalog, but both have been seen and identified as domes by more than
one observer.
Dome +697 -075 is a large complex dome having an east-west diameter of 21 kms. It
is located northeast of Gutenberg and east of Lubbock. It has three summits. On the
southeast component is a close pair of peaks or craterlets, and on the northeast slope of
the northern component there appears to be a craterlet. The slope of this dome complex is
gentle except for a section of the east slope of the southeast component and for a section
of the east slope of the northern component. In general, the northern component appears
to be a little steeper than the other two components. To the west of the southwest component there appears to he a cleft, outlining the base of the dome. Westfall classification: DCW/3d/5&6i/7&8p.
Dome +618 -167 is a hemispherical dome about 6 kms. in diameter, located west of
Gutenberg and north of a cleft formed by a row of craterlets (Figure 3). This dome's slope
is steeper than that of most domes and may even exceed the five-degree maximum slope permitted in Mr. Westfallts definition of a dome. Westfall classification: DW/2a/6f/0.
Figure 4 shows a dome complex north of Lohrmann A. Dome JC -900 4005 was seen as a
dome and a half-dome separated by a fault or depression. The northern dome is hemispherical with an approximately circular perimeter (if not foreshortened) and a diameter of 13
kms. There is a small craterlet near the base of its northeast slope; and there may be
some hillocks near the southern base, where the fault separates it from the southerly halfdome. The northern perimeter of the half-dome has more prominent hillocks running parallel
with the fault. The westernmost hillock casts an evident shadow (Figure 4). There is a
small craterlet at the east end of the fault. To the west of the domes is a rill, which
appears to bend around the dome complex (Figure 4).
Considered by itself, the northern dome can be classified: DW/2a/6f/7k8mp. This
northern dome was found to have an average slope of 2'l3' and a height of 290 meters.
ON THE POSSIBILITY OF AURORAL ACTIVITY ON VENUS
By Joel S. Levine, Department of Meteorology and Oceanography
and the Geophysical Sciences Laboratory, New York University
The "ashen light" is a faint luminous glow on the unilluminated night portion of
Venus first observed in 1643 (Moore, 1959). It has been suggested that the glow may be
analogous to our terrestrial airglow or aurora, or is perhaps due to visible scattering
within the, atmosphere of Venus. For the period of 1959 through 1962 we collected and analyzed all available observations of this phenomenon - a total of 49 independent and confirmed observations (Weinberg and Newkirk, 1961; Bartlett, 1962; Hartmann, 1962; and Hart 1963).
We defined a Venus-sun-earth reference angle (a reference angle of 00 corresponds to
inferior conjunction with Venus on a straight line between the sun and earth; a reference
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variable-star letters are provided. The material has been drawn from a number of recent
standard catalogs, and the epoch is 1950.
The charts are extremely valuable for rapid location of suitable comparison stars
for color and brightness estimates, but lack precision when it comes to indicating magnitude,
and should then be supplemented with a catalog such as Atlas Coeli II Katalog, which is
quite satisfactory as dim as magnitude 6.25. Amateurs will find the charts valuable for
preparing tracings of star fields in order to locate comets, variable stars, and minor planets. The publisher suggests that occultation and photoelectric observers will find the unique cartography quite helpful. These atlases are bound and are designed to be used at a
desk, rather than at a telescope; tracings can be prepared from them and brought to the instrument.
In the introduction to Photographic Star Atlas ILII, Dr. Hans Vehrenberg writes: "A
few years ago, when I was trying to find a photographic atlas of the Northern Heavens, suitable for amateur astronomers, I was somewhat astonished to discover that no such thing was
available, at least not in print. It has taken me more than two years to produce a work of
this kind, in the course of which I took almost 1200 photographs. Now, as I look back, I am
amazed that I managed to get my Star Atlas finished in this short period."
Encouraged by the reception of this work, he promptly went to South Africa to complete
photography of the sky between declinations -26° and -90°, and the result appeared presently
as Photographic Star Atlas III.
Leif Robinson and Alan McClure have already discussed this project in reviews, and the
following will be somewhat repetitive. We are concerned with the fact that we have a photographic star atlas to limiting magnitude 13, of the entire sky, at a moderate price. It is
in print and promises to be so for some time to come. In comparing the Becvar with the Vehrenberg, people have asked about the total number of stars in each work. The former offers
about 375,000 stars; the latter, pproximately 2,700,000. The Vehrenberg plate scale is 15
mms. - 1°, and the epoch is 1950. The charts are unbound, measuring 21x30 cms., convenient
for use at the telescope. Being individually replaceable, the charts may be used for marking
down observational data. Plate size is 10°x10°, and one has a choice of black stars on a
white field (Edition A), or white on black (Edition B). Consensus of opinion indicates that
Edition A is preferable, both for legibility and for cost.
The most damaging criticism that the visual observer can make is that these charts
have been, prepared from blue-sensitive plates, rather than from those resembling the spectral characteristics of the human eye. As a result, red stars show as much as two magnitudes
loss in brightness. The transparent grids supplied with the early editions were crudely designed and printed, and some of mine were prone to smudging. A new design has eliminated
these criticisms and is much easier to use with the charts.
Certainly, this should be a useful supplementary work for variable star workers interested in locating faint objects. Minor planet observers will find it interesting that care
has been taken to remove incidental planetary and asteroidal images in the preparation of
the printing plates.
Acknowledgements are due to Herbert A. Luft, Leif J. Robinson, and Sky Publishing Corporation for their kindness in providing information requested for this report.

LUNAR TRANSIENT PHENOMENA: A NEW ALPO PROGRAM
By: Charles L. Ricker, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder
During the past few years much has appeared in the popular literature about lunar
transient phenomena. Up to now, attempts to stimulate interest among ALPO members in observing the moon for this type of phenomena have been singularly unsuccessful. We feel
that lagging interest on the part of the membership is the result of several factors:
1. Many amateurs feel that the moon is being thoroughly studied by government professionals, and that there is no further scope for amateur work.
2. The feeling is that, in the face of lunar orbiters, and the prospect of men landing on the moon, there is no further need for earth-based studies.
3. The often quoted fact that the "spectacular" phenomena observed at Lowell Observatory were not visible in the finders of the telescopes has led to the conclusion that such
phenomena are not visible in modest intruments.
4. The continual references in recent years in the popular literature that very large
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amateur instruments are a "must" for serious studies of the moon has also caused loss of interest.
In view of these factors, it is not surprising that interest among amateurs is at a
very low ebb. After a careful search of the literature, and extensive private communications with several acknowledged lunar experts, the writer has decided to try to reverse
this trend in thinking by instigating a program in which ANY amateur may participate, and
which, if carried on for a sufficient length of time, is capable of producing results that
are not only valuable, but are not likely to be uncovered by professionals using their techniques, which are largely cartographic. One does not have to search very far in the literature to see that lunar transient phenomena have been observed for many years by modestly
equipped amateurs. The only thing is that, up until recently, no one believed them. It is
doubtful that anyone informed on the subject would now deny that changes do occur on the
moon that cannot be explained by angle of illumination alone.
Generally, the new A.L.P.O. program will follow the methods pioneered many years ago
by W. H. Pickering, and pursued in more recent years by Dr. James C. Bartlett, and a few
others. The following areas have been selected for intensive study: Alphonsus, Aristarchus, Eratosthenes, Herodotus, Kepler, and Messier-Pickering. Each observer will be provided with forms including outlines of all areas to be studied. He is to observe these
areas at every possible opportunity, under all conditions of solar lighting, and of libra tion. The appropriate outline is then filled in, and any bright or dusky areas are noted.
Intensity estimates are then made of these features on the usual scale (0, black shadow; 10,
very brightest features). It will be very helpful if intensity estimates are also made using complementary color filters. The important thing to remember is that we are NOT interested in delicate details which can only be detected with large instruments under the best
conditions, and therefore are very difficult to confirm. What we are interested in is the
aspect of the grosser features, with the aim of eventually detecting any possible anomalous
behavior of these features which is not strictly a function of the angle of illumination.
Of course, an experienced observer may wish to survey other areas for transient phenomena. This is welcomed PROVIDED THAT he is thoroughly familiar with the areas. It would
appear that the most fruitful time for this kind of survey is near the moon's perigee.
This writer has a list of areas which have been suspected of variations, and will be happy
to supply a copy upon request.
The advantages of this type of program are several: First, the chances are almost
certain that subtle anomalous changes in these areas will be identified, and pinned down.
Second, and perhaps as important, the observers will become so familiar with the areas that
they should be able to detect immediately any sudden temporary phenomenon within the reach
of their telescopes. Much more weight, therefore, will be placed on their reports, whether
positive or negative.
It can readily be seen that this work is well within the reach of very modestly equipped observers. In addition, it is a good opportunity for inexperienced observers to "get
their feet wet" in lunar observing. This writer is very anxious to stimulate a wider interest in amateur lunar studies, and desires to help beginning observers in any way possible.
Of course, we also want observations from more experienced observers in order to strike a
balance, and to maintain some degree of control. In the end, the success of the program
will be measured by the extent to which it enjoys enthusiastic participation.
If you feel that a program of this kind is for you, please write to
will supply further information, and send observing forms as soon as they
Of course, all participating observers will be given full credit for their
ic section reports. Interested members may write me at: 403 W. Park St
igan, 49855.

me soon; and I
are available.
work in period,Marquette, Mich-
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SOME REMARKS ON THE RECENT DARK STREAK ON JUPITER'S NORTH EQUATORIAL BELT
By: Jose Olivarez
The January 8, 1966 sketch of Jupiter (Figure 18) with this note shows a very dark
streak on Jupiter's NEBn. I first saw this streak on this date with an 8-inch reflector at
180X. The streak was exceedingly prominent and indeed was the darkest feature of the planet.
Further observations of the streak on subsequent dates revealed that the streak occupied the
latitude of the NEBn, which was very faint preceding and following the streak. The NEBn was
too faint to be seen in the 8-inch reflector. However, a detailed study of the streak with
a 17-inch reflector on January 15, 1966 (U.T.) revealed the faint NEBn and the approximate
maximum length of the streak. Central meridian transit timings showed a length of 15 degrees.
The streak was a remarkable feature in two ways. Firstly, its great nrominence attracted the immediate attention of the observer when the streak was on the illuminated disc.

N

255

E B

,.Dark NEBn Streak
'Type of 1938)

Figure 19. Sketch of dark NEBn streak by
Jose Olivarez. January 15, 1966. 2h15m, U.T.
17-inch reflector. Seeing 3. Transparency 54.
C.M.2 = 254°. Compare to Figure 18, a view
with a smaller aperture seven days earlier.

Figure 18. Drawing of Jupiter by Josg
Olivarez. January 8, 1966. 2h35m, U.T.
8-inch reflector, 150X. Seeing 7. Transparency 5i. C.M.1 = 2992 C.M.2 = 294!
Note the long, dark streak preceding
the C.M. in the latitude of the north
edge of the North Equatorial Belt. See
also text.
Secondly, in my opinion it was a remarkably exact duplicate of two long and very dark
streaks that were observed in the latitude of the NEBn in 1938! The condition of the NEBn
at the longitude of the streak was identical to that of the same component in 1938. This
condition suggests that perhaps the condition that must exist before such a feature may appear on the NEBn is that the component is exceedingly faint. Such were the conditions in
1938, and such were the conditions in January of this xear. Also, subsequent reports do
not show the reappearance of the streaks after 1938. [Close students of the literature of
Jupiter may wish to discuss this subject in more detail. -Editor.]
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About ten papers have so far been definitely promised; one complete manuscript and several
abstracts are on hand. Among the papers are a discussion of the future quest for life on
Mars by Joel Goodman, a discussion of lunar and planetary photography with small apertures
by Tom Pope, an interpretation of Mersenius as a major crater of plutonic origin by Kenneth Delano, and some suggestions for studies of the brightness of Aristarchus on the earthshine by John Westfall.
All A.L.P.O. papers—i.e., ones not by LPL staff members—should be sent to Walter H.
Haas, Box AZ, University Park, New Mexico. It will be necessary to finalize the program by
about the middle of August.
The tentative schedule is given below. The times are by Mountain Standard Time.

Thursday - August 25:
3:00 to 10:00 P.M. Registration at Kaibab-Huachuca Dormitory

Friday - August 26:
8:00 to 11:00 A.M. Registration at Steward Observatory
9:30 to 11:30 A.M. Welcoming speeches and lecture by E. A. Whitaker
1:00 to 5:00 P.M. Field trip to observatories of Kitt Peak National Observatory
and Steward Observatory at Kitt Peak
8:00 to ? P.M. ALPO business meeting.
8:00 to 11:00 P.M. Informal observing with the Steward Observatory 21-inch telescope.

Saturday - August 27:
8:30
9:30
1:30
6:30
8:00

to
to
to
to
to

9.30 A.M. Tour Kitt Peak Optical Shop (150-inch mirror)
12:00 A.M. ALPO paper session, group photograph
5:30 P.M. ALPO paper session
7:30 P.M. STUMP THE EXPERTS panel discussion and questions
11:00 P.M. Open house at the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory and informal
observing with the Steward Observatory 21-inch telescope

Sunday - August 28:
8:30 to 12:00 A.M. ALPO paper session
1:30 to 4:00 P.M. Paper session for two to four lectures concerning professional
planetary studies in progress at the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory
6:00 to 11:00 P.M. Field trip to Lunar and Planetary Laboratory observing sites
atop 8250 ft. Santa Catalina Mtns. Observing with 61-inch
telescope.

ANNOUNCE2ENTS
Zip Codes Needed. It is expected that the use of zip codes on third class mail within the United States may become mandatory before many months are past. Therefore, if American subscribers would cheek to see whether their zip code was used on the mailing envelope containing this issue and would send us their zip code if it is not there present,
this assistance would he very much appreciated. Many members fail to give their zip code
when first subscribing or when renewing, and we have no paid staff to make the necessary
rather tedious search through the proper government publication.
A.L.P.O.aaa Changes. Mr. Klaus R. Brasch, our Mars Recorder, now has the following address:

716
, Second Ave., Apt. 6
Ottawa 1, Ontario, Canada

We have appointed as a new Lunar Recorder a man long a frequent contributor to A.L.P.O. projects, namely: Charles L. Ricker
403 W. Park St.
Marquette, Michigan 49855
Mr. Ricker plans to direct two major lunar programs; these are:
1. A search for "lunar transient phenomena" which he describes on pages 167-169 of
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this issue. In part it is to pursue the methods utilized by J. C Bartlett in recent years
and will stress intensive coverage of a few lunar features of unusual interest with which
the observer is to become thoroughly familiar. Casual searches of areas poorly known to
the observer must be of limited value.
2 A search for "steep places" on the moon, a program described by Dr. Joseph Ashbrook in Str. A., Vol. 17, Nos. 7-8, pp. 136-137, 1963. Mr. Ricker will have available report forms for systematic observations of "steep places"
Mr. Ricker will be very glad to correspond with persons wanting to take part in either of these two lunar programs.
Corrections to Report on 1964-5 Apparition of Saturn. Mr Kenneth Schneller in a
letter of June 3, 1966 clarified the reference in Str. A., Vol. 19, Nos. 5-6, pg. 102 to
his micrometric measures of the dimensions of the rings of Saturn as follows: "The column
titled 'Number of Measures' refers not to the number of single measurements made, but apparently refers to numbers appearing in the raw micrometer measurement data that were later
reduced to obtain the respective values of IR'. These ring dimensions were obtained on 2
Sept., 1964, 2:55-3:25, U.T. R = 1.000 refers to the equatorial radius of the ball."
Sustaining Members and Sponsors. As of June 30, 1966, we have in these two groups:
Sponsors - William O. Roberts, David P. Barcroft, Grace A. Fox, Philip and Virginia
Glaser, John E. Westfall, Joel W. Goodman, the National Amateur Astronomers, Inc., James Q.
Gant, Jr., David and Carolyn Meisel, Ken Thomson, Kenneth J. Delano, Richard E. Wend, and
Phillip W. Budine.
Sustaining Members - Sky Publishing Corporation, Charles F. Capen, Craig L. Johnson,
Geoffrey Gaherty, Jr., Dale P. Cruikshank, Charles L. Ricker, James W. Young, Alan McClure,
Elmer J. Reese, George E. Wedge, Carl A. Anderson, Gordon D. Hall, Michael McCants, Ernst
E. Both, Harry D. Jamieson, William K. Hartmann, Ralph Scott, A. W. Mount, Charles B. Owens,
Joseph P. Vitous, Jimmy George Snyder, John E. Wilder, Clark R. Chapman, Roger A. Cole, A
K. Parizek, B Traucki, Emil P. Uhor, Charles H. Giffen, Frederick W. Jaeger, Klaus R.
Brasch, P K Sartory, Nicholas Waitkus, and Patrick S. McIntosh.
Sustaining Members pay dues of $10 per year; Sponsors, $25 per year. The surplus
above the regular rate is used to support the work and activities of the A.L.P.O.
Ranger VII Lunar Photographs. We have been very gratified to receive from NASA the
three published volumes of Ranger VII Photographs of the Moon, namely Part I: Camera "A"
Series, Part II: Camera "B" Series, and Part III: Camera "P" Series. We acknowledge with
many thanks this excellent gift. These books of photographs may be borrowed by A.L.P.O.
members doing lunar research in which the Ranger VII photographs would be helpful. We desire them to be used as widely as possible by our membership.
And incidentally, don't forget Mr. Westfall's A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library, including the Mariner IV frames.
LUNAR AND PLANETARY PROSPECTS, AUGUST-SEPTEMBER, 1966
By; Walter H. Haas
Mercury. This planet was at inferior conjunction on July 28, 1966. It will reach
greatest elongation west, 19 degrees from the sun, on August 16, will be at superior conjunction on September 10, and will be at greatest elongation east, 24 degrees from the sun,
on October 26. The August morning apparition will be a favorable one for observers in the
earth's northern hemisphere. The following September-October evening apparition will find
the planet poorly placed for such observers. A.L.P.O. observers are again invited to attempt to verify optically the new 59-day period of rotation. It is still the Editor's opinion that the best method here is to observe Mercury carefully on as many consecutive dates
as possible and that three to five days of observing under relatively good conditions ought
to reveal the rotational shifts of the features on Mercury if the 59-day period is correct.
Careful observations of the phase near greatest elongation are also recommended.
Venus. This planet will be a Morning Star on the far side of its orbit during August
and September. The value of K, the illuminated portion of the disc, will increase from
0.898 on August 3 to 0.981 on September 27. Thus conditions for telescopic observations
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will be poor. Superior conjunction occurs on November 9. The angular diameter of Venus
will decrease from 11114 on August 1 to 10V0 on September 30. Readers may find ideas for
studying this planet in Mr. Cruikshankts Venus Report in this issue and the previous one.
Mars. Since conjunction with the sun occurred on April 29, 1966, the Red Planet will
be an inconspicuous object rising not long before the sun during August and September. In
addition, the tilt of the ecliptic to the horizon will be unfavorable for northern hemisphere observers. On October 2 the angular diameter is still only 4V30. The vernal equinox
of the northern hemisphere occurs on July 31. The period of rapid melting of the north polar cap follows this event, and possessors of large telescopes might be able to obtain some
worthwhile observations of the size of the cap. The central meridian of longitude of Mars
is 165° at 0 hours, Universal Time, on October 2, from which approximate values on other adjacent dates can be extrapolated.
Jupiter. The Giant Planet was at conjunction on July 5. It will hence rise soon before the sun in August and will be much better placed in the morning sky in September.
Our coverage of the early months of an apparition is always scanty, and observers able to
watch the planet in the last hours of the night are urged to do so. It is valuable to recover such features as the Red Spot and the long-lasting South Temperate Zone ovals as
soon as possible after conjunction. The Red Spot may be expected to lie near longitude 25°
(System II).
Saturn. The months of August and September will find the Ringed Planet well placed
in the sky during the present edgewise presentation of the rings to both the earth and the
sun. The planet will reach opposition on September 19. The geometry of the current edgewise presentation was described by Thomas Cragg and Larry Bornhurst, our Saturn Recorders,
in Vol. 19, Nos. 5-6, pp. 73-75. The sun has been illuminating the south side of the rings
since June 15, 1966. The earth will also be on the south side of the rings during August
and September, but its Saturnicentric latitude will decrease numerically from -2171 on August 3 to -0176 on October 2. Thus the rings will be growing narrower and narrower, and on
October 29 they will be on edge as the earth passes through their plane from south to north.
The rings will be very dim under slanting solar illumination; the Saturnicentric latitude
of the sun will increase numerically from -0172 on August 3 to -1161 on October 2. It will
be interesting to look for detail on the almost-edgewise rings, e.g., the gap between the
rings and the ball, the Crape Ring, and Cassinits Division. Careful searches should be
made for evidence of Ring D, the possible dusky ring exterior to Ring A, and for any other
anomalous phenomena.
The Saturnian satellites now exhibit the same phenomena as the Jovian ones, namely,
transits, shadow transits, eclipses, and occultations. Eclipses of one satellite by the
shadow of another occasionally occur. Of course, the easiest phenomena to observe with
small apertures are those involving Titan, the largest satellite. Predictions of Saturnian satellite phenomena appear in the 1966 Handbook of the British Astronomical Association.
Unexpected sights may sometimes delight the observer. On June 24 near 10h50m, U.T., the
writer saw Titan barely a second of arc off the north limb of Saturn.
The dimness and narrowness of the rings also encourages photometry of the satellites.
Interested observers would do well to correspond with our Saturn Recorders about methods
and objectives.
Uranus. Being in conjunction on September 13, this planet is hardly observable during the months being considered.
Neptune. This distant planet is well placed in the evening sky, conjunction not oc curing until November 14. Its angular diameter is 274. The position in the sky is as follows:
Right Ascension
Declination
Date
1966, August 16
August 31
September 15
September 30

15h10m is
15 10 43
15 11 52
15 13 25

-15° 55'
-15 59
-16 4
-16 11

Moon. With "lunar transient phenomena" still on our minds, we note that the Aristarchus-Herodotus region is illuminated from August 27 to September 11 and from September 26
to October 11. Alphonsus is in sunlight from August 24 to September 7 and from September
22 to October 7. It may also be pertinent to mention that the moon is at perigee on August
17 and September 14 and at apogee on August 31 and September 28. Another kind of study is
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suggested by the variations which Larry Bornhurst and others have found in the brightness
of Aristarchus by earthshine. New Moon falls on August 16 and September 14. Studies of
features on the earthshine must presumably be made within about five days of these dates.
In the middle northern latitudes in August and September the conditions for observing the
earthlit moon are much more favorable in the morning sky before New Moon than in the evening sky after New Moon, when the crescent will be very low by the time that the sky is
dark.
Reverend Kenneth J. Delano, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder in charge of the Lunar Dome Survey, has supplied the following schedule for observing certain lunar domes under favorable
solar lightings. The dates are double dates in local civil time; August 5/6, for example,
is the "night" which begins on August 5 and ends on August 6. The quantities 21 and eta
are the usual rectangular coordinates. In the "Remarks" column east and west are in the
new IAU sense, where west is the hemisphere of the Mare Nubium and the Oceanus Procellarum.
Some Favorably Positioned Domes
in August & September, 1966
Night
Aug.5/6
6/7
6/7
9/10
10/11
10/11
11/12
12/13
20/21
20/21
22/23
22/23
24/25
24/25
25/26
27/28
28/29
Sept.3/4
3/4
5/6
7/8
8/9
9/10
17/18
20/21
24/25
24/25
25/26

Dome
:C1.7ta

Long.

Lat.

+519+186
+363+130
+339+107
-301-233
-496-062
-502+227
-611+451
-643+651
+593+131
+568+244
+183+348
+160+510
-218+047
-247+013
-366-453
-717+345
-885+046
+615+126
+593+131
+183+348
+212+049
-366-453
-514+477
+777-318
+269+300
-510+175
-528+220
-620+452

+31'42/
+20 48
+19 56
-18 02
-29 48
-31 02
-43 13
-57 55
+36 44
+35 08
+11 11
+10 30
-12 34
-14 19
-24 14
-49 49
-62 21
+38 19
+36 44
+11 11
-12 19
-24 14
-35 56
+55 03
+16 33
-31 00
-32 46
-44 03

+10°441
407 30
+06 09
-13 32
-03 34
+13 08
+26 50
+40 38
+07 32
+14 07
+20 24
+30 42
+02 43
+00 47
-26 57
+20 13
+02 40
+07 14
+07 32
+20 24
+02 51
-26 57
+28 30
-18 35
+17 29
+10 15
+12 43
+26 54

Remarks
One of several N. of Sinas
One of 4 north of Arago
W. of Arago
A 40 mile-diameter dome SW of Guerickg
One of two domes SW of Lansberg
One of many SW of T. Mayer
N. of Prinz
Prilmker
S. of Cauchy
W. of Lyell
NW of Sulpicius Gallus
NW of Linng
SW of Gambart B
One of 3 east of Gambart
W. of Kies
S. of Herodotus
One of 3 E. of Hevelius
S. of Cauchy
S. of Cauchy
NW of Sulpicius Gallus
SW of Gambart B
W. of Kies
SW of Delisle
W. of Vendelinus
N. of Menelaus
W. of Milichius
One of many SW of T. Mayer
One of 3 N. of Prinz

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
Spiral Lunar Craters. An apparent spiral structure of the bright walls of many lunar
craters was the subject of a paper given at the 1965 A.L.P.O. Convention by Mr. Alan W.
Heath. Examples are shown in the lunar photographs reproduced as Figures 21 and 22. The
spiral structure reveals itself under high solar lighting and remains visible over a large
range of colongitude. Mr. Heath suggests that a study of spiral craters might have a definite bearing on the question of the origin of lunar craters, as well as of the bright rays.
An Observation of the Shadow of Umbriel, a Satellite of Uranus. In Vol. 19, Nos. 5-6,
pp. 88-89 of this journal, we carried predictions by Mr. Craig L. Johnson of transits of the
shadows of the satellites of Uranus. In a letter dated June 27, 1966 Mr. Thomas Cragg wrote
in part as follows: "On May 7 (U.T.) Dr. Olin Wilson and I observed Uranus visually at the
Coudg focus of the [Mount Wilson] 100" and were both able to perceive (although only suspected but by both at the same place on the disk) a faint dark belt across the planetts equator parallel to a line joining the satellites, and also the shadow of Umbriell... I assure
you, the shadow of Umbriel would not have been seen in the 100" had the seeing not been very
good that night."
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Figure 21. Table Mountain Observatory photograph of Janssen-Piccolomini region
on moon. 16-inch Cassegrain, 315 inches e.f.l. March 19, 1964. 3h42m, U.T.
Colongitude = 336r. This photograph available in the A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph
Library. Photograph shows samples of an apparent spiral structure of bright
crater walls. No. 1 is a feature south of Fracastor; No. 2 is Fabricius. Lunar
south at top; lunar west (IAU sense) at right.

On another night Mr. Cragg looked in vain for the shadow of Ariel at the Newtonian
focus of the 100", but there is a question as to whether the shadow was still on the disc
of Uranus when observation began. Poorer seeing than on May 7 and the use of a 58" diaphragm (employed by the regular observer for star cluster photographic photometry) may also
have contributed to lack of success.
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Figure 22. Table Mountain Observatory photograph of Mare Fecunditatis near full
moon. 16-inch Cassegrain. April 27, 1964. About 7h30m, U.T. Colongitude about
94°. This photograph available in the A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library. Photograph shows samples of an apparent spiral stucture of bright crater walls. No. 1
is Goclenius; No. 2 is Gutenberg; No. 3 is Magelhaens. Lunar east (IAU sense) at
top; lunar south at right.
Recent Observations of the Rings of Saturn. In the same letter Mr. Cragg describes
some of his personal work on the rings of Saturn in recent months, as follows:
"1. I never saw the rings off the ball any time during the dark side presentation.
The earth and the sun were on opposite sides of the plane of the rings from April 2 to
June 15.]
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Group photograph of the Fourteenth Convention of the Association of
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Pages 199 - 206.
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free oxygen appearing as a product of the reaction. Al]. the oxygen in our atmosphere is
probably derived from green plant photosynthesis, and the vegetation on this planet could
have produced this quantity of oxygen in a matter of some thousands of years. There are,
of course, strong reasons for doubting that water serves as a reducing agent on Mars. The
dearth of both water and oxygen on the planet are convincing counter-indications. However,
photsynthetic bacteria on the earth employ reducing agents other than water: hydrogen sulfide, for example. While the same could be true of Mars, the highly oxidized state of its
surface does pose a problem as to the nature of likely reducing agents.
Looking farther ahead, a more satisfying arrangement than the single stage probe described above, albeit one beset with vast technical difficulties, would be an instrument package which could perform a logical sequence of experiments, each based on the results of its
predecessor. Thus, we can envisage the delivery of a mission into an orbit about Mars.
From the orbiting vehicle a capsule containing a diverse assortment of instruments would be
launched to the surface. There would remain in the vehicle a computer programmed to direct
the sequence of experiments to be performed on the ground, a transmitter to instruct the
capsule and to relay information to Earth, and a receiver to obtain data from the capsule.
The. orbiter would thus be the "nerve-center" of the mission. The experiments performed by
the capsule would proceed from the most general to the most specific. An initial probe
might be an assay of the soil for biologically important substances such as nucleic acids,
amino acids, and proteins, including determination of such characteristics as optical configuration. Information about the composition of the soil would permit a rational selection
of nutrients for a culture chamber experiment. Development of this concept can be extended
almost indefinitely, and it is apparent that a protocol of this kind would furnish information about both phases of the ultimate study, the existence and the nature of life on Mars.
But the complexity of such an endeavor makes it an unlikely realization for at least the
next decade.
The accumulated physical data we have about Mars, derived both from Earth-based and
the Mariner fly-by experiments, reduce the likelihood of Mars as an abode of life. However,
there are features of the planet which are still most easily explicable on the basis of same
form of life. The dark maria undergo seasonal changes and rapidly regenerate following temporary obliteration by dust storms. An extensive new mare, Thoth, has evolved quickly; and
many other regions have shown large-scale, if less dramatic, alteration. Above all, it must
be remembered that the question we are asking is not whether life can originate in the climate which prevails on Mars today, but whether life which might have originated in more favorable circumstances, and which evolved through the mechanisms of adaptation and natural
selection, still survives. As long as the possibility of life on Mars is tangibly not zero,
the life-detection experiment is an enterprise we must undertake, not because the chances
of finding life are good but because of the immense significance a positive result would
bear.
References
1 Levin, G V., Heim, A H Glendenning, J R and Thompson, M F Science, 1L:114
(1962).
2 Miller, S. L., Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sci., 62:260 (1957).
For a detailed treatment of this general subject, see: F. H. Quimby, Ed "Concepts
for Detection of Extraterrestrial Life" National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Washington, D.C., 1964.
AN ELECTRONIC IMAGE CONVERTER FOR LUNAR AND PLANETARY ASTRONOMY
By: H P Squyres, Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(Paper read at the Thirteenth A.L.P.O. Convention at
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, July 4, 1965.)
During World War II several image converter tubes were developed for use in Snooperscopes and Sniperscopes to achieve accurate fire power in visual darkness. At the end of
the war, several of these tubes were offered for sale on the surplus market for less than
ten dollars.
In 1953 Dr. Alex. G Smith wrote an article in The Strolling Astronomer (Vol. 7
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Figure 1. Diagram of mechanical layout of image converter built by H. P. Squyres
for use on an astronomical telescope. See also text of his article in this issue.
page 72, 1953) on the use of a war surplus British tube (CV-147) for lunar and planetary
astronomy. This tube is currently available from Edmund. Since then, several improved
versions of the older type image tubes have been developed and have appeared on the surplus
market at low prices.* These are the Farnsworth tubes #6032 and the #7177/1C-6. The 6032
image converter tube requires a high voltage of 20,000 volts D.C. and also a focusing voltage of about 2,700 volts D.C. The 7177/10-6 image tube requires only a monovoltage of
5,000-6,000 volts D.C. The infrared gain of the 7177/1C-6 image tube is 3.5 compared with
a gain of about 10 for the 6032 tube. The resolution of the 7177/10-6 tube, however, is
about 25 line pairs per mm. as compared to about 18 line pairs per mm. for the 6032 tube.
*C & H Sales, Pasadena, California.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of power supply for image converter built by H. P.
Savyres. See also text.
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S-1 SPECTRAL RESPONS.
Figure 3. S-1 spectral response of 7177/1C-6 image
converter tube. The relative response is plotted against wavelength.

Figure 4. Spectral emission of two phosphors for
image tube screens. The
relative radiant energy
is plotted against wavelength. See also text.

The higher resolution and the monovoltage requirement of the 7177/1C-6 image converter tube
make it a good choice for use by the average lunar and planetary observer.
The writer has built up an image converter for use on an astronomical telescope using the Farnsworth 7177/1C-6 image tube. The image tube is mounted in a micarta case fitted with a 11" brass tube which will fit any standard astronomical eyepiece holder. A projection lens inside the brass tube is used to project an image on the photocathode of the
image tube. An infrared or ultraviolet filter is mounted between the projection lens and
the photocathode depending on which wavelength the observer desires to use. The image on
the phosphor screen is viewed with a standard binocular eyepiece and is erect since the
image on the photocathode is reinverted by the electron optics of the image converter tube.
A simple diagram of the mechanical layout is shown in Figure 1.
The power supply was designed using a minimum number of parts and at minimum cost.
If all the parts are bought new, the total cost will be under $30.00. See Figure 2. Care
should be taken to prevent accidental contact with the high voltage of the power supply.
A five million ohm resistor of about one watt can be placed in each lead of the power supply output to reduce any hazard if it should be short circuited by the operator. The positive lead of the power supply should be grounded to the case of the supply; and the case
in turn should be grounded to some good electrical ground, such as a water pipe or steel
pipe driven into the ground near the telescope.
A good cable to use to connect the power supply to the image converter at the telescope is RG-59U coax cable. The shield of this cable is connected to the case of the power supply and also to the contact ring for the phosphor screen on the image tube. The canter conductor of the coax cable runs from the negative lead of the power supply to the contact ring on the photocathode of the image converter tube. The connections to the contact
rings should not be soldered but should be clamped on by a thin strip of copper or brass.
The 7177/1C-6 image converter tube has a S-1 spectral response which means that it
can be used in both the ultraviolet and infrared portions of the spectrum. See Figure 3.
The peak wavelength sensitivity in the ultraviolet is around 3600 Angstroms. A Corning
7-60 glass filter is used for observations in&he ultraviolet portion of the spectrum.
This filter has a peak transmission near 3550 Angstroms in the ultraviolet and nearly no
transmission in the visible or infrared portions of the spectrum. Nearly any type of lens
can be used for the projection lens at this wavelength since most glasses pass ultraviolet
light down to 3200 Angstroms. The projection lens can be removed from the system if the
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observer wishes to use just the prime focus image of the telescope. Of course, this arrangement will give a brighter but smaller image.
The writer used a Corning 2-64 glass filter for the infrared portion of the spectrum. This filter passes no ultraviolet light and very little of the visible portion of
the spectrum. In the infrared it passes up to 85% of the light out to a wavelength of
2.5 microns. The peak response of the image tube in the infrared portion of the spectrum
is at about 8000 Ingstroms.
The phosphor on the image tube screen is a P20 phosphor, which peaks at 5600 angstroms in the yellow-green part of the spectrum. This value is near the peak of the sensitivity curve of the eye. See Figure 4.
The writer has used the image converter on his own 12i" reflecting telescope with
good results on the Moon. The ray systems on the Moon were observed to be much more pronounced in the infrared than in the visible or ultraviolet portions of the spectrum. The
image converter was also used on the 30" reflecting telescope at the U.S.G.S. observatory
at Flagstaff, Arizona during the first part of April, 1965. Dr. Henry Holt of U.S.G.S.
and the writer observed that the ray system around the crater Proclus was barely visible
to the eye in the visible part of the spectrum, and yet it was quite pronounced in the infrared. One other thing we noticed was that the seeing appears to improve a couple of
points in the infrared as compared to the visible. The writer has tried the image converter in conjunction with his own telescope on the planet Jupiter, but the seeing was too
bad to observe any detail. The image of Jupiter was faint on the image tube, but the
writer thinks that it is bright enough to see detail if the seeing is good.
Of the other planets, only Venus would be bright enough in a small telescope to
show any surface detail with this image converter, due to the loss in bandpass from optical filters. The writer hopes to make some systematic observations of the markings on
Venus in the ultraviolet because they are seldom distinct enough for ordinary visual observations.
MEASURING PLANETARY PHOTOGRAPHS
By: F. Jack Eastman, Jr.
A question often asked of the astrophotographer is: "What do you do with your photographs?" Most people try to get a good photograph of the moon or a planet, and it usually stops there. Few persons realize the research potential of a reasonably good astronomical photograph, and fewer still realize that it is harder to get a "pretty picture"
than to get one of research quality.
In this article I shall describe some simple measures, applied to planetary photographs, which yield latitudes and longitudes of features on the planet. The formulae for
the subsequent reductions are given; they involve only simple algebra. All the equipment
needed is a pair of dividers and a machinist's rule calibrated to 0.01 inches. Since the
measures are only relative, the exact scale of the photograph does not need to be known,
as it would be, for instance, in the measurement of double stars. The primary reouirement
of the photograph is that the limb be well defined and sharp. Planets like Jupiter and
Saturn have a strong limb-darkening which will make the planet appear smaller on the print
than it really is. This problem is our most important source of error. More about this
later.
Let us see how the latitude of a spot on a planet may be determined. First, let us
consider the special case of a spherical planet, with the observer in the planet's equatorial plane (Figure. 5). What we measure from the photograph is the distance of the spot
from the north pole (N) and the distance from the south pole (S), both measured along the
central meridian of longitude of the planet. We also measure the planet's polar diameter
to use as a check in the reductions. What we are after is the angle 6 in Figure 5. It
can be found from:
Sin9 = (S-N)/(S+N)
A good check is that S + N should equal the polar diameter D. If N is larger than S, then
be negative, or the latitude is in the southern hemisphere. All this sounds
too simple...and it is. There are two principal things that complicate the problem, first,
the observer is rarely in the planet's equatorial plane, and second, the planet is not a
sphere.

sine will
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The second of these factors gives rise to two latitude systems, and to certain numerical constants which correct for the planet's oblateness. Figure 6 shows schematically
the difference, B being called the planetocentric latitude, and B" the more commonly used
planetographic latitude. The difference between the two is 0° at the equator and poles,
and as much as 4° (Jupiter) or 6° (Saturn) at about 45° latitude. As one can see, it is
important to specify which system of latitude is being used.
Let us now look at some of the pitfalls which tend to impair the accuracy of the
measures. The major one here is the apparent reduction of the planet's diameter due to
the limb darkening. This effect can be reduced to some extent by printing on low contrast paper. The writer has found that the problem can be further reduced by projecting
the negative upon a sheet of paper with a pre-drawn ellipse, and then fitting the limb of
the planet to this outline. This process eliminates the additional loss from the printing. Of course, the detail to be measured is included on the tracing. When the tracing
is complete, the central meridian is drawn as carefully as possible, and the N's and S's
are measured from these. Now we are ready to reduce the observations, converting them into actual planetary latitudes.
Our first problem is that the Earth is seldom in the equatorial plane of the planet
in question. We must find the quantity De (Figure 7 ) which is the amount that the Earth
is north or south of the planet's equatorial plane. This value must be corrected for the
oblateness of the planet in question (equation 2 below). Finally, we get a parameter Be,
which is then corrected for the oblateness of the planet to arrive at the latitudes B or
B" (equations 4 and 5). This sounds like a mess at first, but it is not so bad as it appears. The quantity De is tabulated in The American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac for
0 hrs., U.T. for each day of the year. The following are the complete formulae for the
above reductions:

=
.9

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Sine (S-N)/(S+N)
tan Del = 1.0714 tan De
Del
B'
Tan B" = 1.0714 tan B'
or for the zenocentric system:
Tan B = 0.9333 tan B'

(5)

The above equations are for the planet Jupiter only. For Saturn we need a different correction for the oblateness. To compute latitudes on Saturn, we simply change
1.0714 in equations 2 and 4 to 1.1147 and change 0.9333 in equation 5 to 0.897, and we
then have the equations for Saturn. For Mars, we can set all these constants equal to one,
and the arithmetic becomes quite simple. As before, obtain e from equation 1; then:

(6)

Be B =.B" =e + De

Going back to the procedure, we have measured N and S, we look up De in the Ephemeris; and
then we apply the above formulae.
The calculations can be done easily on an ordinary slide rule, which will be as accurate as the measures themselves. Lacking a slide rule, we can do the arithmetic by hand
and can obtain the sines and tangents with sufficient accuracy from a 3-place trig table.
The answers are usually put down to the nearest 0.1 degrees, but luck would be with us if
they are consistent to within one degree. There follows a sample of the tabulation of a
set of measures, these being from photographs of Jupiter (which appeared on page 11 of the
November, 1964 issue of The Galilean).
Conditions of the Observation:
Time: 10h45m U.T. Telescope 12.5" Newtonian
10/18/64
Date:
De = +3235 D¢ = +326 Longitude I 24623
Image Dia. 1.380
" " II = 4926
Method: Measurement from print.
Feature
S.T.B.
North edge
South edge

S
.28
.36

N

S+N

1.09 1.37
1.02 1.38

S-N

e

B'

-.81 -361:2 -3226
-.66 -28.6 -25.0

TanB'
.639
.466

B"

B

-3424 -3029
-26.6 -23.6

The above figures are for the north and south edges of the South Temperate Belt on Jupiter,
which is the one tangent to the Red Spot at the time of the observation.
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Diagram to show the determination of latitude in the simplified case of a spheri—
Figure 5
cal planet with the Earth in its equatorial plane. We measure the distance S of feature A
from the south pole and its distance N from the north pole and then compute the latitude 9

P,Jc

.,
P/.. .f.
,

Figure 6. Diagram of an extremely oblate planet to illustrate
distinction between planetocentric latitude B and planetographic
latitude B" for the feature A on the planetTs surface. The angle
B" is measured between the equatorial plane of the planet and a
line perpendicular to a tangent to the surface at A.
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SL

sR
Figure 7. Observer on Earth at
an angular distance De from the
equatorial plane
of a spherical
planet. N.L. is
north limb, N.P.
is north pole, S.
L. is south limb,
S.P. is south pole.
The distances S
and N are measured
from the south and
north limbs respectively, as in Figure 5. The latitude of feature A
is found by means
of the eouations
on page 188. (B
= B" on a spherical planet.)
L

Before closing, I should like to pursue the problem of the limb darkening a little
further. Let us see how the computed latitude is affected by known amounts of reduction of
the polar diameter of the planet. Column 1 represents no loss, while the others represent
1%, 5%, 10%,and 20% losses in polar diameter, the latitudes being measured as above.
Correct latitude

1% loss

5% loss

90°
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

-8410
72.0
61.2
50.9
40.4
30.3
20.2
10.1
0.0

--6220
66.0
54.0
43.6
32.4
21.2
10.6
0.0

10% loss

-7418
58.4
47.1
33.8
22.5
11.1
0.0

20% loss

-7328
54.8
38.6
25.3
12.5
0.0

As one can see, the greatest error is at high latitudes, decreasing to nominal values
at the latitudes of most of the interesting features of Jupiter. This table was computed
for Jupiter, but can apply to any planet. It was assumed the De is zero.
If we are concerned with the measurement of longitudes, we can use similar reasoning.
The planet's central meridian is substituted for the equator, and the measures N and S are
replaced by F and P, the distances from the following and preceding limbs respectively.
Then equation 1 becomes:
Sin0 = (F-P)/(F+P)
(7)
If Sin0 is negative, we subtract 0 from the longitude of the central meridian as
computed from the Ephemeris; if positive, we add 0.
Because the central angle 0 is in the plane of the planet's equator, or in a plane
parallel to this plane, we need not worry about corrections for oblateness since we shall
always be working with a circular cross section. Since we are using the "instantaneous
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longitude of the central meridian" for our reference, we need not be bothered by angles
analogous to De and D. Two things we must be careful of, however, are the aforementioned
limb darkening and, particularly, effects due to the phase of the planet. The phase corrections are fairly small for Jupiter and Saturn, but may be extremely troublesome for Mars.
They may be ignored for observations made near opposition.
References
Sidgwick, Observational Astronomy for Amateurs, Faber & Faber ltd., London.
Peek, B. M.,The Planet Jupiter.
Note hy Editor. Equation 7 falsely assumes that spots move
across the disc of a rotating planet along chords parallel to the
equatorial diameter. This assumption will often be sufficiently
nearly correct, however, when De is small (hence always for Jupiter if extreme accuracy is not required) and when 0 is numerically small near the central meridian (where, of course, any method
achieves greatest accuracy).
ADDITIONS TO THE A.L.P.O. LUNAR PHOTOGRAPH LIBRARY - --V:
SURVEYOR I LUNAR PHOTOGRAPHS AND ONE AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPH
By John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder
Surveyor I Lunar Photographs
On June 2, 1966, at 06:17:14 U.T., the Surveyor I spacecraft successfully landed in
the northern portion of the Flamsteed ghost ring, at 2%4 South, 43%4 West (in new IAU sense).
Almost immediately, the spacecraft's television camera began transmitting back to earth
what are the most detailed lunar photographs yet taken—rock granules as small as 0.5 millimeter in diameter are visible on some of the photographs. N.A.S.A. has supplied the A.
L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library with eleven prints of these photographs, all on an 8 X 10
format, and all of which are available on loan to A.L.P.O. members on the same basis as the
previous photographs in the library. These eleven photographs are listed and described
below.
Code
Number

Format

66-H-597

Description

Narrow-angle
composite
Narrow-angle

Low mountain range, ca. 12 miles NE possibly Flamsteed 0.

66-H-790

Wide-angle
assembly

Panorama of N. horizon, with low mountains. Approx. lunar azi muth 322° - 037°.

66-H-794

0.5 meter long rock SE of spacecraft.

66-H-807

Narrow-angle
composite
Narrow-angle

Mountain chain to NE (area also shown in 66-H-597, with opposite lighting).
SW horizon, low-sun view.

66-H-783

Footpad #2, with adjacent disturbed surface.

SW horizon with rim of large crater.

66-H-808

Narrow-angle

66-H-813

Narrow-angle

66-H-824

Narrow-angle
mosaic
Wide-angle
mosaic
Wide-angle

Low-sun view of surface SW of spacecraft.

Narrow-angle
mosiac

Area from spacecraft to SW horizon, showing 0.5 meter rock.

66-H-827
66-H-832
66-H-833

Strip view of entire horizon.
Shadow of Surveyor I cast by setting sun. (Colong.: 213:0).

Two of these photographs (66-H-824 and .432) accompapy this paper as illustrations,
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Figure 8. A mosaic of wide-angle photographs to the southwest (IAU sense) of the Surveyor I spacecraft. The low lighting of the late afternoon sun highlights numerous
small craters and rock blocks. This photograph is 66-H-824 in the A.L.P.O. Lunar
Photograph Library.
4141-Nit**

Figures 8 and 9. Readers wishing more information about the Surveyor I mission should consult these two sources:
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Figure 9. The setting sun casts Surveyor I's shadow towards the (IAU) eastern horizon as
the spacecraft's first day on the moon nears its end. This photograph, 66-H-832 in the A.
L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library, was taken on June 13, 1966, 18h 55m U.T., at colongitude
213t0.
g'
47
1144"
144
.
4 "Pictures From the Moon." Sky and Telescope, 22, 1 (July, 1966), pp. 16-20.
Jaffe, L. D., et al. "Surveyor It Preliminary Results." Science, 12, 3730 (24
June, 1967, pp. 1737-1752.
Amateur Photograph
As far as loan requests are concerned, interest in the A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph
Library has quickened lately. Unfortunately, on the other hand, only one amateur photograph of good quality has been received since the last report. This photograph is available for loan, and was taken by Alan Kiplinger of Concord, Tenn., with a 12i-inch Newtonian working at an effective f/160. Details are:
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Code Number
AK-1

Area Covered

Date & Time (U.T.)

Colongitude Approximate Scale

Plato-Aristoteles- 17 Aug., 1965, 09:55
Archimedes

15351

2.8M.

LUNAR TRANSIENT PHENOMENA: A.L.P.O. PARTICIPATION IN RECENT NASA ALERT
By:

Charles L. Ricker, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder

On May 11, 1966, a letter was written to Walter Haas by Mrs. Winifred Cameron of
NASA concerning a request by Dr. Jack Green that certain features which have been reported
in the literature as exhibiting temporary anomalies should be observed around the time of
minimum perigee. Dr. Green provided a list of the features along with the date when the
sunrise terminator would be two days past the feature. These observations were requested
for the purpose of testing his tidal stress hypothesis; and as Mrs. Cameron said, it provided amateurs a good chance to help test and check a theory.
Copies of the letter
PO members who are actively
the following observers:
John Bortle
Rev. Kenneth Delano
Clarke Hewitt
Frederick Jaeger
Charles Ricker
Kenneth Schneller

and list were sent by Prof. Haas and the writer to about 20 ALinterested in such phenomena. Observations were received from
22" Mak. (Stamford Observatory)
12i" Refl. (Red Filter)
6" Refl.
6" Refl.
6" Refl. (Red & Blue Filters)
8" Refl. (Slit Spectroscope)

Mt. Vernon, N Y
New Bedford, Mass.
Newton, N C.
Hammond, Ind.
Marquette, Mich.
Cleveland, Ohio

It is felt that this response was quite good considering the fact that the observers
received the data only a day or two before the first listed dates. Following is a summary
of the observations by U.T. dates and times. Only two anomalies were noticed. More detail
will be given about these anomalies below. All other listed observations were completely
negative.
Promontory Agarum
Alpetragius
Alphonsus
Aristarchus

1966, May 26, 1:00-1:30
May 30, 1:45-1:47
May 30, 1:40-2:05;
June 1, 1:58; June
June 4, 2:40-3:35
Bartlett
May 30, 1:45-1:47
Copernicus
May 30, 1:45-1:47,
Eimmart
May 26, 1:00-1:30
Gassendi
May 31, 1:15; June
Godin
May 27, 1:13-2:15;
Graham
May 27, 1:30-2:28
June 1, 1:58; June
Herodotus
Hyginus N
May 27, 1:13-2:15;
May 27, 1:18-2:18;
Kant
Kepler
May 31, 1:25; June
2:40-3:35
May 27, 1:13-2:15;
Linng
Littrow
May 27, 1:25-2:33
May 27, 1:25-2:33
Macrobius
May 26, 1:00-1:30
Petavius
May 26, 1:00-1:30
Picard
May 26, 1:00-1:30;
Pickering (Messier A)
May 30, 1:25-1:40,
Plato
May 26, 1:00-1:30;
Ross D
June 3, 2:00-2:30;
Schickard
May 26, 1:00-1:30;
Thales
May 30, 2:35-2:38
Thaetetus
Timocharis
May 30, 1:45-1:47
May 30, 1:13-1:17,
Tycho

May 31, 2:30; June 3, 2:23
2, 2:25-3:30; June 3, 2:26-2:31;
2:10-2:20; June 3, 2:24
1, 2:30; June 2, 2:25; June 3, 2:00May 30, 1:19-1:23, 1:47-1:50 /3:50
2, 2:25; June 3, 2:26-2:31
May 30, 2:35-2:38
May 30, 2:35-2:38
1, 2:45; June 3, 2:00-3:50; June 4,
May 30, 2:35-2:38

May 27, 1:00-2:28
1:45-1:47; May 31, 2:15; June 1, 3:07
May 27, 1:18-2:18
June 4, 2:40-3:35
May 27, 1:25-2:33
1:45-1:47; June 3, 2:

30

Anomalous observations: On June 2, at 3:05-3:35, Kenneth Schneller, using his 8"
Refl. and slit spectroscope scanned the crater Lichtenberg and found the west wall enhanced in red light. He regards this as normal sunrise reddening, an opinion which is not
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shared by this writer. The subject of "normal" sunrise reddening in itself would make an
interesting study. While it is true that this observation may not be a "transient phenomenon"as the term is now used, it is also true that such reddening is variable, and thus
technically "transient". Comments from the readers as to the interpretation of this aspect
would be most welcome. On June 2, 1966 at 4:00-4:30 U.T., Frederick W. Jaeger observed a
brownish-yellow edge on the south rim of Aristarchus. The whole southern wall of Aristarchus is known to display anomalous color phenomena, according to many observers. It is
significant, though, that Aristarchus was being observed on the same night by two other observers, and they reported nothing unusual.
As stated above, ALPO participation in this alert was an unplanned, hurried affair;
and the methods of observing and reporting by different observers were far from uniform.
It is also evident that in some cases examination of various features was far too cursory.
This writer feels that such surveys can be of value under certain conditions:
1. That each area be thoroughly studied, and not merely scanned, since it is doubtful that a subtle anomalous appearance would be noticed with just a cursory examination.
2. That the program be carried out over a sufficient number of lunations to allow
each observer to become thoroughly familiar with the chosen areas. It is doubtful that
one will recognize an abnormal appearance if he is not familiar with the normal appearance.
3. That a degree of uniformity in reporting observations be attained. As a minimum, the following data should be given: (A) Date, by U.T. (b) U.T. at the beginning AND
end of the study of each feature. (c) U.T., and duration of any anomalies noticed. (d)
Telescope-Type, Aperture, Magnification, Color filters used. (e) Seeing, Transparency,
Wind conditions. (f) A full description of any anomalous appearances.
We are not sure that there is sufficient observer interest in such surveys to warrant a formal program, i.e., a concentrated survey at each apogee and perigee, with complete reports submitted to this Recorder at the end of each lunation. The writer will welcome comments on this article, and expressions of interest in this type of program. Whether or not such programs are continued on a formal basis will depend upon observer response. Of course, if any observer wishes to pursue such studies on his own, he should communicate his results to the Recorder, whether or not there is a formal program under way.
THE TOBIAS MAYER - MILICHIUS - HORTENSIUS DOMES
By: Jos6 Olivarez
On all the lunar surface there is probably no more observation material for a night's
observing of lunar domes than in the Tobias Mayer-Milichius-Hortensius area. This large
area just east of Copernicus is the richest known area for lunar domes in the lunar sphere.
(East and west are used in this paper in the old selenographic sense, where Mare Crisium
i
s near the west limb.) The dome sizes, types, and structural surface forms vary. Mostly,
they are flat to very flat. This flatness makes them hard to identify from the surrounding surface. Most of them also possess a depression on or near their summits as the original of the photograph here published as Figure 10 shows clearly. However, it has been
shown that the depressions are just that and not "blowholes" as on the famous Milichius
and Kies domes.
The accompanying sketch (Figure 11) was traced from the photograph (Figure 10) accompanying this article and was constructed to serve as a guide in identifying the domes
in the photograph. All of the domes identifiable in the photo are numbered according to
an earlier numbering system devised by the BAA Lunar Section. The letters on the sketch
are my additions and are for "domes" that have not been seen or definitely identified by
the BAA Lunar Section. The BAA Lunar Section also numbered some hills as possible domes
so that the numbers on the sketch are not in continuous sequence since I omitted these
hills and changed the numbers of those domes identified by the BAA Lunar Section on photographs but NOT actually observed, to capital letters.
Of
B. Cooke?
it. There
connected

particular interest is dome number 8, which was recently discussed by
The photograph suggests that the area is more complex than Mr. Cooke
is an apparent dome (labeled E on Figure 11) just south of No. 8 and
to it. There is also a suggestion of two swellings southeast of No.
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Figure 10. Photograph of Tobias Mayer-Milichius-Hortensius Area of Moon with McDonald Observatory 82-Inch Reflector. Lunar south at top, lunar west in older selenographic sense at
left. Photograph taken under low evening illumination. Original of this photograph given to
the writer, Josg Olivarez, in 1963 by Mr. Ewen A. Whitaker of the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona.
this small area immediately around Dome No. 8 deserves further attention to supplement Mr.
Cooke's recent investigation.
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Figure 11. Sketch of domes and other objects shown in the photograph (Figure 10) and
traced from the photograph by Jos4 Olivarez. The nomenclature here used and a number of
the individual domes are discussed in the text of his paper.

•r-g-11A detailed sketch and discussion of the dome just east of Wagner has been published
by Mr. Cooke He shows the depression on the dome with three tiny craterlets within it.
The area that is immediately challenging to the lunar observer is that just south
of Tobias Mayer which contains some obviously fine specimens that unfortunately have not
yet been recorded enough times. Domes A, B, C, and D (Figure 11) are the immediate "observing problems". Dome enthusiasts would do well to make a detailed study of this interest-
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ing cluster. Domes A, B, C, and D are obvious in the acompanying 82-inch photograph (Figure 10) but are hard to observe at the telescope, presumably because of shadow from the
mountainous masses to their west at grazing morning lighting. It would be best to search
for them at evening lighting shortly after the Last Quarter, when the shadows of the mountainous masses are on their western side instead of on their east side where the domes are.
A cluster of three small domes just south of Tobias Mayer is labeled G in Figure 11.
They are the smallest dome-like features in the area, and there is a chance that they might
be hills. However, the BAA Lunar Section observers consider them "domes".
The summit depression on object 19 has been seen as a double craterlet, while object
21 is connected to a mountainous mass. All of the domes may be studied in detail at around
colongitude 305 several days after First Quarter. The next good opportunity for observers
in the United States to study this area at that solar lighting will occur near 4 hrs., Universal Time on November 23, 1966 (11 P.M. on November 22 by E.S.T.).
References
1. Rae, Leslie W , "Hortensius, Milichius, Tobias Mayer Area" The Moon, Volume 10, No.
4 pg. 74.
2

Cooke, S. R. B., "An Unusual Lunar Dome", az and Telescope, Volume XXXII, No. 2 pg.
111, 1966.

3 Cooke, S. R. B., "Lunar Domes Near Wagner and Birt", Journal of the British Astronomical Association, Volume 66, No. 6, pg. 216, 1956.
BOOK REVIEWS
A.C.I.C. Mars LIAR, published in 1966 by the Air Force's Aeronautical Chart and Information Center—TX:C.I.C.), St. Louis, Mo. Available from Supt. of Documents, Washington,
D.C. Price, 50O.
Reviewed by Rodger W. Gordon
This map was prepared in collaboration with the late Dr. E C Slipher of Lowell
Observatory. It is based on drawings and photographs made by Slipher over a period of many
years and also on 32 drawings by Dr. G. de Vaucouleurs in 1958. Positional reference was
based on this material and also on the Lowell Observatory Mars Globes by P. Lowell. This
map is an expansion of the map which appeared on the inside back cover of Slipher's book,
Mars, the Photographic Story, which was reviewed by the writer in the Sept.-Oct 1963 issue of The Strolling Astronomer.
This map is in full color. Color intensities were derived from tri -color photographs
of the planet made by Slipher during favorable apparitions and also on visual work. The
scale is 1:35,000,000 on a Mercator projection. Six full globe views augment the main map.
They show Mars at northern summer and southern summer, with the pole tilted 21° to the observer. These six views will greatly help orient the beginner to Mars observation.
This reviewer compared the map with several others in his possession and in particular with the map issued in 1962 by North American Aviation, which was prepared under the
guidance of Dr. A. Dollfus of Meudon. In the reviewer's opinion, the ACIC map is more reliable positionally and also in detail. A comparison, for instance, of Mare Sirenum and
Mare Cimmerium shows that the ACIC map agrees with what is seen visually and photographically, while the North American map shows two non-existent small "coastlines" Trivium
Charontis is also rather badly mauled on the North American map.
The ACIC map also shows the "canals", "as they have been drawn by many prominent observers of Mars", comments ACIC. This reviewer failed to find one canal on the map which
was not shown photographically in Slipher's books, Mars and Brighter Planets.
Only one adverse criticism can be made of the map. It is printed "astronautically"
instead of "astronomically". This means that north is at the top and west is counterclockwise rotation. It will be a while until we set foot on the Red Planet so that conventional
directions as seen in normal astronomical observation would have been a wiser choice. However, one can always turn the map upside down and use it.
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Not all the names of the surface features have been printed on the map. In the Slipher book, Mars, almost all named formations are represented in print. Although ACIC says
es on the map correspond to those suggested by the I.A.U. Mars subcommittee on
that the nam
Martian nomenclature, this reviewer found "Eden" and "Lunge Lacus" in place of the now accepted "Moab" and "Palus". I have always preferred the former version, and I suspect present-day A.L.P.O. observers of the Red Planet do also.
Since next year (April, 1967) Mars will be starting a new cycle of closer oppositions, interest in the Red Planet will undoubtedly rekindle itself among amateurs and professionals. This map belongs in the possession of every amateur and professional who observes Mars.
The Origin and Evolution of the Universe, Evry Schatzman, Basic Books, Publishers,
404 Park Avenue South, New York. Hardback, 280 pages, price $8.50.
Reviewed by Russell C. Maag
Originally published in France in 1957 as L'Origine et Evolution des Mondes, this
book has been revised by Professor Schatzman for this first English translation from the
French by Bernard and Annabel Pagel, dated April 29, 1966. Now on the staff of Mount
Stromlo Observatory, Canberra, Australia, Dr. Schatzman was formerly Professor of Astrophysics in the Facultg des Sciences de Paris and is a specialist in theoretical astrophysics.
The contents of this book are divided into four main sections, beginning with a discussion of the present state of knowledge concerning the Solar System, the stars, and the
interstellar matter. The second part deals with the origin and evolution of stars and
stellar systems, going into thermonuclear reactions and sources of energy, changes in com
position, and the evolution of stars with changes of structure in evolution involving loss
of matter and accretion. Gravitational condensation, the formation of stars in groups,
and the origin of multiple stellar systems is very well theorized. The third section concerns extragalactic nebulae and cosmology, with a statement of the problems involved, the
observational data which introduces Olbers' paradox, extragalactic and intergalactic matter, and the red shift and spectral lines. Several cosmological theories involving the
foundations of general relativity, many cosmological models, and modifications of relativity are dealt with.
The fourth section, which should be of interest to the lunar and planetary astronomer, and therefore to members of the Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers and readers of The StrollinE Astronomer, deals with the origin of the Solar System. This includes
an introduction to various theories and the observational evidences of the age of the earth
and other bodies in the Solar System. The nebular theory is dealt with, in particular the
problem of angular momentum; so are the structure of the primeval nebula and the formation
of the planets and other objects in the Solar System. Some theories are also given concerning other ideas of such formation. The well-written book ends with an appendix which
concerns the origin of the chemical elements, the characteristics of their abundance curves,
and their formation in and out of equilibrium states. Thermodynamics and cosmology are
briefly discussed. The book has a comprehensive bibliography for those readers desiring
to go into the source material, as well as some of the mathematical basis for such a study.
This reviewer found the book very interesting reading. It supplies in logical and
analytical sequence the many theories and observational data which have been, and are being,
dealt with in Man's understanding of the Universe in which he finds himself. I would recommend the book to readers of The Strolling Astronomer and to those engaged in lunar and
planetary work. The advanced amateur with some background in mathematics will derive a
more thorough understanding of its contents. The several drawings, illustrations, and tables appear to be in good order; and no typographical errors were noted.
THE 1966 TUCSON CONVENTION OF THE A.L.P.O.
By Richard E. Wend
The 14th convention of the A.L.P.O. was held on August 26-28, 1966 at the Steward
Observatory, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona. Sponsors were the Steward Observatory, the Tucson Astronomical and Astronautical Association, and the Lunar and Planetary
Laboratory of the University of Arizona.
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The convention was a resounding success, and it was all - A.L.P.O.; we did not meet
in conjunction with the W.A.A. or the Astronomical League, as we have often done in the
past. It was, therefore, particularly gratifying that registrations totaled 104, with a
few additional people attending some activities without registering. Of course, Tucson
was the ideal place for an A.L.P.O. meeting. As Dr. George Van Biesbroeck of the Lunar
and Planetary Lab pointed out in his welcoming speech, the large array of research telescopes in the Tucson area is unique and has brought a concentration of astronomers that
will make Tucson the astronomical capital of the world.
The ALPO exhibit opened Thursday morning, August 25th, and featured a large number
of photographs and drawings. Dennis Milon was in charge of this exhibit. To mention only
a few items, Comet Ikeya-Seki produced some spectacular color photographs at sunrise, Saturn's edgewise ring presentation was shown, and a large collection of astronomical stamps
of the world was shown. In another roam, Ewen Whitaker's collection of rare lunar maps
was exhibited.
Registration at the Kaibab-Huachuca Dormitory began in the afternoon; and coffee,
punch, and cookies were served in the evening. The 21" reflector at Steward Observatory
was available that evening for observing, but variable cloudiness gave only a low-contrast
view of the Moon. Better nights were to come.
Friday's session began in the auditorium at the Steward Observatory with welcoming
remarks by Dr. Robert Noble of the Steward Observatory and by Walter Haas, A.L.P.O. Director. Dr. George Van Biesbroeck of the Lunar and Planetary Lab gave a talk on ASTRONOMY IN
TUCSON, explaining how AURA (the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy)
selected Kitt Peak in the Papago Indian Reservation, 45 miles southwest of Tucson, for the
site of the National Observatory. While there is an impressive array of instruments on
the mountain now, the largest one is just beginning its construction stage: the 150" telescope to be placed on the highest point of the mountain. Already in operation is a 50"
telescope remotely controlled in Tucson. Ewen Whitaker of the Lunar and Planetary Lab
then spoke about THE LUNAR SURFACE. He discussed the effects of volcanic action in producing different colors on the Moon, and other phenomena like pressure ridges and grid effects.
After we had lunch at the Student Union Cafeteria, two air-conditioned buses brought
us up the steep road to the 6800' Kitt Peak National Observatory. Dr. Arthur Hoag escorted
us to the McMath Solar Telescope, which dominates the peak with its triangular aspect.
This is the busiest instrument on the mountain, working the Sun during the day and doing
pioneer work at night in selected fields. A side door in the main shaft perMitted us to
see the beam of sunlight slanting down to the 60" paraboloid at the bottom. At the control center at the top of the vacuum spectrograph, occasional glimpses of the projected
image of the Sun could be seen between the clouds by a fortunate few. Before we left the
peak, the sky cleared; and at the museum a projected image of the Sun through a 3" lens
showed the sunspots very clearly. We were also shown the 84" and 36" of the Kitt Peak Observatory and the Steward Observatory's 36" reflector, which used to be on the campus of
the University of Arizona.
After our dinner, the business meeting began with a discussion of the ALPO Observing Manual, in preparation for many years and now nearing completion. Tom Cragg of Mt.
Wilson Observatory offered technical advice for those members protesting municipal overlighting with mercury-vapor systems. It was voted to have our 1967 and 1968 conventions
with the Western Amateur Astronomers at Long Beach, California and with several groups at
Las Cruces, New Mexico respectively.
After the business meeting, there was informal observing at the 21" telescope at
Steward Observatory. A short wave radio hook-up produced a demonstration of the ArgusAstronet observing program as a report of activity in the crater Alphonsus was received
and investigated (not confirmed).
The Saturday morning (August 27) activities began with a tour of the Kitt Peak Tucson offices, and the optics shops where the new flat for the McMath solar telescope is being finished, and where the 150" mirror will be made, and tested in the vertical tower dominating the area.
Dr. Joel Goodman of the University of California School of Medicine presided over
the morning paper session and also gave the first paper, THE COMING QUEST FOR LIFE ON
MARS. He described an unmanned station called Gulliver, which would collect surface sam,
ide by means of sticky ropes and analyze chemically the material thus drawn in. Radio(text continued on page 205)
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Figure 12. Steward Observatory on the campus of the University of Arizona,
Tucson. Paper sessions and exhibits were at the Observatory during the Fourteenth A.L.P.O. Convention, August 26-280 1966. The dome houses a 21-inch reflector, which was used by the A.L.P.O. for three nights. All photographs on
pages 201-204 were taken and contributed by Dennis Milom, unless otherwise
noted.

Figure 13. The 21-inch reflector was linked by the ham radio Astronet with other
observers watching for unusual occurrences on the moon. In two nights 14 stations
were in contact with the Steward Observatory station, operated by Larry Bornhurst
and Walter Rieke. In this photograph observers are trying to confirm sightings in
Alphonsus reported over the net. Left to right: Ewen Whitaker, Chuck Wood, Dave
Thompson, Ken Thomson, Mrs. Winifred Cameron, Larry Bornhurst, Daniel Harris, and
Steve Larson.
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Figure 14. Dr. Arthur Hoag conducting the tour of Kitt Peak on August 26.

Figure 15. On the Kitt Peak tour. In the foreground are Tom Pope, Richard
Wend, Kay Pope, and others.

Figure 16. Don Strittmatter of the Tucson Astronomical and Astronautical Association serving punch during a break in the paper sessions.
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Figure 17. Informal gabfest at the Kaibab-Huachuca Dormitory during the 14th A.
L.P.O. Convention. Left to right: Fred Jaeger, Tom Cragg, Alika Herring, Leif
Robinson, Ron Thomas, Mary Cragg, and Joel Goodman.

Figure 18. The "Stump the Experts" panel. Left to right: Ewen Whitaker, Tom
Cragg, Dale Cruikshank, Mrs. Winifred Cameron, Reverend Kenneth Delano, Professor
Paul Engle, and master-of-ceremonies Walter Haas.
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Figure 19. Barbecue supper at the dome of the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory 61inch reflector on Mount Lemmon, altitude 8,230 feet. An evening of observing with
the 61-inch followed. Photograph by Don Strittmatter.

Figure 20. Walter Haas observes the Moon in the Lunar Lab 61-inch while Joel
Goodman watches Jack Eastman compare the view in his 1-inch Mickey Mouse reflector.
The A.L.P.O. Conventioneers used the 61-inch for five hours.
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active CO2 would be formed if life were present. This paper appears on pp. 181-183 of
this issue. Rev. Kenneth J. Delano, ALPO Lunar Recorder, presented MERSENIUS, A MAJOR
CRATER OF PLUTONIC ORIGIN. A dome on the floor, inside two concentric features, provided
the key to his discussion. SOME REMARKS CONCERNING THE ORIGIN OF PLANETARY MAGNETISM, by
Pgter Hgderv6.i of Budapest, was read by Dale Cruikshank of the Lunar and Planetary Lab,
who added some comments of his own. Phase differences in planetary interiors and field
reversal phenomena were discussed. PROGRESS REPORT ON THE ALPO OBSERVING MANUAL, by Dale
Cruikshank of the Lunar and Planetary Lab, and ALPO Venus Recorder, continued the discussion begun at the business meeting. Within a year, some copies of the manual should be
forthcoming. ALPO COMETS SECTION ACTIVITIES, by Dennis Milon of the Lunar and Planetary
Lab, and ALPO Comets Recorder, explained how comet discoveries are communicated to interested observers. Slides of instruments and comets were shown. IKEYA-SEKI - EAST, by
John Bortle of Mt. Vernon, N. Y., was read by Michael McCants; he explained how a formula
for predicting the magnitude of comets was derived.
The afternoon paper session was presided over by Richard Wend of Chicago, and it
began with a paper by Thomas R. Cave of the Cave Optical Company entitled OBTAINING OPTIMUM OPTICAL PERFORMANCE FOR MEDIUM-SIZED VISUAL TELESCOPES. Mr. Cave recommended long
focal length Newtonian reflectors, with as small a secondary as one can get by with, and
high quality eyepieces. Dr. Joel Goodman again took to the rostrum to present SOME UNUSUAL OBSERVATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES DURING COPLANARITY OF EARTH AND SATURN'S RINGS.--Ilso discussed was the value of observing the dark side of the ring system to learn about spacing
of the components of the rings. PRELIMINARY NOTE ON A METHOD OF DIRECT VISUAL ESTIMATION
OF LATITUDES OF PLANETARY FEATURES, by Walter H. Haas, ALPO Director, pointed out that,
with practice, visual estimates can be consistent, and not nearly so tedious as micrometer
measures. SOME INTERESTING ASPECTS OF THE 1965-66 JUPITER APPARITION, by Phillip W. Budine
on, New York, presented the results of a group of New York observers who noted
of Binghamt
detail within the Red Spot (with modest apertures) and charted various currents. A STUDY
OF PHASE ANOMALIES IN RESPECT TO THE PLANET VENUS by Fred Lazor of Victoria, Texas, noted
how various filters affected the appearance of the Venusian terminator. LUNAR AND impTARY PHOTOGRAPHY - SOME RANDOM THOUGHTS, by Joseph P. Vitous of Chicago, Illinois, recommended commercial processing for those who don't have access to a darkroom. The paper was
read by Dennis Milon. WIDE FIELD PHOTOGRAPHY, by R. B. Minton and Gordon Solberg, both of
the Research Center of New Mexico State University, was read by Mr. Minton. They used a
Moonwatch scope backwards, a reflecting sphere, and a glass hemisphere behind a pane of
glass in order to obtain extremely wide field views of the sky. LUNAR AND PLANETARY PHOTOGRAPHY WITH SMALL APERTURES, by Thomas Pope, New Mexico State University observatory,-117:
d with slides of Venus, Jupiter, and the Moon that considerable detail can be reustrate
corded with apertures as small as 3i" - provided that the film is properly selected, equipment steady, and development correct. TERRESTRIAL SATELLITES: SOME DIRECT AND INDIRECT
EVIDENCE, by John P. Bagby of the Hughes Aircraft Company, discussed perturbations of the
Telstar satellite and other orbital considerations which might indicate natural Earth satellites nearby. ADVANCED AMATEUR RESEARCH PROJECTS, by Clark Chapman, ALPO Lunar Recorder,
was read by Charles A. Wood of the Lunar and Planetary Lab. Analyzing lunar crater systems
and following Jovian spots through several apparitions were some of the suggestions.
Saturday evening began with Open House at the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory. In
addition to exploring the Lab and its equipment, we viewed the instrument package of the
24" Polarimetric balloon program.
A "Stump the Experts" program followed, with Walter Haas as moderator and Ewen
Whitaker, Tom Cragg, Dale Cruikshank, Winifred Cameron, Kenneth Delano, and Paul Engle as
"experts". Questions submitted from the audience were fielded by the panel and provided
an interesting session. At its conclusion, Tom Cragg, on behalf of the ALPO members, presented founder and director Walter H. Haas with a 35 mm. camera, in appreciation of his
many years of service in the A.L.P.O.
Informal observing at the 21" Steward Observatory concluded the evening.
The Sunday morning paper session on "lunar transient phenomena" was presided over
by Walter H. Haas, who noted that not too many years ago it wasn't considered respectable
to mention such things in print. THE ARGUS-ASTRMT OBSERVING PROGRAM, by Wallace Calkins,
Dr. Gerald Guter, and Larry Bornhurst, was read by Mr. Bornhurst. He explained how radio
amateurs make a "phone patch" to enable 1=ar observers to make simultaneous observations
a transient phenomenon is noted. AN
and quickly to call others to their telesccoes
ARTIFICIAL-STAB PHOTOMETER FOR MONTTCR27_ =,71:=NESS TABIATIONS ON THE EARTHLIT NOON, by
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John E. Westfall, ALPO Lunar Recorder, was read by Walter Haas, and reported an average
magnitude for earthlit Aristarchus. A COLORATION PHENOMENON
stellar brightness of
IN THEOPHILUS, by Eugene W. Cross, Jr. of La Mirada, California, was read by Jack Eastman.
Slides showed the evolution of the red marking. INVESTIGATION OF A TRANSIENT LUNAR PHER.;
OMENON, by Daniel H. Harris, Pico Rivera, California, centered about the small object Ross
D, which was recorded to vary in visual appearance. ANOTHER LOOK AT TRANSIENT PHENOMENA,
A NEW ALPO PROGRAM, by Charles L. Ricker, ALPO Lunar Recorder, was read by Ken Thomson.
Standard forms for a survey were suggested. OBSERVING LUNAR TRANSIENT PHENOMENA, by Barbara Middlehurst of the Lunar and 'Planetary Laboratory, urged cooperation between professionals and amateurs. OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS FROM THE FIRST li YEARS OF THE MOON BLINK
PROJECT, by Winifred Sawtell Cameron of NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, discussed possible correlation of coloration phenomena and other factors which might have a bearing on
causing these spots.
After lunch, the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory paper session began with COMETS AN OBSERVATIONAL VIEW, by Dr. Elizabeth Roemer. Comet nuclei were discussed, and it was
suggested that perhaps asteroids like Icarus, which cross the orbits of the Earth and Mars,
are old comet cores. During the coming close passage of Icarus, it should be examined for
a halo.
SOME CURRENT PLANETARY RESEARCH AT THE LUNAR AND PLANETARY LABORATORY, by Dale P.
Cruikshank,itemized several projects, such as Jovian satellite atmospheres as evidenced by
brightness variation as the satellite emerges from eclipse, and comparisons of limonite,
a common mineral on the surface of the Earth, with planetary surfaces.
The last paper, ADVANCES IN LUNAR MAPPING, by Charles A. Wood, had to be eliminated
because of lack of time. Many of the papers mentioned here will be published in future issues of The Strolling Astronomer, and surely this will be one of them.
The field trip to the Lunar and Planetary Lab's Observatory on Mt. Lemmon took us
up to the 8300' level in the Catalina Mountains, where an informal picnic lunch was enjoyed
along side the dome of the 61" telescope in a surrounding of pine trees. Early clouds disappeared, and the magnificent 61" telescope was trained on Saturn and the Moon for all to
observe.
The general Chairman of the Tucson committee for the convention, Mr. Charles A.
Wood, and his hardworking staff are to be congratulated and heartily thanked for the outstanding job which they did in preparing and piloting this convention. It must have taken
many long nights of preparation and planning to be able to produce (with the help of those
who presented papers) what many considered the best convention the ALPO has had to date.

A.L.P.O. COMETS SECTION REPORT: DAYLIGHT OBSERVATIONS OF COMET IKEYA-SEKI (1965f)

1
.1

Dennis Milon, A.L.P.O. Comets Recorder

Excited speculation followed the September 24th, 1965 announcement by the IAU at
Cambridge that Comet Ikeya-Seki would nearly graze the surface of the sun. A brightness
exceeding -9 was predicted by Michael McCants on the basis of A.L.P.O. visual magnitude
estimates in September and October. A comet of -9 would be visible in the daytime sky -a first in the observing experience of most A.L.P.O. members. Observers wondered whether
the comet would disintegrate at such a close solar passage. Perihelion took place on Oct.
21st, 1965 at 4:15 UT. The sun had set for the continental U. S. at this time so that observers farther west were relied on to report what had become of the comet.
During the daytime of Oct. 20th and 21st several A.L.P.O. members observed the comet
with the naked eye and with telescopes. Photography was even more of a challenge so close
to the sun: The most successful observations occurred at mid-day when there was less chance
of haze near the sun. Those at high altitudes with an exceptionally blue sky were able to
see finer detail in the coma and a longer tail.
Here is a list of observers who reported their daylight sightings of the comet
observations that will remain one of the most interesting experiences of an amateur astronomer.
Chick Capen, Wrightwood, California and Flagstaff, Arizona
Alika Herring, Mauna Kea, Hawaii
Walter Haas, Las Cruces, New Mexico
Lee McDonald, Tucson, Arizona
Craig Johnson, Boulder, Colorado
R.
B Minton, El Paso, Texas
David Meisel, Flagstaff, Arizona
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Because of lack of space in the remaining pages of this issue, certain announcements
not of immediate interest are being deferred to the next issue.
Note from A.L.P.O. Librarian. Mrs. Walter H. Haas, the A.L.P.O. Librarian, communicates t171 -71oTiO;ing note: "The Library acknowledges with thanks 'A Collection of Maps of
Mars', by Reverend Kenneth J. Delano. It is a beautifully bound volume of maps of Mars,
arranged by the donor. The Librarian can now supply upon request lists of the books which
are available."

Uranus Section Notice. The Uranus-Neptune Recorder requests this announcement to be
made: "All observers who have observed, or who have attempted to observe, transits of the
Uranian satellite shadows are reouested to submit reports of their observations to the Recorder. All reports should include dates and times of observations, seeing conditions, telescopes and powers used, and copies of sketches if any were made. All attempts should be
reported, even those in which no positive sightings were made. Reports should be sent to
Leonard B. Abbey, 3204 La Vista Road, Decatur, Georgia 30033."
Note on A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library. Lunar Recorder John E. Westfall communicates this announcement: "A master list of Lunar Photograph Library holdings is available
to any member who writes me to ask for a copy. Borrowers are now asked to contribute 25
cents in postage. The earlier, lower figure has been found to be too low to cover expenses.
Some Orbiter photographs are now available in the Library.

Request for Back Issues. The Library of New Mexico State University needs these two
back issues to complete their files before binding: Vol. 17, Nos. 5-6 (May-June, 1963)
Vol. 18, Nos. 5-6 (May-June, 1964)
Persons having these issues and wishing to give them or sell them to the New Mexico State
University Library are requested to communicate Quickly with the Editor.
Zip Codes. We wish to thank all those members who have helpfully given us their zip
codes. If the mailing envelope containing this issue still lacks your zip code, we would
appreciate being given this information.

A.L.P.O. Staff and Personnel Changes. The new address of Mr. John E. Westfall is:
1530 Kanawha St., Apt. 110; Adelphi, Maryland.
Mr Geoffrey Gaherty has resigned the Mercury Recordership, having long found it impossible to give sufficient time to Mercury studies because of the press of other duties.
We appreciate Mr. Gaherty's help in leading the Mercury Section and are sorry to see him
leave our staff. We wish him success in his graduate studies and shall be glad for his continuing contributions to A.L.P.O. projects. The new Mercury Recorder is: Reverend Richard
G. Hodgson, Janacres; Colchester, Vermont 05446. Reverend Hodgson is already known to many
of our members, and he will outline his plans for the Mercury Section in an article in the
next issue.
It is with great regret that we announce the resignation of Mr. Philip R. Glaser as
Jupiter Recorder. His services to the A.L.P.O. in directing Jupiter studies have been considerable in the past, and many found his leadership inspirational. Probably few readers
have any concept of how much time can be expended in supervising an amateur observational
program on the Giant Planet when it is well placed in the summer sky. We earnestly hope
that "Phil" will remain a valued and needed participant in Jupiter studies. The new Jupiter Recorder, who is already on the staff, is Mr. Richard E. Wend. All current observations
of Jupiter should be sent to Mr. Mend. Another Assistant Jupiter Recorder has been added
to the staff. He is: Paul K. Mackal, 7014 W. Mequon Road, 112 North, Mequon, Wisconsin
53092. Mr Mackal has been an active observer of Jupiter for some years and has already begun his new duties.
Mr. Wend is resigning as Assistant Mars Recorder.

Greetings from Patrick Moore. The famous English lunar and planetary observer and
writer expresses his thanks for a card sent to him from the Tucson Convention by a number
of A.L.P.O. members and asks to say "greetings and thank you" from Armagh, Northern Ireland.
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LUNAR, PLANETARY, AND COMETARY PROSPECTS: NOVEMBER-DECEMBER, 1966
By• Walter H. Haas, A.L.P.O. Director
Mercury. This planet will be at inferior conjunction on November 17 and at greatest
elongation west on December 4. It will thus be a morning sky object.
Venus. It will be at superior conjunction on November 9 and will be a poorly observable evening sky object in December.
Mars. This planet is now well placed in the morning sky but is still distant from
the earth.' On December 1, 1966 the angular diameter will be 5124, the tilt of the axis to
the earth will be 24°N., and the season will be almost two Martian months past the vernal
equinox of the northern hemisphere.
Jupiter. This planet is extremely favorably situated for observation as it nears the
opposition of January, 1967. Winter apparitions are always poorly covered, and systematic
observations are much desired. Jupiter Recorders Wend and Mackal will be glad to furnish
the needed guidance to intending observers.
Saturn. The present 1966-7 apparition is of special interest because of the edgewise
presentation of the rings. Observers should review the article in Str. A Vol. 19, Nos.
5-6, pp. 73-75. The earth will be on the unilluminated side of the rings from October 29
to December 17.
Uranus. This distant planet is well placed in the morning sky. On December 1 its
coordinates are: right ascension 11 hrs., 39 mins., declination 43°. A number of the Uranian satellite shadow transits predicted by Craig L. Johnson occur in November and December (Str. A Vol. 19, Nos. 5-6, pg. 89).
Neptune. In conjunction on November 14 and thus hardly observable.
Moon. Lunar Recorder Charles Ricker invites correspondence from persons wishing to
participate in the purposeful observation of "lunar transient phenomena". The following
objects, which are illuminated over the stated intervals, might be watched for such events:
Messier-Pickering, November 17-December 2; Alphonsus, November 21-December 6; Eratosthenes,
November 22-December 7; Plato, November 22-December 7; Kepler, November 24-December 8; and
Aristarchus-Herodotus, November 24-December 9.
Lunar Recorder Kenneth Delano has supplied a list of lunar domes and dates on which
they will be favorably illuminated for observation, as follows:
Date
(local civil time)

Dome
xi
eta

Longitude

Nov. 9/10
15/16

-885+046
+777-318

-62°21'
+55°03'

402°40'
-18°35'

17/18

+519+186

+31°42'

+10°44'

20/21

-138+447

-08°53'

+26°37'

-301-233
-496-062
-502+227
-611+451
-931-071
+537+204

-18°02'
-29°48'
-31°02'
-43°13'
-66'58'
+33'16'

-13°32'
-03°34'

3/4

+363+130

+21•2C'

3/4

+339+107

--7_'56'

-.1".:' "

3/4
3/4
3/4
6/7

+358+149
+353+155
+349+161
-301+019

-21•13*
+20'56'
+20'42'
-17'32'

-:E':!1:'
-:,11.7'
-74-': •

21/22
22/23
22/23
23/24
25/26
Dec. 2/3
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Remarks

Latitude

413-Cc,
+26'f'..7'
. -•
--- .....--•

1 of 3 East of Hevelius.
Large dome E. of Vendelinus.
One of several near Sines.
Close to Beer. Small
and round.
a. Brae.
South c` =cSi c 1.,tn4-:+.7r.
Tr. - -_- E. -'
•— - . • -__ ......
- -1.--.a' 7_ .7 'i :-.
„,-._

_____,emm.
T.

5.
1. :f ._:-:..:.
S. :f ,rar:.
iz---.
- :f 7,a=ts.:—..
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Ima SECTION:

THE STEEP PLACES PROGRAM

By: Charles L. Ricker, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder
Several years ago an article appeared in The Strolling Astronomer, by Joseph Ashbrook,
on "Steep Places on the Moon".1 At that time, it was announced that the ALPO would instigate an official program on this project. Observer response was practically non-existent.
It was recently decided again to establish an official, coordinated program on this very
worthwhile project, and again to try to arouse observer interest.
One may well ask, "Why study steep places on the moon?" There are several good reasons for doing so: 1. It is an almost totally ignored branch of lunar study both by amateurs and professionals. Of course, the reason it has been so neglected is that most observers like to concentrate on features close to the terminator. Even high-quality photography
has failed here because the exposures were set for terminator regions. 2. If, as it is
generally conceded, it is important to study such parameters as heights, depths, diameters,
etc., it is equally important to study the maximum slopes, which is what the steep places
program boils down to. From this result, it can be seen that this severely neglected field
can be very useful, despite recent space-age accomplishments.
The observational aspect of the program may be roughly divided into two phases which
may be pursued concurrently. These are: Phase 1. Discovery of new steep places. The procedure here is simply to make a careful search far from the terminator for lingering flecks
of black shadows. Fruitful areas to search would be crater rims, central peaks, interior
crater terraces, mountain ranges, isolated peaks, faults, and prominent rilles and valleys.
Having found said black shadow, the next step is to carefully describe it and its location.
If possible, it would be best to give selenographic coordinates of the object; but if this
is not possible, then one should furnish a complete description of the location so that the
Recorder may derive the coordinates. Phase 2. Study of already known steep places. An annotated list of over 100 of these has been prepared by Dr. Ashbrook, and is scheduled for
publication in the next issue. Each of these objects should be carefully studied from lunar sunrise until such time as the black shadow is no longer visible. The positions of some
of these places are in need of refinement, and the given slope values at this time are tentative only. In addition, as new features are discovered, they will likewise require systematic observations in order to refine their parameters.
For a start, the following objects may be systematically observed for steep places,
if any, and the location and slopes of same.
The Straight Wall. (Most conspicuous fault.)
Fauth & Fauth A. (Together these form one of the largest secondary craters.)
The Alpine Valley. (Most conspicuous valley.)
Pico & Piton. (Largest isolated peaks in maria.)
Copernicus, Tycho, Theophilus. (Prominent examples of ring plains. Check rims, terraces, and central peaks.)
Plato, Langrenus, Mersenius. (Prominent examples of walled plains.)
Hyginus Cleft, Ariadaeus Cleft, Schroeter's Valley. (Easily observable clefts.)
These objects are listed only as a guide as being the most prominent or easily observable representatives of different types of lunar features, and it would be most instructive
to obtain refined slope values and positions of the steep places on these representative
features. This will give us useful ideas as to what to expect on the more difficult counterparts of each feature.
As to reporting observations: the following data is essential if the Recorder is to
make intelligent use of the observations:
1. Date (by UT). 2. Universal Time. 3. Telescope-type, aperture, magnification.
4. Seeing (0-worst to 10-best possible). 5. Transparency (limiting visual magnitude).
6. Correct identification of feature in which steep place is observed. 7. Coordinates
of steep place and/or a description of its location, using IAU directions.
The following data can also be given if the observer wishes to do so.
1. The Sun's selenographic colongitude.
2. The solar altitude, derived from the following approximate formula which is accurate to
about 10.
1 This is sufficient accuracy for virtually all visual slope work.
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- colongitude of Sun. (No. 1 above.)

It should be emphasized here that should any observer not wish to make these computations, he should not hesitate to submit his observations without them.
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What does one need to participate in this program? A good lunar chart is of course
a necessity. While a very small telescope may be used with some success, an aperture of
from 8" to 12" will probably be necessary to follow the black shadows until they disappear.
It is significant that larger telescopes always give larger slope values in this type of
work, simply because they can see the shadow after it is no longer visible in a smaller instrument. Again it should be emphasized that observations will be welcome, regardless of
experience, aperture, or other considerations. The value of studying "peculiarities" on
the lunar surface can be seen by reference to recent articles on lunar domes, and the significant results obtained by the BAA in the study of "overlapping" craters, to mention just
a few examples.
With the programs now available to modestly equipped amateurs, we should
hear the lament that serious lunar study is no longer available to them. This
anxious to help promote a renewed interest in lunar observing in this country,
welcome suggestions or questions about this or other lunar programs of current
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THE FORTHCOMING 1967 APPARITION OF MARS
By: Richard E. Wend, former A.L.P.O. Assistant Mars Recorder

aces,

The 1967 apparition of Mars will be the last of the current series of four unfavorable
approaches of the Red Planet. Beginning with the apparition of 1960-61, opposition has occurred closer to aphelion than to perihelion; and the closest approach of Mars during this
period has been considerably greater than the minimum possible distance of 34.6 million
miles. Aphelion will occur on December 26, 1966. Between the end of January, 1967 and midAugust of that year the apparent angular diameter of Mars will be 8" or greater; and serious observers should make plans for useful observations during this time.
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Opposition will be reached on April 15, 1967; and the closest approach will occur on
April 22, when the disk will have an apparent diameter of 15V57 and a stellar magnitude of
minus 1.3. The distance of Mars at that time will be 56 million miles. By the time perihelion is reached on December 4, 1967, the magnitude will be plus 1.2, the apparent diameter 511", and the distance 165 million miles.
Members should submit their observations on standard A.L.P.O. Mars Report Forms,
which will make analyzing and appraising more systematic. These forms are available from
the Mars Recorder (see inside back cover), and should be returned to him for inclusion in
the permanent record of the apparition. To be of value, all observations must include the
name and address of the observer, observing station, date and time (identified as U.T., C.
S.T., or whatever), telescope aperture and magnification, seeing and transparency conditions,
filter used (if any), and any useful comments.
Before making a disk drawing, the observer should study the planet visually for at
least fifteen minutes in order to adjust his eye to the degree of contrast present and to
familiarize himself with detail. If the more prominent markings are carefully placed on
the drawing and the time noted at the start and end of this stage, accuracy can be maintained with the balance of the detail being added within fifteen minutes of the noted time.
Since the polar caps can vary greatly during the apparition, it is important that care be
taken in delineating them on the drawing. Klaus R. Brasch, A.L.P.O. Mars Reocrder, recommends two imaginary parallel lines (N & S) starting at the extreme edges of the polar cap.
An estimate of the distance between the lines, as a fraction of the planet's diameter, is
made and is used in the scale drawing on the report form.' The north pole of Mars is tilted
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toward the earth, and this gives us the opportunity to study the northern hemisphere, which
is not so well known as the southern hemisphere. The south pole is tilted toward the earth
during the most favorable apparitions.
Near opposition, central meridian transit timings of surface detail can be made with
sufficient accuracy to make them useful for positional measurements. It is not necessary
to have access to WWV; a check with the telephone company for the correct time is sufficiently accurate.
One of the most valuable aids to the study of Mars is the colored filter. The standard Wratten Filters can be used to help overcome image deterioration caused by scattering
in the atmospheres of Mars and the earth. They increase hue contrast between areas of different color and tend to reduce irradiation in the observer's eye.2 Of the standard Wratten
Filters, #57 (yellow green) is suggested for white surface haze or clouds on Mars; #47B (deep blue) helps detect high altitude white clouds. To investigate the famous "blue clearing '
near opposition #15, #21, and #25 (yellow to red) and #38, #47B, and #48A(blue) are employed. If surface markings are of comparable intensity through both sets of filters, a blue
clearing is indicated. Filters are also helpful in studying the effects of the atmospheric
hood of polar haze, which has been seen to vary over an interval of as short as a day when
observed in blue and green light.
Each observation should be accompanied by an estimate of the visual intensities of
surface markings, using a scale of zero to ten, with zero being the apparent brightness of
the sky in the vicinity of Mars, and ten the mean brightness of the polar cap. These estimates are carried out without a filter; brightness estimates made with filters should be
reported separately with the filter designation included.
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COMMENT ON A LUNAR HALO
By: Joseph Ashbrook
M. Minnaert's very readable book, The Nature of Light and Colour in the Open Air
(Dover, 1954), contains on pages 192-195 an interesting account of the 22° haloes that are
very frequently seen surrounding the sun or moon. He points out that the radius of the
sharp inner edge of a lunar halo can be determined by noting a star on it; a subsequent calculation of the angular distance of the star from the center of the moon gives the halo radius. According to Minnaert, the best measurements give about 21°50'.
I had a favorable chance to try this observation on the morning of October 7, 1966,
when Jupiter and three bright stars were on or near the inner edge of a conspicuous lunar
halo. For those objects not exactly on the edge, I estimated their angular distance inside
or outside it, in terms of the length of Orion's Belt (2°.8). In this way, the halo radius
was found to be 22°.1 from Jupiter, 24°.3 from Procyon, 22°.8 from Alpha Orionis, and 21°.1
from Beta Tauri. The mean is 22°.3. This observation was made at 4:44 a.m. EST, at Weston,
Massachusetts.
Of course, the diameter of a halo can be measured directly with a sextant or with a
home-made cross-staff, thereby avoiding the calculations required in the star method. For
an imporvised cross-staff, arrange a footrule so that its center can slide along a yardstick while these two parts remain perpendicular. The observer notes the distance from
his eye at which the footrule just covers a diameter of the halo, and finds the angle
either by trigonometry or by applying a protractor to a scale drawing.
Note hy Editor. Readers are invited to use the methods described above to measure
lunar haloes which they see during the coming months and to report their results either to
the Editor or to Dr. Ashbrook. His address is 16 Summer Street, Weston, Massachusetts 02193.
It will be interesting to see how well such measures agree with each other.
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III. OCCULTATIONS (observation possible with telescopes of all sizes). Whenever
Mercury occults a distant star, as occasionally happens, the event is worth observing and
timing. Future occultations by Mercury will receive prior notice in The Strolling Astronomer.
IV. TRANSITS OF MERCURY. Observation of Mercury as it crosses the face of the Sun,
including timing of ingress and egress, is of considerable importance. The next transits
will be on 1970, May 9 and on 1973, November 10. (Small telescopes, if equipped for solar
observing, can participate in this work).
V. SATELLITE SEARCH. While it is commonly supposed that Mercury has no satellite
(and this is probably the case), data from transits merely excludes satellites larger than
about 25 miles in diameter, i.e., down to about magnitude 9. This might seem sufficient
indication that Mercury is moonless until one recalls that at this level of completeness
the satellites of Mars would still be undetected, as would also be a number of satellites
of the outer planets. Clearly, work carrying the search down to fainter magnitudes is needed; this work is possible from Earth only during a total solar eclipse. Such work would require use of a moderate size astrogrhphic camera, accurately guided.5
VI. INTRAMERCURIAL MINOR PLANET SEARCH. Using similar techniques to those involved
in the above satellite search, A.L.P.O. members can search for any possible intramercurial
planets during total solar eclipses. Our present state of knowledge on this subject,is
only sufficient to exclude all minor planets larger than about 40 miles in diameter.'
VII. HISTORICAL RESEARCH. In addition to new observations, a critical examination
of disc drawings made in former years, fitted to the newly discovered rotation rate, may
supply important information on surface features. Here is something for the Mercury observer to do on cloudly nights; indeed even those without telescopes may assist in the study
of Mercury in this way.
3. Reports on Mercury
Members of the A.L.P.O. are urged to submit their observations to the Recorder at regular intervals. If there is an adequate response, the Recorder hopes to report the progress of Mercury studies twice a year in the pages of The Strolling Astronomer.
References
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ADDITIONS TO THE A.L.P.O. LUNAR PHOTOGRAPH LIBRARY: ORBITER-I PHOTOGRAPHS
By: John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder
The latest addition to the A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library consists of thirteen Orbiter-I lunar photographs. These were kindly supplied to the A.L.P.O. by NASA and, for the
most part, were taken over the period August 18-23, 1966. Two of these photographs are reproduced here on pages 10 and 11,.with one of the center of the earthside hemisphere, and one
of the approximate center of the averted lunar hemisphere.
At this time, identification of positions and features in many of the Orbiter photographs is uncertain; those readers familiar with the Mare Smythii area will find particular
enjoyment in attempting to identify features! Also, some paired photographs can be viewed
stereoscopically: 1115+1122 and 1129+1152.
Below are listed the Orbiter-I photographs in the A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library;
these are available for loan on the same basis as the other photographs in the library (all
photographs below are 8 X 10 inch prints):
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Code
No.
66-HL114.

Medium

Western edge of Mare Smythii

590T NS
630T EW

1115

Medium

Mare Smythii--ca. 87° East longitude

630T NS
630T EW

1116

High

Mare Smythii - -ca. 8627 East longitude,
222 North latitude

76 T NS
83 T EW

1117

High

Mare Smythii—ca. 8627 East longitude,
124 North latitude

71 T NS
83 T EW

1119

High

Mare Smythii--ca. 8627 East longitude,
124 North latitude. (NOTE: this appears to be a different location than
66-H-1117)
Mare Smythii--adjoins 66-H-1114 on
south
Mare Srythii--ca. 89° East longitude,
0°40? North latitude

1122

Medium

1129

Medium

1146

75:
82 T
590T NS
700T NS
770T EW

Limb of moon with crescent Earth in
background

1152

Medium

Mare Smythii--ca. 90° East longitude,
0° latitude

730T NS
770T EW

1153

High

Near center of averted hemisphere--ca.
150° East longitude, 5° South latitude

690T NS
710T EW

1154

High

Mare Smythii--ca. 83° East longitude,
0° latitude

310T NS
300T EW

Sinus Medii--ca. 124 West longitude,
022 South latitude

290T NS
220T EW

Northeastern portion of Flamsteed P
(Surveyor-I landing area)

200T NS
170T EW

- at repro-

1300
Vol.

Scale*

Identification

Resolution

1301

Medium

;atel*Scale: 590T NS = 1/590,000 North-South scale, 630T EW - 1/L12,000 East-West scale, etc.
NOTE: The new address of the Lunar Photograph Librarian, effective immediately, is:
John E. Westfall
1530 Kanawha Street, Apt. 110
Adelphi, Maryland 20783
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PLANETARY OCCULTATIONS AND APPULSES IN 1967
By: Gordon E. Taylor, H M Nautical Almanac Office
1. The following occultations by Venus have been predicted:
Date

.Star

Area of
Visibility

June 8
B.D.+22° 1915
E of
part
(7m.4)
Dec. 27 34 Librae
S.E.
(5m.9)
2 The following occultation by

Station

S. Africa Johannesburg
Dushanbe
of Asia
Za-S
Asia
Mars has been predicted:

Disappearance Reappearance.
U.T. P
U.T. P
16h15m 133°
16 15 53
21 32 78

16h22m 257°
16 20 336
21 37 314
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Figure 1. Orbiter-I photograph of a hilly area in Sinus Medii near the center of the earthside lunar hemisphere. The sun is to the right, north at the top. The area covered is approximately 26 miles North-South and 40 miles East-West.
XYHY

Date

Star

Mar. 19 B.D.-9° 3851
(8m.6)

Area of
Visibility
S. America

Station
La Plata

Disa.pearance
U.T. P
03h37m 326°

Reappearance
U.T. P
04h04m 66°

3. A close appulse of Neptune to B.D. -17°4372 (9m.1) occurs on December 22d05h26m, Neptune
passing 2" S. of the star.
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Figure 2. Photograph of an area near the center of the moon's averted hemisphere,
taken on August 20, 1966 by Orbiter-I from an altitude of 1295 kilometers and showing an area approximately 73 by 100 miles. North is at the top, the sun is to the
left.
r.;;;;Y:
4. Venus may pass in front of the radio source 3C. 172 on May 22d09h.4.
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PLANETOLOGICAL FRAGMENTS - 5
The Composition of Saturn's Rings
In 1952 Kuiper published his result that the reflectivity of Saturn's rings matches
that of the polar caps of Mars, which he considered to be composed of water frost. Additional spectra were obtained more recently by T. C. Owen, and his laboratory comparisons
showed that the reflectivity of a solid block of water ice matches that of the rings more
closely than does the frost reflectivity. The persistence of ice under the conditions of
the high vacuum of space can be accounted for because of the very low vapor pressure of this
substance at the temperature of the rings, which is about -183°C. Younkin and Munch have
contested Owen's result with evidence that the reflectivity ratios he used are altered by a
continuous absorption in the Saturn comparison spectrum. Thus, any evidence for ice would
be masked in that part of the spectrum.
Meanwhile, L. Mertz and I. Coleman have obtained very good infrared spectra of the
rings, and these show an unusual absorption at about 1.7 microns (recall that the eye is
not sensitive beyond about 0.7 microns). Laboratory comparisons show that a similar absorption feature occurs in the spectrum of a polymer of formaldehyde called paraformaldehyde.
The formation of formaldehyde at the low temperature of the rings can be understood if the
primordial gases there are composed of H2 and CO, which can yield formaldehyde under the
influence of solar ultraviolet radiation. This formaldehyde would immediately solidify,
and the subsequent sublimation would be minimal owing to the low vapor pressure of the solid. Mertz and Coleman find that true formaldehyde (the monomer) does not give the same spectrum as the rings, although the polymer (a powder) does. They feel that it is possible that
continued reaction of solid formaldehyde with the solar wind and ultraviolet radiation might
produce the polymer in the form of the powder, which would remain to give the spectral features we now observe.
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As with many other problems in planetology, there are lines of conflicting evidence
here. First, there are other spectra of the rings of Saturn made by V. I. Moroz in the Soviet Union. These,are of lower resolution than the Mertz-Coleman spectra, but show no trace
of the absorption that is attributed to paraformaldehyde. Second, there are many, many substances having absorptions in the region of 1.7 microns. Some of these in a gaseous state
are CO2, H2S, CH3NH2, C2H2, and C2H4 (Cruikshank and Kuiper, to be published). Certain of
these gases have similar, though broader, absorptions when they appear in the solid state,
as is expected at the temperature of the rings of Saturn. Hence, the identification by
Mertz and Coleman is not the only possibility, as they admit. Third, we might note that
Kuiper's original comparison of the rings to the Martian polar caps is subject to some errors. Further, there is new thinking that the polar caps are composed of solid CO2 instead
of water ice. This latter point may well be clarified during the apparition of Mars in the
spring of 1967. Likewise, the opening of the rings of Saturn in coming years will provide
opportunity for further detailed study of the composition of these fascinating features.
Infrared Reflectvity of the Eau
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The astronauts aboard Gemini 7 made some useful infrared observations of the moon during their flight in December, 1965. Using interferometers with infrared-sensitive detectors,
they measured the albedo of the moon at several points between 1.0 and 2.8 microns (10,000
and 28,000 Angstroms). These observations would have been much more difficult from groundbased observatories because water vapor in the earth's atmosphere absorbs infrared radiation
very strongly in discrete parts of the spectral interval mentioned above. While radiation
received from the moon is purely reflected sunlight out to about 2.1 microns, that radiation
of wavelength longer than this limit is a combination of reflected sunlight and thermal emission from the "hot" moon itself. For that reason, any albedo, or reflecting power, measurements beyond 2.1 microns must be corrected for the thermal emission. Even at 3 microns,
this emission amounts to only about 5%, however. If the moon were hotter, the thermal emission would be significant at shorter wavelengths.
We usually read in textbooks that the albedo of the moon is 7%, roughly that of a
schoolroom blackboard surface. Albedo is wavelength dependent, however; and the results of
Gemini 7 show that at infrared wavelengths, the albedo is somewhat higher than at visual
wavelengths. For example, the albedo at 1 micron is 12%, at 2 microns it is 19%, and at 2.8
microns it is 20%. Here the albedos are Bond albedos, defined as the ratio of the light
scattered and reflected in all directions from an object (or section of the lunar surface)
to the total light received by it (from the sun).
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The results of Gemini 7 are in general accord with those of Stratoscope II, which flew
in November, 1963, and recorded the spectrum of the moon (for the first time) from above
most of the earth's atmosphere.
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ARISTARCHUS: THE VIOLET GLARE
By:

James C. Bartlett, Jr.

ITEM: "Schm. has repeatedly found the 'nimbus,' or darker space round the wall, of
a violet hue...."1 "On the summit of the peak E, Gaudibert has seen- a small crater opening;
and it is remarkable that this mountain has been seen as a misty bluish-tinted mass at a
time when every surrounding object stood out as sharp and as distinct as possible...."2
"I have seen on several occasions a faint bluish tint on the slopes of the inner N.E. wall
soon after sunrise...."3
ITEM: "The persistent recurrence, indeed, of similar appearances under circumstances
less amenable to explanation inclined Webb to the view that effusions of native light actually occur. More cogent proofs must, however, be adduced before a fact so intrinsically
improbable can be admitted as true."4
Item: "Does any portion of the lunar surface exhibit luminescence
9 Indications
that this may indeed be the case have been accumulating for some time...."5 To which one
might add the interesting fact that Kozyrev has obtained spctra from the rays surrounding
Aristarchus which show two bright bands at 3900 and 4300 A, which is to say in the violet
region.
Having thus established a) that reports of bluish and violet tints in and around
Aristarchus have a certain antiquity, and b) that recent astrophysical work now makes them
respectable, I shall venture an account of such phenomena as they have appeared to me over
the past seventeen years. But first some explanation of terminology is in order.
By "violet glare" is meant the appearance of a usually bright, fluorescent-like radiance chiefly affecting the eastern rim of Aristarchus (I.A.U. sense here and hereafter),
the East Wall Bright Spot (EWBS), the central peak (rarely), and occasionally the northern
and western walls of the crater. Under this heading, however, it may be convenient to include certain related appearances which probably are of the same nature but are modified
by local differences in surface structure or composition, e.g., the faint bluish radiance
occasionally seen on the floor and walls, the deep violet tinge frequently seen in the dark
nimbus surrounding the crater, the pure violet hue sometimes observed in the area VA, N. and
N.E. of Aristarchus, and the usually pale violet radiance which now and then bathes the plateau, m, still farther north (see Figure 18).
Like certain Aristarchean phenomena previously considered in this series by the writer, the appearance of the violet glare is independent of colongitude. Thus its manifestation for the same, or for closely comparable, colongitudes may vary widely as to intensity,
color, and place; and not infrequently it may be completely absent. Insofar, then, as it
depends upon the sun, it does not depend upon the sun's visible light nor upon the sun's
altitude. We may suppose, therefore, that the phenomenon is in the nature of a true fluor-
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escence, triggered not by the electromagnetic radiation but by the particle emission of
the sun. Kopal, indeed, ascribes lunar luminescent phenomena in general to this specific
cause.7
While this may be a sufficiently accurate picture of the general modus operandi,
there is considerable reason to believe that in specific instances purely local influences
of unknown character may play a part. I refer to sudden and unexplained fluctuations in
intensity and even in color, one example of which we shall examine in detail a little later.
Related also to this problem may be the well attested variations in the general intensity
of Aristarchus in earthlight, which was observed by Smyth to vary from the 6th to the 10th
stellar magnitude.8
The color of the violet glare is also subject to variation, ranging from pure violet
to a bright blue-violet, which indeed is more common than a pure violet hue. Occasionally
one hue is observed to change into the other; and on one occasion, unique in my records, I
observed a change from violet to brown.
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On Dec. 12, 1954 (U.T. date) near colongitude 101°, with a 5-inch reflector at 150x
and 180x, I found a strong violet glare along the entire rim of the east wall and bordering
the EWBS; this violet glare also passed around the north wall to end on the N.W. wall at
the position of the wall band theta;
: Such was the appearance at 2h201/',U.T. Just 15 minutes later, at 2h35m, the violet color had disappeared, to be replaced by a brownish tone
which occupied the same position as the original violet hue. As this phenomenon was completely unique, I continued observation with care. Within a few minutes the brownish tint
was seen to fade out, and at 2h55m the violet glare suddenly reappeared strongly but again
faded to invisibility by 3h00m, this time, however, not to be succeeded by a brownish color.
I then rested my eyes in complete darkness for several minutes, but on returning to the telescope still could not see any trace of the violet glare. Then, at 3h08m, it suddenly returned with full intensity; but what happened thereafter I am unable to say, having to end
observation at that time. I had never before observed such a color transformation in the
violet glare, and I have never observed one since.
The quality of the glare is also subject to unexplained variations. When strongly
developed it resembles what its name implies, a bright blue-violet glare as from a highly
reflective surface; but on other occasions this appearance is replaced by that of a soft,
pale violet radiance, while on still other occasions the appearance is suggestive of a pale
violet-tinted mist filling the whole crater. Thus on July 24th, 1954, 7h19m, col. 196411,
with a 5-inch reflector at 150x, I found the bowl of Aristarchus filled with a very pale
violet tint which overflowed, as it were, onto the glacis (east side) and even beyond the
nimbus to the mare surface. As floor details were sharp, however, it may be doubted that
a mist was involved.
It appears clear that there is some fundamental difference in quality between the
brilliant glare on the wall rim and the soft, pale radiance occasionally seen filling the
whole crater, which difference presumably relates to site; yet this conjecture is by no
means certain, for a soft, pure violet radiance is also occasionally seen along the rims
which usually display the brighter blue-violet glare.
The influence of position, however, is clearly shown when one considers the dark nimbus around the crater, the surface VA, and the plateau, m. No glare is ever seen within
the nimbus, nor is there any suggestion of radiance; rather the nimbus simply appears to be
dark violet by inherent color. That this is not the case, however convincing the appearance, is demonstrated by the fact that the violet color is not always present, nor when
present is it always of the same intensity; but though it may vary from a moderate to a very
dark violet, blue-violet or blue tones are not observed.
Like the nimbus, the surface VA exhibits pure violet tints, not so dark as those affecting the nimbus but not so pale as those on the plateau, m. Again, like the nimbus color, the hue of the area VA is suggestive of inherent surface color, and nothing like a glow
or a glare is ever observed (at least I have observed none); but again a violet tint in
this particular surface area is more often absent than present, which would hardly be the
case with inherent color.
The plateau, m, exhibits still other,variations on a theme. Here the appearance is
often, if not generally, suggestive of an emission of a very pale, pure violet radiance.
Like the nimbus, like the surface VA, and, indeed, like the crater itself, this violet tint
is not always present; but when it is well developed, one has the impression that the sur-
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face of the plateau is bathed in pale violet light. At other times (rarely) the appearance
forcibly suggests a violet-tinted mist, and definition over the plateau is apt to be fuzzy
while adjacent features remain sharply defined. The hue may also vary from a very pale to
a brighter violet; but to date I have never observed a blue-violet or blue tint here.
The existence of an occasional pure blue radiance appears to be wholly confined to
Aristarchus itself. That it is substantially of the same nature as the violet phenomenon
is indicated by the mode of occurrence, and like the latter it may be manifest as a bright
glare or as a pale blue radiance. In the form of a blue glare, often quite vivid, it seems
to be confined to very early morning colongitudes when it may sometimes be seen forming a
band of color at the base of the inner west wall; but its appearance is comparatively rare,
and in many lunations it is not seen at all.
Closely allied to this phenomenon is an occasional blue tint on the floor, generally
seen shortly after sunrise over the floor but, like the blue glare at the inner base of the
west wall, as often absent as present. This color certainly varies, from a pale blue tint
through light blue-gray to drab, i.e., from one appearance to the next, not while under observation. The best general description is that the color closely resembles that of blue
clay; but the normal sunrise color of the floor is a neutral gray. No glare is associated
with this blue floor color.
Like the violet radiance which occasionally affects the floor of Aristarchus, the
blue tint is also found on the walls but is always confined to the inner walls, whereas the
violet hue may also occur on the glaces, though almost always confined to the eastern glacis. The appearance of a blue radiance on the inner walls is random with respect to colongitude in the sense that it does not always manifest itself at the same or closely comparable colongitudes; but a general relation is shown by the fact that it most often appears
at mid-afternoon on Aristarchus.
Like the violet glare, the blue radiance shows a preference for definite sites. The
violet glare, for instance, is generally confined to the eastern rim, especially the northeastern rim. In like manner, the blue radiance is most commonly found on the inner northwestern wall; but this selectivity is relative rather than absolute, which is also the case
with the violet glare. Both phenomena occasionally extend the area of manifestation beyond
their normal positions, and once-- and only once--I observed the blue radiance uniformly
distributed over all four walls. Thus on August 18th, 1957, at 6h58m, colongitude 182443)
with transparency 5 and seeing 8, and with a 5-inch reflector at 110x and 180x, I found the
inner walls comparatively dull (estimated 6° bright) and uniformly tinted a Pale blue-gray;
at the same time the floor was a dazzling white, estimated as 9°. [The scale of brightnesses is from 0° for black shadows to 10° for the most brilliant features.--Editor]
The independence rather than the interdependence of these several phenomena would indicate a) that they are triggered independently by different kinds of solar corpuscular radiation, or b) that local influences act to modify the apparent excitation. Thus a strong
violet or blue-violet glare is often present on the eastern rim without a corresponding
violet hue in the nimbus, which then is merely a very dark gray. The area VA and the plateau, m, sometimes do and sometimes do not exhibit violet tints coincidentally with the appearance of a violet glare in Aristarchus itself. Sometimes, too, the nimbus may exhibit
a strong violet hue when violet tints are completely absent from the crater; and sometimes
crater, nimbus, and contiguous areas all show simultaneous violet tints.
The question of actual fluctuation while under observation is one which has to be approached with great caution, for experience has shown the violet glare to be very sensitive
to atmospheric changes. Thus I have often observed apparent fluctuations which unquestionably were related to short-term variations in the seeing. On such occasions the development of turbulence was sufficient to extinguish the color which, however, returned strongly
as soon as stability was restored. The transit of thin cirri will also quench the color.
Nevertheless, short-term fluctuations are observed which cannot thus be explained. We have
already considered one such case, and it is to be regretted that lack of space prevents a
review of other examples.
Statistics would indicate that the complex of appearances listed under the general
heading of "the violet glare" is one which is rather consistently visible. Thus of the 163
comparison colongitudes given in the following table, some manifestation of the phenomenon
occurred for 109 of them--a percentage visibility of 66%.
But if the phenomenon is so common, why is it not more frequently reported? This is
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a legitimate question which must be
met forthrightly. The answer would
appear two-fold: Unless a systematic
record is kept, the possibility that
the phenomenon may be present for any
random observation is reduced to
chance. Secondly, there is the clearest evidence that the phenomenon-which is a delicate one at best - -cannot be seen at all by those whose
vision is less sensitive in the blue
end of the spectrum. I have had some
striking experiences which graphically illustrated the fact.
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Figure 18. Key chart of lunar crater Aristarchus
and surroundings to show features referenced by
J. C. Bartlett in his article on "the violet glare"
in this issue. This terminology is not standard
but will assist in following Dr. Bartlett's text.
The dotted lines indicate the areas affected by the
violet glare.

The moral is that visual confirmation alone cannot be conclusive;
rather confirmation must be sought by
spectroscopic and other techniques.
One such method, easily available to
the private observer, is the photographic one. Two photos nightly, one
with red-sensitive and the other with
blue-sensitive film, should certainly
pinpoint those areas of the crater
which are brighter in blue and at the
same time would provide an automatic
record of variations. Even single
shots with blue-sensitive film should
in time indicate variation.

Probably it is superfluous to
mention the elementary precautions
Y
which may be taken to guard against
instrumental chromatic aberration,
though perhaps useful as indicating that the author is at least aware of them. The crater
Aristarchus, for one thing, should be examined for color only in the center of the field,
never towards the edges. If color is seen, or suspected, the crater should be moved through
the field quadrants in order to determine if shift of position has any effect; or, while
keeping the crater centered in the field, one should rotate the eyepiece through 360'; or
another eyepiece may be substituted. I have myself substituted not only different eyepieces
but different telescopes on occasion. If the color remains in the same place and of substantially the same hue, I would venture to suppose that it must be objective.

A critical study of the table below will show that the violet glare phenomenon has no
fixed relation to colongitude, and that it may vary dramatically as to site, hue, quality,
and even presence for strictly comparable colongitudes; but some degree of general relation
is shown by the fact that it appears to be more consistently visible for the range of 95°
through 155° of colongitude than for other ranges. The earliest colongitude at which I have
so far observed it has been 47T9, and the latest has been 196U1. The extreme range of visibility, as so far observed, would thus be through 148:2l of colongitude.
Such is one of the most remarkable of the luminescent phenomena associated with Aristarchus, as it has appeared to me. The cause ? I do not believe that we need invoke Selenites performing atomic experiments. Fluorescence of surface materials triggered by random
corpuscular radiation from the sun will do quite as well, I fancy.
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Table I. Observations of the violet glow in Aristarchus and vicinity
by James C. Bartlett, Jr.
Colongitude
47'.'50
47.90
47.88
49.05
49.46
49.88
49.95
50.36
50.62
50.72

Universal
Time
U.T. Date
3h56m
2 52
23 25
2 38
3 13
2 11
1 15
3 39
2 34
1 36

Remarks

June 28, 1958
July 26, 1950
Nov. 15, 1964
May 23, 1964
Mar. 25, 1964
July 21, 1964
Sept. 18, 1964
June 20, 1956
Oct. 16, 1956
Mar.
1957

Absent
Blue glare, base inner W. wall
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Craterlet, base N.W. wall; bluish
Blue glare, base inner W. wall
Blue glare, base inner W. wall
Absent

52.71
52.93
53.18
54.64
55.27
55.99
56.08

3
3
2
2
1
3
3

10
36
30
40
17
21
40

Sept. 6, 1957
May 30, 1958
June 27, 1950
July 2, 1955
Nov. 15, 1956
June 22, 1964
Aug. 30, 1955

57.37
57.84
57.98

1 06
3 35
5 15

Nov. 3 1949
Nov. 6, 1955
Aug. 20, 1964

Absent
Absent
Blue glare, base inner W. wall
Absent
Faint blue radiance, base inner W. wall
Absent
Floor, base inner W. wall, N.W. wall; faint bluish glare.
Blue glare, base inner W. wall
Absent
Absent

58.49
58.58
58.75
59.02
59.77
60.23
60.30
60.39
60.56
61.77

3
3
3
1
4
2
0
3
3
2

00
20
40
43
04
48
37
20
56
58

May 1, 1958
June 1, 1966
Sept. 8, 1965
July 13, 1954
June 29, 1958
Nov. 27, 1955
Mar. 26, 1964
Apr. 5, 1955
July 27, 1950
Sept. 9, 1955

Entire sunlit area of floor, bluish
Entire sunlit area of floor, bluish
Absent
Absent
Floor; very pale bluish tint
Floor; blue clay color
Floor; blue clay color
E. wall and glacis; violet; uncertain
Absent
Floor; blue clay color

62.13
62.72
65.15

4 14
3 26
3 40

Aug. 1, 1955
July 22, 1964
May 31, 1958

65.46
65.86
66.45

1 25
3 27
3 30

Oct. 10, 1954
June 28, 1950
May 5, 1955

68.24

2 02

Oct. 19, 1964

68.46
68.48

3 53
3 33

Nov. 16, 1956

69.91

3 20

Nov. 7 1965

Absent
Absent
Pale blue-gray floor; violet band east base of
central peak
Absent
Blue glare, rim of W. wall
Pale violet tint in east half of floor; violet
band at base, east side of central peak
Strong blue tint, east half of floor; blue-violet
glare, base E. side central peak
Absent
Floor; bright bluish tint E. of central peak;
blue-gray W. of central peak
Absent

70.49
70.52
72.58
72.73
72.73
73.23
75.15

0
4
0
4
5
4
4

Nov.
June
Mar.
July
June
Apr.
June

Absent
Floor; uniform bluish radiance
Absent
EWBS; violet glare
Absent
Absent
Absent

45
48
51
39
33
40
26

June 23, 1964

9, 1954
11, 1957
27, 1964
14, 1954
30, 1958
6, 1955
22, 1956
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Table I. (Continued)
Universal
Colongitude
Time
U.T. Date

Remarks

75267

4h55m

June 23, 1964

77.59
77.60
79.10
79.42

1
5
5
4

Oct.
July
June
Oct.

79.61
79.79
80.19

6 05
4 04
0 46

July 30, 1958
July 4, 1955
Jan. 8, 1955

81.13

1 18

Jan. 27, 1956

82.17
83.48
84.40

4 54
4 23
2 33

Aug. 22, 1964
Sept. 10, 1965
Mar. 24, 1959

84.41
85.04
85.31

6 10
5 50
1 59

June 3, 1966
July 1, 1958
Mar. 28, 1964

85.83
85.60
86.50

5 42
4 55
4 22

July 29, 1950
Mar. 24, 1959
May 26, 1964

86.83
89.83

4 50
1 32

Aug. 3, 1955
Oct. 12, 1954

90.22

5 20

Apr. 4, 1954

90.23

6 07

Oct. 10, 1965

90.46

0 40

Oct. 31, 1955

91.16

4 09

Oct. 12, 1954

91.63
92.33
92.59

4 25
7 05
4 50

Aug. 28, 1950
July 31, 1958
Oct. 31, 1955

93.06
93.87
94.29
95.28

4
2
4
3

Oct. 25, 1964
Jan. 28, 1956
Aug. 23, 1964
Sept. 10, 1965

95.44
96.77

1 10
6 28

Feb. 7, 1966
May 4, 1958

96.83
97.57

4 48
6 29

Nov. 11, 1954
July 2, 1958

97.59

5 35

July 16, 1954

98.01

5 24

Mar. 25, 1959

98.31

0 45

Oct. 20, 1956

99.56

3 03

Sept. 22, 1964

99.67

5 42

Oct. 2, 1955

22
40
30
57

11,
11,
29,
11,

1954
1957
1950
1954

at blu-

e of

olet
-violet

1

ak;

1

17
33
45
38

Blue-violet glare, N.E. rim; strong violet tinge
in nimbus
Absent
Pale violet radiance in crater and on plateau, m
Strong bluish glare; E., S.E. wall
Violet tint on floor, east wall and central peak;
intermittent
Absent
Absent
Strong violet glare whole length of E. rim;
brightest S.E. and around EWBS
Violet glare whole length of E. wall and around
EWBS; violet tint in VA
Absent
Absent
Strong blue and blue-violet glares; E. wall,
EWBS, SWBS; intermittent display
Nimbus only; violet hue
Absent
Blue-violet glare, E. wall and N. wall; EWES;
violet tinge in nimbus
Absent
Same as 84240 above
Strong blue-violet glare, E. wall and EWBS;
strong violet tinge in nimbus
Plateau, m, only; pale. violet tint
Pale violet radiance; S. wall, S.E., E., N.E.
walls; central peak
Absent
Pale violet radiance; whole of W. interior; dark
violet, nimbus; pale violet on plateau, m
Bright blue-violet glare, E., N.E. rim; dark violet hue in nimbus; pale violet radiance over m
Strong violet tint E. half of floor; very faint
W. half of floor and W. wall. Dark violet in nimbus; pale violet on m.
Intense blue-violet glare; EWBS, E., N.E. rim
Absent
Intense blue-violet glare, E., N.E. rim. Dark
violet in nimbus; pale violet on m.
Nimbus only; dark violet hue
Pale violet radiance; E., N.E. rim
Absent
Absent
Nimbus only; intense, dark violet hue
Blue-violet glare S. side of EWBS; dark violet
in nimbus; pale violet on m
E. wall? Uncertain
Strong violet glare whole length of E. wall, involving EWBS; dark violet nimbus
Whole interior of strong violet tint; violet tint
in nimbus and VA
Intense blue-violet glare on whole length of E.
rim and on EWBS; dark violet hue in nimbus
Bright blue-violet glare on EWBS, E., N.E. rim.
Dark violet in nimbus.
Bright blue-violet glare; EWBS and N.E. rim.
Dark violet in nimbus.
Violet glare, E., N.E. rim. Over EWBS resembled
a violet mist. Crater itself was hazy; could not
get sharp focus.
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Table I. (Continued)
Colongitude

Universal
Time
U.T. Date

Remarks

100118

1h47m

Oct. 11, 1965

100.72

2 44

Dec. 12, 1954

101.91

6 24

Mar. 17, 1957

Whole crater, exclusive of southern area, pale
violet; dark violet in nimbus; pale violet on
plateau, m
Strong violet glare, E. rim, changing to brown
(see text).
Strong violet glare; EWBS and whole length of E.

Oct. 13, 1954

wall. Dark violet in nimbus; pale violet on plateau, m
Bright blue-violet glare, E. rim; pale violet

102.23

2 00

103.26
103.88

7 03
5 15

Apr. 5, 1958
Oct. 13, 1954

103.96

3 18

Nov. 1, 1955

104.78

2 12

Oct. 22, 1964

105.83

5 24

June 26, 1964

106.25

4 22

Aug. 24, 1964

106.69
107.29
107.90

1 58
3 20
2 42

Oct. 10, 1957
Sept. 12, 1965
Nov. 12, 1954

109.12
109.77
109.84

5 07
4 50
1 57

Nov. 12, 1954
July 31, 1950
Nov. 21, 1964

110.07

7 06

July 3, 1958

110.55

7 05

July 17, 1954

radiance within crater and around SWBS. Dark violet in nimbus; pale violet on plateau, m.
Absent
Scarcely perceptible violet radiance within crater; wall bands look faint
Pale violet tint; EWES, E., N.E. rim, dark violet
hue in nimbus.
Blue-violet glare; EWBS, E., N.E. wall. Dark violet hue in nimbus.
Dark violet in nimbus; pale violet on m. Absent
from crater.
Bright blue-violet; EWES, E., N.E. wall
Absent
Absent
Blue-violet glare; EWBS and whole length of E.
wall. Suspected violet tint in VA; certain on m.
Greatly faded since 2h42m
Violet glare; E., N.E. rim
Bright blue-violet glare; N.E., N., and N.W.

rims.

111.43

4 55

Oct. 4, 1955

111.13

7 27

Sept. 1, 1958

111.53

5 38

May 28, 1964

111.95
112.62
114.06

3 30
2 20
6 43

Sept. 23, 1964
Oct. 12, 1965
Mar. 18, 1957

114.79
116.24
116.28

2 49
5 39
6 15

Oct. 14, 1954
Oct. 14, 1954
Aug. 2, 1958

118.22

5 48

June 27, 1964

118.75
119.50

4 58
3 15

Aug. 25, 1964
Oct. 11, 1957

124.51
125.60

5 03
7 42

July 27, 1964
June 26, 1956

126.63

3 02

Oct. 13, 1965

130.02

4 02

Oct. 24, 1964

Bright blue-violet glare; E., N.E. rim. Dark violet, nimbus; pale violet, m.
Pale violet tint on surface N.E. of crater; no
color elsewhere
Pale violet tint; EWES and whole length of E.
rim; dark violet in nimbus.
Whole crater filled with pale violet radiance,
especially bright on walls. Pale violet in VA
and on m.
Blue-violet glare; E., N.E. wall. Dark violet
hue in nimbus.
Blue-violet flare; EWBS, E., N.E., N., N.W. wall.
Nimbus only; dark violet hue.
Strong violet glare; EWES, E. wall. Very strong
violet hue in nimbus.
Absent
Absent
Strong violet glare; EWES, N.E. wall. Dark violet, nimbus. Strong violet, m.
Bright blue-violet; EWES, E., N.E. rim. Dark
violet in nimbus.
Same as 1181:22
Same as 118122
Absent
Intense blue-violet glare on EWBS. Dark violet
in nimbus.
Pale, blue-violet tint on EWBS and whole length
of E. wall; pale violet radiance in crater, exclusive of southern region. Dark violet, nimbus.
Blue-violet glare; EWES, E., N.E. rim. Dark vio-

let hue in nimbus.
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Table I. (Continued)
Universal
Colongitude
Time
U.T. Date
pale
on
>TOW/1

of E.
)n pla)let
irk vio_n cra-

130258
130.84
130.88
131.25
131.37

4h16m
4 57
6 44
5 43
2 40

134.89

Aug.
Jan.
June
July
Oct.

26,
12,
28,
26,
12,

Remarks
1964
1955
1964
1956
1957

3 29

Nov. 23, 1964

135.16

3 44

Oct. 5, 1955

136.53

4 43

July 28, 1964

136.59
136.61

4 05
7 31

Sept. 25, 1964
May 30, 1964

137.41
142.47

3 15
4 37

Oct. 14, 1965
Oct. 25, 1964

142.95

4 37

Aug. 27, 1964

143.39
144.04
147.73

7 19
4 00
4 50

June 29, 1964
Oct. 13, 1957
Nov. 24, 1964

148.93

5 35

June 28, 1956

149.28
149.30
154.13

5 07
5 50
4 52

Sept. 26, 1964
July 29, 1964
Sept. 7, 1955

154.50
154.94
155.16

4 22
6 00
4 40

Oct. 26, 1964
June 20, 1964
Aug. 28, 1964

155.62

5 40

July 28, 1956

156.47
156.19
157.28
161.26
161.43
165.34

7
3
5
4
6
6

July 28, 1956
Sept. 16, 1965
Oct. 15, 1957
Sept. 27, 1964
June 29, 1956
Aug. 6, 1955

165.46

6 47

Oct. 18, 1954

: violet
irk vio,bsent

T E.
on m.
W.
rk vio; no
E.
nce,
VA
let
.
wall.
trong

vio-

20
41
45
48
10
45

166.01

5 50

Nov. 6, 1955

rk

166.18

4 32

Sept. 8, 1955

olet

173.53
174.03
180.04
180.06
181.77

5
6
7
6
6

July
June
July
Oct.
Oct.

182.43
195.73

6 58
5 56

ength
,
eximbue.
< vio-

28
55
21
45
00

31, 1964
30, 1956
2, 1964
28, 1964
16, 1957

Aug. 18, 1957
Aug. 7, 1950

Same as 130702
Same as 130702 except no color in nimbus
Blue-violet glare; EWES, E., N.E., N., N.W. walls
Absent
Bright blue-violet glare; EWES, E., N.E., N.,
N.W. walls. Dark violet, nimbus.
Strong blue-violet glare; N., N.E., N.W. walls.
Dark violet, nimbus.
Intensely bright blue-violet glare; EWBS, E., N.
E. wall
Blue-violet glare; EWES. Dark violet in nimbus;
pale violet on m.
Same as 136753 but absent on m.
Bright blue-violet glare; EWES, E., N.E. walls.
Dark violet, nimbus.
Absent.
Blue-violet glare; EWBS, E., N.E. wall. Faint
violet tinge in nimbus.
Blue-violet glare; EWES, E., N.E. wall. Dark
violet, nimbus; pale violet, m.
Suspected on EWES, but too faint to be certain
Weak violet glare; whole length of E. wall.
Blue-violet glare, N. rim. Dark violet in nimbus;
pale violet in VA
Intense blue-violet glare, EWES. Dark violet,
nimbus. Pale violet, VA and m.
Moderately intense; EWES. Dark violet, nimbus.
Nimbus only; dark violet hue
Strong blue-violet glare; E., N.E. rim; also
east base of central peak. Dark violet, nimbus.
Nimbus only; dark violet hue
Nimbus only; dark violet hue
Faint blue-violet radiance, EWES. Dark violet
hue in nimbus.
Vivid blue-violet glare on central peak, band
across eastern floor to EWES; on EWES, and E.,
N.E. wall.
Absent (see July 28 above)
Absent
Strong blue-violet glare, whole length of E. wall.
Absent
Faint, blue-violet tint; EWES
Absent
Strong blue-violet glare; EWBS, E. wall and on
central peak.
Strong blue-violet glare, E., N.E. wall. Dark
violet hue in nimbus.
Strong bluish glare on E., N.E. wall, on S. edge
of EWES, and bordering both edges of the bright
floor band, passing around westward of central
peak. Dark violet tint in nimbus.
Pale blue tint; N.E., N., N.W. walls and floor.
Vivid blue-violet glare; EWES, E., N.E. wall.
Absent
Absent
Faint blue-gray tint; N., N.W., W. floor and
walls
Pale blue tint on all walls; floor dazzling white
Absent
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Colongitude
196211
208.84
208.95

Table I. (Continued)
Universal
Time
U.T. Date
Remarks
7h19m

7 35
8 18

July 24, 1954
Aug. 8, 1950
July 25, 1954

Crater filled with pale violet light. See text.
Absent
Absent
BOOK REVIEWS

The American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac For the Year 1967, issued by the Nautical Almanac Office, U. S. Naval Observatory. Available from the Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 1965, $3.75. Issued in England by H. M. Nautical Almanac Office under the title The Astronomical Ephemeris.
Reviewed by William O. Roberts
In the year 1767 the Astronomer Royal, Nevil Maskelyne, introduced The Nautical Almanac and Astronomical Ephemeris in England. It appears indicative of the spirit of the times
that in the following year James Cook was placed in command of the barque "Endeavour" for
the famous voyage to Tahiti to observe the transit of Venus. Two hundred years later, astronomers and navigators continue to use the current versions of this annual in their everyday work; and for this reason, perhaps, it seldom receives more than perfunctory notice in
book-review columns.
Within its five-hundred-odd pages is to be found an imposing collection of data which
deal principally with the major objects of the Solar System and their constantly changing
aspects. The sun and the moon, the major planets and their satellites, and the principal
minor planets have their positions set down in tabular form, often for each day of the year.
Apparent diameters of the planets, stellar magnitudes, and defects of illumination are often given. An observer of Jupiter would be able to refer to the central meridian longitude
for 0 hours in Systems I and II for each day. Twenty-eight pages are devoted to Jupiter's
satellites alone. Amateurs who have attempted to carry on observations of the phenomena
and brightness changes of the four principal satellites of Jupiter will certainly appreciate
this feature.
The lunar observer, to take another case, is also generously provided for. Among the
data published are: hourly positions of the moon throughout the year, time of occurrence
of each phase of each lunation, dates of apogee and perigee, eclipse schedules, both solar
and lunar, libration and nutation angles, and percentage of illumination of the disk. There
is a calendar and a diary of astronomical phenomena for the year in the front of the book.
At the other end one will find numerous conversion tables and formulae as well as a generous explanation supplement to aid the user of the tables. There is even a list of the principal observatories throughout the world.
In spite of the fact that both Greenwich and the U. S. Naval Observatory have programs
going upon comets and occultations, there is no comet information given; and occultations
of planets and only bright stars are merely listed. This omission is deliberate,. and the
reader is referred to gm and Telescope for occultations material for North American stations. Meteor shower predictions are omitted. On the other hand, there is a catalogue of
approximately 1100 stars brighter than 5th magnitude with their positions, magnitudes, and
spectral types.
It appears pretty obvious that this almanac is designed to accommodate the navigator
and the astronomer working with material that will directly improve the navigator's ability
to find his position at sea or in the sky, quickly and accurately. It happens, however,
that this material is in large part the kind of stuff that is of great interest to systematic lunar and planetary observers, whether they be amateur or professional. It is a reference with which every serious amateur ought to be familiar.
1967 Celestial Calendar and Handbook, authored and published by Chas. F. Johnson, Jr.,
48 Roberts Street, Watertown, Conn. Price $1.00. 32 pages.
Reviewed by J. Russell Smith
Here's another annual Celestial Calendar and Handbook. This 1967 edition has an eye28
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right ascension and +19%5 declination. Perhaps some energetic reader would like to determine the radiant by extending the meteor trails shown on Figure 20 backward to their point
of intersection.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Sustaining Members and Sponsors. As of December 17, 1966, we have in these special
classes of membership:
Sponsors - William O. Roberts, David P. Barcroft, Grace A. Fox, Philip and Virginia
Glaser, John E. Westfall, Joel W. Goodman, the National Amateur Astronomers, Inc., James Q.
Gant, Jr., Ken Thomson, Kenneth J. Delano, Richard E. Wend, and Phillip W. Budine.
Sustaining Members - Sky Publishing Corporation, Charles F. Capen, Craig L. Johnson,
Geoffrey Gaherty, Jr., Dale P. Cruikshank, Charles L. Ricker, James W. Young, Alan McClure,
Elmer J. Reese, George E. Wedge, Carl A. Anderson, Gordon D. Hall, Michael McCants, William
K. Hartmann, Ralph Scott, A. W. Mount, Charles B. Owens, Joseph P. Vitous, Jimmy George Snyder, John E. Wilder, Clark R. Chapman, A. K. Parizek, B. Traucki, Emil P. Uhor, Charles H.
Giffen, Frederick W. Jaeger, Klaus R. Brasch, P. K. Sartory, Nicholas Waitkus, Patrick S.
McIntosh, Lyle T. Johnson, and the Chicago Astronomical Society.
Sustaining Members pay dues of $10 per year; Sponsors, $25 per year. The surplus above the regular rate is used to support the work and activities of the A.L.P.O. The assistance thus given has been extremely valuable to the Association.
New Assistant Mars Recorder. At Mars Recorder Braschrs request, a new Assistant Recorder has been appointed to succeed Mr. Wend, who has become the Jupiter Recorder. The
Assistant Mars Recorder is now:
Kenneth T. Chalk
3489 Grey Avenue
Montreal 28, Quebec, Canada
3h
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It is planned that Mr. Chalk should handle the routine correspondence of the Mars Section and should assist in the reducing of A.L.P.O. Mars observations. Since he and Mr.
Brasch live near each other and are well acquainted, it is expected that they can work together efficiently and effectively. We express our appreciation to Mr. Chalk for accepting
this post and to Mr. Wend for his past services as Assistant Mars Recorder.
New Address for pinax. Recorder Westfall. The address of Mr. John E. Westfall is now:
1530 Kanawha St., Apt. 110
Adelphi, Maryland 20783
Mr. Westfall is the informal head of our Lunar Section and is also in charge of the A.L.P.O.
Lunar Photograph Library, whose existence is still apparently unknown to some of our members.
Correction to Vol. 19, Nos. 11-12 of The Strolling Astronomer. Mr. William E. Shawcross of Sky and Telescope has pointed out that the reference "Pictures from the Moon", as
given just below the caption of Figure 9 on pg. 193 of the issue cited, should have been crcdited to Mr. Raymond N. Watts, Jr. - not to that exceedingly prolific feature writer "Anon".
A.L.P.O. 1967 Convention. We remind our readers that our next Convention will be with
the Western Amateur Astronomers at Long Beach, California in late August, 1967. More details will appear in future issues.

itered
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A.L.P.O. Paper Session with League. According to a vote during the business meeting
held as part of the 1966 A.L.P.O. Convention at Tucson, we have accepted the invitation of
the Astronomical League to give a paper session during the Leaguers next National Convention.
This meeting will be held at Washington, D.C. over the interval June 30-July 4, 1967. The
National Capitol Amateurs will be the host society. Through the interest of Father Francis
J. Heyden, S.J., the facilities at Georgetown University are being made available for the
Convention. Early information about the Convention may be obtained by writing to the General Chairman, Mr. G. R. (Bob) Wright, 202 Piping Rock Drive, Silver Spring, Maryland 20904.
On Friday evening, June 30, there will be an informal gathering in Copley Lounge at the University, and the Georgetown Observatory will be open for inspection and observing.
Mr. John E. Westfall has agreed to take charge of an A.L.P.O. exhibit, in which he
will include many Ranger, Surveyor, and Orbiter close-up lunar photographs and other professional space research lunar findings. A.L.P.O. members are invited to attend this Conven-
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tion at Washington, and those wishing to contribute to the program of our paper session
should write to the Editor at an early date.
Surveyor I Lunar Surface Photographs. The National Space Science Data Center has announced the availability of the complete set of Surveyor I lunar television photographs,
more than 10,000 television pictures of the lunar surface for the period from June 2 to lunar sunset on June 14, 1966 and several hundred additional photographs after the beginning
of the second lunar day (July 12 and 13). Ancillary data available to the user include mosaics of the first and second lunar day, tabular printouts of television identification
data, glossy prints of about 25 digitally processed photographs, and plots of Surveyor I
touchdown strain gage information. Reproductions from 70-mm. film transparencies can be pr.
vided. A special catalog of all Surveyor I photographs will be available from the Data Center in the coming months. All inquiries should be addressed to:
National Space Science Data Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Code 601
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Telephone: Area Code 301 982-6695
New 2.2 Code for A.L.P.O. Address. In an administrative change the zip code of the
University Park Postoffice has been made the same as that of the city of Las Cruces. Our
address has thus become: Box AZ, University Park, New Mexico 88001.
LUNAR AND PLANETARY PROSPECTS: JANUAIY-11tBRUARY, 1967
By: Walter H. Haas, Director A.L.P.O.
Mercury. This planet will be at superior conjunction on January 18, at greatest elorgation east on February 16, and at inferior conjunction on March 4. This February apparition will be the most favorable evening apparition of the year for observers in the northerhemisphere. The planet will be at perihelion on February 16, the day of greatest elongatic(18° from the sun). On pages 7-8 of this issue Reverend Hodgson, the new A.L.P.O. Mercury
Recorder, outlines programs for observing Mercury, in which readers are urged to participatIt is surely disappointing that there has still been no serious A.L.P.O. effort at an optical reinvestigation of the rotation of Mercury since the 59-day radar period was announced
in 1965. For this purpose, intensive observation is absolutely essential; one should try
to observe Mercury on as many dates as possible during the two or three weeks of favorable
presentation.
Venus. This planet will be an increasingly prominent object in the evening sky during th7st two months of the year. The value of K, the illuminated portion of the disk,
will decrease from 0.98 on January 1 to 0.90 on March 1. The angular diameter of Venus will
increase from 1072 on January 1 to 1175 on March 1. Rather high powers should be used to
observe the notoriously brilliant disk. Readers will find guidelines for observing in Mr.
Cruikshank's last Venus Report in this journal, Vol. 19, Nos. 7-8 and 9-10. Determinations
of precisely how the observed phase compares with geometry and observations of the bright
cusp-caps and bordering dark cusp-bands are recommended.
Mars. Certain data about this planet follow.
Date
1967, Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.

Diameter
1
676
16 7.4
31 8.4
15 9.6
2 11.2

Tilt

Phase-Angle

+22°
+21

36°
36

+19

35
33

+18
+18

28

Heliocentric Longitude
158°
165
171
178
184

In February the planet will be getting close enough to justify regular observing with ordinary apertures. The summer solstice (heliocentric longitude 178°) of the northerm hemispher
falls on February 16, 1967. Near that date one may expect to find a brilliant if small northern surface cap and a large and variable atmospheric cap on the south limb. The tilt of
the axis of Mars will strongly favor the visibility of northern features. At 0 hrs., Unive.
sal Time, the central meridian of longitude is 4° on January 1, 69° on February 1, and 168°
on March 1. The hourly rate of rotation is about 1426 of longitude.
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Persons not already familiar with observing Mars should read Mr. Wend's preliminary
note on the 1967 apparition on pages 5-6 of this issue and Mr. Brasch's 1964-5 Mars Report
on pages 12-18.
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Jupiter. The Giant Planet will be at opposition on January 20, 1967, when its equatorial angular diameter will be 4671 and its declination will be +212 It will hence be
very favorably placed in the sky during the early months of 1967 for northern hemisphere observers. Nevertheless, winter apparitions of Jupiter are usually poorly covered; A.L.P.O.
members able to observe either regularly or occasionally will be making a needed contribution to the work of the Jupiter Section. Novice observers and those wishing to learn more
about fruitful amateur programs on Jupiter would find our A.L.P.O. Jupiter Handbook very
helpful. It can be ordered from the Editor for the price of 50¢.
Assistant Jupiter Recorder Paul Mackal urges that the South Tropical Zone be closely
observed for a possible new South Tropical Streak Disturbance. On October 6, 1966 at 10h
30m, U.T., C.M.2= 221°, Mr. Mackal found both components of the South Equatorial Belt greatly displaced toward the South Temperate Belt for about ten degrees of longitude. Mr. Douglas Smith observed a rather similar appearance on March 3, 1966 near longitude 18° (System
II). The famous Red Spot region, centered near 30° in System II, has been very active during the 1966-7 apparition so far and hence deserves special study.
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Saturn. The 1966 edgewise presentation of the rings has now ended, and both the earth
and the sun will be on the south side of the plane of the rings for about 15 years. Saturn
will be in the evening sky in January and February but will be increasingly poorly placed as
it approaches its conjunction of March 23. The rings will widen as the Saturnicentric latitude of the earth increases numerically: -023 on January 1, -126 on February 1, and -321 on
March 1. The Saturnicentric latitude of the sun will increase numerically from -320 on January 1 to -329 on March 1. The shadow of the rings will hence be black and prominent a
little north of the projected rings. The satellites of Saturn can still be observed with
unusual ease because of the relative dimness of the obliquely lit rings. Other observations
of Saturn can be based upon the report on the 1964-5 apparition by Messrs. Cragg and Bornburst, Str. A., Vol. 19, Nos. 5-6, pp. 98-104. Numerical intensity estimates of ring and
ball detail with color filters of known transmissions (e.g., Wratten Filters) are particularly recommended.
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Uranus and Neptune. The paths of these distant planets among the stars are published
in various places, e.g., pages 30 and 31 of the R.A.S.C. Observer's Handbook 1967. We give
positions below:
Object

cy dur me disk,
,nus wild
,ed to
in Mr.
Lnations
)right

Uranus, Jan. 1
Uranus, Feb. 1
Uranus, Mar. 1
Neptune, Jan. 15
Neptune, Feb. 15
Beta Leonis
(Denebola)
Delta Scorpii

Declination

Right Ascension
11h
11
11
15
15
11

40m
39
35
27
29
47

465
2
19
49
37
23

+2°
+3
+3
-17
-17
+14

56'
8
33
5
10
45

15

58

23

-22

32

The star positions supplied will allow members with circles on their telescopes to make differential settings. Uranus will be moving toward its opposition on March 13, 1967. Neptune
will be more poorly placed in the morning sky and will not reach opposition until May 14.
Mr. Abbey has agreed to describe a suitable Uranus project for A.L.P.O. members in the next
issue. Meanwhile, observations of satellite brightnesses and of any objective ball detail
are recommended. Observers having access to telescopes with filar micrometers might try to
measure the oblateness of Uranus while the earth is still near the planet's equatorial plane.
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Moon. Although Lunar Recorder Delano has not updated the list of observable lunar domes on pg. 215 of our preceding issue, readers may still use much of this list by recognizing that two synodic periods of the moon are very nearly 59 days. Thus the dome -931-071
(on the floor of Grimaldi) which was well placed on Nov. 25/26, 1966 (local civil time dates)
is well placed again on Jan. 23/24, 1967. Readers can similarly update data on other domes.
Mr. Delano wishes observers to realize, however, that domes must often be observed over such
a brief interval of favorably oblique lighting that conditions may vary significantly for
observers in different parts of the United States. For example, a dome ideally lit one evening for an observer in New England may be under too high a solar illumination for best view-
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ing by the time that an observer in California can watch the moon later that evening.
Those wishing to study "lunar transient phenomena" should reread Charles Rickerts article in Str. A., Vol. 19, Nos. 9-10, pp. 167-169. The Aristarchus region will be illuminated from Jan. 22 to Feb. 6 and from Feb. 21 to March 7 (U.T. dates). Alphonsus will be in
sunlight from Jan. 18 to Feb. 2 and from Feb. 17 to March 4. The moon will be at perigee
on Jan. 28 and Feb. 25; at apogee, on Jan. 16 and Feb. 13.
OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
The drawing here shown as Figure 24 was made when the earth was near its maximum angular elevation above the unilluminated side of the rings. The eastern arm of the rings was
seen in its full length, but the slightly fainter western arm was only partially visible.
Mr. Olivarez estimated the total stellar magnitude of the eastern arm at 12.0; it was faint

gb

i

En

N

Figure 24. Drawing of Saturn :
Jose Olivarez on November 24,
1966 at 2h3m, U.T. Pan American College 17-inch refl., 1681
Seeing 4, transparency 5. Nortr
at top, west at left. Four satellites and a spot on the east
arm of the rings are indicatec
with arrows. Saturnicentric 1=.
itude of earth 0.:26 N. Saturnicentric latitude of sun 2:'41 E.
Note shadow of rings north of
the rings.
xxarc

NEW: CELESTIAL HANDBOOK, by Robert Burnham, Jr.
The most complete Guide-book for observers.
Now available Parts 1 and 2, each for only $2.95
NEW: SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY STAR
CATALOGUE, 258,997 stars between +90° and
-90° Decl. for the Epoch 1950.0 in 4 large
volumes
$20.00
NEW: GUIDE TO MARS, 2nd revised edition, by P.
Moore
$ 3.00
NEW: STONEHENGE DECODED, by G. S. Hawkins
$ 5.95
NEW: MAN IN THE UNIVERSE, by Fred Hoyle
$ 3.50
NEW: CANON OF SOLAR ECLIPSES, by J. Meeuss
$32.00
NEW: EXPLORER OF THE UNIVERSE, a biography
of G. E. Hale, by H. Wright
$10.00
THE MOON, by Wilkins and Moore, with the
300"-map
$12.75
A SURVEY OF THE MOON, by P. Moore
$ 6.95
PHOTOGRAPHIC ATLAS OF THE MOON, by Klepesta
$16.00
THE PLANETS, by P. Moore
$ 5.95
THE PLANET JUPITER, by B. Peek
$ 8.25
THE PLANET SATURN, by Alexander
$12.75
THE PLANET URANUS, by Alexander
$12.75
HANDBOOK OF PRACTICAL AMATEUR ASTRONOMY,
by P. Moore
$ 5.95
STARLIGHT NIGHTS, by L. C. Peltier
$ 4.95
THE SYSTEM OF MINOR PLANETS, by G. Roth
$ 4.50
THE PLANET MERCURY, by W. Sandner
$ 3.95
SATELLITES OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM, by W. Sandner $ 6.50
TELESCOPES FOR SKY-GAZING, by H. Paul
$ 4.95
$ 6.50
NORTON'S STAR-ATLAS
BEYER-GRAFF STAR-ATLAS
$15.00
BONNER DURCHMUSTERUNG
$125.00
Write for new free list of astronomical literature
HERBERT A. LUFT
P.O. Box 91
Oakland Gardens, N.Y., 11364
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than satellite Enceladus, whi-was assumed to be 11.8. The
server estimated decreasing brig-ness as follows: Titan (well ea:of planet, not drawn in Figure 2Rhea, Tethys, Dione, Enceladus, I..
parent condensation on east arm
rings.
ASTROLA NEWTONIAN
REFLECTING TELESCOPES
These fine Astrola reflectors a:
well known to nearly all seriou!
telescopic observers. Already
number of America's leading lure
and planetary observers are us'complete Astrola telescopes or
optical components manufactured
by us. We also sell Brandon an:
other Orthoscopic oculars - MI:cells - tubes - spiders - diagc- mountings, etc.
Custom Newtonian and Cassegrair
telescopes from 6 ins. to 20
aperture made to order.
Used reflectors and refractors
always in stock.
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE
CAVE OPTICAL COMPANY
4137 E. Anaheim
Long Beach 4,

Califc!

Phone: GEneva 4-2613
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A WORKING LIST OF STEEP PLACES ON THE MOON
By: Joseph Ashbrook
This paper is an annotated check list
gles of more than 30° to the horizontal have
ALPO observers who are sharing in Charles L.
study lunar steep places.1 This provisional
ful and controversial cases. It is intended
stematic shadow observations.

of lAa places on the moon for which slope anbeen reported. It has been prepared to aid
Ricker's cooperative program to detect and
list is not complete, and contains some doubtonly to suggest some formations warranting sy-

The practical test for a steep place is black shadow far from the terminator. If
shadow is seen, the angular altitude of the sun at that place gives a lower limit to the
slope angle there; in the absence of black shadow, the solar elevation is an upper limit.2

3
4

5

3

7

In this check list, all angles are solar altitudes, unless otherwise specified.
Thus, "shadow at 380" means the presence of a slope angle of more than 38°. The directions
E. and W. refer to east and west in the new (IAU or astronautic) sense; in quoting from observers using east and west in the old sense, I have always made the necessary inversion.
The formation names accord with current IAU usage (except that the familiar Schroter's Valla, Straight Range, and Straight Wall are preferred to their Latin equivalents). For craters, "wall" always means inner wall, with one exception noted in connection with Tycho.
To keep the listing from becoming too bulky, with few exceptions craters smaller
than about 10 miles across have been excluded, since steep slopes are the general rule for
them. No special search of the literature was made, and most of the data are from four
sources:
1) JA: Unpublished visual observations by the writer with a 10-inch reflector in
1959-1961.
2) PBM: H. Pohn, B. C. Murray, and H. Brown, "New Applications of Lunar Shadow
Studies," PASP,
93-105, 1962. Study based upon photographs with
large telescopes; deals with N5sting and Piton in great detail.
3) Pohn: H. Pohn, "New Measurements of Steep Lunar Slopes," PASP, 75, 186-188,
1963. During a program of photoelectric photometry of craters with the
60-inch Mt. Wilson reflector, Pohn kept records of shadow visibility.
His printed table gives for each of 19 craters the greatest solar altitude at which he saw shadow, but unfortunately no descriptions. With a
60-inch aperture, Pohn's results are particularly valuable.
4) Schm.: J. F. J. Schmidt, Charte der Gebirge des Mondes, ErAuterungsband, 1878.
Schmidt's slope observations were made chiefly in the 1850's with a 5inch refractor. Because Schmidt's book is unindexed, I always cite the
page number. As a rule, I select only the observations corresponding
to his mu-shadows, defined on page 95 as "first or last traces of true
black shadow...." Schmidt's crater names have been replaced by their
modern equivalents, whenever needed.
1. Agarum, Promontorium. W tip holds shadow with sun 38° up (JA); on 1854 Sept. 27 shadow
seen at 48°, and next night even traces at 60°! (Schm. p. 214)
2. Agatharchides A. Much E wall shadow at 31° (JA).
3. Agrippa. E wall has much inner shadow at 42°, strong crest-line shadow at 43°, none at
51'; W wall may be less steep, for crestline shadow seen at 38° was once missed at

34° (JA).
4. Alfraganus. E wall shadow at 46° (Schm. p. 136).
5. Aliacensis. E crestline shadow at 32° and 31° (JA); W shadow at 37° (Schm. p. 190).
6. Anaxagoras. Shadow seen on E wall at 40° and on W wall at 38° (Pohn).
7. Apianus. W wall shadow at 34° (Schm. p. 190).
8. Axm2. E wall shadow at 40' (Schm. p. 135).
9. Aratus. Much E wall shadow at 31° (JA).
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10. Archimedes. W

wall

11 Archimedes C W

12

Aristarchus. W

35° (JA), at 41° (Schm. p. 153).
42° (Schm. p. 153).

has rim shadow at

wall

wall

shadow at

shadow at

31° (Pohn)

13. Aristillus. E rim has a little shadow at
both E and W at 37° (Schm. p. 153).

39° (JA);

W

wall

48° (Pohn);

shadow seen at

14. Aristoteles. E wall shadow at 32° (Pohn and Schm. p. 231); W wall shadow at
only a very little along crest at 33° (JA)
p. 243
15. Arzachel (central peak). E and W sides show same shadow at
---7711M. p. 190)
16. Atlas A. E inner slope has much shadow at
17. Autolycus. E

wall

33°, interior
32).

19. Bernoulli (central peak). Shadowed
1851 Feb. 7.

wall

21. Bessarion. W

shadow at

wall

22. Bessarion E. W

and

40°,

respectively

32° (JA).

37° (Schm. p. 153).

shadow at

18. Beilot. On 1854 March 4, at
with micrometer (Schm. p.

20. Berosus. E

38°

32° (Sc--

"by

shadow of E

wall long

enough to measure

an already very high sun" (Schm.

p. 223)

on

35° (Schm. p. 222).
55° (Schm. p. 169)

shadow at

wall

shadow at

55° (Schm. p. 169).

23. Bessel. E wall has some shadow on its upper reaches at 38° and 39°, a small spot ler:
at 45°, but all gone at 51°. The W wall may be less steep, having little or no sf
dow at 36° and none at 40° (JA)
24. Biot. W

wall

shadow at

45° (Schm. p. 206).

25. Birt. Much E wall shadow at

32°,

much W at

42° ( JA);

some on W wall at

26. Blanc, Mont. W flank showed a good deal of black shadow at
27. Bode. E inner slope had much shadow at
38° (Schm. p. 126).

34°

46° (Pohn)

32° (JA)

on two dates (JA); some W wall shadow at

28. Boscovich Beta. This peak on the E wall of Boscovich casts a shadow on the crater
floor at 30°; its E flank holds distinct shadow at 33° and 36°; a speck of black
at 43° marks a cliff face; no shadow at 49° (JA).
29. Bradley, Mt. E face shadowed at
30. Bullialdus. W

wall

wall

33. Burckhardt. Inner E

shadow at

wall

34°

39° (Schm. p. 153).
(p. 183) at 35°, by Pohn

W at

shadow seen by Schm.

31. Bullialdus A. W wall shadow at
32. Bullialdus B. W

31°,

(Schm.

p. 183).

and central peak both show shadow at 31° (Schm. p. 222).

E wall shadow at

37. Carlini. E

wall

46°.

34° (Schm. p. 183).

35° (Schm. p. 231).
35. Calippus. E wall shadow at 32° (Schm. p. 243).
36. Calippus Alpha. W face shadowed at 38° (Schm. p. 243).
34.

at

shadow at

39° (Schm. p. 169).

38. Capuanus. W wall shadow at

38° (Schm. p. 183).
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39. Cassini. Significant E wall shadow at 32° (JA).
Cassini A. Significant E wall shadow at 32° (JA).
41. Cichus. W wall shadow at 38° Schm. p. 183).
(Pohn);

42. Cichus B. A good deal of E wall shadow at 35° (JA).
43. Cleomedes. SE inner wall holds shadow at 35°, central peak at 32° (Schm. p. 221).

2° (
ctively

sure
3) on

44. Condamine A. W slope well shadowed at 32° and 35° (JA).
Conon. E wall has much shadow at 31°, crest-line at 32° (JA), shadow at 31° (Schm. p.
153). W wall has much shadow at 32° (JA), some at 40° (Schm.).
46. Copernicus. The steepest parts of the E wall are along the rim, where an interrupted
line of shadow is seen at 36° and 37°; by 42° this line has dwindled to a few dark
beads, and is gone by 44° (JA). On the W wall there are shadows to 42° (Schm. p.
178) and even 52° (Pohn). The great steepness of the upper part of the inner north
wall is vividly shown in a close-up photograph by Lunar Orbiter 2, reproduced in
Ski and Telescope for January, 1967, page 25.
47. (Mare) Crisium Psi. This mountain is at the SE end of Mare Crisium Tau, which is at
Xi and Eta coordinates +.795, +.395. On 1868 Nay 28 it had a distinct shadow at
55° and also on June 26 at 50° (Schm. pp. 62, 218, 224, where he calls this feature
"t" in places). Schm. measured the height as about 1800 meters.
48. Darney. E wall shadowed strongly at 37° (JA).
49. Darney C. E wall shadowed strongly at 35° (JA).

pot le
no

50. Dawes. E wall has much shadow at 32° (JA).
51. Delisle. E wall shadow at 30° (Schm. p. 169)52. Dionysius. W wall has much shadow at 31° (JA); E wall shadow still visible at 46°
(Pohn).

Ain).

53. Diophantus A. E wall shadow at 32° (Schm. p. 169).
54. Diophantus B. E wall shadow at 32° (Schm. p. 169).

low at
cter
dack

55. Eimmart. E wall shadow at 32° (Schm. p. 222).
56. Eratosthenes. E wall has crest-line shadow at 38° (JA), W wall shadow visible at 47°
(Pohn).
57. Euler. E wall shadow at 31° (Schm. p. 169).
58. Eudoxus. As the sun climbs, the conspicuous shadow on the upper E wall at 32° and 34°
dwindles away until only a little patch remains at 41° and 42°, on a line from the
center of Eudoxus toward Luther. This patch is gone at 45° (JA). Schm. reports
shadow on the E wall at 35° (p. 231) and on the W at 36° (p. 243).
59. Gambart A. Much E wall shadow at 37° (JA).

2).

60. Gambart B. E wall shadow at 44° (JA).
61. Gambart C. E wall shadow at 44° (JA).
gaz-Lussac A. E wall shadow at 37° (Schm. p. 169), much at 34° (JA).
63. Geminus (central peak). Holds shadow under a very high morning sun (Schm. p. 223).
64. Godin. E wall shadow at 41° (Schm. p. 126); E rim has thin shadow line at 35°, gone
at 42° (JA).
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65. Hadley, Mt. W face holds shadow at 32° (Schm. p. 153)
66. Heinsius B. W wall has shadow at 36° (Schm. p. 278).
67. Heinsius C. W wall has shadow at 36° (Schm. p. 278).
68. Hell. W wall has shadow at 37° (Schm. p. 190).
69. Herschel. W wall shadow at 38° (Schm. p. 126), only on crest-line at 40° (JA).
70. Herschel C. Some E wall shadow at 41° and 46° (JA).
71. Hind. Much shadow on E wall at 33° and 39°, on W at 30° (JA)
72. Kant. Much E wall shadow at 33° (JA), that of W wall seen at 46° (Schm. p. 135).
73. Kepler. Pohn saw shadow on W wall at 42°.
74. Kies

A.

Much E wall shadow at 34° (JA).

75. Kirch. A good deal of shadow on W wall at 34° and 36°, on E wall at 30° and 39° (JA).
76. Klein. E wall shadow at 34° (Schm. pp. 126, 190).
77. anig. W wall shadow at 34° (Schm. p. 183).
78. Lahire. The W side of this isolated peak holds shadow at 31°. (Schm. p. 169).
79. Lambert. E wall shadow at 34° (Schm. p. 169)
80. Langrenus. On the E wall, below the peak Delta, is a notable black spot with intere.sing structure, repeatedly seen by JA at solar altitudes up to 38°. Schm. still saw
it at 48° and even reported a trace at 60° (p. 214). Of the two main central peaks
the southern (Alpha) had W-face shadow at 35°, when the northern (Beta) had none (j
A). The west face of the central peak (presumably Alpha) is 37° steep (Schm.).
81. L renus M. This crater at +.903, -.170 is about 3000 meters deep, according to Sarp. 210). Under morning illumination, the floor was still shadow-covered at 28°
32); the E wall held shadow at 48° and even a trace at 60° (p. 214).
H. P. Wilkins (Strolling Astronomer, 1, No. 8, p. 6, 1947) noted R. W. Potts'
rediscovery of M as an apparently bottomless pit, M in early morning illumination
being a bright-rimmed crater with a black center. Wilkins on 1947 July 22, 23, anc
24 drew a black center of steadily diminishing size.
82. Laplace, Prom. The W face of this cape held shadow at 33° (JA).
83. Leverrier D. Some E wall shadow at 31° (JA).
84. Lick D. Even at 36°, the shadow of the E wall on the floor was long enough to be
measured micrometrically (Schm. p. 32).
85. Longomontanus. W wall shadow at 31° (Schm. p. 278).
86. Luther. Some W wall shadow at 31° (JA)
87 Macrobius A. Much E wall shadow at 31° (Schm. p. 38) and at 36° (JA).
88. Macrobius B. Much E wall shadow at 36° (JA).
89. Mnler. Pohn saw E wall shadow at 44°; a good deal of W wall shadow at 36°.
90. Manilius. E wall rim shadow at 31°, localized at E point of rim by 33°, gone by 46°;
W rim shadow line at 38° (JA). Shadow on E wall at 36°, on W at 37° (Schm. p. 153).
91. Maskelyne. Much W wall shadow at 31° (JA).
92. Maskelyne B. Much W wall shadow at 33° (JA).
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93. Maurolycus. SE wall shadow at 30° (Schm. p. 303).
94. T. Mayer. E wall shadow seen at 38° (Schm. p. 169).
95. T. Mayer A. E wall shadow at 38°, W at 47° (Schm. p. 169).
96. Menelaus. The following all refer to the E inner wall: shadow at 33° (Schm. p. 142);
black umbra on upper slopes at 39° (JA); no shadow at 51° (JA); still shadow at 53°
(Pohn).
97. Messier A. Shadow cast by the E wall was long enough to be measured with a micrometer at 33° and barely at 40°, still seen at 42° (Schm. pp. 32, 38, 212, 213).
98. MZsting. On a photograph taken at 39°, shadow on upper inner E wall (PBM p. 97).

gaLng A.
99.

Much E wall shadow at 39° and 45° (JA).

100. Nicollet. W wall shadow at 44° (Schm. p. 183).
101. Peirce. E wall shadow conspicuous at 32° (JA).

'° (JA).

102. Peirce B. E wall shadow marked at 31° (JA).
103. Petavius. Schm. (p. 206) found for the W wall shadow at 43°, and on the W face of
the S central peak at 36°.
104. Piazzi Smyth. Much E wall shadow at 34° (JA).
Picard. Inner slope angle about 40° 04. Beer and J. H. Madler, Der Mond, 1837, P.

nteres
.11 saw
peaks,
.one (J

Piccolomini. E wall shadow at 43° (Schm. p. 199).
nn

E. C. Pickering. Much E wall shadow at 38° (JA).

).

108. Pico E. E wall shadow at 30° (Schm. p. 243), at 30° and 32° (JA).

to Sc

.09. Pitiscus. E wall shadow at 31° (Schm. p. 303).

28° (p.
btts1
.tion

3, ..

110. Piton. According to Schm. (p. 243), the E face of this mountain holds shadow at 30%
PBM (p. 97) on a photograph taken when the sun was 34° high noted shadow at the W
foot, and give sketches showing its changes. JA finds a little umbra at the NW foot
at 30° and perhaps at 35° but gone at 38°; at 44° the W slope is gray. T Rackham
measured the N-S profile of Piton photographically, finding it nearly flat-topped,
but did not measure the N or S lower slopes (Z. Kopal, The Moon, 1960, p. 29).

111. Plato. E wall shadow reported by Schm. (p. 244) at 33°; shadow on W wall around Plato
Zeta at 31° and 33° (JA).
be

112. Playfair. W wall shadow at 35° (Schm. p. 190).
113. Plinius. E wall shadow at 42°, W at 36° (Schm. p. 142). Still some black on W rim
at 45° (JA), and much E wall shadow at 37°.
114. Polybius. W wall shadow at 36° (Schm. p. 199).
115. Proclus. Much E wall shadow at 32°, a little W at 33° (JA).
116. Protagoras Zeta. W face has umbra at 30°, gone at 35° (JA)

Y 46°4
• 153.

117. Ptolemaeus A. Interior black shadow of 'E
tinct at 38°. Neate found 50° slope on
190, 1960). Fielderts finding that the
190, 1960) is contradicted by the other

wall distinct at 36° and 42°, of W wall dispart of W interior (JBAA, Az, 73, 1936; 64,
inner W slope averages only 10° (JBAA, 70,
evidence.

118. Pytheas. E wall shadow at 33° (JA) and 35° (Schm. p. 169).
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119. Reinhold. W wall shadow at 38°, E at 37° (Schm. p. 176).
120. Ramer. E crestline shadow at 30° (JA).
121.Ross. E wall shadow at 40° (Schm. p. 135).
122.Sabine. W wall shadow at 31° (JA).
123. Schrtterts Valley. In the E part of this rille, some black shadow along W inner slo,_
3.75FT5TTa doubtful observation needing confirmation.
124.Silberschlag. Much W wall shadow at 35° (JA).
125.Sosigenes. W wall shadow at 30° (JA).
126. Straight Range. At 32° a little shadow on the E end and on the E side of the W-end
summit, Epsilon (JA).
127.Straight Wall. The slope angle of the exposed W face of this fault has been determined by JA as 41° (PASP, 72, 55, 1960). Fielder thought the slope much less (Plan
etary and Space Science, 2, 929, 1962), but his method -- microphotometric tracings
of the very narrow sunlit face -- is not safely applicable.
128. Taylor A. W wall shadow at 33° (JA).
129.Theaetetus. W wall shadow at 32° (JA).
130. Thebit A. E wall shadow seen at 34° (Schm. p. 190), twice at 36° (JA).
131. Theon Jr. Much inner shadow on W wall at 32°, on E at 34° (JA).
132. Theon Sr. E wall shadow at 34°, W at 33° (JA).
133.Theo ilus. Along crest of E wall a very narrow non-continuous line of shadow at 30'
JA ; Pohn saw E wall shadow at 46°, Schmidt at 45° (p. 135). W wall shadow at
31° (JA), at 39°(Schm.). Schmidt noted that E terrace had shadow at 32°, W terrace
at 30°.
134. Torricelli. W wall has shadow at 36° (Schm. p. 135).
135.Timocharis. Shadow on E wall at 35°, on W at 41° (Schm. p. 153)136. Triesnecker. E wall shadow at 42° (Schm. p. 126).
137.Turner. E wall shadow at 39° (JA).
138. Tycho, At 33° the E wall has crestline shadow, and there is some shadow lower, but
the main terrace is sunlit; at 36° true umbra is questionable (JA). Pohn saw shadow on E wall at 46°, on W at 34°. Schm. (p. 294) noted inner E wall shadow at 34',
outer at 26°. The central peak is steep, its E face holding some shadow at 32°
Schur.), its W at 35° (JA).
139. Ukert. W wall shadow at 43° (Schm. p. 126).
140. Vendelinus C. E wall shadow seen at 33° (Schm. p. 206).
141.Vlacq. E wall shadow at 33° (Schm. p. 303).
142. Werner. Strong shadow along E rim at 30° and 31° but none below the principal terrace
gone at 50° (JA). E wall shadow seen at 32° (Schm. p. 190).
References
1. Ricker, Charles L., "Lunar Section: The Steep Places Program," Strolling Astronomer,
20, 1-2, 1966, pp. 4-5.
2. Ashbrook, Joseph, "Steep Places on the Moon," Strolling Astronomer, 17, 7-8, 1963, pp.
136-137.
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Description
Encke C
Dane west of Maskelyne D
Maskelyne R
Southwest of Dembowski
Centered north of Tsiolkovsky
1337
Lade A
Hilly area NW of Lansberg A
1338
Area NW of Fra Mauro B
1:40
West margin of Mare Smythii
1341
Gambart E and Gambart F
Gambart theta (g of Gambart)
1342
(Photograph tilted and fore, shortened)
13430)E portion of Flamsteed P
Mare Tranquillitatis south1345
west of Maskelyne X
Reamur A
1347
1348
Ridges in Oceanus Procellarum
between Encke and Wichmann
Earth and limb west of Tsiolkovsky
=349
1332
1353
-Z74
..5

Solar
Altitude

Scale

0°20'N/36°30'W
2°08M/33°45'E
3°00IN/31°40tE
2°001 N/8°10'E
ca.10°S/130°E
0043'N/12°50 1E
1°30'N/30°45'W
3°201 S/22°30'W
ca.0°/85°E
0°45'N/17°15'W
1°20'N/19°40'W

14°
16°
8°
9°
20°
20°
12°
33°
24°
15°
13°

195T
230T
310T
270T
6300T
190T
200T
175T
780T
175T
400TEW
300TNS

2°501 S/42°20'W
0°30'N/26°45'W

29°
21°

165T
185T

4°201 S/0°12'W
3°20'S/36°00'W

39°
31°

200T
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By: Joseph Vitous
(Paper read at the Fourteenth A.L.P.O. Convention
at Tucson, Arizona, August 26-28, 1966.)
The Youthful Amateur and Dark Room Facilities

n gi
- 1/

A good many of our younger members are discouraged from entering the photographic
field by the lack of dark room facilities of their own. This is an erroneous impression in
view of the fact that good custom services are available at many photo service laboratories.
I personally prefer the specialized shop that does custom work for commercial photographers.
They are equipped to follow your specific instructions as to development and printing and
will supply the amateur with a record of the development and printing process if requested
to do so. Prices vary, but I have found custom black-and-white work quite reasonably priced.
I also use the services of a firm specializing in color work. Their processing of slides is
superb. Good slides which warrant the expense are printed through the Internegative C process. The latter is somewhat expensive. Almost always the color slides are sufficient for
the amateur's records, and printing thereof is unnecessary.
The Camera
The use of a Kodak Retina single lens reflex with delayed action Compur shutter is recommended. I find the delayed action facility very good in allowing vibration from mirror
slap to die down before the exposure is made. I find the Compur shutter practically free of
vibration, and I definitely prefer it to the focal plane shutter.
The Adapter To Scope and Camera
I use a home-made device assembled from old metal tubing. The flange that fits the
camera was made from an old Brandon eyepiece. It is part of the adapter assembly attached
to the camera. The other part carries eyepieces of any desired focal length and is a clampon fit over the eyepiece draw tube. Both parts fit together holding the camera firmly attached to the telescope draw tube and further supported by a strong bracket. The bracket is
text is continued on page 53)

(1) 66-H-1290 and -1329 overlap; pair may be viewed stereoscopically.
(2)Overlaps 66-H-1301 (previous listing) and -1343; may be viewed stereoscopically with
either.
(3)Overlaps 66-H-1328; pair may be viewed stereoscopically.
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Figure 1. Lunar Orbiter photograph of a dome in southeastern (IAU) Mare Tranquillitatis.
This dome is shown on USAF LAC 61 and AIC 61D at 2°20'N and 33°501E (IAU). The dome is 2.7:7.5 kms. in diameter and appears faulted on the west (left) margin. Note the numerous CrEterlets on the dome and its northwest border as well as an irregular depression on the soul=
ern portion. North is at the top; and the sun is to the right, 16° above the horizon. Ti=
above photograph, 66—H-1333, is in the A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library.
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Figure 2. A 650 X 770 miles (1050 X 1250 kms.) area on the moon's averted hemisphere, centered near 10°S, 130°E. The crater in bottom center with a dark floor is Tsiolkovsky, also
shown on the earlier Soviet Lunik-III photographs. The large walled plain in the upper
right has a diameter of about 200 miles (320 kms.), larger than the largest earthside crater, Bailly, which is about 180 miles across. North is at the top; the sun is to the left.
The area within the marked rectangle is shown enlarged in Figure 4. The above photograph,
66-H-1336, is in the A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library.
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Figure 3. The area immediately to the east (right) of Figure 2, centered roughly on the
equator and 150°E longitude, on the averted hemisphere. The area covered is about 810 X
900 miles (1300 X 1450 kns.). North is at the top, the sun to the left. The large unna.=..el
crater in the upper right of Figure 2 is in the upper left of this photograph; the crater bottom center is of comparable size. The hexagonal crater near the center resembles Copernicus but is larger-about 100 miles (160 kris.) across. The rectangular area left of
crater is enlarged in Figure 5. The above photograph, 66-H-1331, is in the A.L.P.O.
Photograph Library.
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Figure 4. A high-resolution view of the area outlined below center in Figure 2. An unusual
example of the encroachment of a new, larger crater upon an old, smaller one. The large
crater is about 31 miles (50 kms.) in diameter; the smaller is about 25 miles (40 kms.).
Note the large scale collapse of the northwest (upper right) wall of the wall of the old,
smaller crater. Also interesting is the almost-square crater wall near the top margin.
North is at right, the sun to the top. Position: 1295 south, 12899 east, on averted hemisphere. The above photograph, 66-H-1293, is in the A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library.
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Figure 5. High-resolution photograph of the area outlined left of center on Figure 3. T
most interesting feature shown is the 15 mile (24 lass.) diameter crater on the right, with
its highly fractured floor and polygonal walls. The crater above it, 24 miles (39 lass.)
diameter, exhibits concentric fracturing in its interior. North at top, sun to the left.
Position: 415 south, 14518 east, on averted hemisphere. The above photograph, 66-H-1294,
is in the A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library.
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equipped with a scissor type support for the camera, allowing the entire setup to be focusd as a unit by using the rack and pinion.
The Films
MY preference for lunar photography is the Kodak High Contrast Copy film, which is
readily available and is very reasonably priced. Being a slow film, it is used under lower
projection magnifications with my 8-inch telescope at F:21 to F:63. For planetary work I
find Kodak High Speed Ektachrome film quite satisfactory. When it is used at F:90 or higher,
exposures can be kept down to one-half to one second with this film. Seeing conditions in
the immediate Chicago region are seldom good enough to permit longer exposure, and this film
is a compromise.
Slide Enlargements
Experimenting with lenses, I came upon a combination of a Schneider F.2:8 Xenar lens,
with a one-inch focal length Erfle eyepiece placed before it. The slide being photographed
"rides" on the end of this unit, and focusing is done normally by viewing the enlarged plan=tary image in the reflex camera. Ektachrome X film is used with blue flash, the exposure
reing 1/30 second at F:3.5 to F:8, depending on the density of the original slide. CC filters may also be used for further color correction. The enlargement provided by this setup
is 1.6X. It will prove amazing how much greater measure of image detail becomes visible.
These enlargement slides provide excellent material for internegative C work.
Atmosphere Effects
An experiment was attempted some time ago to seek the filtering effect of the atmosphere upon planetary images on High Speed Ektachrome film. One roll of film was used, and
several photos of Jupiter were taken at F:90 with my 8-inch. The seeing conditions and clarity of the atmosphere differed widely, and the results were surprising. On the same roll I
found some of the images normal, some bluish, and some with a yellowish cast. One evening
with heavy ground haze produced a deep red image of Jupiter. All these different color renditions were on the same roll of film.
Eyepieces
For projection purposes, I find the Orthoscopics excellent at F:50 or higher. The
Kellner eyepiece is found quite excellent for lunar work at F:21.
References (All Kodak Publications)
Precise 35 mm. Technique with Kodak Retina Camera
Kodak Wratten Filters
Astrophotography With Your Camera
1,112a TO VOLUME 19 (1965) OF THE STROLLING ASTRONOMER
By: Dale P. Cruikshank and William K. Hartmann
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"Atlas Eclipticalis" (W. O. Roberts) 166
"Der Sternenhimmel 1966" (W. E. Shawcross) 130
"Galaxies, Nuclei, and Quasars" (W. O. Roberts) 164-166
"Kepler's Dream" (W. O. Roberts) 86-87
"Lunar and Planetary Surface Conditions" (R. W. Gordon) 87-88
"The Origin and Evolution of the Universe" (R. C. Maag) 99
"Photographic Atlas of the Moon" (J. E. Westfall) 130-132
"Photographic Star Atlas I/II" ( W. O. Roberts) 166-167
"The Planet Uranus" (R. G. Hodgson) 97-98
"Satellites of the Solar System" (R. G. Hodgson) 86
"Wanderers in the Sky" (W. O. Roberts) 25, 27
Comets
Alcock (1965h) 70, 92
Barbon 216
Comet orbit model (photo 4), 47-49
Everhart (1964h) 1-5
Ikeya-Everhart (1966d) 216
Ikeya-Seki (1965f) 35-36, (photo cover issue Nos. 3-4), 37-41, 62-68 (photos 63-65, 6667, drawings 63-65, 67), (photo of Mr. T Seki cover issue Nos. 5-6), 90-92, (photos
94-97), 206-212 (drawings 209, 211).
Kilston (1966b) 216
Section Reports 1-5, 37-41, 62-68 (photos 63-65, 66-67, drawings 63-65, 67), 90-92
Earth
Dust belt 123
Geomagnetic activity 149-154
Instruments
Image converter 183-187
Jupiter
Belts 110-116, 118-123, 143, 169-170
Drawings (cover issue Nos. 1-2), 111-113, 117, 119, 144, 169
Latitudes 115-116, 118-123
Longitude determination 29-34, 36, 143
Nomenclature 30-31
Observing 29-34, 35, 71, 107, 143, 176, 215
Photographs 112-113, 117, 170
Red Spot 143
Satellite shadows 79-80 (photo 80), 143 (drawing 144), 171-173
Satellites (drawings 72), 116-118, 123-124, 143
Section Report 109-118
Transits of features 29-34, 36, 171-173
Zones 110-116, 118-123, 143, 169-170

Ma- Canals 12-15
Drawings 180
Life on 181-183
Map 105
Mariner IV photographs of 52-55, 81-86 (photo 83)
Observing 35, 71, 107, 142, 176, 215
Space program 181-183
Surface 16, 81-86
Mercury
Atmosphere 45
Observing 35, 70-71, 106, 141, 175, 215
Rotation 93-94
Surface 45
Moon
Color phenomena 7-12, 124-130, 167-169, 194-195
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Moon (continued)
Domes (listed individually by name or position) 17-21, 146-151, 177, 195-198, 215
S. of Archimedes 17 (drawing 18)
near Crozier 148-149 (drawing 147)
near Belisle 20 (drawing 21)
within Flammarion 20 (drawing 19)
E. of Gambart 17 (drawing 19)
near Gutenberg 149 (drawing 150)
near Hortensius 195-198 (photo 196)
near Kies 17 (drawing 18)
near Lalande 17 (drawing 19)
Landsberg D 20 (drawing 21)
N. of Lohrmann A 149 (drawing 151)
E. of Lubbock 20 (drawing 19)
near Milichius 195-198 (photo 196)
N. of Orus 148 (drawing 147)
in Sinus Medii 20 (drawing 19)
S. of Tobias Mayer 195-198 (photo 196)

65,
(pho

92

Features (listed individually by names; see also under Domes)
Aristarchus 7-12 (drawings 12), 124-130 (drawings 129), 139-140
Clavius (photo 82)
Herodotus 139-140
Mare Crisium 145-146
Petavius runes 45-47 (schematic drawing 46)
Historical 5-7, 145-146
Luminescence 45
Lunar Training Program 104-105
Nomenclature 27-29, 105
Observing 71, 75-78, 140-141, 143, 167-169, 174-175, 176-177, 215
Photographs of 82, 178-179, 192-193
Photography of 42-44, 49-55
Ranger photographs 175
Rilles 45-47
Spiral craters 177
Surface layer 92-93
Surveyor I 191-194
Terminator deformations 75-78
Volcanic material on 16
Neptune
Observing 108, 142, 176, 215
Observing (miscellaneous)
Lunar, planetary, and cometary prospects
December, 1965 35-36
February, 1966 70-71
March-April, 1966 106-108
May-July, 1966 140-143
August-September, 1966 175-177
November-December, 1966 215-216
Planets (general)
Occultations of 70
Photography of 42-44, 187-191
Pluto
Occultation of a star 144
Satellites (see under individual planets)
Saturn
Belts 99-102
Drawings
Latitudes0
s1T-0 -102
i
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Saturn (continued)
Observing 35, 70, 98-104, 107, 142, 170-171, 176, 179-180, 215
Photograph (cover issue Nos. 9-10)
Rings 73-75, 102-103, 1)2, 170-171, 179-180
Satellites 103-104, 212-213
Section Report 98-104 (drawings 101), 170-171
Uranus
Observing 71, 107-108, 142, 176
Satellites 88-89, 177-178, 214, 215
Venus
Ashen light 149-154, 162
Auroral activity 149-154
Book about 123
Cusp-bands 154-156
Cusp-caps 154-156
Drawings 136-138, 159-161, 163-165
Extended cusps 164
Halo 164
Limb band 157-158
Markings on 134-138, 141
Observing 35, 70, 106-107, 132-138, 154-165, 175-176, 215
Phase 156-157
Section Report 132-138, 154-165
Simultaneous observations 158-160
Terminator 157
Author Index (references are to pages)
Bartlett, James C. Jr.
-----Baum, R
Bornhurst, Larry C.
(and T. A. Cragg)
----Chapman, Clark R.
Cragg, T. A.
Cragg, T. A. (and L. C.
Bornhurst)
- -- --.
Cruikshank, Dale P.
.

------ (and W. K Hartmann)
Delano, Kenneth J.
------.
Eastman, F. Jack, Jr.
Giffen, Charles H.
Goodman, Joel W.
Haas, Walter H.

Aristarchus, The East Wall Bright Spot
Aristarchus, The South Wall Bright Spot
and the Southern Area
Some Nineteenth Century Observations of
Lunar Transient Phenomena
Saturn's Edgewise Ring Presentation
during 1966
The 1964-65 Apparition of Saturn
A Preliminary Report upon the 1965-1966
Saturn Apparition
A Note Concerning the Official IAU Lunar
Nomenclature
Saturnian Satellite Diameters from
Eclipse Phenomena
Saturn's Edgewise Ring Presentation
during 1966
The 1964-1965 Apparition of Saturn
A Preliminary Report upon the 1965-1966
Saturn Apparition
Planetological Fragments - I
Pl
Planetological Fragments - II
Planetological Fragments - III
Planetological Fragments - IV
James V. Marshall
Venus Section Report - Evening Apparition
1963-1964. I.
Venus Section Report - Evening Apparition
1963-1964. II.
Index of Volume 18 (1964) of The Strolling
Astronomer
Theories Regarding the Canals of Mars
Observing Lunar Domes
Measuring Planetary Photographs
Visual Longitude Determinations on Jupiter
The Coming Quest for Life on Mars
Lunar, Planetary, and Cometary Prospects,
Oct.-Dec. 1965
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7- 12
124-130
145-146
73- 75
98-104
170-171

212-213

7:: 7
91
0:
1
9i
1:0
2:17
45
123-124
132
132-138
154-165
55- 62
12- 15
146-149
187-191
29- 35
181-183
35- 36
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Lunar, Planetary, and Cometary Prospects,
Jan.-Feb. 1966
Lunar and Planetary Prospects, March-Apr.
1966
Lunar and Planetary Prospects, May-July
1966
Lunar and Planetary Prospects, Aug.-Sept.
1966
Lunar, Planetary, and Cometary Prospects,
-•
Nov.-Dec. 1966
Hartmann, W. K. (and D. P.
Index of Volume 18 (1964) of The Strolling
Cruikshank
Astronomer
Hodgson, Richard G.
Observations of the Planet Jupiter during
the Apparition of 1965-1966
Johnson, Craig L.
Predicted Shadow Transits of the Satellites
of Uranus in 1966
Larson, Steve
A Comet Orbit Model
Levine, Joel S.
On The Possibility of Auroral Activity
on Venus
McCann, T. C.
Petavius Rilles
Mackal, Paul K.
Latitude Deviations of the NEBn and NEBs
of Jupiter
Milan, Dennis
ALPO Comets Section Report: Comet Everhart
1964h
ALPO Comets Section Report: Comet Ikeya
1964f
ALPO Comets Section Preliminary Report
on Comet Ikeya-Seki 1965f
Comets Section News: Jan. 1966
Additional Drawings and Photographs of
Comet Ikeya-Seki 1965f
ALPO Comets Section Report: Daylight
Observations of Comet Ikeya-Seki 1965f
Moore, Patrick
From Nelson's Notebooks
Olivarez, Jose
Some Remarks on the Recent Dark Streak on
Jupiter's NEB
The Tobias Mayer-Milichius-Hortensius
Domes
Oliver, Jos6 M. (and A. Ribera) Strange Similarities between Frame 11 of
the Mariner IV Photographs of Mars
and the Lunar Region Clavius
Osypowski, Thomas (and T. Pope) High Resolution Lunar and Planetary
Photography
Pope, Thomas (and T. Osypowski) High Resolution Lunar and Planetary
Photography
Ribera, Antonio (and Jos4 M.
Strange Similarities between Frame 11 of
Oliver)
the Mariner IV Photographs of Mars
and the Lunar Region Clavius
Ricker, Charles L.
Lunar Transient Phenomena: A New ALPO
Program
Lunar Transient Phenomena: ALPO Participation in the Recent NASA Alert
Squyres, H. P.
An Electronic Image Converter for Lunar
and Planetary Astronomy
Wend, Richard E.
The 1965 Annual Convention of the ALPO
The Doubling of Jovian Satellite Shadows
The 1963-1964 Apparition of Jupiter
The 1966 Tucson Convention of the ALPO
Westfall, John E.
Additions to the ALPO Lunar Photograph
Library - III
Additions to the ALPO Lunar Photograph
Library - IV. Mariner IV Photographs
Lunar Terminator Deformations
Additions to the ALPO Lunar Photograph
Library - V. Surveyor I Lunar
Photographs and One Amateur Photograph
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70- 72
106-108
140-143
175-177
215-216
55- 62
171-173
88- 89
47- 49
149-154
45- 47
118-123
1- 5
37- 41
62- 68
90- 92
94- 97
206-212
5- 7
169-170
195-198
81- 86
42- 44
42- 44
81- 86
167-168
194-195
183-187
21- 25
79- 80
109-118
199-206
49- 51
52- 55
75- 78
191-194
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Wood, C. A.

Thoughts on Lunar Nomenclature
First Announcement of the 1966 ALPO
Convention
The Fourteenth Convention of the ALPO
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BOOK REVIEWS
Solar Radio Astronomy by Mikul R. Kundu, John Wiley & Sons, 1965, 660 pages, $19.75
Reviewed by Dale P. Cruikshank
It is curious that two comprehensive treatises--the first two--on a subject barely
twenty-five years old should appear in a single year. Kundu's book has a Soviet counterpart, Radio-emission of the Sun and Planets, by Zheleznyakov (Radioizlucheniya Solntsa i
PlanyeT7Tat also appeared in 19. Both Kundu and Zheleznyakov refer often to one another's research, which speaks strongly for the increased scientific communication between
East and West in recent years.
Kundu's book is an excellent and authoritative review of an important and heavily
populated scientific subject. His systematic treatment begins with a review of optical features of solar activity. The discussion quickly turns to the descriptive and quantitative
study of solar radio radiation. The several components of solar radio emission are discussed, beginning with the radiation from the quiet sun, then the slowly varying component,
and then solar radio bursts at various wavelengths. Solar radio bursts are classified int:
several distinctive types, and each of these is discussed in some detail. Modern results
on solar X-ray emission are also reviewed. The relationship of solar activity to geomagnetic storms is treated in a chapter which also concerns solar cosmic rays. The outer corona
is the subject of another chapter. Radar observations of the sun are relatively recent and
are discussed in some detail. The final chapter reviews satellite observations of solar
activity.
This book is suitable for a text in a graduate astronomy or physics course on solar
radio astronomy. Beginners could find some material and pictures of interest, but an understanding of the text requires a thorough grounding in physics and mathematics. Modern astronomy is characterized by this requirement. Books of this type are extraordinarily important to graduate students who lack the time (or motivation) to review a subject completely
through published papers. The price of this book (and many other contemporary texts on to
nical subjects) will strike fear into the hearts of the graduate students, and these will
the people who need it most.
The utility of this book is greatly enhanced by an extensive list of references to
published papers and books. An adequate index is also included. The book is well produce:
with many diagrams and half-tones. It is to be highly recommended to specialists in the
field and to advanced students who need a comprehensive review of a rapidly growing subject.
This book will probably see later editions as the field advances.
4R8888:
An astronomical trilogy by Antonio Paluzie-Borrell
Reviewed by James C. Bartlett, Jr.
Since the charming publications considered below are all very brief, I have thought
it best to include them in a single review under three separate headings as follows:
No. 5,

Names of the Plough; Antonio Paluzie-Borrell. Irish Astronomical Journal, Vol. 4,
7 pages.

mz7.?r, 1957;

Into this small compass the author has packed a surprising amount of information,
much of which will be new to those of us only hazily acquainted with the rich folklore underlying constellational nomenclature. Everyone has heard of Charles' Wain, the Plough,
the Great Bear, and so on; but is it generally known that our familiar Big Dipper is also
a holy cart which conveys the souls of the departed to the Holy Land? Or that in addition
to a bear, Ursa Major has also been a moose, a boar, an elephant, and even a porcupine?
Paluzle-Borrell ranges widely over time and geography to bring us these and other
startling tid-bits from many lands and peoples in a pleasantly written paper which should
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L-e in every antiquarian's library whether he be an astronomer or otherwise.
The Names of Orion and its Stars; Antonio Paluzfe-Borrell. Annals of the Finnish
Academy of Sciences, Helsinki, 1961; 11 pages.
Well printed in English on slick paper and very easy to read. Here we are introduced not only to the various historical names of the constellation but also to those of its
ncipal stars. As in the paper on the Plough, examples are taken from many ages, peoples,
and climes; and considerable attention is given to the etymology, especially of Arabic
names. Readers of star lore who may have been badly puzzled by the innumerable variants
of Betelgeuse will be happy to find the explanation in Prof. Paluzfe's paper. Highly recommended for all who have an interest in the history of this great constellation, particularly as applied to its nomenclature.
The Names of the Minor Planets and their Meanings; Antonio Paluzfe-Borrell. Published by Jean Meeus, Kesselberg Sterrenwacht, Kessl-Lo, Beligum, 1963; 112 pages of text, 2
pages of references.
In this, the most ambitious of the three publications, the author has provided us
with a handy compendium of over 1600 asteroids arranged numerically in the order of discovery. A minor fault might be found in the failure to include discovery dates in all but one
or two cases; but the work does not profess to be a chronology, only an exposition of the
names of the minor planets and their meanings. In this goal it succeeds admirably well.
Some of the explanations seem rather too brief, and in a fair number of cases the
names alone are given without comment, presumably because the reasons for so naming these
particular asteroids are unknown; but in the majority of cases an exposition is given ranging from brief to full treatment. Along the way a surprising amount of historical, mythological, and literary information is woven into the text to make this a highly desirable
addition to anyone's library.
These three publications are equally for the specialist in astronomical nomenclature
and for the general reader who feels the magic of antiquity. Moreover, all three are in
English. In his preface to The Names of the Minor Planets the author reminds us that this
work is but part of a book on "celestial onomastics" which he hopes to publish soon. One
can but await it impatiently.
H X53

Mariner IV to Mars, by Willy Ley, The New American World Library, Inc., New York, N.Y.,
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3

TTICTToo. Paperback.

1966.

Reviewed by Rodger W. Gordon
Mr. Ley is at his best in this easy to read and up to date account of Martian research. He begins by giving us a historical view of the planet as seen by scientists and
science-fiction writers. Included are some of the earliest telescopic observations of the
planet and also the speculations of men such as Huyghens and Herschel. Next, he introduces
us to several novels related to Mars. One is the well-known story by H. G. Wells. All the
authors of these novels interlaced their writings of fantasy with a sprinkling of science
here and there in order to make their works have an air of authenticity about them.
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Ley then gives us a view of the orbit of Mars together with a list of oppositions up
to 1975. Another chapter deals with the moons of Mars, their "predictions" by Swift and
Voltaire, and also a fair treatment of the orbital decay of Phobos. He presents the fine
views of Mars as seen by a famous astronomer or physicist of his era, and a full treatment
of the views held by Schiaparelli, Lowell, and Arrhenius. Perhaps the most interesting from
the historical viewpoint are those of Schiaparelli and Lowell. Ley argues for Lowell when
he states, "Lowell had many interesting things to tell about the canals - statements that
are still surprising and which have neither been explained in the meantime nor satisfactorily explained away." After presenting these views, a full description of what occurred during the historic Mariner IV flight is given and in such vivid detail that it makes one almost believe he is sitting in one of the rooms at J P L hearing the data come in. In the
last chapter Ley states his views for a "super-Mariner" which would take a set of photos
starting at about 50,000 miles from Mars and taking a series every 5,000 miles. Perhaps if
this had been done with Mariner IV, we might know what areas were photographed with more
precision than one areocentric degree.
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Ley states that no canals were photographed despite the fact that Mariner IV crossed some of them, but he adds that we might have such a detailed view of what we call a
"canal" at long range that we don't recognize it. He also points out (as many experts on
Mars have done since) that the season was wrong. However, several authorities such as Dr.
Clyde Tombaugh, a well-known member of the A.L.P.O., and Dr. Frank Salisbury, noted exobiologist, have claimed detection of several canal-like lines in at least seven Mariner IV
photos. Thus, Mr. Ley's statement must be treated with reserve.
The appendix contains all the usual numerical data for Mars and also an ingenious
calendar devised by Dr. I. M. Levitt of the Fels Planetarium of the Franklin Institute.
This calendar is in error by only one day in 10,000 years. A section of photographs by
early workers and 16 of the Mariner photos are placed between pages 96 and 97. The book
can be enjoyed by anyone with an interest in astronomy.

The ilasa, A Fundamental Survey, by Ralph B. Baldwin, McGraw-Hill, 1965, 149 + viii pages,
Reviewed by William O. Roberts
While I was reading Dr. Baldwin's book recently, the daily press announced release
of a detailed photograph of the lunar landscape in the vicinity of Copernicus, taken from
an elevation of 28 miles. The accompanying picture showed a scene that would do credit tc
a science-fiction illustrator. This incident underlined a very important question that a
reviewer needs to consider when presenting his reasons for reporting favorably on a contemporary technical book. Why should anyone bother to acquire, or even to read, such a work
when it is already outdated? Isn't one better off keeping abreast of the times with periodicals? After completing the reading, I got out Baker's Astronomy, 1946 edition, and
read the lunar sections. It was worthy of note that there was not one single mention of
the meteoritic impact theory of lunar crater formation. This is a rather extreme case of
textbook obsolescence, to be sure, but illustrative of the principle involved.
The Moon was written after the completion of the Ranger program and includes a section on the interpretation of the Ranger VII photographs, as well as material on the early
Russian pictures of the far side of the moon. It then becomes a relatively simple matter
to combine this basic text with an investigation of the results of Surveyor I and the Lunar Orbiters 1 and 2, and to come through with a very up-to-the-minute picture.
The author was one of the earlier modern supporters of the meteoritic impact theory;
and he does not hesitate to introduce controversial questions, leaving little room for
doubt as to what his opinions are. The book's discussions on impact vs. vulcanism, and on
the deep-dust layer bear witness to this. The arguments are clear, persuasive, and decorously presented. One could say that clarity is a conspicuous attribute of this work, and
this feature becomes quite evident in the sections on orbital mechanics and the tides.
This book is a survey, fifteen chapters long, covering the essentials of our knowledge of the moon, presented on a college-undergraduate level. There is some math, not
necessary to the general understanding of the material, but well worth extra attention from
those who would like to penetrate more deeply into the subject. Not much of this material
appears to be more than incidentally useful to the techniques of a systematic lunar observer; but for the amateur who would like to extend his horizons beyond the limits of the
popularized account, this concise and practical textbook should prove very attractive indeed. And to answer the question posed earlier in this review, a book of this sort222
contain enough relevant information to continue to serve very well as the "fundamental
survey" it purports to be through many more advances in our knowledge of the moon.
In the attempt to turn out a modernistic looking publication, the publisher has resorted to tricky typographical layouts which tend to be confusing and out of keeping with
the text. There are eight half-tone plates and a small reproduction of the USAF Lunar Reference Mosaic, which items prove helpful in illustrating lunar surface features under discussion; and there are a number of useful figures. The index is adequate; there is no bibliography, but a brief list of books for further reading is given in the preface.
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MERSENIUS, A MAJOR CRATER OF PLUTONIC ORIGIN
By: Kenneth J.. Delano, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder
(Paper read at the Fourteenth A.L.P.O. Convention at Tucson,
Arizona, August 26-28, 1966.)
Despite the great success of lunar probes, particularly in close-up photography of
• moon's surface, the question of whether the moon's craters are largely of plutonic or
of meteoritic origin is still debatable. However, one type of lunar formation, the blisters on the moon which are referred to as lunar domes, is clearly non-meteoritic in origin.
Lamar domes are generally found in the maria, and there is nothing to suggest that they
could be the results of the impacts of meteorites. A meteorite might leave a rebound dome
at the center of impact within the crater it produces, but the immediate area of the average lunar dome shows no sign whatsoever of present or past crater walls encircling it.
:ImiLerally, lunar domes have to be taken to be of an internal origin.
On March 4, 1966 I was observing the moon at colongitude 53'4, which is about the
t_me when the 51-mile crater Mersenius most favorably reveals its remarkably convex floor.
e it looked like one huge dome occupying the entire crater floor. The only thing distinguishing this dome from the other large lunar domes is the fact that Mersenius' dome is
encircled, and to some extent is encroached upon, by crater walls. If lunar domes are of
4.r. internal origin, and lunar craters might be either of an internal or external (i.e.,
-:eteoritic) origin, then finding an average-looking, large dome within a not much larger
:rater speaks well for a plutonic origin of the entire crater.
The domically uplifted floor of Mersenius has an approximate diameter of about 33
tiles. It is a large dome, but there are comparable ones which lie by themselves outside
crater. The Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers and the British Astronomical
Association have been making a study of lunar domes and have compiled a joint catalog of
129 domes. While most of these domes are less than 10 miles in diameter, there are six of
them even more than 20 miles in diameter. Most notable are the 40-mile-diameter RUmker
formation in Sinus Rorisl and the 37-mile-diameter dome southeast (IAU) of Vitruvius.2
Like all other large domes, the dome occupying Mersenius' floor shows much surface
detail, particularly in the form of craterlets and clefts. Unlike the average dome, Mersenius' dome does not have the near-circular outline characteristic of domes, but this
difference appears to be due to the encroaching walls or to large masses from the crater's
-galls having fallen and more or less buried the lower slopes of the dome in places.
It is not merely the existence of a large dome within Mersenius that leads me to
favor a plutonic as opposed to a meteoritic origin for the crater. A series of observations and an examination of available photographs revealed further reason for believing in
Mersenius' plutonic origin. What follows is a listing of the colongitudes at the times of
my own observations and the colongitudes of photographs I have examined. At Mersenius'
location lunar sunrise occurs at col. 49°, noon at col. 139°, and sunset at col. 229°. As
can be seen from what follows, good coverage of Mersenius under varying conditions of solar illumination was obtained.
co
63.3
64.1
75.4
76.9
82.5
102.3
120.1
152.5
165.1
177.4
190.1
201.3
214.5

Observations
date (1966)
17,77 4
May 3
July 1
May 4
July 2
June 3
Mar. 8
Apr. 8
May 10
July 9
July 10
Mar. 15
July 12
July 13

Photographs
col.
7Tri.
57.1
63.8
67.0
68.4
78.8
127.6
172.0
172.3
181.9
201.9
202.0
202.6
203.7
210.9
229.1

March 4,,1966 photo by K. J. Delano
KPLA E613
KPAM LXXXVI4
ALPO Lunar Photograph Library - PSM-7
KPLA F6-f (s-34)
KPLA F6-b
KPLA F6-c
Plate XVII of Lick Observatory series
KPLA E6-c and E6-f (S-29)
KPAM CLXIIa
KPLA E6-a
Ski & Telescope, Vol. XV, No. 9, p. 395
KPLA F6-a
az & Telescope, Vol. XXXI, No. 3, center
KPAM CXLIX
KPLA F6-d
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Figure 6. The crater of Kilauea in Hawaii. The
north wall is in the upper right. See also text.

Figure 7. Mersenius and vicinity c
Plate F6-b of Kuiperts Photographic
Lunar Atlas. Colongitude 7848. Ty
arrows-Ta71 out the three dark spc-~
in the now indistinguishable dark
on the west wall of Mersenius. LtrIzz
south at top, lunar west (IAU sense:
at right. See also text.
-N-x*
ShOrtly after sunrise on Mersenius, a long,
dark shadow is seen running along the interior northwest (IAU) wall of Mersenius. This shadow marks
the location of a very prominent terrace, which is
also quite evident half-way down the south wall as
well. Because the east, and particularly the nort=.
walls of Mersenius have undergone considerable frasmentation from the very top down to the floor, a
singularly conspicuous inner terrace is not seen along these walls. A cross section of Merseniusi
west wall from the top of the rim to the floor
display 1) a sharp descent at first, 2) then a leveling out at the halfway point where what appears
to be a narrow plateau is located, 3) followed by :
Figure 8. Mersenius and vicinity on
little rise (which causes the dark shadow at sunriPlate CXLIX of Kopalts Photographic
4) and finally a resumption of the descent to the
Atlas of the Moon. Colongitude
floor at a more gradual angle than the upper wallts
210i'85. The two pointers bracket the
slope. Observations suggest a similar profile for
extent of the dark ray on the west
the south wall. Thus Mersenius appears to be a crc.wall. Lunar south at top, lunar west
ter in which an inner concentric crater, almost by::
(IAU sense) at right.
not quite as large, developed within the original
crater. The narrow plateau marks the original cra*
5
*
ter floor, and what is now the floor common to the two concentric craters is entirely oco:pied by a huge dome. It is easy to imagine that the present dome is the third of three
successively smaller domes to have formed at the site, and that if this third dome had e_
ted and collapsed, a third concentric crater, almost equal in size to its enclosing two,
would have been formed. The inner terrace which we see was formed by the upward thrust of
the second of two massive eruptions by Mersenius. The first eruption had formed the present rim of Mersenius; and some time later a second explosive event formed yet another rim,
which we now see as a terrace, within the crater.
Instead of collapsing and forming a third and slightly smaller concentric crater,
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=ne damical uplift of Mersenius' floor appears to have survived the strains of the uplifting magma which caused it. The numerous craterlets and clefts criss-crossing the entire
tom appear to have been sufficient escape valves for the release of declining volcanic
farces. It is interesting to note that the formation of a dome marks the final stage of
-,=lcanic activity here on earth, and we may presume the same for the moon.
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Volcanologists also tell us that the final stages of volcanic activity are marked
r7 lesser outbreaks along the periphery of where the most recent major activity took place,
=.e., along the edges of a new crater. Mersenius displays this aspect of declining vulcan_z= also. The several craterlets along its uppermost rim mark the decline of the original
=rater-causing plutonic activity. In this matter of rim craters, Mersenius compares well
with the three-mile-wide volcanic crater of Kilauea in Hawaii (Figure 6). Like Kilauea,
Mersenius has a very large rim crater and also a similar breakthrough of its upper walls.
he breakthrough of Mersenius upper wall lies on the west rim and is best shown on Plate
FS-a of Kuiper's Photographic Lunar Atlas. The decline of the final thrust of plutonic
activity, the thrust which produced the domical floor, might have left the curious dark
be peripheral to the dome. The dark band lies along the border between Mersenius' lower
west wall and the dome's western base. It is visible from sunrise to sunset (Figure 8) except for a period between col. 78° and col. 160°. Between colongitudes 78° and 160° only
three segments of this band, appearing as three rounds dark spots, are visible. Immediatey before and after this period the three spots can be seen for a time as darker spots wi=nin a dusky band (Figure 7). The three dark spots bear much resemblance to dark halo craers such as are to be found in Alphonsus, although I have not been able to see any central
craterlet or pit in the Mersenius dark spots. The dark band, which contains the three
spots and which can fade from sight almost completely at definite solar elevations, calls
=a mind the behavior of many dark radial bands within some craters, notably those of Arisarchus. If small, round, dark spots similar to those of Alphonsus are considered to be
the locales of the more recent lunar vulcanism, then perhaps the dark bands are also the
-esult of the more recent vulcanism. Mersenius does reveal a relationship between dark
spots and dark bands.
Besides a marked terrace on its inner wall, a domical floor, and features indica =ive of declining, peripheral volcanism, Mersenius presents still another reason for holding to a plutonic origin. Except for the upper west, south, and southeast walls which are
cite steep, the slopes of Mersenius' walls are about 20 degrees, judging by the speckled zrey, ghostly shadows they exhibit at a solar altitude of 20 degrees. Such a speckled-grey
appearance could be due to huge boulders both catching sunlight and casting shadows, or
:,he appearance may also be due to minute terracing of the kind displayed by a section of
Kilauea's north wall (Figure 6). Part of Kilauea's north wall appears to have sunken in a
somewhat step-like manner into an underlying magma chamber no longer able to support the
weight of the walls at that point. Mersenius now has steep upper walls in the west, south,
and southwest. The other walls show an even, gentle gradation from floor to rim. A sinking of the walls in step-like fashion into a magma chamber once capable of supporting the
walls can account for their present appearance. We might even expect such to be the case
on the basis of a huge dome's being on the crater's floor - a sign of weakening plutonic
forces or of withdrawal of underlying magma.
In presenting this paper, it has been my intention to call attention to a way of approaching the question of the origin of the moon's craters. Instead of speaking of craters
in general, or even in general categories, I have chosen to take one crater, to examine it
closely, and to see whether it gives evidence strongly favoring either the plutonic or the
neteoritic theory of origin. For Mersenius I find strong evidence of a plutonic origin.
Notes
1) cf. The Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 14,
XX, Number 4, p. 219.
2) cf. The Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 13,
3) The abbreviation KPLA refers to Gerard
by the Univ. of Chicago Press.
4) The abbreviation KPAM refers to Zdenek
shed by the Academic Press.

Numbers 5-6, pp.

95-6, or fky & Telescope, Vol.

Numbers 11-12, pp. 137-140.
Kuiper's Photographic Lunar Atlas, published
Kopal's Photographic Atlas of The Moon, publi-

Note la Editor on Comet Magnitudes Formula. In Mr. Bortle's article on pages 64 and
65 there are a nuMber of references to equations for expressing stellar magnitudes of comets. He uses M for the stellar magnitude, r for the heliocentric distance in astronomical
units, and
for the distance from the earth in astronomical units. The coefficient of
log r varies for different comets, as does the "absolute magnitude" term for both distances
equal to unity.
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The Names of Orion and Its Stars
The Names of the Minor Planets
Names of the Plough, a reprint from the Iris4 Astronomical Journal
7.1ese books are reviewed elsewhere in this issue.
Please write to Mrs. Haas at 2225 Thomas Drive, Las Cruces, New Mexico 88001 if you
rant a list of Library books. These books are intended for the use of all members of the
A.L.P.O. Information about borrowing books will also be supplied upon request; the proce =are is very simple. The Librarian will be glad for any books on astronomy or related
eaiences which you may have for donation.

)ec-'

An Appeal for Book Reviews. Mr. J. Russell Smith, the A.L.P.O. Book Review Editor,
recently wrote as follows: "Every astronomer, amateur or professional, enjoys a good book
related to his work or his hobby. Not only does he enjoy reading, but this is one way he
keeps up with what is new in his field. Too, by reading, he learns more about a subject
which he is very interested.
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"The ALPO is an organization which exists because of the interests and cooperation
of its members as well as because of the efforts and money put into it by its members. It
ices receive a few books from publishers for review, but most of the reviews published are
from members who purchase a new book occasionally or who have new books available in one
ay or another. When you purchase a new book, I'm sure that the other members of the ALPO
would appreciate your sharing information on the book with them by submitting a review to
▪ official journal, The Strolling Astronomer.
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"Many of our members are specialists in some field, and these members are better qua than some of the rest of us to review books in their field. This is one area where
. specialist could render a great service to the combined membership of the ALPO. I feel
▪
the members would greatly appreciate reviews by these specialists.
"In order that we do not have a duplication of works, as has sometimes occurred, ple-:e write me when you decide to do a review. Remember, our ALPO is what we make it!"
LUNAR, PLANETARY, AND COMETARY PROSPECTS: MARCH-MAY, 1967
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By: Walter H. Haas, Director A.L.P.O.
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Mercury. This planet is at inferior conjunction on March 4, at greatest elongation
(28° from the sun) on March 31, at superior conjunction on May 11, and at greatest
s:ongation east on June 12. It will thus be in the morning sky during most of March and
April, but the low tilt of the ecliptic to the horizon makes this apparition an unfavorable one to observe in northern latitudes. The subsequent May-June evening apparition will
so much more rewarding for observers in the United States, and Mercury will be at aphelion
an June 29. Therefore, the slower motion of the planet in its orbit will allow it to be
followed for a longer period of time in May and June than is usually possible.

•
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Observers of Mercury would do well to study Mr. Hodgson's discussion of research projects for this planet in Str. A., Vol. 20, Nos. 1-2, pp. 7-8. The writer would once again
invite ALPO observers to make an earnest effort to determine the rotation in optical wavelengths.
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Venus. This planet will be a brilliant Evening Star throughout the spring. IntenIing observers should read Mr. Cruikshank's note on pages 45 and 46 of this issue. The
rlanet will be gibbous; the value of K, the proportion of the disk illuminated by the sun,
aill be 0.87 on March 15, 0.78 on April 15, and 0.67 on May 15. Members equipped to make
photographs of Venus in ultraviolet light are encouraged to do so.
kkil. This planet will be at opposition on April 15. The closest approach to the
1rth win occur on April 21, when the apparent angular diameter will attain a maximum valof 15757. Intending observers of Mars will profit from reading Mr. Richard Wend's "The
Forthcoming 1967 Apparition of Mars" in Str. A., Vol. 20, Nos. 1-2, pp. 5-6. Observing
forms may be obtained from Mr. Brasch, our A.L.P.O. Mars Recorder. Certain physical data
about the current apparition are tabulated below.
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Date
1967, April 1
April 16
May 1
May 16

Diameter

Tilt

14'15
15.5
15.4
14.3

+19°
+20
+22
+23

C.M. at
U.T.

Heliocentric
Longitude
198°
205
212
219

249°
118
347
214

Thus the north pole is tipped toward the earth by almost the maximum amount possible. 1"7- summer solstice of the northern hemisphere fell on February 16, 1967 (the heliocentric lc-Lgitude was then 178:) The Martian season is hence early summer in the northern hemisphere
and early winter in the southern hemisphere. The central meridian increases at a rate of
about 14:6 per hour as the planet rotates; this fact and the values in the table above
will allow rough values of the C.M. to be obtained quickly.
Jupiter. This planet was in opposition on January 20. It will hence be advantageously located in the evening sky throughout the spring. The declination of Jupiter will
be near +21° in March-May so that the planet is well placed in the sky for observers in --.
United States. The A.L.P.O. Jupiter Handbook is still in stock and furnishes good guidelines for worthwhile amateur studies. The handbook can be ordered from the Editor; the
price is 50 cents.
Writing on February 27, 1967, Mr. Wend calls attention to a Disturbance in the Sou:Tropical Zone at 235°(II), reported by P. Budine and confirmed by W. Moser. It was firs:
seen as a dark diagonal on January 21. The famous Red Spot has been very active in recen:
months and should be watched closely.
Saturn. The Ringed Planet will be in conjunction with the sun on March 23. It will
not be7olEvable to much purpose in the morning sky before the beginning of May. Early
risers can then help us by making the kinds of observations discussed in recent Saturn Reports. In the middle of May the earth will be about seven degrees south of the plane of
the rings, which will be correspondingly much more widely opened than during the 1966-7
edgewise apparition.
The recent discovery of a tenth satellite of Saturn will already be known to many :f
our readers. Mr. Alan Heath, the B.A.A. Saturn Section Director, wrote on February 5, 1'17:
that the B.A.A. Computing Section is satisfied that Mr. Patrick Moore has seen this satellite on about six occasions with a 10-inch refractor at Armagh. This news should encourart
possessors of reasonably large apertures to search for the new satellite. It will cert-1-ly be more difficult than Mimas, long the innermost known satellite.
Uranus and Neptune. The table below gives the positions of these distant planets
the coming months. Uranus will be at opposition on March 13, when its angular diameter
be 3'J96. Neptune will reach opposition on May 14, when its angular diameter will be 275:.
The two star positions given below may help in finding the faint planets by assisting differential settings of telescopes. Readers are reminded of Mr. Leonard Abbey's special
ject on the satellites of Uranus, pages 44-45 of this issue.
Object
Uranus, April 1
Uranus, May 1
Uranus, June 1
Beta Leonis (Denebola)
Neptune, April 1
Neptune, May 1
Neptune, June 1
Alpha Scorpii (Antares)

Right Ascension
11h30m26s
11 26 46
11 25 30
11 47 23
15 28 27
15 25 43
15 22 22
16 27 23

Declination
+4° 4'
+4 27
+4 34
+14 45
-17 3
-16 53
-16 40
-26 22

Moon. A total lunar eclipse on April 24, 1967 will be but poorly and partially et servabn7Ver most of the United States. The moon enters the umbra at 10h25m, U.T.; totality lasts from 11h27m to 12h46m; and the moon leaves the umbra at 13h48m, U.T. Mr. Ica hihiko Osawa of Kyoga, Japan has kindly submitted a long list of umbral contact times fcr
lunar features. These will be helpful in reducing whatever observations of this kind are
received. Other possible observations are the maximum detectability of penumbral shadow
and "lunar transient phenomena" during the eclipse.
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Figure 11 is a praiseworthy drawing of a lunar dome by a beginning lunar observer.
Mr. Watts' general drawing style is excellent. This dome near Kies will be very well
lighted near 4h, U.T. on April 19 (or on the evening of April 18 by civil time in the Uni7.ed States).
Lunar Recorder Kenneth Delano has again submitted a list of domes favorably positioned for study in the coming months. Local civil time double dates are here employed;
March 20/21, for example, is the night which begins on March 20 and ends on March 21.
Date (1967)
March 20/21
22/23
23/24
29/30
April 2/3
3/4
6/7
12/13
14/15
15/16
17/18
20/21
21/22
22/23
28/29
29/30

xi eta
-458+130
-717+345
-895+059
+593+131
-232-467
-458+137
-900+005
+777-318
+507+184
+269+300
-138+447
-717+345
-643+651
-931-071
+510+200
+255+304

Long.

Lat.

-27°30'
-49 49'
-63 37'
+36 44'
-15 13'
-27 32'
-64 101
+55 03'
+31 04'
+16 331
-08 531
-49 49'
-57 55'
-68 581
+31 22'
+15 32'

+07°29' One of seven N. of Hortensius.
+20 13' S. of Herodotus.
+03 23' One of three E. of Hevelius.
+07 32' S. of Cauchy. Prominent.
-27 511 N. of Pitatus.
+07 53' One of seven N. of Hortensius.
+04 05' SE of Hevelius.
-18 351 SW of Vendelinus.
+10 38' One of several N. of Sina.
+17 29' N. of Menelaus.
+26 37' S. of Birt.
+20 13' S. of Herodotus.
+40 38' RUnker.
-04 051 On Grimaldi's floor.
+11 34'
One of several N. of Sina.
+17 441
N. of Menelaus.

Remarks

Figure 11. Dome west of Kies (IAU directions),
about one-half the crater's diameter from the west
rim of Kies. Drawing by Donald Watts. 6-inch reflector, 158X. June 28, 1966, 3h20m, U.T. Mr.
Watts estimated the dome to be 15 kms. in diameter.
Seeing 3, transparency 6. Colongitude 2846. Note
the obvious central craterlet and the flattened
top of the dome as revealed by the shape of the
shadow. This feature is one of the more conspicuous domes on the moon. Its positional designation is xi = -366, eta = -453Cometary Notes. Observers of comets should subscribe to the cards with current news
'_rnished by Mr. Dennis Milon, the A.L.P.O. Comets Recorder. Comet Wild (1967c) will be a
eint comet with magnitude remaining near 10.4. Don Wells and Michael McCants have compu73d these orbital elements: passage of perihelion, March 14, 1967; perihelion distance,
L.207 astronomical units; longitude of ascending node, 3174885; argument of perihelion,
189:'649 for 1950; inclination, 884470; eccentricity, 0.999992. Comet Rudnicki is predicted to be near right ascension 20h27T5, declination -20°48' on March 21, 1967 and near 20h
39T4, declination -20°50' on March 31. The predicted magnitude on March 31 is 13.6, much
too faint for most amateur telescopes.
OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
Two Tardy Announcements. We regret that these announcements are out of their proper context.

ob_ot_o
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.1. Reverend Richard Hodgson, the A.L.P.O. Mercury Recorder, requests observers of
Mercury to mail in to him all observations made of the February, 1967 evening apparition.
2. All observations of Jupiter should be submitted to Mr. Richard Wend, the Jupiter
Recorder. Mr. Wend will coordinate the analysis of data by himself and the Assistant Jupiter Recorders.
Luna/ Haloes. Joseph Ashbrook's note on such haloes in Str. A., Vol. 20, Nos. 1-2,
pg. 6 has aroused some reader comment. Philip Glaser writes of intending to pursue this
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pleasant diversion. Douglas Smith of Vinton, Virginia observed a halo several degrees
wide on February 16, 1967 at 3h0m, U.T. The inner edge was easily visible and lay just
past the Pleiades; plotting on an atlas gave right ascension 3/150m, declination +24°. T:
A.E.N.A. position of the moon at the time was right ascension 2n27m, declination +14°31'.
Dividers then gave as the radius of the halo 20'.'2.
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Leonid Meteor Radiant from Photographs. M t.
Editor suggested in the preceding issue that a Prtograph of the Leonid radiant region by Mr. Scot:
Murrell of the New Mexico State University Observatory, Figure 20 on pg. 30 of Str. A., Vol. 20,
1-2, could be used to determine the radiant by extending meteor trails-backward to the area of nea_
intersection. As shown in Figure 12. Mr. Douglas
Smith has done exactly that. His radiant is at
right ascension 10 hrs., 11.5 mins., declination
+21*, epoch 1950. Mr. Smith finds that this pos.
tion is confirmed by two point meteors photograp'nby Mr. David McLean and shown in the January, 19cissue of Sky and Telescope. This radiant has no:
been corrected for the rotation and gravitational
attraction of the earth.

Saturn. The front cover drawing of
turn by Mr. Osawa perhaps needs little con
It was made when the earth was on the unil_
Figure 12. Radiant of Novermber 17, 1966
inated side of the plane of the rings. In
Leonid meteors derived from photograph by
time we hope to report fully on the 1966
Scott Murrell near 12h0m, U.T. Tracing
wise presentation of the rings. The amoun:
by Douglas Smith from Atlas Coeli. Eight
ball detail shown is surprisingly large for
meteors plotted and paths produced backinfa,c.nfinr, rvf ,n441c ic
aperture of 6 inches. The ve7
dark band on the ball a little
NEW: CELESTIAL HANDBOOK, by Robert Burnham, Jr.
low the ring-arms is the shat:v
The most complete Guide-book for observers.
of the rings. Mr. Osawa foun:
Now available Parts 1 and 2, each for only $2.9
ring-arms both faintly visible
NEW: SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY STAR
near the limb of Saturn but r.::
CATALOGUE, 258,997 stars between +90° and
equally well.
-90° Decl. for the Epoch 1950.0 in 4 large
$20.0
ASTROLA NEWTONIAN
volumes
NEW: GUIDE TO MARS, 2nd revised edition, by P•
REFLECTING TELESCOPES
$ 3.0
Moore
These fine Astrola reflectors
NEW: STONEHENGE DECODED, by G. S. Hawkins
$ 5.9
well known to nearly all seri_
NEW: MAN IN THE UNIVERSE, by Fred Hoyle
$ 3.5
telescopic observers. Alread:
NEW: CANON OF SOLAR ECLIPSES, by J. Meeuss
$32.0
number of America's leading - NEW: EXPLORER OF THE UNIVERSE, a biography
and planetary observers are -a
$10.0
of G. E. Hale, by H. Wright
complete Astrola telescopes
THE MOON, by Wilkins and Moore, with the
$12.7
optical components manufacture_
300"-map
$ 6.9
by us. We also sell Brandon
A SURVEY OF THE MOON, by P. Moore
$16.0
other Orthoscopic oculars - 7—
PHOTOGRAPHIC ATLAS OF THE MOON, by Klepesta
cells - tubes - spiders - dia
THE PLANETS, by P. Moore
$ 5.9
THE PLANET JUPITER, by B. Peek
$ 8.2
- mountings, etc.
$12.7
THE PLANET SATURN, by Alexander
Custom Newtonian and Cassegra:
$12.7
THE PLANET URANUS, by Alexander
telescopes from 6 ins. to 2C .
HANDBOOK OF PRACTICAL AMATEUR ASTRONOMY,
aperture made to order.
by P. Moore
$ 5.95
STARLIGHT NIGHTS, by L. C. Peltier
$ 4.9
Used reflectors and refractor:
THE SYSTEM OF MINOR PLANETS, by G. Roth
$ 4.5
always in stock.
THE PLANET MERCURY, by W. Sandner
$ 3.95
SATYLTITES OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM, by W. Sandner $ 6.50
TELESCOPES FOR SKY-GAZING, by H. Paul
$ 4.95
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE
$ 6.5
NORTON'S STAR-ATLAS
$15.0
BEYER-GRAFF STAR-ATLAS
$125.0
CAVE OPITAL COMPANY
BONNER DURCHMUSTERUNG
Write for new free list of astronomical literature
HERBERT A. LUFT
P.O. Box 91
Oakland Gardens, N.Y., 11364
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08:18.0 the star was clearly at last contact. The above observations were essentially continuous; the changes themselves were observed. During the passage a number of minor variations were Superimposed on the major changes. During this period seeing conditions steadily improved; judging from the appearance of Cassinits Division the major fluctuations
could not have been caused by changes in seeing. Furthermore, the transparency of the sky
was constant. Chapman made the interesting observation that the star appeared rather blue
in hue while passing behind Ring A. Indeed, it was felt that the easy visibility of the
star behind the ring was due in large part to the contrast of color. Because of the startE
G spectral type, this aspect cannot be attributed to the starts being intrinsically bluer
than the sunlight illuminating Saturn. None of the observers observed the star well enough behind any of the other rings to comment on its color. Effects involving color have
been reported during previous occultations.
III. Apparent Magnitude Estimates
In order to investigate the existence of a hypothetical dusky ring exterior to Ring
A, estimates of the magnitude of the star were made before and after the occultation by
Hartmann and Chapman. It was found that the brightness of the star fell within the range
of Titan, Rhea, and Dione (mv = 8.39, 9.73, and 10.44 respectivelY4 based on Harris, 1961);
therefore, estimates of the apparent brightness of the star could be made consistently to
two-tenths of a magnitude. The two sets of independent observations indicated that the
star dimmed as it approached the rings. It was found, however, that the observed magnitude of the star was one and a half magnitudes fainter than that given above, which suggested that the starts appearance was affected by the proximity of the bright image of Saturn.
Two days later, after the star had moved well away from Saturn, Hartmann again made magnitude estimates of the star by the same technique. The star then appeared somewhat brighter (with Saturn in the field). When Saturn was moved out of the field, leaving only some
comparison satellites and the star, the magnitude estimates were compatible with the listet
magnitude. These observations show that the apparent brightness of the star was decreased
by a contrast effect as it approached Saturn. The uncertainties introduced by this effect
make conclusions about an outer ring unreliable; visual magnitude estimates of such phenomena must be viewed with caution.
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THE OBSERVATION OF LUNAR DOMES
By Kenneth J. Delano, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder
Lunar domes are perhaps the most elusive features on the moon, for two reasons.
First, by blending in with their surroundings they become undetectable when the sun is
more than three to seven degrees high at their locations. Secondly, when the domes are
close enough to the terminator to present their best appearance, even the easiest ones to
see can be overlooked since by their very nature lunar domes are not sharply defined.
They are low, rounded objects with gradual slopes capable of displaying neither brilliant,
eye-catching sunward slopes nor dark, sharply defined shadows. However, there are a few
exceptions, such as some of those pictured on page 196 of the Nov.-Dec., 1965 (Vol. 19,
#11-12) issue of The Strolling Astronomer. In that photograph the domes north of Hortensius and another dome west (IAUTSTEITChius have slopes of above average steepness, and
as a result these domes stand out quite prominently.
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Figure 2. Drawing of Milichius
and lunar dome
(-510 +175) to
its west by Donald Watts. Novepber 23, 1966.
40m, U.T. 6-inch
reflector, 160X.
Seeing 5, transparency 5. Colongitude =34:6.
See also text of
Mr. Delano's article in this
issue.
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Figure 3. Drawing of heart-shaped
dome northwest of Linne (dome +153
+510) by Charles L. Ricker. July
6, 1965. 2h30m, U.T. 10-inch reflector, 194X. Seeing 4, transparency 6. Colongitude = 356:4.
In Figures 2-5 lunar south is at
the top, and lunar west (I.A.U.
sense) is at the right.
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Figure 4. Drawing of three lunar
domes near Prinz by Donald Watts.
September 26, 1966. 5h45m, U.T. 6inch reflector, 170X. Seeing 2-5,
transparency 5, Colongitude = 4920.
48R0-**

On page 197 of that Nov.-Dec.
issue of The Strolling Astronomer,
Jose Olivarez provides a sketch showing the locations of all the lunar
domes detectable in the photograph on
the facing page. Anyone wishing to
begin observing lunar domes would do
well to acquaint himself with their
visual appearance by taking that photograph and chart to the telescope
with him some night when the terminator is near Hortensius and using
them as a guide to the locations of
the various lunar domes, especially
the less apparent ones.
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The interested observer might
then go on to locating selected domes
elsewhere, as listed in "The Lunar,
Planetary, and Cometary Prospects"
column in each issue of The Strolling
Astronomer. Drawings and notes concerning the size and appearance of
domes should be sent to the Recorder
for the Lunar Dome Survey.
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Correspondents will receive a complete listing of known domes and suspected domes and suspected domes for them to try verifying. The listings identify the domes by their lunar
rectangular grid co-ordinates. Wilkins? map of the moon makes use of the xi and eta grid,
but even better are two University of Arizona publications: The Orthographic Atlas of the
Moon, and the very good and inexpensive Lunar Quadrant Charts. Where domes are located
very close together or where they are hard to distinguish from nearby hills or rills, a
good lunar atlas is essential in order to cite their positions accurately.
The drawings on the adjacent pages call attention to a few of the more evident lunar domes, and they also point out how the domes vary in the appearance of surface features upon them. Figure 2 is Donald Watts' drawing of the conspicuous dome west of Milichius (-510 +175) Even a 6" telescope is capable of revealing this dome's central craterlet. There are a number of other domes looking much like the dome near Milichius,
such as, for example, some near Hortensius and another just west of Kies; but most lunar
domes do not have a craterlet at their summit large enough to be detectable with 6 inches.
There are other types of domes which look quite different from the nicely rounded,
central-pitted dome west of Milichius. Figure 3 presents Charles Ricker's drawing of a
heart-shaped dome (+153 +510) located NW of Linn. In contrast to the dome west of Mill chius, this dome in Mare Serenitatis is quite flat and is considerably larger, measuring
22 kms. in diameter as opposed to 7 kms. for the Milichius dome. In addition, Ricker's
drawing shows that this dome has elevations instead of craterlets on its surface.
Most lunar domes, if they have any detectable surface features at all on them, generally have craterlets or a craterlet (not necessarily centrally located). Figure 4 is
Donald Watts' drawing of three rather large domes north of Prinz. Dome "A" (-611 +451)
is shown with two craterlets on its southern slope and two more at its eastern base. Near
its northern base is a small peak. Dome "B" (-620 +452) is depicted with two peaks near
its northern base, while Dome "C" (-622 +446) is shown with three craterlets on its NE
margin and another craterlet on its southern edge. These three domes north of Prinz are
observed to have an unusually dark and rough appearance, which might suggest slopes strewn
with immense boulders.
Figure 5 shows three domes in the neighborhood of Gambart B as drawn by Kenneth Delano, none of which has any distinct surface features. However, Alika Herring has reported seeing a bubble-like elevation on the SW slope of the dome nearest Gambart C (-212
+049). The domes -218 +047 and -212 +049 are in the B.A.A. - A.L.P.O. Joint Catalogue.
The third dome, -193 +005, lies about two degrees south of Gambart B, has moderate slopes,
is somewhat elongated in a north-south direction, and lies at the southern end of a straight mountainous mass which intrudes one-third of the way up the dome's northern slope
(Figure 5). The major and minor axes of this elliptical dome are 16 kms. and 12 kms., respectively. No surface detail could be seen on the dome. See caption of Figure 5 for the
observing conditions.
Plate LIX of Zdenek Kopal's Photographic Atlas of the Moon, taken at colongitude
17:7, shows this dome almost exactly as I saw it. The dome also appears on Plate CXXXVI
of Kopal's Atlas, where it is pictured under sunset illumination.
A NEW CONTOUR MAP OF THE MOON
By: John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder
Introduction
Two recent publications of the Aeronautical Chart and Information Center of the United States Air Force should be of value to mappers of the moon and to persons interested
in the moon's figure (i.e., exact shape): Coordinates of Lunar Features. Group I and
II Solutions, by Donald L. Meyer and Byron W. Ruffin6, and Lunar Plate Measurements and
Selenodetic Coordinates of Supplementary Control Features.- Although these two papers present only the interim results of a project still in progress, the writer feels that their
results should be brought to the attention of lunar students. These works are of special
value because they catalogue lunar positions in three dimensions - -radius vectors as well
as latitudes and longitudes. A new lunar contour map, constructed by the writer from the
USAF-ACIC measures, accompanies this paper.
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Figure 5.
Drawing of
lunar domes
near Gambart
by Kenneth J.
Delano. Oct—
ober 23, 1966.
2h0111, U.T.
12.5—inch re—
flector, 300X.
Seeing fair.
Colongitude =
1613. See al—
so text of
Reverend Del—
ano's article.
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Coordinates of Lunar Features
Photography.—Measurements on lunar photographs are usually adversely affected by
"seeing"; atmospheric turbulence shifts the apparent positions of lunar features. This
effect can be minimized by either: (1) long exposures that "average out" the random,
transitory shifts, or, (2) averaging measurements from several, short—exposure photo—
graphs. The ACIC study employed both methods. One of the photographs used (N-8) was of
36 seconds exposure with the U.S. Navy Astrometric Reflector at Flagstaff, Arizona. The
other seven "photographs" are actually arithmetic means of seven sets of five rapid—se—
quence photographs each, each set taken during a two—minute period, and each individual
photograph of 0.1 to 0.2 seconds exposure. These sequential photographs all were -taken
at the Pic du Midi Observatory in southern France.
The Measurements.--A total of 196 reference points were measured on each photograph,
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using a linear comparator with a readout in microns. In order to avoid apparent changes
in position due to shifting shadows, the photographs were taken near full phase; and the
features selected were all bright spots—usually small, bright craterlets.
Plate measures were reduced to lunar latitudes, longitudes, and radius vectors by
the use of "perspective rays"---- such a ray being an imaginary line from the observer
through the feature to a plane passing through the center of the moon. The same features
will be intersected by different perspective rays at different librations; and the threedimensional position of the ray intersection, and hence the feature, can be computed.
The published positions are based on two sets of intersecting perspective rays--"Group I
and II." Ultimately, another two groups of rays (and, hence, photographs) will be used,
allowing average positions of greater accuracy to be found and giving a considerably better idea of the degree of error involved.

Results.—All 196 measured points are identified on a lunar photomap in Coordinates
of Lunar Features. The following data are tabulated for each: latitude, longitude, and
radius vector. Latitudes and longitudes are given to 02001, and radius vectors to 0.01
kms. (10 meters). Tentative probable errors are given for each value, and average about
40201 (circa 0.3 kms.) in latitude and longitude and about 0.6 kms. in radius vector.
gives latitudes, longitudes, and
Supplementary Control.—The second publication)
radius vectors for some 776 supplementary control points, making a total of 972 measured
points. The supplementary points' latitudes and longitudes are tabulated to 020001; and
the radius vectors, to 0.001 kms. (1 meter). No probable errors are listed for the secondary points, but these are undoubtedly somewhat greater than for the 196 primary points.
Supplementary measures were made on fifteen photographs, thirteen from the Pic du Midi,
and two from the U.S. Naval Observatory at Flagstaff, Arizona.

The Contour Map
Method of Construction.—The first step the writer took in preparing the contour
map was plotting positions of all 972 measured features on an overlay. The tabulated radius vector for each point was written beside the plotted position. The distribution of
points was uneven. Points clustered, for example, between Maria Tranquillitatis and Fe cunditatis, in the Flamsteed area, the Maurolycus -Janssen area, and near the center of
the disc. Coverage was much less complete near the limb and, in particular, West of 400
West Longitude (the IAU direction convention is used throughout this paper). This is
partly because the points were selected more for easy identification and mapping control
than for determining the lunar figure.
In drawing contour lines, the writer divided the points into three categories:
1 31 Schrutka-Rechtenstamm reference points (high weight),
2 165 primary points (intermediate weight), and,
3 776 supplementary points (low weight).
In addition, the writer used only those points which he felt represented the undisturbed
lunar surface. For example, three points on the floor of the crater Clavius were ignored
because they were depressed beneath the outside surface. On the other hand, some rejected points were craterlets on the summits of crater walls, and thus were anomalously high.
Points in extensive mountain systems (such as the Apennines) were included since such primary features were taken to represent the true lunar surface.
A one kilometer (1,000 meter) contour interval was used, the contour values being
expressed as elevations above a 1730-kilometer radius datum. For example, "8" represents
a radius vector of 1738.0 kilometers. Contour lines were drawn upon a USAF-ACIC orthographic photomosaic of the visible hemisphere at an original scale of 1:10,000,000.

Description.—The most striking feature on the contour map is the elevated region
running South-Southeast from Sinus Medii, corresponding roughly with the "Central Crater
Province" as defined by Mason and Hackman.7 Assuming an average lunar radius of 1738
fans most of this area is elevated from two to three kilometers above normal. This
larke=scaIe elevated region is the best evidence on this contour map for a fossilized
earthward "bulge."
The other relatively elevated areas are lower, much smaller, and are isolated from
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each other. A small area lies Southwest of Copernicus, and a larger and more elevated
one is in the Apennines -Haemus area. A large, U-shaped elevation is found between Maria
Crisium and Serenitatis, and a smaller one is South of Mare Tranquillitatis (in the "Pyrenees Province" as delimited by Mason and Hackman7). Another elevated area is in the
Caucasus Mountains, and several small areas are found South of Maria Nubium and Humorum.
Most Maria tend to lie below the 1738 km. mean radius, and most non-Maria areas lie
above it—justifying the term "highlands." However, relatively "deep" Maria basins are
fairly rare. Mare Crisium is depressed from three to over four Ions. below the mean surface, while portions of Maria Fecunditatis, Nectaris, Frigoris, a small part of northern
Mare Imbrium, and Eastern Oceanus Procellarum are all considerably depressed (i.e., under
1736 Ions.). Much of Mare Imbrium lies near the mean lunar datum, as does almost all of
Mare Nubium. Maria Humorum and Serenitatis are both basins, but only of the order of one
Ian. deep.
Otherwise, most of the Maria areas are neither particularly deep nor true basins.
Mare Imbrium appears to slope northwards, and Oceanus Procellarum to the West. Almost
the entire area that includes Southeastern and Southwestern Mare Imbrium, eastern Oceanus
Procellarum, and the area North of Mare Nubium is actually above the mean lunar radius,
reaching its highest point immediately Southwest of Copernicus.
Comparison With Other Contour Maps. --A number of lunar contour maps have been published prior to this study. They may be grouped in three categories. The first are maps
based on "geometrical" measures, as is the map in this paper 4.p.* TA4vs vectors based
A less popular
on changes in apparent lunar positions caused by libration).2'-'4'
method involves observing deformations of the terminator.9,12 Finally, a preliminary map
of the selenoid has been compiled from observations of changes in the orbits of the lunar
Orbiters—this is the only method, at present, that allows the averted hemisphere to be so
mapped.6
No two lunar contour maps, even when belonging to the same category, agree well with
each other. The writer feels that the following three conclusions are the only ones that
can be supported by taking into account all the studies to date:
i. The area of the "Central Crater Province" is the most highly elevated extensive area on the visible disc.
ii. Maria (lunabase) areas tend to lie beneath the mean radius.
iii. Highland (lunarite) areas tend to lie above the mean radius.
Also, it is this writer's opinion that, with present data, the use of an imaginary
1738-km. radius sphere for lunar mapping is still justified, rather than a more sophisticated selenoid (such as a triaxial ellipsoid).
A detailed analysis of the differences between the various lunar contour maps would
be too lengthy for a short paper. For a more general comparison, a number of selected
areas have been compared on the different maps, and a simplified statistical analysis made
to estimate the degree of agreement between any two contour maps. The seventeen areas
chosen for comparison were:
the central crater province, the Apennines, Copernicus,
Aristarchus, North Mare Imbrium, Bullialdus, Mare Humorum,
Mare Crisium, Central Mare Serenitatis, the Caucasus,
Mare Nectaris, Sinus Roris, Fra Mauro, Northern Mare
Fecunditatis, South-Central Mare Tranquillitatis, Delisle,
and Seleucus.
If a particular area was shown elevated above its immediate surroundings on a particular
map, it was rated "+"; if depressed, '- "; if roughly the same level, "0".
Two maps were said to agree if one of the three combinations, "++", "--", or "00",
was found. If so, the agreement between the maps was +1.0. On the other hand, an agreement of -1.0 resulted from the combinations, "+-" or "-+". Finally, an agreement of 0.0
was assigned for the combinations "+0", "-0", "0+", or "0-". For every possible pair of
maps, values of agreement were found for each of the seventeen selected areas; and an
"average agreement" was derived. This method is not precise, of course, involving some
subjective judgement; but a rough index of agreement or disagreement can be found. These
indices are given in Table 1.
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Table 1
"Average Agreement" Between Pairs of Lunar Contour Maps.
Key to Sources: (A - G are based on geometric measures, H and I on terminator observations, and J on Lunar Orbiter observations.)
Letter Source and Date Ref. No. (See end of paper)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
A
A.
B.
C_
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
J.

B

C

Westfall (1967) (present paper)
Goudas-ACIC (1965)
6
ACIC (1965)
4
AMS (1964)
11
Baldwin (1963)
2
Schrutka-Rechtenstamm-Hopmann (1958) 10
Franz (1899)
3
Westfall (1966)
12
Ritter (1934)
9
Lunar Orbiter (1966) 6
D

E

F

G

H

I

J

+1.0
+0.3 +1 0 ---+0.2 +0.9 +1 0 ---+0.8 +0.5 +0.5 +1 0 ---+0.6 +0.4 +0.3 +0.6 +1.0
+0.4 +0.6 +0.5 +0.5 +0.5 +1.0 ---+0.3 +0.6 +0.5 +0.5 +0.4 +0.8 +1 0 ---+0.1 0.0 +0.2 +0.3 +0.3 +0.2 0.0 +1.0 ---.0.1 +0.4 +0.5 +0.1 0.0 +0.3 +0.4 -0.1 +1.0 ---+0.2 +0.8 +0.6 +0.2 +0.3 +0.4 +0.4 +0.1 +0.2 +1.0

The only values of complete agreement (i.e., +1.0) result when a map is compared
with itself. A value less than +1.0 indicates less than perfect agreement. A value of
0.0 (appearing three times in the table) means no agreement, while a negative value (appearing twice) indicates actual contradiction between two maps. Somewhat more insight
will be gained if the results of different categories of maps are compared, as in Table 2.
Table 2
"Average Agreement" Between Different Categories of Maps.
Note: This excludes agreement between a map and itself (e.g.,

A

vs. A, etc.).

Geometric Terminator Orbiter-Gravity
Method
Method
Method
Geometric Method

+0.5

Terminator Method

+0.2

-0.1

Orbiter-Gravity
Method

+0.4

+0.15

(only one map)

Table 2 indicates that contour maps derived from geometric measurements are the =sself -consistent and also agree fairly well with the one map based on Lunar Orbiter gray':data. On the other hand, contours derived from terminator observations appear to have
little worth. This last method has not yet been fully tested (Ritter's method of reducti:.:
had serious faults5, and the writer's observations-2 were qualitative ones); but this 1471ter feels that terminator-deformation observations are best suited to detecting small, 1:cal elevations or depressions rather than to determining the general lunar figure.
Another rough indicator of the agreements and disagreements among the various contour maps is the value of the maximum elevation difference of a particular map (i.e.,
highest elevation minus lowest elevation). Table 3 lists this parameter for the maps
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Figure 6. Contour map of the visible hemisphere of the moon, compiled by John E. Westfall
on the basis of 972 lunar positions measured by the U. S. Air Force, Aeronautical Chart and
Information Center. The contour interval is one kilometer (1,000 meters). Contours are
plotted on a USAF-ACIC photomosaic. See also text of article "A New Contour Map of the
Moon."
iL-N-A4B:*

listed in Table 1 (with the exception of the writers previous map12, which was non-quantitative).
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Table 3
Maximum Elevation Differences (Approx.)
Source

Max. Elev. Diff. (kms.)

Westfall (1967)
Goudas-ACIC (1965)
ACIC (1965)
AMS (1964)
Baldwin (1963)
Schrutka-Rechenstamm-Hopmann (1958)
Franz (1899)
Ritter (1934)
Lunar Orbiter (1966)

8.
circa 6.
3.3

10.

11.
6.
6. +
3.0
1.9

With the exception of the three low values (3.3, 3.0, and 1.9 kms.), all maximum
differences fall in the range 6 - 11 kms., a reasonable degree of uncertainty considering
the relative scarcity of observed points for most maps (55 for Franz, 150 for SchrutkaRechtenstamm-Hopmann, 196 for Goudas-ACIC). With so few points, exceptionally high or
low areas easily may be missed. The ACIC (1965) result represents a mathematical model
of the selenoid using harmonic analysis--a method that tends to "smooth out" exceptionally high or low points. Likewise, the Orbiter gravity study tends to be sensitive only
to large-scale deformations of the selenoid, rather than to small high or low areas. The
Ritter study, on the basis of all three tables, stands by itself. Table 3 emphasizes the
discordant results obtained when one attempts to make quantitative use of terminator-deformation observations.
Finally, it should be said that the agreement between certain pairs of charts is
not mere chance since they may be derived from the same data. For example, Goudas-ACIC
(1965) and ACIC (1965) are based on the same 196 measured points, and their "average
agreement" (Table 1) is hence +0.9. Likewise, Westfall (1967) is based in part on the
same points (but includes 776 more points). The Schrutka-Rechtenstam-Hopmann map (1958)
is a recomputation based on Franz' studies, thus an agreement of +0.8.
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AN ARTIFICIAL-STAR PHOTOMETER FOR MONITORING BRIGHTNESS VARIATIONS
ON THE EARTHLIT MOON
By: John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder
(Paper read at the Fourteenth A.L.P.O. Convention
at Tucson, Arizona, August 26-28, 1966.)
Although all beginning lunar observers soon become familiar with the "ashen light"
appearance of the crescent moon--a pale glow caused by sunlight reflected from the earth
—only a few go on to study the lunar surface under earthlight conditions. The first observation we have of an unusual earthlit phenomenon dates from 1587*:

r-

a sterre is sene in the bodie of the mone vpon the
(blank) of Marche, whereat many men merureiled, & not
without cause, for it strode directly between the pointes
of her homes, the mone being chaunged, not passing 5 or
6 daies beford."
During succeeding centuries, reports of such occurrences continued to trickle in,
often from famous and presumably reliable observers such as William Herschel, SchiOter,
Elger, Barcroft, and Wilkins. Approximately 60 per cent of these phenomena were reported to occur near the crater Aristarchus, itself usually the most prominent object on the
earthlit moon.
Despite the consistency and increasing frequency of such reports of localized earthlight brightenings, the world of professional astronomy largely ignored them, perhaps because they had not been made by professionals. Since, until recent years, professional
astronomers rarely looked at the moon, it was not surprising that they observed nothing
unusual. Finally, during a brief and exciting few years' period, the concept of "lunar
transient phenomena" became respectable. In 1956, Alter photographed the crater Alphonsus in ultra-violet and infra-red light, which revealed differences he attributed to a
local lunar atmosphere. Two years later, Kosyrev obtained a spectrogram of a reddish glow
associated with the central peak of the same crater. Lastly, on October 30, 1963, Greenacre and Barr, at Lowell Observatory, made their famous observation of reddish glows in
the Aristarchus area.
Thus, the last decade has seen a complete revision of our opinions about lunar surface changes, and more attention is now being given to the moon than ever before. One
group that has concentrated on observing the earthlit portion of the moon is the ARGUS
*Miss Barbara M. Middlehurst has discovered a similar observation made as
long ago as November, 1540.
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Lunar Surveillance Program. This group has pioneered in obtaining reliable, confirmed,
observations of the earthlight glows—again, chiefly in the Aristarchus area. Their first
positive observation was only a little more than a year ago—on July 2, 1965. In addition,
photographs of brightenings associated with the crater Aristarchus were secured by Jack
Eastman on October 29, and by Larry Bornhurst on November 26, 1965. In the last year,
earthlight phenomena, like other lunar transient phenomena, have become respectable.
It is natural, then, that amateurs have begun to pay more attention to this twilit
land "beyond the terminator;" but observing earthlit objects poses special problems.
First, earthlight is faint; typically being 1/20,000 or so as bright as sunlight --a difference of 11 magnitudes! This causes a twofold problem,--intrinsic faintness as well as
contrast glare from the sunlit crescent. Good to excellent atmospheric transparency is
required, together with high quality, clean optics. The atmospheric transparency problem
is, of course, made even worse by the necessity of sandwiching crescent moon observations
between twilight and moonrise or moonset. Second, earthlight is variable from hour to
hour and from night to night. Variations in the distance of the moon from the earth can
change the apparent earthlit brightness of a particular object by as much as 45 per cent!
Even greater relative changes are caused by the less predictable factor of variations in
the reflecting power of the earth—for a particular observing site, this will be largely
a function of cloud cover on the sunlit hemisphere of the earth. Finally, and largest,
there is the effect of the earth's phase. Since the earth's phase (as seen from the moon)
is the complement of the moon's phase (as seen from the earth), it is obvious why earthlight fades as the sunlit portion of the disc increases. Useful earthlight observations
must be made within a few days of New Moon, and earthlight is hardly visible at all between First and Last Quarters.
Due to the several factors mentioned above, the joint effect of which is not precisely calculable, it is clear that amateur lunar observers have a much better chance of
observing short-term brightness fluctuations rather than long-term variations. The problem is to separate variations in incident earthlight from actual lunar surface phenomena.
Even short-term observations are made uncertain, however, by psychological and physiological phenomena that vary the sensitivity of the observer's eye. The most dangerous such
phenomenon results in illusory flashes that the tyro may report as real.
With the above difficulties in mind, the writer recently has attempted to construe:
a crude artificial-star photometer intended to be used to monitor the earthlit brightness
of Aristarchus. This is done by projecting an artificial stellar image into the field of
view (most conveniently, just off the limb adjacent to Aristarchus), and then adjusting
its brightness until it appears as bright as the crater. One then observes whether or
not Aristarchus changes in brightness relative to the artificial star.
Figure 7 is a diagram of the writer's photometer. The principle is simple—an artificial stellar image is created by a grain of wheat bulb, shining on a diffusing screen
and illuminating a pinhole in a sheet of metal foil. The image of this pinhole is directed into the field of view by a collimating lens and a prism beam-splitter. Two flashlight batteries power the bulb, while a rheostat controls the amount of current, and,
hence, brightness. (The brightness of the artificial image can be varied also by moving
the bulb towards or away from the diffusing screen, or by diaphragming the collimating
lens.) Finally, a Wratten 80B filter is used to convert the yellowish artificial light
to a color balance approximating that of sunlight.
One "frill" the writer added was a graduated scale on the rheostat knob. This allows him to calibrate the photometer with stars of known magnitude and thus to estimate
the stellar magnitude of Aristarchus. Hopefully, the actual amount of brightening can
measured with this scale if an "event" should be observed. One measurement of the norns:
brightness of the crater Aristarchus gave its stellar magnitude as +7 and suggested a
typical probable error of + .4 magnitude.
It cannot be denied that a photoelectric photometer, or even a professionally-buiL:
artificial-star photometer, would be more precise than the writer's. The goal, rather,
has been a simple and inexpensive instrument to increase the reliability of the amateurfE
isual observations. It might be mentioned that all parts for the instrument can be purchased for between ten and fifteen dollars (not including the eyepiece, which can be removable)
Due to haze and clouds, this photometer has so far been tested only on seven evenings following its construction. On all occasions, no variation in the brightness of
Aristarchus was noted.
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Artifical Star
Photometer

Figure 7. Diagram of John E. Westfall's artificial-star photometer
used to monitor brightness of Aristarchus by earthshine. See also
text on page 88.

Figure 8. Artificial-star photometer
designed by John E. Westfall shown attached to his 4-inch refracting telescope. See also text.

Figure 8 shows the photometer attached to the writer's 4-inch refractor. A 1-inch
eyepiece, giving 60 power, has been the most convenient to use with this arrangement, with
a rubber eyeguard to prevent stray light from reaching the observer's eye.
On the basis of this limited trial period, some suggestions can be made:
1. Excellent transparency is almost a necessity. In particular, areas subject to evening haze, or morning mists, are to be avoided.
2. A clock drive is a great convenience, allowing the artificial star easily to be kept
beside the observed object.
3. A "richest field" aperture: magnification ratio is the most desirable one. With the
most convenient magnification being 60X - 100X, a 12 - 20 inch telescope appears called
for. This does not rule out smaller telescopes, although they should be used only under
good conditions—excellent transparency and bright earthlight.
4. The sunlit portion of the moon must be kept out of view. The writer does this simply
by moving the bright crescent out of the field. This results in some internal reflection,
however; and experiments with occulting screens and internal baffles might be rewarding.
In conclusion, the writer feels that this method of detecting local earthlight
brightenings on the moon's surface has some promise and is within the reach of most amateurs and their instruments. In particular, this inexpensive artificial-star photometer
is recommended to other lunar observers who are interested in detecting earthlit phenomena, but who do not have access to elaborate photographic or photoelectric equipment.
Postscript LI Editor. Interested readers are encouraged to build the photometer described by Mr. Mestfall. Other simple applications may be found, such
as visual measures of the brightnesses of minor planets or of satellites of
major planets. And surely, an Aristarchus "event" recorded with Mr. Westfallts
photometer would mean more than one which is a completely subjective impression.
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OVERLAPPING LUNAR CRATERS
By

S Podanoffsky

Among all the lunar features the most useful are overlapping craters. Relative
ages of craters can be determined by the amount of secondary craters per unit area which
overlap on a primary crater. Yet, one case of overlapping which has been left out of
most, if not all, lunar literature is that where a larger crater overlaps a smaller one.
In an attempt to further our horizons of knowledge of the Moon, I urge A.L.P.O.
members to join in a search for overlapping lunar craters. The project consists of assigning areas for study to individual observers. The observations will then be confirmed
by other observers, and next a catalog of these objects can be made. Last, but not least,
an attempt to find the origin and to learn why the objects are rare will be made. All
observations of these objects must include, aside from the usual data (name, date, time,
etc...) the following notes for the purpose of classification:
I. Name of larger crater
The name or letter of the larger crater will be given for faster identification of
the area. IAU names will be used, of course. In the event the name or letter of the
larger crater is not known, leave the space blank.
II. Position
The position of the larger crater in Xi and Eta co-ordinates is to be given. Observers with longitude and latitude maps can convert to Xi and Eta co-ordinates by the
use of the formulae:
Eta = sin (Lat.)
Xi = sin (Long.) x cos (Lat.)
III. Percentage of overlapping
1 0-5%
2 5-20%

3 20-30%
4 30-50%

5. 50-70%
6. 70-80%

7 80-90%
8 90-100%

I

IV. Wall
a No wall of separation between craters.
b_ Wall of larger intrudes on smaller crater.
c. Straight wall separation.
V. Location of smaller crater with respect to the larger one (IAU directions).
9. North (N)
10. NE

11. E
12. SE

13. S
14. SW

15. W
16. NW

To designate ESE use 11-12 (E-SE). For SSW use 13-14, NNW:9-16, ENE:11-10, etc.

I

There are examples where more than one crater may overlap a smaller one. In that
event, write and a number. The number represents the number of craters which overlap
the smaller one. Make one set of classifications for each overlapping case. Example
(theoretical):
(X7X-yyy) 2C/16/C3

(ma-573) 3c/9/03
(xx2-V5) 2b/12/C3
We also find clusters of overlapping craters. Please write CL and the number of
craters in the cluster being overlapped by one major crater. Please make one set of
classifications for each member of the overlapping cluster.
The following things must be remembered when studying overlapping. The percentage
of overlapping must not be less than 5%. In the event that the overlapping craters are
less than 5%, then the overlapping is labeled ndoubtfuln. The observation may be confirmed by other observers, however. One way to confirm overlapping is by the age of the two
craters. The smaller one must be older. This, however, is not proof beyond a shadow of
a doubt. It only shows an indication of possible overlapping. Observations of the limb
features are very difficult, mainly because of the crowding of craters in the area. To
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Figure 9. Table Mtn. Observatory photograph, with a 16-inch Cassegrain, of the
Phocylides-Wargentin region of the Moon showing the Phocylides cluster of overlapping lunar craters. Photo was taken at 16:58 U.T. on October 1, 1963. Colong. 74:6. Seeing 4-5. Transparency 6. Lunar south at top, lunar west (I.A.U.
sense) at right. See also text of Mr. Podanoffsky's article.
*M1488:-

aid observations, many photographs of the limb area will be corrected for foreshortening.
In later parts of this project, laboratory exercises will be carried out to simulate observations of overlapping craters.
An interest by A.L.P.O. members is urged since this project can be an enjoyable one
as well as a contribution to lunar geology.
Note by author: Special thanks are extended to John E. Westfall for his encourage-
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ment and help in starting, and in the preparation of, this paper.
Examples
Neander (+009-643) 4b/15/CL2.
Neander (+009-643) 3b/12-11/CL2.

Confused, near Tycho area, with many
interesting lunar geological formations. The cluster is two overlapped
craters Off & ESE). The region is
full of overlapped craters.

Picket (-004-695) 6c/12-11.

Very confused region near Tycho.
Good example of an overlapping crater.

Phocylides (-520-793) 4c/9-16/CL2.
Phocylides (-520-793) 2b/11/CL2.

See Figure 9.

Postscript la Editor. The article above was forwarded by Lunar Recorder John
E. Westfall with a recommendation that it be published. Interested observers
can correspond with Mr. Podanoffsky at this address: 29-11 Ditmars Blvd.,
Long Island City, New York 11105. Overlapping craters can be studied on photographs as well as at the telescope, and certainly Ranger, Orbiter, and Surveyor photographs should be examined carefully in the course of the project
here proposed.
BOOK REVIEWS
Intelligent Life in the Universe, by I. S. Shklovskii and Carl Sagan. San Francisco, London, and Amsterdam: Holden-Day, Inc., 1966. 509 pages. $8.95.
Reviewed by Joel W. Goodman, Associate Professor of Microbiology,
University of California School of Medicine, San Francisco, Calif.
Intelligent Life in the Universe is a collaboration between I. S Shklovskii, a
Russian, and Carl Sagan, an American, who have never had the pleasure of each other's com,
papy. It is actually an expansion of a more abbreviated work by the former author and is
concerned with the singularly fascinating and increasingly plausible concept of the ubiquity of life in the universe. While by no means the first treatment of this subject, it
is by a wide margin the most comprehensive, eloquent, and entertaining. En route to their
conclusion that life is in all likelihood rather commonplace, the authors deal in very
knowledgeable terms with the elements of astrophysics, planetology, geochemistry, biochemistry, and communications media. The breadth and depth of their comprehension in these
diverse disciplines is indeed impressive; and one is struck by the notion that the authors
are, as they refer to J. B. S. Haldane in their dedication, "local examples of what this
book is about".
The volume is in three sections: The Universe; Life in the Universe; and Intelligent Life in the Universe. The first considers the nature and size of the universe and
the origin and evolution of stars and galaxies. Multiple stars, which are numerous, are
special cases of systems in which more than one component is massive enough to support
thermonuclear reactions. This is at once an obvious but penetrating point. After all,
the Solar System is a multiple in which only the Sun has the requisite mass for stardom.
On the basis of contemporary concepts of the formation of stars, it would seem most unlikely to find one unattended by various bits and pieces of cosmic debris.
The biochemical evolution of life is treated in considerable detail, but explained
in terms comprehensible to the layman. It is apparent that Shklovskii and Sagan feel
that where conditions for macromolecular synthesis are favorable, the appearance of life
is inevitable, a tenet which has gained credence steadily since A. I. Oparin's The Origin
of Life and the subsequent experiments of Stanley Miller and Harold Urey.
A discussion of the physical conditions on other bodies in the Solar System includes
the recent Mariner probes of Venus and Mars. The Jovian planets, laden with the reduced
compounds which Miller and Urey showed can serve as progenitors of organic molecules, may
have within their atmospheres regions which are rich organic broths.
The parameters leading to the conclusion that the universe has a polydispersity of
life are methodically and irresistibly set forth. It is then but a short step from life
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deals with the principal planets, followed by sections on asteroids and comets. This goes on to chapters on meteoric and meteoroidal objects, and "Atmospheres, Aurorae, and
Exospheres". A final grouping, "Debris of Interplanetary Space", covers such miscellany
as the Zodiacal Light, the cloud satellites, and solar particles. The moon is not discussed, but the satellites of other planets are. A great deal of this will appeal to amateurs who are interested in taking up active observing, and some of it is of definite
value to those who hope to continue on into systematic observing; but this material should
not be considered a substitute for a good observing manual.
I found the section on the warmer planets, Mercury and Venus, interesting because
of the scarcity of good semi-popular literature on these bodies. Anyone who has examined
Patrick Moore's book on Venus can appreciate the difficulties involved in investigating
this planet; and the articles in the present work, being strongly slanted toward radar
and space-vehicle findings, do provide a useful supplement to Moore.
A.L.P.O. people should enjoy most of the planetary and cometary material: younger
readers will be enabled to read some of the interesting articles from the past, and to
note just how spectacular astronomical progress has been during these last three decades.
Two articles by Elmer Reese will please the Jupiter Section. The up-to-dateness of this
book may be gauged by the fact that it was possible not only to report the success of
Mariner IV's mission to Mars, but to make some brief comments on the results, providing
an interesting close to the 50-page section on this planet.
The editors have shown skill in selection, cutting, and annotating; and the result
is a smoothly running book that promises a great deal of reading pleasure for those who
enjoy astronomy on a non-mathematical level. It should be noted in passing that one of
the footnotes is marred by the statement, "The brightest stars in the sky are 'first magnitude' or +1". Many articles have undergone drastic abbreviation in order that the collection might not be too long. The discerning reader is going to be aware of unevenness,
even without benefit of ellipses; and this is true of the Struve articles, many of which
I have enjoyed in their originally published form. This unevenness generally appears to
be part of the price we have to pay for enjoying the convenience of anthologized material.

Laga TRANSIENT

PHENOMENA SFJ.FCTED AREAS SURVEY

By: Charles L. Ricker, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder
In the Sept.-Oct., 1965 issue of The Strolling Astronomer, a new program was described for the systematic study of the following selected areas: Alphonsus, Aristarchus Herodotus, Eratosthenes, Kepler, Plato, and Messier-Pickering. The purpose of the program is to study these formations as often as possible, making intensity estimates and color filter intensity estimates in the hope of identifying anomalous changes which cannot
be explained by the changing angle of solar illumination alone. Response to the program
has'been fairly good, with the following observers submitting observations:
Rev. Kenneth Delano
Ronald Domen
Christopher Edsall
Rodger Gordon
Annie Haralambie
Leo Hein
H. W. Kelsey
Richard Krezovich
Eugene Lonak
Paul Pokusa
Charles L. Ricker
Martin Senour
Karl Simmons
William H. Rickrath
Douglas Smith

New Bedford, Mass
Warren, Ohio
Warren, Mich.
Ackermanville, Pa.
Larchmont, N. Y.
Chicago, Ill.
Riverside, Calif.
Rochester, N. Y.
Chicago, Ill.
Hammond, Ind.
Marquette, Mich.
Rochester, N. Y.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Westchester, Ill.
Vinton, Va.

121" Refl.
4" Ref 1.
3; Refl.
4
4 " Refl.
3,i" Refr. *
8 " Refl.
3 f1 Refr.
10 " Refl. *
4k" Refl.
10"
14& iRefls.
6" Refl.
6" Refl.
6" Refl. *
6" Refl.

*Members of Chicago Astronomical Society
It is proper to acknowledge here the extraordinary efforts of H. W. Kelsey, who in
addition to his numerous regular monthly observations has assisted this Recorder in innumerable ways, such as having the revised forms printed, helping in the analysis of the observations, and carrying out other tasks too numerous to mention.
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It should be pointed out that the results contained herein are provisional since
only five lunations are covered, and observations over a much longer period will be required to identify correctly the changes taking place.
In view of the large number of observations on file, it is impossible in one article to present a comprehensive report on all of the selected areas. It has hence been
decided that this article will be the first in a series of reports. We have decided to
report on Messier-Pickering first since we have the best coverage for all colongitudes on
this area, thereby allowing more meaningful analysis of the observations.
"Blink Surveys"

ed

r
S.

t

Before giving the report on Messier-Pickering, another aspect of the search for
"Lunar Transient Phenomena" should be reported here: Since we embarked on the formal program as outlined above, an important development has taken place in this field. Our friends in the BAA Lunar Section have been making extensive observations of various formations, using a visual blink device which has been described by Mr. P. K. Sartory: and
which consists simply of red and blue filters mounted adjacent to each other so that a
given area may be observed alternately in blue and red without the necessity of changing
filters. This alternation tends to cause red-enhanced features to stand out and "blink".
Several of our members have been using these devices with some success. There is no question that in the search for red-enhanced features, this method is far superior to ordinary
visual surveys; for positive results have been reported using only quite moderate apertures. At present, we feel that more meaningful results will be obtained if our observers
confine themselves to employing this method as an extension of the regular systematic
study of the selected areas, with one notable exception, namely that Gassendi should also
be observed in this manner since the BAA is giving this formation so much attention, and
since we are attempting to cooperate with the BAA in this survey. We feel that this method of survey shows much promise, and more information will be sent upon request to interested observers.
Report on Messier-Pickering Observations
This report covers observations from June 24, 1966 to November 30, 1966. There are
56 observations, covering fairly well colongitudes from 31524 to 13020. Please refer to
Figure 10 for the letter designations which are used in this report. The following kinds
of analysis have been made:
1. Intensity estimates at comparable colongitudes.
2. Color enhancements dominating at comparable colongitudes.
3. Color enhancements in relation to apogee and perigee of the moon.
4. Relative size and shape of Messier and Pickering in relation to:
(a)Colongitude.
(b)Earth's Selenographic Longitude.
After sunrise, the west floors (I.A.U. directions) appear subdued in intensity, at
about colongitude 315°. The craters are almost completely immersed in shadow, which sometimes does not appear completely black. (See note 1 below.) The "comet tail" first makes
its appearance at about colongitude 315°, and is always visible by 320°. The tail does
not seem to display any appreciable changes in intensity throughout the lunation. The usual shapes of Messier and Pickering are oval and slightly triangular, and Pickering usually appears larger than Messier up to 360°. This is not always true, though; for we have
observations at 31529, 31527, and 35027 where they appear equal in size and shape. The
shape of Messier varies in an unpredictable fashion in relation to Pickering, which is
more stable in apparent shape and size. A bright nimbus begins forming around each of
the craters at about 320°, and is fully developed by 360°. (See note 2 below.)
The inner walls and floors of the craters are not distinguishable from each other
in any of the observations; therefore the inner profiles of the craters are hard to determine. The intensity of the interiors of the craters are usually moderately bright,
averaging intensity "7", but upon occasions have appeared as dull as "5" and as bright
as "10". There are spots on the walls which are almost always present at intensity "8"
to "10", but insufficient intensity estimates have been made to determine if these spots
display anomalous variations. These intensities are on an arbitrary scale of "0" (shadows) to "10" (most brilliant features).
At about 340°, dark streaks, or "pseudo shadows" appear in an E-W direction across
the floors of Messier-Pickering. (I & J, Figure 10). Messier shows this effect more
frequently than Pickering. These markings are not always visible, even under good seeing
conditions. Their intensity varies unpredictably between "2" and ”5.5". (See note 3 below.)
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Between the craters, there is a dark area which we have interpreted as a rather
steep slope (K). This darkness has been observed right up until sunset, which makes its
interpretation rather difficult.
Just north of Pickering, there is a small bright spot, which varies in intensity
between "4" and "10" (G). The usual intensity is "6" to "8". The intensity at comparable
colongitudes shows wide variations, and at this time the intensity for any given colongitude cannot be predicted in advance. West of Pickering, and associated with the comet
tail, appears a dark circular marking of moderate size (H). The intensity of this marking varies between "2" and "5", and is usually "3" or "4". This feature has been observed as dark as "2" at 345:2 and "5" at 346:3 so that the intensity does not appear to be
dependent upon angle of illumination alone. (See note 4 below.)
Color Filter Observations
Intensity estimates using color filters have been made by several observers (Kelsey
and Ricker) throughout the period, and the following effects have been recorded:
1. The bright spot N of Pickering shows a definite trend to redness; i.e., it often appears enhanced in red light, and subdued in blue. This aspect is not invariably observed though.
2. The dark circular marking W of Pickering always appears enhanced in blue light,
but this enhancement never exceeds the intensity of the surrounding Mare. There
is usually a corresponding diminution in red. These effects have been recorded
by both of us.
3. The "pseudo shadows" on the crater floors were observed on two occasions around
colongitude 60° as enhanced in blue.
4. There is a strong tendency for color enhancements to be pronounced at apogee
and perigee of the moon.
5. On no occasion was color perceived in integrated light, and it has only been
inferred from color filter intensity estimates. More about this matter later.
Note illustrations on pages 97, 98. and 99.
Discussion of Anomalies
1. The Shadows of Messier-Pickering. These sometimes do not appear completely
black. This aspect can be explained in several ways: First, observing conditions; poor
seeing can make the shadows appear less than black. If this is the case, other shadows
should display the effect at the same times. Second, reflections from the walls of the
craters. This is the most reasonable explanation, but then we must ask; why isn't the
effect visible at every lunation? Possibly a combination of lunar libration and angle of
solar illumination plays a part here.
2. Variations in the Apparent Relative Size and Shape of the Craters. Here, of
course, is the classic problem in connection with these objects. The anomalies are complicated in that two variables are involved (size and shape). In analyzing the observations, it is found that:
(a)On every occasion, the craters appear equal at negative selenographic longitudes.
(b)Usually, at extreme positive values, Messier appears smaller than
Pickering.
(c)Usually, at values less than +4:5 of selenographic longitude, Messier and Pickering appear equal.
But:
(a)At colongitude values of 315° to 340°, Messier always looks smaller
than Pickering.
(b)From 340° to 360° Messier. and Pickering are equal in size; but Messier is often very elliptical.
(c)At colongitudes 360° to 11529, the craters almost always appear
equal.
(d)At 122:2, Messier appeared smaller and very elliptical.
Some conclusions:
(a)The apparent sizes and shapes may be a function of either libration or colongitude.
(b)Coincidentally, the Earth's selenographic longitude values were
near zero when the moon was near zero degrees colongitude through-
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Figure 10. Observing-form used in Lunar Transient Phenomena Selected Areas Survey.
Drawing and intensity-estimates of Messier-Pickering by H. W. Kelsey. The letters on
this drawing identify the features discussed by Mr. Charles Ricker in his article in
this issue. See also text of Mr. Ricker's article. Note how completely Mr. Kelsey
has filled out the form.
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Figure 12. Drawing and intensity-estimates of Messier-Pickering by Eugene M. Lonak.
High solar lighting.
*a=7*.kr,

out this present entire series of observations.
(c) It is evident that observations will have to be continued over a

longer period of time to determine whether apparent changes depend
primarily on solar illumination or libration. In addition, this
writer is convinced that the apparent changes are caused by the
bright nimbus which surrounds Messier, and possibly by the fact
that Messier is apparently on a higher ground level than is Pickering. What we must find out is what part colongitude and libration individually play in these apparent changes.
3. The Pseudo-Shadows on the Floors. All attempts to correlate the visibility or
non-visibility of these features with the angle of lighting or seeing have failed. In
this respect, the pseudo-shadows are similar to the bands of Aristarchus, and may in fact
be a form of "band". Many more observations will be necessary fully to understand these
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features.
4. Bright Spot North of Pickering and Dark Mark West of Pickering. Like many other
areas on the moon which display strong colors, the colors and intensity of these objects
vary unpredictably. At this time, no explanation can be made to explain this apparently
random phenomenon.
It is evident from the above that our conviction that modestly equipped amateurs
can make a useful contribution in this field is vindicated. In particular, note that none
of the anomalies described above would have been noticed during casual surveys. It has
only been by pursuing a systematic program over a number of lunations that any tentative
positive results have been attained. It should be stated, though, that none of the results contained herein are conclusive. Observations by more observers and over a longer
period of time will be necessary before we can be certain that other anomalies do not occur, and that the ones described are actually occurring. Far too little data exist at
this point to attempt to theorize as to the causes of the described phenomena. Although
Messier-Pickering has been best observed of all the selected formations from the standpoint of complete colongitude coverage, a larger number of observers are working on the
other formations in the program. Such being the case, it will be highly desirable that
more observers concentrate on Messier-Pickering so that any possibility of bias from a
few observers is removed.
It is possible that the interpretations presented here will provoke some disagreement. If this is the case, then we have accomplished our purpose of stimulating interest
in this neglected field.
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Figure 13. Drawing of Messier-Pickering
by William H. Richrath with a 6-inch reflector. Early afternoon solar lighting.
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Figure 14. Drawing of Messier-Pickering
by Martin Senour with a 6-inch reflector.
October 1, 1966. 22h40m-22h57m, U.T.
About a day before sunset.

******
LINNE AS A LUNAR DOME
By: Josg Olivarez
Located on the western section (IAU direqtions) of Mare Serenitatis at rectangular
selenographic coordinates Xi: +.181, Eta +.466, the minute craterlet inside Linng which
has been computed by Ashbrookl as 1.2 kms. in diameter has been the tic of discussions
and raging controversies for many years. The problem of whether Linne underwent a physical change in the middle of the last century appears to have been cleared up rather well
by the bringing to light of observations 17 competent observers such as J. F. J. Schmidt.2
The question of the structure of the Linne craterlet is of more interest today.
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The Linne craterlet has been described as a crater-cone, a mound, a hill, and as a
ma. Of these descriptions, the most intriguing is the suggestion that the craterlet is
tie"blowhole" of a dome inside the Linne white spot! This idea was apparently first suggested by the late Dr. H. P. Wilkins in a paper read before the November, 1953 meeting of
the British Astronomical Association. Dr. Wilkins intrigued his audience (and later his
readers) by reporting that the long famous craterlet was the pit of a lunar dome. His ob
nervations with the 33-inch Meudon refractor in France that led to this conclusion were
reported as follows:
"On April of this year (1953), condition5, being favorable, Mr.
Moore and myself carefully observed Linne with the 33-inch Meudon
refractor. On April 20 at 21 hrs., the terminator had advanced
beyond Linne. We [could] see the white area, the dome with the
shading on its eastern side, and the central pit which was filled
with shadow. On April 21st the dome could no longer be seen, but
the pit was perfectly visible while the white area was very intense. The dome disappears when the Sun's altitude reaches 10 degrees, but the pit must be very deep as it is still to some extent
shadow-filled when the Sun's altitude attains 30 degrees.
"I suggest that these observations indicate a change of some
sort in connection with Linne, which is now neither a crater-cone
within a shallow crater nor a 'signet ring* but a deep pit on the
summit of a dome."3 Figure 15 shows Wilkins' interpretation of
the appearance of the Linne region.
Dr. Wilkins' collegue, Mr. F. H. Thornton, supported his view that Linne indeed contained a lunar dome. Wilkins remarked: "About 18 months ago Mr. Thornton declared that
Linne is at present a small but deep pit on the summit of a low, hemispherical dome, whie:.
is situated at the center of a perfectly level white spot about five miles in diameter.4
Mr. Thornton's conclusion was based on observations with an 18-inch reflector, a moderately large aperture."
Reliable observers in the United States observing at the same time period during
which Dr. Wilkins recorded the dome in Linne defined the craterlet differently. Of course.
they were using modest apertures of from eight to ten inches and indeed a poor match to
the resolving power of the 33-inch Meudon refractor or Mr. Thornton's 18-inch reflector.
Mr. D. P. Avigliano's description of Linne in 1953 as "a bright rimmed craterlet
roughly 14 miles in diameter (and very deep) located on the top of a somewhat irregular
mound that is itself located upon the SE edge of an ancient shallow inundated crater
ring"5 is still very true today. Observations by Mr. Eimer J. Reese and myself have verified this appearance with 8-inch apertures. Also, Mr. Frank Vaughn's conclusions as to
the true aspect of the Linne craterlet after many years of observation (roughly, 1940 1960) do not include the suggestion that the craterlet is a pit of a lunar dome nor that
any type of underlying swelling exists.° Mr. Vaughn observed the Linne craterlet mostly
with a 10-inch aperture.
It is quite definite that Dr. Wilkins saw something dome-like around the craterlet
in 1953 with the 33-inch Meudon refractor. But was it a dome? In spite of the lack of
support of Dr. Wilkins' observations by American amateurs (and many BAA members as well)
in the last decade, the assertion that the craterlet is the pit on a lunar dome inside
Linne as revealed by large apertures cannot be disregarded. It is unfortunate that most
amateurs did not have moderately large apertures at hand to verify or repudiate Wilkins'
conclusions during the last 13 years!
Verification of the existence of the Wilkins feature has come recently from Mr.
Alike Herring of the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory. Mr. Herring has kindly communicated
the following to me: ,
"The Linne craterlet does indeed rest upon a slight uplift —
I would hesitate to call it a dome -- which except for size, is
apparently quite similar in appearance, and probably origin as
well, to the swellings that underlie Aristillus, Copernicus,
Kepler, and many other lunar craters. The Linne uplift is about
twice the size (diameter) of the crater-cone itself and, as I
recall, is best observed under low evening illumination."
Mr. Herring also points out that true domes and the swellings underlying most craters are of distinctly differing origin. The domes are the result of natural selenological actions while the underlying crater sweDings are the result of the meteoritic im,
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pact that produced the crater. Mr. Herring defines the mechanisms as follows:
"A lunar dome is essentially the same as on Earth. It is
the result of the uplift of the upper layers due to the
intrusion of magmas from below. The mechanism producing
the swelling underlying most craters results from pushing
outward and upward of the underlying surface from the
force of impact, as well as the deposition of the expelled
material in the vicinity of the impact point. These swellings, then, are NOT true domes."
Mr. Herring's solution as to the probable nature of the swelling that underlies the
Linne craterlet is much more plausible than Dr. Wilkins' definition, which now appears to
have been a wrong conclusion based on the misinterpretation of the observed phenomena by
himself and Mr. Thornton. Another point that works against Wilkins' interpretation is
the "rule" that summit craters on domes are rimless. No single exception to this rule
has been observed.
By adopting Mr. Herring's solution for the
Linn dome problem, we may offer a more complete
description of the structure of the Linn craterlet. Thus, the Linn craterlet whose walls are
94 meters higher than the surrounding plain has
a diameter of about 1.2 kms. and is situated on
top of a slight uplift which is about 2.4 kms.
in diameter and is a normal feature of the craterlet's structure. We may conclude that the
Linng craterlet is not a secondary feature of a
swelling as defined by Dr. Wilkins in 1953, but
instead the swelling is a secondary feature of
the craterlet!
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The front cover photograph of this issue is
an excellent drawing of Linne and vicinity by Mr.
Herring.
Acknowledgment

Figure 15. Linn in 1953, according to Wilkins and Moore. This
sketch is a copy by Josg Olivarez
of the original on page 87 of The
Journal of the British Astronomical Association, Vol. 64, No. 2.
gee also text of Mr. Olivarez'
article about Linn in this issue.
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PLANETOLOGICAL FRAGMENTS - 6
Surface Structures of the Terrestrial Planets
Lunar observers are familiar with the extensive systems of linear structures on the
moon, called the "grid system". Straight portions of the walls of craters, elongated
mountain ranges, crater chains, wrinkle ridges, and a variety of other structure elements
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in the size range of a few hundred feet (Ranger and Orbiter photographs show these) up to
a few hundred miles comprise this category of lunar structural features. The lineaments,
as they are called, occur in great quantities and thereby lend themselves to analysis by
statistical techniques. Robert Strom of the University of Arizona has studied the dimensions and orientations of over 10,000 lunar lineaments (avoiding the limb regions where
foreshortening causes problems) and has plotted the results in "rose diagrams" showing
the azimuth-frequency occurrence of the orientations. An example is shown in Figure 16.
Strom found that many lineaments are associated with major structures such as Mare Imbrium because they lie in directions radial to the near-geometric center of the Imbrium
basin. These have been eliminated from the lineaments shown in the figure. The most
striking feature of the rose diagram is the appearance of the very pronounced azimuthfrequency maxima in the NE-SW and NW-SE directions. There is another maximum oriented
NNE-SSW and a smaller maximum with a N-S direction. The absence of a substantial E-W con,
ponent may be partly related to the difficulty in seeing low-relief features in this direction because of the angle of solar illumination.
Orthogonal diagonal fractures are well known to geologists both from field and laboratory observations. Compressional forces on rigid bodies commonly cause the diagonal
shear directions, but the exact angle that they make with the direction of stress depends
on the properties of the materials. Large-scale geologic studies of the earth's continents and ocean floors have shown that structural lineaments on this planet show a pronounced orientation in the NE-SW and NW-SE directions. They are most nearly orthogonal
at the equator, and the angle between the principal lineaments increases as one approaches the poles. Among some of the major lineaments on the earth are the shorelines of
the continents, volcanic belts, earthquake belts, major mountain chains (Urals, Rockies,
etc.), and faults. The earth also has pronounced N-S and E-W components. In 1947, F. A.
Vening-Meinesz related the lineaments on earth to the dynamic history of the earth as the
crust underwent stresses caused by the slowing rotation, thermal contraction, and tidal
interaction with the moon. He was able satisfactorily to account for the change in angle
of the two diagonal components with increased latitude.
The television photographs of Mars obtained with Mariner IV afforded the opportunity to make detailed studies of structures on that planet. Alan Binder, also of the University of Arizona, measured and plotted lineaments on the best of the Mariner frames and
found the same NE-SW and NW-SE trending lineaments. The scan lines on the photographs
made it impossible to determine if there were N-S or E-W components. Binder found an increase in angle with latitude, as in the case of the earth.
So, then, we have at least three terrestrial planets whose upper crusts have been
altered to give lineament patterns related to the direction of imposed stresses and to
the mechanical properties of the materials. While a quantitative determination of the
amount of stress in a planetary crust that is required to yield a given lineament configuration can not be accurately determined, it is of considerable interest that three bodies of rather different histories have undergone similar large-scale tectonic evolution.
Mars, for example, has developed without the benefit of a massive body close by, in contrast with the earth and moon. Tidal forces may not be the dominant effect for Mars,
therefore. The thermal histories of these three bodies are certainly different; the eart'7
is highly differentiated with a dense core comprising 55% of the total radius of the plan,
et, Mars is apparently differentiated to a lesser extent with a small core, and the moon
is probably differentiated very little if at all. All three planets have one common historical and modern process, however, the slowing down of the rotation and the consequent
transfer of angular momentum. We know that for the earth, great energy is represented in
earthquake events; and these represent adjustments of stresses on fault planes in the
crust. There remains indecision about the source of the energy; most earthquake zones
are related to volcanic regions.
It will be of considerable interest to look for structural features on the surfaces
of Mercury, the Galilean satellites of Jupiter, and Titan. In general, we must await
spacecraft views of these objects; but with Mercury some insight may be gained when new
high-quality maps become available. Old maps based on the incorrect 88-day rotation period are naturally quite useless.
References
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The Jupiter drawings on this page and the next one represent recent contributions
from Recorders Wend and Mackal. It is hoped that they will prove interesting and instructive for the Jupiter observers among our members. Mr. Phillip Budine and several co-workers in Binghamton, New York have been most active observers of the Giant Planet and have
recorded thousands of C.M. transits of Jovian surface features during the 1966-7 apparition. The general style of drawing in Figures 19 and 20 may be praised as artistic and
natural-looking. Those who have tried will appreciate the difficulty of committing to
paper a satisfactory representation of the appearance of Jupiter. We would also encourage those with different, and even cruder, drawing styles by saying that a factually accurate observation may be worth more than a great mares pretty pictures.
Mr. Mackal and Mr. Budine have expressed the idea in correspondence that the STrZ
feature shown and noted in Figure 20 is a new STrZ Disturbance, an analogue to the famous
and long-lasting Disturbance of 1901-40 and to shorter-lived features in the same zone in
1941-2 and 1946-7. Mr. Mackal observed the preceding end of the new Disturbance, if such
it should be called, at 220° (II) on April 8, 1967. Mr. Elmer J. Reese has expressed
oral doubts that this feature should be regarded as an STrZ Disturbance; he points out
that diagonal columns across the STrZ have been numerous in 1966-7 and that the new feature fails to resemble recognized STrZ Disturbances of the past in such matters as great
conspicuousness, rotation-period, and deflection of the South Equatorial Belt South from
its normal latitude in the longitude of the Disturbance.
Object
center Red Spot
c. STeZ oval FA
c. STeZ oval BC
c. STeZ oval DE

Long. (II) on May 20. 1967
28°
80
188
330

Drift/30 days (II)
0:0
-19.0
-18.5
-22.0

es •.11111
Figure 17. Drawing of Jupiter by Carlos E.
Rost on February 23, 1967 at 1"15m, U.T.
6-inch catadioptric refl., 270X. Seeing
about 6-8. Transparency about 3-5. South
at top but Jovian longitude increases to
the left. Red Spot past (right of) C.M.
ow of J. I near left edge of disc; it
Shad
began to transit at 1 5m, U.T. C.M.17: 314°.
C.M.2= 54°.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Sustaining Members and Sponsors. As of May 26, 1967, we have in these groups:
Sponsors - William O. Roberts, David P. Barcroft, Grace A. Fox, Philip and Virginia
Glaser, John E. Westfall, Joel W. Goodman, the National Amateur Astronomers, Inc., James
Gant, Jr., Ken Thomson, Kenneth J. Delano, Richard E. Wend, and Phillip W. Budine.
Sustaining Members - Sky Publishing Corporation, Charles F. Capen, Craig L. Johnson,
Geoffrey Gaherty, Jr., Dale P. Cruikshank, Charles L. Ricker, Alan Mc Clure, Elmer J.
Reese, Carl A. Anderson, Gordon D. Hall, Michael Mc Cants, William K. Hartmann, Ralph Scott,
A. W. Mount, Charles B. Owens, Joseph P. Vitous, Jimmy George Snyder, John E. Wilder, Clark
Chapman, A. K. Parizek, B. Traucki, Charles H. Giffen, Frederick W. Jaeger, P K Sartory, Nicholas Waitkus, Patrick S. Mc Intosh, Lyle T. Johnson, the Chicago Astronomical
Society, H. W. Kelsey, and Phillip Wyman.
Sustaining Members of the A.L.P.O. pay $10 per year; Sponsors, $25 per year. The
surplus above the regular rate is used to support the work and activities of the Association.
In Memoriam. We announce with regret the death of Mr. S. Walsom of Port Credit,
Ontario, Canada on January 17, 1967. He had been a member of the A.L.P.O. since 1957.
Concerning the A.L.P.O. Library. Mrs. Walter H. Haas, the A.L.P.O. Librarian, has
contributed the following note: "The Librarian wishes to thank the National Investigations Committee of Aerial Phenomena, Washington, D.C. 20036 for sending us a copy of
their documentary report, The UFO Evidence. We quote from the Assistant Director's letter: "'We hope this information will be helpful to ALPO members and we would welcome
queries from any who might like to participate in a scientific investigation of UFO's.'
"We also wish to acknowledge the following publications which we have received from
Mr. Douglas Smith of Vinton, Virginia: The Virginia Junior Academy of Science Proceedings;
May, 1964; May, 1965; and May, 1966.

f

"Mr. Smith also contributed a book entitled 'Splendor in the Sky, by Gerald S. Hawkins. These books are all very welcome additions to our library, which now has a total
of some 140 volumes.
"If you wish to borrow a book or two, please write to Mrs. Walter Haas, 2225 Thomas
Drive, Las Cruces, New Mexico 88001. Books are loaned for one month at a time; the borrower pays the cost of the postage both ways plus 10 cents for handling. A list of available Library books can be obtained by sending a postcard request to the Librarian."
New Address for Mars Recorder. The mailing address of this staff member is now:
Klaus R. Brasch - Department of Biology - Carleton University - Ottawa 1, Ontario, Canada.
A.L.P.O. members are requested to send all 1966-7 observations of Mars to Mr. Brasch at the
address given above as soon as they can.
A.L.P.O. Observing Manual. We receive inquiries about this prospective book, which
was edited by Dale P. Cruikshank and Clark R. Chapman. The completed manuscripts were submitted to a well-known publisher of scientific books some months ago, and at this date
(May 27) we are still awaiting his reply. It is our hope that the book may be published
and made available to A.L.P.O. members and others interested in amateur observational lunar and planetary astronomy this year. The project represents a very considerable amount
of work on the part of Messrs. Chapman and Cruikshank and a number of others. The overall
plan was to have different chapters on different subjects authored by various specialists
within our Association. It can be said without qualification that the book, if and when
published, will be an indispensable guide for all serious amateur observers in its selected field and an extremely valuable source of reference material for others.
National Convention of Astronomical League. This meeting will be held at Washington, D.C., on June 30-July4,1967. All sessions will be in the new Science Building at
Georgetown University, 35th and 0 Streets, N.W. The program will begin on Friday evening,
June 30, with an informal gathering at Copley Lounge, an open house at Georgetown Observatory, registration, and setting up exhibits. The morning of Saturday, July 1 will be
given to the opening session, a business meeting, and an address by Father F. J. Heyden,
with the title "Atmospheres of the Planets'. In the afternoon there will be a general session for papers and a Junior Session. In the evening there will be a session about teles105
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cope-making. On Sunday, July 2, the forenoon will be kept open for church attendance and
sightseeing. The rest of the day will be occupied with the Middle East Regional Convention and a visit by busses to the Goddard Space Flight Center. At 7:00 P.M. there will
be the Convention Banquet in the New South Cafeteria Building. An Astronomical League
Award will be presented. The banquet speaker will be Dr. C. L. Cowan, Professor of Physics at Catholic University, Washington, D.C.; and his subject will be "Far Out from
Down Under", a discussion of neutrino astronomy. A special feature of the evening will
be introductions of past presidents of the League and past recipients of the League Award.
On July 3 there will be an A.A.V.S.O. paper 'session in the morning and an A.L.P.O. paper
session in the afternoon. We have ten papers on a variety of lunar and planetary subjec::
for the latter session. In the evening of July 3 the delegates will visit by bus the U.S.
Naval Observatory. On July 4 there will be the final paper session and business meeting
in the morning, a visit to the Smithsonian Institution in the afternoon, and fireworks a:
the Washington Monument Grounds in the evening.
Mr. John E. Westfall, 1530 Kanawha St., Apt. 110, Adelphi, Maryland 20783 is in
charge of the A.L.P.O. Exhibit at this meeting. He will welcome photographs, drawings,
charts, and similar display material; these naturally must reach him before the Convention begins.
The General Chairman is Mr. G. R. Wright, 202 Piping Rock Drive, Silver Spring,
Maryland 20904. Registration fees of $2.00 per person or $3.00 per family should be ser.:
to Mr. Fred Cornelius, 3101 Chichester Lane, Fairfax, Virginia 22030. The pre-Convention
registration stood at 205 on April 25, 1967.
LUNAR AND PLANETARY PROSPECTS, JUNE-AUGUST, 1967
Mercury. This planet is at greatest elongation east (24° from the sun) on June 12,
at inferior conjunction on July 9, at greatest elongation west (20° from the sun) on July
30, and at superior conjunction on August 24. The June evening apparition and the subsequent July-August morning apparition are both only moderately favorable as regards the
position of the planet above the horizon in the dawn or twilight for observers in middle
northern latitudes. The first two articles in this issue of The Strolling Astronomer relate to the new 59-day period of rotation for Mercury, and we would again invite interested A.L.P.O. members to make a serious attempt at an optical re-determination of the rotation. Good drawings obtained for this purpose will assist in the needed re-mapping of
the planet. It may also prove of interest to compare the observed phase with the geometric one near dichotomy.
e . The dazzling Evening Star is at greatest elongation east (45° from the sun
on June, at greatest brilliancy (stellar magnitude -4.2) on July 24, and at inferior
conjunction at 22h, U.T. on August 29, when it will pass 8 degrees to the south of the
sun. The Venus Section Observing-Forms may be obtained by writing to the Recorder, Mr.
Cruikshank. Their use makes the Recorder's work easier and often improves the quality of
the observations. Equipped observers are again invited to photograph Venus in ultra-violet light. Visual observers may look for such aspects as the relative conspicuousness of
the north and south cusp-caps, the relative conspicuousness of the bordering dusky cuspbands, the "twilight arc" which extends the cusps around the dark limb when the planet iE
a narrow crescent, and the visibility or otherwise of the unilluminated hemisphere. Mr.
Joel S. Levine will welcome A.L.P.O. data about the unilluminated hemisphere for his stu:ies of possible auroral activity on Venus; see his article in Str. A., Vol. 19, Nos. 9-72.
PP. 149-154.
Those who observe Venus within a few days of inferior conjunction should be very
careful that they do not accidentally look at the sun through an unshielded eyepiece.
Permanent damage to the eye could easily result.
Mars. The Red Planet is receding from the earth, and fairly large telescopes will
be need for good results.
Date
1.77, June
July
July
Aug.
Aug.

15
1
15
1
15

Diameter
11U5
10.2

Tilt
424°
+23

Heliocentric Longitude
234°
243

9.3

+22

250

8.4
7.8

+20
+18

259
267
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The vernal equinox of the southern hemisphere of Mars falls at heliocentric longitude

7

268°, or on August 16, 1967. The usual phenomena of the spring "melting" of the south

ue

polar cap may be expected to follow. It will be noted that the north end of the axis of
Mars is tipped toward the earth by a large angle during June, July, and August.

Jupiter. This planet will be in conjunction with the sun on August 8. Increasingly
poor telescopic views in the evening sky may be expected in June and early July. Some current notes and drawings relating to the Giant Planet may be found on pages 103 and 104.
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Saturn. Our ringed neighbor will have recovered his customary appearance since the
edgewise phenomena of the 1966-67 apparition. Opposition will occur on October 2, 1967.
Thus Saturn will be favorably placed in the morning sky during June, July, and August.
The earth will be about 8 degrees south of the plane of the rings during these three months, and the sun will be about 6 degrees south of the same plane. Previous Saturn Reports
in this journal can serve to guide the efforts of new observers. The Saturn Recorders
would very much like to see more numerical intensity estimates with color filters of different parts of the ball and rings. A good set of filters to use would be Eastman Kodak
Wratten Filters 25 (red), 58 (green), and 47 (blue).

Uranus and Neptune. Uranus was at opposition on March 13 and will reach conjunction on September 18. Readers are reminded of Mr. Abbey's program on the satellites of
Uranus outlined in Str. A., Vol. 20, Nos. 3-4, PP- 44-45. Neptune was at opposition on
May 14 and is thus well placed in the summer evening sky. The following table may help
in finding these remote planets:
Object
T-,

.,

:s
Le

1......_

e..of

of
ocf
>-

1

Uranus, June 15
Uranus, July 15
Uranus, Aug. 15
Denebola (Beta Leonis)
Neptune, June 15
Neptune, July 15
Neptune, Aug. 15
Antares (Alpha Scorpii)

Right Ascension

Declination

llh 25m 575

+4° 30'

11 28 58
11 34 27
11 47 23
15 21 00
15 18 57
15 18 39
16 27 23

+3
Il
+14
-16
-16
-16
-26

0
33
45
36
29
30
22

Moon. Lunar Recorder Kenneth J. Delano has again furnished a list of favorably
placed=nar domes during the coming months. The "Night" column is a double date by local standard times; thus June 15/16 is that night which begins on the evening of June 15
and ends on the morning of June 16. (It would be almost wholly June 16 by Universal Time
for lunar observers in the United States.) Mr. Delano uses lunar eft and west in the
I.A.U. sense, where east is the hemisphere of the Mare Crisium.

Night

Dome

Long. LiIL

June 15/16

-138+447
-566-131
-620+452
-884-326
+255+304
-138+447
-510-220
-622+446
-643+651
+363-130
-104+316
-301-233
-458+137
-510+175
-630-155
-895+059
+593+131
+160+510
-218+047
-458-130

-08°53'
-34 49
-44 03
-67 33
+15 32
—oe 53
-31 31
-44 03
-57 55
+21 20
-06 32
-18 02
-27 32
-31 00
-39 31
-63 37
+36 44
+10 30
-12 34
-27 30

17/18
18/19
19/20
27/28
29/30
July 1/2
2/3
3/4
12/13
14/15
15/16
16/17
16/17
17/18
19/20
25/26
27/28
29/30
30/31

+26°37'
-07 32
+26 54
-19 02
+17 44
+26 37
-12 43
+26 30
+40 38
-07 30
+18 35
-13 32
+07 53
+10 05
-08 55
+03 23
+07 32
+30 42
+02 43
-07 29

marks
Re
SE of Beer. Small.
W. of Euclides.
1 of 3 N. of Prinz.
Within Darwin. Large.
1 of 2 N. of Menelaus.
SE of Beer.
1 of many near T. Mayer.
1 of 3 N. of Prinz.
Rilmker.
N. of Arago.
N. of Apennines. Large.
As large as nearby Guericke.
1 of 7 N. of Hortensius.
1 of 2 W. of Milichius.
NW of Kepler. Has a central pit.
1 of 3 NE of Hevelius.
S. of Caucl3y.
NW of Linne. Large & flat.
Between Gambart B & C.
1 of 7 N. of Hortensius.

Various lunar projects for A.L.P.O. members are described elsewhere in this issue.
In addition, Lunar Recorder Charles Ricker invites all interested observers to join an in107
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cipient "steep places" program. "A
Working List of Steep Places on the
Moon" by Joseph Ashbrook, Str. A.,
Vol. 20, Nos. 3-4, PP. 37-42, will
provide the most ambitious lunar observer with plenty of material for
several lunations to come.
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PLATO

Figure 21. Drawing of Plato by H. W Kelsey
with an 8-inch reflector at 300X on April 18,
1967, plom _4h0m, U.T. Seeing 8, transpar,.
ency 4.5. Colongitude =1120 -1124. Altitude of sun above center of floor of Plato
123-125. One bright streak on floor within
shadow.
41.41-41-3**

Mr. H. W. Kelsey calls attention to the curious appearance of
Plato shown in Figure 21. He found
the sunlit streak on the floor to
show a slight enhancement in red
light (Wratten Filter 25) as compared to blue light (Wratten Filter 47:
By 4h30m, U.T. another and parallel
streak on the floor had formed farther south; the sunlight was strikitz
the floor through gaps between the
peaks on the east rim of Plato. Whi:
these appearances are presumably qui:•
normal, they are present for only a

short time each lunation and are seldom reported.
Mr. Kelsey wonders whether "lunar transient phenomena" may follow the outbreaks of
major flares on the sun. With solar activity rapidly rising, lunar observers should
regions suspected of such activity a little more closely after a large flare is witnesse:.
The telephone and amateur radio may prove useful in alerting lunar observers.
With the extremely widespread use of Daylight Saving Time this summer, observers
need to be doubl• careful in re rtin the time stem which they use. A suspected error
of an hour in the time may make
NEW: CELESTIAL HANDBOOK, by Robert Burnham, Jr.
an observation utterly useless
The most complete Guide-book for observers.
or, even worse, ambiguous and
Now available Parts 1 and 2, each for only $2.95
confusing. If reporting in TINT..
NEW: SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY STAR
also record in civil system use.:
CATALOGUE, 258,997 stars between +90° and
(e.g., East.Daylight Saving Tim
-90° Decl. for the Epoch 1950.0 in 4 large
$20.00
volumes.
ASTROLA NEWTONIAN
NEW: GUIDE TO MARS, 2nd revised edition, by P.
REFLECTING TELESCOPES
Moore
$ 3.00
NEW: STONEHENGE DECODED, by G. S Hawkins
These fine Astrola reflectors
$ 5.95
NEW: MAN IN THE UNIVERSE, by Fred Hoyle
$ 3.50
well known to nearly all serie
NEW: CANON OF SOLAR ECLIPSES, by J. Meeuss
$32.00
telescopic observers. Already
NEW: EXPLORER OF THE UNIVERSE, a biography
number of America's leading 11:=L_
of G. E. Hale, by H. Wright
$10.00
and planetary observers are 1.1EL.::
THE MOON, by Wilkins and Moore, with the
complete Astrola telescopes or
optical components manufacture:
300"-map
$12.75
A SURVEY OF THE MOON, by P. Moore
$ 6.95
by us. We also sell Brandon
PHOTOGRAPHIC ATLAS OF THE MOON, by Kiepesta
$16.00
other Orthoscopic oculars m_
THE PLANETS, by P. Moore
cells - tubes - spiders $ 5.95
THE PLANET JUPITER, by B. Peek
$ 8.25
mountings, etc.
THE PLANET SATURN, by Alexander
$12.75
THE PLANET URANUS, by Alexander
$12.75
Custom Newtonian and Cassegra
HANDBOOK OF PRACTICAL AMATEUR ASTRONOMY,
telescopes from 6 ins. to 20 'by P. Moore
aperture made to order.
$ 5.95
STARLIGHT NIGHTS, by L. C Peltier
$ 4.95
THE SYSTEM OF MINOR PLANETS, by G. Roth
Used reflectors and refractor!_
$ 4.50
THE PLANET MERCURY, by W. Sandner
always in stock.
$ 3.95
SATELLITES OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM, by W. Sandner $ 6.50
TELESCOPES FOR SKY-GAZING, by H. Paul
$ 4.95
NORTON'S STAR-ATLAS
$ 6.50
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE
BhIhR-GRAFF STAR-ATLAS
$15.00
BONNER DURCHMUSTERUNG
$125.00
CAVE OPTICAL COMPANY
Write for new free list of astronomical literature
HERBERT A. LUFT
P 0 Box 91
Oakland Gardens, N. Y 11364
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TWENTY REARS OF THE A.L.P.O., AN APPRECIATION
By: James C. Bartlett, Jr.
In these our stirring times, with a Surveyor digging up the Oceanus Procellarum and
an Orbiter blandly photographing the backside of the moon, all at the taxpayers' expense,
the amateur astronomer with his modest equipment and even more modest financing is assailed by alarms. What, indeed, is his future - if any?
Let him take courage. What is
different way, of what has happened
must recognize that an era has come
one the potentialities of which not

happening today is merely a repetition, albeit in a
many times in the history of science; and while all
to an end, it is also true that an era is opening,and
even a computer can predict.

Let him reflect, too, that when the A.L.P.O. made its debut in this best of all possible worlds, twenty odd years ago, nothing was any different. True, the private investigator did not have to compete with multimillion dollar NASA projects, moon rockets, and
computers smarter even than the men who built them; but he had to pit his average 8-inch
reflector against the 200-inch Palomar giant, then approaching completion, and his projects
then as now were hampered by lack of funds and by simple instrumentation. Nothing has
changed but the scenery; the play is the same. In these circumstances the founding of the
A.L.P.O. by Walter H. Haas and a handful of dedicated associates was an act of faith, the
faith that despite the overwhelming advantages conferred on others by ample means and imposing materiel, there was still opportunity for the individual thinker and researcher.
Was such faith justified or even realistic? I hold that it was, and that it still is.
Let the skeptic remember that Newton demolished theories of "homogeneal" light, going back to antiquity, with nothing more substantial than a piece of paper, a hole in a
curtain, and a novelty picked up at a county fair. Moreover, a dear friend of mine, now
long since passed to Nirvana, became a recognized authority on the movements of asteroids;
his equipment was a pillar-and-claw stand refractor of 2 inches aperture, which he mounted
on his windowsill. Of course, if we try to imitate the work of great foundations, the results will be laughable; but if we contribute independent thinking to matters within our
ken, the results at any time may be incalculable. In fine, there never was and never will
be a time when individual effort becomes valueless.
The great contribution which the A.L.P.O. has made to independent scholarship has
been to provide a congenial home where students of divers interests have, for the past
twenty years, been able to exchange information, ferment theories, belabor same, and keep
abreast of the times. In doing so, and almost incidentally, a vast amount of observational data has been accumulated in which unsuspected nuggets may well await the researcher;
moreover, such data are often what the professional worker would like to have at some given moment, and which he is not likely to find anywhere else.
The A.L.P.O., therefore, has provided not only a pleasant laboratory in which the
ferment of ideas can proceed unhindered, but also a forum in which the brew can be tested;
and those of us who have enjoyed the amenities of The Strolling Astronomer may not always
have appreciated the contribution which this journal has made to freedom of expression.
The notion that subject matter submitted to professional journals is always judged strictly on merit is pure delusion. Not only does editorial bias play a large part, but there
is a growing tendency to exercise partisan censorship over the contributors. The recent,
humiliating experience of a distinguished American astrophysicist is a shining example.
This savant, of unquestionable professional standing, suffered the novel experience of having a letter rejected by a prominent journal, not because it had no substance, but because
it dealt with matters considered taboo by the Editors.
In The Strolling Astronomer we have enjoyed a medium through which many novel, not
to say unorthodox, concepts have been freely explored, a medium in which room is found for
the historical and the philosophical no less than for the theoretical and the technical,
for the worker whose interest is in generalizations, as well as for the worker whose passion is for specifics expressed in graphs, curves, and incomprehensible equations. May
its guiding principle never change!
In yet another direction the A.L.P.O. has rendered a signal service to amateur astronomical research, by bringing a new dignity to the concept itself. Too many Americans, it
is to be feared, shy away from the word "amateur" in the mistaken belief that it is vaguely derogatory. They should be proud rather of the company they keep. Let them remember
Sir William Herschel, the "Father of Modern Astronomy", Neison, Elger, Goodacre - amateurs
all.
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The winds of change are blowing strongly, and until the dust settles it is impossible to see clearly what contributions the A.L.P.O. will make in the future, what lines of
research will be open to us. But that there is a future, and that we still have work to
do, is not to be doubted. Therefore, while saluting the past let us prepare for the future,
always remembering that it is thought, not gadgetry, which makes man what he is, superior
not only to other animals but mayhap even to computers.
Finally, one must notice an A.L.P.O. contribution of no mean order. I refer to the
opportunity of congenial fellowship afforded by the Association, where room is found for
even such gloomy misanthropes as myself. For this, as for many other benefits, we are all
indebted to the selfless labors of Walter Haas and the dedication of a willing staff. Nor
must we forget that it has been the peculiar genius of Prof. Haas to preserve in the A.L.P.O. a fast-vanishing flavor of happier times.
REFLECTIONS ON AMATEUR LUNAR AND PLANETARY OBSERVATIONAL
ASTRONOMY AND THE ROLE OF THE A.L.P.O.
By: Joel W. Goodman
Modern observational astronomy had its origins during the millenia that preceded the
invention of the telescope. During the span of those imperfectly known ages, the movements
of the sun, the moon, and the planets were charted with respectable accuracy, even by contemporary standards. With the introduction of the telescope in the seventeenth century,
man could explore these neighboring bodies with greater intimacy; and his fund of knowledge
grew with advances in technology. Rapid strides were made, due largely to the efforts of
devoted amateurs like the Herschels, SchrOter, and a myriad of others too numerous to name.
In the twentieth century, improvements in communication made possible organized grou7z
of amateur astronomers; the most active in the lunar and planetary field have been the British Astronomical Association and the Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers. Using
telescopes ranging for the most part from 3 to 12 inches in aperture, these amateurs have
maintained a systematic surveillance of the moon and the planets for over half a century.
In the United States, amateur observational astronomy was catalyzed during the 1950's by
the appearance of commercially fabricated reflecting telescopes of adequate aperture and
high quality at modest prices.
This development paralleled a dramatic growth of the ALPO, which was founded in 1947
as a means of maintaining contact and dispersing information and ideas among a small group
of ardent observers who had been communicating with one another and occasionally with European colleagues in a more or less sporadic fashion for a number of years. World War II
slowed these exchanges, but the tempo quickened after its close. The need to communicate
became sufficiently intense to warrant a modest news bulletin. Thus, in March of 1947,
Walter H. Haas sired the Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers and its organ, The
Strolling Astronomer.
The ALPO today bears little resemblance to its modest postwar beginnings. It has
weathered the growing pains of childhood and adolescence and has matured into a healthy
young society. The journal has increased severalfold in size and sophistication. Illustrations were incorporated into its format for the first time in 1950, and The Strolling
Astronomer has never looked back. Growth in numbers has been accompanied by the availability of better and more diverse equipment, and new observational techniques have been introduced to approach special problems. The "Moon-Blink" program is one case in point. These
changes were, of course, to the good; but the underlying philosophy that ties ALPOers into
a closely knit fraternity remains unchanged. It is an abiding interest in the moon and
planets and the pure and simple pleasure of observing them with one's own telescope. Garrett P.. Serviss captured the essence of this idea in the opening statement of his book,
Pleasures of the Telescope: "If the pure and elevated pleasure to be derived from the possession and use of a good telescope of three, four, five, or six inches aperture were generally known, I am certain that no instrument of science would be more commonly found in
the homes of intelligent people."
I became involved in ALPO activities in 1952, and the Association rapidly crystallized my thoughts and channeled my efforts in lunar and planetary astronomy. The enjoyment
derived from visual observing multiplied with developing skills and their directional application. This is without question the major tangible service provided by ALPO for the novice. It can be, and indeed has been, instrumental in the maturation of young scientists.
I know that it has been an integral part of my own growth process.
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The question might well be asked: what have the efforts of these scores of amateur
observers directly contributed to the science of lunar and planetary astronomy? Basically,
their contribution consists of a large body of descriptive information which will someday
be reconciled with underlying physical processes, when these become unravelled. It is un fortunately true that the amateur is seldom equipped, either by training or with instruments used, to undertake mechanistic problems. The Great Red Spot of Jupiter is a characteristic example. It has been followed more or less assiduously since the mid-nineteenth
century through changes in intensity, morphology, alignment, and position. Yet we know
little more today about what it is, how it came to be, and why it behaves as it does than
we did on the day it was discovered. True, professional astronomers have made no more
headway with the Red Spot than have amateurs. Still, it might be safely predicted that
when the answers are forthcoming, professionals will provide them.
Can it be concluded, then, that the amateur is poorly rewarded for his efforts? If
the yardstick we apply is the significance of his scientific contributions, then the answer must, in a sense, be yes. But the chase is often more rewarding than the kill. The
primary motivation of the amateur is not, and never has been, his opportunity to contribute
to science. The modest contributions he can make are all to the good; but his clarion call
is the pure pleasure to be derived from studying the moon and planets at first hand, and
from the excitement of the realization that they are largely unknown, mysterious worlds,
the next frontier of man's exploration.
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If the excitement of the unknown is indeed a major attraction to the amateur, will
the lunar and planetary exploration programs of today and the years to come relegate his
telescope to a forgotten corner of the basement or attic? Admittedly, much of the spice
to be derived from viewing a small, imperfect telescopic image of Mars to catch elusive
glimpses of polar caps and maria will be lost when the surface of that planet has been exhaustively charted by orbiting satellites. Indeed, some of the air has already been let
out of the balloon by Mariner IV. However, the amateur does not disdain his 6-inch telescope simply because he and others have had more detailed views with much larger instruments.
The value of self-experience cannot be undersold. And the simple aesthetic satisfaction
of observational astronomy will never be extinguished. I confidently trust that twenty
years from hence we shall be celebrating the fortieth anniversary of an older and mellower ALPO.
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By: Charles L. Ricker, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder
The publication of this Twentieth Anniversary Issue of The Strolling Astronomer is
a joyous occasion! It marks twenty years and thousands of observations by amateur observers from all states and from many countries. It also marks twenty years of devoted and
selfless effort by our Director, Walter H. Haas, without whose untiring dedication there
would be no A.L.P.O. or Strolling Astronomer. The fact that both still exist is testimony
also to the undiminishing interest and fascination which we all feel toward the moon and
planets.
Amateurs of yesterday were not very different from those of today. As a rule, they
were drawn into the A.L.P.O. when they realized that they could compare their observations
with those of their fellows, and perhaps, after attaining the necessary degree of skill,
could see their observations published along with those of other accomplished observers.
Who among us can forget the pleasant feeling of satisfaction when we saw our first observation in print? Then, of course, there was always the satisfaction that perhaps a useful
contribution to scientific knowledge was being derived from the observations and from publication thereof.
A careful study of our Fifteenth Anniversary Issue will prove interesting and instructive. In that issue there were several articles concerning the role of the amateur in
present day astronomy. The interesting point is that these articles could have been writ ten for this present issue, and still be current. In these past five years, much has been
accomplished in Solar System research. The Ranger, Surveyer, and Orbiter lunar probes and
the resulting beautiful close-up photographs of the lunar surface have all taken place dur ing this period. Similarly, the Venus and Mars probes have proved successful and have provided some very useful and surprising data. Advances in earth-based astronomy have also
been startling during this period. Image-Orthicon photography and new techniques for Ultra Violet and Infra-Red photography have been just a few of the advances. Now if one were to
consider these facts only, he could well come to the conclusion that amateur lunar and
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planetary studies have become as obsolete as dinosaurs! A review of the actual situation
will show how wrong this is! Again comparing the Fifteenth Anniversary Issue with the present state of affairs, we find that the Lunar Section was at that time without any specific
programs; and about all that was being accomplished was the criticism of amateur lunar studies. The situation today is somewhat different! There are three programs of acknowledged
usefulness underway, in addition to the Lunar Training Program which had just been instigated five years ago; and the only reason that there are not more active programs is lack of
time on the part of the Recorders, and lack of observer response. The planetary programs
are enjoying similar success and response. It may seem very strange to some of our critics
that the observing Sections of our Association are so vital and active today in the face of
the fantastic advances in the space sciences. Actually, instead of being strange, it has
been inevitable if one considers the old axiom of science that every new advance and every
solution to old problems creates new problems, and enlarges the scope for new advances.
is true that many of the classic problems of astronomy have been solved; but many have not,
and many new problems have taken the place of the old ones.
There has never been in the history of the A.L.P.O. a greater scope for amateur studies, or more of a crying need for them. We can listen to the dire predictions of obsolescence and "hang up" our telescopes, or turn to other fields; or we can respond to the act•,:al situation and join in this very exciting phase of lunar and planetary research.
How can we best join these efforts? It is this writer's opinion that we can best do
our part by the patient accumulation of observations as we have done in the past. This,
plus intelligent reporting of these observations by the observer and critical analysis by
the Recorders, will yield final reports in this periodical which will contribute as much or
more to lunar and planetary astronomy than ever before.
Of course, we should constantly try to improve our techniques and methods, but hasn
this always been true? Haven't observers responded to the plea for more C.M. transit timings when observing Jupiter? Don't most observers now make intensity estimates of the features of Saturn? Undoubtedly there will be articles in this issue which will present the
bleak outlook that in order for amateurs to make a significant contribution, we must be prepared to use instrumentation and techniques which are normally beyond the means and trai
of the average amateur. Certainly those members who are equipped to undertake these sophisticated studies should be encouraged to do so, but the implication should not be made that
classic visual studies are no longer useful!
Whatever the A.L.P.O. has accomplished in the past twenty years has been due largely
to those dedicated amateurs who have used nothing more than their telescope and their skill
and intelligence. If this type of recording of systematic observations continues, there ".
little doubt that we shall celebrate the 30th anniversary of the A.L.P.O.
A PERSONAL LOOK AT THE A.L.P.O. WITH SOME MODEST SUGGESTIONS
By: Clark R. Chapman, A.L.P.O. Lunar Training Program Recorder
I am honored to be asked to contribute an article for this anniversary issue. In
view of the Editor's request that the article be "to some degree historical and philosophical rather than merely technical", I am taking the opportunity to present informally some
of my thoughts concerning amateur lunar and planetary work in general and the ALPO in particular. Having recently completed my co-editorial work on the ALPO Observing Manual, whi__
currently is in the hands of potential publishers, I can reflect on the whole range of
and planetary research with which the manual is concerned and on my many discussions with
other amateurs and professionals which led to developing the framework for the manual.
It is for our Founder and Editor to state officially what he feels are the principal
goals of the ALPO and its raison dPatre. But by the very organization of the Association
into Observing Sections and the devotion of this Journal to publishing semi-regular reports
on the observations of members, I think it is clear what the chief ostensible aim of the
organization is: to organize systematic programs of observation of the moon, planets, ant
comets; to collect and synthesize all the observations and perform limited reduction and
interpretation of them; and to publish the results for possible eventual use by the scientific community. The ALPO is, of course, different things to different members; some member:
are probably interested in the Association for reasons quite removed from its ostensible
purpose of organizing, analysing, and publishing telescopic observations. Some are "armchair" astronomers with a general interest in the planets; others chiefly enjoy traveling
to conventions and meeting different people; and others simply feel that it is fun to draw
pretty pictures of lunar craters, quite apart from what the Lunar Recorders or the scienti-
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But despite these and many other reasons which certain members have for joining, my
experience as Lunar Training Program Recorder makes it clear that most of the active members (as distinguished from those who are just subscriberilearnestly wish to pursue their
hobby in a serious manner such that they may be able to contribute scientifically useful
observations. However, in spite of high aspirations, few observers have the initiative,
enthusiastic interest, and abundance of free nocturnal time to make more than token efforts
at the systematic observing programs which are required for obtaining data of scientific
value. Therefore, it is frequently the case that while dozens of observers may be listed
in an observing report, usually 90% of the useful observations come from a mere handful of
workers—perhaps only one or two. It appears to me that one of the chief future goals of
the ALPO should be to encourage more of the members to embark upon serious systematic observational programs and to show those who do not have so much time how to use their limited time usefully and efficiently in order to produce the most valuable observations.
I have also thought that by showing amateurs where amateur research stands in the
wider world of professional lunar and planetary research, observers would be encouraged to
realize the importance of the contributions they can make and also to realize what kinds of
observations are of greatest value. Although I may be incorrectly attributing my own motivation to others who do not share it, I suspect that most beginners are as interested as I
was when I began, not only to learn for themselves about the planets but to try to make what
new discoveries they can with their backyard telescopes. The more one realizes what has already been done with other astrophysical techniques and the more one learns what the crucial
research problems are on which amateurs can work, the more one is inspired to undertake his
own observing program. I started off, as many youngsters still do, on introductory books by
a well-known British writer. At the time they opened a new world for me and provided elementary instructions on how to make my own observations. It was only much later, when I
eventually became aware of the professional world of planetary research, that I realized
that the elementary books are mostly removed from the real world. The make-believe world
in which they are shut off is a left-over descendant of techniques and observing programs
which were useful many decades ago, but many of which are now outmoded. It was our wish
to provide a fresh modern approach to amateur research that guided our preparation of the
Observing Manual.
In doing this, Dale Cruikshank and I have occasionally been told that by trying to
provide complete, rigorous descriptions of useful observing programs, we are "taking all
the fun out of amateur astronomy". This is a distressing criticism—end fortunately a very
infrequent one - -and one which I don't believe holds for most ALPO members who are happiest
and proudest in pursuing their hobby well and usefully. To me the planet Mercury is all
the more fascinating because the unsolved problem of the exact period of its rotation and
its surface markings is one which a perseverant amateur, willing to face up to the challenge of overcoming the practical difficulties of observing Mercury, has a better chance of
solving than anyone else. Why should we believe a well-known British amateur authority
when he suggests that apertures in excess of 18 inches are required for useful work, particularly when both theoretical analysis and practical experience suggest that smaller
telescopes are equally useful? Of course, if one expects to see anything, he must be more
careful than to set up his dusty telescope in the direct sunlight and put in the first
available eyepiece. To determine the optimum methods for maximizing both resolution and
contrast perception, a little forethought and perhaps even a bit of simple arithmetic used
in conjunction with tables in the forthcoming Observing Manual are required; but that appears a small price to pay for the reward of helping to construct the first accurate map of
Mercury's surface ever made.

t

If observations are to have value (or any use at all) they must be made carefully;
the observer must be trained and have some experience; he must be familiar with the psychological pitfalls and systematic biases to which he is prone; he must use suitable filters
and magnifications; he must record accurately the time, the transparency (faintest star
visible to the normal eye), and the seeing (an objective measure of the effective resolution); and he must report the observations clearly, completely, and systematically. So
long as these "musts" remain abstractions, they may look foreboding; but really it is very
easy to learn the correct procedures, and the observer who does learn them will see much
more than he has ever seen before and will learn much more for both science and for himself
about the planets.
A few days ago I was invited by a dedicated and enthusiastic amateur astronomer to
join him in spending the night looking for some predicted shadow transits of the satellites
of Uranus with a large telescope to which he had access. I admit that such an observation
would be interesting, and I might even have accepted his invitation had the weather been
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clear (which it was not and rarely is around New England); but I can think of few planetary observations which would be of less value. Surely with Mars just a few weeks past
opposition, a 60-inch telescope would be much more profitably used on Mars were the seeing
so superb as to offer the slightest chance of detecting a Uranian satellite shadow. At
that resolution, the problem of the existence of the canals could have been solved beyond
dispute; and even more important data could have been obtained with a little planning and a
few accessories. Perhaps I should commend my friend for his willingness to observe at all:
most of the time such large telescopes are left idle when scattered clouds prevent the
scheduled photographic or photometric programs. Maybe I'll even be proven wrong when someone discovers that the satellite shadows are huge, proving that the satellites reflect like
ball bearings and have the density of cotton. And I'm the last perton to want to dictate
what someone else must do with his time and telescope. I just want to illustrate the fact
that many amateurs still lack a perspective on the usefulness of projects. If these people
are given the necessary information (included in our manual), the encouragement of the Section Recorders, and the published examples of some of our current advanced members, I think
that the value of ALPO work would increase immensely.
I surely hope so. There is still much which the amateur can do well and fairly simply with his backyard telescope which would help answer some of the current problems of planetary research. Amateurs have the ability to make systematic records of the changing characteristics of planetary surface features, observed with resolution only rarely obtained by
professional photography, which supplement decades of previous observations. This is practically the only source of information on long-term planetary phenomena, so important in
understanding such things as seasonal phenomena on Mars, cycles of atmospheric activity or.
Jupiter, and so on.
Once we have many of our observers making useful, systematic observations, the next
step is reducing them. Here we encounter a major problem: a shortage of qualified people
able to handle adequately Observing Section affairs. Some of our knowledgeable and potentially excellent Recorders have trouble finding the time to correspond with members, let alone perform adequate reductions of the material received. And it is unfortunately the cast
that material never published in observing reports is usually lost forever from the scientific record. It is essential that all possible information of value be extracted from the
observations and arranged in usable order. That is why it is important that Recorders have
a thorough understanding of both statistical reduction methods and of the nature of the pr.:fessional studies for which the amateur studies may possibly be useful. Unfortunately, a
few of the enthusiastic, devoted members who have the time and devotion to accept Recorderships lack this fundamental knowledge, through no fault of their own, and are unable to pr.:duce really useful reports. All of this somewhat sad state of affairs is the necessary result, of course, of the amateur nature of the ALPO; all work by Recorders is on their own
time, which they donate unselfishly to their hobby for no pay and for which they get rather
little appreciation. One solution, which appears quite possible to me, is to apply for a
grant partially to reimburse some of the busier Recorders. Not only will the Recorders
then be able to devote sufficient time to preparing reports, but some of our most informed
members may be more strongly attracted to the Recorderships. Surely the potential value cf
ALPO observational work merits a substantial grant. Perhaps incorporation of the ALPO woguLi.
make it easier to apply for a grant.
Ideally, Recorders would make thorough reductions of the observations, carefully
weighting drawings for the effects of seeing, transparency, telescope aperture, and so on.
The observer rating system I proposed in an article several years ago could be empolyed tc
be sure that all observations used were made by observers who had successfully passed a period of training, or otherwise demonstrated their reliability. Statistical correction for
systematic errors and utilization of psychophysical tests of the observers' eyesight could
be employed to yield the best possible results. As it is now, some observing reports appear
to be little more than casual descriptive summaries of the appearance of the planet in question, perhaps accompanied by more rigorous reduction of only one kind of observation (e.g.,
central meridian transits). Such inadequate reports and the retiring of many excellent Recordersaremainly due to the excessive effort and donated time required. Let us try to alleviate this problem soon.
The last step in the chain is publication of the results. Clearly, the major purpose
of The Strolling Astronomer is to publish the scientific results of ALPO observing prograr_s.
Of this fact I am sure our Editor is well aware, and it is hardly his fault that so few adequate Section Reports are arriving at his office. Therefore, some of the more secondary
roles of our Journal occupy more pages: articles on research projects of individual members, articles on the methods and goals of amateur research, announcements and planetary
prospects for the month, indices, book reviews, preliminary reports, requests for observations, and so on. Nevertheless, we can be proud that our Section Reports (somewhat irregu-
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lar though some of them are) are currently the most useful such reports published by any
group of observers in the world. Although some of the observing programs carried out by
the ALPO have little obvious scientific application at this time (and merely provide historical continuity with earlier similar observations which may eventually be found to be important), others are, or can be, of considerable importance to professional astronomers in
their current work. It is very important, therefore, that our results be reported in a way
which can be most useful to the professional; also it is important that scientists be made
aware of the existence of amateur studies and that they be convinced of the reliability of
amateur work so that they can use it with confidence.
We are meeting with only limited success in this last step of getting our work accepted into the scientific literature. Of course, The Strolling Astronomer is read (really
read) by almost no professional astronomers. In this respect, we are no different from
many of the more prestigious technical journals - -nobody has the time to wade through even
a small fraction of the relevant journals published. Still, it is unfortunate that so few
professional astronomers are even aware of the existence of The Strolling Astronomer or of
the kind of material which is published in it. And though a few astronomers do respect our
work and have used it, there are a few others who know of the ALPO and laugh at it. This
is surely a disappointing situation, and it may well irk many dedicated amateurs who are doing excellent observational work and are familiar with numerous examples of errors and poor
judgement by professionals. But we must realize that The Strolling Astronomer presents an
image rather different from that of the respected technical journals. In the reserve library at Harvard College Observatory, The Strolling Astronomer is placed on a side shelf along
with such other non-technical "fun" publications as SternAaWeltraum, Popular Astronomy,
and Physics Today, rather than on the shelves with The Astrophysical Journal and The Journal of Geophysical Research. Of course, some other publications are placed directly in the
stacks and remain even more obscure.
•
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I believe that much of the work reported in The Strolling Astronomer deserves more
respect and wider use. I feel that a number of superficial changes in the Journal and in
its operation could do us more justice. That is why I was in favor some time ago of adopting the name "Journal of the Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers" I suspect that
The Journal of the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada might not rate the technical shelf
at Harvard (as it does) if it were called "The Canadian Stargazer". Changing from the sentimental favorite "Strolling Astronomer" to "J.A.L.P.O." may appear meaningless to us insofar as the product is the same, but public relations evidently convinced U. S. Rubber to
change to "Uniroyal".
A second, and perhaps more important change, would be the institution of a rigorous
system of refereeing of articles to be published. First, such a system is essential to insuring high technical quality of published articles; such uniform high quality is necessary
if the Journal is to command respect. Secondly, it renders objective and impersonal the
decision to accept or reject an article, removing the awkward personal involvement of the
Editor. Lastly, no single man is sufficiently informed on all subjects to judge by himself
the technical quality of all articles submitted. Recognizing these facts, our Editor already makes it an informal policy to send out many, if not most, of the articles he receives to referees before publishing them. That is why to make it a formal policy, explained in
each issue on the inside back cover, would be largely a superficial change. It is a change,
however, which establishes a public commitment to this necessary editorial procedure, which
can only encourage us to improve upon the quality of our published articles.
Very recently I heard a lecture given to an audience of scientists by a visiting geophysicist of international stature. At one point in his talk, while he was discussing models of the dynamics of the interior of Jupiter, he showed a series of slides presenting the
results of decades of work by amateur astronomers on the rotation periods of Jupiter's currents and the Red Spot. ALPO Jupiter observers may already know that recent theories suggest that the Red Spot's variable rotation period may reflect a varying rotation period for
Jupiter's solid mantle. (Angular momentum could be conserved by opposite changes in the rotation of Jupiter's core, as changes in the radio rotation period may show.) Anyway, the
speaker prefaced his description of the slides with a few remarks about amateur astronomers.
He noted that in the past, few respectable astronomers would look at amateur data. But, he
continued, amateurs deserve much credit for providing this valuable information about Jupiter. Then he expressed his hope that amateurs would continue to collect such data; in another ten years it could yield definitive proof for or against the current model when used
in conjunction with radio observations. I think that this trend toward greater appreciation
of, and increased use of, amateur data by professionals is a very good one, both for science
in general and for amateur astronomy. But we must not be careless, or this tenuous trend
may reverse.
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I owe much to the ALPO, and to Walter Haas in particular. My early experiences in
the ALPO and friendships begun at conventions and through correspondence with other members
were very important in starting me on my chosen career in the field of planetary astronomy.
I have derived much satisfaction from working on ALPO observing programs and from co-editing
the Observing Manual. It is because I value the ALPO and am aware of the great value of
much ALPO work, which deserves greater recognition, that I offer the constructive criticisms and suggestions above. I hope that they will be taken in the spirit given. Since
they reflect my own personal views and prejudices, I anticipate others will disagree in
part (I hope not in whole!) In any case, I would like to hear your considered reactions
to my suggestions, and I know the Editor would be interested too. If we get a dialogue
started concerning ALPO goals and plans, followed by some concrete action, we can be assured of a continuing growth and improvement during the next twenty years even more impressive
than in our first twenty years. Also, I hope that the imminent publication of the Observing Manual will lay the cornerstone for future ALPO observing programs. In closing, I
should like to nominate our very hard-working and dedicated Editor as the recipient of at
least two-thirds of our first financial grant!
THE ASSOCIATION OF LUNAR AND PLANETARY OBSERVERS, 1947-1967
By: Walter H. Haas, Director A.L.P.O.
In March, 1947 our Association was founded with the mailing of the first issue of
this journal, The Strolling Astronomer, to some dozens of amateur lunar and planetary observers, many of them already correspondents of the writer. It is perhaps too typical that
we are some months late in marking this event, and we must thank our friends on the Skg an±
Telescope staff for their prompt remembrance. Yet it still appears fitting to engage in
some historical and philosophical speculations as we complete our second decade and to pause
to try to evaluate the role of the amateur student of the moon and the planets and of the
A.L.P.O. in contemporary science. For this purpose several requested articles by different
colleagues appear in this issue. If these express some widely divergent points of view an:
opinions, it is good that our Association is able to accommodate and perhaps even to encourage the development of, such varieties in thought.
The progress of lunar and planetary astronomy during the last 20 years has been indeed remarkable. Let us remember that in 1947 a fair amount of the literature upon the mon=
was still exploring minor facets of the lengthy meteoritic vs. volcanic controversy. The
rotation of Venus was assumed to be 30 days as an unconvincing compromise among different
kinds of evidence. Few honest astronomers will say that they then expected to find craters
in close-up views of Mars, or that they then expected any close-up views of Mars in the
twentieth century, for that matter. There were certainly extremely few professional astronomers willing to consider the possibility of any kind of surface changes on the moon - -a curious contrast to the present proliferation of government-subsidized programs searching for
"lunar transient phenomena." In 1947 no one had any satisfactory theory of the nature of
the Great Red Spot of Jupiter, nor does anyone in 1967.
In these advances the A.L.P.O. has played directly only a minor role. Yet indirectly
we may have done more in encouraging a keener interest in astronomy and in stimulating active young A.L.P.O. members, a modest number of whom now hold earned Ph.D. Degrees in Astronomy. It is a very proper function for us to provide guidance and challenging projects for
these young colleagues. It is also proper to accrue observations which will allow historical continuity with the work of the past. We may have space probes in permanent orbits
around Jupiter by 1980, but we shall still long be dependent upon traditional observations
for information about possible lengthy cycles of variation sometimes reported on that planet. Yet perhaps the chief goal of the A.L.P.O. should continue to be what it has been in
the past, namely, the accumulation of systematic observations on projects suitable for the
equipment and abilities of amateurs, with increased efforts to improve the quality of such
data and to analyze our results more adequately and more quantitatively. The writer would
expect in the future a greater number of observational projects with specific goals and wit.:
planned limited periods of duration. A meaningful use of large computers on some of our
lunar and planetary problems is a foregone conclusion.
It has been instructive to observe the concern in recent years about the "use" and
"value" of their astronomical observations on the part of young amateurs training to becomi
professional scientists. An increased capacity for mature self-criticism is a good thing.
Yet "use" and "value" are philosophical terms and have meaning only within some known context. Heinrich Schwabe would scarcely have discovered the periodicity of sunspots if he
had asked the opinion of contemporary professional astronomers about the "use" and "value"
of his incredibly intensive study of the sun, for all of those gentlemen knew quite well
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that the occurrence of sunspots was a completely random matter. It is not my intention to
say here that the amateur should not regard the community scientific opinion at a given
time; on the contrary, our work must be more meaningful in proportion to our knowledge of
the subject we are studying, of past contributions to the development of the subject, and
of interpretations advanced by the minds of the past and the present. It is definitely my
intention to say that an amateur should develop and value his independence of thought.
The major present problems of the A.L.P.O. and their possible solutions must concern
us all. Perhaps the wirter as founder and Director might share some of his thoughts.
A serious problem is that of choosing Recorders who are at once knowledgeable, active in their jobs, and prompt with Section Reports of worthy quality. I do not want to appear critical of our staff members, past and present; certainly all who have so served us
have contributed to the development of the Association; certainly all have given of their
time and money without recompense. Yet it is unsatisfactory when Recorders lose quantities
of observational records; it is unsatisfactory when Recorders write few or no Section Reports; it is unsatisfactory when Recorders ignore correspondence. All these things have
happened. Experience would suggest that Recorders should normally be mature men, for enthusiastic and energetic young men often enough find other interests after a time. Experience would also suggest that Recorders should ordinarily not be professional astronomers,
or young men about to enter this profession; loyalty to one's employer and proper concern
with personal career advancement are likely to leave A.L.P.O. work a poor second or third.
It is no easy matter to do a good job as a Recorder after working all day at something else,
and all of us can help a little by encouraging our Recorders in our correspondence with them
and by expressing our appreciation of their voluntary efforts.
The writer would be the first to admit, or rather insist, that his own performance as
Director and Editor is often poor. As with the Recorders, it is hard to see how this situation can improve much with available time and strength.
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A major problem is a widespread attitude among amateurs that space missions will soon
solve all lunar and planetary problems, leaving nothing for the earth-based telescopic observer with modest equipment. Others have dealt with this concept in this issue, and I
shall not try to add anything here.
—
As has been true throughout the 20 years of our existence we need more observations,
and we need better observations. It is rare for a Section Report to list as many as 20 observers, which is now about 3% of the membership. In other words, our projects receive
only scattered, and often barely token, support from our members. One may hope that the
A.L.P.O. Observing Manual will help this situation by providing needed observing guidelines
and helpful reference material conveniently available in one book.
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The A.L.P.O. has long sought to foster international cooperation among lunar and planetary amateurs, and it is disappointing that contributions from colleagues in foreign countries have fallen off in recent years. Of course, international exchange must be a two-way
street. Recent years have brought a certain measure of expressed interest in an amateur
equivalent of the professional International Astronomical Union. If such an organization
is created, we may hope that it will foster our common aims. It may also be that the time
and funding required to create a new organization would be better spent in strengthening
existing socities like the B.A.A. and the A.L.P.O., which are surely sufficiently international in practice even if somewhat national in original concept.
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In concluding, it appears worthwhile to list those "charter members" of the A.L.P.O.
who are still members today: David P. Barcroft, Ralph N. Buckstaff, Charles Cyrus, Charles
A. Federer, James Q. Gant, Fred M. Garland, Walter H. Haas, Lyle T. Johnson, Russell Maag,
Oscar Monnig, A. W. Mount, Elmer J. Reese, David Rosebrugh, Milton Rosenkotter, J. Russell
Smith, Clyde W. Tombaugh, and the Yakima Amateur Astronomers.
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Many, many people have contributed as observers, as authors, as staff members, and as
workers of other kinds to whatever the A.L.P.O. has achieved during its first 20 years.
These activities have brought to the writer a deep personal satisfaction. It is his hope
that the Association may long endure and that, with continuing support from you, our members
and readers, the future may be far better than the past.
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VOICES FROM THE PAST
It has occurred to the Editor that a small selection of articles published in past issues of this journal may provide enjoyable reading for our Twentieth Anniversary Issue.
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Such a selection could have been made in many ways. The first such reprinted article below
was the very first article contributed to The Strolling Astronomer. It appeared in Vol. 1,
No. 2, pp. 2-4, April, 1947.
Valuable Contributions to Astronomy by Owners of Small Telescopes
By: Frank R. Vaughn
It is thought by the writer that many telescopes of "amateur" size lying idle in garages, basements, storerooms, and attics, might well be engaged as valuable tools in the
progress of knowledge.
There are perhaps three chief reasons for this: (1) the "amateur telescope maker"
found more pleasure in construction than in observation -- hence, after a period of "looking
at the sky", the telescope has been of no further use to him (except perhaps to show to
friends, or to "gaze" sporadically); (2) that the possessor of the telescope simply thinks
that nothing of value can be contributed by him in this day of giant observatories and advanced techniques; (3) that the telescope-owner merely had a passing fancy, which soon died_
For those in the third group there is little here of potential interest; to those in
the first and second categories, I should like to point out a few things, and to raise a questions which may prove somewhat surprising.
The "amateur telescope maker", mentioned at first, may find observation of the moon as
planets a hobby eventually even more stimulating than telescope construction (the latter is
excellent preparation and background for the former). The person who thinks that "nothing cf
value can be contributed" by him may find himself pleasantly surprised in the knowledge
that he can make a contribution of real worth, once he has actually observed systematically
and carefully.
There is a class of astronomical objects which has not yet yielded fully to Am technique, however advanced, and there is room for valuable scientific work on this class of objects - -the moon and planets--with small telescopes. This field of astronomical endeavor
been done incalculable damage by many of the devotees who did so much to advance it, merely
by the drawing of conclusions carelessly and hastily, on a basis of essentially meritorious
observational work.
This matter of carefulness and caution in drawing inferences can hardly be too strongly emphasized, for it is only through established and recognized scientifically valid methods of reduction of observations that results will be "accepted" (after all, the only was
in which work of any considerable merit may be eventually given deserved recognition).
What is the period of rotation of Venus? What is the inclination of its axis to the
plane of its equator? What is the physical nature of its visible surface (although heavily
covered with cloud; quiescent, chaotic, belted, etc.)?
What is the precise nature of some areas on the moon, the observed changes of shade
and form of which, under varying angles of illumination, do not conform (apparently) with
those expected if dependent on the illumination-angle alone? How is one to explain the c:served apparent absence of "impact-explosions" of meteorites on the surface of the moon?
In this connection, it has been reliably stated that a meteoroidal body of 1-inch diameter,
moving at the rate of 20 miles/sec. relative to the moon, and striking it, would, upon ccntact, produce an "impact-flare" visible to observers on the earth. Do observable lunar
meteors exist in the rare atmosphere of our satellite?
What is the rotational period of zones of high latitude on Saturn? It has been show=
that variations in the divisions of Saturn's rings may be dependent on the relative positions of the satellites. Observations of the rings would be of great value when this problem in dynamics is solved.
Observational work on Mars needs to be continued, against the time when rather defiribe
and accepted conceptions of its surface-nature are formed (especially in regard to the
als" and other controversial marks)
In the above paragraphs I have presented only a few of the known problems concerning
our own solar family, which may well prove to be of access with only modest instruments.
And even when the above questions are settled, many will remain, for it is certain that fc
each answer there will be fresh questions.
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Next month I shall present suggestions regarding efficient methods of using telesCopes
in planetary and lunar work, based on the experience of skilled observers, for there is no
substitute for an excellent (if small) telescope. The observer, however talented, cannot
rise above his tools.

The A.L.P.O. system of Section Recorders was a gradual and necessary development. It
was, of course, modelled upon the practices long found successful by the B.A.A. Tom Cave was
one of our first Recorders and wrote a number of Venus Reports, one of which is reprinted
below. Those now observing Venus under the leadership of Dale Cruikshank may find parts of
. Cave's discussion surprisingly current. This article appeared in Vol. 4, No. 5, pp. 24, May, 1950.
Venus Near Inferior Conjunction
By: T R. Cave, Jr.
As Venus approached the inferior conjunction of January 31, 1950 and the planet became
considerably more difficult to observe, activity might have been expected to decline. The
Recorder is most happy to report, however, that a very considerable amount of work was done
then by members of the Venus Section. Those reporting for this period were: Dr. J. C. Bartlett, 3i" refl.; Mr. L. Bellot, 6" refl.; Mr. P. D. Bevis, 6" refl.; Mr. F. E. Brinkman,
Jr., 6" refl.; Mr. T. R. Cave, Jr., 8" refl.;
. P. Chorley, 3i" refl.; Mr. T. A. Cragg,
6" refl.; Mr. E. L. Forsyth, 6" refl.; Mr. W. H. Haas, 6" refl. and 3" refr.; Mr. E. E. Hare,
12" refl.; Mr. M. B. B. Heath, 10" refl.; Mr. L. T. Johnson, los refl.; Miss H. Koyama, 8"
refr.; Mr. H. LeVaux, 6" refl.; Mr. B. Lane, 6" refl. and 3" refr.; Mr. S. Murayama, 8" re fr.; Mr. A. W. Orton, 6" refl.;
D. O'Toole, 6" refl.; Mr. G. D. Roth, 4i" refl. All
apertures are given in inches.
We wish to acknowledge and welcome the observations this month from Mr. G. D. Roth of
Munich, Germany, who has contributed a number of excellent drawings, employing his 4*" Bra chyt reflector with various color filters.
THE DARK HEMISPHERE - It is rather significant that nearly all observers reported observing
the dark hemisphere of Venus during January. To some it appeared dark; to others, light,
with respect to the sky-background. To a few it was even by turns both light and dark, changing in only a few days. Orton, observing on January 1 (Universal Time here and later), noted the previously reported peculiar "Area A" or "Lens Area" on the =illuminated portion of
the disc (refer to our January and February, 1950 issues) to be of a somewhat larger area
than the crescent phase. Haas noted on January 7 that the dark hemisphere was darker than
the sky with Wratten Filters #47 and #58 but was invisible without filters. Haas usually
found the "Lens Area" darker than the sky during most of January. He measured the angular
width (perpendicular to line of cusps) of the "Area" to be 55° on January 7. Bevis and
Bellot were in excellent agreement with Haas on this same date; measurements of their drawings indicate the angular width to be 53° in the sketch by Bevis and 57° in Bellot's.
Bartlett on the sane date found this area lighter than the sky and the narrow region bordering the terminator; Brinckman observing two hours later on the same date noted perhaps a
very similar appearance. Johnson strongly suspected the dark hemisphere to be lighter than
the sky on January 8, using several Wratten and Kodachrome filters. O'Toole easily observed the dark hemisphere as darker than the sky in early January; however, on January 13 he
found this hemisphere lighter than the sky without filters and with red and amber filters
but pronouncedly darker than it with a neutral screen. Cave found the entire dark hemisphere very slightly lighter than the sky on January 16, but LeVaux thought the unlighted
portion of the disc darker than the sky-background on January 15 and January 20. Haas on
January 22 measured the east edge of the "Lens Area" to be 3.3 west of the central meridian
of Venus and the angular width to be 65°.2. He thinks that this edge remained nearly stationary near the C.M. during January, the angular width increasing as the crescent narrowed.
The well-known English observer of Venus, Mr. M. B. B. Heath, observed on several occasions
during January the "Lumiere Cendrge" (phosphorescence of the dark hemisphere) and also a
darker appearance of much of the unlighted hemisphere, using his excellent 10" Calver reflector in both daylight and twilight skies.
ANGULAR PERIMETER OBSERVATIONS - Haas was able to observe Venus on numerous occasions during January, and his fine report is extremely complete. He often measured the angular perimeter on drawings or estimated it and near the end of the month saw the cusp-extensions as
very fine lines nearly completing the circle around the dark hemisphere. On January 7-8 he
measured the perimeter to be 200'; on January 15 he estimated it as 190°. He noted it to
be generally increasing after this time and on January 27 found it to be 215°. On this date
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Date

Time

1960, Sept. 12
Sept. 13
Sept. 20

04 56
02 33
04 33

Long.
230.1
239.5
215.6

Date
Ha
Ha
Ha

Time

Long.

1960, July 25

07 04

215.9

Ro

Aug. 2
Aug. 25

03 48
06 10

105.7
94.0

Cu
Em

July 12

04 36

42.8

Cu

les
sg
red
-as

4g8tValue approximate.
The significance of the above results is that Moore in 1939 found a spectroscopic rate
at a latitude of 57° at least an hour longer than that for the equator.2 This would imply a
spectroscopic rate near 11h15m as compared with 10h39m52s found by the central meridian passages of several spots.
References
1. "Saturn in 1959", by T. Cragg, The Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 15,

61, 1961.

2. Astronomy, by Russell, Dugan, and Stewart (1945 edition).
Key
Cr
Cu
Ea
Em
Ha
He
Ri
Ro
Sc

=
=
=
=
=
=
▪
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Observers

Cragg. 12" refr., 12" refl., 6" refr., 6" refl.
Cruikshank. 40" Yerkes refr. at 28 to 40" aperture.
Eastman. 121" refl., 12" refr.
Emig. 8" refl., 6" refl.
Haas. 6" refl.
Herring. 121" refl.
Rippel.
Robinson. 16" refl., 10" refl., 6" refl.
Schneller. 8" refl.
A NEW DISCIPLINE FOR THE

THE LUNAR LIBRATION CLOUD SECTION

By: Walter J. Krumm, A.L.P.O. Lunar Libration Cloud Recorder
It is believed that few have seen the lunar libration clouds, not because of their 1:-.
luminosity especially, but primarily because of poor or unavailable ephemerides. An observing ephemeris has hence been compiled to indicate those times when observations of either L
or L5 should be'attempted. Observations of the lunar libration clouds have shown that these
luminosities do not appear at the predicted positions, being off in both right ascension an:.
declination, and that they seemingly vary in intensity. It is the aim of this new A.L.P.C.
section to secure sufficient observations of this phenomenon to answer the many question:
that are observationally possible, and to produce the necessary "observed minus predictea
values needed to calculate a precise ephemeris.
Visual Techniques
The lunar libration cloud luminosities are near the limit of visibility and are just
above the brightness of the night sky. Therefore, it is of primary importance to eliminate
all artificial light and to have a dark, transparent sky. Use naked-eye observing only as
any magnification will lose these faint luminosities entirely. For the first few attempts
to see these "clouds", select an observation that will give maximum conditions; namely,
near full phase, largest local elevation, greatest separation from the ecliptic, a full observing window, and a good position against. a background of few and faint stars. Timewise,
the longer L4 remains in the sky after moonset or the end of twilight, the better, since
one becomes more dark adapted; or the longer L5 is up before moonrise or the advent of morning twilight, the better, to overcome the atmospheric extinction of a low local elevation
:s
(for one is supposedly already dark adapted here). By all means, wear red goggles if ligh.
are present or dark adapt one's self for one-half hour before observing.
After locating the libration area against the background of stars, search an area 15'

x 15° for any faint nebulosity to allow for the difference between the observed and the predicted positions. If any luminosity is found, observe another area nearby to see if wishf`_
thinking has occurred; then return to the sighting area to confirm its existence. These
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areas are small enough that averted vision is necessary (approximately 3° x 4° according to
one's threshold) so that they will disappear upon direct viewing. Determine the size, shape,
orientation and position; and plot on a star map to scale. Note observer's time, latitude,
and longitude because these are needed later to compute a true predicted position for the
- observed minus predicted" value.
less
!ogs
red,
:.as

Later, when one gets "acquainted" with the knack of lunar libration cloud observing,
choice positions should be attempted. A series of three or more chronological sightare vital, and scattered sightings are of value. If the libration luminosity is obsercheck the same area on the following night, if possible, to see whether the luminosity
disappeared (i.e., moved ahead along the lunar orbit to a new position).
Photographic Techniques

There are only two known published reports on photographs of the lunar libration
clouds, and these include many doubtful cases; there have been many negative attempts to
zhotograph the clouds. It follows, then, that only suggestions can be made at this time-like the blind leading the blind! It is believed that the same procedures as for photography
of the far reaches of a comet tail should be used. It appears that a person such as Alan Mc:lure with his wide experience of cometary photography could answer more questions than one
less experienced. If a long exposure is to be made, one should track at the lunar rate, and
this may prove difficult with nothing for a guide. A wide angle lens should be used to cover a large area to compensate for the variation in observed and predicted positions and to
overcome the vignetting of the lens. Also, two photographs of the same area are absolutely
necessary--one of the libration cloud and one on a preceding or following night to use for
comparison. These should be taken and developed under strict control conditions. Isodensitometry will be used on any photograph thought to contain a lunar libration cloud image.
An observing ephemeris may be obtained from Walter Haas or the Lunar Libration Cloud
Recorder for the asking. Sample pages are published here as Figures 1 and 2.
STEEP PLACES PROGRAM PROGRESS REPORT
By: Charles L. Ricker, ALPO Lunar Recorder
In several previous articles in this Journal, an attemRt has been made to inspire interest in a program of observing steep places on the Moon.1,' Although there has not been
wide response, there has been an enthusiastic one! Participating observers have submit-..ed a large number of observations, and the results are interesting enough to warrant publication at this time.
The following observers have participated in the program to date:
Larry Dart
Rev. Kenneth Delano
Carl F. Dillon, Jr.
Charles L. Ricker

San Jose, Calif.
New Bedford, Mass.
Lowell, Mass.
Marquette, Mich.

8" Refl.
12i" Refl.
6" Refl.
10" Refl.

The Recorder wishes to thank these observers, without whose help the program would never
Ave got off the ground.
Taking as a reasonable starting point Joseph Ashbrook's "working list"3, the results

-.aye been analyzed as follows:
1. Formations with observed slopes greater than those indicated in
the working list.
2. Formations containing extremely steep slopes.
3. Formations which have been observed to contain steep places,
but ones not appearing on the working list.
In the cases of numbers 1 and 2 above, these formations should be observed as often as possible when over 30° from the terminator in order to verify the observed
unusually steep slopes. One common complaint from observers has been that it is
difficult to distinguish true black shadow from the normal high-sun darkening
which occurs in many formations. It may help to observe a given formation on several consecutive nights, at which time the difference should be more apparent.
In case 3 above, the fact that they have been included in some cases is the result
of only one observation, and confirmation by other observers is essential.
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Notes on the Ephemeris
Columns 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 - Straightforward.
Column 6 - A "flail" observing window indicates the 60 degrees
from moonset to L4-set, or from L5-rise to moonrise.
Any lesser time denotes that the observing window
is limited by twilight.
Column 7 - Calculated for the author's latitude of 37 degrees.
Need not be considered too heavily unless one is farther
north, especially during the summer months. Or, if
you wish, use:
sin a = sin 6 sin y + cos 6 cos y cos h
where
a
6
y
h

=
=
=
=

local elevation
declination of cloud
observer's latitude
hour angle - local siderial time
- R.A. of cloud

Column 8 - Phase Angle: The position of the libration cloud with
respect to the Sun. 0 degrees at "new," 90 degrees at
"quarter" and 180 degrees at "full," etc.
Column 9 - L: The latitude of the libration cloud, or, its separation
from the ecliptic.
Column 10 - Location of cloud against background of stars.
Column 11 - Position: An "OK" indicates that the cloud location is
favorable and should be limited by local conditions
only. A "Try" indicates possible interference from
nearby object (Milky Way, Gegenschein, bright star or
nebulae, etc.). A"?" position denotes that observing
conditions are poor or slim. A "NG" = no good,
impossible or worse:
Columns 12 and 13 - The position of the Gegenschein at moonrise or
moonset as the case may be. This is to be used
as a check of magnitude. It should be noted
that the L4 cloud has been observed when the
Gegenschein (supposedly more luminous) was not
seen.

Figure 1. "Notes on the Ephemeris" of the Lunar Libration Clouds prepared by
Mr. Walter J. Krumm, A.L.P.O. Lunar Libration Cloud Recorder. See also text
of his article in this issue.
414(41-114**

Following are the above formations in order. The slope values given are the latest
observed maximum slopes, and unless otherwise stated are for the east (IAU directions)
walls.
Case 1 Formations with observed slopes greater than those indicated on the working list.
Agrippa
61° Central Peak
Burg
41°
Aristillus 42
Conon
43
Autolycus 45
Gay-Lussac 42
Birt
49
Herschel
54 W Wall
Bullialdus
41 (45°W Wall)
Lambert
41
Macrobius
48
Thaetetus
43 W Wall
Nadler
49
Theophilus
62 E Wall and Central Peak
Manlius
36
Piton
44 (W Slope)
Pytheas
40
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LUNAR LIBRATION CLOUD EPHEMERIS

CLOUD DATE

RIGHT
ASCEN.

UNIVERBAL
DEC. TIME

OBS.

WINDOW
HRS.

h
h
L4 Sept. 29, '67 12 53' - 4°18, 23 56'
0 30
13 45 -10 54
Oct. 1
1 01
14 40 -16 40
2
1 29
15 41 -22 22
3
16 45 -26 07
4
17 54 -28 03
5
19 03 -27 48
6
3 39
20 10 -25 30
7
4 24
21 13 -21 25
8
5 18
22 12 -15 50
9
6 20
23 05 - 9 56
10
7 24
23 54 - 3 36
11
8 30
0 42 + 2 50
12
9 35
9 00
1 29
13
14
35
10
38
2 17
14
19
25
11
38
15
3 05
23 20 12 36
3 55
16

h
0 18'
0 48
1 20
1 56

h
3 09'
3 51
4 39
5 37
6 39
7 47

h
0 19'

MAX.
LOCAL PHASE
ANGLE
ELEV.

L

F.4

0 P..
-P

CONST.

Moonset
28°
25
23
22

GEGENSCHEIN
DEC.
POSITION R.A.

7°30' +1°20' Virgo
0 00 Virgo
19 45
27 30 -0 4o Libra
46 45 -2 40 Libra
Milky Way
Milky Way
Milky Way
110 30 -5 25 Capricornus
27
Full
125 15 -5 05 Capricornus
Full
31
139 00 -4 25 Aquarius
Full
37
151 15 -3 40 Aquarius
43
Full
162 30 -2 35 Pisces
48
Full
173 30 -1 35 Pisces
Full
53
h
,o
175 45 -0 15 Pisces
3 11
57
164 45 +0 55 Aries
58
2 11
2 05 Aries
153 45
1 10
59
2 55 Taurus
142 00
58
0 13

OK
OK
OK
OK

0
0
0
0

h

23'
26

30
34

+ 2°26'
2 50
3 14
3 38

NG
NG
NG
OK

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK

F4
.0

0 48
0 52
0 56
1 00
1 04
1 08

Try

1 12
1 16
1 20
1 23

OK
OK
OK
OK

h
1 44'
1 48
1 52
1 56

?
OK

2 00
2 04

NG
OK
OK
OK
Try
OK
OK

2
2
2
2
2
2

OK
OK
OK

0 0

m4) 4-;
o
o
.0
0a
'0
w
0
o
H T1
0
c..)
4.
0 0
•ri
9 :d
4,-' E

5
5
6
6
6
7
7
8
8
8

13
33
00
25
47
12
35
00
22
45

o.

•
t/

•r-I
o
.4
a•...
i•ri
m

.-1 cu

.1-1 .0

0 [..1 4.)
4
+3
0
.ri a
g4
o

m

q-4

cr) +.1 F.
..-1 0 0
fr 0

,I

'A
.z0 F.,
0 5..
1.1 1 .

L
5

Oct. 22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
Nov. 1
2
3

h
0 37' + 2°12'

1
2
2
3
4
5
6
8
9
10
11
12

17
05
53
48
45
53
54
03
07
10
10
08

7 25
13 15
18 18
22 53
26 08
28 03
27 58
25 50
21 55
16 12
9 17
1 43

10
11
12
13
15
16

08
21
34
50
10
30

1 02
1 51
2 50
3 53
Full
Full
Full
Full
2h49'
1 32
0 20

Moonrise
29°
34
39
45
49
54
57
58
59
58
57
51

163°15' -1°35' Cetus
172 15 -0 35 Pisces
176 45 +0 45 Aries
1 45 Aries
165 45
2 55 Taurus
153 00
3 55 Taurus
139 45
Milky Way
5 05 Gemini
109 30
5 20 Cancer
93 15
5 15 Cancer
78 15
4 35 Leo
63 30
3 10 Leo
49 30
36 00
2 20 Virgo

12
16
20
24
28
32

+10°45'
11 08
11 30
11 51
12 15
12 35

2A
+3
P"
c-,
0 0
0
F.,
'0 4-4
co 0
bp 0 '0

a H..--1
e, E
/5
1 . -1
P. -0 .0

13
13
13
14
14
14

18
39
59
08
40
59

0E P.a co
04

u)

. . :43,

`‘;
a
a.

.n

t--

a
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Case 2. Formations
Agrippa
Abulfeda
Birt
Descartes
Geminus
Herschel
Horrocks

containing extremely steep slopes.
Isidorus
61° Central Peak.
Lalande
49 W Wall
Monge
49
Theophilus
47 W Wall
Tisserand
51
Torricelli
54 W Wall
55

60 W Wall
51
62 E Wall and Central Peak
51
49

Case 3. Formations
Abulfeda
Alfraganus
Apennine Mts.
Atlas
Capella
Cyrillus
Daniell
Delambre
Descartes
Fauth-Fauth A
Horrocks

not appearing on working list.
Isidorus
49°
Lalande
45 W Wall.(E Wall on
29
list) Menelaus
Monge
38
Ritter
40
Santbech
40
Sabine
28
Taylor
35
Tisserand
47 W Wall
Zollner
45
55

60 Outer E Rim.
42
51
35
47
36 E Wall (W Wall on list).
33
51
35

57°

57°

It can be seen from the above that much work remains to be done, and serious lunar ctservers can be of GREAT ASSISTANCE in resolving some of the above problems so that a refint:
working list can be produced. So far, not enough confirmed data exist to attempt a statistical analysis of the observations; and it is only through many more observations that suer
data can be gathered. The observing time spent on this program need only be a few minutes
at each session, and need not interfere with other lunar programs. It is hoped that our regular lunar observers will respond to this appeal, and donate a little of their observing
time to this very worth-while program.
References
1. Ashbrook, Joseph, "Steep Places on the Moon", Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 17, Nos. 7-E.
pp. 136-137, 1963.
2. Ricker, Charles, "Lunar Section: The Steep Places Program", Strolling Astronomer, Vc1.
20, Nos. 1-2, pp. 4-5, 1966.
3. Ashbrook, Joseph, "A Working List of Steep Places on the Moon", Strolling Astronomer,
Vol. 20, Nos. 3-4, pp. 37-42, 1966.
COMET MITCHELL-JONES-GERBER 1967f
By: Dennis Milon, A.L.P.O. Comets Recorder
At the end of June a naked eye comet was discovered in the Southern Hemisphere, but
it was a very difficult object for United States observers as it moved south parallel to
sunset horizon. One of the discoverers, Mery Jones of Maryborough, Queensland, Australia :t
a contributor to the British Astronomical Association, and has had observations of Jupiter
and comets in the BAA Journal. He discovered the comet while sweeping with binoculars or.
July 1, 1967 UT. It was then 5th magnitude with a greenish tail several degrees long.
Michael McCants observed the comet on the evening of July 4th (July 5 UT) after recta- ing an IAU telegram. From his location at a Nike Site 10 miles west of Austin, Texas, the
comet was visible in 7x50 binoculars at magnitude 4, compared to Sigma Leonis. With a 10inch reflector he could see a 15' coma and a i° tail. The comet was only 5° above the horizon.
Jose Olivarez of Mission, Texas, observed the comet on July 8th at 2:45 UT in 7x50
binoculars. The magnitude was estimated at 5.5; and he saw a 2° tail, which had a bright
northern edge.
Photographs taken at Mount Stromlo Observatory show a round coma and a tail with filaments around a narrow center-ray.
Unsuccessful searches for 1967f were reported by Raymond Rea, Gordon Solberg, R. E.
Minton, John Cotton, Tom Middlebrook, and J. Russell Smith.
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The Sun and the Amateur Astronomer, by W. M. Baxter. W. W. Norton Co., New York, N.Y.,
1963, 167 pages. Price $5.95.
Reviewed by Rodger W. Gordon
Most books on astronomy today present their subject matter in a comprehensible way,
and this book is no exception. However, it is different in that the author presents his
material in a lucid, witty, chatty, and informal manner. After you read the first 20 pages
or so, you feel that you have known Mr. Baxter all your life. In contrast, after you finish a standard astronomical work, you may know the subject matter; but the author and his
"personality" remain as obscure as ever. "The Sun and the Amateur Astronomer" is a refreshing change from the usual "dry" text. Technical problems are explained in a way easily understood by even the youthful novice; and most of the observing problems associated with
the sun are given fully detailed, yet extremely clear, explanations.
Mr. Baxter describes the solar equipment of other amateurs, and it is pleasing to
know that in this day of the "fetish" for larger and larger apertures, Mr. Baxter regards
the 3" or 4" refractor as most efficient for solar work. He points out, though, that he
is prejudiced on this matter since he owns a clock-driven 4" refractor.
Some observers (including myself) may disagree with Mr. Baxter's statements that projection methods show smaller and fainter solar details than direct observation, but this is
a minor disagreement since some amateurs are definitely unable to see more delicate detail
by direct observation while for others the opposite is true.
Many amateur photos of the sun (mostly those of the author) are included, and the detail is remarkable for small instruments (3"-6"). Also included are Baxter's solar observing setup in his Observatory. The amateur considering specializing in solar work would do
well to study carefully these photos for helpful hints on any problems he may encounter
about building or equipping a solar Observatory.
I found no typographical errors in the book, and the plates are excellent in their reproduction characteristics. After reading this book, more amateurs will be willing to observe a most neglected object. Mr. Baxter's book is a practical guide, and its informal
style makes it suitable for any level of reading. It deserves a place on every amateur's
bookshelf.

LATITUDES ON SATURN: A NOTE ON COMPARING METHODS
By: Walter H. Haas, Director A.L.P.O.
On May 6, 1967 Mr. Gary Wegner, then with the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory of the
University of Arizona at Tucson, wrote me and communicated results of measuring some high
quality photographic images of Saturn for latitudes. He invited me to compare results with
any latitudes I might have from a method of direct visual estimation (an unpublished paper
on this subject was given at the Tucson Convention of the A.L.P.O. in 1966), and I found one
such set of estimates. The interpretation of this comparison given in this paper is wholly
my own. The "ratio" in Tables I and II is a quotient of two distances, both measured along
the centralmeridianof Saturn, the one distance that from the center of the disc to the position of the feature measured, and the second distance that from the center of the disc to
either the north or the south limb. Moreover, "ratio" is plus for features north of the
center of Saturn, and minus for those to the south; its value thus ranges from +1 to -1.
Table I summarizes the photographic results. The standard deviations are supplied
for both the measured positions and the corresponding Saturnicentric latitudes. Calculations
by Gary Wegner followed the formulae in A.F.O'D. Alexander's book The Planet Saturn. The
ratio of the equatorial radius of Saturn to its polar radius was, however, assumed to be
1.11 rather than the value of 1.12 adopted by Dr. Alexander. On this date B (the tilt of
the axis of Saturn to the earth) was -1°00, and B' (the tilt of the axis to the sun) was
-1?51.
Table I. Latitudes on Saturn from Measures of Photographs
by Gary Wegner. September 25, 1966, 5 hrs., U.T.

Position
North North Temp. Belt (?)

No. of Measures
6
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Ratio
+77Z+.024

Saturnicentric Latitude
+41°03'+ 46'
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ance of identical true values on the two dates, both because latitudes may change with time
and because different Saturnian longitudes must have been presented to the earth.
Some very tentative conclusions might be:
1. The visual observer—namely me—placed the North Equatorial Belt about 6 degrees too
far south.
2. The "shadow of the rings" was much too broad on the photographs, indeed by a factor of
almost four.
3. The agreement between the two methods for the latitudes of the edges of the South Equa—
torial Belt is surprisingly good.
Of course, there is no question that latitudes measured from good photographs must
greatly surpass in accuracy simple visual estimates at the telescope. The comparison here
discussed, however, would suggest that large numbers of visual estimates, which are quickly
and easily made, can be of value in planetary studies.
AN APPARENT OBSERVATION OF COLOR IN THE ARISTARCHUS — HERODOTUS REGION
By: Charles L. Ricker, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder
Date: May 29, 1967, Universal Time.
Time: 6:40 to 7:25, U.T.
Observer: Carl A. Anderson, Manchester, New Hampshire.
Instrument: 10" F:6.8 Reflector. 16mm. and 8mm. Orthoscopic eyepieces. No filters.
Seeing: Above average; Transparency: Excellent.
Major Auroral Display during entire night.
Summary of Observation:
The observer was observing the Moon for the purpose of timing sunset in the craters Theo—
philus and Cyrillus. Upon completion of this effort, he turned the telescope on Aristarchus,
and was honestly shocked at what he saw. Note Figure 5. The red—brown color was very
strong. It was centered at xi — 685, eta + 390. The glow was strongest and covered the
greatest area when first seen at 6:40, U.T. Gradually it decreased in area, but not in prom—
inence, until reduced to about one—half its original size by 6:48. By 6:50 color was no
longer seen, having faded gradually. At 6:58, color was seen again, but was not so pronoun—
ced. It was still red—brown. It faded out at 7:00 and was not observed again. The obser—
vation was terminated at 7:25, U.T.
The observer went to great pains to test the objectivity of this observation. Upon
completion of the observation, he spent much time in checking extra—focal star images to
test the alignment of his optics, and spent much time trying to make himself see color in
other lunar formations, but without success. He had changed eyepieces during the observa—
tion to make sure that the color was not in the eyepiece. The observer honestly did not be—
lieve what he saw, and spent much time trying to make the color disappear.
Here is an observer with many years of experience, and with an established reputation.
He has never even suspected color activity in the past, and was not looking for color activ—
ity when observing on this night.
Recorder's opinion: It is the opinion of the Recorder that this was an observation
of a geniune color phenomenon, for the following reasons:
(a)The observer's reputation and experience.
(b)The fact that the telescope is a reflector of adequate aperture.
(c)The gross and evident nature of the phenomenon.
(d)The great and unusual effort to which the observer went to test the objectivity of the
observation.
(e)The fact that the observation occurred at a time of major solar activity, as evidenced
by major Auroral displays during this period, which have been reported by observers
everywhere. Major solar flares were observed on May 23, 25, and 28. These were all a
result of a very large sunspot group which crossed the central meridian on May 25, 1967.
Wordy Postscript hz Editor. We commend Mr. Anderson on the great care which he exer—
cised in making this observation and Mr. Ricker on the completeness and objectivity of this
report. The procedures followed by the observer are worthy of imitation whenever lunar tran—
sient phenomena are seen or suspected.
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Figure 5. Diagram to show location and extent of color observed in Aristarchus-Herodotus
region by Mr. Carl A. Anderson on May 29, 1967. See also Mr. Ricker's article beginning
on page 135.
The Editor would suggest that atmospheric dispersion is a possible alternate explanation of the observation. The moon was low in the sky at Manchester while the color was
seen; its approximate altitude above the horizon on May 29 was 12° at 6h40ni, U.T., 15° at
7h0m, and 17° at 7h25m. Since Aristarchus is much brighter than the adjacent lunar surface
Aristarchus resembles a star in that at low lunar altitudes it becomes a vertical spectrun.
violet at the upper end and red at the lower end. Now the colongitude was 153?2 at 7h, U.7.
the sun was thus 16 degrees past the local meridian of Aristarchus. At this high solar
lighting the whole crater of Aristarchus is brilliant, and there is a very bright band running southwest (I.A.U. direction) from the south end of Aristarchus and approximately tar.gent to the south end of Herodotus (Figure 5). Thus this bright band lay, in the earth's
sky, along the lower end of the generally brightened Aristarchus area while Mr. Anderson ImiLs
observing, and red color at this position and on the south rim of Aristarchus (Figure 5) -precisely what terrestrial atmospheric dispersion would cause. Although the FAitor is not
prepared to say precisely what effect the increase in the Moon's altitude from 12° to 15°
between 6h4Om and 7hOm ought to have, it must in general cause reduced observed effects of
atmospheric dispersion; and false colors from this source would necessarily be harder to see
after 7h0m, during which later period the observer searched in vain. Again, Aristarchus-_
so much brighter than most other lunar features that false colors produced by atmospheric
dispersion must be easier to detect there than almost anywhere else on the moon.
There is an instructive discussion of atmospheric dispersion with special reference
to false colors on Jupiter in B. M. Peek's The Planet Jupiter, pp. 37-38.
Mr. Ricker agrees with the Editor that we need to consider atmospheric dispersion as
a possible alternate explanation of Mr. Anderson's lunar transient phenomenon. The case f:r
the alternate explanation will be weakened, of course, if Mr. Anderson and others are unatle
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to repeat the observation described here at comparable lunar altitudes above the earth's
horizon and at comparable solar illuminations of Aristarchus.

laiL OBSERVATIONS

OF MARS IN 1961, 1963, AND 1965

By: Gary Wegner
Mr. Capen's fine Mars observations in Vol. 20, Nos. 1-2 of The Strolling Astronomer
and the subsequent lack of other observations of such detail
have tempted me to submit some of my own observations
over the past three apparitions since the present is a
time when observations are few and needed. See Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9.
The 1961 and 1963 sets of observations were made
by myself chiefly at Bothell, Washington with a 10inch f/18.4 Dall-Kirkham reflector. The 1961 observations shown were made on one night of excellent seeing
and show about 1/3 of the planet. The 1963 apparition
was by far the least favorable one as far as weather
was concerned, but a few good views were secured. I
am able to show one sketch made with the U. S. Naval
26-inch refractor at Washington, D.C. (Figure 7).
In 1965 Mr. Joseph Gardner and I studied Mars
with the fine 12-inch f/15 refractor at Pullman, Washington, belonging to Washington State University. We
made drawings on the same nights around opposition
time, but did not compare our results until later.
Some of our best drawings are shown (Figure 9). It
is interesting to compare our observations and also
Mr. Capen's,which are all quite independent.
The canals (linear markings) were clearly seen
in 1961 and 1965, but were difficult in 1963. The
terminator was searched for any irregularities, but
none showed themselves except for possible dents
when dark areas were on the terminator. The color
changes were interesting as always. The most vivid
change noted was between March 18 and April 18, 1965
when the area near Mare Acidalium at latitude 25°
North, longitude 50° turned from blue-grey to noticeably brownish.

Yt

Changes noted in the south polar cap are interesting. In both 1961 and 1963 the reforming was observed. First, cloud formations appeared to be seen,
for they changed from day to day; but later a bright
spot appeared near the center of the cap and became a
nucleus of the rejuvenated south polar cap.

SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE MID-STATES
REGION OF THE ASTRONOMICAL LEAGUE
By: Robert E. Cox
"Observing Programs for the Amateur Astronomer"
was the theme of the 17th annual meeting of the MidStates Region Convention at Wichita, Kansas on June
9, 10, and 11, 1967. The meeting was hosted by the
local society and was held at Friends University; and
in spite of inclement weather, heavy rain, strong
winds, and tornado alerts, almost 100 persons registered for the various sessions.
Paper response was exceptionally good; and it
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Figure 6. Observations of Mars on
January 2, 1961 at approximately
2 hour intervals, showing rotation
of planet. Drawings by Gary Wegner
with a 10-inch reflector at 368X.
Seeing 7-8 (very good)., transparency extremely good. Date is by
Universal Time. C.M. = 295° for
top drawing, 330° for middle drawing, and 6° for bottom drawing.
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Figure 10. The
Seventeenth
Convention of
the Mid-States
Region of the
Astronomical
League at
Friends University, Wichita,
Kansas, June 9 11, 1967. Photograph by Mrs.
Walter H. Haas.
Copied for publication here
by Mr. John Ledbetter.
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Figure 11. Sacred Heart
College Science Hall and
Planetarium, Wichita, Kansas. Figures 11, 12, and
13 are photographs supplied by Mr. Russell Maag.

Figure 12. Mr. Glen Chambers of Wichita, Kansas and 6-inch reflector of his
own design at Mid-States Region Convention.
-141-

Figure 13. Dr. Kjersti Swanson, President of the Wichita Astronomical Society, the host for the Mid-States Region Convention.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
A Note from the Jupiter Recorder. Mr. Wend has recently written as follows: "The
article 'Some Recent Observations of Jupiter' (Str. A., Vol. 20, Nos. 5-6) was not intended to be an all-inclusive report resulting from a complete search of the files of the Jupiter Section. Figure 20 on pg. 104 in that issue refers to a dark column in the STrZ of Jupiter as the !discovery observation' of that object. Actually, this feature was seen by
several other observers at about the same time. Mrs. Joanne Farrell and Kip Larkin of Binghamton, New York have called attention to their observations of this column, as has also
Bill Moser of Connellsville, Pa."
In Memoriam. We announce with regret the death in August, 1967 of Mr. Kazuyoshi Komoda of Miyazaki City, Japan. He was the first man in Japan to make truly systematic observations of Jupiter, and he had long been the leading observer of the Jupiter-Saturn Section of the Oriental Astronomical Association. Though crippled by an attack of poliomyelitis when young, he overcame this physical handicap and even retained his interest in astrs_,:omy during his final illness. He was a member of the A.L.P.O. for a number of years, and
several articles about his studies of Jupiter have appeared in past volumes of this journalNis drawings of features on the Giant Planet were remarkably reliable.
Mr. Komoda's death was caused by cancer. He is survived by his wife and grown children. This information here given has been supplied by Mr. Takeshi Sato, who also took the
photograph appearing as Figure 14. We express our sympathy to the planetary observers in
Japan in their loss.
Sustaining Members and Sponsors. As of September 13, 1967, we have in these special
classes of members:
Sustaining Members - Sky Publishing Corporation, Charles F. Capen, Craig L. Johnson.
Geoffrey Gaherty, Jr., Dale P. Cruikshank, Charles L. Ricker, Alan McClure, Elmer J. Reese.
Carl A. Anderson, Gordon D. Hall, Michael McCants, William K. Hartmann, Ralph Scott, A. W.
Mount, Charles B. Owens, Joseph P. Vitous, John E. Wilder, Clark R. Chapman, A. K. Parize:K.
B. Traucki, Charles H. Giffen, Frederick W. Jaeger, P. K. Sartory, Nicholas Waitkus, Patrick S. McIntosh, Lyle T. Johnson, the Chicago Astronomical Society, H. W. Kelsey, Philli:
Wyman, Harry Grimsley, and Daniel H. Harris.
Sponsors - William O. Roberts, David P. Barcroft, Grace A. Fox, Philip and Virginia
Glaser, John E. Westfall, Joel W. Goodman, the National Amateur Astronomers, Inc., James
Gant, Jr., Ken Thomson, Kenneth J. Delano, Richard E. Wend, and Phillip W. Budine.
Sustaining Members of the A.L.P.O. pay $10 per year; Sponsors, $25 per year. The
plus above the regular rate is used to support the work and activities of the Associaticn.
In Memoriam. Mr. Clive Chapman of Sydney, Australia died some months ago. He had
been a member of the A.L.P.O. since 1951. Though age and poor health had not allowed hi=
to observe much in recent years, Mr. Chapman was most keenly interested in astronomy. H.s
was a delightful correspondent on a wide variety of subjects - the Editor could regret cnIT
the difficulty of replying at proper length. His wife died a few years ago after a long
illness.
New Assistant Jupiter Recorder. In the Jupiter Section Dr. Charles Giffen has been
replaced as an Assistant Recorder by: Phillip W. Budine
102 Trafford Road
Binghamton, New York 13901
Dr. Giffen's services to our Association have been numerous, and his name will certainly Os
familiar to readers of this journal in recent years. Unfortunately, his professional duties with the Mathematics Department of the University of Virginia appear to leave him 1.1:tle time for Jupiter studies or for the reduction and publication of Jupiter material in
his hands. We certainly appreciate his efforts for the A.L.P.O.
Mr. Budine has been a devoted and enthusiastic member for many years. He has alrez.:::served, some years ago, as a Recorder in the Jupiter and Saturn Sections. He is the leafsr
of an active group of lunar and planetary observers in Binghamton, New York. He has been
recommended by several leading A.L.P.O. members to be an Assistant Jupiter Recorder. We
welcome Mr. Budine to our staff and are glad to secure a person as experienced in Jupiter
work as he is for this position.
The three Jupiter Recorders plan first to work up A.L.P.O. records on the 1966-7 a:parition of Jupiter. They will then turn to the backlog of unpublished work on' previous
apparitions. These men are worthy of our support, and current observations of Jupiter rr.:_at
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not lag. All Jupiter observations should be mailed to
Mr. Wend, the A.L.P.O. Jupiter Recorder.
New A.L.P.O. Lunar Libration Cloud Section. The
reasons for this new Section and an outline of its intended early work are described by its Recorder, Mr. Walter
J. Krumm, in his article in this issue on pages 124-125.
Mr. Krumm's address is NASA, Office of Advanced Research
and Technology, Mission Analysis Division, Moffett Field,
California 94035. A.L.P.O. members are heartily invited
to participate in the work of this Section, particulary
those who have skies of sufficient excellence or who are
not active in other A.L.P.O. programs.
New Book in A.L.P.O. Library. We express our thanks
to Mr. Samuel Gordon Science Editor of the Washington
Daily News, for his gift
' to the A.L.P.O. Library of the
book Beyond the Observatory, by Dr. Harlow Shapley. The
book is written in Dr. Shapley's usual lively, informative, and even challenging style of writing. We plan to
review Beyond the Observatory soon in these pages, and
Figure 14. Photograph of the
late Japanese planetary obser- we invite A.L.P.O. members to borrow it from our Library
for some enjoyable reading.
ver, Kazuyoshi Komoda, 19151967. Taken by Mr. Takeshi
Sato in December, 1966.
LUNAR AND PLANETARY PROSPECTS, OCTOBER - NOVEMBER, 1967
Mercury. This planet will be at greatest elongation east, 25 degrees from the sun,
on October 9 (U.T. date here and elsewhere). It will be at inferior conjunction on November 1 and at greatest elongation west, 19 degrees from the sun, on November 17. For observers in middle northern latitudes the September-October evening apparition of Mercury will
be an unfavorable one because of the small tilt of the ecliptic to the horizon. The following November-December morning apparition will find the planet better placed in the sky.
Reverend Hodgson, the Mercury Recorder, is eager to enroll all interested persons with suitable instrumentation into a systematic study of this challenging planet--he invites correspondence from such observers.
Venus. This planet will be the brilliant Morning Star throughout the autumn. Greatest elongation west occurs on November 9. Observations of the kinds indicated in recent
Venus Reports in this journal are encouraged and are the more needed because of the normally poor coverage of morning apparitions.
Ma s. Now distant from the earth, this planet will be
the evening. The angular diameter will decrease from 61:4 on
30. The season will be spring in the southern hemisphere of
copes should reveal something of the "melt" phenomena of the
Jupiter. The Giant Planet passed
accordingly well placed in the morning
effective coverage of the early months
should be near longitude 30° by System

low in the southwestern sky in
October 1 to 5'13 on November
Mars, and fairly large telessouth polar cap.

conjunction with the sun on August 8, 1967 and is
sky during the autumn. There is the usual need for
of the present apparition. The Great Red Spot
II.

Saturn. The Ringed Planet reaches opposition on October 2 and is accordingly very
well situated in the autumn evening skies. On the date of opposition the earth and the sun
are each about 7 degrees to the south of the plane of the rings. The rings are hence opening again, and the southern hemisphere of the planet is displayed to better advantage than
it has been for almost two decades.
Uranus and Neptune. Uranus is in conjunction with the sun on September 18 and is accordingly observable in the morning sky by late October. Its position is: November 1,
right ascension 11 hrs., 51 mins., 38 secs., declination +1°42'; November 30, right ascension 11 hrs., 56 mins., 11 secs., declination +1013'. Neptune is at conjunction on November 17 and is not likely to be observed in the evening sky long after the beginning of October. On October 1 its position is: right ascension 15 hrs., 22 mins., 0 secs., declination -16°45'.
Moon. There will be a total eclipse of the moon on October 18, 1967. The circumstances are as follows:
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7h 911.18 Universal Time
8 25.4
9 44.8
10 15.2
10 45.5
12 4.9
13 20.5

Moon enters penumbra
Moons enters umbra
Total eclipse begins
Middle of eclipse
Total eclipse ends
Moon leaves umbra
Moon leaves penumbra

The eclipse will be visible in some part all over the United States, but on the East Coas:
totality will occur with the moon low in the western sky, and the moon will set while s- 1
in the umbra. There are various possible programs of amateur studies of lunar eclipse!,
among them: (1) The timing of umbral contacts for lunar features, the observed times
they enter and leave the earth's umbral shadow. (2) The determination of the brightners
the eclipsed moon, perhaps most conveniently measured as its integrated stellar magnit_i,
at different times during totality. (3) The careful examination of lunar features where
changes have been reported (e.g., Aristarchus, Alphonsus, Linne) to determine possible
changes in appearance caused by the shadow's passage. (4) Searches for the L4 and L5 L-.::ar Libration Clouds while the full moon is dimmed by the eclipse. (5) Photographic and
visual observations of colors on the eclipsed moon.
Some years ago Lunar Recorder John E. Westfall had available for distribution sone
observing-forms useful in studying lunar eclipses. Interested persons might like to wri:e
to him to request such forms. Mr. Westfall's address is 1530 Kanawha St., Apt. 110, Ade:phi, Maryland 20783.
A schedule of observations of Ross D. where a number of lunar transient phenomena
have been recorded, is being set up by Mr. DanielH. Harris, Steward Observatory, Univer::,
of Arizona, Tucson Arizona. In the coming months otservations of Ross ,D are especially
sired at these U.T. dates and times: ,October 10, 2 45m; October 23, 7"30m; November 15, _0m; December 8, 2h50m; December 21, 9"Orn. The participation of as many observers as possible, and especially of experienced lunar observers employing the larger apertures, is
.P.O. Convention at Tucson will
eatl desired. As those who attended the W •
agree, the mere occurrence of 1
NEW: CELESTIAL HANDBOOK, by Robert Burnham, Jr.
transient phenomena is still a The most complete Guide-book for observers.
ly controversial subject. Cer:a.:._
Now available Parts 1 and 2, each for only $2.95
ly the evidence about most reporas
NEW: SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY STAR
of this kind during the last
CATALOGUE, 258,997 stars between +90° and
is unsatisfactory in various way
-90° Decl. for the Epoch 1950.0 in 4 large
$20.00
ASTROLA NEWTONIAN
volumes.
NEW: GUIDE TO MARS, 2nd revised edition, by P.
REFLECTING TELESCOPES
Moore
$ 3.00
NEW: STONEHENGE DECODED, by G. S. Hawkins
These fine Astrola reflectors $ 5.95
NEW: MAN IN THE UNIVERSE, by Fred Hoyle
well known to nearly all serira
$ 3.50
NEW: CANON OF SOLAR ECLIPSES, by J. Meeuss
$32.00
telescopic observers. Already
NEW: EXPLORER OF THE UNIVERSE, a biography
number of America's leading 1__
of G. E. Hale, by H. Wright
$10.00
and planetary observers are 1.5
THE MOON, by Wilkins and Moore, with the
complete Astrola telescopes cr
optical components manufacture:
300'-map
$12.75
A SURVEY OF THE MOON, by P. Moore
$ 6.95
by us. We also sell Brandon -_
PHOTOGRAPHIC ATLAS OF THE MOON, by Klepesta
$16.00
other Orthoscopic oculars - =-7
THE PLANETS, by P. Moore
cells - tubes - spiders - diar
$ 5.95
THE PLANET JUPITER, by B. Peek
mountings, etc.
$ 8.25
THE PLANET SATURN, by Alexander
$12.75
THE PLANET URANUS, by Alexander
Custom Newtonian and Cassegrai
$12.75
HANDBOOK OF PRACTICAL AMATEUR ASTRONOMY,
telescopes from 6 ins. to 20
by P. Moore
aperture made to order.
$ 5.95
STARLIGHT NIGHTS, by L. C. Peltier
$ 4.95
THE SYSTEM OF MINOR PLANETS, by G. Roth
Used reflectors and refractors
$ 4.50
THE PLANET MERCURY, by W. Sandner
always in stock.
$ 3.95
SATELLITES OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM, by W. Sandner $ 6.50
TELESCOPES FOR SKY-GAZING, by H. Paul
$ 4.95
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE
NORTON'S STAR-ATLAS
$ 6.50
BEYER-GRAFF STAR-ATLAS
$15.00
CAVE OPTICAL COMPANY
BONNER DURCHMUSTERUNG
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xa-A- of the famous lunar crater pair Messier (foreground) and W. H. Pickering or
ier A (background), an oblique photograph taken by Orbiter V on August 10,
7. Orbiter is looking west (IAU sense) from an altitude of about 100 kilometers.
Za211 crater has a-major taxis about 13 kms. long. Note the doubled west wall of Pickerand the two bands of debris on the floor of Messier. Messier and Pickering have
studied for their resemblances to each other, for their apparent changes in size
shape with changing solar lighting, and as the site of a conjectured lunar tunnel.
photograph is in the A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library (67-H-1223).
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OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS OF THE FIRST ONE AND ONE-HALF YEARS OF
THE MOON BLINK PROJECTS
By: Winifred Sawteil Cameron, Laboratory for Theoretical Studies,
Goddard Space Flight Center, National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Greenbelt, Maryland
and John J. Gilheany, U. S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, Maryland
(Paper read at the Fourteenth A.L.P.O. Convention at
Tucson, Arizona, August 26-28, 1966.)

Introduction
The original and main purpose of the Moon Blink project was to develop, produce, and
distribute a limited number of operational devices to detect color phenomena on the moon.
Twelve instruments are now in operation in this country and two in England. In conjunction with this Moon Blink network, an experimental conference telephone confirmation network was established among observatories near the East Coast. This confirmation network
sucessfully functioned during a Moon Blink-detected event on November 15, 1965. We (Cameron, 1965) appealed to the amateurs to turn more attention to the moon and upon request
provided standard forms to be filled out and returned to Cameron, if an event was observed,
as part of the Data Collection Center at NASA. It is this set of data that we are reporting on now.
AnalyAes of the Observations
We have received about two dozen reports of transient phenomena, of which eight were
Moon Blink events. The lunar group of the British Astronomical Association, under the directorship of Patrick Moore, have constructed a Moon Blink device that is now in operation.
They have observed some lunar phenomena, but their reports arrived too late to be incorporated in this paper.
Table I presents data pertinent to analyses which will be given here with respect to
a number of hypotheses as to the cause of lunar transient phenomena. Explanations of
those columns which are not self-explanatory are given in accompanying notes.
The first few observations subsequent to the Greenacre sighting late in 1963 occurred near sunrise (with respect to the lunar features), which suggested that the first incidence of sunlight excited escaped gases to luminescence. Column 6 of Table 1 lists the
approximate distance of the observed feature from the terminator at the time of the event,
with the sunrise terminator indicated by R, the sunset terminator by S. This distance is
represented in Figure 1 for each of the seven features reported. In this figure R indicates sunrise; S, sunset. For easy reference, the type or nature of the event is given in
a code which will be used throughout this discussion: RS - red spots, RG = red glows, RP
red patches, RB = red and blue bands, MB = Moon Blink, BR - brightening, SL - star-like
images, FZ = fuzzy area, and VI = violet tinge. It is apparent that the phenomena are related neither to the sunrise terminator, nor even to low-angle illumination. The great
majority of the phenomena occur at large distances from either terminator, as may be most
strikingly seen in the Aristarchus observations.
An hypothesis, proposed by Green (1964) some time ago, involves tidal influences.
Lunar tides are about 50 times greater than terrestrial tides and may be sufficiently
strong to promote or induce degassing -- or even vulcanism. Green noted that higher terrestrial well-water levels and increased oil yields occurred at periods of low crustal
tides (apogee). He searched the literature and found about 25 lunar phenomena with precise dates with which he could compare the moon's orbital position. If relaxation in lunar fractures occurred, resulting in closer spacing, thus squeezing out fluids, he expects
that a significant number of the transient phenomena would be observed near maximum apogee,
i.e., within the period of maximum orbital change. A corollary would be minimum degassing
at times of maximum perigee, when the lunar orbit is most nearly circular. He found,
among his 25 events, that 7 occurred near apogee and that 19 of the 25 fell within the
period of maximum orbital change. Encouraged by his results, Green has predicted dates
when events are most likely and least likely to occur for several years in the future.
Recently, Burley and Middlehurst (1966) have published a report on historical accounts of transient phenomena in which they analyzed about 160 events. Their results show
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a fairly strong correlation with perigee and a lesser one with apogee, suggesting a tidal
effect. Their treatment considers the phase of the orbit and not its shape; thus, Green's
hypothesis cannot be fully checked from their analysis. They do not itemize their observational data.
We represent our data in two ways -- for comparison with both Green's analysis and
Burley and Middlehurst's presentation. Figure 2, analogous to those by Green, shows a plot
of the moon's distance in earth radii as given by Woolston (1961), versus the day of the
year, covering the period August, 1964, through December, 1965 (the 1966 item, number 25
in Table I, is not included). The lunar events (column 2) are depicted on this lunar orbital curve by x's with their natures indicated in the aforementioned code. The phases of
the moon are given symbolically. Comparing with Green's analysis'(the number of events
is similar ), we find 6 events occurring near apogee (± 5 days), while 10 events fall within the period of maximum orbital change. Green found 7 and 19 for these respective events.
Thus, while Green found 75 per cent of his historical phenomena occurring in the period cf
greater likelihood of degassing, only 40 per cent of ours do. His predictions call for
maximum degassing near the 10th, 35th, 200th and 225th days of 1964 and the 150th and 178-_t
days of 1965. None of our events falls near these dates. Many of our events fall within
the predicted minimum degassing period. Our data do not strongly support his hypothesis.
Considering only the lunar anomalistic period -- as did Burley and Middlehurst
tidal relationship is represented as the phase of the (true) anomalistic period (perigee
perigee) in Figure 3, in which is plotted the number of events versus the lunar phase (column 8 of Table 1). The average anomalistic period is 27.6 days; therefore 0.1 of a period
corresponds approximately to 3 days. Our peak at 0.1 periods is probably not significant.
especially in view of a subsidiary maximum, at 0.8 periods, that is not one-half period
apart from it. It is curious that the present phenomena do not conform to the trend of historical ones. If our data is added to Burley and Middlehurst's data, it modifies their
histogram, reducing their peak at perigee (0.0) somewhat, but does not eliminate it, nor
the one at apogee (0.5). Clearly, the tidal effect needs further investigation, especially when the historical data is analyzed with respect to the shape of the orbit, which we
expect to do subsequently.
Speiser (1965) suggests that the earth's magnetic tail may accelerate and focus solz.7
particles on to the moon, producing energies sufficient to excite gases or surface materials to observable luminescence. If this is the dominating mechanism of excitation, it
would be expected that the majority of observations would occur near Full Moon. Column
Table 1, gives the number of days from Full Moon for each event, which has been plotted Figure 4a on a diagram (after Ness (1966)) showing the relative positions of the sun, ear-moon, magnetic tail, and its bow shock front. The date and nature of each event are also
shown. About one-third of the observations fall within the bow shock limits. Two-thirds
of the events occur well beyond any magnetic-tail influence. In graphical form, as Figure
4b, the association with Full Moon is not pronounced. However, if one selects, for example, the 14 color events, 50 per cent occur within the shock front (+ 4.5 days) The
other types of events actually show a negative correlation with Full Moon. We plan to pursue this investigation in connection with the historical data. It is possible that there
may be a correlation between color phenomena and the position of the earth's magnetic tail.
Kopal (1964) has advocated still another mechanism to account for the lunar phenomena. He assumes that solar flare particles that arrive, unimpeded, at the lunar surface
stimulate surface materials to luminesce. To investigate this possibility, we have recorded in column 10 of Table 1 the maximum magnetic disturbance index (kp,max) recorded for
the date of the lunar events, and in columns 11 and 12, respectively, the maximum solar
flare activity for two days and for one day before the lunar event date. Solar particles
require from 24-48 hours (averaging about 36 hours) to arrive within the earth-moon syste=.
The kp-index indicates the severity of effect or energy of the solar particles affecting
the earth's atmosphere. Therefore, this index should indicate the arrival and energy of
particles on the moon as well. On Kopal's hypothesis one would expect a correlation of
lunar events with high values of kn. We have given the maximum activity of any 3-hour interval as given in the CRPL publicitions (U. S. Bureau of Standards, 1966) (see also Lincoln (1966)) Figure 5a represents the data in column 10 (k p max) versus column 1 (serial number). We see that only one event occurred at a time ot intense terrestrial ionospheric activity. This graph, however, does not indicate whether there were severe storms
for which no lunar events were seen. Figure 5b is intended to illustrate this point; it
gives kp, max for every day covering the period of these reports (except for the last observation in Table 1, number 25). Also shown are the occurrences of sudden commencements
(SC) of magnetic storms, signalling the arrival of energetic solar particles on the earth.
The numbers shown give an index of the activity of the most important flares for each day.
If one wants to find what kind of flare gave rise to a particular kp-activity on the graph,
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Figure 1. Relationship of the angular distances (in degrees) of the 25 reported lunar events (involving only 7 lunar features) from the sunrise (R) or sunset
(S) terminator. Double letters give the code (explained in the text, and used
for all the figures) for the nature of the event. The only features with multiple events were the craters Alphonsus and Aristarchus. Note that few events
were observed at low-angle illumination (near the terminator); this point is
strikingly evident among the Aristarchus events.

he should look at the flare data for one or two days preceding the event in question. The
lunar events are indicated by large open circles. One sees that there is almost a negative
correlation with solar activity. The large majority of events occurred at times of quiet
solar activity. The absence of correlation with solar flare activity is not unexpected, for
some investigations show that there is insufficient energy in solar particles to activate
luminescence on the moon (Nash (1966)).
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Table l
(1)
NO.

239
2.
3.
4.

264
264
266

5.

301

6.
7.

354
128

8.

135

9.

183

10. 184
II.

185

12. 199
13. 213
14. 214
15

815

16.

216

R.

233

18. 254
19. 289
20.
21
22.
B.

Observationa3 data reported in Moon m nk

(3)
(2)
DAY OF DATE
YEAR

291
303
314
319

00

24. 330

61

25

91

(4)
FEATURE

(5)
NATURE OF
PHENOMENON

8126(64 ARISTARCHUS RED & BLUE
BANDS
OBSCURATION
9120/64 ROSS D
9)20/64 ARISTARCHUS RED SPOTS
MOON-BLINK
9122164 KUNOWSKY
(RED)
10127164 ALPHONSUS MOON-BLINK
(RED)
12119/64 ARISTARCHUS BRIGHTENING
5/8165 ALPHONSUS MOON-BLINK
(FLASHES)
5)15165 ARISTARCHUS MOON-BLINK
(PULSATIONS)
7/2/65 ARISTARCHUS STAR-LIKE
RASHES
713165 ARISTARCHUS STAR-LIKE
FLASHES
ARISTARCHUS STAR-LIKE
714165
FLASHES
7)18)65
THEOPHILUS RED SPOTS
ARISTARCHUS STAR-LIKE
811)65
FLASHES
ARISTARCHUS STAR-LIKE
812165
FLASHES
ARISTARCHUS STAR-LIKE
8)3/65
FLASHES
ARISTARCHUS STAR-LIKE
8(4/65
FLASHES
ARISTARCHUS MOON-BLINK
8/21/65
(PINK)
9111165
ARISTARCHUS RED GLOWS
MOON-BLINK
10/16/65 CASSINI
(PULSATIONS)
10/18/65 ARISTARCHUS MOON-BLINK
10130/65 NEAR ATLAS FUZZY AREA
11110165 ARISTARCHUS VIOLET TINGE
ARISTARCHUS MOON-BLINK
11115/65
PHOTO.,RADIO
11/26165 ARISTARCHUS BRIGHTENING,
PHOTO.
AL P HONS US
RED PATCH
411/66

(6)
TR
DISTANCE FROM ()A IS FROM
TERMINATOR
PERT (PI OR
APO (A)

18)
(9)
AtoMALISTIC DAYS FROM
111110D IP A) FULL MOON

111) (12)
110)
SOLAR PHENOMENA
Flare trap.
K
Prnaz
d
d

r

-1

+3

3+

I- , I
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.799

-15
-1.5
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I+
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Table 2. Additional data from reports of observations in Moon Blink project.
(1)
NO.

(2)
TIME(UT)

(5)
(61
(7)
(3)
(4)
ALT.
SEEING
(1AU) (1AU) AGE
SELEN. TERM. (DAYS) (DEG. 1
COORD. LONG.
(DEG.) (DEG.

18)
DURAT I ON?

(9)
VER'

(10)
LOCA;
TION4

(11)
INSTVMENT

(12)
SOURCE6

0200-0300 47W23N 551E

18

15

P

IH

GENRE)

GRBTMD 116360

TPDC

2
3

0455-0500 23EI2N R77W
47W23N R77W

14
14

30

F

5M

CROSS
CROCRW

WHICAL LI9250
WHICAL

AADC
ALPO

4
5

0325-0430 32W03N 580E
0518-0545 04WI4S SI3E

16
22

75
40

G
G

IH+
27M

G I HAJO

PTTOMD LI6400
PTTOMD L16400

MBDC
MBDC

JOHAWE

6

0313-0314

47W23N R90W

15

50

V

OIM

BUDFAR

BINGNY R04120

ALPO

7

0547-0600 04W14S RO3E

07

15

V

(3M

MCLARI

HUNALA LI6

MBDC

8
9

0140-0225 47W23N R8OW
0420-0550 47W23N R52E

14
03

15
30

F
F

45M
90M

JOMCWE
EMALWL

PTTOMD LI6240
AZUCAL L08375

MBDC
AADC

10
II

0425-0546 47W23N R4OE
0353-0559 47W23N R28E

04
05

45
30

F

90M
2H+

EMGRWA.
EMGRWA*

COVCAL LO8
COVCAL L08375

AADC
AADC

12

0852-0901 26EIIS

522E

19

45

G

IOM

AADC

13

0500

47W23N

R45E

04

25

E

14

0357-0414 47W23N

R33E

05

45

G

15

0418-0424 47W23N

R2)E

06

40

16

0402-0404 47W23N

ROBE

07

50

17

0655-0805 47W23N

S2OW

24

45

18

0400-0800 47W23N 587E

15

80

19

0738-0910 05E4ON SI6E

21

80

20

0730-0736 47W23N S08W

23

60

G

6M

21

2330-2350 51E48N

06

50

V

20M

22

0125-0530 47W23N S75E

17

70

G

4H+

23

0555-1000 47W23N SIZE

22

75

V

24

0137-0206 47W23N R60E

03

30

G

25

0300-0320 04W14S R34W

10

45

9170

CROARR

WHICAL LI9450

EMWLGR

AZUCAL L08375

AADC

17M

BORNHT

MPKCAL LI0240

AADC

G

6M

BORNHT

MPKCAL LI0240

AADC

G

2M

BORNHT

MPKCAL LI0240

AADC

E

IH

GIJOSE

PTTOMD LI6400

MBDC

V

4H

CRORAS

WHICAL LI9

TPDC

(.5H

MCLARI

HUNALA LI6125

MBDC

GEODER

HUNALA LI6125

MBDC

FEHGAR

PARANJ R02088

TPDC

BARTLT

BALTMD L04145

ALPO

4H+

HANOJO

PTTOMD LI6400

MBDC

30M

BORNHT

MPKCAL LIO

AADC

20M

JENHAR

CESCAL

L12

AADC

*W.WELCH,A•ALBERT

(13)
REMARKS

RED & BLUE BANDS,
ATMOSPHERIC?
AREA IS NEAR ROSS D
RED SPOTS IN AR ISTARCHUS-HERODOTUS AREA
RED SPOTS
RED SPOT ON CENTRAL
PEAK
DURING ECLIPSE, BRIGHTENED FIVE TIMES
LIGHT FLASHES ON CENTRAL PEAK
PULSATION OF IMAGE
STAR-LIKE BRIGHT SPOT
IN DARK OF MOON
S IMILAR TO (91
SIMILAR T019), WJTH
PULSATIONS
Ruin.RED WITHIN PINK
AREA ON CENTRAL PEAK
STAR-LIKE BRIGHTENING
ON DARK PART OF MOON
SIMILAR TO (13), 3 TIMES,
CONFIRMED
SIMILAR TO (131, CONFIRMED
ALTITUDE IS THAT OF
LAST OBSERVATION
2 P INK PATCHES, ASTRONAUTS SAW AURORA
TIME IS FOR WHOLE OBSERVING PERIOD
WASHBOWL SHOWED THE
VARIATIONS PROF. AST.
SAID ATMOSPHERIC
2 BLINKS 2M IN. DURATION AT 2 MIN. INTERVALS
FUZZY AREA WITH VARIATIONS NEAR ATLAS
2 TWENTY M IN. OBSERVING PERIODS, UNUSUAL
VIOLET TINGE
PHOTOS,RAD 10 DATA,
PARTIAL VISUAL CONFIRMATION
PHOTOS, VISUAL CONFIRMATION
RED PATCH ON CENTRAL
PEAK-W. WALL,REP'T ON
TAPE

Notes to Table II
1. Seeing is rated P poor, F - fair, G = good, V = very good, E - excellent.
2. H = hours, M = minutes.
3. Usually there was more than one observer, necessitating abbreviations which are:
Gen
Genatt, Rei Reid, Gi = Gilheany, Ha - Hall, Jo Johnson, We - Weresiuk,
Bud
Budine, Far Farrell, Mclari = McLarin, Mc = McClench, Em = Emmanuel, Gr
Gridley, Cro = Cross, Crw Crowe, Arr - Arriola, W1 = Welch, Bornht - Bornhurst, Se Segerstrom, Ras Rasor, Geo - George, Der = Dervage, Feh - Fehring,
Gar
Garris, Bartlt Bartlett, No - Nordling, Jen = Jenner, and Har = Harris.
4 Location gives city and state, the latter having the conventional abbreviations;
the city abbreviations are: Grbt - Greenbelt, Whi = Whittier, Ptto - Port Tobacco, Bing - Binghamton, Hun - Huntsville, Azu - Azusa, Cov - Covina, Mpl.s - Monterey Fark, Para Parasmus, Balt = Baltimore, and Ces = Coral Estates.
5. Type of telescope is denoted by L = reflector, R = refractor. The next two digits give the aperture in inches, and the last three digits give the maximum power used during the observations.
6. All reports were sent to Cameron at the NASA Lunar Transient Phenomena Data Collection Center, contributed directly (TPDC), through the Argus/Astronet network,
(AADC), Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers (ALPO), or Moon Blink network (MBDC).
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Figure 2. Relationship of the temporary lunar events to the lunar distance
(in earth radii) for the interval covered by the reported phenomena (excepting
the 1966 event). Events are indicated by crosses superimposed on the orbit.
Phases of the moon are shown symbolically: apogee (A) and perigee (P) are indicated also. The phenomena occur almost equally often during predicted maximum and minimum degassing periods.

but perhaps they give some indication as to the mechanisms that do and do not, in fact, 7erate on the moon. The tidal and magnetic-tail hypotheses need further and more thoroug-.
investigation. Our data suggest the possibility of the latter influence, whereas the hi:torical surveys indicate an influence by the former. In particular, the relationship
the lunar orbit should be considered in analysis of the historical data. From our recer-.
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are probably not significant. Perigee (P) and apogee (A) are indicated. The mean anomalistic period is 27.6 days.

material, and from an incomplete consideration of the historical events, we think that the
following possibilities should be considered: (i) some lunar phenomena are tidally induced
or amplified; (ii) some events are the result of excitation from solar activity under the
influence of the earth's magnetic tail; (iii) excessive ultraviolet light at times of severe
solar activity may make lunar surface materials and/or gases fluoresce; and (iv) some lunar
activity arises from internal sources whose visibility is independent of any external causes. This last possibility may receive support from the fact that our data show no strong
correlation with any of the proposed mechanisms considered. The internal activity may be
merely degassing, or it may also include mild vulcanism. Some of the historical reports in-
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Figure 4. Relationship of the temporary lunar events to the moon's orbit and phases, the
earth's magnetic tail and its bow shock-front, and the direction of the solar wind (after
Ness, 1966). In (a), numbers around the periphery give the number of days before (-) and
after (+) Full Moon; lunar events are indicated by crossed circles. The dates of the ever...!
are given, together with the double-letter code (explained in the text) describing the nature of the event. In (b), a graphical representation depicted in (a) is given, showing -.—
number of events versus the number of days before (-) or after (+) Full Moon. Dotted line!
indicate the approximate limits of the shock front (S) of the earth's magnetic tail and
magnetopause (MP). Approximately one-third of the reported transient lunar phenomena occIrred within the limits of the shock front.
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timate that on some occasions this vulcanism may have been more than mild. No authentic or
unequivocal surface changes have been observed after recent temporary events; but those
phenomena antedating the telescope, or made during its early development, may have produced
surface changes that went undetected. Lava flows would probably be detectable in modern
times because they usually produce material of a different color than the terrain over
which they flow. The same may not be true if the volcanic product is an ash flow. The possibility of lunar ash flows was developed by O'Keefe and Cameron (1962). Aerial views of
the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes in Alaska (Muller and Coulter, 1957), created by an ash
flow in 1912, do not show marked color differences between the ash flow and the surrounding
terrain. If the lunar ash flow were a thin one, such as discussed by O'Keefe and Adams
(1965), elevation differences and probably coloration differences would be difficult to detect from earth distances. Some of the descriptions of lunar events (e.g., Greenacre, 1964)
are not inconsistent with the possibility of ash flows on the moon. The sparkle and motions
reported could be interpreted as electrical discharges; these are common phenomena in ash
flows (Ferret, 1937) O'Keefe and Adler (1966) discuss this possibility in regard to lunar
ash flows. This hypothesis is further encouraged by the revelation of the extreme flatness
of the lunar terrain in the vicinities of Luna 9 and Surveyor I.
Summary
There are 12 Moon Blink devices in use throughout the United States and two in England with which color phenomena have been detected. A conference telephone network has been
established for obtaining independent confirmation of lunar transient phenomena while they
are in progress. One alert was successfully obtained in November, 1965. We have appealed
to amateur astronomers to observe the moon often and to forward their observations of ephemeral phenomena to a collection center at the Goddard Space Flight Center. We have reported
on 25 observations that were sent to us during the first 1 years of operation of the Moon
Blink project, one-third of which were detected by Moon Blink equipment. We find no strong
correlations with any of the four suggested causes of the phenomena. The hypothetical causes examined are (i) sunrise or low-angle incidence of light causing escaped gases to fluoresce; (ii) tidal effect; (iii) influence of the earth's magnetic tail; and (iv) solar-flare
which requires further investigation -particle excitation. There is some indication
that the earth's magnetic tail may stimulate temporary activity on the moon. The historical data, as examined by others, indicates the possibility of tidal effects operating on the
moon; our data, although limited, do not support this hypothesis. From a consideration of
our results, as well as those of others, we suspect that more than one type of phenomena,
with more than one kind of origin, occurs on the moon, implying that its history has been
more complex than might be expected on the basis of some of the existing theories of the evolution of the moon.
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Figure 5. The magnetic index k,
versus the chronological order of the lunar events
(as given in Table I, column 1 W /17, (a), the order of severity of solar activity, as
indicated by the kp index, is shown along the ordinate. Only one event occurred during
severe solar activity. The index kp gives an indication of the energy of solar particles
originating in solar flare activity on their arrival in the earth—moon system. The data
presented in (b) is similar to that in (a), but is shown for every day from August 20,
1964, to December 1, 1965 (the period of the lunar phenomena reported, excepting the 1966
event). The attached numbers give the "importance" of the flare of maximum activity on
the day in question, when known. (When the flare of maximum importance was matched by
other flares on the same day, the total number of such flares is given in parentheses.)
If the flare activity causing a specific magnetic effect on the earth is sought, one must
refer to the flare importance for a date from 1 to 2 days preceding the date under consi-
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Figure 5. (Caption continued) - deration because of the average 36-hour travel time of the
solar particles. The onset of terrestrial magnetic storms is indicated by sudden commencements (SC). Occurrences of temporary lunar events (large circles) are represented in the
figure. It is apparent that most of the transient lunar events occurred at times of low
solar activity and were unrelated to the arrival of energetic solar particles in the earthmoon system.
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TRANSIENT LUNAR PHENOMENA: SOME OBSCURE NINETEENTH CENTURY ACCOUNTS
By: Richard M. Baum, Chester, England
The purpose of this note is to direct attention to some hitherto neglected historical observations of apparently unusual events upon the face of the moon. Since reports of
this nature inevitably provoke interest and speculation, the extracts are given in TuA4
Observations of similar character have appeared in previous issues of this journal.'''
Ptolemaeus: Possible Obscurations
Writing in The English Mechanic and World of Science of Friday, July 21, 18824, Herbert Ingalls refers to unspecified occasions when the interior of this formation appeared
affected by what seemed to be an obscuring medium, thus."April 22nd, 1866. I obtained some good views of Ptolemaeus, which
was on the terminator, and was much struck by the irregularities of
its surface.... The surface of the plain (generally as smooth as
water) appeared much diversified with numerous shallow depressions
(I can't call them craters), which were generally very large. At
the moment, I have an impression that this roughened appearance of
the floor is by no means frequent, as I have generally seen the surface (even under very oblique light) perfectly smooth and unruffled,
and it is only another of those instances which tend to strengthen a
lurking idea always present in my mind of an obscuring medium on the
lower levels of the moon. But further knowledge may alter these
views."
Champion Hill, London, S.E., July 14th, 1882
Messier and Messier A: Klein on Obscuration
The following extract from a paper by the nineteenth century German astronomer Hermann Klein is of considerable relevance to present day studies of the area. It clearly exhibits much of the uncertainty as to how the phenomena of these features should be interpreted.
" . . . On the other hand, in my observations I was constantly const
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tending with the uncertain appearances of both Messiers; I have hardly ever had a perfectly defined image of these in spite of years of
observation, and I find from the remarks of Professor Pickering that
this has repeatedly been his experience.
"It would be strange indeed if this rested simply upon chance;
Pickering imagines some kind of fog. I will take the occasion here
to mention an observation of my own, through which I arrived at a similar conclusion. I have said of this in my guide for the survey of
the sky, the following: 'On the 1st of Nov. 1878, I found to my great
surprise that the western ring mountain appeared shaped like a half
moon, but the western edge was missing. There was an appearance there
of something diffuse, the interior of the crater was like a half shadow. The eastern ring-mountain was sharply defined, complete, and the
interior half filled with deep black shadow. On the following day also the western ring mountain was half-moon shaped, full of diffuse
shadow. It was entirely impossible to see the western half-edge. I
am convinced that a kind of fog lay in the interior of the crater at
that time, and was spread out over the western half of the ring wall.
Any other explanation of the invisibility does not seem to me admissible' "5
Lichtenberg: Reddish Tint
Mlidler's description of this phenomenon is of course well known, as also is that of
Barcroft. Unknown, or so it would appear, to most workers is an unspecified report, referring to an observation by Hermann Klein in 1882, in the old Selenographical Journal. -°
"The region near Lichtenberg. Neison was unable to detect the
reddish tint seen by Mldler here, but in 1882 it is described by Klein
as conspicuous."
Godin and Agrippa: Suspected Obscuration
At the meeting of the Liverpool Astronomical Society on April 9th, 1883,
Ridd reported an unusual appearance near these formations as follows.-

W.

"Mr. . J. Ridd said he had often noticed appearances which
could only be accounted for by the existence of a lunar haze. On
April 24th, 1882, he had made a note of a strange appearance of
shadows, and near Godin and Agrippa of shadows blurred and oscillating. Shadows in Aristoteles steady. The shadows in and around this
region, and especially of the highlands west of Agrippa, were misty
as though obscured by a fog, which gradually lifted to be again obscured, the intervals from obscuration to obscuration being about 10
minutes, the shadows never became quite clear during the whole time
he was watching it. It seemed as though vapour or smoke was being
ejected at intervals, and as the vapour cleared away the details became more distinct. Until again obscured by another puff. He had
also detected something like the white markings in the M. Crisium
mentioned in Webb. The Southern part of the Mare seemed to shew
this distinctly, and, although the air was rather unsteady, he caught
and held a white spot a littleN.E. of beta in Nelson's map, where
no elevation is marked."7
Taruntius and Environs: Obscuration
The monthly meeting of the Liverpool Astronomical Society of April 9th, 1883 at Association Hall, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool appears to have yielded a further detailed acc
of possible obscuration on the lunar surface other than that described by Ridd.
"Mr. . H. Davies said he should like to ask if the attention of
members had been directed to the appearance of some obscuring medium,
apparently a fog, which was noticeable about the middle of the lunar
crescent on the 12th March (1883). He was examining the district S.
of Mare Crisium with a 3-inch refractor under a power of 40, and was
struck by a peculiar blurred appearance somewhat higher up. This was
not the position where he had expected to see anything of the kind,
and he at first attributed it to some dirt or scratches on the field-
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lens of the eye-piece, and it was not until he had tried other eyepieces and altered the position of the field of view that he was satisfied it was not caused by any defect in the telescope. The position of this misty spot was to the N., of M. Foaecunditatis; it seemed to be of immense extent, indeed, taking M. Crisium as a standard
of measurement, he had roughly estimated it to cover nearly 100,000
square miles of lunar surface.
"It was always difficult to trace the boundary of a lunar mist,
but in this instance it was rendered still more so by the indistinctness which it seemed to him was peculiar to this part of the moon.
The ring-plain Taruntius should, however, be very well defined, and
it was here that the want of definition was most striking. The night
was exceptionally clear and he kept Taruntius in view for about an
hour. During that time he noticed unmistakeable variations in the
sharpness of its shadows as though the density of the mist fluctuates
under the influence of the morning sun.
"These appearances were not common, and when they occur, seldom
last for more than an hour or two, so that there was never sufficient
time to call the attention of a distant observer to the phenomenon. ."8
South: Red Spot
Celestial Ob'ects for Common Telescopes (6th ed., Espin) carries an Appendix to the
Moon Section by Walter Goodacre. In this in the notes relating to South located in the second quadrant appears the following."In my map EGoodacre7 I have also shown three smaller ones [ craters]; at the N.W. end is a rugged plateau, on this Dr. W. H. Maw saw
on 1913, June 15, when the plateau was on the terminator, a distinct
small reddish Rpot, whcih became diffused into a patch as the terminator advanced."
Orientation, we need scarcely remark, is here always in the classical sense with M.
Crisium near the west limb. Whatever may be thought of these observations in general, however variously they may be considered, and despite their obvious imperfections and lack of
support material, the inclination is to accept that something unusual was seen on each of
these occasions. Communication then lacked the rapidity of the present, and in many ways
the reports assume a degree of independence that renders them all the more authentic. Furthermore, the climate of opinion then was rather unfavorable to accepting the validity of
such observations; hence the observer had to have some courage of his convictions.
The apparent obscurations in the vicinity of Agrippa, Godin, and Taruntius suggest
the influence of atmospheric turbulence; yet the observers had experience and, as may be
seen from the Davies report, some awareness of the factors that can easily deceive the novice. Bearing these points in mind, then, the publication of these accounts of long ago
is not entirely unwarranted or devoid of interest.
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THE A.L.P.O. PAPER SESSION AT THE 1'967 ASTRONOMICAL LEAGUE CONVENTION:
AN INFORMAL REPORT
By: John E. Westfall, Session Chairman
The League Convention
The Astronomical League Convention for 1967 was held on the Georgetown University
campus, Washington, D.C. from June 30 to July 4 (Friday-Tuesday). The host society, the
tional Capital Astronomers, with Bob Wright as General Chairman, was responsible for regletering a record 442 persons.
Paper sessions fell on July 1, 3, and 4 and were given in the Science Building on
campus. Paper sessions and chairmen were: General (3 sessions: R. P. Van Zandt, Joseph
Schoebert, and Russell Maag), Junior (John Cotton, Jr.), Instruments and Accessories (Bob
Wright), AAVSO (C. H. Hossfield), ALPO (John Westfall), and Observatories (Mabel Stearns).
The banquet and several tours were unusually well attended, with trips to suburban.
Goddard Space Flight Center, and, in-town, to Georgetown Observatory, the Smithsonian Ins-.1tution, and the U. S. Naval Observatory. Fortunately, the Washington weather was only wa-r
and sticky (as opposed to the normal hot and sticky), and the only reasonable grounds for
weather complaints were caused by showers Sunday evening (ruining the P.A. system) and TUE5day evening (cancelling the famous fireworks display at the Washington Monument).
A.L.P.O. Exhibits
Arrangements for the excellent set of displays at this convention were handled by :r,
James Krebbs of the N.C.A. The A.L.P.O. portion of the exhibit is illustrated in Figures
and 7 of this report and was the responsibility of the writer, who furnished several moon
models, government lunar maps, and displays portraying the A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Libra_.--;
and the Aristarchus-Herodotus Region Mapping Project. One highlight was an assembly of Crbiter IV photographs, covering the area from the lunar equator north through Aristarchus -Sinus Iridum in a total length of about eleven feet (seen at the right of Figure 7). In 1!.dition, Dr. James Q. Gant, of Washington, D.C., was kind enough to loan several items fr=
his personal lunar collection.
Planetary exhibits were furnished by Walter Haas, who presented an extensive comp.:ter-generated table of Saturnicentric latitudes, and by Richard Wend (Jupiter Recorder) an;
Phillip Budine, who submitted Jovian photographs and drawings.
Also of interest to the lunar and planetary student were the excellent maps displaTe:
by the U. S. Army Map Service. These consisted of four large, colored views of the plane-.
Mars and two large-scale lunar maps (one of part of Oceanus Procellarum and the other, prepared from Orbiter photographs, of part of Mare Tranquillitatis). This material was kintIT
donated to the A.L.P.O. by A.M.S.
A.L.P.O. Paper Session
Held on Monday afternoon, July 3rd, the A.L.P.O. papers lasted about 3} hours in all
with the writer as the Chairman. A show of hands indicated the presence of well over one
hundred A.L.P.O. members. This impressive showing was the result of a full session of eleven papers on a variety of lunar and planetary topics, delivered by a group that included
three A.L.P.O. Recorders and two ex-Recorders. The papers, in order of presentation, and
their authors were:
1. "Dr. H. P. Wilkins: A Brief Review of His Work as an Astronomer." Dr. James ;.
Gant.
2. "The Great Red Spot Region in 1966-67." Phillip W. Budine.
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Figure 6. Part of the A.L.P.O.
Exhibit at the 1967 Astronomical League Convention in Washington, D.C., June 30-July 4.
At the far end of the table is
a large-scale model of the Aristarchus-Herodotus Region, lit
by a spotlight, with a small
telescope in front of it to simulate the view from Earth.
Three other lunar models are on
the table near the tripod, while
the front table holds the table
of Saturnicentric latitudes described in the text. The display
panel to the rear supports an
assembly of ten U. S. Air Force
lunar charts, with Lunar Orbiter
photographs below it. Figures 6-8 taken and contributed by John E. Westfall.

Figure 7. The remainder of the
A.L.P.O. Exhibit. On the table
is a panel with examples of
photographs from the A.L.P.O.
Lunar Photograph Library. The
left-hand panel contains a Jupiter Section Exhibit prepared by
Richard Wend and Phillip Budine,
as well as a display for the
Aristarchus-Herodotus Region
Mapping Project, and a USAF Mars
chart. The right-hand panel
holds an assembly of large-scale
Orbiter-IV photographs of the
area from near Flamsteed to Aristarchus (left half) and from
Aristarchus to Mare Frigoris
(right half).

Figure 8. Part of the U. S
Army Map Service Exhibit, located near the A.L.P.O. Exhibit.
Two of the four large, colored
views of Mars are shown here.
The left one is centered at C.M.
0° and the right, at C.M. 270°.
As is customary on U. S. government-produced lunar and planetary charts, north is at the
top. The four Mars maps, and
also two lunar maps, were donated to the A.L.P.O. by the Army
Map Service.
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3. "Jupiter Observations with a Three-Inch." Joanne Farrell (read by Richard de
Luca).
4. "On Comet 1966b." John E. Bortle (read by Richard Hodgson).
5. "Observational Evidence for Auroral Activity on Venus." Joel Levine.
6. "A New Era in the Study of the Planet Mercury." Richard Hodgson.
7. "The Scientific Value of Planetary Photographs with 6-12 inch Telescopes." WiLliam R. Winckler.
8. "Magnitude Variations of Saturn's Satellites." Rev. Kenneth J. Delano.
9. "The Moon and Mars." Carlos E. Rost.
10. "The Far Side and the Shape of the Moon." Michael S. Podanoffsky (read by
E. Westfall).
11. "Headaches in Lunar Mapping." John E. Westfall.
(All of the above papers will be published in The Proceedings of the 1967 Astronomical League Convention, available for $3.00 from Mr. G. R. Wright, 202 Piping Rock Drive, Silver
Spring, Maryland 20904.)
Finally, after the lengthy paper session, an exhausted group of ALPOers met in frcn:
of the A.L.P.O. Exhibit for a gabfest and the renewal of acquantanceships made at earlier
conventions.

Figure 9. Buildings on Georgetown University campus, site of League Convention, 6/30-7/4/67. All photographs on
this page by Carlos E. Rost, Puerto Rico.

Figure 10. League Convention Chairman Bob
Wright and Russell Maag (left) at north entrance to Copley Lounge, Georgetown Univeni-.:.
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Figure 12. Astronomical League Convention
Figure 11. Georgetown University Obser160 delegates entering Smithsonian Institution,
vatory.
Washington, D.C.
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Figure 14. Liquid nitrogen tank outside
building at Goddard Space Flight Center.
Materials for satellites and rockets are
thoroughly tested in special chambers, including simulated flight conditions.

Figure 13. League Convention visitors
and their buses at Goddard Space'Flight
Center. This photograph and Figure 14
by Mr. Carlos E. Rost, Santurce, Puerto
Rico.

SIMPLIFIED SELENOGRAPHIC COLONGITUDE TABLES
By: Laren Dart
Many applications of selenographic colongitude do not require a high degree of accuracy. The accompanying Tables I and II on pages 162 and 163 respectively were set up to
facilitate work on ALPO's search for steep lunar slopes, and should be suitable for finding the colongitude for any other lunar observation, drawing, or photograph.
From Table I, find the amount that the terminator has moved since 0 hrs. UT on the
date of observation, and add to the colongitude shown for 0 hrs. UT on that date in Table
II. For example, take an observation made at 9h32m UT, August 12, 1968:
Colongitude at Oh UT, August 12, 1968 - 128t07
Increase in colongitude during 9h32m
1321
Colongitude at time of observation The result will be sufficient where the colongitude is not needed to an accuracy of
more than 0.1 degrees and should indeed be so rounded off.
A.L.P.O. COMETS SECTION NEWS, FALL 1967*
By: Dennis Milon, A.L.P.O. Comets Recorder
"Comet Discoveries and Observational Selection" is the title of a paper by comet
hunter Edgar Everhart in the August Astronomical Journal. Many practical ideas useful to
comet seekers are explained -- Everhart finds that 81 per cent of retrograde, and 70 per
cent of direct motion comets are first observable in the morning sky. He also concludes
that there is a yet-to-be-discovered comet somewhere in the sky 50 per cent of the time!
A complete summary of this important article is now being prepared for The Strolling Astronomer by John E. Bortle.
Analysis of ALPO observations is currently being worked on by ALPO members Gordon
Solberg and R. B. Minton in Las Cruces, New Mexico, Mike McCants in Austin, Texas, and Dave
Meisel in Charlottesville, Virginia. Although some of the recent comets may be reported on
first, extensive work is being done on Ikeya-Seki (coma diameters and tail activity) and
Comet Kilston (magnitudes). The large amount of observations of these comets permits more
information to be gleaned, but it takes longer.
Our last naked-eye comet was well observed from the Southern Hemisphere. The last
sighting of Mitchell-Gerber-Jones 1967f was reported by Vic Matchett of Brisbane, Australia.
*Written on September 22, 1967.
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TABLE I
CONVERSION OF TIME TO DEGREES OF SELENOGRAPHIC COLONGITUDE
(based on a mean difference of 12°.2/day)

OOm
06m
12m
18m
24m
30m
36m
42m
48m
54m

00h
00.00
00.05
00.10
00.15
00,20
00.25
00.30
00.36
00.41
00.46

Olh
00.51
00.56
00.61
00.66
00.71
00.76
00.81
00.86
00.92
00.97

U.T. of Observation
04h
02h
03h
01.02 01.52 02.03
01.07 01.58 02.08
01.12 01.63 02.14
01.17 01.68 02.19
01.22 01.73 02.24
01.27 01.78 02.29
01.32 01.83 02.34
01.37 01.88 02.39
01.42 01.93 02.44
01.47 01.98 02.49

05h
02.54
02.59
02.64
02,69
02.74
02.80
02.85
02.90
02.95
03.00

06h
03.05
03.10
03.15
03.20
03.25
03.30
03.36
03.41
03.46
03.51

071i
03.56
03.61
03.66
03.71
03.76
03.81
03.86
03.91
03.90
04.02

OOm
06m
12m
18m
24m
30m
36m
42m
48m
54m

08h
04.07
04.12
04.17
04.22
04.27
04.32
04.37
04.42
04.47
04.52

09h
04.58
04.63
04.68
04.73
04.78
04.83
04.88
04.93
04.98
05.03

U.T. of
10h
05.08
05.13
05.18
05.24
05.29
05.34
05.39
05.44
05.49
05.54

Observation
12h
11h
05.59 06.10
05.64 06.15
05.69 06.20
05.74 06.25
05.80 06.30
05.85 06.35
05.90 06.40
05.95 06.46
06.00 06.51
06.05
06.56

13h
06.61
06.66
06.71
06.76
06.81
06.86
06.91
06.96
07.02
07.07

14h
07.12
07.17
07.22
07.27
07.32
07.37
07.42
07.47
07.52
07.57

15h
07.62
07.68
07.73
07.78
07.83
07.88
07.93
07.98
08.03
08.08

OOm
06m
12m
18m
24m
30m
36m
42m
48m
54m

16h
08.13
08.18
08.24
08.29
08.34
08.39
08.44
08.49
08.54
08.59

17h
08.64
08.69
08,74
08.79
08.84
08.90
08.95
09.00
09.05
09.10

U.T. of
18h
09.15
09.20
09.25
09.30
09.35
09.40
09.46
09.51
09.56
09.61

Observation
20h
19h
09.66 10.17
10.22
09.71
09.76 10.27
09.81
10.32
09.86 10.37
09.91 10.42
09.96 10.47
10.52
10.01
10.06 10.57
10.12 10.62

21h
10.68
10.73
10.78
10.83
10.88
10.93
10.98
11.03
11.08
11.13

22h
11.18
11.23
11.28
11.34
11.39
11.44
11.49
11.54
11.59
11.64

23h
11.69
11.74
11.79
11.84
11.90
11.95
12.00
12.05
12.10
12.15

Table to show increase in colongitude in degrees as a function of time. Prepared and
contributed by Mr. Laren Dart. Values for intermediate tires can be found by interpolati=_
Since daily increase in colongitude varies slightly from its mean value of 12.2 degrees per
day, the accuracy of the table is limited to about 0.1 degrees. For observations after
12a, U.T., it will be a little more accurate to take the interval before Oh, U.T. on the
next date and then to subtract.
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TABLE II

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

JAN

FEB

MAR

276.41
288.60
300.79
312.97
325.15
337.32
349.48
1.64
13.80
25.94
38.09
50.22
62.36
74.49
816.61
98.74
110.87
123.00
135.13
147.27
159.41
171.56
183.71
195.88
206.05
220.23
232.41
244.60
256.79
268.98
281.17

293.36
305.55
317.74
329.92
342.09
354.26
6.42
18.58
30.73
42.88
55.02
67.16
79.30
91.43
103.57
115.70
127.84
139.98
152.13
164.28
176.45
188.62
20u.80
212.98
225:17
237.37
249.57
261.77
273.97
.00
.00

286.18
298.38
310.58
322.77
334.96
347.15
359.33
11 50
23.67
35.64
46.00
60.15
72.30
84.45
96.60
108.74
120.90
133.05
145.21
157.38
169.55
181.74
193.93
206.12
216.63
230.53
242.75
254.96
267.18
279.40
291.62

***** SELENOGRAPHIC COLONGITUDE OF THE SUN *****
1968 - 0 HOURS U.T.
APR
MAY
JUN
JUL
AUG
SEP
OCT
303.84
316.05
328.26
340.46
352.67
4.86
17.05
29.23
41.41
53.58
65.75
77.92
90.08
102.24
114.41
126.58
138.75
150.94
163.12
175.32
187.52
199.73
211.95
224.17
236.40
248.63
260.86
273.10
285.33
297.56
.00

309.79
322.02
334.25
346.46
358.68
10.89
23.09
35.28
47.47
59.66
71.84
84.01
96.19
108.37
120.55
132.74
144.93
157.13
169.34
181.55
193.77
206.00
218.23
230.47
242.71
254.95
267.19
279.44
291.69
303.93
316.17

328.41
340.64
352.87
5.09
17.30
29.51
41.71
53.91
66.10
78.29
90.47
102.66
114.85
127.04
139.24
151.45
163.66
175.88
188.10
200.33
212 57
224.81
237.05
249.30
261.55
273.80
286.06
298.31
310.55
328.80
00

335.04
347.27
359.50
11.72
23.93
36.14
48.34
60.53
72.73
84.91
97.10
109.30
121.49
133.69
145.89
158.10
170.32
182.54
194.77
207.00
219.24
231.48
243.73
255.97
268.22
280.48
292.73
304.97
317.22
329.46
341.69

353.92
6.13
18.35
30.55
42.75
54.94
67.13
79.32
91.50
103.69
115.88
128.07
140.26
152.46
164.67
167.88
189.10
201.32
213.55
225.78
238.02
250.26
262.50
274.74
286.99
299.23
311.46
323.70
335.92
348.14

12.56
24.75
36.94
49.13
61.31
73.48
85.66
97.84
110.01
122.19
134.37
146.56
158.75
170.95
183.15
195.35
207.57
219.78
232.00
244.23
256.46
268.69
280.91
293.14
305.37
317.59
329.80
342.01
354.21
6.40
.00

18.59
30.76
42.94
55.10
67.27
79.43
91.59
103.75
115.91
128.08
140.25
152.42
164.59
176.77
188.96
201.15
213.35
225.55
237.76
249.97
262.18
274.40
286.61
298.82
311.03
323.23
335.42
347.61
359.79
11.96
24.13

NOV

DEC

36.28
48.44
60.59
72.74
84.88
97.03
103.17
121.32
133.47
145.62
157.78
169.94
182.11
192.2A
206.46
218.64
230.83
243.02
255.22
267.42
279.62
291.82
304.01
316.20
328.39
340.56
352.73
4.80
17.05
29.20
.00

41.43
53.49
65.62
77.76
89.89
102.02
114.16
126.29
138.43
150.57
162.72
174.87
187.03
199.19
211.36
223.54
235.72
247.91
260.10
272.29
284.48
296.67
308.85
321.03
333.20
345.37
357.53
9.67
21.83
33.98
46.11
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Figure 22. Some exhibits in meeting hall at
W.A.A.-A.L.P.O. Convention in Long Beach. Mr.
George Carroll's solar
telescope is shown a
little right of center.
Figures 22-25 are photographs taken and contributed by F. Jack Eastman,
Jr. of Manhattan Beach,
Calif.

Figure 23. (Below.) Stony Ridge Observatory. Operated by
the Stony Ridge Observatory Society.

In the matter of
Lunar Transient Phenomena, Charles Ricker discussed "Moon-Blink Survey, ALPO -BAA CoOperati on", Wallace Calkins offered "Finally, a Workable Astronet Communication System", and Bill
Kohlenberger described
"Observational Problems
Concerned in Lunar Transient Phenomena." Daniel
H. Harris read two papers: "A Visual Spectroscope-Graph for Lunar
Transient Phenomena" and
"A Theoretical Model of
the Ross D Transient Albedo Change", suggesting
a fumarole as the cause.
Jack Eastman described
"The Observation of Lunar Transient Phenomena",
including spectral photography. Clark Harris
told of many "Confirmed
Visual Sightings of Lunar Transient Phenomena",
sometimes twenty or
thirty a night. Walter
Haas read a paper written by Clark Chapman entitled "Lunar Transient
Phenomena, a New Fad",
which was sharply critical of the mis -use of
the scientific concept
of independent confirmation, and pointed out
that unobjective enthusiasm could do the reputation of the serious
amateur great harm.
Grace Fox described "Rewards from Adult
Evening Classes in Astronomy". Fifteen additional papers were presented that were not directly concerned with
lunar and planetary matters; they are not mentioned here due to lack
of space.
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Figure 24. Another portion of the exhibits in the meeting
hall. On the left is a telescope on a spherical flotation
mount, designed and described by Mr. Norman James.
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Figure 25. Presentation of the G. Bruce
Blair Award to Mr. Leslie Peltier (right)
by Mr. Thomas Cave, General Chairman.
The award is given annually by the Western
Amateur Astronomers for outstanding service to amateur astronomy.

At the ALPO business meeting we
learned that the much-discussed ALPO Observing Manual has been submitted to three
different publishers, so far without acceptance. It was reported that the average published book has been submitted to
seven publishers. Ed Casey of Las Cruces
gave a report on next year's convention
of the ALPO, the WAA, and the Southwest
Region of the Astronomical League. The
host society will be the Astronomical Society of Las Cruces. This will be on August 21-24, 1968 at the New Mexico State
University Campus at Las Cruces. In addition to the University Observatory with
its 24" telescope, there is the White Sands
Missile Range and the snow white dunes of
the White Sands National Monument. Plan
now to attend!! It was decided that there
would be no concurrent paper sessions, and
that ALPO papers would be intermingled
with WAA and AL papers. Delegates voted
to have an ALPO paper session at the National Convention of the Astronomical League in Chicago during the Labor Day weekend next year, if so invited by the League.
It was also voted to suggest a later date
for the projected 1969 Nationwide Amateur
Convention at Denver. Denver sponsors announced August 1-3 as the dates, and pre-

dicted a thousand delegates.
Patrick Moore proposed (by mail) an international amateur group similar to the IAU.
It was the decision of the delegates not to go into this proposal at present. One member
pointed out that the IAU delegates are generally reimbursed for travel expenses, a privilege amateurs do not enjoy.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Southwestern Astronomical Conference 168. All readers are cordially invited to attend a meeting on August 21-24, 1968 of the A.L.P.O., the Western Amateur Astronomers, and
the Southwest Region of the Astronomical League. The site is the campus of the New Mexico
State University, and the host is the Astronomical Society of Las Cruces (of which the FAi tor is now President). The General Chairman is Mr. E. R. Casey, P. O. Box 921, Las Cruces,
New Mexico 88001. Many more details are given in the blue brochure enclosed in this issue.
Further information will appear in future issues and later brochures. Qualified A.L.P.O.
members are heartily invited to plan to contribute papers and exhibits to the Southwestern
Astronomical Conference '68.
Plan now to attend and to bring your friends!
Sustaining Members and Sponsors. As of November 11, 1967, we have in these special
groups:
Sustaining Members - Sky Publishing Corporation, Charles F. Capen, Craig L. Johnson,
Geoffrey Gaherty, Jr., Dale P. Cruikshank, Charles L. Ricker, Alan McClure, Elmer J. Reese,
Carl A. Anderson, Gordon D. Hall, Michael McCants, William K. Hartmann, Ralph Scott, A. W.
Mount, Charles B. Owens, Joseph P. Vitous, John E. Wilder, Clark R. Chapman, A. K. Parizek,
B. Traucki, Charles H. Giffen, Frederick W. Jaeger, P. K. Sartory, Nicholas Waitkus, Patrick
S. Mc Intosh, Lyle T. Johnson, the Chicago Astronomical Society, H. W. Kelsey, Phillip Wyman,
Harry Grimsley, Daniel H. Harris, Fred M. Garland, and the Junior Texas Astronomical Society.
Sponsors - Dr. Dinsmore Alter, William O. Roberts, David P. Barcroft, Grace A. Fox,
Philip and Virginia Glaser, John E. Westfall, Joel W. Goodman, the National Amateur Astronomers, Inc., James Q. Gant, Jr., Ken Thomson, Reverend Kenneth J. Delano, Richard E. Wend,
and Phillip W. Budine.
Sustaining Members of the A.L.P.O. pay $10 per year; Sponsors, $25 per year. The surplus above the regular rate is used to support the work and activities of our Association.
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New A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder. Our Lunar Section staff has been increased by the addition of:
H. W. Kelsey
3439 Mono Drive
Riverside, Calif. 92506
Mr. Kelsey's contributions to the A.L.P.O. and to the Lunar Section have been mentioned often in recent issues. While our work is nothing if not informal and flexible, it is our
thought that Mr. Kelsey will be Lunar Recorder Ricker's assistant and will analyze the observations in the A.L.P.O. Lunar Transient Phenomena patrol. However, correspondence and
observations about L.T.P.'s should continue to be submitted to Mr. Charles Ricker. Mr.
Kelsey will also prepare the quarterly reports which we are sending to Mr. Patrick Moore.
Section Reports on certain lunar projects in this journal will be the joint efforts of Messrs. Kelsey and Ricker, and the latter will continue to direct the Lunar Steep Places program. A.L.P.O. members are invited to correspond with our different Lunar Recorders and do
participate in the various Lunar Section projects.
New Book in A.L.P.O. Library. The Librarian, Mrs. Walter Haas, acknowledges with
thanks the gift of a new book donated to our library by Mr. Greg Redfern of Garden Grove,
Calif. The book is Radio Astronomy and How to Build Your Own Telescope, by John Heywood.
New Addresses for Section Recorders. Reverend Richard Hodgson, the Mercury Recorder,
now receives his mail at: Westford, Vermont 05494.
Larry C. Bornhurst, the Assistant Saturn Recorder, now has this address: Mount Wilson Observatory, Mount Wilson, Calif. 91023. For the first time our two Saturn Recorders
are in really close physical proximity!
Geological Maps of the Moon. The U.S. Geological Survey in cooperation with NASA add
ACIC has prepared special charts of ten regions of the moon. The charts show distributico
and relative age of lunar geological units and major structural features with approximate
contours and shaded relief. Scale 1:1,000,000. The price is $1.00 each. There are also
available three special maps and text showing physiographic divisions, lunar rays, and ph:togeology of the lunar surface. Scale 1:3,800,000. Price $1.50 per set. These items may
be ordered from the Distribution Section, U.S. Geological Survey, 1200 South Eads St., Arlington, Va. 22202.
New Address for A.L.P.O. Headquarters. Our efforts to have a stable address for o•=
members and correspondence appear to be doomed to continuous frustration! All box-numbers
in the University Park Postoffice were recently changed. Our address is now:
Box 3AZ - University Park - New Mexico 88001
A SUGGESTION CONCERNING THE CONTINUOUS OBSERVATION OF LUNAR TRANSIENT PHENOMENA
(For the Attention of All Lunar Observers)
By: Pgter H6dervgri, Vice-President of International Lunar Society
During the last few years the so-called lunar transient phenomena (LTP) have come
prominence in researches on the Moon. However, the true nature of these changes on the
Moon's surface is rather problematical as yet. According to some investigations, the grea-est concentration of LTP's is at or near perigee and apogee (see: Barbara M. Middlehursd:
The Observatory, Vol. 86, No. 995, pp. 239-242). For the scientific recognition of the
LTP's and for the explanation of their true nature, it is necessary to observe the lunar
surface as nearly continuously as possible.
Not long ago the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center established a research-service tc
investigate the LTP (see: John E. Westfall: The Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 18, Nos. 9-1:.
pp. 187-189). To observe the LTP is now a new program for the members of the ALPO (see:
Charles L. Ricker: The Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 19, Nos. 9-10, pp. 167-169).
For the continuous observation of the lunar surface a world-wide network of lunar oh servers is needed. Therefore, I should very much like to ask all lunar observers, who presently are not members of the ALPO and/or the International Lunar Society (ILS) and who till
the present time were not participants in this research-program, but who are interested _d
LTP's, to undertake observations of the Moon for the aim of better knowledge of the LTP.
To take a part in this very interesting scientific program and thus to get connected with
the cooperative researches of NASA and ALPO would be very useful for everyone who is interested in selenology.
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The suggested form of the reports of the observations can be found on page 189 of The
Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 18, Nos. 9-10. The results of the observations must be sent to
the Editor of The Strolling Astronomer (4. H. Haas, Box 3AZ, University Park, New Mexico,
88001, USA) or to Mr. Charles L. Ricker, ALPO Lunar Recorder, 403 W. Park St., Marquette,
Michigan, 49855, USA. I am convinced that the ILS would also be very glad to publish short
summaries of the results of the observations in its own periodical, The Journal of the ILS.
These summaries should be sent to the chief Editor, Mr. Ronald E. Ellis (1, Haystoun Close,
Eastburne, Sussex, England). The results will be published in these two periodicals, together with the names and addresses of the observers. I should like to strengthen an excellent cooperation and friendship by means of these observations among all the lunar observers
of the world and among NASA, ALPO, ILS, and other astronomical-planetological organizations.
The research regarding observations of the LTP has very great scientific value, and
the cooperation among the observers will surely be very profitable.
I have asked Professor W. H. Haas, Mr. Patrick Moore, and Mr. Ronald E. Ellis to be
so kind as to publish the present suggestion for all lunar observers simultaneously in the
following periodicals: The Strolling Astronomer, The Planetarium, and The Journal of the
International Lunar Society respectively.
Some very interesting observations concerning certain visible changes on the lunar
surface were collected and published by Professor Haas (see: The Strolling Astronomer, Vol.
18, Nos. 3-4, pp. 72-75). I think that for such observations a telescope of at least an aperture of 6", that is, about 15 centimeters, is necessary. Let us suppose that the diameter
of a transient lunar spot is about 1500 meters, that is, 0780. To perceive such a patch,
an astronomical telescope with an aperture of 6" is needed. It may be noted that the true
diameter of lunar spots observed earlier by Dr. H. P. Wilkins, and of other spots observed
by Drs. Barr and Greenacre, respectively, may have been about 2-3 kilometers.
OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
A Possible Lunar Transient Phenomenon Seen in the Southwest Rim Craterlet of Aristarchus. This observation was made by Reverend Kenneth J. Delano at Fall River, Massachusetts on September 17, 1967 (U.T. date) with a 12.5-inch reflector at 400X, seeing 5 (scale
of 0 to 10, with 10 best) and transparency 5 (estimated equivalent limiting stellar magnitude). The colongitude was 67°0. Mr. Delano writes: "When Aristarchus was first examined
(using the moon-blink technique) at 2h5m, U.T., the rim-top craterlet adjacent to Aristarchus' major inner dark ray appeared almost comparable to Aristarchus' central peak in brightness through a Wratten No. 25 red filter, but was no brighter than the lower central wall
and upper west rim of Aristarchus when a blue filter was used (Wratten No. 48). The inner
west slope of this S.W. rim craterlet seemed to display a bright red coloration.
"The redness became increasingly less noticeable until 2h12m, when the craterlet was
no longer brighter in red light than those other brighter parts of Aristarchus' wall. However, at 2h17m, U.T., I got the impression that it had flared up as a brighter red again
for a minute's duration (until 2h18m), after which it quickly returned to normal. At 2h21m
observations ceased because heavy haze was beginning to move in, making further observation
unreliable."
Reverend Delano uses west in the new, astronautical sense, according to which Grimaldi is near the west limb of the moon. Lunar Recorder Ricker urges that this observation by
Mr. Delano is very similar to one by Mr. Carl Anderson discussed in Str. A., Vol. 20, Nos.
7-8, pp. 135-137. However, the moon was much higher in the sky during Mr. Delano's observation.
Some Suggested Favorable Dates for Lunar Transient Phenomena. Dr. William B. Chapman,
NASA, Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston draws attention to some favorable near-future dates
for observing Lunar Transient Phenomena. While this material may not be new to participants
in Mr. Ricker's LTP patrol, the Editor considers its general interest high enough to justify
quoting much of Dr. Chapman's letter of October 31, 1967: "Your attention is called to some
favorable dates for lunar transient events which may occur during months when the lunar orbit is more eccentric than usual. In addition to the close perigee favorable dates around
November 2 and 30, an analysis of computer derived tides shows that many lunar features will
have local tidal patterns favorable for events during November 4-12, and December 3-11, 1967.
On these dates, in Greenwich Universal Time, some active features will have near sunrise
terminator lighting conditions:
Nov. 7-10 and Dec. 6-9; Mare Crisium area, and Messier-Pickering.
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Nov. 10-12 and Dec. 9-11; Plato -Eudoxus area, Alphonsus, and Eratosthenes.
"Although tidal amplitudes will be small at Aristarchus, tidal phases will be favorable for events during sunset terminator lighting conditions on November 30 and December 2E_
Also, since it is more active than any other feature, Aristarchus will be worth watching
throughout the dates listed for other features, even though it will be in the dark. This
will apply to November 4-6 and December 3-5, and especially during these latter three dates
because tides will be almost identical to those during the Aristarchus events of June 14-1:.
1866, and December 22, 1835. [ If the reader is unfamiliar with these old events, so also
is the Editor.]
"Regardless of the causes of lunar events, once an event occurs, a repetition in 26
to 28 days is very likely. It is hoped that this information will be useful to your effs7n3
for obtaining permanent records of lunar events."
We are much indebted to Dr. Chapman for this informative discussion. Those interested in lunar tides as a cause of Lunar Transient Phenomena should read his paper "Tidal 1:fluences at the Lunar Crater Aristarchus" in Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol. 72, Nc.
24. This subject was also considered by Mrs. Cameron and Mr. Gilheany in the lead articLe
in this issue. The Editor would strongly urge our lunar observers to make special efforns
to observe the lunar regions cited above on the dates given. Both positive and negative
results should be reported promptly to Charles L. Ricker, 403 W. Park St., Marquette, Micigan 49855.
Total Lunar Eclipse of October 18, 1967. Observations have been received from three
persons only: R. B. Minton at Las Cruces, New Mexico with an 8-inch reflector; Ken Thorisc=
at Houston, Texas with a 6-inch reflector; and Walter Schoendorf at San Jose, California
with a 2.4-inch refractor. One might have hoped for a far greater response after this eclipse had been mentioned under "Prospects" in our preceding issue.
The principal program of both Thomson and Schoendorf was timing umbral contacts fcr
selected craters. Mr. Thomson was having some eye trouble and experienced much difficult;
in identifying features; Ashley Godeaux recorded times for him. Thomson observed both
tangency and inner tangency for each crater, while Schoendorf's times were for the centers of the objects.
If we form residuals as the mean of Thomson's two times minus Schoendorf's time fcr
eight craters which they both observed at umbral immersion, the average value is +1 mir...
22 secs. The extreme values are -15 secs. and +2
mins., 0 secs. Thomson's later observed times may
ASTROLA NEWTONIAN
mean that Schoendorf saw an effectively larger umREFLECTING TELESCOPES
bra in a smaller telescope, or it may be "personal
equation."
These fine Astrola reflectors are
well known to nearly all serious
In color sketches at 9h24m and 9h48m, U.T.
telescopic observers. Already a
Walter Schoendorf shows much blue within the umbra.
number of America's leading lunar
and planetary observers are using
complete Astrola telescopes or
optical components manufactured
by us. We also sell Brandon and
other Orthoscopic oculars - mirror
cells - tubes - spiders--diagonals
- mountings, etc.
Custom Newtonian and Cassegrainian
telescopes from 6 ins. to 20 ins.
aperture made to order.
Used reflectors and refractors are
always in stock.
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE
Figure 26. Photograph of totally eclipsed moon by
R. B. Minton on October 18, 1967 at lOnllm, U.T.
8-inch, F:8 reflector. 30 secs. exposure on RoyalPan. Developed for 8 minutes in D-11. Printed on
Fl Kodabromide. Mid-totality at 10h15m, U.T. The
brighter southern part of the moon was less deeply
immersed in the umbral shadow.
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Ater V photograph of the lunar Alpine Valley, looking westward (IAU sense) tod the Mare Imbrium. At the time of the exposure, on August 14, 1967, Orbiter V
at an altitude of 247 kilometers. One sees Mount Pico in the upper right and the
ountains in the foreground are the lunar Alps. The crooked rille running the whole
g-th of the Valley is a fairly difficult object for earth-based lunar observers, and
--lost all the other features on the floor of the Valley are totally invisible. This NASA
ogr aph is 67-H-1400 in the ALPO Lunar Photograph Library.
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A COLORATION PHENOMENON IN THEOPHILUS
By: Eugene W. Cross, Jr.
(Paper read at the Fourteenth A.L.P.O. Convention
at Tucson, Arizona, August 26-28, 1966.)
At 01:24, on January 28, 1966 (U.T.), Edmund Arriola and the author, using the 19"
f/7 Newtonian telescope at the Whittier College Observatory, had just begun observing some
selected lunar areas when something unusual was noticed. There, on the northern rim of
Theophilus, was a reddish elliptical area, about 15 miles by 30 miles (see Figure 8). At
first it was felt that the coloration was an optical effect - possibly caused by atmospheric dispersion in the earth's atmosphere, or by chromatic aberration in the eyepiece.
As a test for the latter possibility, we examined several relatively bright formations (Proclus, Stevinus, and Langrenus). After some minutes of observation, it was apparent that the eyepiece (a good orthoscopic zoom) was not responsible for the coloration.
To determine whether the coloration phenomenon was an earth-based atmospheric one,
the observers realized that it would be necessary to observe the phenomenon over a period
of an hour or more. The reason for this is that if the phenomenon became less intense, it
obviously would be a lunar phenomenon since if it were an earth-based atmospheric phenomenon, it would become more intense as the moon approached the horizon, and consequently would
be visible through more and more of the earth's atmosphere. In other words, if the phenomenon increased in brightness as a function of the moon's decreasing height above the horizon, the phenomenon would be an atmospheric effect.
At 01:50, U.T. (see Figure 8), using almost double the magnification (300X) that had
been used at first (155X), we noticed another area of redness. The new area was on the
floor of Theophilus, near the shadow cast by the central peak complex. However, it appeared much less conspicuous than the area on the rim. At about the time when the central coloration was compared with the rim coloration, a change was noticed in the coloration on the
rim. Instead of being uniform in intensity, it appeared much more brilliant at the point
where it touched a shadow which was cast on the crater wall.
At once aware of the value of confirmation, we telephoned Dr. Bender, Professor of
Physics at Whittier College. He recommended that another Observatory be called only after
the Moon-Blink device was attached to the telescope and was tested on the coloration. However, since we had done quite a few hours of observing with the Moon-Blink during the preceding months, we considered that the device's color sensitivity was so much inferior to
direct visual methods that a negative (no blink) response was expected. Unfortunately,
more than an hour of observing time was wasted in using the Moon-Blink device.
Meanwhile, the moon had moved closer to the horizon, thus further degrading the visibility of an already difficult phenomenon. At 03:19, U.T. (Figure 8) another direct visual
observation was made. Since the observation made about an hour earlier, the phenomenon on
the rim of Theophilus had become both less intense and less extensive. While the coloration
near the central peak complex had completely disappeared, another coloration had appeared
on the interior of the crater wall, where the sun was rising. At the conclusion of the observation, it was obvious that the image was becoming seriously affected by deteriorating
seeing conditions--all hope of confirmation was abandoned. All observations were halted
at 03:45 (U.T.) because of poor observing conditions.
In an evaluation of the observations, one should note two important points. The
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Figure 8. Three sketches of Theophilus by Eugene W.
Cross, Jr. to show coloration phenomena recorded on
January 28, 1966 with the Whittier College Observatory
19-inch, 07 Newtonian reflector. See also text of
accompanying article by Mr. Cross. The heavily shaded
areas are red areas. The three sketches are qualitative only and do not show regions of greater and lesser intensity within each red area nor their ill-defined boundaries. Top sketch: 1h24m, U.T., 155X, seeing
5-6 (scale of 0 to 10 with 10 best), transparency 4
(moderately clear). Middle sketch: 1h50m, U.T., 300X,
seeing 4-5, transparency 4. Lower sketch: 3h19m, U.T.,
300X, seeing 2-3, transparency 4. Colongitude - 346°6
at 2110m, U.T. Lunar south at top, lunar west (I.A.U.
sense) at right.
iHRMS-4' r r x 7HHHt

first is that although no confirmatory observations
were obtained, every precaution was taken to avoid an
error in determining the true nature of the phenomenon. The second point of interest is that the colorations always appeared on an area of the crater where
the sun was rising. Therefore, if the nature of the
phenomenon was correctly determined - if it was lunar
in origin - the phenomenon would somehow appear to be
at least partially affected by a temperature (or energy) change on the lunar surface.
A.L.P.O. COMETS SECTION REPORT:
PERIODIC COMET TUTTLE 1967a
By: Dennis Milon, A.L.P.O. Comets Recorder
On its last visit to our part of the Solar System 13 years ago, periodic Comet Tuttle was not seen.
However, it was recovered in 1967 at the Tokyo Astronomical Observatory by K. Tomita on January 3rd. It
was then in the evening sky, in Lacerta, at magnitude
15 photographic. As Tuttle approached the sun, heading for perihelion on March 31st, the first A.L.P.O.
observation was made by Leo Boethin in the Philippines. He saw it on February 9th in his
8-inch reflector. Tuttle was described as a faint and very diffuse comet. Magnitude estimates were difficult; however, Karl Simmons at Jacksonville, Florida, used AAVSO charts for
most of his estimates with an 8-inch reflector. Simmons, observations generally confirm
predictions by Brian Marsden on IAU Circulars 1988 and 2006, where the magnitude is equal
to 9.0 + 5 log ,a+ 15 log r. For instance, Simmons' February 11th and April 24th observed
magnitudes are within a few tenths of the predicted magnitudes. In between these dates the
comet was sometimes seen unusually faint.
Monitoring the brightness of periodic comets like Tuttle is valuable. A determination
of absolute magnitude from visual estimates figures prominently in theories on the disintegration of periodic comets. Besides, comets are indicators of solar-caused activity by
means of their abnormal brightenings.
The observers of this comet were:
Leo Boethin, Abra, Philippines.
Michael McCants, Austin, Texas.
Tom Middlebrook, Nacogogdoches, Texas.
Karl Simmons, Jacksonville, Florida.
Don Wells, Austin, Texas.
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Figure 15. John Bortle, Mount Vernon, New York, who is one of the Comets Section's most active observers. He is shown with his comet observing equipment: 10X50 binoculars and 5inch f/5 refractor with an Aero Ektar lens on the tube. Mr. Bortle also uses a 6-inch Richest Field Telescope. He writes comets reports for The Eyepiece of the Observing Group of
the Amateur Astronomers Association, New York City.

Figure 16. Chick Capen and Jim Young, J. P. L. Table Mountain Observatory, Wrightwood,
Calif., doing comet guiding at the 16-inch Cassegrain. Messrs. Capen and Young photographed Comet Ikeya-Seki 1965f through a 6-inch refractor and used a wide angle or telephoto 35mm. camera attached to the tube of the 16-inch reflector.
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version, which puts more emphasis on American contributions to the field, appear in a few
years.
iHHK--11*

Astronomy With Binoculars, by James Muirden, Faber and Faber, 24 Russell Square, London, Price $5.95. 1963. 145 pages.
Reviewed by Rodger W. Gordon
Great emphasis today is placed on the value of obtaining as large a telescope as possible in many popular books. At the same time the value of simple equipment is overlooked
or is thought to be non-existent It is therefore a pleasure to read in Mr. Muirden's book
that many useful observations can be undertaken with very simple equipment (like binoculars)
and are still of value to professional astronomers.
Mr. Muirden shows that anyone, with the simple equipment he mentions, can make valuable studies by pursuing systematic observations of particular classes of objects over a
period of time. The author states that ownership of costly and highly sophisticated instruments does not automatically make one an amateur astronomer.
Each chapter of this little book gives hints on what observations may be undertaken.
Such chapters include solar, lunar, auroral, and meteoritic fields of Astronomy, variable
stars, comet hunting, and the zodiacal light, as well as other related fields. Some useful work may even be done in the planetary field with a pair of binoculars, according to
the author, though it is necessarily very limited in extent. However, the author should
not have suggested determining the rotation period of Mars byvisualobservation on page 62.
He suggests that a difference in magnitude can be detected since different parts of Mars
have different reflectivities. This is true, but the difference of magnitude in one rotation of Mars is not more than 0.1 mag. or so - barely detectable to even the most experienced observer and completely submerged by other factors - haze, seeing, altitude, etc.
The photos and drawings in the book are of high quality, and typographic errors are
few. While the value of this book will be most evident to a beginner or intermediate amateur, advanced amateurs who think that only large sophisticated equipment can do useful
work would do well to read this book, and those who wish to relax from the rigors of exacting observational programs will find some of Mr. Muirden's suggestions intriguing and of
absorbing interest to carry out.
Naturally the scope and intent of the book is limited, but anyone from a rank beginner to a professional in a large observatory will find it a worthwhile addition to the library.
LUNAR AND PLANETARY PROSPECTS, MARCH - MAY, 1968
Mercury. This planet will be at greatest elongation west from the sun on March 10,
1968 and at greatest elongation east on May 18. The morning apparition in March in the
morning sky will be a poor one for observers in northern latitudes, but the evening apparition in May will be favorable for them. The angular diameter of Mercury will increase from
545 on May 5 to 1053 on June 4.
Venus. The Morning Star will still be spectacular in March but will lose prominence
as it approaches the superior conjunction of late June. On March 31 the disc is 93.3% illuminated, and the angular diameter is 1058.
Mar*. This planet is nearing conjunction on the far side of its orbit; indeed, the
angular diameter is only 450 on March 31. The vernal equinox of the northern hemisphere
will fall in June, 1968.
Jupiter. The Giant Planet was at opposition on February 20 and is accordingly well
placed in the evening sky. Mr. Phillip W. Budine, A.L.P.O. Assistant Jupiter Recorder, has
supplied the following data on four famous Jovian features:
Feature
Center
Center
Center
Center

Red Spot
STeZ Oval BC
STeZ Oval DE
STeZ Oval FA

Long. (II) Jan. 1, 1968
27°
46
179
302

Change in Long. (11)/30 days
+ OW
-16.9
-20.0
-19.0

These numbers will allow extrapolating longitudes to various future dates. Of course, read215
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ers will realize in so extrapolating that Jovian drifts can, and often do, change with time.
Saturn. This planet will be near conjunction with the Sun during the three months
considered. On May 20 the Saturnicentric latitude of the Earth will be -12°2, and the Saturnicentric latitude of the Sun will be -10°5. The minus sign means that we see the southern face of the rings.
Uranus and Neptune. Observers having access to a filar micrometer are encouraged to
undertake the ellipticity of Uranus measurements described by Mr. Stanley Shartle elsewhere
in this issue. On April 10, 1968 Uranus will be at right ascension 11h47m and declination
+2° and will possess a stellar magnitude of 5.7. On the same date Neptune will be at right
ascension 15h37m and declination -18° and will have a stellar magnitude of 7.7.
Moon. There will be a total lunar eclipse on April 13, 1968 with the following circumstances:
Moon enters penumbra 2h12%, U.T.
Moon enters umbra
3 10.3
Totality begins
4 23.2
Middle of eclipse
4 47.4
Totality ends
5 11.7
Moon leaves umbra
6 24.5
Moon leaves penumbra 7 22.2
It will be evident from these times that this lunar eclipse can be observed to advantage over almost all of the United States. We heartily invite our readers to make observations ar
to submit them soon after the eclipse either to the Editor or to Lunar Recorder John E. Wesfall, 1530 Kanawha St., Apt. 110, Adelphi, Maryland 20783. Among the worthwhile projects
for lunar eclipse observers are the estimation of the total stellar magnitude of the moon &I'
frequent intervals throughout totality, the study of color and its distribution over the
eclipsed moon, the careful search for possible "lunar transit phenomena" (particularly on
areas reported to have been thus affected during past eclipses), the timing of umbral contacts for lunar features as a method of studying the amount of enlargement of the umbral
shadow by the Earth's atmosphere, and studies of the limits of detectability of penumbral
shadow both before and after the umbral eclipse. Finally, our Lunar Libration Cloud Recc:- _-.
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